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Preface

This textbook was developed from material presented in a year-long, grad¬

uate-level course m nonlinear dynamics that I taught at Caltech over the
past five years. It contains the basic techniques and results I believe to be
necessary for graduate students to begin research in the field. The ideal
prerequisite for a nonlinear dynamics course would be a thorough knowl¬
edge of Arnold’s Ordinary Differential Equations (Arnold [1973]) or Hirsch
and Smale’s Differential Equations, Dynamical Systems，and Linear Alge¬

bra (Hirsch and Smale [1974]). Because only in the rarest instances have
I found this prerequisite to be met, I have rapidly reviewed the necessary
background material in Section 1.1 of this book.

My main goal in the classroom and in the pages of this book is to pro¬

vide students with a large arsenal of techniques to increase their chances
of success when faced with a nonlinear problem. Inevitably, however, the
methods and techniques one has learned often do not quite work for the
problems one needs to solve. Consequently, I also try to provide students
with a sufficiently strong theoretical base so that they will have the tools
and overview they need to develop their own methods and techniques. As
a result, this book is long on detail and contains more material than can
be covered in a year’s worth of lectures. However, because the book does
contain detailed treatment of its subject, it is possible to cover all the top¬

ics presented in an academic year and to merely make reading assignments
in topics for which there is no time to lecture in depth.

I would like to make a few remarks concerning content. While in Chapter
31 spend a fair amount of time on the concept of the codimension of a bi¬
furcation, it is not something that a student first learning the subject needs
to worry about in detail. For example, I typically give a one-hour lecture
on the subject and make a reading assignment. This is not to say that I be¬

lieve the idea to be an unimportant one but, rather, that a certain amount
of “ mathematical maturity” concerning the subject of bifurcation theory
is needed before it can be really appreciated. I included such a detailed
treatment because it is difficult to find a complete discussion of the sub¬

ject in the context of dynamics. In this regard I have followed the seminal
paper of Arnold [1972], from which I learned the subject. All of the above
comments notwithstanding, when reading this section the reader should
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ask him- or herself just how much of it is merely formalized mathematical
common sense.

Chapter 4 is concerned with global aspects of dynamics. It has been my
experience that most students have had virtually no previous exposure to
such ideas. I have thus limited most of the geometrical constructions to two
dimensions for maps and three dimensions for vector fields. In this way I
hope the student can more easily develop his or her geometrical intuition.
All of the results are nonetheless valid in higher dimensions; the interested
reader should refer to Global Bifurcations and Chaos— Analytical Methods
[Wiggins 1988] for a discussion at this level.

Finally, although nonlinear dynamics and chaos have become something
of a fad over the past decade, it is still true that an understanding of
nonlinear phenomena requires a solid mathematical background and a lot
of hard work. Hopefully, those who seek the latter will find this book useful.

At this time I would like to acknowledge all of the help and encour¬

agement I have received in the development of this book. The reader will
notice the influence of Philip Holmes throughout the book. Phil was my
first teacher in this subject and showed me the beauty of geometry and dy¬

namics. He has influenced my approach to the study of dynamics in many
ways一with the exception of my propensity for long and detailed discus¬

sions such as those appearing throughout this book, and for which he should
not be blamed. Steve Shaw read the entire book, caught many mistakes,
and made many useful suggestions. Pat Sethna also offered much good
advice concerning content and style. He patiently listened to me present
much of the material in the book and often provided me with new insights.
Jerry Marsden and Marty Golubitsky also read substantial portions of the
manuscript, caught a number of errors, and provided invaluable advice.

The artwork in the book was done by Peggy Firth. Working with Peggy
was a real pleasure. She was able to take my roughest sketches and vaguest
descriptions and transform them into beautiful and instructive illustrations.
Her willingness to cheerfully endure seemingly endless revisions, often on a
moment’s notice, contributed immensely to the book. I also wish to thank
my wife Meredith for copyediting the book. Despite our careful planning，
the birth of this book coincided with the birth of our daughter Saman¬

tha, and Meredith was forced to juggle copyediting and colic amidst the
demands of an often unbearable author. For this sacrifice I will always be
grateful. Finally, I wish to thank the National Science Foundation and the
Office of Naval Research for the support of my research program.
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Introduction

In this book we will study equations of the following form

x = (0.1)
and

x^ g( x ] f i ) , (0.2)
with x £ U (1 ]Rn, t 1R1, and /J, £ V C 1RP where U and V are open sets in
Hn and ]RP, respectively. The overdot in (0.1) means “ 差，” and we view the
variables /i as parameters. In the study of dynamical systems the indepen¬

dent variable is often referred to as “ time.” We will us this terminology
from time to time also. We refer to (0.1) as a vector field or ordinary differ¬

ential equation and to (0.2) as a map or difference equation. Both will be
termed dynamical systems. Before discussing what we might want to know
about (0.1) and (0.2), we need to establish a bit of terminology.

By a solution of (0.1) we mean a map，x, from some interval / C R,
1 into

Rn，which we represent as follows

such that a:⑷ satisfies (0.1)，i.e.，

The map x has the geometrical interpretation of a curve in ]Rn, and (0.1)
gives the tangent vector at each point of the curve, hence the reason for
referring to (0.1) as a vector field. We will refer to the space of dependent
variables of (0.1) (i.e., ]Rn ) as the phase space of (0.1), and, abstractly,
our goal will be to understand the geometry of solution curves in phase
space. We remark that in many applications the structure of the phase
space may be more general than ]Rn; frequent examples are cylindrical,
spherical, or toroidal phase spaces. We will discuss these situations as they
are encountered; for now we incur no loss of generality if we take the phase
space of our maps and vector fields to be open sets in lRn.

It will often prove useful to build a little more information into our
notation for solutions, which we describe below.
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Dependence on Initial Conditions

It may be useful to distinguish a solution curve by a particular point in
phase space that it passes through at a specific time, i.e. , for a solution x(t )
we have x( to ) = xo. We refer to this as specifying an initial condition. This
is often included in the expression for a solution by writing x( t^ to^ xo ). In
some situations explicitly displaying the initial condition may be unimpor¬

tant, in which case we will denote the solution merely as x(t). In still other
situations the initial time may be always understood to be a specific value,
say to 二 0; in this case we would denote the solution as x(^xo).

Dependence on Parameters
Similarly, it may be useful to explicitly display the parametric dependence
of solutions. In this case we would write or, if we weren’t
interested in the initial condition, If parameters play no role in our
arguments we will often omit any specific paramter dependence from the
notation.

Some Terminology

1. There are several different terms which are somewhat synonymous
with the term solution of (0.1). x(t , to, xo ) may also be referred to as
the trajectory or phase curve through the point丨0 at 尤 = 沁，

2. The graph of to , a；o) over t is referred to as an integral curve. More
precisely, graph x( t , to , x0 ) = { ( x , t ) eHn x 1R1 | x = x(tyt0 , xo ) , t e
I } where I is the time interval of existence.

3. Let xo be a point in the phase space of (0.1). By the orbit through xo ,
denoted 0(x。)，we mean the set of points in phase space that lie on a
trajectory passing through x0 . More precisely, for xo ^ U C R71 , the
orbit through xo is given by O( x0 ) = { x lRn | x = x(,，,o，̂o)，亡

/ }. Note that for any T /, it follows that 0{ X (T^Q ^ XQ ) ) = O(xo).

Let us now give an example that illustrates the difference between trajec¬

tories, integral curves, and orbits.

EXAMPLE 0.1 Consider the equation

(u, «) elR1 xlR1 . (0.3)

The solution passing through the point ( ut v ) = (1, 0) at ^ = 0 is given by
(u( t )^ v( t ) ) = (cost — sin 亡）. The integral curve passing through (u^ v ) =
(1, 0) at ^ = 0 is given by { (w, t ) G R1 x 1R1 x 1R1 | (w⑷，v⑷) =
(cost，_ sin 尤)，for all t 1R }. The orbit passing through (u, v ) = (1, 0) is
given by the circle u2 +v2 — 1. Figure 0.1 gives a geometrical interpretation
of these different definitions for this example.
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(a)

b)

FIGURE 0.1. a) Solution through (1,0) ati= 0. b) Integral curve through (1,0)
= 0. c) Orbit of (1,0).

The astute reader will note that we have apparently gotten a bit ahead
of ourselves in that we have tacitly assumed that (0.1) has solutions. Of
course, this is by no means obvious, and apparently some conditions must
be placed on /(x, f i ) (as of yet, none have been stated) in order for solu¬

tions to exist. Moreover, additional properties of solutions, such as unique¬

ness and differentiability with respect to initial conditions and parameters,
are necessary in applications. When we explicitly consider these questions
in Section 1.1, we will see that these properties also are inherited from
conditions on f ( x , t ; /x). For now, we will merely state without proof that if

t；f i ) is Cr (r > 1) in x, t ) and f i then solutions through any xo lRn
exist and are unique on some time interval. Moreover, the solutions them¬

selves are Cr functions of io, and f i . (Note: recall that a function is
said to be Cr if it is r times differentiable and each derivative is continuous;
if r =0 then the function is said to be continuous.)

At this stage we have said nothing about maps, i.e., Equation (0.2).
In a broad sense, we will study two types of maps depending on g { x\ /x);
^oninvertible maps if g( x\ f i ) as a function of x for fixed 〆 has no inverse,
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and invertible maps if g{ x\ //) has an inverse. The map will be referred to
as a Cr diffeomorphism if g( x；fi ) is invertible, with the inverse denoted

and both g( x; fi ) and g~l ( x；fi ) are Cr maps (recall that a map
is invertible if it is one-to-one and onto). Our goal will be to study the
orbits of (0.2), i.e., the bi-infinite (if ^ is invertible) sequences of points

{• • , iT"(工o; M)，. . . ，5
_

1(工o; M)，x0 , g( x0 ] 5 (x0;")，. • .}， (0.4)

where x0 G U and gn is defined inductively by

gn ( x0 -, n ) = g ( grl ~'l ( x0 -, n ) ) , n > 2, (0.5a)

g ~n( x0 -, n ) = g~l ( g~n+l ( x0 -, fi ) ) , n > 2, (0.5b)

or the infinite (if g is noninvertible) sequences of points

{x0, 5(x0; gn{ x0\")，...}， (0.6)

where XQ G U and gn is defined inductively by (0.5a). (Note: it should
be clear that we must assume gn~l ( xo；/i), ^n+1(xo；fi ) {/, n > 2, for
(0.4) to make sense and gn~l ( xo\ fx ) £/, n > 2, for (0.6) to make sense.)
Notice that questions of existence and uniqueness of orbits for maps are
obvious and that differentiability of orbits with respect to initial conditions
and parameters is a consequence of the applicability of the chain rule of
elementary calculus.

With these preliminaries out of the way, we can now turn to the main
business of this book.



The Geometrical Point of
View of Dynamical Systems:
Background Material,
Poincare Maps, and Examples

Our main goal in the study of dynamical systems is simple. Given a spe¬

cific dynamical system, give a complete characterization of the geometry of
the orbit structure. If the dynamical system depends on parameters, then
characterize the change in the orbit structure as the parameters are varied.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to realize this goal for every dynamical
system we study. However, in this book we will develop techniques and a
point of view which will allow us to make some progress on many problems
(more on some, less on others) and to point out where the gaps in our
knowledge lie. In order to do this, we will need to bring to bear a wide va¬

riety of (seemingly) disparate mathematical techniques on a given problem.
Consequently, a fair amount of background material must be introduced.
In developing the necessary background material, we will simultaneously
focus on a specific dynamical system. In this context we will develop a
variety of ideas and techniques which will be used to obtain as much in¬

formation on our specific dynamical system as possible. We feel that this
approach will also best illustrate our strategy for dealing with dynamical
systems in applications in that it will show how one takes a variety of ideas
and techniques and “ puts them all together” in the analysis of a specific
dynamical system.

The dynamical system around which we will develop our background
material is the damped, forced Duffing oscillator which is given by

i=
y — x - x3 - Sy -f 7 Cos^,

where Sy 7, and LO are real parameters and the phase space is the plane
R2. Physically, S can be regarded as dissipation, 7 as the amplitude of the
forcing, and u) as the frequency; for this reason we will take <5, 7, a; > 0. The
damped, forced Duffing oscillator arises in a variety of applications, e.g., see
Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983] for specific applications and references.

Vector fields which depend explicitly on time are called nonautonomous,
and vector fields which are independent of time are called autonomous.
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We will see that in two dimensions there is a vast difference in the possible
dynamics of autonomous versus nonautonomous vector fields. In particular,
chaos is possible in the nonautonomous case but not the autonomous case.
For this reason we will begin by considering the unforced case.

1.1 Background Material from Dynamical
Systems Theory

In Section 1.1 we will develop much of the background material that we will
use throughout this book. We will organize much of this material around the
example of the unforced, damped Duffing oscillator. The unforced damped,
Duffing oscillator is given by

t = ^0' ( L U )

The easiest way to begin to understand the orbit structure of (1.1.1) is to
study the nature of its equilibria.

1.1A EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS：LINEARIZED STABILITY
Consider a general autonomous vector field

x = f ( x ) , x G Rn. (1.1.2)

An equilibrium solution of (1.1.2) is a point x lRn such that

f㈤ = o,
i.e., a solution which does not change in time. Other terms often substituted
for the term “ equilibrium solution” are “ fixed point,” “ stationary point,”
“ rest point,” “singularity，” “ critical point,” or “ steady state.” In this book
we will utilize the terms equilibrium point or fixed point exclusively.

Once we find any solution of (1.1.2) it is natural to try to determine if
the solution is stable.
Stability

Let x( t ) be any solution of (1.1.2). Then, roughly speaking, x( t ) is stable if
solutions starting “ close” to x{t ) at a given time remain close to x{t ) for all
later times. It is asymptotically if nearby solutions actually converge
to x{t ) as f — oo. Let us formalize these ideas.
DEFINITION 1.1.1 (LIAPUNOV STABILITY) x{t ) is said to be stable (or
Liapunov stable ) if, given e > 0, there exists a <5 = <5(e) > 0 such that,
for any other solution, y( t ) , of (1.1.2) satisfying \ x( t0 ) - y(亡。）|〈办，then
|元⑴ 一 y(t )\ < e ior t > t0, to G H.
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又W y(t)

x(t) y t

FIGURE 1.1.1. a) Liapunov stability, b) Asymptotic stability.

We remark that a solution which is not stable is said to be unstable.
DEFINITION 1.1.2 (ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY) x( t ) is said to be asymptoti¬

cally stable if it is Liapunov stable and if there exists a constant 6 > 0 such
that, if \ x( to ) - y{to )\ < b, then

^
lhn \x{t ) - y{t )\ == 0.

See Figure 1.1.1 for a geometrical interpretation of these two definitions.
Notice that these two definitions imply that we have information on the
infinite time existence of solutions. This is obvious for equilibrium solutions
but is not necessarily so for nearby solutions. Also, these definitions are for
autonomous systems, since in the nonautonomous case it may be that 6
and b depend explicitly on to (more about this later).

Definitions 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are mathematically very tidy; however, they
do not provide us with a method for determining whether or not a given
solution is stable. We now turn our attention to this question.

Linearization
In order to determine the stability of x{t ) we must understand the nature
of solutions near x[t ). Let

x = x( t ) + y. (1.1.3)
Substituting (1.1.3) into (1.1.2) and Taylor expanding about x{t ) gives

X = x {t ) + y = f { x( t ) ) + D f ( x(t ) ) y + 0{ \ y \ 2 ) , (1.1.4)

where D f is the derivative of / and |•| denotes a norm on Rn (note: in
order to obtain (1.1.4) / must be at least twice differentiable). Using the
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fact that x( t ) = (1.1.4) becomes

y = Df { x ( t ) ) y + 0( \ y\2 ) . (1.1.5)

Equation (1.1.5) describes the evolution of orbits near x( t ) . For stability
questions we are concerned with the behavior of solutions arbitrarily close
to x( t ) , so it seems reasonable that this question could be answered by
studying the associated linear system

y = Df { x { t ) ) y. (1.1.6)

Therefore, the question of stability of x( t ) involves the following two steps:

L Determine if the y = 0 solution of (Ll,6) is stable.
2. Show that stability (or instability) of the y = 0 solution of (LI.6)

implies stability (or instability) of x( t ) .

Step 1 may be equally as difficult as our original problem, since there are
no general methods for finding the solution of linear ordinary differential
equations with time-dependent coefficients. However, if x(t ) is an equilib¬

rium solution, i.e., x( t ) = then Df ( x( t ) ) = Df ( x ) is a matrix with
constant entries, and the solution of (1.1.6) through the point yo of

^ = 0 can immediately be written as

y( t ) = eD̂ y0 . (1.1.7)

Thus, y( t ) is asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues of Df ( x ) have negative
real parts (cf. Exercise 1,1.22).

The answer to Step 2 can be obtained from the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1.1 Suppose all of the eigenvalues of Df ( x ) have negative
real parts. Then the equilibrium solution x = x of the nonlinear vector field
(1.1.2) is asymptotically stable.

Proof: We will give the proof of this theorem in Section l.l.B when we
discuss Liapunov functions. □

In Section 1.1B we will give an example in which an equilibrium solution
of a nonlinear vector field is stable in the linear approximation, but it is
actually unstable. Sometimes the term “ linearly stable” is used to describe
a solution that is stable in the linear approximation. Thus, linearly stable
solutions may be nonlinearly unstable.

In the following sections the reader will see many results that have a
similar flavor to Theorem 1,1.1. Namely, if the eigenvalues of the associated
linear vector field have nonzero real parts, then the orbit structure near an
equilibrium solution of the nonlinear vector field is essentially the same as
that of the linear vector field. Such equilibrium solutions are given a special
name.
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DEFINITION 1.1.3 Let x = x be a fixed point oi x = /(x), x e Rn. Then
x is called a hyperbolic fixed point if none of the eigenvalues of Df ( x ) have
zero real part *

Maps

Everything discussed thus far applies also for maps; we mention some of
the details explicitly.

Consider a Cr (r > 1) map

x ^ g ( x) , x e Rn, (1.1.8)

and suppose that it has a fixed point at x = x, i.e., x = g{ x ). The associated
linear map is given by

V ^ Ay, y Rn, (1.1.9)

where A = Dg( x ).
Definitions of Stability for Maps

The definitions of stability and asymptotic stability for orbits of maps are
very similar to the definitions for vector fields. We leave it as an exercise
for the reader to formulate these definitions (cf. Exercise 1.1.8)‘

Stability of Fixed Points of Linear Maps

Choose a point y0 ^ JRn • The orbit of 如 under the linear map (1.1.9) is
given by the bi-infinite sequence (if the map is a Cr , r > 1, diffeomorphism)

，A~n y0 , - - - , A-l y0 , y^办0 , … ，，如，. . ] (1.1.10)

or the infinite sequence (if the map is Cr, r > 1, but noninvertible)

{2/0,却()，• • • ， ...}• (1.1.11)

Prom (1.1.10) and (1.1.11) it should be clear the fixed point y = 0 of the
linear map (1.1.9) is asymptotically stable if all of the eigenvalues of A have
moduli strictly less than one (cf. Exercise 1.1.24).
Stability of Fixed Points of Maps Via the Linear Approximation

With the obvious modifications, Theorem 1.1.1 is valid for maps.
Before we apply these ideas to the unforced Duffing oscillator, let us first

give some useful terminology.
Terminology
A hyperbolic fixed point of a vector field (resp.，map) is called a saddle if
some, but not all, of the eigenvalues of the associated linearization have real
parts greater than zero (resp., moduli greater than one) and the rest of the
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eigenvalues have real parts less than zero (resp.，moduli less than one). If
all of the eigenvalues have negative real part (resp., moduli less than one) ,
then the hyperbolic fixed point is called a stable node or sink，and if all of
the eigenvalues have positive real parts (resp., moduli greater than one)，
then the hyperbolic fixed point is called an unstable node or If the
eigenvalues are purely imaginary (resp. , have modulus one) and nonzero,
the nonhyperbolic fixed point is called a center.

Let us now apply our results to the unforced Duffing oscillator.

Application to the Unforced Duffing Oscillator
We recall here Equation (1.1.1)

6 > 0 .

It is easy to see that this equation has three fixed points given by

(a:，y) = (0, 0)，（±l，0). (1.1.12)

The matrix associated with the linearized vector field is given by

( l -03^ -s ) ' d.1.13)

Using (1.1.12) and (1.1.13) the eigenvalues Ai and A2 associated with the
fixed point (0, 0) are given by 入1,2 = — 办/2士\\/62 -f 4, and the eigenvalues
associated with the fixed points(士1，0) are the same for each point and are
given by A1<2 = — 6 / 2 ±\\/ S2 - S . Hence, for 办 > 0，(0, 0) is unstable and
(±1, 0) are asymptotically stable; for 办 = 0,（士1，0) are stable in the linear
approximation.

1.1B LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
The method of Liapunov can often be used to determine the stability of
fixed points when the information obtained from linearization is incon¬

clusive (i.e., when the fixed point is nonhyperbolic). Liapunov theory is a
large area，and we will examine only an extremely small part of it; for more
information, see Lasalle and Lefschetz [1961].

The basic idea of the method is as follows (the method works in n-
dimensions and also infinite dimensions, but for the moment we will de¬

scribe it pictorally in the plane) . Suppose you have a vector field in the
plane with a fixed point x , and you want to determine whether or not it is
stable. Roughly speaking, according to our previous definitions of stability
it would be sufficient to find a neighborhood U of x for which orbits starting
in U remain in U for all positive times (for the moment we don’t distinguish
between stability and asymptotic stability). This condition would be satis¬

fied if we could show that the vector field is either tangent to the boundary
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FIGURE 1.1.2. The vector field on the boundary of U .

W

V = constant
VV

m

vv
VV

FIGURE 1.1.3. Level set of V and W denoted at various points on the boundary.

of U or pointing inward toward x (see Figure 1.1.2). This situation should
remain true even as we shrink U down onto x. Now, Liapunov’s method
gives us a way of making this precise; we will show this for vector fields in
the plane and then generalize our results to ]Rn.

Suppose we have the vector field

V = ( x , y ) e 1R2, (1.1.14)

which has a fixed point at (x, y ) (assume it is stable). We want to show
that in any neighborhood of (x, y ) the above situation holds. Let V (x, y ) be
a scalar-valued function on H2, i.e” F: ]R2 — 1R1 (and at least C1), with
^ ( x y y ) = 0, and such that the locus of points satisfying V ( x ^ y ) = C =
constant form closed curves for different values of C encircling ( x ^ y ) with
V(x, y ) > 0 in a neighborhood of (x, y ) (see Figure 1.1.3).
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(x .y)

v=c2

v=c3

FIGURE 1.1.4. Level sets of 0 < Ci < C2 < C3.

Now recall that the gradient of V , W, is a vector perpendicular to the
tangent vector along each curve V = C which points in the direction of
increasingV (see Figure1.1.4). So if the vector field were always to be either
tangent or pointing inward for each of these curves surrounding (x, y ), we
would have

V V ( x , y ) - ( x , y ) < 0,
where the “dot” represents the usual vector scalar product. (This is simply
the derivative of V along orbits of (1.1.14).) We now state the general
theorem which makes these ideas precise.
Theorem 1.1.2 Consider the following vector field

x = f { x ) y x G Hn. (1.1.15)

Let x be a fixed point (1.1.15) and let V :U — 1R 6e a C1 function defined
on some neighborhood U of x such that

i) K(无）= 0 and V ( x ) > 0 if x ^ x.
ii) V^(x) < 0 in U -{^}.

Then x is stable. Moreover, if

iii) V ( x ) < 0 i n U - { x }

then x is asymptotically stable.
Proof：See Exercise 1.1.6. □

We refer to as a Liapunov function.We remark that if U can be chosen
to be all of lRn , then x is said to be globally asymptotically stable if i) and
iii) hold.
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EXAMPLE 1.1.1 Consider the following vector field

x = y,
V = ~ x + e x2 y .

(1.1. 16 )

It is easy to verify that (1.1.16) has a nonhyperbolic fixed point at (x, y) =
(0, 0) . Our goal is to determine if this fixed point is stable.

Let V { x , y ) = (x2 + y2 ) / 2 . Clearly V (0, 0 ) = 0 and V ( x , y ) > 0 in any
neighborhood of (0, 0) . Then

V { x , y ) = V V { x , y ) - {x , y )

= i^ , y ) - (y, e x2 y - x )
= x y + e x2 y2 - x y

and hence V = e x2 y2 . Then, by Theorem 1.1. 2, (0 , 0) is globally stable for
e < 0 . Actually, with a little work one can show that (0, 0) is globally
asymptotically stable for e < 0.

Let us now use Liapunov theory to give an outline of the proof of Theorem
1.1.1. We begin by recalling the set-up of the problem.

Consider the vector field

x = /(x), x R n, (1.1.17)

and suppose that (1.1.17) has a fixed point at x = x, i.e. , f ( x ) — 0. We
translate the fixed point to the origin via the coordinate shift y = x — x s o
that (1.1.17) becomes

y = f { y + x ), y e lRn. (1.1.18)

Taylor expanding (1.1.18) about x gives

y = D f ( x ) y + R( y ) , (1.1.19)

where R( y ) = 0( \ y\ 2 ) .
Now let us introduce the coordinate rescaling

y = s u, 0 < e < 1. (1.1.20)

Thus, taking e small implies making y small. Under ( 1.1.20) equation
(1.1.19) becomes

u = D f ( x )u + R( u y e ) , (1.1.21)
where R(u,e ) = R( e u) / e . It should be clear that R(u, 0) = 0 since R( y ) =
0( \ y\2 ) . We choose as a Liapunov function

^㈤ =;M2.
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Therefore,

V ( u ) = V V {u ) - u
= (u - D f ( x )u ) + {u - R( u, e)). (1.1.22)

Prom elementary linear algebra the reader should recall that if all eigen¬

values of D f ( x ) have negative real part then there exists a basis such that

( u - D f ( x )u ) < | w |2 < 0 (1.1.23)

for some real number k and all u (see Arnold [1973] or Hirsch and Smale
[1974] for a proof ). Hence, by choosing e sufficiently small, (1.1.22) is
strictly negative, which implies that the fixed point x = x \s asymptot¬

ically stable. We leave it to the reader to argue that this result does not
depend on the particular basis for which (1.1.23) holds (cf. Section 2.2D).

l .lc INVARIANT MANIFOLDS：LINEAR AND NONLINEAR
SYSTEMS

We will see throughout this book that invariant manifolds, in particular
stable, unstable, and center manifolds, play a central role in the analysis of
dynamical systems. We will give a simultaneous discussion of these ideas
for both vector fields

i = /(工)， x e U n (1.1.24)
and maps

x^ g { x ) , x e ]Rn . (1.1.25)

DEFINITION 1.1.4 Let 5 c ]Rn be a set , then

a) (Continuous time) S is said to be invariant under the vector field
x = /(x) if for any xo e S we have x ( t , 0, XQ ) G S for all i G 1R.

b) (Discrete time) S is said to be invariant under the map x f— > g [ x ) if
for any X Q E S w e have g n ( x o ) G S for all n.

If we restrict ourselves to positive times (i.e., t > 0, n > 0) then we refer
to 5 as a positively invariant set and, for negative time, as a negatively
invariant set .

We remark that if g is noninvertible, then only n > 0 makes sense (al¬

though in some instances it may be useful to consider g
_1 which does have

a set theoretic meaning).

DEFINITION 1.1.5 An invariant set 5 C lRn is said to be a Cr (r > \)
invariant manifold if S has the structure of a Cr differentiable manifold.
Similarly, a positively (resp., negatively) invariant set 5 C lRn is said to be
a Cr (r > \) positively (resp., negatively ) invariant manifold S has the
structure of a Cr differentiable manifold.
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Evidently, we need to say what we mean by the term “ Cr differentiable
manifold.” However, this is the subject of a course in itself, so rather than
define the concept of a manifold in its full generality, we will describe only
that portion of the vast theory that we will need.

Roughly speaking, a manifold is a set which locally has the structure
of Euclidean space. In applications, manifolds are most often met as m-
dimensional surfaces embedded in 1R71. If the surface has no singular points,
i.e., the derivative of the function representing the surface has maximal
rank, then by the implicit function theorem it can locally be represented
as a graph. The surface is a Cr manifold if the (local) graphs representing
it are Cr (note: for a thorough treatment of this particular representation
of a manifold see Dubrovin, Fomenko, and Novikov [1985]).

Another example is even more basic. Let{«i，• • •，5n}denote thestandard
basis on ]Rn. Let {5tl , • • • , }, J < ny denote any j basis vectors from
this set; then the span of { stl , • • • , } forms a j-dimensional subspace
of ]Rn which is trivially a C°° j-dimensional manifold. For a thorough
introduction to the theory of manifolds with a view to applications see
Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu [1988].

The main reason for choosing these examples is that, in this book, when
the term “ manifold” is used, it will be sufficient to think of one of the
following two situations:

1. Linear Settings: a linear vector subspace of ]Rn;

2. Nonlinear Settings: a surface embedded in 1Rn which can be locally
represented as a graph (which can be justified via the implicit function
theorem).

Let us return to our study of the orbit structure near fixed points to see
how some important invariant manifolds arise. We begin with vector fields.
Let x e lRn be a fixed point of

x = /(x), x G lRn. (1.1.26)

Then, by the discussion in Section 1.1A, it is natural to consider the asso¬

ciated linear system
y = Ay , y E lRn, (1.1.27)

where A = D/(x) is a constant n x n matrix. The solution of (1.1.27)
through the point yo G ]Rn at t = 0 is given by

y( t ) = eAty0 , (1.1.28)

where
eAt = id +At + ^ A2t2 + H—— (1.1.29)

and “ id” denotes the n x n identity matrix. We must assume sufficient
background in the theory of linear constant coefficient ordinary differential
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T- lAT. (1.1.32)

equations so that ( 1.1.28) and (1.1.29) make sense to the reader. Excellent
references for this theory are Arnold [1973] and Hirsch and Smale [1974].

Our goal here is to extract the necessary ingredients from this theory so as
to give a geometrical interpretation to (1.1.28).

Now lRn can be represented as the direct sum of three subspaces denoted
Esy Eu，and £*c, which are defined as follows:

Es = span{ei , - - ? es},
Eu = span{es+1，… ，es+u}， s + w + c = n， (1.1.30)
E = span{es+ii+ i，’ . _

，e^+xi+c },

where {ei，… ，es} are the (generalized) eigenvectors of A corresponding
to the eigenvalues of A having negative real part, {es+i , … ，es+u} are the
(generalized) eigenvectors of A corresponding to eigenvalues of A having
positive real part, and {es+u+i , • • •，es+u+c} are the (generalized) eigenvec¬

tors of A corresponding to the eigenvalues of A having zero real pari (note:
this is proved in great detail in Hirsch and Smale [1974]). Es , Eu , and
Ec are referred to as the stable, unstable, and center subspaces, respec¬

tively. They are also examples of invariant subspaces (or manifolds) since
solutions of (1.1.27) with initial conditions entirely contained in either Es ,
Euy or Ec must forever remain in that particular subspace for all time (we
will motivate this a bit more shortly). Moreover, solutions starting in Es
approach y = 0 asymptotically as t — *■ +oo and solutions starting in Eu
approach y = 0 asymptotically as ^ ^ — oo. Let us now illustrate these
ideas with three examples where for simplicity and easier visualization we
will work in R3.

EXAMPLE 1.1.2 Suppose the three eigenvalues of A are real and distinct
and denoted by Ai , A2 < 0, A3 > 0. Then A has three linearly independent
eigenvectors ei , e2 , and corresponding to A], A2 , and A3, respectively. If
we form the 3 x 3 matrix T by taking as columns the eigenvectors ei , e2 ,
and e3, which we write as

T 三 ei 62 e3 , ( 1.1.31)

then we have

Recall that the solution of (1.1.27) through yo E IR3 at 亡 = 0 is given by

y ( t ) = e M y0 = eTAT ~' tyo . (1.1.33)

As
A2

Al
III
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Using (1.1.29), it is easy to see that (1.1.33) is the same as

y( t ) = TeMT-1 y0

e\eXlt e2eAat e3e入3* T-^o. (1.1,34)

Now we want to give a geometric interpretation to (1.1.34). Recall from
(1.1.30) that we have

E3 = span{ei,e2},
= span{e3}.

Invariance
Choose any point yQ E 1R3- Then T

_
1 is the transformation matrix which

changes the coordinates of yo with respect to the standard basis on 1R3

(i.e” (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0, 0,1)) into coordinates with respect to the basis
ei，e2, and e3. Thus, for yo E E3

^ T ~1 yo has the form

T^yo (1.1.35)

and, for yQ E Eu,T ~ xyo has the form

Therefore, by substituting (1.1.35) (resp., (1.1.36)) into (LI.34)，it is easy
to see that y0 G E3 (resp., Eu ) implies eAtyo E Es (resp” Eu ). Thus, E3

and Eu are invariant manifolds.

Asymptotic Behavior
Using (1.1.35) and (1.1.34), we can see that, for any yQ e E9 , we have
eAty^ — 0 as t — �+oo and, fOT any yo E Eu ^ we have eAtyo — > 0 as t — > 一oo
(hence the reason behind the names stable and unstable manifolds).

See Figure 1.1.5 for an illustration of the geometry of E$ and EP1.
EXAMPLE 1.1.3 Suppose A has two complex conjugate eigenvalues p士 iu;，
P < 0, 一 0 and one real eigenvalue A > 0. Then A has three real
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Eu
Es

FIGURE 1.1.5. The geometry of Es and Eu for Example 1.1.2.

generalized eigenvectors ei , e2 , and which can be used as the columns
of a matrix T in order to transform A as follows

/ P ^ o\
A = -w p 0 = T ~ 1 AT. (1.1.37)

\ 0 0 A /
From Example 1.1.2 it is easy to see that in this example we have

y( t ) = TeAtT ~ 1 y0

/ ept cos ujt ept sin Lot
= T I — ept sin ut ept cos cut

\ 0 0

Using the same arguments given in Example 1.1.2 it should be clear that
Es — span{ei , e2} is an invariant manifold of solutions that decay expo¬

nentially to zero as 亡 — +oo, and Eu — span{e3) is an invariant manifold
of solutions that decay exponentially to zero as i — > — oo (see Figure 1,1.6).

0 、0 T ~lyo. (1.1.38)
e叫

EXAMPLE 1.1.4 Suppose A has two real repeated eigenvalues, A < 0,
and a third distinct eigenvalue 7 > 0 such that there exist generalized
eigenvectors ei , e2, and which can be used to form the columns of a
matrix T so that A is transformed as follows

/ A 1 0、
A = 0 A 0 = T ~lAT. (1.1.39)

\ 0 0 7 /
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Eu

Es

FIGURE 1.1.6. The geometry of and Eu for Example 1.1.3 (for u) < 0).

Following Examples 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, in this example the solution through
the point yo G 1R3 at t = 0 is given by

y { t ) = TeMT-ly0

/ ext text 0 \
0 eAt 0 T-ly0. (1丄40)

\ 0 0 /
Using the same arguments as in Example 1.1.2, it is easy to see that Es =
span{ei，62} is an invariant manifold of solutions that decay to y = 0 as
t +00, and Eu = span{e3} is an invariant manifold of solutions that
decay to y = 0 as t — > — 00 (see Figure 1.1.7).

The reader should review enough linear algebra so that he or she can
justify each step in the arguments given in these examples. We remark
that we have not considered an example of a linear vector field having a
center subspace. The reader can construct his or her own examples from
Example 1.1.3 by setting p = 0 or from Example 1.1.4 by setting 入 = 0; we
leave these as exercises and now turn to the nonlinear system.
The Nonlinear System
Recall that our original motivation for studying the linear system

y = 2/ e (1.1.41)
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Eu

FIGURE 1.1.7. The geometry of Ea and Eu for Example 1.1.4.

where A= £>/(x), was to obtain information about the nature of solutions
near the fixed point x — x o i the nonlinear equation

x = f ( x ), x E ]Rn. (1.1.42)

The stable, unstable, and center manifold theorem provides an answer to
this question; let us first transform (1.1.42) to a more convenient form.

We first transform the fixed point x:x of (1.1.42) to the origin via the
translation p = x — x. I n this case (1.1.42) becomes

y = /(x + y\ y e B J1. (1-1.43)

Taylor expanding f { x y ) about x = x gives

y = D f { x ) y + R{ y ), y G!Rn, (1.1.44)

where R( y ) = 0( \ y\2 ) and we have used f ( x ) = 0. Prom elementary linear
algebra (see Hirsch and Smale [1974]) we can find a linear transformation
T which transforms the linear equation (1.1.41) into block diagonal form

f u\ ( A s 0 0 \ ( u\
* = o ^ o \ [ V \ , (1.1.45)

\w j \ 0 0 A C J \w j
where T-1 y 三 (u y v ,w ) G 1R5 x Hu x ]RC, 5 + w + c = n, is an s x 5

matrix having eigenvalues with negative real part, A u i s a n u x u ma¬

trix having eigenvalues with positive real part, and ^4C is an c x c matrix
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having eigenvalues with zero real part (note: we point out the (hopefully)
obvious fact that the “ 0” in (1.1.45) are not scalar zero’s but rather the
appropriately sized block consisting of all zero’s. This notation will be used
throughout the book). Using this same linear transformation to transform
the coordinates of the nonlinear vector field (1.1.44) gives the equation

u = Asu + Rsiu^ VyW ) ,
v = Auv 4- Ru(u,v,w ) , (1.1.46)
w =：Acw -f- Rc(u,v^ w ) ^

where R8(u,v,w ) , Ra(u,v ,w ) , and Rc(u,v,w ) are the first 5, u, and c
components, respectively, of the vector T ^lR(T(u,v,w ) )

Now consider the linear vector field (1.1.45). Prom our previous discus¬

sion (1.1.45) has an 5-dimensional invariant stable manifold, a u-dimen-
sional invariant unstable manifold, and a c-dimensional invariant center
manifold all intersecting in the origin. The following theorem shows how
this structure changes when the nonlinear vector field (1.1.46) is considered.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Local, Stable, Unstable, and Center Manifolds of
Fixed Points) Suppose (1.1.46) is Cr , r > 2. Then the fixed point
(u,v ,w ) = 0 of (1.1.46) possesses a Cr s-dimensional local, stable mam-
fold, Wi^c(0), a Cr u-dimensional local, unstable manifold，Vt^c(0)，and a
Cr c-dimensional local, center manifold, W^c(0)，a" intersecting at
(u,v ,w ) = 0. These manifolds are all tangent to the respective invariant
manifolds of the linear vector field (1.1.45) at the origin and, hence，are
locally representable as graphs. In particular，we have

W{oc(0 ) = {(以，z;，… x x Rc卜= h8
v ( u ) ,w = hsw (u );

Dhl ( 0 ) - 0, Dh^ (0 ) = 0; \u\ sufficiently small }

^c(0) - { (u,v ,w ) R5 x l R" x R c|W = h^ ( v ) ,w =⑽⑻；

Dh^ ( 0 ) = 0 , Dh^ (0 ) - 0; \v\ sufficiently small }

l̂ocCO) = { {u,v ,w ) x x Rc I u = h»，v = h^ (w );

Dh^ ( 0 ) = 0, Dhl ( 0 ) = 0; |i^| sufficiently small ]
h^u), h8

w (u ) , h^ ( v ) y h^ ( v ) , h^ (w ) f and hl ( w ) are Cr functions.
Moreover, W^c(0) and VV:c(0) have the asymptotic properties of Es and
Eu，respectively. Namely, solutions of 1.1.46 with initial conditions in

îoc(O) (resp.j ^^(0)^ approach the ongm at an exponential rate asymp¬

totically as t -foo (resp.y t — — oo ).
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Proof : See Fenichel [1971] or Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [1977] for details and
see Wiggins [1988] for some history and further references on invariant
manifolds. □

Some remarks on this important theorem are now in order.
Remark 1 . First some terminology. Very often one hears the terms “stable
manifold,” “ unstable manifold,” or “ center manifold” used alone; however,
alone they are not sufficient to describe the dynamical situation. Notice
that Theorem 1.1.3 is entitled stable, unstable, and center manifolds of
fixed points. The phrase “ of fixed points” is the key: one must say the
stable, unstable, or center manifold of something in order to make sense.
The “somethings” studied thus far have been fixed points; however, more
general invariant sets also have stable, unstable, and center manifolds. See
Wiggins [1988] for a discussion.
Remark 2. The conditions Dhl ( 0 ) = 0, = 0, etc., reflect that the
nonlinear manifolds are tangent to the associated linear manifolds at the
origin.
Remark 3. Suppose the fixed point is hyperbolic, i.e., Ec = 0. In this case
an interpretation of the theorem is that solutions of the nonlinear vector
field in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin behave the same as
solutions of the associated linear vector field.
Remark 4 . In general, the nature of solutions in Wj^c(0) cannot be inferred
from the nature of solutions in Ec . More refined techniques are needed and
are developed in Chapter 2.
Maps

An identical theory can be developed for maps. We summarize the details
below. Consider a Cr diffeomorphism

x^ g ( x ) , x Rn. (1.1.47)

Suppose (1.1.47) has a fixed point at x = x and we want to know the nature
of orbits near this fixed point. Then it is natural to consider the associated
linear map

y ^ Ay , y e lRn, (1.1.48)
where A = Dg( x ) . The linear map (1.1.48) has invariant manifolds given
by

E3 = span{e1, . . . , es},
Eu =：span{es+i , • • . , es+u},
E == span{es+u+i , . * • , Cs+u+c}?

where s u c = n and ei , . • . , es are the (generalized) eigenvectors of
A corresponding to the eigenvalues of A having modulus less than one,
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es+ i , • • •，es+w are the (generalized) eigenvectors of A corresponding to the
eigenvalues of A having modulus greater than one, and es+u+i , • • •，
are the (generalized) eigenvectors of A corresponding to the eigenvalues of
A having modulus equal to one.The reader should find it easy to prove this
by putting A in Jordan canonical form and noting that the orbit of the
linear map 1.1.48 through the point yo E IRn is given by

{• • • , A^ny0 , • • * , A
_

1y0, yo, 乂2/o, • • •，Any0 , - - •}. (1.1.49)
Now we address the question of how this structure goes over to the non¬

linear map (1.1.47). In the case of maps Theorem 1.1.3 holds identically.
Namely, the nonlinear map (1.1.47) has a Cr invariant s-dimensional sta¬

ble manifold, a Cr invariant w-dimensional unstable manifold, and a Cr
invariant c-dimeilsional center manifold all intersecting in the fixed point.
Moreover, these manifolds are all tangent to the respective invariant man¬

ifolds of the linear map (1.1.48) at the fixed point.
Essentially, everything about stable, unstable, and center manifolds for

fixed points of vector fields holds for fixed points of maps. We will give
examples in the exercises at the end of Section 1.1. However, before com¬

pleting our discussion of invariant manifolds let us apply our results to the
unforced Duffing oscillator.
Application to the Unforced Duffing Oscillator
In Section 1.1A we have seen that the equation

± = ^ 3 , «^ > 0 ,y = x — x。— 6 y，
has a saddle-type fixed point of ( x, y ) = (0,0), and sinks at(土1，0) for ^ > 0.
Prom Theorem 1.1.3 we now know that(士1, 0) have two-dimensional stable
manifolds (this is obvious) and (0, 0) has a one-dimensional stable manifold
and a one-dimensional unstable manifold as shown in Figure 1.1.8 (note:
we have drawn the figure for 0 < ^ < v .̂ The reader should show how the
solutions near the sinks are modified for 6 > \/8). Note that Theorem 1.1.3
also tells us that a good local approximation to the stable and unstable
manifolds of (0, 0) is given by the corresponding invariant linear manifolds,
which are relatively easy to calculate. The case 6 = 0 i s treated in great
detail in Section 1.1E.

Let us consider a final example from Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983].

EXAMPLE 1.1.5 Consider the planar vector field

i l -y + x^ M d H i,

which has a hyperbolic fixed point at (x, y) = (0, 0). The associated lin¬

earized system is given by
x = x,
y = — 扒
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FIGURE 1.1.8. Local invariant manifold structure in the unforced Duffing oscil¬

lator, 0 < 6 <\/S.
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FIGURE 1.1.9. The stable and unstable subspaces in Example 1.1.5.

with stable and unstable subspaces given by

E3 = { ( x , y ) e l R2 \ x = 0 } ,
E u = { ( x , y ) G B 2 \ y = 0 }

(see Figure 1.1.9).

Now we turn our attention to the nonlinear vector field for which, in this
case, the solution can be obtained explicitly as follows. Eliminating time
as the independent variable gives

y
z

X

which can be solved to obtain

dy
d x

zv
x + x,

c
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FIGURE 1.1.10. Stable and unstable manifolds of ( x ^ y ) = (0, 0) in Example
1.1.5.

where c is some constant. Now W^c(0,0) can be represented by a graph
over the x variables, i.e., y = h( x ) with h(0 ) = hf (0) = 0. Varying c in the
solution above takes us from orbit to orbit; we seek the value of c which
corresponds to the unstable manifold— this is c = 0. Therefore, we have

^oc (0, 0) =|(x, y) e I R2 | y = y},

which is also the global unstable manifold of the origin (see Exercise 1.1.28).
Finally, note that if we have initial conditions with the x component equal
to zero, i.e.，(0, y) Vy, then the solution stays on the y axis and approaches
(0,0) as11cx)；thus, E8 = W 3(0,0) ={(x, y) |x = 0} (see Figure 1.1.10).

I.ID PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
We consider vector fields

x = f { x ) , x e l f T, (1.1.50)

and maps
x »-> g( x ), x e IRn. (1.1.51)

DEFINITION LI.6 (VECTOR FIELDS) A solution of (1.1.50) through the
point xo is said to be periodic of period T if there exists T > 0 such that
x(t,t0) = x(t -f T, xo) for all t G 1R. (Maps) The orbit of xo 6 lRn is said to
be periodic of period k > 0 if gk ( xo ) = xo*

We remark that if a solution of (1.1.50) is periodic of period T then
evidently it is periodic of period nT for any integer n > l. However, by the
period of an orbit we mean the smallest possible T > 0 such that Definition
1.1.6 holds. A similar statement holds for periodic orbits of maps.
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We will discuss stability of periodic orbits of vector fields when we discuss
Poincare maps in Section 1.2; for stability of periodic orbits of maps see
Exercise 1.1.5.

Now we will learn a useful and easily applicable trick for establishing the
nonexistence of periodic solutions of autonomous vector fields on the plane.
We will denote these vector fields by

::㈣: (冰以 d.1.52)

where / and g are at least C1.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Bendixson^ criterion) If on a simply connected re¬

gion D C R2 (i.e., D has no holes m it) the expression 25 not
identically zero and does not change sign, then (1.1.52) has no closed or¬

bits lying entirely m D.
Proof:This is a simple result of Green’s theorem on the plane; see Abraham,
Marsden, and Ratiu [1988]. Using (1.1.52) and applying the chain rule we
find that on any closed orbit T we have

J f dy - gdx — 0.

By Green’s theorem this implies

/H) d x d y = o ,

where S is the interior bounded by T. But if ^ ^ 0 and doesn’t
change sign, then this obviously can’t be true. Therefore, there must be no
closed orbits in D. □

(1.1.53)

(1.1.54)

A generalization of Bendixson’s criterion due to Dulac is the following.
Theorem 1.1.5 Let B( x, y ) be C1 on a simply connected region D C 1R2.
If ^§p- + is not identically zero and does not change sign in D, then
(1.1.52) has no closed orbits lying entirely m D.
Proof: The proof is very similar to the previous theorem so we omit it and
leave it as an exercise. □

Application to the Unforced Duffing Oscillator
Consider the vector field

x = y = f ( x，y )，
y = x - x3 - Sy = g( x,y), (1.1.55)
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An easy calculation shows that

dx dy -b.

Thus, for 6 > 0, (1.1.55) has no closed orbits. We will answer the question
of what happens when <5 = 0 in Section 1.1E.

The next example shows how Theorem 1.1.4 allows us to restrict regions
in the plane where closed orbits might exist.

EXAMPLE 1.1.6 Consider the following modification of the unforced Duff¬

ing oscillator

x
y

y = f { x , y ) ,
x — x3 — 6 y + x2 y g ( x , y ) , 6 > 0. (1.1.56)

This equation has three fixed points at ( x , y ) = (0, 0), (土1，0) with the
eigenvalues, of the associated linearization about each fixed point given
by

(0, 0) => AI}2 = + A, (1.1.57a)

(1, 0) => AI )2 = 2 ± 2 \/( <5 + 1 ) 2 8, (L1.57b)

(-1, 0) => AI ,2 == ( l‘1.57c)

Thus, (0, 0) is a saddle, and (士1，0) are sinks for (5 > 1 and sources for
0 < « < 1.

A simple calculation gives

5/
^dx dy

— 6 -\- x2 . (1.1.58)

Thus, (1.1.58) vanishes on the lines x = ±V6 . These two lines divide the
plane into three disjoint regions which we label (from left to right) iii , R2 ,
and as shown in Figure 1.1.11.

Now from Theorem 1.1.4, we can immediately conclude that (1.1.56) can
have no closed orbits lying entirely in either region /2i , /?2 , or Rs，However,
we cannot rule out the existence of closed orbits which overlap these regions
os shown in Figure 1.1.12. When we discuss index theory in Section 1.1F we
will see how to reduce the number of possibilities even further. We finally
remark that it is not a coincidence that the lines x = 土 fall on the
fixed points (土1，0) when the real parts of the eigenvalues of these fixed
points vanish. We will learn what is going on in this case when we study
the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in Chapter 3.
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FIGURE 1.1.11. The regions defined by i = ±v^ (the figure is drawn for 6 > 1).
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FIGURE 1.1.12. Possibilities for the existence of close orbits in (1.1.55). a-c apply
to the case for 6 > 1，d-f to 0 < 6 < 1.

l . lE INTEGRABLE VECTOR FIELDS ON TWO-MANIFOLDS
In applications，three types of two-dimensional phase spaces occur fre¬

quently；they are (1) the plane, 1R2 = 1R1 x IR1, (2) the cylinder, H1 x S1,
and (3) the two-torus, T 2 = S1 x Sl . The vector field can be written as

x =’(x，')， (1.1.59)y = g ( x，y ) ,
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where / and g are Cr (r > 1)，and as ( x, y ) G 1R1 x 1R1 for a vector field
on the plane, as ( x , y ) 1R1 x 51 for a vector field on the cylinder, and
as (x，y) S1 x S1 for a vector field on the torus, where S1 denotes the
circle (which is sometimes referred to as a 1-torus, T1). We now want to
give some examples of how these different phase spaces arise and at the
same time introduce the idea of an integrable vector field. We begin with
the unforced Duffing oscillator.

EXAMPLE 1.1.7: THE UNFORCED DUFFING OSCILLATOR We have been
slowly discovering the global structure of the phase space of the unforced
Duffing oscillator given by

. x - x + S x + x2 = 0, (1.1.60)

or, written as a system,

I z l'
- x^ - 6 y , (工，2/) e 肝1 xIR1

， <5 > 0. (1.1.61)

Thus far we know the local structure near the three fixed points ( x9 y ) =
(0,0), (士1，0) and that for 5 > 0 there are no closed orbits. The next step is
to understand the geometry of the global orbit structure. In general, this is
a formidable task. However, for the special parameter value 6 = 0, we can
understand completely the global geometry, which, we will see, provides a
framework for understanding the global geometry for <5 ^ 0.

The reason we can do this is that, for 5 = 0, the unforced, undamped
Duffing oscillator has a f i r s t integral or a function of the dependent vari¬

ables whose level curves give the orbits. Alternately, in more physical terms,
the unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator is a conservative system hav¬

ing an energy function which is constant on orbits. This can be seen as
follows— take the unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator, multiply it by i:,
and integrate as below.

xx — xx ix3 = 0

or

hence,

or

d f\ .2 x2 x4、 ^s (n+ 7) = o;

1 . 2 X4— X 1
2 2 4

h constant

L y2 x2 x4
= y - y + T-

(1.1.62)

(1.1.63)
This is a first integral for the unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator or, if
you think of y2/ 2 as the kinetic energy (mass has been scaled to be 1) and
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V(x)

-1/4

FIGURE 1.1.13. Graph of V ( x ).

— x2/2 + X4/4 = V ( x ) as potential energy, h can be thought of as the total
energy of the system. Therefore, the level curves of this function give the
global structure of the phase space.

In general, for one-degree-of-freedom problems (i.e., vector fields on a
two-dimensional phase space) that have a first integral that can be viewed
as the sum of a kinetic and potential energy, there is an easy, graphical
method for drawing the phase space. We will illustrate the method for the
unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator. As a preliminary step, we point out
the shape of the graph of V ( x ) in Figure 1.1.13.

Now suppose that the first integral is given by

h =\+作)；

then
y = ±V2 yJh - V { x ) . (1.1.64)

Our goal is to draw the level sets of h. Imagine sitting at the point (0, 0),
with h fixed. Now move toward the right (i.e., let x increase). A glance
at the graph of V { x ) shows that V begins to decrease. Then, since y =
-\-V2 y/ h -V ( x) (we take the + sign for the moment) and h is fixed，y
must increase until the minimum of the potential is reached, and then it
decreases until the boundary of the potential is reached (why can’t you
go farther?) (see Figure 1.1.14). Now 鉍 = + or - y/2 y j h - K(x); hence
the entire orbit through (0, 0) for fixed A is as in Figure 1.1.15. (Note:
why are the arrows drawn in their particular directions in Figure 1.1.15?)
By symmetry, there is another homoclinic orbit to the left as in Figure
1.1.16, and if you repeat this procedure for different points you can draw
the entire phase plane as shown in Figure 1.1.17. The homoclinic orbit
is sometimes called a separatnx because it is the boundary between two
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FIGURE 1.1.15.

distinctly different types of motions. We will study homoclinic orbits in
some detail in Chapter 4.

Denoting the first integral of the unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator
by h was meant to be suggestive. The unforced, undamped Duffing oscilla¬

tor is actually a Hamiltonian System、i.e” there exists a function h = h( x, y )
such that the vector field is given by

X ~%h (u.65)
y =z ~ d i

(we will study these in more detail later). Note that all the solutions lie
on level curves of h which are topologically the same as Sl (or T1). This
Hamiltonian system is an integrable Hamiltonian system and it has a char-
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oe
FIGURE 1.1.16.

y

FIGURE 1.1.17. Orbits of the unforced, undamped Duffing oscillator.

acteristic of all n-degree-of-freedom integrable Hamiltonian systems in that
its bounded motions lie on n-dimensional tori or homoclinic and hetero-
clinic orbits (see Arnold [1978] or Abraham and Marsden [1978]). (Note
that all one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems are integrable. )

EXAMPLE 1.1.8: THE PENDULUM The equation of motion of a simple
pendulum (again, all physical constants are scaled out) is given by

+ sin 0 = 0 (1.1.66)

or, written as a system

<t>
i)

v ,
— sin0,

(小，v ) e Sl x R1. (1.1.67)

This equation has fixed points at (0, 0), (士7r，0)，and simple calculations
show that (0, 0) is a center (i.e. , the eigenvalues are purely imaginary) and
(士7r，0) are saddles, but since the phase space is the cylinder and not the
plane，(士7r，0) are really the same point (see Figure 1.1.18) . (Think of the
pendulum as a physical object and you will see that this is obvious. )
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identify

• (j> = — K <j> = K

FIGURE 1.1.18. Fixed points of the pendulum.

Now, just as in Example 1.1.7, the pendulum is a Hamiltonian system
with a first integral given by

t；2/i = — —— cos <j>. (1.1.68)

Again, as in Example 1.1.7, this fact allows the global phase portrait for
the pendulum to be drawn, as shown in Figure 1.1.19a. Alternatively, by
gluing the two lines 0 = 土7T together, we obtain the orbits on the cylinder
as shown in Figure 1.1.19b.

EXAMPLE 1.1.9：A VECTOR FIELD ON A TWO-TORUS NOW we want
to consider an example of a vector field on the two-torus. Since this may
appear a little bit unnatural, we begin with a simple example to motivate
thesituation. Suppose we have an undamped two-degree-of-freedom system
consisting of two coupled linear oscillators. Under general conditions we
can perform a change of variables to canonical coordinates (the “ normal
modes” ），which uncouples the system; we will suppose this has been done
so that the vector field takes the form

x 4- UJ\X 0,

y + ujlv =
or，written as a system，

xi = x2 ,
士2 = -0J i X u
ill = V 2 ,
2/2 =

(1.1.69)

( x i , x2 , y i , y2 ) e 1R4. (1.1.70)
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<

FIGURE 1.1.19. a) Orbits of the pendulum on R2 with =■ ±TY identified, b)
Orbits of the pendulum on the cyliner.

This system is integrable, since we have the two independent functions of
the dependent variables given by

hi

h2

A ,

v\ ,
T +丁.

(1.1.71)

The level curves of these functions are compact sets (topological circles);
therefore, the orbits in the four-dimensional phase space actually lie on two-
tori. This can be made more apparent by making the change of variables

x\ = ^/Z/ x /u；!sin ^i , X2 = cos0i,
VJ = v/^2/^2 sin 02， 1/2 = y/2u)2h cos 02 ,

which results in the new equations

/1 = 0， /2 = 0,
= 0；i, $2 =^2*

(1.1.72)

(1.1.73)
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Hence, I\ and I2 are constants, and, therefore, the dynamics are contained
in the equations � = W l， { e1 : e2 ) e s1 x s l = T2. (1.1.74)

沒2 —

The flow defined by this vector field will be discussed in more detail in
Section 1.2A.

I.IF INDEX THEORY
Before we describe some of the uses of index theory, we will give a heuristic
description of the idea.

Suppose we have a vector field in the plane (this is a two-dimensional
method only). Let r be any closed loop in the plane which contains no fixed
points of the vector field. You can imagine at each point, p, on the loop T
that there is an arrow representing the value of the vector field at p (see
Figure 1.1.20).

Now as you move around T in the counter-clockwise sense (call this the
positive direction), the vectors on T rotate, and when you get back to the
point at which you started，they will have rotated through an angle 27rfc，
where k is some integer. This integer, fc, is called the index o f F.

The index of a closed loop containing no fixed points can be calculated
by integrating the angle of the vectors at each point on T around F (this
angle is measured with respect to some chosen coordinate system). For a
vector field on the plane given by

( x. f/ J e H1 X U1, (1.1.75)
y = g (^ y ) , v

the index of T, k , is found by computing

k = i i d^ = i l d { t a n l w^ )
(叫

This integral has several properties, one of the most important being that
it retains the same value if V is smoothly deformed, as long as it is not
deformed through some fixed point of the vector field. From the definition
of the index given above (if not by just drawing pictures), one can prove
the following theorems.
Theorem 1.1.6

i) The index of a sink, a source, or a center is +1.
ii) The index of a hyperbolic saddle point is — l .
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FIGURE 1.1.20. Vector field on the closed curve T.

iii) The index of a closed orbit is -f-1.

iv) The index of a closed curve not containing any fixed points is 0.
v) The index of a closed curve is equal to the sum of the indices of the

fixed points within it

An immediate corollary of this is the following.
Corollary 1.1.7 Inside any closed orbit 7 there must be at least one fixed
point If there is only one, then it must be a sink, source, or center. If all
the fixed, points within 7 are hyperbolic, then there must be an odd number,
2n -h 1, of which n are saddles and n + 1 either sinks, sources, or centers.
For more information on index theory, see Andronov et al. [1971].

EXAMPLE 1.1.6 REVISITED Using the above results, the reader should be
able to verify that the phase portraits shown in Figures 1.1.12b, 1.1.12e,
and 1.1.12f cannot occur. This example shows how Bendixson and Dulac’s
criteria used with index theory can go a long way toward describing the
global structure of phase portraits on the plane. We remark that a higher
dimensional generalization of index theory is degree theory. For an intro¬

duction to the use of degree theory in dynamical systems and bifurcation
theory we refer the reader to Chow and Hale [1982] or Smoller [1983].

I . I G SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF VECTOR FIELDS：
EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, DIFFERENTIABILITY, AND
FLOWS

In this section we want to give some of the basic theorems describing general
properties of solutions of vector fields. Since it is just as easy to treat the
nonautonomous case we will do so.
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Consider the vector field

x = /(x
")， (1.1.77)

where f { x,t ) is Cr, r > 1, on some open set U C Rn x 1R1.

Existence，Uniqueness, Differentiability with Respect to Initial Conditions

Theorem 1.1.8 Let (XQ, ^O ) ^ U . Then there exists a solution of (1.1.77)
through the point XQ att = to, denoted x(t ,to^ xo ) with x( to ,to^ xo ) = xo , for
\t-to\ sufficiently small This solution is unique in the sense that any other
solution of (1.1.77) through xo at t = to must be the same as x(t ^ to^ xo ) on
their common interval of existence. Moreover，x(艺，亡。，工o) ^ a Cr function
oft, to , and x0. .
Proof: See Arnold [1973], Hirsch and Smale [1974], or Hale [1980]. □

We remark that it is possible to weaken the assumptions on /(x, t ) and
still obtain existence and uniqueness. We refer the reader to Hale [1980] for
a discussion.

Theorem 1.1.8 only guarantees existence and uniqueness for sufficiently
small time intervals. The following result allows us to uniquely extend the
time interval of existence.
Continuation of Solutions

Let C C U C Rn x R1 be a compact set containing (xo,纪 ) .
Theorem 1.1.9 The solution x( t ^ to^ xo ) can be uniquely extended back¬

ward and forward in t up to the boundary of C •

Proof: See Hale [1980]. □

Theorem 1.1.9 tells us how solutions fail to exist; namely, they “ blow
up.” Consider the following example.
EXAMPLE 1.1.10 Consider the equation

x = ar2, x e R1. (1.1.78)
The solution of (1.1.78) through xo at ^ — 0 is given by

x( t ,0, xo ) = (1.1.79)
Xo艺一 1

It should be clear that (1.L79) does not exist for all time, since it becomes
infinite at i = 1/ xo. This example also shows that the time interval of
existence may depend on XQ.

In practice we often encounter vector fields depending on parameters,
and it is often necessary to differentiate the solutions with respect to the
parameters. The following result covers this situation.
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Differentiability with Respect to Parameters
Consider the vector field

ir = (1.1.80)

where is Cr (r > 1) on some open set U C lRn x H1 x ]RP.
Theorem 1.1.10 For ^ U the solution a Cr
function of t，to , Xof and /x.
Proof: See Arnold [1973] or Hale [1980]. 口

At this stage we would like to point out some special properties of Cr,
r > 1, autonomous vector fields which will prove useful.
Autonomous Vector Fields

Consider the vector field

士二 f (x)， xe lRn, (1.1.81)

where /(rr) is Cr，r 1，on some open set U G IRn. For simplicity, let us
suppose that the solutions exist for all time (we leave it as an exercise to
make the necessary modifications when solutions exist only on finite time
intervals). The following three results are very useful in applications.
Proposition 1.1.11 If x( t ) is a solution of (1.1.81)，then so is x( t -{- r)
for any r G R.
Proof: By definition

(1.1.82)

Hence, we have

dx(t -h r)
~~Jt~

or

^
1 = /(外列)U .

^
綱

ai \t=t0

Since (1.1.83) is true for any to e R, the result follows. □

Note that Proposition 1.1.11 does not hold for nonautonomous vector
fields. Consider the following example.

I = f { x ( t0 + T ) ) = / (x(< + r))|f =( o

EXAMPLE 1.1.11 Consider the nonautonomous vector field

x = e£, x G 1R1. (1.1.84)
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The solution of (1.1.84) is given by

x(^) = el ^ (1.1.85)

and it should be clear that

x(t + T) = et+T (1.1.86)

is not a solution of (1.1.84) for T 一 0.
The following proposition lies at the heart of the Poincare-Bendixson

theorem.
Proposition 1.1:12 For any Xo G lRn there exists only one solution of
(1.1.81) passing through this point

Proof: We will show that if this proposition weren’t true, then uniqueness
of solutions would be violated.

Let xj(^), X 2 ( t ) be solutions of (1.1.81) satisfying

Xi (^i ) = x0 ,
X2(^2) = X0.

By Proposition 1.1.11

无2(i) = X 2 ( t - ( t\ — i2 ))
is also a solution of (1.1.81) satisfying

知⑹ = x o.

Hence, by Theorem 1.1.8, Xi(i) and X2(0 must be identical. □

Since for autonomous vector fields time-translated solutions remain so¬

lutions (i.e., Proposition 1.1.11 holds), it suffices to choose a fixed initial
time, say to = 0, which is understood and therefore often omitted from the
notation (as we do now).
Proposition 1.1.13

i) x(t ,x0 ) ts Cr.

ii) x(0, Xo) — Xo-
iiJ) x(^ + 5, X0) = x(^, x(5, x0)) .

Proof: i) follows from Theorem 1.1.8, ii) is by definition, and iii) follows
from Proposition 1.1.12; namely, x(t, xo) = x(t + 5, x0) and x(t, x(5, a：o))
社e both solutions of 1.1.81 satisfying the same initial conditions at t = 0.
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Proposition 1.1.13 shows that the solutions of (1.1.81) form a one-para-
meter family of Cr, r > 1, diffeomorphisms of the phase space (invertibility
comes from iii)). This is referred to as a phase flow or just a flow. A common
notation for flows is <j>{ t ^ x ) or ( j>t ( x ).

Let us comment a bit more on this notation <j>t ( x ). The part of Theorem
1.1.8 dealing with differentiability of solutions with respect to xo (regarding
t and to as fixed) allows us to think differently about the solutions of
ordinary differential equations. More precisely, in the solution x( t , to, Xo ) ^
we can think of t and to as fixed and then study how the map x( t ,to,xo )
moves sets of points around in phase space. This is the global, geometrical
view of the study of dynamical systems. For a set 1/ C Rn, we would denote
its image under this map by x( t ,to,U ).Since points in phase space are also
labeled by the letter x, it is often less confusing to change the notation for
the solutions, which is why we use the symbol 沴. This point of view will
become more apparent when we study the construction of Poincare maps
in Section 1.2.

Finally, let us note that in the study of ordinary differential equations one
might believe the problem to be finished when the “solution” x(t , <o? xo) is
found. The rest of the book will show that this is not the case, but, on the
contrary, that this is when the story begins to get really interesting.
Nonautonomous Vector Fields

It should be clear that Propositions 1.1.11，1.1.12, and 1.1.13 do not hold
for nonautonomous vector fields. However, we can always make a nonau¬

tonomous vector field autonomous by redefining time as a new dependent
variable. This is done as follows.

By writing (1.1.77) as
dx __ f { x,t )
~
dt

~ ~
1
~~ (1.1.87)

and using the chain rule, we can introduce a new independent variable s
so that (1.1.87) becomes

dx
ds

di
ds = ^ = 1.

(1.1.88)

If we define y = (x, < ) and g ( y ) — ( /(x, <),1), we see that (1.1.88) becomes

y，= g( y ) , y e n n x l R\ (1.1.89)

Of course, knowledge of the solutions of (1.1.89) implies knowledge of the
solutions of (1.1.77) and vice versa. For example, if x(<) is a solution of
(1.1.77) passing through xo at i = to , i.e., x( to ) = xo, then y( s ) = ( x( s-\-to ),
t ( s ) = 5 + io) is a solution of (1.1.89) passing through yo = (x(i0)，<0) at
s = 0.
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Every vector field can thus be viewed as an autonomous vector field.
This apparently trivial trick is a great conceptual aid in the construction
of Poincare maps for time-periodic and quasiperiodic vector fields，as we
shall see in Section 1.2. Notice, however, that in redefining time as a de¬

pendent variable, it may then be introduced in various situations requiring
specification of initial positions (i.e.，specifying :ro); in particular, the reader
should reexamine the definition of stability given in Section 1.1A. For an
alternative view of nonautonomous vector fields see Sell [1971].

For the most part in this book we will be considering autonomous vec¬

tor fields or maps constructed from nonautonomous vector fields (more
specifically，maps constructed from time-periodic and quasiperiodic vector
fields). Consequently, henceforth we will state definitions in the context of
autonomous vector fields and maps.

I.IH ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
We now develop a technical apparatus to deal with the notions of “ long
term” and “observable” behavior for orbits of dynamical systems. We will
be concerned with Cr (r > 1) maps and autonomous vector fields on ]Rn
denoted as follows.

Vector Field: x = f ( x ) , x G Rn, (1.1.90)
Map: x g { x ) ^ x G Hn. (1.1.91)

The flow generated by (1.1.90) (see Section 1.1G) will be denoted as <p( tyx ) .
As we shall see in Section 1.11，the Poincare-Bendixson theorem charac¬

terizes the nature of the a and UJ limit sets of flows on certain two manifolds.
We now define a and CJ limit sets.

DEFINITION 1.1.7 A point xo Rn is called an UJ limit point of x 6 lRn,
denoted o;(x) , if there exists a sequence {t^}, ti — > oo, such that

<Kt“ x ) — ^ x0 .

a Urnit points are defined similarly by taking a sequence { t i } y t t —— > — oo.

EXAMPLE 1.1.12 Consider a vector field on the plane with a hyperbolic
saddle point, x y as shown in Figure 1.1.21. Then x is the UJ limit point of

point on the stable manifold and the a limit point of any point on the
unstable manifold.

EXAMPLE 1.1.13 This example shows why it is necessary to take a subse¬

quence in time, {^}, and not to simply let i T oo in the definition of the a
and o; limit point. Consider a vector field on the plane with a globally at¬

tracting closed orbit, 7, as shown in Figure 1.1.22. Then orbits not starting
°n 7 “ wrap onto”
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WS(X)Wu(x)

FIGURE 1.1.21. a and OJ limit sets of the hyperbolic fixed point x.

师1，X)
0 (t2. x)

etc.

FIGURE 1.1.22. The point x0 7 is the u; limit point of x.

Now for each point on 7, we can find a subsequence { t t } such that x)，
x e 1R2, approaches that point as i|00. Therefore, 7 is the u limit set of
x as you would expect. However, lim <^>(/., x ) ^ 7.

t — oc

DEFINITION 1.1.8 The set of all u limit points of a flow or map is called
the u limit set . The a limit set is similarly defined.

We will need the idea of OK and u limit sets in the context of flows only，so
we leave it to the reader to modify Definition 1.1.8 for maps as an exercise.

For maps, the notion of a nonwandering point has been more fashionable;
however, we will explore the relationship between these two concepts in the
exercises.

DEFINITION 1.1.9 A point xo is called nonwandering if the following holds.
Flows: For any neighborhood U of x0 and T > 0, there exists some|^ |> T
such that

<t>( t ,U ) nU ^ a.
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Maps: For any neighborhood U of a:。，there exists some n 一 0 such that

gn(U ) nU ^ Hi.
Note that if the map is noninvertible, then we must take n > 0.

Fixed points and periodic orbits are nonwandering; we will see more
complicated examples in Chapter 4.
DEFINITION 1.1.10 The set of all nonwandering points of a map or flow
is called the nonwandering set of that particular map or flow.

Definitions 1.1.8 and 1.1.9 do not address the question of stability of those
asymptotic motions. For this we want to develop the idea of an attractor.
DEFINITION 1.1.11 A closed invariant set -A c lRn is called an attracting
set if there is some neighborhood U of A such that:

flows: Var eU, W 0， x ) eU and x) — � A.
tloo

maps: Vx G U, Vn > 0, 9n( x ) G U and gn( x) —— � A.
nToo

If we have an attracting set it is natural to ask which points in phase
space approach the attracting set asymptotically.
DEFINITION 1.1.12 The domain or basin of attraction of A is given by

flows: (J
t<0

卿5: (J g n {U ) ,
n<0

where U is defined in Definition 1.1.11.
Note that even if g is noninvertible，g ~l still makes sense in a set theoretic

sense. Namely, g ~l (U ) is the set of points in Rn that maps into U under
9\ 9~n, n > 1 is then defined inductively.

In practice, a way of locating attracting sets is to first find a trapping
region.

pEPiNiTiON 1.1.13 A closed, connected set M is called a trapping region
^0(t, M ) C 人1, Vi 0 or，equivalently, if the vector field on the boundary
of (denoted dAi ) is pointing toward the interior of M., Then

f ] 4>( t , M ) = A
t>0
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FIGURE 1.1.23. Basins of attractions of the sinks.

is an attracting set

A similar definition can be given for maps. By now the necessary modi¬

fications should be obvious, and we leave the details as an exercise for the
reader. It should be evident to the reader that finding a Liapunov function
is equivalent to finding a trapping region (cf. Section 1.1B) . Also, let us
mention a technical point; by Theorem 1.1.8 it follows that all solutions
starting in a trapping region exist for all positive times. This is useful in
noncompact phase spaces such as R2 for proving existence on semi-infinite
time intervals.

Application to the Unforced Duffing Oscillator
As we’ve seen, the unforced Duffing oscillator has, for 6 > 0, two attractors
which are fixed points. The boundaries of the domains of attraction for the
two attractors are defined by the stable manifold of the saddle of the origin
(see Figure 1.1.23) .

Now we want to motivate the idea of an attractor as opposed to attracting
set. We do this with the following example taken from Guckenheimer and
Holmes [1983] .

EXAMPLE 1.1. 14 Consider the planax autonomous vector field

i = x _ x3， （:r，y) e R] x R1.y = — y，
This vector field has a saddle at (0, 0) and two sinks at (土1，0). The y-axis
is the stable manifold of (0, 0). We choose an ellipse, M , containing the
three fixed points as shown in Figure 1.1.24. It should be clear that M is
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m

FIGURE 1.1.24. Attracting set of Example 1.1.14.

a trapping region and that the closed interval [-1,1] = f\>o 0(^»^) is an
attracting set.

Example 1.1.14 points out what some might regard as a possible defi¬

ciency in our Definition 1.L11 of an attracting set. In this example, almost
all points in the plane will eventually end up near one of the sinks. Hence，
the attracting set, the interval [— 1,1], contains two attractors^ the sinks
(±1,0). Therefore, if we are interested in describing where most points in
phase space ultimately go, the idea of an attracting set is not quite precise
enough. Somehow we want to incorporate into the definition of an attract¬

ing set the notion that it is not a collection of distinct attractors^ but rather
that all points in the attracting set eventually come arbitrarily close to ev¬

ery other point in the attracting set under the evolution of the flow or map.
We now want to make this mathematically precise.
DEFINITION 1.1.14 A closed invariant set A is said to be topologically
transitive if, for any two open sets U ^ V Cl A
flows: 3 t R 3 U ) r\ V ^ 0 ,

3 n Z D gn(U ) H ^ 0.

DEFINITION 1.1.15 An attractor is a topologically transitive attracting
set.

We remark that the study of attractors and their basin boundaries in dy¬

namical systems is rapidly evolving and, consequently, the theory is incom¬
plete. For more information see Conley [1978], Guckenheimer and Holmes[1983]，Milnor [1985], and Ruelle [1981].
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l . l i THE POINCARE-BENDIXSON THEOREM
The Poincare-Bendixson theorem gives us a complete determination of the
asymptotic behavior of a large class of flows on the plane, cylinder, and two-
sphere. It is remarkable in that it assumes no detailed information about
the vector field, only uniqueness of solutions, properties of u limit sets, and
some properties of the geometry of the underlying phase space. We begin
by setting the framework and giving some preliminary definitions.

We will consider Cr, r > 1, vector fields

x
y 9( x , y ) , { x , y ) V ,

where V denotes the phase space, which may be the plane, cylinder, or
two-sphere. We denote the flow generated by this vector field by

M .) ,
where the in this notation denotes a point ( x , y ) V . The following
proposition is fundamental and is independent of the dimension of phase
space (as long as it is finite).

Proposition 1.1.14 Let be a flow generated by a vector field and let
M be a positively invariant compact set for this flow. Then, forp G A4 , we
have

i) cj ( p) ^ 0;
ii) u( p) is closed;

iii) uj ( p) is invariant under the flow, z.e. } u( p ) is a union of orbits;

iv) u( p) is connected.

Proof: i) Choose a sequence {^}, lim t% = oo, and let { pt = <f)tt (p)}. Since
T — »00

M is compact, {pl } has a convergent subsequence whose limit belongs to
Thus, u( p) ^ 0.

ii) It suffices to show that the complement of oj ( p ) is open. Choose q ^oj ( p ) . Then there must exist some neighborhood of qy U ( q ) , that is disjoint
from the set of points { (j>t { p ) \ t T } for some T > 0. Hence, q is contained
in some open set that contains no points in uj ( p ) . Since q is arbitrary, we
are done.

iii) Let q cj(p) and q = Choose a sequence tt — > oo with
i|oo

<Ptt { p ) — ^ Q- Then = <j>s { <i>tt ( p ) ) (cf. the notation for flows following
Proposition 1.1.13) converges to q as i oo. Hence, q oj ( p ) ) and therefore
uj { p ) is invariant. However, there is a slight hole in this argument that needs
to be filled; namely, it is not immediately obvious that exists for all
s.
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We begin by arguing that <j>s (q ) exists for 5 (— 00, 00) when q a;(p).
It should be clear that this is true for s (0, 00) since is a positively
invariant compact set (cf. Theorem 1.1.9). Therefore, it suffices to show
that this is true for s (-00, 0].

Now q a;(p), so by definition we can find a sequence {^}, t% — ^ 00,
i|oo

such that <t>tt ( p) — g as i — 00. Let us order the sequence so that t\ <
亡2 < . • • < ' Next consider <j>3 ( <j)tl (p)). By Proposition 1.1.13 this
is valid for s [一h，0]

_
Taking the limit as i — > 00 and using continuity

as well as the fact that 彡“ — g as i — 00, we see that <j)3 (q ) exists for
s ( — oo,0],

iv) The proof is by contradiction. Suppose uj( p) is not connected. Then
we can choose open sets V\ ^ V2 such that cj( p ) C V\ U V2 , uj( p ) C\ Vi 7^ 0,
uj( p) fi V2 7^ 0» and R D = 0. The orbit of p accumulates on points
in both V\ and V2；hence, given T > 0，there exists t > T such that
d>t ( p ) G — (Vi UV2 ) = K. Then we can find a sequence {fn}, tn —— ^ oo,

n|oo

with ( f>tn ( jp ) K. Passing to a subsequence if necessary we have <ptn ( P) — q ,
q e K. But this implies that q uj( p) Vi U Contradiction. □

The following definition will be useful.

DEFINITION 1.1.16 Let E be a continuous, connected arc in V. Then E is
said to be 艺mrwverse to the vector field on V if the vector dot product of
the unit normal at each point on E with the vector field at that point is
not zero and does not change sign on E. Or equivalently, since the vector
field is Cr, r > 1, the vector field has no fixed points on E and is never
tangent to E.

Now we are in a position to actually prove the Poincare-Bendixson theo¬

rem. We will first prove several lemmas from which the theorem will follow
easily. Our presentation follows closely Palis and de Melo [1982]. In all that
follows, M is understood to be a positively invariant compact set in卩.
For any point p P, we will denote the orbit of p under the flow for
positive times 0+(p) (also called the positive semiorbit of p ).
Lemma 1.1.15 Let E c A4 be an arc transverse to the vector field. The
Positive orbit through any point p Ai , 0+(p), intersects S in a monotone

^equence; that is, if pt is the ith intersection of 0+( p ) with E, then pt G

Consider the piece of the orbit 0+(p) from to pt along with
segment C E (see Figure 1.1.25). (Note: of course, if 0+( p)

intersects E only once then we are done.) This forms a positively invariant
region P. Hence, 0^ ( pt ) C P, and therefore we must have pt+i (if it exists)
contained in T>. Thus we have shown that pt □
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I
Pi

p,
/3

FIGURE 1.1.25.

We remark that Lemma 1.1.15 does not apply immediately to toroidal
phase spaces. This is because the piece of the orbit from to along
with the segment \pi -\^ Pi\ C E divides Ai into two “disjoint pieces.” This
would not be true for orbits completely encircling a torus. However, the
lemma would apply to pieces of the torus that behave as A4 described
above.
Corollary 1.1.16 The LJ -limit set of p (̂ { p ) ) intersects E in at most one
point.
Proof : The proof is by contradiction. Suppose uj ( p ) intersects E in two
points, q\ and Then by the definition of cj-limit sets, we can find se¬

quences of points along 0+ (p) , { p n } and {pn}, which intersect E such that
pn —— > qi and pn —— > q2. However, if this were true, then it would con-

ntoo n|oo
tradict the previous lemma on monotonicity of the intersections of 0+(p)
with E. □

Lemma 1.1.17 If ijj ( jp ) does not contain fixed points, then to ( p ) is a closed
orbit.
Proof: The strategy is to choose a point q o;(p), show that the orbit of q
is closed, and then show that u) ( p ) is the same as the orbit of q.

Choose x £ cj(g); then x is not a fixed point, since cj(p) is connected and
closed and is a union of orbits containing no fixed points. Construct an arc
transverse to the vector field at x (call it E) . Now 0^ { q ) intersects S in
a monotone sequence, {gn}, with qn x, but since qn LO ( P ) , by the

n"\oc
previous corollary we must have qn = x for all n. Since x ^(9) , the orbit
of q must be a closed orbit.

It only remains to show that the orbit of q and uj ( p) are the same thing.
Taking a transverse arc, E, at g, we see by the previous corollary that u( p)
intersects E only at q. Since co( p ) is a union of orbits, contains no fixed
points, and is connected, we know that 0( q) = uj ( p ). □
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Pi

q2M

FIGURE 1.1.26.

Lemma 1.1.18 Let p\ and be distinct fixed points of the vector field
contained in uj( p )，p e A4 - Then there exists at most one orbit 7 C
such that «(7) = p\ and u;(7) = p2. (Note: by a(7) we mean the a limit
set of every point on 7; similarly for ■夕

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there exist two orbits 71,
72 G UJ (JP ) such that a(72) = pi , UJ、％) = p2, i = 1，2. Choose points q\ G 71
and q2 G 72 and construct arcs Si，E2 transverse to the vector field at each
of these points (see Figure 1.1.26).

Since 71，72 C u;( p ) , 0+(p) intersects Ei in a point a and later intersects
S2 in a point b. Hence, the region bounded by the points qi，a, b, P2
is a positively invariant region, but this leads to a contradiction, since 71?

72 C u;( p ). □

Now we can finally prove the theorem.
Theorem 1.1.19 (Poincare-Bendixson) Let M be a positively invari¬

ant region for the vector field containing a finite number of fixed points. Let
P E M , and consider uj{ jp ).Thert one of the following possibilities holds.

i) is a fixed point;
ii) io{ p) is a closed orbit;

iii) uj( p ) consists of a finite number of fixed points Pu • . .，Pn and orbits
7 y^ith «(7) = pt and a;(7) = 巧 .

Proof: If uj( p ) contains only fixed points, then it must consist of a unique
fixed point, since the number of fixed points in M is finite and uj( p ) is a
connected set.

If uj( p ) contains no fixed points, then, by Lemma 1.1.17, it must be a
closed orbit. Suppose that u:( p ) contains fixed points and nonfixed points
(sometimes called regular points). Let 7 be a trajectory in LJ( P ) consisting
of regular points. Then o;(7) and a(7) must be fixed points since, if they
were not, then, by Lemma 1.1.17, u;(7) and a(7) would be closed orbits,
which is absurd, since uj{jp ) is connected and contains fixed points.
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y
⑻

xx~x-
FIGURE 1.1.27. a) 0 < 6 < >/8；b) 6 > V8.

We have thus shown that every regular point in u^(p) has a fixed point
for an a and iv limit set. This proves iii) and completes the proof of the
Poincare-Bendixson theorem. □

For an example illustrating the necessity of a finite number of fixed points
in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.19 see Palis and de Melo [1982]. For
generalizations of the Poincare-Bendixson theorem to arbitrary closed two-
manifolds see Schwartz [1963].
Application to the Unforced Duffing Oscillator
We now want to apply the Poincare-Bendixson theorem to the unforced
Duffing oscillator which，we recall, is given by

i = 2/ ,
y = x — x3 — 6 y、

6 > 0.

Using the fact that the level sets of V ( x, y ) = y2 / 2 — x2 / 2 + x4/4 form
positively invariant sets for ^ > 0, we see that the unstable manifold of the
saddle must fall into the sinks as shown in Figure 1.1.26; see Exercise 1.1.36.
The reader should convince him- or herself that Figure 1.1.27 is rigorously
justified based on analytical techniques developed in this chapter. Note
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FIGURE 1.1.28.

that we have not proved anything about the global behavior of the stable
manifold of the saddle. Qualitatively, it behaves as in Figure 1.1.28, but,
we stress, this has not been rigorously justified.

Exercises
1.1.1 Consider the following linear vector fields on 1R2.

0 '
入 < 0UJ — ( o M ,

0 ’ ) ( x A A < 0
D ) U A/ \X ^ J 1 /i < 0 *

C) (i -
幻⑵，

A < 0
C J > 0

d) (s) = (o
0、

) (s)， A < 0.

e) (s) = (o
A:

) ⑵ ’ A > 0.

0 (s) = (°0 0、) © .

1) For each vector field compute all trajectories and illustrate
them graphically on the phase plane. Describe the stable,
unstable, and center manifolds of the origin.
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2) For vector field a), discuss the cases |入| < /x，|入| = /i，and
|A| > /i. What are the qualitative and quantitative differ¬

ences in the dynamics for these three cases? Can the unsta¬

ble manifold of the origin be considered an attracting set
and/or an attractor and do the relative magnitudes of the
eigenvalues affect these conclusions?

3) For vector field b), discuss the cases 入 < /i，A = p，A > //.
What are the qualitative and quantitative differences in the
dynamics for these three cases? Describe all zero- and one¬

dimensional invariant manifolds for this vector field. De¬

scribe the nature of the trajectories at the origin. In partic¬

ular, which trajectories are tangent to either the x\ or
axis?

4) In vector field c), describe how the trajectories depend on
the relative magnitudes of A and u) . What happens when
A = 0? When u；= 0?

5) Describe the effect of linear perturbations on each of the
vector fields.

6) Describe the effect near the origin of nonlinear perturba¬

tions on each of the vector fields. Can you say anything
about the effects of nonlinear perturbations on the dynam¬

ics outside of a neighborhood of the origin?

We remark that 6) is a difficult problem for the nonhyperbolic fixed
points. We will study this situation in great detail in Chapter 3.

1.1.2 Consider the following linear maps on 1R2.

普㈡⑵， 一d) (sH; oA ) (s) ， 心.

⑵， A >。.

f ) (SHi ?) (:;) .

1) For each map compute all the orbits and illustrate them
graphically on the phase plane. Describe the stable, unsta¬

ble, and center manifolds of the origin.
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2) For map a), discuss the cases A, /i > 0; A = 0, // > 0;
A, /i < 0; and A < 0, /i > 0. What are the qualitative differ¬

ences in the dynamics for these four cases? Discuss how the
orbits depend on the relative magnitudes of the eigenval¬

ues. Discuss the attracting nature of the unstable manifold
of the origin and its dependence on the relative magnitudes
of the eigenvalues.

3) For map b)，discuss the cases A, ^ > 0; A = 0, /x > 0; A, /x <
0; and 入 < 0, /i > ()• What are the qualitative differences
in the dynamics for these four cases? Describe all zero- and
one-dimensional invariant manifolds for this map. Do all
orbits lie on invariant manifolds?

4) FoV map c), consider the cases A2 +a;2 < 1，入2 +u；2〉1, and
入 + 似 = e l Q for a rational and a irrational. Describe the
qualitative differences in the dynamics for these four cases.

5) Describe the effect of linear perturbations on each of the
maps.

6) Describe the effect n e a r t h e o r i g i n of nonlinear perturba¬

tions on each of the maps. Can you say anything about the
effects of nonlinear perturbations on the dynamics outside
of a neighborhood of the origin?

We remark that 6) is very difficult for nonhyperbolic fixed points
(more so than the analogous case for vector fields in Exercise 1.1.1)
and will be treated in great detail in Chapter 3.

1.1.3 Consider the following vector fields.

a) x
y

y，— — f i x ,

b) 士 = 仏

y = S y 一 /ix - x2,

c)
士 = 2/,

J y = -6 y 一 f i x — x3,

d) 土 = -S x 一 p y + x y、

e)

f)

g)

y^ fix - 6 y -\r ^ ( x2 - y2 ) ,
x = -x + a:3,
y = x -\- y,
r = r(l 一 r2)}

0 = cos 4̂ ,
r = r( 8 + /xr2 — r4),
(9 =1 — r2,

( x , y ) e 1R2.

{ x , y ) e IR2.

( x , y ) e R2.

{ x , y ) e R2.

{ x , y ) e 1R2 .

M) e R+ x S l .

{ r , e ) e R+ x s1 .
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^ = ((9,啦 51 xR.h) ，

^ — sin^ ~ fo -f /x,
= î,

] 02 = + n > 1,
= 02

02 = — (

= o\

{0u02) GS1 x 51.

j) ^:%:Sin 01’ 的 離 Wx 妒.

k) ^2 (JJ 2
{eue2) e 51 x 5' .

Find all fixed points and discuss their stability in the linear approx¬

imation. Describe the nature of the stable and unstable manifolds
of the fixed points by drawing phase portraits. Can you determine
anything about the global behavior of the manifolds? Do there exist
periodic, homoclinic, or heteroclinic orbits? ( Hint: use index theory,
Bendixson’s criteria, the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, etc.; you also
may want to look ahead to Exercise 1.1.16.)
Describe the attractors for each vector field and discuss what might
determine their domains of attraction. In a), b), c)，d), g), and h)
consider the cases 5 < 0,办 = 0, 办〉0, /x < 0,"= 0, and /i> 0.Ini)
and k) consider o；i > 0 and u；2 > 0.

1.1.4 Consider the following maps.

a) y ^ x + y,

b) … x2，
y x -h y,

C) 汐11 1，
汐2H 汐1 + 汐2,

d) sin^x,
沒2卜

^
汐1，

{x, y) £ IR2.

(x, y) e 1R2.

(0i,02) e 51 x S1.

(eue2) es1 xs1.

e)
X H 舞，

1/2 (x，y) R2.

c S—， ㈣) e R2

a「6"2 ,

h) :m。。抑)，
讀1.
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Find all the fixed points and discuss their stability in the linear ap¬

proximation. Describe the nature of the stable and unstable manifolds
of the fixed points by drawing phase portraits. Can you determine any
higher period orbits or global behavior? Describe the nature of the
attractors and what might determine their domains of attraction. In
g) and h) consider the cases 5 < 0, 5 = 0, 5 > 0, /x < 0, /i = 0, and

^ > 0 .

1.1.5 Consider a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism

x^ /(x), x G Rn.

Suppose / has a hyperbolic periodic orbit of period k . Denote the
orbit by

O( P ) = {p, /(p), /2(p), • • • , f k ~ 1 ( p ) j k ( p ) = p}-
Show that stability of 0{p) is determined by the linear map

y^ D f k ( P ( p) ) y

for any j = 0, 1，
_ _

*，fc — 1. Does the same result hold for periodic
orbits of noninvertible maps?

1.1.6 Prove Liapunov’s theorem for flows, i.e.，let x be a fixed point of

X = f (x)， X ]Rn,

and V : W ―� 1R be a differentiable function defined on some neigh¬

borhood W o i x such that

i) F(x) = 0 and V ( x ) > 0 i f x^ x\ and
ii) V ( x ) < 0 i n W - { x } .

Then x is stable. Moreover, if

iii) V { x ) < 0 i n W - { x }
then x is asymptotically stable. Also, show that if V { x ) > 0, then
x = x is unstable.

1-1-7 Prove Dirichlet’s theorem (Siegel and Moser [1971]) . Consider a Cr
vector field (r > 1)

x = /(x), x B n,

which has a fixed point at x = x. Let H { x ) be a first integral of this
vector field defined in a neighborhood of a: = x such that x = x is a
nondegenerate minimum of H ( x ). Then x = x is stable.
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1.1.8 Formulate the definitions of Liapunov stability and asymptotic sta¬

bility for maps.
1.1.9 Prove Liapunov’s theorem for maps, i.e.，consider a Cr diffeomor-

phism
x H /(x)， x e R n,

and suppose that we have a scalar-valued function

V -. U ^ R1

defined on some open set [/ 6 Rn satisfying

i)卩工。）= 0;
ii) V(x) > 0 for a: xo；
iii) V o f ( x ) < V ( x ) with equality if and only if x = x0.

Then x = xo is a stable fixed point. Moreover, if strict inequality
holds in iii), then x = x0 is asymptotically stable. Does the same
result hold for noninvertible maps?

1.1.10 Show that hyperbolic fixed points of maps which are asymptotically
stable in the linear approximation are nonlinearly asymptotically sta¬

ble.
1.1.11 Give examples of fixed points of vector fields and maps that are

stable in the linear approximation but are nonlinearly unstable.
1.1.12 Show that there is a solid ellipsoid E given by

p x2 + c r y2 + ( j { z — 2p)2 < c < oo

such that all solutions of the Lorenz equations,
x = a{ y - x ),
i/ = p x — y - x z, cr, /?, p > 0,
z = -^z + x y,

enter E within finite time and thereafter remain in E.
1.1.13 Let V : Rn — 1R be a Cr map. Then the vector field

x = -V V ( x )

is called a gradient vector field. Show that the nonwandering set of
a gradient vector field on R2 contains only fixed points and that
no periodic or homoclinic orbits are possible. ( H i n t: use V ( x ) like a
Liapunov function, but see Hirsch and Smale [1974] if you need help.)
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1.1.14 Find fixed points and some low period points of the map

X ^ fJLx( l — x)， 6 [0, 4].

Can you find bifurcation ua/wes of // for which new periodic points
appear? Discuss the results graphically.

1.1.15 Consider the vector field
i = x,
y = -y, ( x,y ) R2.

The origin is a hyperbolic fixed point with stable and unstable man¬

ifolds given by

^a(0, 0) = {(x,y) | x = 0}, Wu(0> 0) = {(x,J/) | y = 0}.

Let

Us = { { x,y ) \ \ y - y0\ e,0 < x < e，for some e > 0},
Uu = {(x, y)||a; - a；o|< e,Q < y < e, for some e > 0};

see Figure El.1.1.

〆
y0 + e

V
-Us

y0 - e

〆
丄

x0-g V巨

FIGURE El.1.1

Show that you can find smaller closed sets U3 C U9 y Uu C Uu, such
that U3 maps onto Uu under the time T flow map (T must be chosen
carefully; it depends on the size of the U3 , Uu ) and such that hor¬

izontal and vertical boundaries of U8 correspond to horizontal and
vertical boundaries of fju. How would this problem be formulated
and solved for maps?
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(Note: This seemingly silly exercise is important for the understand¬

ing of chaotic invariant sets. We will use it later when we study the
orbit structure near homoclinic orbits in Chapter 4.)

1.1.16 Consider the following vector fields.
a) x f ix = 0, x G 1R1.
b) x fix x2 = 0, 2: R1.
c) x fix x3 = 0^ x G R1.

士 = -f i y + x y ,
y = ^x +\ { x2 - y2 ) , { x , y ) G IR2

1) Write a), b) and c) as systems.
2) Find and determine the nature of the stability of the fixed

points.
3) Find the first integrals and draw all phase curves for /i< 0,

// = 0, and /i> 0.

1.1.17 Euler’s equations of motion for a free rigid body are

rhi =
工2 — h

= m2m3 ,
i2-*3

m2 =
/3 — ,1

=
1山 mim3’ (m1,m2,m3) E IR3

rh3 二
h — h

二 mim2,

where mt = % — 1,2,3， > I2 > h.

1) Find and determine the nature of the stability of the fixed
points.

2) Show that the functions

”， 、 1 Fm? ml m?
^ L ^2 h .

L(mi,m2,m3) = + m\
are constants on orbits.

3) For fixed L, draw all phase curves.
1.1.18 Show that the following vector field on the cylinder

v = — v ,
0 = h CM) JR 3 X S\

has a periodic orbit.Explain why Bendixson’s criterion does not hold.
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1.1-19 Use the Poincare-Bendixson theorem to show that the vector field
x = ixx - y ~ x{ x2 + y2 ) y

y = x + ny - y( x2 + y2 ) ,
( x, y ) G 1R2 ,

has a closed orbit for > 0. { Hint: transform to polar coordinates.)

1.1.20 There are six phase portraits of vector fields on the plane shown in
Figure El .1.2. Using various phase plane techniques (e.g. , index the¬

ory, the Poincare-Bendixson theorem) determine which phase por¬

traits are correct and which are incorrect. Modify the incorrect phase
portraits to make them correct , not by deleting any orbits shown but
by changing the stability types of existing orbits or adding new orbits.

>9
⑻

⑹

(b)

(d)

(e) (f)
FIGURE El .1.2

1-1.21 Construct a vector field in IR3 with negative divergence that pos¬

sesses a periodic orbit. Construct a vector field in JR3 with negative
divergence that contains a continuous family of periodic orbits.

1.1.22 Consider the linear vector field

x = Axf x G Rn,

where A is 3,n nx n constant matrix. Suppose all the eigenvalues of A
have negative real parts. Then prove that x = 0 is an asymptotically
stable fixed point for this linear vector field. { Hint: utilize a linear
transformation of the coordinates which transforms A into Jordan
canonical form.)
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1.1.23 Suppose that the matrix A in Exercise 1.1.22 has some eigenvalues
with zero real parts (and the rest have negative real parts). Does it
follow that x = 0 is stable? Answer this question by considering the
following example.

( ±1 ^) = ( ° M1 1° V \x^ )
1.1.24 Consider the linear map

x ^ Ax, x Rn,
where A is an n x n constant matrix. Suppose all of the eigenval¬

ues of A have modulus less than one. Then prove that x = 0 is an
asymptotically stable fixed point for this linear map (use the same
hint given for Exercise 1.1.22).

1.1.25 Suppose that the matrix A in Exercise 1.1.24 has some eigenvalues
having modulus one (with the rest having modulus less than one).
Does it follow that x = 0 is stable? Answer this question by consid¬

ering the following example.
1 ) ( x i )1° !

,

1.1.26 Consider the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed
point of saddle-type of a Cr ( r > 1) vector field.

1) Can the stable (resp.，unstable) manifold intersect itself?
2) Can the stable (resp., unstable) manifold intersect the stable

(resp.，unstable) manifold of another fixed point?
3) Can the stable manifold intersect the unstable manifold? If so,

can the intersection consist of a discrete set of points?
4) Can the stable (resp., unstable) manifold intersect a periodic

orbit?

These questions are independent of the dimension of the vector field
(as long as it is finite); however, justify each of your answers with a
geometrical argument for vector fields on R2. ( Hint: the key to this
problem is uniqueness of solutions.)

1.1.27 Consider the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed
point of saddle-type of a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism.

1) Can the stable (resp” unstable) manifold intersect itself?
2) Can the stable (resp., unstable) manifold intersect the stable

(resp., unstable) manifold of another fixed point?
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3) Can the stable manifold intersect the unstable manifold? If so,
can the intersection consist of a discrete set of points?

These questions are independent of the dimension of the diffeomor-
phism (as long as it is finite); however, justify each of your answers
with a geometrical argument for diffeomorphisms on 1R2. Are the
arguments the same as for vector fields?

1.1.28 Consider the Cr (r > 1 ) vector field

x = f { x ) , x Rn.

Let <t>i{ x ) denote the flow generated by this vector field, which we
assume exists for all i G R, a: JRn. Suppose that the vector field
has a hyperbolic fixed point at x = x having an s-dimensional stable
manifold, Ws{x ) ^ and a u-dimensional unstable manifold, Wu{ x ) (s+
u = n). The typical way of proving their existence (see, e.g., Palis and
deMelo [1982] or Fenichel [1971]) is to prove the existence of the local
manifolds Wfoc (x) and W^c (x) via a contraction mapping type of
argument. Then the global manifolds are defined by

Ws( x ) = \jMWlsoc ( x ) ) ,
t<0

Wu( x ) = \ jMW{uoc ( x ) ) -
t>0

1) Show that Ws{ x ) and Wu( x ) defined in this way are invariant
for all t G 1R.

2) If W^oc( x ) and W^c { x ) axe Cr, does it follow by this definition
that Ws{ x ) and Wu{ x ) are Cr?

3) Discuss this definition of the stable and unstable manifolds in the
context of how one might compute the manifolds numerically.

1.1.29 Consider the situation described in Exercise 1.1.28 in the context
of Cr diffeomorphisms. Existence of stable and unstable manifolds of
a hyperbolic fixed point is proved similarly (i.e., local manifolds are
shown to exist via a contraction mapping argument), and the global
manifolds are defined by

，㈤ = ㈤ )，
n<0

wu( x ) = U 9，roc㈤ )，
n>0

where g denotes the diffeomorphism and x the hyperbolic fixed point.
Answer 1)，2)，and 3) from Exercise 1.1.28 in the context of Cr dif¬

feomorphisms.
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1.1.30 Consider a hyperbolic fixed point of a Cr (r > 1) vector field on ]R2

whose stable and unstable manifolds intersect along a homoclinic or¬

bit, as shown in Figure El.1.3. Show that any point on the homoclinic
orbit cannot reach the fixed point in finite time.

FIGURE El.1.3

1.1.31 Consider a periodic orbit (of either a Cr (r > 1) vector field or
map) that is contained in a compact region of phase space. Can the
period of the orbit be infinite?

1.1.32 Let (f)t (x) denote a flow generated by a Cr (r > 1) vector field on
]Rn that exists for all x Rn，t E 1R.

1) Show that the a and cu limit sets of the flow are contained in
the nonwandering set of the flow.

2) Is the nonwandering set contained in the union of the a and UJ
limit set?

1.1.33 Let <t>t {x ) denote a flow generated by a Cr (r > 1) vector field on
JRn that exists for all x ]Rn, i R. Suppose A is an attracting set,
and let C/ be a neighborhood of A that is attracted to A. Then is it
true that

^
二

t>0

1.1.34 Suppose A is an attracting set (of either a vector field or map), and
suppose that x is a hyperbolic fixed point of saddle-type. Must
the following be true

1) W 3 { x ) C A,
2) Wu{x ) C A?

1.1.35 Consider the union of the homoclinic orbit and the hyperbolic fixed
point that it connects (shown in Figure El.1.3). Can this set be an
attracting set?

1.1.36 Prove that for 5 > 0 the unstable manifold of the saddle-type fixed
point of the unforced Duffing oscillator falls into the sinks as shown
in Figure 1.1.27.
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1.1.37 Consider the Cr (r > 1) vector field

x = f ( x ) y x Rn,

with flow x ) defined for alU e R, x Rn. Prove that if tr D f ( x ) =
0 Vx E J R n , then the flow ( f>( t f x ) preserves volume.

1.1.38 Consider the Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism

x g{ x ), x Rn.

Suppose that det D g( x ) = 1 Vx !Rn. Prove that the diffeomorphism
preserves volume.

1.1.39 Discuss the relationship between Exercises 1.1.37 and 1.1.38.
1.1.40 Consider the following vector field on 1R2.

f tH i 9⑵ ’ a > °.

The stable manifold of the origin is given by

^s (0, 0) = { (x i , x2 ) e I R2 | x2 = 0}.

Consider a line segment contained in Ws(0, 0). Under the evolution of
the flow generated by the vector field the length of the line segment
shrinks to zero as t — > oo. Does this violate the result of Exercise
1.1.37? Why or why not?

1.1.41 Consider the Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism

x g{ x ), x Rn.
Suppose x = x is a nonwandering point, i.e,，for any neighborhood U
of x, there exists an n ^ 0 such that g n(U ) fl 笋 0 (cf. Definition
1.1.9). Is it possible that there may exist only one such n, or, if there
exists one n, must there be a countable (infinity?) of such n? Does
the same result hold for flows?

1.1.42 Define what is meant by the term “ perturbation” in the context of
dynamical systems.
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1.2 Poincare Maps: Theory, Construction, and
Examples

In the second half of Chapter 1 we will develop more quantitative, global
techniques for the analysis of dynamical systems. In particular, we will
emphasize the idea of a Poincare map, especially the intuitive, geometrical,
and computational aspects. We will apply our methods to a study of the
periodically forced, damped Duffing oscillator given by

y = x - x3 - 6 y + ^ coSLut , ㈣）e 妒’ U.2.1)

where 5 > 0 and 7, a; > 0. We will see that the dynamics of this equation are
much more complicated than the unforced (nonautonomous) case. Indeed,
we know that orbits of nonautonomous systems may intersect and that the
Poincare-Bendixson theorem does not hold. This leads to the possibility of
much more exotic dynamics than we have seen thus far. In Chapter 4 we
will see that (1.2.1) may exhibit deterministic chaos.

1.2A POINCARE MAPS：EXAMPLES
The idea of reducing the study of continuous time systems (flows) to the
study of an associated discrete time system (map) is due to Poincare [1899],
who first utilized it in his studies of the three body problem in celestial
mechanics. Nowadays virtually any discrete time system that is associated
with an ordinary differential equation is referred to as a Poincare map.
This technique offers several advantages in the study of ordinary differential
equations, including the following:

1. Dimensional Reduction. Construction of the Poincare map involves
the elimination of at least one of the variables of the problem resulting
in the study of a lower dimensional problem.

2. Global Dynamics. In lower dimensional problems (say, dimension < 4)
numerically computed Poincare maps provide an insightful and strik¬

ing display of the global dynamics of a system; see Guckenheimer and
Holmes [1983] and Lichtenberg and Lieberman [1982] for examples of
numerically computed Poincare maps.

3. Conceptual Clarity• Many concepts that are somewhat cumbersome
to state for ordinary differential equations may often be succinctly
stated for the associated Poincare map. An example would be the
notion of orbital stability of a periodic orbit of an ordinary differential
equation (see Hale [1980]). In terms of the Poincare map, this problem
would reduce to the problem of the stability of a fixed point of the
map, which is simply characterized in terms of the eigenvalues of the
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map linearized about the fixed point (see Case 1 to follow in this
section).

It would be useful to give methods for constructing the Poincare map as¬

sociated with an ordinary differential equation. Unfortunately, there exist
no general methods applicable to arbitrary ordinary differential equations,
since construction of the Poincare map requires some knowledge of the
geometrical structure of the phase space of the ordinary differential equa¬

tion. Thus, construction of a Poincare map requires ingenuity specific to
the problem at hand; however, in three cases that come up frequently, the
construction of a specific type of Poincare map can in some sense be said
to be canonical. The three cases are:

1. In the study of the orbit structure near a periodic orbit of an ordinary
differential equation.

2. In the case where the phase space of an ordinary differential equation
is periodic, such as in periodically forced oscillators.

3. In the study of the orbit structure near a homoclinic or heteroclinic
orbit.

We begin by considering Case 1.
Case 1: Poincare Map Near a Periodic Orbit
Consider the following ordinary differential equation

x = /(x), x lRn, (1.2.2)

where /：[/ — > ]Rn is Cr on some open set U C Rn. Let (p( t , •) denote the
flow generated by (1.2.2). Suppose that (1.2.2) has a periodic solution of
period T which we denote by Xo), where xo ]Rn is any point through
which this periodic solution passes (i.e., <p( t + T, xo) = <^(t, xo)). Let E
be an n — 1 dimensional surface transverse to the vector field at xo (note:
“ transverse” means that f ( x ) - n( x ) ^ 0 where denotes the vector dot
product and n(x) is the normal to E at x); we refer to E as a cross-section
to the vector field (1.2.2). Now in Theorem 1.1.8 we proved that (j>{ t , x )
is C7* if /(x) is Cr; thus, we can find an open set F C E such that the
trajectories starting in V return to E in a time close to T. The map that
^ociates points in V with their points of first return to E is called the
Poincare mapf which we denote by P . To be more precise,

… 冷(V㈤，x)， （1.2.3)

where T ( X ) is the time of first return of the point x to E. Note that, by
construction, we have r(xo) = T and P( XQ ) = XQ.
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FIGURE 1.2.1. The geometry of the Poincare map for a periodic orbit.

Therefore, a fixed point of P corresponds to a periodic orbit of (1.2.2),
and a period k point of P (i.e., a point x V such that P k ( x ) = x
provided P l ( x ) E V", i — 1, • • • , /c) corresponds to a periodic orbit of (1,2.2)
that pierces S k times before closing; see Figure 1.2.1. In applying this
technique to specific examples，the following questions immediately arise.

1, How is E chosen?

2. How does P change as S is changed?

Question 1 cannot be answered in a general way, since in any given prob¬

lem there will be many possible choices of E. This fact makes the answer
to Question 2 even more important. However, for now we will postpone
answering this question in order to consider a specific example.

EXAMPLE 1.2.1 Consider the following vector field on ]R2

x = n x - y - x{ x2 + y2 ) ,
y = x + - y{ x2 + y2 ) , ( x , y ) G U 2 , (1.2.4)

where /x S 1R1 is a parameter (note: we will meet (1.2.4) later when we study
the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation). Our goal is to study (1.2.4) by
constructing an associated one-dimensional Poincare map and studying the
dynamics of the map. According to our previous discussion, we need to find
a periodic orbit of (1.2.4), construct a cross-section to the orbit, and then
study how points on the cross-section return to the cross-section under the
flow generated by (1.2.4). Considering (1.2.4) and thinking about how to
carry out these steps should bring home the point stated at the beginning of
this section — constructing a Poincare map requires some knowledge of the
geometry of the flow generated by (1.2.4). In this example the procedure is
greatly facilitated by considering the vector field in a “ more appropriate•’

coordinate system; in this case, polar coordinates.
x = r c o s O,
y = r sin6; (1.2.5)
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then (1.2.4) becomes

:了- r

' (1.2.6)

We will require 〆 > 0, in which case the flow generated by (1.2.6) is given
by

^i(rOj^o)=((二 + (p 一 。)e 2〆) ，亡 + 沒。) • (1-2.7)

It should be clear that (1.2.6) has a periodic orbit given by <j>t { y/Ji^ Oo ). We
now construct a Poincar谷 map near this periodic orbit.

We define a cross-section E to the vector field (1.2.6) by

*E = { (r,(9) ElRx 51 | r > 0, (9 = 0o}. (1.2.8)

The reader should verify that E is indeed a cross-section. From (1.2.6) we
see that the “time of flight”for orbits starting on E to return to S is given
by ^ = 27r. Using this information，the Poincare map is given by

P：E E

(H)為) 4 冷2?r (r0,沒0) =((士 + (吾一告) e
_4?rM) ，沒0 + 2冗)，

(1.2.9)
or simply … (▲.(▲ -|)e--） ， （1.2.10)

where we have dropped the subscript ‘0’on r for notational convenience.
The Poincare map has a fixed point at r = ^/ Ji. We can compute the
stability of the fixed point by computing the eigenvalue (which is just the
derivative for a one-dimensional map) of DP( ^/ fi ). A simple calculation
gives

DP(v^) = e~47r /i. (1.2.11)
Therefore, the fixed point r = ^/ fi is asymptotically stable.

Before leaving this example there are several points to make.
1. Viewing (1.2.4) in the correct coordinate system was the key to this

problem. This made the choice of a cross-section virtually obvious
and provided “nice”coordinates on the cross-section (i.e.，r and 0
“decoupled”as well). Later we will learn a general technique called
normal form theory which can be used to transform vector fields into
the “nicest possible”coordinate systems.

2. We know that the fixed point of P corresponds to a periodic orbit of
(1.2.6) and that the fixed point of P is asymptotically stable. Does
this imply that the corresponding periodic orbit of (1.2.6) is also
asymptotically stable? It does, but we have not proved it yet (note:
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Wu (x0)

xo Ws (x0)

FIGURE 1.2 2.

the reader should think about this in the context of this example until
it feels “obvious” ）. We will consider this point when we consider how
the Poincare map changes when the cross-section is varied.

Before leaving Case 1，let us illustrate how the study of Poincare maps near
periodic orbits may simplify the geometry.

Consider a vector field in ]R3 generating a flow given by <j>t { x ) , x 1R3.
Suppose also that it has a periodic orbit,7, of period T > 0 passing through
the point xo IR3, i.e.,

M^o ) = 扣+r(丨o) -
We construct in the usual way a Poincare map, P, near this periodic orbit
by constructing a cross-section, E, to the vector field through xo and con¬

sidering the return of points to E under the flow generated by the vector
field; see Figure 1.2.1.

Now consider the Poincare map P. The map has a fixed point at XQ.
Suppose that the fixed point is of saddle type having a one-dimensional
stable manifold, WS { XQ ) ^ and a one-dimensional unstable manifold Wu{ xo )\
see Figure 1.2.2. We now want to show how these manifolds are manifested
in the flow and how they are related to 7. Very simply, using them as
initial conditions, they generate the two-dimensional stable and unstable
manifolds of 7. Mathematically, this is represented as follows

^(7) = U ^Woc (^o ) ),
t<0

^u (7) = U ^(^o c (^o ) ).
t>0

It should be clear that Ws{^ ) (resp. Wu{^ ) ) is just as differentiable as
W^c(Xo) (resp. W^c(Xo))，since ( j>t ( x ) is differentiable with respect to x;
see Figure 1.2.3 for an illustration of the geometry. Hence, in ]R3, W 8^ )
and Wu (7) are two two-dimensional surfaces which intersect in the closed
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Ws(x0) /I

FIGURE 1.2.3.

curve. This should serve to show that it is somewhat simpler geometrically
to study periodic orbits and their associated stable and unstable manifolds
by studying the associated Poincare map.

We now turn to Case 2.
Case 2: Poincare Map of a Time-Periodic Ordinary Differential Equation

Consider the following ordinary differential equation

x = f ( x , t ) , x e ]Rn, (1.2.12)
where /：[/ — > ]Rn is Cr on some open set U C Rn x R1. Suppose the time
dependence of (1.2.12) is periodic with fixed period T = > 0, i.e.,
f ( x , t ) = f ( x , t -f T ) . We rewrite (1.2.12) in the form of an autonomous
equation in n + 1 dimensions (see Section 1.1G) by defining the function

6:1R1 — S1，
t ^ 0{t ) = ujt , mod 2冗

_
Using (1.2.13) equation (1.2.12) becomes

(1.2.13)

|= /M’ e ]Rn xS1.
C7 = CJ, (1.2.14)

We denote the flow generated by (1.2.14) by 0⑴：( x( t ) , 6( t ) = u t +
(mod 27r)) _ We define a cross-section to the vector field (1.2.14) by

= { (x, <9) e ]Rn x 51| <9 = ^oe (0, 27r] }. (1.2.15)
The unit normal to E °̂ in ]Rn x S1 is given by the vector (0,1), and it is
clear that E00 is transverse to the vector field (1.2.14) for all x E Rn, since(/(X，汐)，a;) •(0,1) = u; / 0

_
In this case T,00 is called a global cross-section.
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We define the Poincare map of E00 as follows:

or
/00 _ 0o、 f 0Q — 00 -\- 27r\

X

, 00 + 27T = 0OJ ,

(1.2.16)

Thus, the Poincare map merely tracks initial conditions in x at a fixed
phase after successive periods of the vector field.

It should be clear that fixed points P0Q correspond to 27r/o;-periodic
orbits of (1.2.12) and fc-periodic points of P0Q

correspond to periodic orbits
of (1.2.12) that pierce E °̂ k times before closing. We will worry about the
effect on the dynamics of the map caused by changing the cross-section
later. Now we consider an example.

EXAMPLE 1.2.2：PERIODICALLY FORCED LINEAR OSCILLATORS Consider
the following ordinary differential equation

x -\- 6x -\- CJQX = 7cosû . (1.2.17)
This is an equation which most students learn to solve in elementary cal¬

culus courses. Our goal here is to study the nature of solutions of (1.2.17)
from our more geometrical setting in the context of Poincare maps. This
will enable the reader to obtain a new point of view on something relatively
familiar and, we hope, to see the value of this new point of view.

We begin by first obtaining the solution of (1.2.17). Recall (see, e.g. ,
Arnold [1973] or Hirsch and Smale [1974]) that the general solution of
(1.2.17) is the sum of the solution of the homogeneous equation (i .e . , the
solution for 7 = 0)，sometimes called the free oscillation, and a particular
solution, sometimes called the forced oscillation. For 5 > 0 there are several
possibilities for the homogeneous solution, which we state below.

5 > 0: The Homogeneous Solution，Xh(t ) . There are three cases depending
on the sign of the quantity 62 — 4UJQ .

62 - iuj^ > 0 ^ xh{ t ) = Cier' 1 + C2er' (1.2.18)

where
n ,2 = -6/2 ± (i /2 )^2 _ 4a;2

i

S2 -^ = 0 ^ xh{t ) = {Ci + C2t )e-^ \̂
62 — 4u；o < 0 Xh(t ) = e一("2)*(Ci cosu)t + C2 smu)t ) ,

and where d) = (1/2) ^/4CJ§ 6^ In all three cases C\ and C2 are unknown
constants which are fixed when initial conditions are specified. Also, no¬

tice that in all three cases lim Xh(t ) = 0. We now turn to the particular
t— oo

solution.
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The Particular Solution, xp { t ) .

xp { t ) = Acos ut + B sin

where

K -^2h_
(4 — w2)2 + (M2 ' (^ - w2)2 + ㈣2 '

(1.2.19)

Next we turn to the construction of the Poincare map. For this we will
consider only the case 62 ALJQ < 0. The other two cases are similar, and
we leave them as exercises for the reader.

The Poincare Map: 62 — < 0, Rewriting (1.2.17) as a system, we obtain

i = 仏

y = LJQX — 6 y + I cosut . (1.2.20)

By rewriting (1.2.20) as an autonomous system, as was described at the
beginning of our discussion of Case 2, we obtain

x = y,
y = - 6 y + 7cos 0 , ( x , y , 0 ) e 1R1 x 1R1 x S 1 . (1.2.21)
0 = UJ ,

The flow generated by (1.2.21) is given by

Mxo, yo ,0o ) = ( x( t ) , y ( t ) , ujt + 6»0) , (1.2.22)

where, using (1.2.18c) and (1.2.19), x( t ) is given by

= e一(�2)\Ci cosut + C2 siniẐ ) + Acos u)t + Bsinut

with
y( t ) = ±( t ) - (1.2.23)

The constants C\ and C2 are obtained by requiring

x(0) = x0 ,
2/ (0) = 2/0 ,

which yield
C i = x0 - A,
^2 = ^ (^X0 + 2/0 - . (1.2.24)

Notice from (1.2.20) that we can set 0O = 0 in (1.2.22) (cf. (1.2.16)).
We construct a cross-section at 0Q = 0 (note: this is why we specified the

initial conditions at t = 0) as follows

E0 ES = { (x，y，0) R1 x R1 x 51 I 沒 = 0 e [0, 2TT) }, (1.2.25)
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where we have dropped the subscript “0”on x，没，and 6 for notational
convenience. Using (1.2.23)，the Poincare map is given by

戶:E — E，

(X# c4) C)
,

e-W- ^AC + (-£A- %B)S} + A 、

、e
_— ^-u；BC + +㈣)5] +u;气

(1.2.26)

where
u)

C= cos 2TT — ，u

三 sin27r2.
u;

Equation (1.2.26) is an example of an affine map，i.e., it is a linear map
plus a translation.

The Poincare map has a single fixed point given by

(x,y) = (A,uB) (1.2.27)

(note: this should not be surprising). The next question is whether or not
the fixed point is stable A simple calculation shows that the eigenvalues
of DP(A,uB) are given by

Alt2 = e-^±^nu,/u, (1.2.28)

Thus the fixed point is asymptotically stable with nearby orbits appearing
as in Figure 1.2 4. (Note, the “spiraling”of orbits near the fixed point is
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due to the imaginary part of the eigenvalues.) Figure 1.2.4 is drawn for
A > 0; see (1.2.19).

The Case of Resonance: Q = u. We now consider the situation where the
driving frequency is equal to the frequency of the free oscillation. In this
case the the Poincaxe map becomes

P:

+
(L2 29)

This map has a unique fixed point at

( x, y ) = ( A,uB). (1.2.30)

The eigenvalues of DP( A^ uB) are identical and are equal to

A = e-67r/w. (1.2.31)

Thus, the fixed point is asymptotically stable with nearby orbits appearing
站 in Figure 1.2.5. (Note: in this case orbits do not spiral near the fixed
point since the eigenvalues are purely real.)

For 5 > 0, in all cases the free oscillation dies out and we are Left with
the forced oscillation of frequency u which is represented as an attracting
fixed point of the Poincare map. We will now examine what happens for

= 0.

^ = 0: SubharmomcSf Ultraharmomcs，and Ultrasubharmomcs. In this case
the equation becomes

x = yy
y = 一c^x +^cos

^
，

0 = u.
(1.2.32)
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Using (1.2.18c) and (1.2.19)，we see that the general solution of (1.2.32) is
given by

x {t ) = C\cosuot -f- C2 sinuot Acos cut ,
v { t ) = (1.2.33)

where

and Ci and C2 are found by solving

(1.2.34)

:T (0) = Xo = Cl -h A,
2/ (0) 三 yo = C2UJ0 .

(1.2.35)

It should be evident that, for now, we must require LJ ^ LJQ m order for
(1.2.33) to be valid.

Before writing down the Poincare map, there is an important distinction
to draw between the cases 5 > 0 and 5 = 0. As mentioned above, for 办 > 0,
the free oscillation eventually dies out leaving only the forced oscillation
of frequency to. This corresponds to the associated Poincare map having a
single asymptotically stable fixed point. In the case 6 = 0, by examining
(1.2.33), we see that this does not happen. In general, for 5 = 0, it should
be clear that the solution is a superposition of solutions of frequencies LJ

and LJQ . The situation breaks down into several cases depending on the
relationship of LJ to U )Q . We will first write down the Poincare map and
then consider each case individually.

The Poincare map is given by

P: E^ E,

(弋 cos 2^^ isin 2^^\
\V ) V-wosm 27r^ COS 2TT^ )\y )

( A ( l - c o s 2^ )\
V 咖4 Sin 2兀，) -

(1.2.36)

Our goal is to study the orbits of P . As mentioned above, this will depend
on the relationship of u) and LJQ . We begin with the simplest case.

1 ) Harmonic Response. Consider the point

(工，y) = (-4, 0). (1.2.37)

It is easy to verify that this is a fixed point of P corresponding to a solution
of (1.2.32) having frequency LJ .

We now want to describe a somewhat more geometrical way of viewing
this solution which will be useful later on. Using (1.2.37) , (1.2.35) and
(1.2.33) , the fixed point (1.2.37) corresponds to the solution

x( t ) — Acos LJt ,
y( t ) = ALJ sinut . (1.2.38)
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If we view this solution in the x-y plane, it traces out a circle which closes
after time 27r/a;. If we view this solution in the x-y-0 phase space, it traces
out a spiral which can be viewed as lying on the surface of a cylinder.
The cylinder can be thought of as an extension of the circle traced out by
(1.2.38) in the x-y plane into the ^-direction. Since 0 is periodic, the ends
of the cylinder are joined to become a torus, and the trajectory traces out
a curve on the surface of the torus which makes one complete revolution on
the torus before closing. The torus can be parameterized by two angles; the
angle 0 is the longitudinal angle. We will call the latitudinal angle 0O, which
is the angle through which the circular trajectory turns in the x-y plane.
This situation is depicted geometrically in Figure 1.2.6. Trajectories which
yind many times around the torus may be somewhat difficult to draw, as
|n Figure 1.2.6; we now want to show an easier way to represent the same

f̂ormation. First, we cut open the torus and identify the two ends as
shown in Figure 1.2.7. Then we cut along the longitudinal angle 0 and
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flatten it out into a square as shown in Figure 1.2.8. This square is really
a torus if we identify the two vertical sides and the two horizontal sides.
This means that a trajectory that runs off the top of the square reappears
at the bottom of the square at the same 0 value where it intersected the
top edge. For a more detailed description of trajectories on a torus, see
Abraham and Shaw [1984]. We stress that this construction works because
all trajectories of (1.2.32) lie on circles in the x-y plane. Motion on tori is
a characteristic of multifrequency systems.

2) Subharmonic Response of Order m. Suppose we have

u) = mujo, m > 1, (1.2.39)

where m is an integer. Consider all points on D except ( x, y ) = (A,0)
(we already know about this point). Using (1.2.33) and the expression for
the Poincare map given in (1.2.36), it is easy to see that all points except
( x , y ) = (-4,0) are period m points^ i.e” they are fixed points of the mth
iterate of the Poincare map (note：this statement assumes that by the
phrase “ period of a point” we mean the smallest possible period). Let us
now see what they correspond to in terms of motion on the torus.

Using (1.2.39) and (1.2.33) it should be clear that x( t ) and y(t ) have fre¬

quency Lj/m.Thus, after a time t = 2n/ u;^ the solution has turned through
an angle 2^ /m in the x-y plane, i.e., 0o has changed by 2^ / ra.Therefore, the
solution makes rrt longitudinal circuits and one latitudinal circuit around
the torus before closing up. The m distinct points of intersection that the
trajectory makes with ^ = 0 are all period m points of P, or equivalently,
fixed points of the mth iterate of P.Such solutions are called subharmonics
of order m. In Figure 1.2.9 we show examples for m = 2 and m = 3.
3) Ultraharmonic Response of Order n. Suppose we have

nu) = cjQy n > 1, (1.2.40)

JI/2

-0O—
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where n is an integer. Consider all points on E except ( x , y ) = (>4,0). Using
(1.2.40) and (1.2.33) it is easy to see that every point is a fixed point of
the Poincare map. Let us see what this corresponds to in terms of motion
on the torus.

Using (1.2.33) and (1.2.40), we see that x(f ) and y ( t ) have frequency nu.

This means that after a time i = 2TT/CI；, the solution has turned through an
2irn in the x- y plane before closing up. Since 27rn = 2TT (mod 2TT), this

explains the nature of these fixed points of P: they correspond to solutions
which make n latitudinal and one longitudinal circuits around the torus
before closing up. We illustrate the situation geometrically for n = 2 and
n = 3 in Figure 1.2.10. Such solutions are referred to as ultraharmonics of
order n,

4) Ultrasubharmonic Response of Order m, n. Suppose we have

nu = ma；o, m, n > 1, (1.2.41)
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where m and n are relatively prime integers, which means that all com¬

mon factors of n/m have been divided out. Using exactly the same argu¬

ments as those given above, it is easy to show that all points in E except
(x, y ) = ( ^4, 0) are period m points which correspond to trajectories making
m longitudinal and n latitudinal circuits around the torus before closing
up. These solutions are referred to as ultrasubharmonics of order m, n. We
illustrate the situation for (n, m) = (2, 3) and (n，m) = (3, 2) in Figure
1.2 .11.

5) Quasiperiodic Response. For the final case, suppose we have

— = irrational number. (1.2.42)
(^o

Then for all points in E except ( x , y ) = ( ^4, 0), the orbit of the point densely
fills out a circle on S which corresponds to an invariant two-torus in x-y-6
space. We will prove this rigorously in Example 1.2.3.
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EXAMPLE 1.2.3：THE STUDY OF COUPLED OSCILLATORS VIA CIRCLE
MAPS In Example 1.1.9 we saw that (for /1 , /2 7̂ 0) the study of two
linearly coupled, linear undamped oscillators in a four-dimensional phase
Space could be reduced to the study of the following two-dimensional vector
field

i1 = LJu {e：,e2 ) s1 x s1 . (1.2.43)
^2 =^2 ,

The flow generated by (1.2.43) is defined on the two-torus, S1 x S1 r2,
and 心 and 02 are called the longitude and latitude; see Figure 1.2.12. As in
Example 1.2.2, it is often easier to visualize flows on tori by cutting open
the torus, flattening it out, and identifying horizontal and vertical sides
说 the resulting square as shown in Figure 1.2.13. The flow generated by
(1.2.43) is simple to compute and is given by

0\( t ) = u\t -1- 0JO ,
02( t ) = 4- 020, (mod 27r). (1.2.44)

『ever，orbits under this flow will depend on how and UJ2 are related.
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DEFINITION 1.2.1 and are said to be incommensurate if the equation

mw\ H- ntJ2 = 0

has no solutions consisting of n, m 6 Z (integers) . Otherwise, u\ and u)2
are commensurate.

Theorem 1.2.1 If cui and are commensurate, then every phase curve
of (1.2.43) is closed . However, tfcui and U2 are incommensuratey then every
phase curve of (1.2.43) ts everywhere dense on the torus.

To prove this theorem, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2.2 Suppose the circle Sl is rotated through an angle a, and a
is incommensurate with 27r . Then the sequence

5 = {^, 0 + a, 0 -H 2a, • • • , 0 H- na, • • • , (mod 2冗）}

is everywhere dense on the circle (note：n is an integer).
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Proof:

( 0 ma if ma — 2丌 < 0,
G + ma(mod 27r) = < ^ + (ma — 2i:k ) if ma — 2irk > 0, A: > 1

y and ma — 27r( k + 1) < 0，

go, in particular, since a and 2TT are incommensurate, the sequence S is
infinite and never repeats.

We will use the “ pigeonhole principle,” i.e., if you have n holes and n +1
pigeons，then one hole must contain at least two pigeons.

Divide the circle into k half-open intervals of equal length 2ir / k . Then,
among the first k + l elements of the sequence 5, at least two must be in
the same half-open interval; call these points 0 + pa ) 0 + ga(mod 2丌）with
p > q. Thus, ( p — q)a = 5a < 27r/ A:(mod 2兀). Any two consecutive points
of the sequence S given by

S = {6^ 6 + sa,0 -1- 25a，• •.，沒 + nsa,• . .，(mod 27T)}

are therefore the same distance d apart, where d < 2n/ k (note that S C 5).
Now choose any point on Sl and construct an e-neighborhood around it.

If k is chosen such that 2n/ k < e, then at least one of the elements of S
will lie in the ^-neighborhood. This proves the lemma. □

Now we prove Theorem 1.2.1.

Proof: First , suppose LJ\ and are commensurate, i.e., 3 n, m E K such
that Ui = (n/m)o；2 - We construct a Poincare map as follows. Let the cross-
section E be defined as

= {(el,e2) \ el = e10 }. (1.2.45)

Then, using (1.2.45), we have

P01O : S010 — (1.2.46)

(1.2.47)

for nonlinear circle maps, as we shall see later.)
It is clear that the nth iterate of this map is given by

62 ^ 62 + 27rm(mod 27r) = 62 - (1.2.48)
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Thus, every 6^ is a periodic point; hence the flow consists entirely of closed
orbits. This proves the first part of the theorem.

Now suppose UJ\ and UJ2 are incommensurate; then 2̂ /^1 — where a
is irrational. The Poincare map is then given by

02^ 02 + 27ra(mod 2TT ) ; (1.2.49)
thus, by Lemma 1.2.2, the orbit of any point O2 is dense in the circle.

Next choose any point p on T2 and construct an £：-neighborhood of p.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.2.1 we need to show that, given any orbit
on T2 , it eventually passes through this -̂neighborhood of p. This is done
as follows.

First, we are able to construct a new cross-section E010 which passes
through the -̂neighborhood of p; see Figure 1.2,14, We have seen that the
orbits of — E010 are all dense on E010 for any 0\Q . Therefore, we
can take any point on E010 and look at its first intersection point with E010

under the flow (1.2.44). From this it follows that the iterates of this point
under PQIQ are dense in S010 . This completes the proof. □

Let us make a final remark before leaving this example. In our intro¬

ductory motivational remarks we stated that Poincare maps allow a di¬

mensional reduction of the problem by at least one. In this example, we
have seen how the study of a four-dimensional system can be reduced to
the study of a one-dimensional system. This was possible because of our
understanding of the geometry of the phase space; i .e. , the phase space was
made up of families of two-tori. It will be a common theme throughout this
book that a good qualitative feel for the geometry of the phase space will
put us in the best position for quantitative analysis.

Finally, we note that these results for linear vector fields on T2 actually
remain true for nonlinear differentiable vector fields on T2 , namely, that
the u limit sets for vector fields with no singular points are either closed
orbits or the entire torus；see Hale [1980].

©
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Case 3: Poincare Map Near a Homoclimc Orbit

We now want to give an example of the construction of a Poincare map
in the neighborhood of a homoclinic orbit. The general analysis for orbits
homoclinic to hyperbolic fixed points of autonomous ordinary differential
equations in arbitrary dimensions is rather involved and can be found in
Wiggins [1988]. Rather than getting entangled in technical details, we will
concentrate on a specific example in two dimensions which illustrates the
main ideas. Section 4.8 contains more examples.

Consider the ordinary differential equation

x
y

ax + fl
Py + [x' y' fj) G R1 x R1 x R1, (1.2.50)

with /], /2 = 0( \x \ 2 + \ y \ 2 ) and Cr, r > 2 and where /x is regarded as a
parameter. We make the following hypotheses on (1.2.50).
Hypothesis 1. a < 0, /3 > 0, and a + /3

_
0.

Hypothesis 2. At /i= 0 (1.2.50) possesses a homoclinic orbit connecting the
hyperbolic fixed point (x^ y) = (0, 0) to itself, and on both sides of " = 0
the homoclinic orbit is broken. Furthermore, the homoclinic orbit breaks
in a transverse manner in the sense that the stable and unstable manifolds
have different orientations on different sides of /x = 0. For definiteness, we
will assume that, for /x < 0, the stable manifold lies inside the unstable
manifold, for /i> 0, the stable manifold lies outside the stable manifold
and, for ji = 0, they coincide; see Figure 1.2.15.

Hypothesis 1 is of a local nature, since it concerns the nature of the
eigenvalues of the vector field linearized about the fixed point. Hypothesis
2 is global in nature, since it supposes the existence of a homoclinic orbit
and describes the nature of the parameter dependence of the homoclinic
orbit.

Now an obvious question is why this scenario? Why not stable inside for
M > 0 and unstable inside for /i< 0? Certainly this could happen; however,
this is not important for us to consider at the moment. We need to know
only that, on one side of /x 二 0, the stable manifold lies inside the unstable
manifold, and on the other side of /i= 0, the unstable manifold lies inside
the stable manifold. Of course, in applications, we would want to determine
which case actually occurs, and in Chapter 4, we will learn a method for
doing this (Melnikov’s method); however, now we will simply study the
consequences of a homoclinic orbit to a hyperbolic fixed point of a planar
vector field breaking in the manner described above.

Let us remark that it is certainly possible for the eigenvalues a and /3
to depend on the parameter However, this will be of no consequence
provided that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied for each parameter value and that
this is true for 〆 sufficiently close to zero.
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The question we ask is the following: What is the nature of the orbit
structure near the homockmc orbit for near fj, = 0? We will answer
this question by computing a Poincare map near the homoclinic orbit and
studying the orbit structure of the Poincare map. The Poincare map that
we construct will be very different from those we constructed in Cases 1
and 2 in that it will be the composition of two maps. One of the maps,尸。，
will be constructed from the flow near the origin (which we will take to be
the flow generated by the linearization of (1.2.50) about the origin). The
other map, Pi ) will be constructed from the flow outside of a neighbor¬

hood of the fixed point, which, if we remain close enough to the homoclinic
orbit, can be made to be as close to a rigid motion as we like. The result¬

ing Poincare map, P, will then be given by P = Pi o P0. Evidently, with
these approximations, our Poincare map willbe valid (meaning that its dy¬

namics reflect the dynamics of (1.2.50)) only when it is defined sufficiently
close to the (broken) homoclinic orbit. We will discuss the validity of our
approximations later on, but for now we begin our analysis.

The analysis will proceed in several steps.
Step 1. Set up the domain for the Poincare map.
Step 2. Compute P0*

Step 3. Compute Pi，
Step 4. Examine the dynamics of P=Pi o P0.
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FIGURE 1.2.16.

Step 1：Set Up the Domain for the Poincare Map. For the domain of 尸0 we
choose

So = { (cr, y) e 1R2 | x = e > 0, 2/ > 0 }, (1.2.51)
and for the domain Pi we choose

E, = { (a:, 2/ ) G ]R2 | a；> 0) 2/ = e > 0 }. ( 1.2.52)

We will take e small; the need for this will become apparent later on. See
Figure 1.2.16 for an illustration of the geometry of So and Ei .

Step 2：Compute PQ . We will use the flow generated by the linear vector
field

口;： （叫

in order to compute the map, PQ , of points on Eo to Ei . For this to be a
good approximation, it should be clear that we must take e and y small.
We will discuss the validity of this approximation later.

The flow generated by (1.2.53) is given by

x( t ) = x0 ea\
y( t ) = yQe0t .

The time of flight , T , needed for a point (e, y0 ) e E0 to reach Ei
action of (1.2.54) is given by solving

(1.2.54)

under the

to obtain

e =祕奸

T+g
2/o

.

办om (1.2.56) it is clear that we must require yo < e,

■Po: SQ EI，
(6 2/0) i£ ii )£ \ «//3

e .

(1.2.55)

(1.2.56)

(1.2.57)
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Step 3: Compute P\. Using Theorem 1.1.8, by smoothness of the flow with
respect to initial conditions and the fact that it only takes a finite time to
flow from E! to Eo along the homoclinic orbit, we can find a neighborhood
U CT,\ which is mapped onto EQ under the flow generated by (1.2.53). We
denote this map by

Pi (x,e; / j) = (Pi!( x,e\ / j,) , Pi2{ x,e\ / j,)):U C Ei S0, (1.2.58)

where Pi (0,e\0) = (e, 0). Taylor expanding (1.2.58) about (x, e\ fj) =
(0，e;0) gives

Pi ( x ,e\ fx ) = (e, ax -I- b/ j) -f 0(2). (1.2.59)
The expression “0(2)” in (1.2.59) represents higher order nonlinear terms
which can be made small by taking e, x, and fi small. For now, we will
neglect these terms and take as our map

P\ > U C.Si — > So,
( x , e ) (e, a x + b/ j) y

(1.2.60)

where a > 0 and b > 0.The reader should study Figure 1.2.15 to determine
why we must have a, 6 > 0.
Step 4: Examine the Dynamics of P = P\ o P0. We have

P = Pi o PQ：V C — E0，

(㈣卜(e#(£f//3

一)， d.2.61)

where V = ( PQ )~ 1 (U ) , or

piy\^)' y — Ay^a/^ + 6/ti, (1.2.62)

where A = > 0 (we have left the subscript “ 0” off the yo for the
sake of a less cumbersome notation). (Note: of course, we are assuming also
that U is sufficiently small so that ( PQ )~1 (U ) C SO.)

Let 6 = |a//3|; then a -\- /3 ^ 0 implies 6 ^ 1. We will seek fixed points of
the Poincare map，i.e., y EV such that

P( y; fj) = Ay6 + bfj, = y. (1.2.63)

The fixed points can be displayed graphically as the intersection of the
graph of P( y\ / j) with the line y = P( y\ fj) for fixed fx.

There are two distinct cases.

Case 1 \a\ > \0\ or 6 > 1. For this case DyP(0;0 ) = 0, and the graph of P
appears as in Figure 1.217 for /ti > 0, /t/ = 0, and /i < 0. Thus, for p > 0 and
small //, (1.2.62) has a fixed point. The fixed point is stable and hyperbolic,
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FIGURE 1.2.17. Graph of P for p > 0,〆= 0, and 〆< 0 with 6 >1.

{ ))㈣

，

FIGURE 1.2.18. Phase plane of (1.2.50) for 6 > 1.

since 0 < DyP < 1for /isufficiently small. By construction we therefore see
that this fixed point corresponds to an attracting periodic orbit of (1.2.50)
(provided that we can justify our approximations); see Figure 1.2.18. We
remark that if the homoclinic orbit were to break in the manner opposite
to that shown in Figure 1.2.15, then the fixed point of (1.2.62) would occur
f o r /w < 0.
Cage 2 |q| < |/j| or <$ < 1. For this case，£>1/P(0;0) = oo, and the graph of
P appears as inFigure 1.2.19. Thus, for /u < 0, (1.2.62) has a repelling fixed
Point. By construction we can therefore conclude that this corresponds to
a repelling periodic orbit for (1.2.50); see Figure 1.2.20. We remark that if
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^>o y=P

n<o

FIGURE 1.2.19. Graph of _P for p > 0, 〆 = 0, and ^ < 0 with d < l .

n<0

n-o

Q) n>0

FIGURE 1.2.20. Phase plane of (1.2.50) for 6 < 1.

the homoclinic orbit were to break in the manner opposite to that shown
in Figure 1.2.15, then the fixed point of (1.2.62) would occur for " > 0_

We summarize our results in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2.3 Consider a system where Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2
hold. Then we have, for /x sufficiently small:i) If a 0 < there exists a
unique stable periodic orbit on one side of = 0; on the opposite side of fi
there are no periodic orbits, ii) If a ^ P > 0 } the same conclusion holds as
in i), except that the periodic orbit is unstable.

We remark that if the homoclinic orbit breaks in the manner opposite
that shown in Figure 1.2.15, then Theorem 1.2.3 still holds except that the
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periodic orbits occur for fx values having the opposite sign as those given
in Theorem 1.2.3. Theorem 1,2.3 is a classical result which can be found in
Andronov et al. [1971]. Additional proofs can be found in Guckenheimer
and Holmes [1983] and Chow and Hale [1982].

Before leaving this example we must address an important point, which is
that we have not rigorously proven Theorem 1.2.3, since the Poincare map
we computed was only an approximation. We must therefore show that the
dynamics of the exact Poincar谷 map are contained in the dynamics of the
approximate Poincar^ map. Because our main goal is to demonstrate how
to construct a Poincar^ map near a homoclinic orbit, we refer the reader
to Wiggins [1988] for the proof of this fact under the condition that we
remain sufficiently close to the (broken) homoclinic orbit, i.e., for e and fi
sufficiently small.

1.2B VARYING THE CROSS-SECTION：CONJUGACIES OF
MAPS

We now turn to answering the question of how the choice of cross-section
affects the Poincare map. The point of view that we develop will be that
Poincar^ maps defined on different cross-sections are related by a (in gen¬

eral, nonlinear) coordinate transformation. The importance of coordinate
transformations in the study of dynamical systems cannot be overesti¬

mated. For example, in the study of systems of linear constant coefficient
ordinary differential equations, coordinate transformations allow one to de¬

couple the system and hence reduce the system to a set of decoupled linear
first-order equations which are easily solved. In the study of completely
integrable Hamiltonian systems, the transformations to action-angle coor¬

dinates results in a trivially solvable system (see Arnold [1978]), and these
coordinates are also useful in the study of near integrable systems. If we
consider general properties of dynamical systems, coordinate transforma¬

tions provide us with a way of classifying dynamical systems according to
properties which remain unchanged after a coordinate transformation. In
Section 1.2C we will see that the notion of structural stability is based on
such a classification scheme.

Before considering Poincar^ maps, we want to discuss coordinate trans¬

formations, or, to use the more general mathematical term, conjugacies,
giving some results that describe properties which must be retained by a
map or vector field after a coordinate transformation of a specific differen¬

tiability class. Let us begin with an example which should be familiar to
the reader.

EXAMPLE 1.2.4 We want to motivate how coordinate transformations
affect the orbits of maps.
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Consider two linear, invertible maps

x Ax, x G lRn (1.2.64a)
y h-y By , y G lRn . (1.2.64b)

For xo G Hn , we denote the orbit of xo under A by

0A (X0) ={" . . , A~nx0 ,- , A~lx0 ,x0 ,Ax0 , • • • , Anx0 , • • •}, (1.2.65a)
and, for G lRn, we denote the orbit of yo under B by

OB {VO ) = {•. .，B~ny0 y • • • , B-lyQ，yQ，ByQ，… ，Bny0 ,… }. (1.2.65b)

Now suppose A and B are related by a similarity transformation, i.e., there
is an invertible matrix T such that

B = TAT ^\ (1.2.66)

We could think of T as transforming A into B, and, hence, since it does
no harm in the linear setting to confuse the map with the matrix that
generates it , T transforms (1.2.64a) into (1.2.64b). We represent this in the
following diagram

]Rn 上 Rn

丄T|T' (1.2.67)
]Rn ^ IRn

The question we want to answer is this: when (1.2.64a) is transformed into
(1.2.64b) via (1.2.66), how are orbits of A related to orbits of B1 To answer
this question, note that from (1.2.66) we have

Bn = TAnT ~ l for all n. (1.2.68)

Hence, using (1.2.68) and comparing (1.2.64a) and (1.2.66) , we see that
orbits of A are mapped to orbits of B under the transformation y = Tx.
Moreover, we know that since similar matrices have the same eigenvalues,

the stability types of these orbits coincide under the transformation T .

Now we want to consider coordinate transformation in a more general,

nonlinear setting. However, the reader will see that the essence of the ideas
is contained in this example.

Let us consider two Cr difFeomorphisms /:5ln ]Rn and g: lRn !Rri，
and a Cfe diffeomorphism !Rn — lRn.

DEFINITION 1.2.2 / and g are said to be Cfe conjugate ( k < r ) if there
exists a Cfe difFeomorphism h： > lRn such that g o h = h o f . If k = 0,
f and g are said to be topologically conjugate.
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The conjugacy of two difFeomorphisms is often represented by the fol¬

lowing diagram.
Rn」^ Rn

(1.2.69)
R -^lR"

The diagram is said to commute if the relation go h= ho f holds，meaning
that you can start at a point in the upper left-hand corner of the diagram
and reach the same point in the lower right-hand corner of the diagram by
either of the two possible routes. We note that h need not be defined on all
of Hn but possibly only locally about a given point. In such cases, / and
g are said to be locally Ck conjugate.

If / and g are Ck conjugate, then we have the following results.
Proposition 1.2.4 If f and g are Ck conjugate，then orbits of f map to
orbits of g under h.
Proof: Let xo e Rn; then the orbit of x0 under / is given by

O( x0 ) = {• • • ,厂n(x。)，. . .，r^x o l x o, f n( x0 ) , - - }. (1.2.70)

From Definition 1.2.2, we have that / = h~ } o g o so for a given n > 0
we have

fn( xo ) = (h~l og oh) o (hr 1 o沒 o ft) o ••. o ( hT 1 o go h)( xo )
n factors

= h~ l ogn o /i(x0) (1.2.71)

or
h o f n{ x o ) = gn o ft(xo). (1.2.72)

Also
same

from Definition 1.2.2, we have that / 1 = h~l o g ~

argument, for n > 0 we obtain
~ 1 o /i, so by the

h o f ~n( x0 ) = o h{ x o ). (1.2.73)

Therefore, from (1.2.71) and (1.2.73) we see that the orbit of x0 under / is
mapped by h to the orbit of h( xo ) under g. □

Proposition 1.2.5 If f and g are Ck conjugate, fc > 1，and xQ is a fixed
point of f , then the eigenvalues of Df ( x0 ) are equal to the eigenvalues of
D9{h( xo ) ) .

■Prw/:From Definition 1.2.2, f ( x ) = h^ 1 ogoh( x ). Note that since x0 is a
fixed point then h~ l ogoh{ xo ) = x0. Also, by the inverse function theorem,
we have Dhr 1 = (D/i)-1. Using this and the fact that h is differentiable,
we have

Dflo = Dh~ l \x0
D9\h( xo ) D^\ Xo - (1.2.74)
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(9

FIGURE 1.2.21. The cross-sections So and Ei.

Therefore, recalling that similar matrices have equal eigenvalues gives the
result. □

Now we will return to the specific question of what happens to the
Poincare map when the cross-section is changed. We begin with Case 1,
a Poincare map defined near a periodic orbit.

Case 1: Variation of the Cross-Section. Let xo and x\ be two points on the
periodic solution of (1.2.2), and let So and Ei be two (n — l)-dimensionaI
surfaces at xo and x \ , respectively, which are transverse to the vector field,
and suppose that Ei is chosen such that it is the image of EQ under flow
generated by (1.2.2); see Figure 1.2.21. By Theorem 1.1.8, this defines a
Cr diffeomorphism

h: (1.2.75)
We define Poincare maps PQ and Pi as in the previous construction.

尸0: — So，
X o ^ (P ( T ( X Q ) , X0 ) , X Q e V0 C E0,

/v- Vi —X] ii e V] C

Then we have the following result.
Proposition 1,2.6 PQ and P\ are locally Cr conjugate.
Proof: We need to show that

(1.2.76)

(1.2.77)

Pi o h = h o PQ ,

from which the result follows immediately since ^ is a Cr diffeomorphism.
However, we need to worry a bit about the domains of the maps. We have

h(So) = Si ,
Po( ô) C E0, (1.2.78)
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Thus, h o _P0: — Ei is well defined but Pi oh need not be defined, since
Pi is not defined on all of Ei；however, this problem is solved if we choose
Si such that V\ = h(Vo ) and take Vo sufficiently small. □

Case 2: Variation of the Cross-Section. Consider the Poincare map PQQ de¬

fined on the cross-section Ee° as defined in (1.2.16). Suppose we construct
a different Poincare map, , in the same manner but on the cross-section

= { (i, 6») IR" X 51 I 6» = 01 e (0, 2TT] }. (1.2.79)

Then we have the following result.
Proposition 1.2.7 PQQ and P§1 are Cr conjugate.

Proof: The proof follows a construction similar to that given in Proposition
1.2.6. We construct a Cr difFeomorphism, h, of into by mapping
points on T,e° into Ef1 under the action of the flow generated by (1.2.14).
Points starting on TP° have initial time to = ( SQ 0O ) / UJ , and they reach
TP1 after time _ _

0\ — 0o

thus we have

h:^^
—̂ 沒0

LU

UJ

(1.2.80)

Using (1.2.80) and the expression for the Poincare maps defined on the
different cross-sections, we obtain

ho FSo： ,

H明，+ 以-),

(1.2.81)
and

l (¥)扁)4 + 2U') .
(1.2.82)

Thus, from (1.2.81) and (1.2.82), we have that

h O P§0 = O h. □ (1.2.83)

Therefore, Propositions 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 imply that, as long as we remain
sufficiently close to the periodic orbit, changing the cross-section does not
have any dynamical effect in the sense that we will still have the same
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orbits with the same stability type. However, geometrically there may be
an apparent difference in the sense that the locations of the orbits as well
as their stable and unstable manifolds may “ move around” under a change
in cross-section. It may also be possible that an intelligent choice of the
cross-section could result in a “ more symmetric” Poincare map which could
facilitate the analysis. We will see an example of this later.

We note that Case 3, the Poincare map near a homoclinic orbit, can be
treated in the same way with the same results. We leave this as an exercise
for the reader.

We remark that it should be clear from these results that a Poincare
map constructed according to Case 2 (i.e., the global cross-section) has
information concerning all possible dynamics of the vector field. When only
a local cross-section can be constructed (e.g., as in Cases 1 and 3), then
the Poincare map will not, in general, contain information on all possible
dynamics of the vector field. Different Poincare maps defined on different
cross-sections may not have the same dynamics.

1.2c STRUCTURAL STABILITY, GENERICITY, AND
TRANSVERSALITY

The mathematical models we devise to make sense of the world around
and within us can only be approximations. Therefore, it seems reasonable
that if they are to accurately reflect reality, the models themselves must be
somewhat insensitive to perturbations. The attempts to give mathematical
substance to these rather vague ideas have led to the concept of structural
stability. Before giving a definition of structural stability, let us consider
a specific example which illustrates many of the issues that need to be
addressed.

EXAMPLE 1.2.5 Consider the simple harmonic oscillator

{ x, y ) e 1R2.X
y

y， (1.2.84)

We know everything about this system. It has a nonhyperbolic fixed point
of ( x y y ) = (0,0) surrounded by a one-parameter family of periodic orbits,

each having frequency u;0. The phase portrait of (1.2.84) is shown in Figure
1.2.22 (note: strictly speaking, the phase curves are circles for CJO = 1 and
ellipses otherwise). Is (1.2.84) stable with respect to perturbations (note:
this is a new concept of stability, as opposed to the idea of stability of
specific solutions discussed in Section 1.1A)? Let us try a few perturbations
and see what happens.
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0
FIGURE 1.2.22.

Linear, Dissipative Perturbation

Consider the perturbed system

t̂ X - s y . ⑴2.85)

It is easy to see that the origin is a hyperbolic fixed point, a sink for £：> 0
and a source for £ < 0. However, all the periodic orbits are destroyed (use
Bendixson’s criteria). Thus, this perturbation radically alters the structure
of the phase space of (1.2.84); see Figure 1.2.23.
Nonlinear Perturbation
Consider the perturbed system

1=上1一\ d .2.86)

The perturbed system now has two fixed points given by

(1.2.87)

The origin is still a center (i.e., unchanged by the perturbation), and the
new fixed point is a saddle and far away for e small.

This particular perturbation has the property of preserving a first inte-
gral. In particular, (1,2.86) has a first integral given by

h( x, y ) =
y^ + ^ f - e^-. (1 - 2.88)

This enables us to draw all phase curves for (1.2.86), which are shown in
Figure 1.2.24. From Figure 1.2.24, we make the following observations.

(x，y) = (0, 0),
(x，y) = {ul / e,0 ).
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£>0

y

£<0
FIGURE 1.2.23.

1. This particular perturbation preserves the symmetry of (1.2.86) im¬

plied by the existence of a first integral. Therefore, sufficiently close
to ( x，y ) = (0, 0) the phase portraits of (1.2.84) and (1.2.86) look
the same. However, for (1.2.86), it is important to note that the fre¬

quency of the periodic orbits changes with distance from the origin,

as opposed to (1.2.84).

2. The phase space of (1.2.84) is unbounded. Therefore, no matter how
small we take e, far enough away from the origin the perturbation is
no longer a perturbation. This is evidenced in Figure 1.2.24 by the
saddle point and the homoclinic orbit connecting it to itself. Thus,

there is a problem in discussing perturbations of vector fields on un¬

bounded phase spaces.

Time-Dependent Perturbation

Consider the system
x = y,
y = CJQX + ex cost . (1.2.89)
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co?
e>o

(£? e <o
FIGURE 1.2.24.

This perturbation is of a very different character than the previous two.
Writing (1.2.89) as an autonomous system (see Section 1.1G)

土 = V，
y = -U )QX H- £ X cos 0, (1.2.90)
6 = 1，

we see that the time-dependent perturbation has the effect of enlarging the
dimension of the system. However, in any case, ( x, y ) = (0, 0) is still a fixed
point of (1.2.89), although it is interpreted as a periodic orbit of (1.2.90).
We now ask what the nature of the flow is near ( x^ ) = (0, 0)，which is a
difficult question to answer due to the time dependence. Equation (1.2.89)
is known as the Mathieu equation, and for U )Q = n/2, n an integer, it
is possible for the system to exhibit parametric resonance resulting in a
solution starting near the origin that grows without bound. Thus, the flow
of (1.2.90) near the origin differs very much from the flow of (1.2.84) near
the origin. For more information on the Mathieu equation see Nayfeh and
Mook [1979].

This simple example illustrates several points that need to be considered
when discussing whether or not a system is stable under perturbations.
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1. It is important to specify the type of perturbations that are allowed.
For example, if the system has a symmetry, then one might want to
consider only perturbations which preserve the symmetry. The idea
of structural stability thus depends on the type of dynamical system
under consideration.

2. In discussing the idea of a perturbation of a dynamical system, it is
necessary to specify what it means for two vector fields or maps to
be “close.” In our example we used an e and required e to be small
However, we saw that this did not work well when the phase space
was unbounded.

3. It is necessary to quantify the statement “ two dynamical systems
have qualitatively the same dynamics.” This must be specified if one
is to decide when a system is structurally stable.

Up to this point our discussion has been very heuristic. Indeed, our main
purpose has been to get the reader to worry about whether the systems they
are studying are stable under perturbations. We will see throughout this
book, especially when we study bifurcation theory, that a consideration of
this question often reveals much about the underlying dynamics of dynam¬

ical systems. However, now we want to say a little about the mathematical
formulation of the notion of structural stability.
Definitions of Structural Stability and Generzcity

The concept of structural stability was introduced by Andronov and Pon-
tryagin [1931] and has played a central role in the development of dynami¬

cal systems theory. Roughly speaking, a dynamical system (vector field or
map) is said to be structurally stable if nearby systems have qualitatively
the same dynamics. Therefore, in defining structural stability one must
provide a recipe for determining when two systems are “close,” and then
one must specify what is meant by saying that, qualitatively, two systems
have the same dynamics. We will discuss each question separately.

Let Cr(IRn, lRn) denote the space of Cr maps of IRn into IRn. In terms of
dynamical systems, we can think of the elements of Cr(IRn, IRn ) as being
vector fields. We denote the subset of Cr(lRn, IRn ) consisting of the C 1

diffeomorphisms by Diffr (lRn, IRn ). We remark that if one is studying dy¬

namical systems that have certain symmetries, then additional constraints
must be put on these spaces.

Two elements of Cr(IRn1 lRn ) are said to be Cr enclose (fc r), or just
close, if they, along with their first k derivatives, are within e as mea¬

sured in some norm. There is a problem with this definition; namely, IR71

is unbounded, and the behavior at infinity needs to be brought under con¬

trol (note: this explains why most of dynamical systems theory has been
developed using compact phase spaces; however, in applications this is not
sufficient and appropriate modifications must be made).
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There are several ways of handling this difficulty. For the purpose of our
discussion we will choose the usual way and assume that our maps act on
compact, boundaryless n-dimensional differentiable manifolds, M , rather
than all of Rn. The topology induced on Cr (M, M) by this measure of
distance between two elements of Cr (M, M ) is called the Gk topology, and
we refer the reader to Palis and de Melo [1982] or Hirsch [1976] for a more
thorough discussion.

The question of what is meant by saying that two dynamical systems are
close is usually answered in terms of conjugacies. Specifically, C° conjugate
maps have qualitatively the same orbit structure in the sense of the propo¬

sitions given in Section 1.2B. For vector fields there is a similar notion to
Ck conjugacies for maps called a Ck equivalence. We will discuss this in
more detail in Chapter 3 when we study bifurcation theory (note: in some
sense the study of bifurcation theory will be the study of structural instabil¬

ity) . In this section we will state the definitions for maps along with vector
fields; the reader should refer back to these definitions when we study the
related ideas for vector fields.

We are now at the point where we can formally define structural stability.
DEFINITION 1.2.3 Consider a map / G DifFr (M, M ) (resp. a Cr vector
field in Cr(M,M) ); then / is said to be structurally stable if there exists
a neighborhood Af of / in the Cfc topology such that / is C° conjugate
(resp. C° equivalent) to every map (resp. vector field) in M.

Now that we have defined structural stability, it would be nice if we
could determine the characteristics of a specific system which result in
that system being structurally stable. From the point of view of the applied
scientist, this would be useful, since one might presume that a dynamical
system used to model phenomena occurring in nature should possess the
property of structural stability. Unfortunately, such a characterization does
not exist, although some partial results are known, which we will describe
shortly. One approach to the characterization of structural stability has
been through the identification of typical or generic properties of dynamical
systems, and we now discuss this idea.

Naively, one might expect a typical or generic property of a dynamical
system to be one that is common to a dense set of dynamical systems in
Cr (M, M). This is not quite adequate, since it is possible for a set and its
complement to both be dense. For example, the set of rational numbers
is dense in the real line, and so is its complement, the set of irrational
numbers. However, there are many more irrational numbers than rational
numbers, and one might expect the irrationals to be more typical than the
rationals in some sense. The proper sense in which this is true is captured
by the idea of a residual set.
DEFINITION 1.2.4 Let X be a topological space, and let be a subset of
尤• y is called a residual set if it is the intersection of a countable number
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of sets each of which are open and dense in X . If a residual set in X is
itself dense in X , then X is called a Baire space.

We remark that Cr(M, M ) equipped with the Cr topology ( k < r) is a
Baire space (see Palis and deMelo [1982]). We now give the definition of a
generic property.

DEFINITION 1.2.5 A property of a map (resp. vector field) is said to be
generic if the set of maps (resp. vector fields) possessing that property

contains a residual subset in the topology.

EXAMPLE 1.2.6 In the class of dynamical systems having fixed points,
hyperbolic fixed points are structurally stable and generic.

In utilizing the idea of a generic property to characterize the structurally
stable systems, one first identifies some generic property. Then, since a
structurallystable system is C° conjugate (resp. equivalent for vector fields)
to all nearby systems, structurally stable systems must have this property
if the property is one that is preserved under C° conjugacy (resp. equiv¬

alence for vector fields). One would like to go the other way with this
argument; namely, it would be nice to show that structurally stable sys¬

tems are generic. For two-dimensional vector fields on compact manifolds,
we have the following result due to Peixoto [1962].
Theorem 1.2.8 A Cr vector field on a compact boundaryless two-dimen¬

sional manifold M is structurally stable if and only if

i) the number of fixed points and periodic orbits is finite and each is
hyperbolic;

ii) there are no orbits connecting saddle points;
iii) the nonwandering set consists of fixed points and periodic orbits.

Moreover, if M is orientable, then the set of such vector fields is open and
dense in Cr (M, M ) (note: this is stronger than generic).

This theorem is useful because it spells out precise conditions under
which the dynamics of a vector field on a compact boundaryless two mani¬

fold are structurally stable. Unfortunately, we do not have a similar theorem
in higher dimensions. This is in part due to the presence of complicated
recurrent motions (e.g., the Smale horseshoe; see Chapter 4) which are not
possible for two-dimensional vector fields. Even more disappointing is the
fact that structural stability is not a generic property for n-dimensional
diffeomorphisms ( n > 2) or n-dimensional vector fields ( n > 3). This fact
was first demonstrated by Smale [1966].

At this point we will conclude our brief discussion of the ideas of struc¬

tural stability and genericity. For more information, we refer the reader
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to Chillingworth [1976], Hirsch [1976], Arnold [1982], Nitecki [1971], Smale
[1967], and Shub [1987]. However, before ending this section, we want to
comment on the relevance of these ideas to the applied scientist, i.e., some¬

one who must discover what types of dynamics are present in a specific
dynamical system.

Genericity and structural stability as defined above have been guiding
forces behind much of the development of dynamical systems theory. The
approach often taken has been to postulate some “ reasonable” form of dy¬

namics for a certain class of dynamical systems and then to prove that this
form of dynamics is structurally stable and/or generic within this class. If
one is persistent with this approach one is occasionally successful and even¬

tually a significant catalogue of generic and structurally stable dynamical
properties is obtained. This catalogue is useful to the applied scientist in
that it gives some idea of what dynamics to expect in a specific dynami¬

cal system. However, this is hardly adequate. Given a specific dynamical
system, is it structurally stable and/or generic?

We would like to give computable conditions under which a specific dy¬

namical system is structurally stable and/or generic. For certain special
types of motions such as periodic orbits and fixed points, this can be done
in terms of the eigenvalues of the linearized system. However, for more gen¬

eral, global motions such as homoclinic orbits and quasiperiodic orbits, this
cannot be done so easily, since the nearby orbit structure may be exceed¬

ingly complicated and defy any local description (see Chapter 4). What
this boils down to is that to determine whether or not a specific dynamical
system is structurally stable, one needs a fairly complete understanding
of its orbit structure, or to put it more cynically, one needs to know the
answer before asking the question. It might therefore seem that these ideas
are of little use to the applied scientist; however, this is not exactly true,
since the theorems describing structural stability and generic properties do
give one a good idea of what to expect, although they cannot tell what is
precisely happening in a specific system. Also, the reader should always
ask him or herself whether or not the dynamics are stable and/or typical
in some sense. Probably the best way of mathematically quantifying these
two notions for the applied scientist has yet to be determined.
T'ransversahty

Before leaving this section let us introduce the idea of transversahty, which
will play a central role in many of our geometrical arguments.

TVansversality is a geometric notion which deals with the intersection of
surfaces or manifolds. Let M and N be differentiable (at least C1) manifolds
in Rn.
DEFINITION 1.2.6 Let p be a point in then M and N are said to be
transversal at p p ^ M C\ N ; or, p e M D N , then TVM 4- TVN = lRn ,
where TVM and TVN denote the tangent spaces of M and iV, respectively,
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ATpW
p -

FIGURE 1.2.25. M and N transversal at p.

at the point p. M and N are said to be transversal if they are transversal
at every point p e IRn; see Figure 1.2.25.

Whether or not the intersection is transversal can be determined by
knowing the dimension of the intersection of M and TV. This can be seen
as follows. Using the formula for the dimension of the intersection of two
vector subspaces we have

dim(TpM + TPN ) = dim TpM + dimTPN — dim(TpM H TpN ). (1.2.91)

Prom Definition 1.2.6, if M and N intersect transversely at p, then we have

n = dim TPM + dimTp7V - dim(TpM O TPN ). (1.2.92)

Since the dimensions of M and N are known, then knowing the dimension
of their intersection allows us to determine whether or not the intersection
is transversal.

Note that transversality of two manifolds at a point requires more than
just the two manifolds geometrically piercing each other at the point. Con¬

sider the following example.

EXAMPLE 1.2.7 Let M be the x axis in 1R2, and let N be the graph of the
function f ( x ) = x3; see Figure 1.2.26. Then M and N intersect at the origin
in 1R2, but they are not transversal at the origin, since the tangent space
of M is just the x axis and the tangent space of N is the span of the vector
(1, 0); thus, T

_
N = T(0,0) M and , therefore, T{ ofi ) N + ^ IR2.

The most important characteristic of transversality is that it persists
under sufficiently small perturbations. This fact will play a useful role in
many of our geometric arguments; we remark that a term often used syn¬

onymously for transversal is general position, i.e., two or more manifolds
which are transversal are said to be in general position.

Let us end this section by giving a few “dynamical” examples of transver¬

sality.
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N=graph x3

-x
M

FIGURE 1.2.26. Nontransversal manifolds.

EXAMPLE 1.2.8 Consider a hyperbolic fixed point of a Cr, r > 1, vector
field on Rn. Suppose the matrix associated with the linearization of the
vector field about the fixed point has n — k eigenvalues with positive real
part and k eigenvalues with negative real part. Thus this fixed point has an
(n — fc)-dimensional unstable manifold and a fc-dimensional stable manifold.
If these two manifolds intersect in a point, other than the fixed point,
then by uniqueness of solutions and invariance of the manifolds, they must
intersect along a (at least) one-dimensional orbit. Hence, by (1.2.92), the
intersection cannot be transverse.

EXAMPLE 1.2.9 Suppose the vector field of Example 1.2.8 is Hamiltonian
so that all orbits are restricted to lie in (n — l)-dimensional “ energy” sur¬

faces given by the level sets of the Hamiltonian. Then it is possible for
the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point to intersect
transversely in the (n — 1 )-dimensional energy surface.
EXAMPLE 1.2.10 Consider a hyperbolic periodic orbit of a Cr , r > 1,
vector field on Rn. Suppose that the Poincare map associated with the pe¬

riodic orbit linearized about the fixed point has n — fc — 1 eigenvalues with
modulus greater than one and k eigenvalues with modulus less than one.
Then the periodic orbit has an (n — A;)-dimensional unstable manifold and
a (fc + l)-dimensional stable manifold. Therefore, by (1.2.92), if these man-
ifolds intersect transversely, the dimension of the intersection must be one.
This is possible without violating uniqueness of solutions and invariance of
the manifolds.
1-2D CONSTRUCTION OF THE POINCARE MAP
We will now develop two methods for constructing Poincare maps for non-
linear systems. They will be perturbation methods and will apply to sys¬

tems of the following form.
x e Hn, (1.2.93)
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where — JRn，
g -.UxR1 x [0，eo ) — ]Rn ,

are Cr (r > 1) functions on their respective domains of definition with
U an open set in lRn . We think of e：as being small and fixed. Equation
(1.2.93) may also depend on parameters; however, we will omit any explicit
parametric dependence when it does not affect our arguments.

Setting e = 0, we obtain the following equation

x = f ( x)， xe lRn ? (1.2.94)

which we refer to as the unperturbed equation. As with most perturbation
methods, the idea is to use knowledge of the solutions of (1.2.94) to infer
results concerning the solutions of (1.2.93). Our approach will be more
geometrical in that we will use knowledge about the geometrical structure
of the phase space of (1.2.94) to infer results concerning the geometrical
structure of the phase space of (1.2.93). This will be a common theme
throughout this book.

Before discussing the specific methods for constructing Poincare maps,
we need a general result giving us an estimate of how close trajectories of
(1.2.93) and (1.2.94) remain during their evolution in time. More specifi¬

cally, let xe( t ) and xo{t ) denote solutions of (1.2.93) and (1.2.94), respec¬

tively. Suppose x£ ( t ) and xo(Z) are “close.” Then for how long do xe(t ) and
xo⑷ remain “close”？In order to answer this question, the following lemma
will be useful.
Lemma 1.2.9 (GronwalPs Inequality) Suppose the functions u( s ) and

are continuous and nonnegative on the interval [to, t), and the function
c( s ) is C1 and nonnegative on the interval [to^ t ] with

v ( t ) < c(t ) + f u( s )v( s ) ds;
Jio

then

v(t ) < c(t0) exp^ u⑷ ds)+乂 c( s ) ( exp u( r ) dr ĵ ds.

See Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983] or Hale [1980]. □

Gronwall’s inequality is the basic tool for estimating the difference be¬

tween solutions of (1.2.93) and (1.2.94) on finite time intervals. We see this
in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2.10 Suppose ^o(^o) l = O( e ); then \ x£ ( t ) — xo(t )\ =
O( e ) for \t - t0\ =0{ l ).
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Proof：Subtract (1.2.94) from (1.2.93) to obtain

x£ - x0 = f ( x£ ) - f ( x0 ) + eg{ x£ ,t , e ). (1.2.95)

By integrating (1.2.95) and considering absolute values, we obtain the fol¬

lowing estimate

|xE (<) - xo(^| < |a;£ (^o ) - a^o (<o ) | + f |/ (々 (s)) - / (x0 (s))| ds
Jt0

+ e / |c; (a;£ (s) , s, e) |ds. (1.2.96)
J t0

Now, since g is Cr (r > 1), there exists a constant M > 0 such that

\g { x ,t ,e ) \ < M onUxIx [0，eo), (1.2.97)

where / is a compact interval in 1R1. By the mean value theorem, we have

|/ (々 (5)) — f ( x o( s ) ) \ < L\ X £ ( S ) ~ a;0 (5) | (1.2.98)

for some L > 0. Substituting (1.2.97) and (1.2.98) into (1.2.96) gives

I工e⑷ — 怎0(亡)1 |怎e(亡0) — ^o(^o)|+ ^ / |̂ e(5) ~ ^o(5)| + sM {t ^Q)-
(1.2.99)

Now, applying Gronwall’s inequality to (1.2.99) gives (with c(t ) = eM (t —
to ) + \ x£ (t0 ) - xoito ) ] , u( s ) = L, and v( s ) = |a:e⑷ 一 x0 ( s )\ )

|xe⑷ 一 x0⑷ I \ x£ ( t0 ) - a：o(^o)|exp(
+ eM (exp/ L dr ĵ ds

( I丨“ to) -丨o“ o)|+ ^了) exp L(t — ^o)*

(1.2.100)

Therefore, since \x£ ( to ) - xo(to )\ = O( e ), from (1.2.100) it follows that
\xe(t ) — ⑷| = 0( e ) for 0 < L(t — t o ) < N where N is some constant
independent of e. In other words，

\x£ (t ) - x0(t ) \ = 0{e) hr to < t < tQ + $. □

Now we are ready to develop our first method for constructing Poincare
maps.
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i) THE METHOD OF AVERAGING
This is a method which has appeared in the applied mathematics and
engineering literature in various forms over (approximately) the last two
hundred years; see Arnold [1982], Lochak and Meunier [1988], and Sanders
and Verhulst [1985] for a historical survey and additional references. We
will consider only a very small portion of the general theory here.

The method of averaging is concerned with equations of the following
form.

x = e f { x ,t ) + e2g( x y t ) s ) for x (1.2.101)
where

f : U x R l ^ Rn，
g:U x U l x [0，eo) ^ IRn

are Cr (r > 1) on their respective domains of definition with U some
open set in lRn. We will make the additional assumption that / and g are
periodic in t with the same period T > 0 (note: time periodicity is n o t
a prerequisite for this method; see Hale [1980] or Sanders and Verhulst
[1985]). The associated averaged equation is given by

y = s f { y\ y e n n, (1.2.102)

where
^/(2/ ) = •乂 f { y , t ) d t .

The idea behind the method is simple. Presumably (1.2.102) is easier to
study than (1.2.101)，so can we infer properties of the dynamics of (1.2.101)
based on an understanding of the dynamics of (1.2.102)? Obviously, much
more specific questions arise, such as the following.

1. Suppose (1.2.102) has a fixed point or periodic orbit. What do these
special solutions correspond to in (1.2.101)?

2. Are stable and unstable manifolds of special solutions of (1.2.102) re¬

lated to stable and unstable manifolds of some other special solutions
of (1.2.101)?

The averaging theorem will be our starting point for relating the dynamics
of (1.2.102) to the dynamics of (1.2.101) and in the process we will answer
these two questions. However, before stating and proving this theorem, two
important points must be addressed.

1. At the beginning of this section we stated that the systems of inter¬

est are of the form (1.2.93). Evidently (1.2.101) is not of this form
How then can (1.2.93) be transformed into the form of (1.2.101)?
(Ultimately, we will answer why it is necessary to have the small pa¬

rameter, e , multiplying the vector field when employing the method
of averaging )
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2. The title of this section is “ Construction of the Poincare Map.” How
does employing the method of averaging facilitate the construction
of the Poincare map?

We will begin by answering the first question and, in the process, we will
shed some light on the second.

Transformation of (1.2.93) to the Form (1.2,101)
In (1.2.93) let us now suppose that g is periodic in t with period T 二

Let x(t ) x0) be a periodic solution of the unperturbed equation (1.2.94)
having frequency UJO (note: the necessity for requiring x( t , xo) to be periodic
will be discussed shortly). Our goal will be to derive an ordinary differential
equation which governs the time evolution of the initial condition xo in the
solution x(t ,xo ). From the discussion of Poincare maps in Section 1.2A,
this procedure should immediately call to mind the spirit of the Poincare
map. We will elaborate on this as we go along.

Let us suppose that the initial condition, xo, is a function of time so that
the resulting function

y(t ) = x(t , x0(t ) ) (1.2.103)
is a solution of the perturbed equation (1.2.93). If this is true, then xo(t )
must have a certain form which can be found by differentiating (1.2.103)
and substituting the result into the perturbed equation (1.2.93). Carrying
out this procedure gives

y = x + { DXox ) x0 = f ( x( t , x0 ) ) + £ g ( x ( t , x0 ) , t , e )
or

Xo = { DXox )~ l ( f ( x ( t , x0 ) ) - x + eg ( x (t , x0 ) , t , £ ) ) . (1.2.104)
Now, if x(t ,xo ) is a solution of the unperturbed equation (1.2.94), then
x = f [ x(t ,xo)) , so that (1.2.104) reduces to

Xo = e( DXox )~lg ( x(t , xo ) ,t ,e ). (1.2.105)

This vector field is now apparently of the same form as equation (L2.101).
However, a problem has arisen; namely, that (1.2.101) is periodic with
period T but (1.2.105) is quasiperiodic with frequencies UJQ and a;, since
x( t , xo ) has frequency UJO and g( x^ t ,e ) has frequency cu in t . Since our goal
is to have the time dependence of (1.2.105) periodic (so that it has the
same form as (1.2.101) )，we must show how this can be done. It can be
done in one of two ways.

1. Restrict the application of the method to situations where the fre¬

quencies UJ and LJO are equal. In this case (1.2.105) is now a time-
periodic vector field and the method of averaging can be applied.
Another way to obtain a time-periodic vector field which contains
the above as a special case is as follows.
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2. Suppose that mu is “ close” to mo;0 where m and n are integers.
(Note: we assume that m and n are relatively prime in the sense
that all common factors of m and n in the ratio n/m have been can¬

celled.) Assume that the frequency of x(t , xo ) is (n/m)a;. In this case
x( t ,XQ) is no longer a solution of the unperturbed problem (1.2.94) so
that (1.2.104) does not reduce to (1.2.105). In order that the method
of averaging would apply, however, in some sense we would expect
/ ( x( ty xo)) to be close (O(e ) ) to x so that (1.2.105) would be peri¬

odic in t. This admittedly sounds rather strange and unmotivated,
but the following example should clear this up.

EXAMPLE 1.2.11 Consider the following vector field

i =
= -.l u + e h( u^ t ,e ) , (U，啦< (⑴06)

where h is Cr (r > 1) and periodic in t with period T = 27r/a;. Our goal is
to transform (1.2.106) into the general form (1.2.101).

We begin by considering the unperturbed vector field

u = v ,
V = UJQU.

From (1.2.33), the solution of (1.2.107) is given by

u(t ) = UQ cosujot -h — sin coot ,o;0
v(t ) = ii( t ) = UQLJQ sin uJot -h Vo cos uJot.

Now we assume that
nuj = mujQ\

we then substitute for LJ0 in (1.2.108) and go through the procedure
outlined above. For this example we have

x{ t , X0 ) = ( u( t ,u0 , v0 ) , v( t ,uo ,v0 ) ) , (1.2.110)

so that

DXax - ( cosP 5 sin以)
f s i n f t cosP ) ' (1.2.111)

with
( D X 0

x y_1 = ( cos ft -5 Sin f A
v l s m ^ cos P J (1.2.112)

and

J ( x( t , x0 ) ) = ^ — u0 f sin 专t + v0 cos ft \
-UOUJQ COS — V o s i n ) (1.2.113)

g ( x( t , x0 ) ,t ,e) = ( o 、h(u( t ,u0 , v0 ),v(t ,u0 , v0 ), t , e ) ) ' (1.2.114)

(1.2.107)

(1.2.108)

(1.2.109)
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where we have set
fc = .

n
Substituting (1.2.110)，(1.2.112)，(1.2.113)，and (1.2.114) into (1.2.104)
gives

/ w0 \ =
a;2 - k2ujQ〈-吾(wocosp +亨sin sin

\ ^o / fc2 V (M0 COS sin f ^) cos )
, r uo, Vo), v(t, w0, to), t,e ) sin 'ft \

门

V /i(w(<, Wo, Vo), v(t, w0, to), t,s) cos ft) J ’

Now let
k^ĉ Q 一 up" = £p, (1.2.116)

where p is referred to as the “detuning”parameter. In this case the vector
field (1.2.115) is periodic in t and has the form of (1.2.101). Finally, let us
remark that if we let

Vo ^ — j^o’ (1.2.117)

then (1.2.115) takes the more “symmetric”form

f 、= ((w0 cosp — Vo sin sin #1
\ y "" fca; \ (^o cos ft - v0 sin ft ) cos )

(h(u(t,u0, v0), v(t,u0, v0), t , e ) sin ft \
\ h(u(t,u0, vo), v{t,u0,vo), t, £) cosftj '

With the rescaled variables (1.2.117), the transformation (1.2.110) has the
form of the familiar “van der Pol transformation”from the theory of non¬

linear oscillations; see Sanders and Verhulst [1985].
At this stage we have said little about the interpretation of solutions

of the averaged equations. We will postpone this discussion until we have
given the averaging theorem. However, before this, let us see how we might
transform the forced Duffing oscillator into a form suitable for application
of the method of averaging.

EXAMPLE 1.2.12 Consider the equation

y = x - x3 - sSy + e' ycosujt , ㈣）e R2. (1.2.119)

We want to study (1.2.119) near a specific solution ( x( t ), y( t ) ) using the
method of averaging.First we must transform (1.2.119) into the standard
form for this method. Let

x{t ) = x{t ) + /xw⑷，
y{t ) = y{t ) + fivit ), (1.2.120)
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where" = fi(e ) is a small parameter that requires some care in its specifica¬

tion; we will worry about this shortly. Substituting (1.2.120) into (1.2.119)
gives

v = — (3x2 (f ) — l )u — Sfj,x(t )u2 — e6v — fi2u3. (1.2.121)

Suppose we are interested in the dynamics of (1.2.119) near small am¬

plitude resonant periodic solutions close to (x，y) = (1, 0) (note: by sym¬

metry the same results will be valid near (x, y) = ( — 1, 0) ). The points
( x , y ) = (±1, 0) are center type fixed points of (1.2.119) for £：= 0. We
must therefore solve for (x(t), y(t ) ) using perturbation theory. There are
two cases.
Case 1：UJ = \/2 - 1:1 Resonance. In this case regular perturbation meth¬

ods cannot be used to approximate ( x(t )^ y(t ) ) due to the presence of secular
terms. Using either Lindstedt’s method or two-timing (see Kevorkian and
Cole [1981]) a periodic solution of frequency UJ =\f2 can be computed and
is found to have the form

f⑷ =1+0(£1/3)，
y ( t ) =0( £ 1 / 3 ) . (1.2.122)

Equation (1.2.122) is then substituted into (1.2.121), which becomes

it = v,
v =-2u+0(e^3 ) + 0(^2/3) + 0⑷ +0( fie1 / 3 ) +0{e ) +

(1.2.123)
We then define

so that (1.2.123) becomes

tZ -2u +0( e^ }. d.2.124)

Now the van der Pol transformation from Example 1.2.11 can be used to
transform (1.2.124) into the standard form for application of the method
of averaging (where is regarded as the small parameter. The details
will be left to Exercise 1.2.18.
Case 2: a; = m>/2, m > 1- l:m Resonance. In this case regular perturba¬

tion theory can be used to approximate a periodic solution of (1.2.119) of
frequency LJ = mv^2, m > 1. The solution has the form

£ {t ) = l + 0( e ) ,

^ {t ) =0{ e ). (1.2.125)

Equation (1.2.125) is then substituted into (1.2.121), which becomes
u = v ,
i) = -2u ^ O( e ) +0(/x) +0{\ie ) + (9(/i2). (1.2.126)
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We then define

so that (1.2.126) becomes

u ^ v,
v ^ -2u + 0{e ) . (1.2.127)

The van der Pol transformation from Example 1.2.11 can now be used to
transform (1.2.127) into the standard form for application of the method
of averaging. We leave the details to Exercise 1.2.18. There are two points
to be made in light of this example.

1. The results obtained from the method of averaging will be valid only
near (x, y ) = (1, 0). Thus, the method of averaging gives us informa¬

tion concerning dynamics that are local in phase space.
2. The transformations in Example 1.2.12 imply that the dynamics of

the averaged equations should give us information only near resonant
solutions close to ( x , y ) = (1, 0). Thus, the method may not detect
other types of solutions that may exist near (x, y ) = (1, 0).

Now we will state and prove the averaging theorem.
Theorem 1.2.11 There exists a Cr change of coordinates x y -\-euj( y,t )
under which (1.2.101) becomes

y = s f ( y ) + e2 f i ( y , t , s ) , (1.2.128)

where f i is of period T in t. Moreover，

i) ifx(t ) and y(t ) are solutions of (1.2.101) and (1.2,102)，respectively，
with x(to ) = x0 ? y( to ) = yof and \x0 - yo\ = 0(e ) , then \x(t ) -
y( t )\ = O(e ) on a time scale 0( l /e ) provided y(t ) e U on a time
scale 0(1/6：);

ii) if po is a hyperbolic fixed point of (1.2.102)，then there exists > 0
such that，for allO < s < eof ( L2A01) possesses an isolated hyperbolic
•periodic orbit 7e (i) = p。+ 0(e ) of the same stability type as po；

iii) ifx8( t ) e W 8{ye ) is a solution of (1.2J 01) lying in the stable mani¬

fold of the hyperbolic periodic orbit ^e{t ) = po +0(e)，y8 ( t ) G W 8 ( p0 )
is a solution of (1.2.102) lying in the stable manifold of the hyperbolic
fixed point p。，and if |x(0) — ?/(0)| = 0(e ) f then \ x8 (t ) — y8(t )\ = 0(e)
for t G [0, oo) . A similar statement holds for solutions lying in the
unstable manifold on the time interval (— oo, 0].

Proof:We begin by constructing the change of coordinates which transforms
(1.2.101) into (1.2.128). The effect of the coordinate change is to eliminate
the explicit time dependence of 0(e ) by “ moving it up” to 0(e2 ).
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We first decompose /(x, t ) in (1.2.101) into its oscillating and mean parts
as follows

f ( x , t ) = f ( x ) + f ( x , t ) , (1.2.129)
where

f ( x ) = f f ( x , t ) = f { x, t ) - f j
0

f ( x , t ) d t .

Using (1.2.129), we rewrite (1.2.101) as follows
x = e f { x ) + e f ( x , t ) + e2 g ( x ) t , e ) , (1.2.130)

Now we make the change of coordinates

x = y -\- e w( y , t ) ,
where w will be defined shortly, to obtain

土 = y + e D y W y + e w ) + e f ( y + e w, t )

+£29( y + £w, t , e ). (1.2.131)
Next, we expand the right-hand side of (1.2.131) in powers of £

y + ^ D v w y + = £ { j(y ) + }{ y , t ) )
+£2 ( D y f ( y )w + D y f { y , t )w + g ( y , t , 0 )^+0(e3). (1.2.132)

We remark that it is possible to compute the 0(e3) term explicitly in
(1.2.132) if needed. We rewrite (1.2.132) as

(/ + s D y w ) y = e (j( y ) + f ( y , t ) - 尝)
+e2 (̂ D y f ( y )u j + D y f ( y , t )w + g ( y , t , 0 ) ) + 0( e3 )

or

y = ( I + s D y w ) - 1|e (̂ f ( y ) + f ( y , t ) -尝）
+ e2 ( D y f ( y )c o + D y f ( y , t )w + g ( y , t : 0 ) ) + 0(£3)}, (1.2.133)

where “ J” denotes the n x n identity matrix. Now, for £ small，(J +
e D y w )~ l = I 一 e D y w + 0(e2 )^ so (1.2.133) becomes

i) = e (/(y) + iW) -尝）
+ £2 ( D y f ( y )w + D v f ( y , t )w + g ( y , t ,0 )

- D y w f ( y ) - D y w f ( y , t ) + D y w完 ) + 0(e3 ) . (1.2.134)
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We then define

f i ( y, t , e ) = D y f { y )w + D y f { y , t )w + g( y , t ,0 )

-D y W f ( y ) - D y w f ( y , t ) + D y w^- + 0{e )

so that (1.2.134) takes the form

y = ^ ( j{ y ) + I { y , t ) -^Next, we choose w so that

(1.2.136)

then (1.2.135) becomes

2/ = e/(2/) -f- e2/i (y, t,e), (1.2.137)

where, tracing through the above steps, it should be clear that f i is T-
periodic in t .

Now we prove i).

i) We begin by comparing solutions of (1.2.102) and (1.2.128), which we
rewrite below as

y = e j{ y ) ^- e2 f i { y, t ,e ),
x = e f { x ) ,

y{k ) = Z/o ,
x(<0) - x Q .

We integrate and subtract (1.2.128) and (1.2.102) to obtain

y { t ) - x { t ) = y0 - x0 + £ ( ( f { y { s ) ) - f { x{ s ) ) ) d s + e2 f J\( y { s ) , s , e ) d s ,

^ to ^0

from which follows

+ e2 \ f 1 ( y ( s ) , s , e ) \ d s . (1.2. 138)

Using the fact that the vector field is Cr (r > 1), on U we have

\ f { y ) ~ f { x )\ L\ y - x\
for some constant L > 0, and o n U x W l x (0,e0] we have

(1.2.139)

\h{ y , t , e ) \ < M (1.2.140)
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for some constant M > 0 (note: f\ is periodic in t ) . Now let v ( t ) = |x(亡）一
y ( t ) \ . Then, using (1.2.139) and (1.2.140)，(1.2.138) becomes

^(0 v(i0) + e2 M ( t — ^o) + s L v( s ) d s .

Next, we apply Gronwall's inequality to (1.2.141) to obtain

v( t ) < v{ t o ) exp f s L d s [ e2M^expJ e L d r j d s

(1.2.141)

to

v( t o ) exp e L( t — ^o) + e x p( e L t ) f e x p( -s L s ) d s
J t0

v( t o ) e x p e L( t — t o )

+ e2Mexp(eî ) (exp(-eLio) — exp( — eLt)))
e M< v(亡0) exp £：L(t — t0) + — expeL(t - i0)L

(1.2.142)

or

\ x { t ) - y { t ) \ < ^|x0 - yo| + e x p e L ( t - t0 ) .

Therefore, for |x0 — y o \ — O(e)，\x ( t ) — y( t ) \ = 0(e) on the time scale
0 < e L(t — t0) or equivalently, for 艺 亡o + iV/(eL), where
N is some constant independent of e. Now we must relate this result to
(1.2.101), which we rewrite below as

i = £ f ( x , t ) + £2 g ( x , t , s ) .

Solutions of (1.2.101) can be written as

x c ( t ) = y( t ) + e w( y , t ) on <0 < ^ < + ^,

and thus,

|心⑷-的) 1 = + e w{ y , t ) - x⑴|
< |y(t ) - x⑴丨+ e\w( y . t ) \ = O( e )

on to < t < t o N / ( e L)、where the bound of |忉(y，0| uses the fact that
y( t ) G f/ on a time scale 0( 1/6：) . This completes the proof of i) .

ii ) We will explicitly construct a Poincare map using regular perturbation
theory.

Using the fact that solutions of (1.2.128) depend on £ in a Cr manner,
we may Taylor expand the solution of (1.2.128) to obtain

y( t ,s ) = y( t ,0 ) + s y i ( t ) + £2 y2 { t ) + 0(e3)， ( 1.2. 143)
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where y(t ,0 ) is the solution of

2)M) = 0， (1.2.144)

is the solution of
m = /(yM))， (1.2.145)

and 2/2⑷ 沩 the solution of

V 2 = D y f ( y { t , 0 ) ) y i + /1 (?/ ( « , 0) , 0) . (1.2.146)

Equations (1.2.145) and (1.2.146) are referred to as the first and sec¬

ond variational equations, respectively, and are obtained by differentiating
(1.2.128) with respect to e\ see Hale [1980] for more details.

We construct a standard (see Section 1.2A, Case 2) time 27r/a; Poincare
map as follows

y(0, e )^ y(27r/o;，e). (1.2.147)
Using (1.2.143) and choosing initial conditions such that

y(0 , e ) = y(0,0 ) = yQ (1.2.148)

by replacing yt (0 ) = 0 for i > 1, (1.2.147) becomes

yo^ 2/o + (^~) + (S) + ( 1 . 2. 1 4 9)

We will also consider the map obtained by truncating (1.2 .149) at 0( e2 )

仓).2/o 2/o + eyi \

Now, from (1.2.145) and (1.2.148) we obtain

yi (?) = ^/(yo)

so that (1.2.150) becomes

(1.2.150)

(1.2.151)

2/o H" yo + 已 一 f ( yo ) - (1.2.152)

From (1.2.152) we see that a fixed point of the averaged equations corre¬

sponds to a fixed point of (1.2.152). Also, if Df ( yo ) is hyperbolic, then it
follows (see Kato [1980]) that, for e sufficiently small,

id +e— Df ( y0 ) (1.2.153)
(J )

is likewise hyperbolic and, moreover, (1.2.153) will have the same number of
eigenvalues inside (resp. outside) the unit circle as Df ( yo ) has eigenvalues
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in the left (resp. right) half plane; see Exercise 1.2.24. These facts will be
useful shortly.

Now let us consider the full Poincare map (1.2.149). The condition for
(1.2.149) to have a fixed point is

2/o = 2/o + £ — J{ yo ) + 0(s2 )
LO

or
( — f ( yo ) + = 9(Vo^ ) 0. (1.2.154)

We are now in a position to complete the proof. Suppose the averaged equa¬

tion (1.2.102) has a hyperbolic fixed point at t/ = ^o * This then corresponds
to a hyperbolic fixed point of the 0( e2 ) truncated Poincare map (1.2.152)
having the same stability type. We want to show that these conditions are
sufficient for this fixed point to persist in the full Poincare map (1.2.149)
without change of stability and, hence, for the hyperbolic fixed point of
the averaged equations to correspond to a hyperbolic periodic orbit of the
full equations having the same stability type. We do this by applying the
implicit function theorem to (1.2.154). We know

9(Vo,0 ) = 0,

and this matrix
Dyog( y0 ,0 ) = — Df ( y0 )

CO
(1.2.155)

is hyperbolic. Hence, for £ sufficiently small, there exists a Cr function of
yo(e ) such that

5(2/o⑷，e) = 0.
iii) This result follows from the persistence theory for normally hyper-

bolic invariant manifolds and is beyond the scope of this book. See Fenichel
[1971], [1974], [1977], [1979]; Hirsch，Pugh, and Shub [1978]; Schecter [1988];
and Murdock and Robinson [1980]. □

Interpretation of the Dynamics of the Averaged Equations

We now want to discuss the dynamics of the averaged equations and the
relationship with the fully time-dependent equations. We will do this in the
context of Example 1.2.11.

Recall that in Example 1.2.11 the following equation was considered.
w = v，
V = — LO^U - eh(u,v,t ,e ). (1.2.156)

The solution to the unperturbed equation is given by (u( t ,uo,vo ),v( t ,uo,
vo)) and is periodic in t with frequency uo. We used this solution to trans¬

form (1.2.156) into a form where the method of averaging could be applied.
This was accomplished in two steps.
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Step 1. Assume no? is “ close” to mwo and substitute (n/ m )u; for UJ0 in the
frequency of (u(t ,uo ,v0 ) ,v( t , u0 ,vo ) ).
Step 2. Assume the initial conditions (ix0, vo ) are functions of time and use
the “ almost” solution of the unperturbed equation to derive a vector field
for ( uo( t ) ,vo(t ) ) such that {u( t ,uo(t ),vo{t ) ), v( t , uo{t ) , vo( t ) ) ) is a solution
of (1.2.156).
This vector field for ( uo( t ) , vo( t ) ) is in the standard form for the method
of averaging and is subsequently averaged over the period T = 27r/a;. From
the averaging theorem we know that hyperbolic fixed points of the averaged
equations correspond to periodic orbits of period 2^ / LO .

Let us suppose we found a hyperbolic fixed point of the averaged equa¬

tions. Then from (1.2.108) and the averaging theorem, we have

(1.2.157)

where uo(t ) and v^ ( t ) are periodic with period 27r/o;. Because (1.2.157) is
periodic in t with period 27rm/a;, it is natural to think of (1.2.157) in the
context of a Poincare map where initial conditions are mapped under the
flow generated by (1.2.156) to their image under the flow at time 27r/a; (see
Section 1.2A). We consider three cases.

1. n = 1. In this case the solution (1.2.157) pierces the Poincare cross-
section m times before returning to its starting point. Thus, the fixed
point of the averaged equation corresponds to a period m point of
the Poincare map, or equivalently, a subharmonic of order m.

2. m = 1. In this case the solution (1.2.157) returns to its starting point
on the Poincare maps. Thus, the fixed point of the averaged equation
corresponds to a fixed point of the Poincare map or, equivalently, an
ultraharmonic of order n.

3. n > 1, m > 1. Following the above arguments, the reader should
be able to verify that, in this case, hyperbolic fixed points of the
averaged equations correspond to period m points of the Poincare
map or, equivalently, ultrasubharmonics of order m, n.

ii) THE SUBHARMONIC MELNIKOV THEORY
We will now develop a method for constructing Poincare maps which is
similar in spirit to averaging yet much more geometrical. However, it will
be necessary for us to restrict (1.2.93) somewhat. Specifically, we will be
considering two-dimensional systems that are periodic in t , which we write
in component form as follows

(1.2.158)
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When it will prove notationally convenient we may write (1.2.158) in the
following vector form

4 = f ( q ) + e g ( q，t，s ) , (1.2.159)
where q = ( x，y )，f 三 (/i , /2), and g = (^1, ^2) - We have the same differ¬

entiability assumptions on / and g as stated for (1.2.93). However, now
we will assume that g is periodic in t with period T = 27r /u. Our sys¬

tem may depend on parameters; however, for now we will not consider this
possibility.

Our strategy will be to use the global geometric structure as a framework
or skeleton on which to construct our analytical techniques for studying the
perturbed system. In order to do this we will have to introduce some as¬

sumptions regarding the geometrical structure of the unperturbed system.
Our first step in doing this will be to assume that the unperturbed vector
field is Hamiltonian. By this we mean that there is a Cr+1 scalar valued
function, 丑(x,y), such that

f 2 ( x , y ) = —
d H ( x , y )

d H ( x , y ) (1.2.160)

d x
(Note: we are assuming that / and H have the same domains.) Thus
(1.2.158) takes the form

i = + s g i ( x , y ,t ,s ) ,

y = + £92 { x , y,t , s ) ,
(1.2.161)

or, in vector form
4 = J D H ( q ) + eg( q，t ,e)， (1.2.162)

where

and

1%
DH = l d H

\ aiT

(-1 0) '

We remark that the perturbation (i.eM g ) need not be Hamiltonian al¬

though, as we will see later, in the case where the perturbation is Hamil¬

tonian versus the case where it is not, the dynamics are very different.
Up to this point everything has been very general; now we want to make

the following assumptions on the structure of the unperturbed system.
Assumption 1. The unperturbed system possesses a hyperbolic fixed point,
P o , connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit q o( t ) = [ x° ( t ) , y°(t ) ).
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Assumption 2. Lit TPo = { q e R̂ 2 \ q = qo( t ),t G 1R}U{po} = W^(Po) A
Ww (po) U{po}* The interior of rpo is filled with a continuous family of peri¬

odic orbits qQ(t ), a e ( — 1, 0), with period Ta.We assume that lim qa(t ) =a — >0
qo(t ) and lim Ta = oo.

See Figure 1.2.27 for an illustration of the geometry of the unperturbed
phase space. At this point we wish to make the following remarks.

Remark 1. a is simply a parameter that indexes the periodic orbits inside
rpo. In specific problems a may have the interpretation of energy, action,
elliptic modulus, etc. The fact that it lies in the interval (— 1,0) is not
important (as we shall see); the interval could be arbitrary. We chose this
particular interval for notational convenience only.
Remark 2. If more than one hyperbolic fixed point with associated homo¬

clinic orbit and family of periodic orbits appears in a specific equation, then
the method can be applied to each separately.

For now, we will concentrate on the dynamics of the one-parameter fam¬

ily of periodic orbits under perturbation. In Chapter 4 we will develop
techniques for studying the behavior of rpo under perturbation and learn
that it contains many delightfully complicated surprises.

The following lemma will be very useful.
Lemma 1.2.12 Let qa( t -to ) be a periodic orbit of the unperturbed system
with period Ta . Then there exists a perturbed orbit, not necessarily periodic，
which can be expressed as

to ) = Qa ( t — ^o) + ― ^o) +^(e2) ,

uniformly int e [to, to + Ta] for e sufficiently small and all a G(一1，0).

Proof: Suppose we choose any a = a < 0 and restrict ourselves to consid¬

eration of qa(t — to ) , OL G ( — 1, a]. In this case the period, Ta, is bounded
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from above and the approximation problem is only on a finite time interval
In this case Proposition 1 2 10 immediately applies

The aspect that makes this lemma significant is the fact that lim TQ oo
In this case crude estimates such as those used m Proposition 1 2 10 do not
work The way to salvage this situation is to use the geometrical structure
associated with the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed
point This is discussed in depth in Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983], and
we refer the reader there for the details □

Let us make the following remarks which highlight some of the important
implications of Lemma 1 2 12

Remark 1 As mentioned above, this lemma is nontrivial It says that we
can approximate uniformly (meaning one e is sufficient for all the qQ , a E
( — 1,0)) perturbed orbits by unperturbed orbits as their periods go to oo
(l e , as they limit on rpo) We are able to do this because of the control
we have on the geometric structure of the stable and unstable manifolds
of the hyperbolic fixed point We will see this more explicitly in Chapter 4
when we study the global behavior of rpo under perturbation

Remark 2 qf ( tyto ) is a solution of the linear first variational equation, I e
we have

= JD2 H ( qa( t - t0 ) )qr + g ( qa ( t ~ t0 ) , t ,0 ) (1 2 163)

for t G [to ^ to + Ta] (cf Exercise 12 11)
Remark 3 We are only able to approximate perturbed orbits by unper¬

turbed orbits uniformly as they limit on rpo for one unperturbed period
(even though this period goes to oo) Geometrically, this means that ap
proximate perturbed orbits are only allowed to pass once through a neigh¬

borhood of the hyperbolic fixed point, which, as we will see in Section 4 5
becomes a hyperbolic periodic orbit for the perturbed vector field This is

because as orbits get closer and closer to they spend longer and longer
near the hyperbolic periodic orbit and, consequently, any small error may
be magnified by an arbitrarily large amount We can control this error for
one passage through a neighborhood of the hyperbolic periodic orbit sim
ply by choosing the initial conditions correctly, however, the second time
through we have no control If we stay bounded away from rPo so that
a remains bounded, then we can approximate perturbed orbits by unper
turbed orbits for nTa n > 1, integer, although in this case e = e(n) and
e(n) — > 0 as n t oo, l e , we lose uniformity
Remark 4 Remark 3 is of interest because we will be interested in resonant
periodic orbits, I e , orbits whose periods are related to the period of the
external perturbation by a relation of the following form

nTa = mT,
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where T = 2丌/u; is the period of the perturbation and m and n are rela¬

tively prime integers

We now begin the analysis For the moment we restrict ourselves to a
region inside and bounded away from rpo，call it /C, see Figure 1 2 28 In K ,
the periods of the unperturbed orbits are uniformly bounded above, say by
a constant C It is well known that in such a situation a Hamiltonian system
can be transformed to a new coordinate system, the so-called action-angle
coordinate system (see, e g , Arnold [1978], Goldstein [1980], or Percival and
Richards [1982]) This coordinate change is represented by the functions

I =取y), 0 = 0( x,y),

with inverse

x = x(1,6 ) , y = y( I } 9 )
In such a coordinate system the unperturbed vector field takes the form

了二 0，
9 = n(/)，

hence, J is a constant on unperturbed orbits and the Hamiltonian takes
the form

H = H( I )
and also, f i(7) = 繫，where now in the action-angle coordinate system
I plays the role of the more general parameter a introduced earlier, I e ，
specifying I specifies a periodic orbit If we transform the coordinates of
the perturbed vector field using the action-angle transformation for the un¬

perturbed Hamiltonian vector field，we obtain

/ = £ (£'i +^2) "£F(7, ^', £) ,

0 = Q( I ) + e + ^^2^ = + eG(J, 0, te)

(Note an obvious question is that if we are given a system in Cartesian
coordinates, how do we transform to action-angle variables? We will see
that it is often unnecessary to do this The action-angle variables are merely
a convenience that make the geometric interpretation clearer and, m the
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xc，yc

FIGURE 1.2.29.

end, computations can be made without explicitly transforming the vector
field into the action-angle coordinate system.)

At this stage the introduction of action-angle variables probably appears
to be somewhat unmotivated. However, we would like to argue that they are
the most geometrically natural and revealing coordinates for our system.
In order to do this we must make a slight digression and give a derivation
of action-angle variables for our system that is sensitive to the underlying
geometry.

Digression: Action- Angle Variables
The “ traditional” development of the idea of action-angle variables utilizes
the familiar idea of generating functions from classical mechanics (see, e.g. ,
Goldstein [1980] or Landau and Lifshitz [1976]). For an excellent deriva¬

tion of action-angle variables from this point of view we refer the reader
to Percival and Richards [1982]. We will take a somewhat different ap¬

proach (loosely inspired by Melnikov [1963]) which more directly utilizes
the underlying geometry of the vector field.

We consider a Cr (r > 1) Hamiltonian vector field on the plane given as
follows

{ x , y ) e R2, (1.2.164)

with the following structural assumption.

Assumption L In some open set in ]R2 there exists a fixed point of center
type, (a?c, yc), surrounded by a one-parameter family of periodic orbits,

i.e. , H { x^ y ) ^ H = constant consists of closed, non-self-intersecting curves
surrounding ( x c , y c ) in this open set; see Figure 1.2.29.

Our goal is to find a new set of coordinates in which the differential
equation has the simplest possible structure, i.e. , you can simply look at
it and write down the solution. Let us consider the following motivational
example.

x =^( X , y ) ,

卜-瓦(X，y)，
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EXAMPLE 1.2.13 Consider the simple harmonic oscillator

X = V , (1.2.165)y = — x. v ’
It is easy to verify that (1.2.165) has a fixed point at ( x , y ) = (0, 0) having
purely imaginary eigenvalues (i.e.，it is a center) and is surrounded by a
one-parameter family of periodic orbits given by // = y2 / 2 + x2/ 2. If we
transform (1.2.165) into polar coordinates using

x = rsin0,
y = r cos 0,

then the vector field becomes
r = 0,
6 = 1，

which has the obvious solution
r = constant,
6 = t ~\- 9Q.

For this example polar coordinates work very nicely because (1.2.165) is
linear and, therefore, all of the periodic orbits have the same period.

For the general nonlinear vector field (1.2.164) we will seek a coordinate
transformation that has the same effect. Namely, we will seek a coordinate
transformation

{ x , V ) ^ (e( x , y ) , I ( x , y ) )
with inverse

such that the vector field (1.2.164) in the (0,1) coordinate satisfies the
following conditions:

1. / = 0;

2. 9 changes linearly in time on the closed orbits.
We might then think of 6 and I heuristically as “ nonlinear polar coordi-
nates.”

In the construction of the action-angle variables the following steps will
be carried out.

1. Definition of the Transformation. This will rely exclusively on the
geometry of the phase space of (1.2.164).

2. Write the Vector Field in the New Coordinates. In this step we will
show that in the (0 ,1) coordinates (1.2.164) takes the form

/ = 0，e = ^{i ) .
(1.2.166)
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3. Show that the Transformation Preserves the Hamiltonian Structure.
This step implies the following. Note that (1.2.166) is Hamiltonian
for some function K ( I ) , where i i( I ) = 错 • I f the transformation
preserves the Hamiltonian structure, then we must have

K ( I ) = H ( x( I ,e ) , y( I ,0 ) ) .

We begin with Step 1.

Step 1. We first define 0{ x^ y ) . Let L denote a curve which emanates from
( x C y y c ) and intersects each periodic orbit only once; see Figure 1.2.30. We
denote L in parametric form as follows

L={(尤o(s)，2/o(s)) E 1R2 | s G some interval in ]R } .

We denote solutions of (1.2. 164) starting on L by ( x ( t^ s ) , y ( t , s)) where
:r(0，s) = a：o(5) and y(0, 5) = V o( s ) . Let ( x , y ) be a point on the orbit
of [ x ( t , 5), y(i, 5)) and let t = t ( x , y ) be the time taken for the solution
starting at ( ( x0 ( s ) , y0 ( s ) ) to reach ( x , y ) .

(Note: using the implicit function theorem it can be shown that t has the
same degree of differentiability in x and y as the vector field.) We denote
the period of each periodic orbit defined b y H ( x , y ] = H = constant by
T ( H ). We now define the angle variable, 0( x , y ) y by

咖，y) T { H )
t{X，y)， (1.2.167)

where ( x y y ) G /f = constant; see Figure 1.2.31. Note that 9( x , y ) is multi¬

valued, i .e.，there is a multiple of 2n ambiguity in its definition. However,

劈 and 驾 are single-valued functions.
Next we define the action variable I ( x, y ) . The area enclosed by any

closed curve is constant in time; this area is called the action and is defined
as

(1.2.168)
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(x,y)^ 8(x，y)
(x0 (s), y0 (s) )

H(x,y) = constant

FIGURE 1,2,31,

where H denotes the periodic orbit defined by H ( x ) y ) = if = constant.
The normalization factor of 1/ ( 2n) is traditional for the following reason;
differentiating (1,2,168) with respect to H gives

磊 =▲£!!&， （1.2.169)

and, from (1.2.164) we obtain

d H _ d x
d y d t

Using the chain rule, it is easy to see that

^ d x = d t , (1.2.170)

so that (1,2,169) becomes

§=*稱 d.2.171)

Thus, y f can be interpreted as the frequency of oscillation. Also, from
(1.2.168) it should be clear that we have

i= i{n y (1,2,172)

Now, using (1.2,171), we can invert (1.2.172) to obtain

H = H { I\ (1,2,173)
which can be substituted into (1.2.171) to obtain

T = T( I ) (1,2,174)
so that

(1.2.175)
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Step 2. By definition (1.2.168) it should be evident that

/ = 0，

and by using (1.2.167) and (1.2.175)，it follows that

^ =W) = m'

Before proceeding to Step 3, we want to derive two relationships amongst
the partial derivatives of the transformation functions which will prove
useful later on. Differentiating (1.2.168) with respect to t along orbits gives

d l . d l .x +^- y
d ydx 0,

and substituting (1.2.164) into (1.2.176) gives

dl dH dl dH _
dx dy dy dx

(1.Z176)

(1.2.177)

Using the same idea，differentiating (1.2.167) along orbits gives

d9 dH — dOdH _ dH_
dx dy dy dx dl (1.2.178)

Next, using (1.2.173) and the fact that I = I ( x , y ) , differentiating (1.2.173)
gives

dH dH dl
dy

_
dl dy

dH dH dl
(1.2.179)

dx dl dx
Now, on the periodic orbits,樂 and 驚 cannot simultaneously vanish, so
(1.2.179) implies 輩 / 0 (which also follows from (1.2.171) ) . Therefore,

substituting (1.2.179) into (L2.178) gives

dx dy dy dx (1.2.180)

The reader may also recognize (1.2.180) as the Jacobian of the transfor¬

mation to action-angle variables. The fact that the Jacobian is one implies
that area is preserved under the action-angle transformation.

Step 3. We have shown that in action-angle variables (1.2.164) takes the
form

/ = 0,
0 = Q(/).

(1.2.181)
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As mentioned earlier, it is evident that (1.2.181) is Hamiltonian with Hamil¬

tonian function K { I ) . We now want to explicitly show that the action-angle
transformation preserves the Hamiltonian structure in the sense that

H ( x( I , 9 )i y( I ,e ) ) = K ( I ) . (1.2.182)

Therefore, thinking of // as a function of 0 and /，we must show that

d H d K
~dT = ~dT '
d H
~

d6 0.

We proceed as follows. We have

d K
~dT e oe . oe .

Y x X + d y V
ded f£ _ dddf£
d x d y d y d x
06 f d f^ d O d f^ d l\ d d f d f^ d e
d x\8 9 d y ^ d l d y ) d y\d9 d x ^ d l d x )
d H ( 9e d J _ d e 9i\
d l 、d x d y d y d x )

d f£ d£\

d H
^~dT (using (1.2.180)).

A similar calculation shows that

d K
~ ~

de = d H
一W

Now let us consider two useful examples.

0.

EXAMPLE 1.2.14 Consider a Hamiltonian vector field given by the Hamil¬

tonian
H ( x , y ) = ^ + V ( x ) (1.2.183)

where V ( x ) is shown is Figure 1.2.32a and the phase curves of the corre¬
sponding vector field are shown in Figure 1.2.32b. We will consider orbits
interior to the region bounded by the homoclinic orbit in Figure 1.2.32b.
(Note: for the more physically minded, (1.2.183) has the form of a kinetic
energy term plus a potential energy term.)

From (1.2.183) we obtain

y = ±V2 y/ H -V ( x ). (1.2.184)
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Using (1.2.168) and (1.2.184), we obtain

y/ H -V ( x ) d x (1.2.185)

where xmin is the left-most intersection of // = constant with the x-axis

and Xmax is the right-most intersection. (Note: the reader should figure out
what became of the choice of plus or minus in (1.2.185).)

Using (1.2.164), (1.2.167), and (1.2.184) yields

0( x , y ) d x2?r f x

_
X„,,„ - V { x )

from which we obtain

T ( H ) = 2 d x

(1.2.186)

(1.2.187)
V2 y/ H -V ( x )

By direct computation, using (1.2.171), the reader may verify directly that

I--蛩 . （— )
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EXAMPLE 1.2.15 Recall that the perturbed equations (1.2,161) are given
by

x _
(1,2.189)

y
… ’

d H ( x , y ) + e g 1 ( x , y , t , e ) ,

{ x , y ) + e g2 ( x , y , t , £ ) .d x
We want to transform this vector field using the action-angle transforma¬

tion for the unperturbed vector. Differentiating this transformation gives

e

d l . d l ，
d x X + d y V'
d e • d e .x + d v y-d x

Substituting (1.2.189) into (1.2.190) gives

f d l d H _ m d H\
、d x d y d y d x

6 (!m E ( — g i +

) + E { f x g i + diy92 ) '
\ ( de de \

\d x d y d y d x J \d x
Using (1.2.177) and (1.2,180)，(1,2.191) reduces to

I = e F ( I ,9 , t ,e ) ,
9 = n( I ) + e G( I ,e,t ,e ) ,

where

(1,2.190)

(1,2,191)

(1.2.192)

F ( I , 9 , t , e ) = — ( x ( I , 0 ) )9 1 0 ) , y ( 1, 0 ) , t , e )

+ ^( x( i , e ) , y( i , e ) ) g2 ( x ( i , e ) , y ( i , e ) , t , s )
QQ

G ( I , e , t , e ) = — ( x ( 1, 6 ) , y( 1, 9 ) ) g i ( x ( 1, 0 ) , y ( 1 , 6 ) , t , e )
QQ

+ Q y { x( I , e ) , y( I , e ) ) g2 { x ( I , e ) , y ( I , e ) , t , e ) .

It should be evident that F and G are 2n periodic in 9 and T =
periodic in t.

Our treatment of action-angle variables has been strictly two-dimen¬

sional. For higher dimensional generalizations we refer the reader to Arnold
[1978]，Goldstein [1980]，or Nehorosev [1972],

Now let us return to the construction of the Poincare map for (1.2.161).
Writing (1,2.192) as an autonomous system gives

i = e F { I ,6 A \̂e = ^( I ) + e G( I , 9 , 4> , £ ) , e u+ x S 1 X S 1 , (1.2.193)
4> = ^ ,
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(cf. Section 1.2A). We construct a global cross-section, E, to this vector
field defined as follows

1：̂= { ( I , e,4> ) \ 4> = 4>o } - (1.2.194)

(Note: for this definition of E in the context of Section 1.2A, we have
chosen = 0.) If we denote the (/, 9 ) components of solutions of (1.2.193)
by ( le ( t ) , 0e ( t ) j and the (/，0) components of solutions of (1.2.193) for e = 0
by (/Q , ii( To )t + 汐0)，then the (perturbed) Poincare map is given by

Pe : E、
(4⑼A⑼) - { l e (T ) A(T ) ) (1.2.195)

and the mth iterate of the Poincare map is given by

p^i：" (心⑼，e£ (0 ) ) ^ ( le( mT ) , 9e ( mT ) ) .

Now we can approximate the solutions to the perturbed problem by using
Lemma 1.2.12.

I£ ( t ) = I0 + e h(t ) + O(e2 ) ,
0e[t)= 沒0 + ⑴+0(己

2)，

where Jo is the unperturbed (constant) action value and h , 9 X can be found
by solving the first variational equation

竚 = ^/(o说 +池",州)，o),

where <j>{ t ) = ujt + <^o? or written in the action-angle variables,

( h\= ( o Q\( h\ ( F{h, n(/o)i + 0o,^), O) \
[ e j - y^ i o ) o j y e j + Y G(/。，n(/0> + %，■o);.

Now we can see the tremendous advantage we have gained in using the
action-angle coordinates; namely, the solution of this equation is trivial
because the matrix is constant coefficient (normally it would be time de¬

pendent in an arbitrary coordinate system, and we know that there axe no
general methods for solving linear equations with nonconstant coefficients)
Thus we have that

pm.
?"

⑹o)A(oi)
= ( ô, ô) h

where we have chosen

» ( le ( mT ) , 6e ( mT ) )
(/0 + £h{ mT ) , e0 + mm{ I0 ) + £^(mT)) 0(£2)，

M0)
0E ( O )

Io ,
0Q .
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prom the first variational equation, I\{mT ) and 9\{mT ) are given by

pmT
h( mT ) = / F(70,Wo )t + 0o , Lut + 00, 0) dt = M^ / n( I0 , 90\ MJo

咖r) =■ [ T j:F(7o,叩。K + 00,^+ 00, 0) d^ dt

mT
G { I0 , n(i0 )t + e0 ,u；t + <j>0 ,o) dt = M?/ n (i0，e0' <h ) .

The Poincare map therefore takes the form

pm.^4>o ___^ 5^少0

( 1,0 ) ^ {1, 9 + m T n( I ) ) + s (Mr/na^；0o) , M2
m/n (7, 0; ^o ))

十响，
(1.2.196)

where we have dropped the subscripts 0’s on I and 6 for notational conve¬

nience and where (/>o denotes the dependence of the Poincare map on the
cross-section E^°.

We define

如）三(Mr/n
(J，0;如)，M2

m/n
(7，0;如)) (1.2.197)

to be the subharmomc Melnikov vector named in honor of V. K. Melnikov.
We make the following remarks.

Remark 1. We superscripted the Melnikov vector with m/ n to denote our
search for periodic orbits which satisfy the resonance relation

nT ( I ) = mT.

This relation will enter into the computation of the Melnikov vector as
we explain in Remark 4 following the proof of Theorem 1.2.13. Thus, the
superscript m/ n implies that the value of I in the Melnikov vector satisfies
the resonance relation. It will also aid us in avoiding confusion with the
homoclinic Melnikov function in Section 4.5.
Remark 2. The subharmonic Melnikov function defined in previous expo¬

sitions of the Melnikov theory for periodic orbits (cf. Guckenheimer and
Holmes [1983]) is, up to a normalization factor that is constant on orbits,
the first component of our Melnikov vector. We will discuss this in more
detail following the proof of Theorem 1.2.13.
Remark 3.Let us make a few comments regarding our potpourri of notation
above.

a) I and a play the same role.
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b) From the resonance relation

nT ( I ) = mT,

we see that n, m，and I are functionally related. Thus, our practice
of tagging n, m, and I (or a) on the subharmonic Melnikov vector is
a bit redundant; however, it has become traditional.

Occasionally, either I (or a) or m/n may not be explicitly shown, i.e., we
may write M(cMo; 0o), 如)，or Mm/n («0;如). How¬

ever, the reader should keep in mind that the resonance relation nT ( I ) =
mT (or nTa = mT ) is the analytical and geometrical assumption.

Now we state the main theorem concerning the existence of subharmonic
periodic orbits.
Theorem 1.2.13 Suppose there exists a point (/, 9 ) at which T( I ) =
( m/n )Ty and one of the following conditions is satisfied:

FP1) 如= 0 — (眢 |闷 广；

FP2) Mm/ n ( I , 9- (b0 ) = 0 , 朝，0， and

f dM^/ n
謝2

m/" c>M2
m/n dM^/ n\

\ ~
dl 86 dl d9

~ )
Then, for 0 < e < e( n )，the Poincare map P^1 has a fixed point of period
m. If n=\, the result is uniformly valid inO < e < s(l) .
Proof: Case FP1)

M1 (J, 0; 0o) = O, 黑1\

_
0.

dl I ( / ,(9)

(Note: we have dropped the superscript m/n for notational convenience.)
Then we have

P^ (i,9 ) - ( I ,e ) = {0,mm( I ) ) + e(0, M2( I ,e^o ) ) + o( e2 ).
Let us perturb the action by an amount AJ, let J = I + A/, and expand
the right-hand side about I to obtain

P r M - (l ^ ) = (o, m T n( I ) + +0 ( ( A I )2 ) ĵ
+ £ (0, M2 ( I ,e-,4>o ) ) + O( s A I ) +0( £2 ) .

L'〆0.
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We recall from the resonance relation that

mTVl{i ) = 2nn = 0(mod 27r),

and that if we choose A/ such that

A , A/2 ( /»0 )
Ai = — £ ,

爪if 1 ,-
we obtain

pru\9 ) ^ ( i\e ) = o( e2 )

since A/ = O( s ). We have therefore shown that the mth iterate of the
Poincare map ha6 a fixed point up to an error of 0(e2 ). The fact that the
map has an exact fixed point follows immediately from the implicit function
theorem provided that

det ( ( DP:n - id) ) — 0，

where “ id” denotes the 2 x 2 identity matrix. An easy calculation shows
that this is equivalent to

Case FP2) The argument is very similar to that given for FP1. We leave
the details to the reader. □

Let us now make a few remarks concerning the consequences and impli¬

cations of Theorem 1.2.13.

Remark 1. Earlier we remarked that the action-angle variables were merely
a convenience to allow us to view the problem in its intrinsic geometric
context . We saw that their use allowed us to approximate the Poincare
map to 0( e2 ) by rendering the first variational equation (1.2.163) trivially
solvable. In any other coordinate system (1.2.163) might be analytically
intractable. However, in order to use Theorem 1.2.13 to find ultrasubhar-
monics we must compute the subharmonic Melnikov vector. To do this, it
would appear that our original perturbed equation (1.2.161) must first be
transformed into (1.2.193) via the action-angle transformation. We want to
show that in Case FP1, this is unnecessary.

Let us now assume that
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1 d H
雨瓦

1 d H
雨瓦

^ 1 ( d H d HF =W)\d^9l +^9 2)，

and we have

M^/ n
mT

( D H • (unperturbed orbit) d t , (1.2.199)m J o
where represents the usual dot product for vectors.

In integrating the expression D H g around an unperturbed periodic orbit
it does not matter whether we express the unperturbed orbit in action-angle
variables or in Cartesian coordinates, since the Jacobian of the transforma¬

tion between the two coordinate systems is identically one. Thus, for the
the “ unperturbed orbit” in (1.2.199)，we may substitute the expression

q a Gm ) J (1.2.200)

where the q Q( - ) denotes an unperturbed periodic orbit in the coordinates
of (1.2.161). The argument for (1.2.200) is found by solving 0 = Q(/)t + 0o
for t. We can let 6 / C l( I ) — t and 9Q /Q.{ I ) — t o so that (1.2.199) becomes

rmTm/n (a, t0； ( D H ^ g )( g a {t - i0)，W +如，0) rft. (1.2.201)m JO
Then, letting t — ^ t t o , and using periodicity in t of the vector field.
(1.2.201) becomes

rmT
M^l/ n( ayto；(t>o ) n(/) J o ( D H d t. (1.2.202)

In this case, by Theorem 1.2.13, to determine the existence of ultrasubhar¬

monics we need information only on 0; Recall from (1.2.196)
that is given by

m/nCM)

where

F(/, 4- + </>o, 0) d t ,

「
d l d lF = d

~x g i + d y 9 2 -

(1.2.198)

We now have 靜 = J)(/) 一 0; hence we can invert this and write /
l ( H ( x, y ) ). Using the chain rule we obtain

S I C S
!

%

a/

lawa/
而

II

II

a/
lc§

a/
lc§
"

LesIso
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If we define

= j Q { D H ■ g ) ( q a ( t ) , L o t + u j t0 + c b o .O ) d t , (1.2.203)

it is easy to see that V，0o) has a zero at which 一

_
Q

if and only if M^n(a, to；M has a zero at which d M^ :(^，to，々0)

_
0. Thus,

the computation of (1.2.203) in the original coordinate system is sufficient
for verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2.13. Note that to；^o)
is the standard subharmonic Melnikov function that can be found in Guck-
enheimer and Holmes [1983].

In the Case FP2, where 费二 0, we have not found analogously simple
transformations which transform the subharmonic Melnikov vector derived
in action-angle coordinates into the original coordinates of (1.2.161). It
appears that in this case the action-angle coordinate transformations must
be explicitly computed. A situation in which FP2 would arise would be in
perturbations of linear systems.
R e m a r k 2. By construction it is easy to see that 0; ^o) is
periodic in 0. We will explore the geometrical implications of this for Case
FP1 and leave the details of Case FP2 for the reader.

Suppose we locate a point (J, 9) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem
1.2.13 for Case FP1. Then the point (J,0) is 0{e ) close to a period m
point of P£. Now, since M1

m//n (7, 9; 如) is periodic in 0 with period 27r, this
implies that ( j>o ) has at least m zero's for 6 e [0? 2n). These
zero’s are simply the orbit of the period m point under or equivalently,
the m fixed points of P^1. We can go even further. First , we note that
since <^o) is periodic in 9, — i s also. Therefore,
dMTn^n -
一由一 (/, 0;0o) is identical and nonzeroat each of these fixed points for Pem.
Hence, by the mean value theorem, between any two of these fixed points
of P p there must be at least one more point where 0;知）= 0
with — (1,0; </>o ) 0. Using the same argument as above, we conclude
there must be m such points^To summarize, a point (1^ 0 ) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2.13
for Case FP1 implies the existence of 2m fixed points for Pem, or equiva¬

lently, two period m orbits for P£ . We will see later that these two orbits
have different stability characteristics.
R e m a r k 3. As we have mentioned previously, the global geometry of the
unperturbed phase space provides us with a framework for developing our
analysis of the perturbed orbit structure. With this in mind, we now discuss
the geometry of the unperturbed Poincare map, which we rewrite below as
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Po(L)

L

\
\
\

\
0 0 2n

FIGURE 1.2.33.

This is a very simple map; all of the orbits lie on closed curves (as they
should from the structure of the unperturbed problem), and mTfl ( I ) tells
us how much the points move around the curve on each iteration. Let us
assume that 费 < 0 inside the homoclinic orbit. If 费 should vanish at
isolated values of /, then we can simply apply our arguments to a subset
inside the homoclinic orbit (i.e.，a range of I values) where 费 does not
change sign. With this assumption, the frequency, decreases mono-
tonically to zero as the homoclinic orbit is approached. Therefore, if we
examine an image of a radial line under Po it appears as in Figure 1.2.33.

Thus, points closer to the homoclinic orbit do not move as far as points
closer to the center. Maps of this type are called twist maps. Clearly, since
the twist is an 0( 1 ) property, the perturbed map is still a twist map. Now.
examining the Case FP1, we can see what the twist condition does for us.
Since we are dealing with a two-dimensional map, to determine fixed points
normally we would have to satisfy two conditions; however, in our search
for resonant periodic points we can see from the proof for Case FPl that
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the twist condition (i.e.，锻爹 Q ) guarantees that we return to the Poincare
section at the correct 9 value. Thus, we only need to check whether or not
the radial (i.e., I ) coordinates of the image and preimage match up, and
this is measured by M〆'In Case FP2, where the twist is zero,it is clear that two conditions must
be satisfied for a fixed point of Pem to exist; namely, 二

(0,0).
一

Remark 4- What about the m and n? As these may appear to be rather
mysterious, we want to go into some detail about what they mean. We are
looking for periodic orbits in the perturbed system that are in resonance
with the external forcing and that satisfy the resonance relation

nT ( I ) = mT, n, m relatively prime

(note: this can be taken as the definition of resonant orbits) or T(7) =
(m/n)T. Now our map is constructed from the ordinary differential equa¬

tion by taking points (initial conditions) on E^° and letting them evolve in
time until they return to E^° (by definition of this occurs after time
T). Thus, if a point returns to where it started on E^° after m iterations of
Pe, we call it a period m point for the map P£ . Next we ask how this period
m point for the map is related to periodic orbits in the ordinary differential
equation. The reader should recall that computation of the Melnikov vector
involved integrating around an unperturbed periodic orbit whose period we
denoted T ( I ).If we find a zero of the Melnikov function corresponding to
a period m point of the map at, say, (/,0) = (/,0), then the period of the
unperturbed orbit on which this particular Melnikov vector is computed is
given by T(/). In order for this orbit to return to S如 and be a period m
fixed point for the map, it is necessary that nT(J) = mT. We can therefore
see that the n enters into the Melnikov vector through the fact that we
calculate the Melnikov vector on a specific periodic orbit and we substitute
mT /n for T ( I ) in the expression for the periodic orbit. Thus, we speak of a
period (m/n)T ultrasubharmonic being preserved in the perturbed vector
field.

We also urge the reader to review the geometrical description of Poincare
maps given in Section 1.2A.
Remark 5. The sign of together with the twist condition
前 一 0 tells us a great deal about the orbit structure near the fixed points
on a resonance band,i.e., a neighborhood of / = / satisfying the resonance
relation nT ( I ) = mT . We now want to illustrate this idea.

Suppose, for definiteness, that we have

an ^a7 < 0'
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0 B
FIGURE 1.2.34.

2K

M,3/n (I ,0O；0O)

r\
2n/3

m = 3
FIGURE 1.2.35.

切3 2ne0

and we have found / = / such that
3T

In Figure 1.2,34 we denote the invariant circles in action-angle coordinates.
The arrows on the invariant circles represent the action of PQ on the circles.
In this case the circle labeled by 7 = / is a circle of fixed points and, due
to ^ < 0, points on the circles above / = 7 move to the left , and points
on the circle below I = I move to the right.

Furthermore, suppose we have found a 0 such that

MU; 0o) = O,
on dM^ / n

oe ^ 0;

then, by Theorem 1.2.13 and Remark 2 following the proof of the theorem,

we know that Pe3 has six fixed points near (0(e ) ) J = 7. In Figure 1.2.35 we
have graphed M^n(J, 6\ <t>o ) on top of the unperturbed circle of fixed points
given by / = /. The intersection of the graph of 9\0O) represents
the fixed points of

By construction, measures the “ push” in the direction
normal to the unperturbed closed orbit defined by I = I due to the per-
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⑻

卜今

2n 4n 2n~
3

~ ~
3

(b)

-> ―> ―> — > — > — > —，

| 1 1 6
2n An 2n
T T

⑹

1 t )X( ^ >X( 0 G
2n

FIGURE 1.2.36.

turbation. Thus, if M^n (1: 6\ <j>o ) > 0, then points starting near (1^ 9) are
pushed above I = I and, if M^n (/, 0; <^>o) < 0, then points starting near
(/, 6 ) are pushed below 1 = 1. Using this, along with Figure 1.2.35, we
represent by arrows in Figure 1.2.36a the direction in which points will be
pushed due to the I component of the perturbation near the fixed points. In
Figure 1.2.36b, using the fact that the twist (费

_
0) is an order one effect，

we represent by arrows the direction in which points will be pushed due to
the 0 motion. In Figure 1.2.36c we superimpose the I and 9 dynamics near
the fixed points, as shown in Figure 1.2.36a and 1.2.36b, and obtain that ,
near the fixed points satisfying 错 — > 0, points move in a hyperbolic
manner and, near the fixed points satisfying < 0, nearby points
seem to circulate around the fixed points. (Note: what would happen if we
had originally assumed ^ > 0?)

We stress that this is a heuristic argument only；we will address stability
directly in the next section. However, much of what we have said is true

f f
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in a more general sense. On an order m/n resonance band we have 2m
fixed points. These fixed points will (generally) alternate in stability type
as one moves around the resonance band with m of the fixed points being
saddles. The stability of the remaining fixed points is a more delicate mat¬

ter (note: in the above argument we deliberately used the vague statement
that nearby points tended to “ circulate” around the fixed points). For dis¬

sipative perturbations these fixed points will be sinks and for Hamiltonian
perturbation they will be elliptic fixed points (i.e., their eigenvalues will
both have modulus one).
Remark 6. For Case FP1, we recall from (1.2.203) that the first compo¬

nent of the subharmonic Melnikov vector in the x — y coordinate system
(neglecting the nonzero normalization factor l / Q( I ) ) is given by

pmTOm ( DH - g )( qa ( t ) , LJt + ujto + ^o,0 )dt .
Jo

We can thus see that, due to the periodicity of the vector field, varying t0
and varying 0o have the same effect on 艺o;彡o). Therefore, varying
the cross-section E^° on which the Poincare map is defined corresponds to
shifting the phase of the periodic orbits.

iia) Stability

One of the major advantages of working with the Poincare map is that
stability questions follow easily. Recall that stability of the fixed points of
Pp may often be determined by linearizing the map about the fixed point
and computing the eigenvalues. Cases FP1 and FP2 are different; therefore,
we treat each separately. Recall also the mth iterate of the Poincare map
is given by

pr (i^) = (/ , e + mTfl( I ) ) + e(Mr/n (/, e- 4>0 ) , M2
m/" (/, e- M ) + 0( e2 ) ;

hence, the linearization is

DP? +0( e2 ) ,
\mT^ j + EM^jn 1 + sM Ĵn ,

where, for notational convenience, we denote partial derivatives by

dM?ln

de
dM^1
~dF

m/ n
1,0 ，

m/ n

m
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and similarly for M^n
•

141

Case FP1. Suppose we have found a point ( /,6 ) such that TIT ( I ) = mT
and

M^ / n ( I ,0 ) = Q ,

Then, by Theorem 1.2.13, we know there exists a point (/, 9 ) = (/,0 )+O(e)
such that (/, 0) is a period m point for P£.

We want to compute the stability of this fixed point. The eigenvalues of
DPp are given by

AI , 2 - ±^( tr(JDPr ) )2 - 4 det (JDP-)

and (we drop the superscript m/n for easier notation)

trDPf = 2 + e{ Mu + M' e ) + 0( e2 ) ,
det DPT1 = 1- emT^hM ^ o + + M2,e ) + 0( e2 ) ,

(trDPf )2 - 4 detL»P£
m = 4 + %(M^/ + M2,e ) + 0( s2 )

— 4 + isniTTl j AI i — 4：£( AIIJ + M2,d ) +
AemTQjM^ g + 0( s2 ) .

At this point the question arises as to where we evaluate the partial deriva¬

tives since we don’t know the exact fixed point, only an0{e) approximation
which is a zero of M\. However, we can see from the above expressions for
tr DPp and det DP^1 that by Taylor expanding these expressions about
(/, 6 ) and substituting in (/ , 0 ) = (/, 6 ) + O(^), we incur an error of only
0{ s2 ). Therefore, we evaluate all partial derivatives at (/, 0), i.e., the zero
for Mi of which nT ( I ) = mT is satisfied. We thus obtain

AI ,2 = 14- + M2 ,e ) ± 、lemTn義' e + 0( s、+ 0( e2 ) .

Expanding the “square-root” part of the expression in a Taylor series gives

AI ,2 = 1 ± V ~ex/ mTnIMhe +
e
~ ( Mu + M2,e ) +0{ e^ ). (1.2.204)

From this expression we may determine stability provided both the 0{ y/e )
and 0(e) terms are nonzero. Note that, for > 0, for e sufficiently
small the 0{ y/e ) term in (1.2.204) is sufficient for determining stability; cf.
Remark 5 following the proof of Theorem 1.2.13.

㈣)L，

Case FP2.Suppose that we have found a point ( /, 6 ) such that TIT( I ) = mT
and

M(J, 9 ) = 0, dn
a7 I = 0,

( dMx dM2 dM2 dMt\
1 / V dl d0 dl d9 J |(

# 0.
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Then, from Theorem L2.13, we have a period m point for Pe at (/,0) =
(/, 9 ) -\-0{e ).We compute the eigenvalues of the linearized map at the fixed
point in a similar manner as in Case FP1. In this case we have to be a bit
more careful with the 0( e2 ) terms, so we include them explicitly in the
expression for DP^ as follows

npm _ ,1 + + e2 A sMi ^
g + e2 B \

e + e2C 1 + eM2 ,9 + e2 D ) 5

where, of course, A, S, C, and D are unknown. The eigenvalues of DPp
are given by

A I ,2 =
{ t-D

2
P^- ± ^ v/( t r D P-) 2 - 4 d e t D P-,

where

t r D P^ = 2 + e(Mu + M2,e ) + e2 ( A + D ) ,
d e t D P p = 1 + e( M i j + M2 )e ) + e2 ( Afi ,；Af2 ,e -

+ e2 ( A+ D ) +0( e3 ) ,
( t r D P^ )2 - A d e t D P^ 二 4 + A e{ M l A + M2 f i ) + £ 2 { M U + M2,e )2

+ i e2 ( A + D ) +0( e3 )- 4 - 4e(Mli；+ M2,e )
- 4e2 (Af1；；Af2,6i -

~ A e2 ( A + D ) +0( e3 )
= £2( M I J + M2,0)2 - 4e2( M i j M2：g -

+0( e3 ).

( Note the fortuitous cancelling of the unknown 0( e2 ) terms above.) Thus,

we obtain

AI，2 — 1 + + M2，0)

±|V/(M1,/ + A H 4( MUM2,0 - M u e M2 j )

+ 0( e2 ) (1.2.205)

and, similarly to Case FP1，all partial derivatives are evaluated at the zeros
of the Melnikov vector M = (Mi , M2) at which the resonance relation
uT ( I ) = mT is also satisfied. The above expression can thus be used to
determine stability in Case FP2.

We inject a word of caution at this point regarding the use of these
expressions for the eigenvalues of P^1 linearized about the period m point.
The only way in which they are usefiil for stability considerations is if, for e
sufficiently small, the known part of the expression dominates the unknown
part in the sense that inclusion of the higher order unknown terms does
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not cause the eigenvalue(s) to move across the unit circle in the complex
plane. Let us consider a specific example.

EXAMPLE 1.2.16 Consider the number

A(e) = 1 + i4~

ea + eb+ 0( e3/ 2 ) , (1.2.206)

where a and b are real (note: this would correspond to Case FP1 where
费

dM;’ n < 0). A simple calculation gives

\ X ( e ) \ = y/\+ e( a2 + 2b) + 0( £ 2 ) . (1.2.207)

Thus，from (1.2.207) it is easy to see that both the 0( y/e ) and 0(e ) terms
of (1.2.206) are important for determining whether |A(^)| is greater than
or less than one for e sufficiently small.

We refer the reader to Murdock and Robinson [1980] for more informa¬

tion concerning such issues. Finally，we remark that if the perturbation
is Hamiltonian also, then many stability considerations are, in a certain
sense, “ beyond all orders” for perturbation theory. In this case a different
approach must be taken. We will comment on these issues as they arise.

iib) Structure of the Resonance Bands

We will refer to the region on the Poincare cross-section near an action value
satisfying the resonance relation as a resonance band. The techniques de¬

veloped thus far enable us to determine the existence of ultrasubharmonics
and possibly even their stability. Now we would like to develop a technique
for studying the global dynamics near a resonance band. The idea will be
to derive an ordinary differential equation that describes the dynamics near
a specific resonance band and then to use the method of averaging. The
original idea appears to be due to Melnikov [1963] and can also be found
in Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983] and Greenspan and Holmes [1983].

We begin by recalling the form of the perturbed system in action-angle
coordinates, which we rewrite below as

1"£ (£51 + Yy92 )
谷 = 0(/) + e(石夕1 + ^^2^ = fi(/) + eG、I

(1.2.208)

Recall that the variable I in this case is the parameter which labels the
unperturbed periodic orbits and that we are interested in the behavior of
resonant periodic orbits under the perturbation, i.e., orbits labeled by I
which satisfy the relation

(resonance relation) nT ( I ) = mT，
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FIGURE 1 2.37.

where T is the period of the perturbation. We label such I as /m’n. We
now introduce the following transformation valid in the neighborhood of a
fixed resonance band.

1= Im'n + fih,
e = n(i-)t + 4> = {^ ) t + (p, 叫209)

where // is a small parameter which has yet to be determined.
Figure 1.2.37 illustrates that our transformation is valid in the shaded

region of width 0{ fi ). Later we will determine /x in terms of e.
Substituting this transformation into equation (1.2.208) gives

= £ F ( I m' n + ^h, n( Im' n )t + ^ t ,e ) ,
n( im’ n ) + 0 = n( im- n + fih ) + eG( im' n +^h, n{ im' n )t + cp, t , e ) .

(1.2.210)
Expanding the right-hand side of (1.2.210) in powers of fj, and e gives

fih = £ F ( im' n , n{ im' n )t + 4>, i , Q ) + £ fi — ( im' n ,n( im' n )t + <p.t ,o) h

+0( s f i2 ) + 0( e2 ) ,

叫广’")+0 =叫 +"菩
(广 +"

2|豐(r ，，2

+£G ( Im' n , n( Jm' n )t + ct> , t , 0 ) + £>(〆）+ o(£ fi ) + o( £ 2 ) ,

or (where we neglect the arguments of the functions for the sake of a simpler
notation)

k ^ - F + e^- k + Oiê + o f - ) ,

" 91
2

W (1.2.211)
0 ="瓦" + e G /x2

^ +。(印) + ^(M3) + 0{e2 ).
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Now we address the question of how " should be related to
Our goal is to apply the method of averaging to (1.2.211) . In order to do

this we must have a small parameter multiplying the vector field; hence we
will choose fi such that this situation holds. Therefore, requiring

e

we obtain

Equation (1.2.211) thus becomes

h = y/^F ( i m' n , q( i m' n )t + ^, t , o ) + £~ n( i m' n )t + (P , t , o ) h
+0(e3/2 ) ,

4> = V^^ ( Im'n )h + s n( Im’ n )t + 0, t, o) + l篇
+0(e3/ 2 ). (1.2.212)

We make the very important remark that the choice of // = y/e depends
on the fact that / 0; otherwise, a different fractional power of e
is required. This issue is discussed in Morozov and Silnikov [1984]; see also
Exercises 1.2.36 and 1.2.37. Henceforth we will assume that ^0.

It should be clear that (1.2.212) is in the form in which the averaging
theorem can be applied. However, first we will simplify the first term of
the h component of (1.2.212) in a way that is computationally beneficial
and makes an explicit connection with the subharmonic Melnikov theory.
Using the expressions for the action-angle transformations, the chain rule,
and implicit differentiation we obtain

1 dH
n(7)

l dH
W)

~

dy
'

'

thus,

dl_ _ dl dH
dx dH dx
d£ _ dl dH
dy dH dy

F ( l m' n M I m' n )t + 4> , t ,0 ) = ^±— ( D H • g ) { l m^ n , Q( I m^n )t + 0, t , 0 ) ,

where DH . g 三瓷 + 驚02 . Therefore, to first order in (1.2.212)
becomes

h = (，m，' +
(1.2.213)
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Now we apply the averaging theorem to (1.2.213). Recall that since the ex¬

plicit time dependence of the right-hand side is periodic, we merely average
over one period of the perturbation and the averaging theorem allows us
to draw conclusions about the full equations from the averaged equations.
This we now do and obtain

To simplify (1.2.214), we use the following facts.
L From the resonance relation, T =

(1.2.214)

2. From (1.2.180), the transformation

( x( l , 9 ) , y( I ,0 ) ) *->■ ( I ( x , y ) , e( x , y ) )
has Jacobian equal to one, so we can transform the coordinates on
which the integrand is evaluated back to our original coordinates,
resulting in no change in the equations.

Combining these two remarks, we arrive at the averaged equations

h - ;r(( D H - g ) ( q t — 4>
fi ( /m -n ))，̂, 0 dt ,

(1.2.215)

(̂ /m^)mT

4> = ^~( rm' n )h ,

where qim n
Q(J乏 n )) represents the unperturbed periodic orbit with

its period satisfying
nT(/, m, n) = mT.

(For a discussion regarding the nature of the argument of <7/
m n (- ), see the

first remark following the proof of Theorem 1.2.13.)
Note that (unsurprisingly) the first term of the h equation is just the

normalized first component of the subharmonic Melnikov vector. The av¬

eraged equations describing the dynamics near a resonance band are t
given by

hus

(1.2.216)

where M^71 is defined in Remark 1 following the proof of Theorem 1.2.13.
Therefore, the conditions

^m/ r.
h = Q ,

(n(/” )) = 0,
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correspond to subharmonic periodic orbits for the original equation (just as
we might have guessed, and in fact have already shown using the subhar¬

monic Melnikov theory). However, we can obtain more information about
the structure of the resonance band simply by examining (1.2.216), since
the averaging theorem tells us that stable and unstable manifolds of hy¬

perbolic fixed points of the averaged equations are close to corresponding
structures in the full equations.

For this particular equation, however, there is a problem. Notice that the
first-order averaged equations are a (structurally unstable with respect to
arbitrary perturbations) Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian given
by _

2. 丹 =々 (蓄(’’Y ))， (1.2.217)

where _

Thus, if the perturbation is not Hamiltonian and autonomous (i.e.,
g i ( x , y ,e ) = 碧 (x, 仏 e ) , g2{ x , y ,e ) = -碧 (x，仏 e) for some Cr+1 func-
tion then the first-order averaged equations cannot possibly capture
the correct qualitative dynamics near the resonance band. Therefore, we
will have to carry out the averaging procedure at least to second-order in

' :Now let us go back to the full, original equations

h =^ ( D H ■ g ) ( I m' n ,n( I m' n )t + c p , t ,0 )

+ (/m, n
；叫/叫，+ 0，<，0) /z + 0( S 3 / 2 ) ,

ol

0 = + e( G( I m ~ n , + <M，0)

+漂(，m’，2)+即3/2).

We recall from the proof of the averaging theorem that the method is
effected by choosing a coordinate change which annihilates the time de¬

pendence at the highest order, and the nontrivial part of the coordinate
change is chosen to be the antiderivative (with repect to time) of the os¬

cillating part of the highest order term. The oscillating part of the 0( y/e )
part of the h component of the vector field is given by

_

^L^ / n (n^))；
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since the 0{ y/e) part of the 0 component of the vector field is constant, we
choose as the averaging transformation

h^ h + V^J +
0 — 5，

and note that

- J F(尸 +

+~ J F ( im'n ,n( im^ )t + 4>, t ,o )4>.

Substituting this into the equation and doing some algebra (as in the proof
of the averaging theorem) we arrive at

— ~ j^ ( Im'n )hF ( Im'n, + 4>, t , 0) j , +0( e3^ 2 )

$ = V~

s^ (Imnh+ e (^~(Imnh2

+G( Im'n ,Q ( Im'n )t + 4> , t ,0 )

+ J F { Im'n, ^ ( Im'n )t + 4>, t ,Q )^ + 0(e3/ 2). (1.2.218)

Averaging (1.2.218) at second order in yfe and using the fact that F has
zero average (and, hence, so do f F and 最 f F ) gives

h =^i^ / n G^y)
2

+普

_
，

“ e(漂(广，2 +

_
)，

(1.2.219)

where we define
ffp 1 fmT dF

— 1 frnT
G( 4> ) =^ JO G( im^ ,n( im'n )t + 4> , t , o )dt.

In the case where the perturbation is not Hamiltonian, equations (1.2.219)
will often be sufficient to enable us to determine much of the dynamics
near a particular resonance band. When the perturbation is Hamiltonian,
special problems arise which we shall discuss as they are encountered.
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m

nc

FIGURE 1.2.38.

iic) Nonresonanc&

Up to this point the discussion has been entirely concerned with resonances,
i.e., the orbit structure in the neighborhood of an / value satisfying

nT ( I ) = mT.
Let us consider the nature of all the periodic orbits inside rpo. Consider
Figure 1.2.38. In this figure we graph Q(/) versus /, where flc represents the
frequency of the vector field linearized about the center type fixed point and
Ih represents the value of action on the homoclinic orbit at which Q(/^) = 0
(note: the action is defined on the homoclinic orbit but the angle variable
is not defined on the homoclinic orbit). So, for / G [0, /^], fl takes all values
between flc and 0 (note: in Figure 1.2.38 we have illustrated the case where
费 < 0; however, this presents no loss of generality). Therefore, for T fixed,
for every m and n satisfying

we can find a unique I value such that

2丌

nW) ^

Hence, there are a countable infinity of such resonant / levels or resonance
bands. (Note: it should be clear to the reader that a possible effect from
having 费 = 0 might be to have more than one I value satisfying the
resonance relation for a given n and m.) PQ 1 fixes each resonant / level
as a circle of fixed points. Clearly, this is a structurally unstable situation,
and we would expect arbitrary perturbations to break up this circle of fixed
points into a finite number of fixed points (cf. the remarks following the
proof of Theorem 1.2.13).

It should be evident that there are an uncountable infinity of I values
contained in the interval [0, Ih] at which the resonance relation is not sat-
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isfied, i.e., I values for which

= irrational number. (1.2.220)

It is natural to ask what is the nature of the orbit structure near these I
values for the perturbed Poincare map. As opposed to the resonance case,
no iterate of P^1 will result in a circle of fixed points but, rather, orbits on
the nonresonant I levels remain on these invariant circles and densely fill
the circle under iteration by P^1 (cf. Section 1.2, Example 1.2.3). In this
case on might expect that (some) invariant circles may be preserved under
the perturbation. It turns out that this depends very much on whether or
not the perturbation is Hamiltonian.

Non-Hamiltonian Perturbations

In this case there are no general theorems. However, a quantity that can
give us much information is the determinant of the linearized Poincare map
denoted

detDiV (1.2.221)
Recall that (1.2.221) is a local measure of the contraction or expansion of
area. Thus, it follows that if (1.2.221) is constant everywhere ( in general,
DPe varies from point to point) and bounded away from one, then DPe
cannot have any invariant circles; see Exercise 1.2.26. In this case one would
expect the nonresonant invariant circles of the unperturbed Poincare map
to be destroyed. If (1.2.221) is not constant, then a more careful analysis
is required.
Hamiltonian Perturbations

In this case, (1.2.221) is identically one and we are in the situation dealt
with by the famous KAM (for Kolmogorov, Arnold, and Moser) theorem
and the Moser twist theorem; see Moser [1973]. Roughly speaking, these
theorems tell us that the nonresonant invariant circles having the property
that (1.2.220) is poorly approximated by rational numbers in a number-
theoretic sense are preserved as invariant circles filled with quasiperiodic
orbits for the perturbed Poincare map.

We now state the Moser twist theorem in a more general setting. Consider
the unperturbed integrable map

I H I 、
0 ^ 0 -\- a(/),

defined on the annulus
A = { ( I ,e ) e n+ X Sl \ I e i h j2 } }

and the perturbed map

0 ^ 0 ot ( I ) + 0 ) ^
(1.2.223)
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with / and g also defined on A (we will worry about differentiability
shortly.) In order for (1.2.223) to be regarded as a perturbation of (1.2.222)，
f and g must be “ small.” Let Cr { A) denote the class of Cr functions de¬

fined on A. Then a norm on Cr( A) , denoted | - |r, is defined as follows

h G Cr ( A) \ h \ r = sup dl^ h
㈣外

We are now able to state the Moser twist theorem.
Theorem 1.2.14 (Moser [1973]) Let e > 0 be a positive number with
a( I ) £ Cr, r > 5, and \^ \ > u > 0 in A. There then exists a 6 depending
on ey r, and a( r ) such that (1.2.223) with f and g , Cr f r > 5, on A and

\ f ( I ,e ) - I \ r + \ g ( I ,e ) - a( I ) \ r < i,6
possesses an invariant circle in A with the parametric representation

I — I u⑴， 9 = t -\- v(t ), t E [0, 2丌)，

where u and v are C1 with period 2n and satisfy

l^l i + M i < e

with I G [/i, I2 ] - Moreover，the map restricted to this invariant circle is
given by

t — y t t G [0, 27r),
where UJ is incommensurate with 2丌 and satisfies the infinitely many con¬

ditions
(1.2.224)

for some 7, r > 0 and all integers p,q > 0. In fact, each choice o f u G
[n(/i ), 0(/2)] satisfying (1.2.224 ) gives rise to such an invariant circle.
Proof: See Moser [1973]. □

Several remarks are now in order.
Remark 1. Equation (1.2.224) indicates that the irrational number is
poorly approximated by rational numbers. Certainly there exist irrational
numbers that do not satisfy this condition. The theorem says nothing about
these.
Remark 2. Recall the mth iterate of the Poincare map from (1.2.196),

(1.2.225)0 9 + mTQ( I ) + eM2( I ,0 ) +0( s2 ).
Note that we have left off the superscripts m/ n on M\ and M2 since we
are now interested in nonresonant dynamics.
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a) The size of the perturbation of (1.2.223) from the integrable case is
controlled by e. This presents no problems, since M\ and M2 , along
with their first r derivatives，are bounded on bounded subsets of
H+ x S 1 .

b) The quantity mTQ( I ) in (1.2.225) plays the role of a( I ) in Theorem
1.2.14. Thus, ^ 0 if and only if 费

_
0. We can therefore conclude

from Theorem 1.2.14 that, for each I = I £ (0, /^) such that

(1.2.223) possesses an invariant circle close to / = /.
Remark 3. The existence of invariant circles can prove very useful for sta¬

bility arguments. This is because the region of phase space enclosed by an
invariant circle is an invariant set; see Exercises 1.2.25 and 1.2.27.
Remark 4. Theorem 1.2.14 gives rise to a natural question: Do all quasiperi-
odic orbits of (1.2.223) lie on invariant circles or, more precisely, is the clo¬

sure of a quasiperiodic orbit of (1.2.223) an invariant circle? The answer to
this question is no — there may be quasiperiodic orbits whose closure is a
Cantor set. This structure is often called a Cantorus. For more information
on Cantori the reader is referred to Aubry [1983a], [1983b], Mather [1982],
and Percival [1979],

Remark 5.We have not directly defined the notion of a quasiperiodic orbit
for a two-dimensional map. One definition might be an orbit whose closure
is an invariant circle. If one thinks of the map as arising as a Poincare map
of a time-periodic ordinary differential equation, then the quasiperiodic
orbit is just a two-frequency solution of the ordinary differential equation,
where the two frequencies are incommensurate. The discovery of Cantori
indicates that one might want to generalize the notion of a quasiperiodic
orbit; see Mather [1982] for a discussion. However, at present, there is only
a general existence theory for Cantori in two-dimensional, area-preserving
twist maps (but see Katok and Bernstein [1987]).
Remark 6. Theorem 1.2.14 is a perturbation theorem, i.e. , it asserts the
existence of invariant circles only for a perturbation of unknown size. An
interesting (and practical) problem would be to locate a quasiperiodic in¬

variant circle in the unperturbed map and study what becomes of it as
the strength of the perturbation increases. Recently, there has been much
analytical and numerical work along these lines, and we refer the reader to
Celletti and Chierchia [1988], Herman [1988]，de la Llave and Rana [1988]，
MacKay [1988]，MacKay, Meiss, and Staxk [1989], MacKay and Percival
[1985], Mather [1984, 1986], and Stark [1988].
Remark 1.The KAM theorem is more general than Theorem 1.2.14 in that
it is concerned with the preservation of n-frequency quasiperiodic motions
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in perturbations of completely integrable, n-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian
systems. We refer the reader to Arnold [1978], Moser [1973], Siegel and
Moser [1971], and Bost [1986] for the precise statement and some general¬
izations of the theorem.

1.2E APPLICATION TO THE DYNAMICS OF THE DAMPED,
FORCED DUFFING OSCILLATOR

We now want to apply this mass of theory to the damped, forced Duffing
oscillator. Recall that this equation is given by

i = y,
y = x — x3 6(7cosojt — 6 y ) (1.2.226)

where e is assumed small (note: this is so that we can rigorously apply our
theory) and 7, OJ are positive parameters. The unperturbed system is
given by

X = V' 3 (1.2.227)y = x - x A ,

and is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function

H { x , y ) = V^ - ~ +^. (1.2.228)

The first thing to do is to obtain a complete understanding of the geome¬

try of the unperturbed phase space which we illustrate in Figure 1.2.39. As
stated in Section 1.1E, all orbits are given by the level sets of the Hamilto¬

nian (1,2.228), In the following we will give analytic expressions for these
orbits, leaving the details of the derivation of the expressions to the dedi¬

cated reader.
There are three equilibrium points at the following coordinates with the

following stability types

( x , y ) = (±1, 0) — centers,
\x , y ) = (0, 0) — saddle.

y

駿 1
FIGURE 1.2.39.
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The saddle point is connected to itself by a two homoclinic orbits given by

心⑴ = (v^sechi, — V^sechttaxiht),
Q

0
.(t) = -q°+(t).

There are two families of periodic orbits inside the corresponding homo¬

clinic orbits given by

V2-n- w
-V2k2

2 - k2

Qk：(t) = -qK+ (t),

sn

6 (0,1),
where k is the elliptic modulus and sn㈠，cn(，)，and dn(-) are elliptic func~

tions (see Byrd and Friedman [1971]). Substituting the above expressions
for the periodic orbits into the expression for the Hamiltonian gives the
following relationship between the Hamiltonian and the elliptic modulus.

k2 ~iH(q^.(t)) = H(k) = — —— (constant on orbits).
(2 - 允 )

Elementary properties of elliptic functions give the period of the above
orbits as

T(k) = 2K(k)y/2 ~ k2,
where K{k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

Also, there exists a family of periodic orbits outside the homoclinic orbits
given by

qk {t) = [ \ Ŵ t
cn

、V2k2 -
，

^^sn (7^’fc) dn (7i^Tfc)) ’㈣ ’祕

The periods of these orbits are given by

T{k) = 4K(k) s/2k2 - 1.
It is a simple matter to check that, in the limit as fc — 1，both families
of periodic orbits converge to the homoclinic orbits; see Exercise 1.2.29 for
justification of these statements.

Now we set the stage for our study of the perturbed system (1.2.226).
Rewriting (1.2.226) as a third-order autonomous system gives

i= y,
y = x ~ X3 + £(7cos (l> - 6y), (x,y，<p) eK 2 x Sl,
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00 + 27T

FIGURE 1.2.40

where Sl is the circle of length 27T/UJ and (j>(t ) = cut + ( j>Q . The unperturbed
suspended phase space appears as in Figure 1.2.40. We form the global
cross-section to the flow

{(心y’令|令 =如 [0’27r)}
and the associated Poincare map is given by

P: E00 E00,
(z⑼, y⑼卜(x {2w / u; ) , y(2n/ uj ) ).

Let us begin our study of the perturbed dynamics with two preliminary
lemmas. We first want to show that there exists a closed convex set in
JR2, called D, such that the vector field is pointing strictly inward on the
boundary of D (dD ) for all times. Thus we will establish the existence of
a trapping region which will be of some use later on.

Consider the following scalar-valued function

v2 x2 x4
y ) = Y + ~ Y + T' o < " <

Consider the level sets of this function

L(x' y ) = a
For C large the level sets are essentially ellipses (note that L is only a slight
modification of the Hamiltonian); moreover, any line y = ax intersects any
given level set (for C sufficiently large) in exactly two diametrically opposite
points.

Let

D 二 { (丨，y) I L(:r，y ) C, C large },
dD = { ( x, y ) | L( x , y ) = C }.
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Lemma 1.2.15 (Holmes and Whitley [1984]) The perturbed vector
field points strictly inward on dD for all times.
Proof: The lemma is true if

VL - ( x , y ) < 0 on dD for all time,

where ( x , y ) is the perturbed vector field. Calculating this expression gives

VL - (x, y ) = {yy - x x3 , y vx ) - ( y , x - x3 s^ cosujt - 6 y ) )
= vy2 - xy + x3 y + xy - xzy -}- e(yy cosut - 6 y2 )

-\-vfx2 — vx^ -J- e{y^x cosut ) — u6 xy )
= {y — s6 )y2 -}- ^7cosut{y + ^x ) — ux2{ x2 — 1) — euSxy
< 一 — u ) y2 — ux2( x2 — 1) + ev6\ xy\ + s^\ y 4- vx\.

Recall that we require v < e8. On the y-axis this expression becomes

VL - ( x, y ) < ~( s6 - u ) y2 + £^ \ y\\
hence, for y large, this is strictly negative. Also, on any line y = ax^ the
expression becomes

VL - ( x, y ) < — 、e6 — u)a2x2 — vx2{ x2 — 1) + euS\a\ x2 -h e7|x||l + ua\.
As a varies between ( — oo, oo), all points are swept out in D, so we see that,
for x sufficiently large, on any line y = ax, a G ( — oo, oo), the expression is
strictly negative. This proves the lemma. □

Remark 1. The above lemma depends entirely on the damping (5) term;
without that term it is not true.
Lemma 1.2.16

det DP = e~2^e6 / u < 1, <5 > 0.

Proof: We give a general proof for the determinant of any Poincare map.
Consider a general aperiodic ordinary differential equation

x = /(x, t ) , with f ( x ,t ) = f ( x , t -}- T ).
Suppose x( t ) is a solution. Linearize about this solution with the following
variational equation

i 二 D x f ( x( t ) , t ) )C
This equation has the fundamental solution matrix

邱)，
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so the general solution of the linearized equation is ^ ( t ) = X (t )^o - There¬

fore, the linearized Poincare map of the original equation is given by

xo ^ X {T ) XQ\

the Jacobian is thus
DP = X (T ).

By Liouville’s formula (Arnold [1973] ), we have that

det X (T ) = det DP = exp f t r Dx f (̂ x (t ) , t) d t.
Jo

For our system (L2.226), we thus have

y
x x3 — eSy -h £7cosu j t

1 — 3.r2
一eb

so that t r Df = — eb
Exercise 1.2.39. □

constant and, therefore, de t DP = e-heb卜' see

A consequence of Lemma 1.2.16 is that, for (5 > 0, the Poincare map is
area-contracting. Therefore, it cannot possess any invariant circles.

To obtain more detailed information concerning the dynamics of the
perturbed Poincare map, we compute the Melnikov function ( t o ) ^
where we omit denoting the explicit dependence on the cross-section 如
and a (whose role will be played by the elliptic modulus A:), since we will be
interested in resonant periodic orbits, which will be labeled by m/ n through
the resonance relation. The reason that we compute only one component
of the subharmonic Melnikov vector is that

(1.2.229)

We will leave it to the reader to verify (1.2.229); however, it should become
apparent from various expressions for the frequency which we will derive
during the course of our analysis.

The Melnikov function for the two families of periodic orbits inside the
homoclinic orbits is given by

7, <5, u；) = — n) 士 7J2 (m，打， sinu；

^
)， (1.2.230)

where m, n are relatively prime positive integers satisfying the resonance
relation

270712K ( k )^2 - k 2
cun
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4- and — refer to the right-hand and left-hand families of periodic orbits, re¬

spectively (note: by monotonicity of the period this equation has a solution
for each choice of m, n with 27rm/ (un) > >/27r), and Ji (m, n), J2(m,nfu)
are complicated positive expressions involving elliptic functions which are
given as follows (note: K ( k ) and E( k ) denote the complete elliptic integrals
of the first and second kind, respectively)

= ^ ((2 - k2 ) E ( k ) - 2k'2 K { k娜 - k2 f'\
where kf = y/ 1 — fc2, and

( 0 for n # 1
J2(m, n，W叫 V2^sech for n:1 .

I K { k )

Details of these calculations can be found in Greenspan and Holmes [1984];
see also Exercise 1.2.30. Thus we see that no ultrasubharmonics inside the
homoclinic orbits are excited by the perturbation. Therefore, hereafter we
will write

= — <57x (771,1) ± 7J2(m, l，w) s i n (1 . 2.2 3 1)

If we define
Rm( Lu) -

it is easy to see that the condition for the existence of zero’s of the Melnikov
function becomes — zb 7sin uto = 0

or

or
- > Rm(u). (1.2.232)

We now want to carefully explain geometrically just what this condition
means.

Consider the unperturbed Poincare map on the cross-section S and the
unperturbed periodic orbit satisfying the resonance relation

T ( k ) = 2K ( k) y/ <l — = •
( j j

We illustrate the solution in Figure 1.2.41. (Note: since, inside the homo¬

clinic orbit, the identical situation occurs in both the right and left half¬

plane (by the symmetry), hereafter we will draw only the right side and
not the homoclinic orbit.)
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T(k)
2JCTTIT(k) = o)

FIGURE 1.2.41.

Mi" ( &ry，s，m)

' f\J
FIGURE 1.2.42.

Therefore, for the unperturbed map, the above circles are all period m
points or, equivalently, fixed points of the mth iterate of the map. We now
ask if any of these period m points are preserved for the perturbed map,
and the answer is provided by the Melnikov function.

1. For 7/(5 < Rm( cu ), the Melnikov function has no zero’s; therefore, the
perturbed Poincare map has no period m points for this particular
m.

2. For 7/ (5 > the Melnikov function has zero’s, and we want to
count how many.

Because the Melnikov function is periodic with period 27r/a；, in one period
the Melnikov function appears as in Figure 1.2.42. Thus, during one period
of the perturbation, the Melnikov function has two zero’s. Ftom our earlier
work concerning stability, we know that one zero corresponds to a period m
saddle. With additional work, we will show that the other zero corresponds
to a period m sink for 6 > 0.

The length of time it takes to get around the unperturbed orbit (i.e.,
its period) is 27rm/6<;; hence, we see that during this time the Melnikov
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function passes through m periods. Therefore, we have that on this partic¬

ular resonant level, the perturbed Poincare map has 2m periodic points (or
equivalently, the mth iterate has 2m fixed points), m of which are saddles
and, as we will see later, m of which are sinks.

Now let us examine condition (1.2.232) a bit more closely. For m fixed,
with 7/(5 < there are no period m points on the resonance band
and, for 7/6 > R m( ( j j ) , there are 2m period m points on the resonance band.
Thus, the parameter values j / 6 = R1 7 1^) are “critical” in some sense. In
Chapter 3 we will see that this is an example of a bifurcation.

We could also consider the limit of as m — oo, i.e.,

lim R m( c o ) = R° ( L U ) . (1.2.233)
m — > oo

It is easy to verify that this limit exists, but what does it mean? Interpreting
it in the same manner as for the periodic orbits, we would conclude that
for

] > 妒

we would have mfimtely many periodic orbits. When we study the breakup
of rpo under the perturbation in Chapter 4 we will see that this is indeed
the case (note: in the limit m ^ oo, for resonance T ( k ) — > oo, which implies
that we are approaching the homoclinic orbit ). Moreover, this phenomenon
will lie at the heart of what we call chaos.

Equations (1.2.232) and (1.2.233) have implications for the global struc¬

ture of the Poincare map. For example, for w = 1 it can be verified that
i?m ( l ) approaches i?°( l ) monotonically. Thus, if we pick any M, inner (re¬

ferring to inside the homoclinic orbit ) subharmonics of order M exist if
7 > R M ( 1 )6 . Also, since i?m ( l ) < R M ( l ) Vm < M, we have that

7 > R M ( l )6 > R m( l )6 Vm < M.

Thus, all inner subharmonics of order m, m < A/ are also excited. We
remark that for 一 1，the sequence may not be monotonic; see Exercise
1.2.30.

For the orbits outside the homoclinic orbit we can carry out the same
computation of the Melnikov function (see Exercise 1.2.30) and obtain

M^1^ 1 = — 6 J\ (m, 1) — 7石(爪，1,^) sino^。,

where J\ and J2 are complicated positive expressions involving elliptic
functions (note: again we have n = 1) where m must be odd. Letting
R1 7 1^) = J\ (m, 1)/J2(m, l , u；). the condition (in terms of the parameters)
for the existence of subharmonics of order m outside the homoclinc orbits
is given by

^ > R m( u j ) , m odd.
0
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FIGURE 1.2.43.

As for the inner subharmonics, we can verify

lim ^ RP( u;),
m— oo

and for o;二 1，this /?°(u;) is approached monotonically. In Figure 1.2.43 we
show the subharmonic bifurcation curves (this will be justified in Chapter
3) for UJ =\.
i) THE RESONANCE BANDS IN DUFFING S EQUATION

We now apply the previously developed theory to a study of the reso¬

nance bands in Duffing’s equation; we follow Greenspan and Holmes [1983,
1984] and Morozov [1976], We will discuss only the inner right-hand sub-
harmonics because essentially the same behavior is exhibited by the other
subharmonics (with the exception of m being odd for the outer subhar¬

monics). Recall that we are studying periodic orbits in resonance with the
external time-periodic forcing which satisfy the resonance relation

nT { I ) = mT.
In terms of the expressions for the unperturbed periodic orbits, this can be
written as

2K { k ) y/ 2- K2 = — ,mo
where the relation between 7 and K is given by

2(2 - k2 ) E( k ) - 4k,2 K{ k )
3TT(2-*2)3/2 k'2 = l - k2
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( note: it is not hard to verify that the relation between / and k is mono¬

tonic).
Previously we had the monotonic relation between H and k given by

眷品.

Thus，using these two relations we can compute

眢 = 磊(為)= 1綱
-々 fc 2 ) ( ( 2 - k 2 ) E( k ) - 2fc'2刚）— �，、-

2fc屮2释)3 = n ( m),

where we denote the argument of ^ by m to indicate the unique m selected
for each k by the resonance relation.

Now，using the transformation valid in the neighborhood of a fixed reso¬

nance level, recall that to first order in y/e our system becomes the following
Hamiltonian system

h = v

^
士府

4> — y/eV.,( m)h

with Hamiltonian function

H 二，-崎
Using our previous calculations of the Melnikov function, we can imme¬

diately put our system in this form and write down the Hamiltonian as
follows

h - + ^yJ2( m,uj ) sin(m^)),

4> = yJeQ!{ rn )h,

H = ㈣"
2 +▲卜㈣“ 2^1 cos一))，

where we have written Ji (m,1) = = J2 (m.a>), since
we found that, for n ^ 1, there were no fixed points for FJ71. Now we
examine the structure of the mth-order resonance level given by the 0{ y/e )
truncation of our full system.

Fixed points of our system are given by

— 6 J\ ( m) + 7*/2(爪，w) sin(m^) = 0,
h = 0.
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Y/5 < R2 (co)

Y/S = R2 ㈣

FIGURE L2.44.

Y/5 > R2 (co)

We can compute the stability type of the fixed points by linearizing about
the appropriate fixed point. The linearization of the vector field is given by

( 0 知

^
卵) cosm

^
\
.

\ 0 /

When 7 and 6 are appropriately chosen (assuming that a; is fixed) as 4>
varies from 0 to 2n (i.e., once around the unperturbed periodic orbit), the
Melnikov function passes through m periods; hence it can have at most 2m
zero’s (a result which we have already established using a slightly different
argument). It is easy to see from the above matrix that these alternate in
stabilty type from saddles to centers (wc should also have concluded this
from the Hamiltonian structure). For the 0{ \/e) system we draw the m= 2
resonance band in Figure 1.2.44，where Rm{uj) = Ji(m)/J2{m,uj) (note:
wc obtain the correct directions for the arrows by examining the averaged
vector field and noting that < 0).

Because we cannot conclude anything about the full system from this
structurally unstable Hamiltonian system,wc must therefore include second-
order {0{e)) terms in our equation. Without doing the explicit calculations
and using the notation and formalism outlined in the previous section, te-
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dious but routine calculations give

W -
-gj = — )K2 {yn, w) sin rruj) — 8K\ (m),

m

where K\ and Ko are positive constants involving elliptic integrals.
Therefore, the averaged system to O(s) is given by

h =~ +7J2(m,u；) sinm0)2n
-e{6K\ (m) +7K2(爪，u;) sin

^ = ㈣^ + £ ㈣h2 - 7K2(m，u;)
COS:,.

An easy computation of the trace of the linearized system gives — e6K\ (m) <
0, so that the centers are actually sinks. Also, by Bendixson’s criterion, we
know that there are no closed orbits in a resonance band. Therefore, by
appealing to the averaging theorem, we can conclude that the Poincare
map in the neighborhood of a resonance band is diffeomorphic to Figure
1 2.45 (we draw the m = 2 resonance band for definiteness).

Next, we want to obtain an estimate of the width of the resonance band
and the size of the domains of attraction of the sinks.Recall that, at 0(y/e)^
the system in a neighborhood of a resonance level is Hamiltonian with
Hamiltonian function given by

H=^e + [bJ,㈣“7J2(:㈠ cos m;》，

and that, for 7 > Rrn{u))8^ the phase portrait of this Hamiltonian system is

as shown in Figure 1.2 46，where we draw the m ~ 2 case for definiteness.
Recall also that a measure of the width of the energy level would be the
length of the vertical lines (labeled Ah) passing through the centers, as
shown in Figure 1.2.46. To make the picture clearer, we will draw just
one saddle-center pair in Figure 1.2.47, where we have labeled the angular
values of the center and saddle by & and $2，respectively. The value of
the Hamiltonian on the homoclinic orbit at the same angular value as the
center is labeled as H\ and the value of the Hamiltonian at the saddle as
H2 Clearly, we must have Hi = H2 Now, from Figure 1.2 47, the width
of the resonance band in the original coordinates is given by

AI=^Ah+0{e),
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where Ah = 2hi，We can calculate hi as follows

where
以彡l ) = 士 (<5Ji (m)心 + 7^2(:’以) cosm$i ) .

H2 can thus be calculated as

H 2 = VeV^y,

we therefore obtain
(̂^2 ) = 4- V {4>\ )

or

The width of the resonance band is thus given by

A/ = 2v^^ {V {^2 ) - V {^ ) ) + 0( e ) ,
where 彡2, are zero’s of the Melnikov function at an adjacent saddle and
center, respectively.

Recall that V (0) is the indefinite integral of the Melnikov function; this
is another example of information contained in the Melnikov function.
The case ^ = 0. In this case the perturbation is Hamiltonian, and on the
order m resonance level we have m saddles and m elliptic fixed points.
Using standard perturbation methods, we would find that the stable and
unstable manifolds of the saddle coincide as shown in Figure 1.2.48a. How¬

ever (we will justify this in Chapter 4), we typically expect the stable and
unstable manifolds of the saddle to intersect infinitely many times, forming
a so-called “stochastic layer” as illustrated in Figure 1.2.48b. The width
of such stochastic layers is exponentially small in e and therefore “ beyond
all orders” in standard perturbation theory. In Chapter 4 we will discuss
how one might verify such behavior with more modern global perturbation
methods.

Validity of the Approximation

Now we want to examine the validity of the results we obtained through
the method of averaging. Recall that to0( y/e ) the averaged equations were
given by

h — ^( — s i n m$),

— y/e^lf ( m)h.
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FIGURE 1.2.48

From the expression for the frequency given in terms of elliptic functions,
it is not hard to show that, as m 丁 oo (or equivalently, as > 1 or A/ — 0)，
we have

UJ3 exp(27rm/u；)
m3

Q'(m) s
fc，2 (log(4 / fc，)）

thus, fi’(m) — — oo exponentially fast; see Exercise 1.2.31. Therefore, by
examining the equations given above, one can see (from the 0 term) that
our stability results have become valid for smaller and smaller e; we can thus
make no claims (other than existence) about subharmonics in an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of the homoclinic orbit. (Note: studying the structure
of the Poincare map we derived previously is not a way out of this difficulty,
since we used action-angle variables in that derivation, and the action-angle
transformation becomes singular on the homoclinic orbit.)

In order to understand what is happening arbitrarily close to the homo¬

clinic orbit，we will have to use a different form of analysis, which we will
present in Section 4.7.

One other result which we will state without proof is the following. Recall
that we gave an expression for the leading order term of the width of the
resonance bands. Using the asymptotic forms for the behavior of the elliptic
integrals involved in that expression, we find that

A/ %
m3

exp O( s ) as m T oo.
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Thus, the widths of the resonance bands shrink exponentially fast as the
homoclinic orbit is approached. This explains why in practice only low
order (m < 5) subharmonics are usually observed.

ii) INTERACTIONS BETWEEN RESONANCE BANDS

Now that we have some understanding of the dynamics on any given res¬

onance band, we want to gain some understanding as to how adjacent
resonance bands can interact; the discussion here will be particular to the
Duffing equation; however, the same type of behavior also occurs in other
applications.

Recall that the subharmonic Melnikov function for the Duffing equation
is given by

八7厂/71(亡0;% <5〆）= — 6Ji(m,n) +)J2(m，n，u;)sina^o,

where

2
-({2 - k2)2E{k) 4k'2K{k))/{2 - k2)3^2 > 0,Ji(m,n)

We thus see that, in the Duffing equation, resonance bands exist only for
n — 1. Recall also that the Melnikov function is a measure of the “push”in
the radial direction (i.e.，away from the resonance bands) due to the pertur¬

bation. Now let us consider adjacent resonance bands inside the homoclinic
orbit (exactly the same argument applies to resonance levels outside the
homoclinic orbit, except that the ordering by rational numbers is reversed)
of order (m + 1)/1 and m/1, respectively. Between these two resonance
bands is a dense set of resonance levels of order m/n, n > 1. However,
an examination of the form of the Melnikov function shows that it has no
zero’s on these resonance levels (and hence there are no periodic orbits be¬

tween the (m+ 1)/1 resonance band and the m resonance band) and that
on each m/n, n > 1, band the Melnikov function is strictly negative. There¬

fore, we conclude that orbits starting in a neighborhood of the (m + 1)/1
resonance band, not in the domain of attraction of the sink, make their
way to the m/1 resonance band. More specifically, one component of the
unstable manifold of the saddle on the (m + 1)/1 resonance level can be
found in a neighborhood of the m/1 resonance level, and one component of
the stable manifold of the saddle on the m/1 resonance level can be found
in a neighborhood of the (m+ 1) /1 resonance level. We can actually prove
more
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Theorem 1.2.17 The unstable manifold of the saddle- point on the ( m +
1) /1 resonance band intersects topologically transversely both components
of the stable manifold of the saddle on the m/1 resonance band.

Of course, this assumes that the (m + 1)/1 resonance band exists. The
proof of this theorem was originally given by Morozov [1976]. We will merely
outline the main ideas and refer the reader to the original paper for all the
details. However, first we want to make some general remarks.

Remark 1. By the term “ topologically transverse，’’ we mean that the inter¬

section of the manifolds may be of odd order.

Remark 2. The theorem as stated applies to the inner subharmonics; how¬

ever, the same conclusions hold for the outer subharmonics, but the order
of the integers labeling the resonance bands is reversed. The idea is that
unstable manifolds of larger amplitude subhaxmonics intersect the stable
manifolds of lower amplitude subharmonics.

Proof: The proof will consist of considering the possible cases. For notation
we label the saddles and sinks on the (m + 1)/1 resonance band by 5am+1 ,
5tm+1，respectively, and their respective stable and unstable manifolds
by Ws{ Sam+l ) , W 3 ( Sim^1 ) , Wu{ Sam̂ 1 ) , and Wu( Sirn+ l ) . The obvious
similar notation holds for the saddles and sinks on the m/1 resonance band.

Before enumerating the different possible cases we make the following
trivial, yet very important，remark. Recall that the unperturbed Poincare
map was as given below

0^ 0 + Tn{i ) ,
and the phase space of the map appears as in Figure 1.2.49. Consider the
pie-shaped region in Figure 1.2.49 labeled 7r and its image under one iterate
labeled P{ n) . You can see that radial lines are twisted, yet the orientation of
7r is preserved and, consequently, the ordering of radial lines eminating from
the center and foliating n (ordering as measured by an angular coordinate
along any circle intersecting the foliation transversely) is also preserved
under P. Clearly this property is also preserved for the perturbed map.

Now we give the possible cases.

1. Case a. H^M(5am+ 1 ) f ) W^Sa711 ) = 0.

2. Case b. Wu{ Sam̂ )^

_
0.

3. Case c. Wu( Sarn+ l ) intersects only 1 component of Ws ( Sam ).

4. Case d.Wu( Sarn+ l ) intersectsWs{ Sam ) nontopologically transversely.
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FIGURE 1 2 49

We will show that Cases a-d cannot occur and thus that the only possibility
is for Wu ( Sam^1 ) to intersect topologically transversely both components
of Wu ( SaTn ) Our conclusions are valid for any integer m > 0 for which
the (m + 1) /1 resonance band exists, however, we will draw pictures only
for m = 2. It is an easy matter to generalize our arguments to the case
of arbitrary m. Also, we will draw the unperturbed resonance levels su¬

perimposed on the picture for reference; these form an annulus into which
Wu( Sam+ 1 ) enters on one side and Ws( Sam ) enters on the other (this will
be made clear shortly). We now consider Case a

Cage a In Figure 1 2.50 we draw the phase plane of the map showing only
the third- and second-order resonance bands and assuming that Ww ( iSa3)n
Ws ( Sa2 ) 0 We label the outer and inner circles defining the annulus
by Ci and C2 , respectively (note, this annulus is no t invariant under the
perturbed Poincare map) . Since we have assumed Wru (5a3)niys(5a2 ) = 0,
by the fact that the Melnikov function is negative between C\ and C2 we
can assume that the stable manifolds of the second-order saddles intersect
C2 as shown in Figure 1.2 50 Thus, Ws ( Sa2 ) (picking the appropriate
components) divides the annulus into two components, with two third-

order saddle-sink pairs in one component and the remaining third-order
saddle-sink pair in the other component.

We label the outer saddle-sink pairs as Oi , O2 , O3 and the inner saddle-

sink pairs as /1 , /2；note the relative orientations of the On ij. There are
two important aspects to focus on

1 The invariant manifolds of the saddles and sinks are fixed (1 e. , sta¬

tionary) in 1R2
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2. These periodic points, along with points on their stable and unstable
manifolds, are not fixed. For example, under iteration by the Poincare
map we have

Oi — O2 ~^ O3 — � Oi ,

with

Wu{ Sa3
l ) ^ Wu{ Sas2 ) ^ Wu( Sai ) ^ Wu{ Saf ) ,

where Sa^ denotes the saddle-type periodic orbit in the saddle-sink
pair Ox

Let us now iterate this picture and assume that everything rotates counter¬

clockwise. Then under one iteration we have Oi — O2 , O2 — O3 , O3 — �0\
and /1 — � /2 , /2 — ^ with the phase space appearing as in Figure 1 2.51.
Thus, we see that for this particular disposition of Wu s(5a3), WUiS ( Sa2 ) ^the Ws( Sa2 ) has jumped ahead of O2 on C2 under one iterate. This vio¬

lates the orientation-perserving property of the map, so we conclude that
Case a cannot occur.
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Case b. In this case we assume that Wu(5a3) falls into the domain of
attraction of Si2 as pictured in Figure 1.2.52. Iterating Figure 1.2.52 once,
we have Oi 一 O2 , O2 — O3, O3 — Oi and I\ — ^ /2 , /2 一 A，with the
picture appearing as in Figure 1.2.53, since the iterate of orbits attracted
to /1 ( resp. I2 ) should be attracted to /2 (resp. /1 ). However, Figure 1.2.53
violates the fact that the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle-sink
pairs are fixed in 1R2 Therefore, Case b cannot occur.

Case c. There are a variety of possibilities for illustrating Case c. We iterate
Figure 1.2.54 and show the result in Figure 1.2.55. Using the same argument
as in Case b we see that Figure 1.2.54 violates the fact that the invariant
manifolds have fixed locations in JR2 . We thus conclude that Case c cannot
occur.

Case d. Using exactly the same argument as in Cases b and c, we can
conclude that Case d does not occur.

We thus conclude that the unstable manifold of the saddle in a given
resonance band intersects the stable manifold of the saddle in the adjacent
lower resonance band. We illustrate this in Figure 1.2.56. Exercise 1.2.34
will explore some of the consequences of this result.

Exercises
Exercises 1.2.1 — 1 2.4 are concerned with the properties of the following
Pomcare map.

Consider the Poincare map given in (1.2.26)

(：) -'is
e ~^^ [-AC + ( =^ A - % B )S ] + A

e~6lr / u [-u)BC + (替4+ f|B)5] + wB

where

and

d)

U) . (D
(

^
二 ⑺呂之丌一， <S = sin 27r — ,

u) ijj

2 A ( 0̂ — W2 )7
(W — U；2)2 + (6O；)2, B 67a;

(W — o；2 )2 + (M2 .
1.2.1 Show that (x, y ) = ( A,uB ) is the only fixed point for this map and

hence, argue that it is a global attractor.
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1.2.2 Discuss the nature of the orbit structure near (x, y) = for
different values of LU / LU .

1.2.3 Show how the fixed point of the Poincare map changes as the cross-
section (i.e., phase angle) is varied.

1.2.4 Construct and study “ the” Poincare map for

土 = 2/，
y = -LJIX + 7 cos0,
6 = u；o.

Exercises 1.2.5-1.2.9 are concerned with the properties of the following
Poincare map.

Consider the Poincare map (a; ^ a；o) given in (1.2.36)

( A( 1 - cos 2丌抒 )
yu；o^4 sin 27r^

1.2.5 For UJ = mujQ , m > 1, show that all points except ( x ^ y ) = (^, 0) are
period m points.

1.2.6 For mo = u；o, n > 1, show that all points are fixed points.

1.2.7 Discuss the orbit structure of the Poincare map when UJ /UJQ is an
irrational number.

1.2.8 Discuss stability of the harmonics, subharmonics, ultraharmonics,

and ultrasubharmonics.

1.2.9 Discuss the idea of structural stability in the context of Questions
1.2.5, 1.2.6, 1.2.7, and 1.2.8. Discuss the effects of various perturba¬

tions on the different cases.

1.2.10 Discuss the idea of structural stability of the following vector fields
and maps.

a) 62 = ( eue2 ) eS l xS 1 .

{ x , y ) e H2 .

y = x — x3 ( x, y ) G IR2
.

i/ = x - x3 - y，
( x , y ) e IR2.
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e) 6 ^ 0 to, 8 e S1.
f) 0 ^ 0 u) csinO ^ e small, 6 e S1 .

1.2.11 Consider the equation

x = ex, or G 1R1 .

Solve this equation and discuss the time interval on which this solu¬

tion is valid. Compute 兰笔叫 and ^ , and compare their
lg=0 ls=0

behavior in t with x( t ^ e ).

1.2.12 We denote the solution of (1.2.93) by x( t 9 s ) and assume that it is
valid on som^ time interval I , Derive differential equations for x(f ,0),
空樂叫 , and | ■ Discuss the nature of the time interval
on which the solutions of these equations are valid. The equations
for aH、g) 1 and 沒-魏£) 1 are known as the first and second

le=0 le-=0
variational equations, respectively.

1.2.13 Second-order Averaging. Construct a change of coordinates

y = z -\~ e2h{ z ,t )

such that (1.2.125) becomes

^ =办) + e2/iW +即3) ,

where f i ( z ) = ^ l o ^ f i ( z ^ ^ 0)^- State and prove a second-order av¬

eraging theorem that has the same ingredients as Theorem 1.2.11.

1.2.14 Consider the system

fi(x) + 6{e ), ( x,e ) e lRn X 51,

where / and Q are Cr (r > 1) functions on some open sets in lRn x S 1

and lRn, respectively. Using the idea of a “ near-identity” coordinate
transformation to transform the 0-dependence of f ( x ,6 ) to higher
order in state and prove a theorem concerning the system that has
all the ingredients of Theorem 1.2.1L What conditions must be put
on Q(x)? Hint: use the transformation x = y + eh[ y，0\ 0 = 9 and
choose h appropriately. What would happen if Q( x ) = 0 for some
x e lRn?

1*2.15 Consider the system

x = ef ( x,61 ,62 ) ,
e, = n l ( x) + 0( s ) , ( x , 0 1 ,0 2 ) e Rn X 51 X s\e2 = n2 ( x ) +0( £ ) :
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where /，fii , and are Cr (r > 2) functions on sufficiently large
open sets in lRn x S1 x 51 and lRn , respectively. Introduce the coor¬

dinate transformation

x = y -\- eh( y,61,62 ).
Show that h( y,0U 02 ) can be chosen such that the vector field becomes

y = £ f ( y ) +0 ( £2 ) ,
A =⑽) +呢)，

02 = n2( y ) + O( e ) ,

where
，―⑼：士/丫祕，— 2

provided that we require

nifti (y) + 712^2(2/) T^ O

for integers n\ and 712 - How might one interpret geometrically in
Rn 乂 S1 乂 Sl hyperbolic fixed points of

y = £/ (?/)?

Hint: split / into its oscillating and mean parts as follows
fM，02 ) = hy ) + hy^M

where
2TT /.27T

f { y^ue2 )deide2.

Next show that in order to eliminate / from the vector field, h must
be chosen so that

dhQ ^
dh -w, ni + w2

n2 = f -

To solve this equation, expand / and h in Fourier series

hv̂ u 02 ) = Y. fn( y )el{ n^n2d2\

h( y , e u e2 ) = Y l h n{ y )e l ( n^M K
\\ n\\>0

where ||n|| =|叫+|n2|, and solve for the Fourier components of h.
We remark that this example shows that “small divisor” problems
arise when attempting to average over more than one frequency.
This subject is very broad and beyond the scope of this book. For
more information on multifrequency averaging, we refer the reader to
Grebenikov and Ryabov [1983] and Lochak and Meunier [1988].
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1.2.16 Consider the van der Pol equation

x + s( x2 — l)ir + x = 0.
Using the method of averaging, show that, for £：> 0 sufficiently small,
the equation has an attracting periodic orbit having amplitude 2 +
0(e2 ) and phase + 0(e2 ).

1.2.17 Consider the forced van der Pol equation

x + — (x2 - l)i + x = eF cosut .
U)

a) Use the van der Pol transformation discussed in Example 1.2.11
to put this equation into the standard form for application of
the method of averaging.

b) Average the equations and obtain

v £

2^
u — (7V — + V 2 )^ ,

au -\~ v - ^(u2 -\- V 2 ) ~ F

where ea = 1 — a?2.
c) Rescale the averaged equation as follows

t — y — t ,e
v 2v,
u — 2u,

and let 7 = F/2 to obtain

u = u — av — u( u2 + v2 ) )

i) = cni v ~ v(y? + v2 ) ~ 7-
We will return to a detailed study of the dynamics of this equa¬

tion in the exercises following Chapter 3.
1.2.18 Consider the equation

i= y,
y = x - x3 e(7 cos cut - 办y)、 ，7’ u; > 0.

We are interested in studying the dynamics of small-amplitude peri¬

odic orbits near ( x , y ) = (1,0); cf. Example 1.2.12.
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Harmonic Response — 1:1Resonance

a) Show that a periodic solution of frequency UJ = y/2 exists near
(x,y) = (1,0) and has the form

x(t) = 1 + 0(e1/3),
y(t) =0(e1/3).

(Note: you will need to use either Lindstedt’s method or two-
timing; see Kevorkian and Cole [1981]).

b) Substitute this solution into equation (1.2.121) and apply the
van der Pol transformation (see Example 1.2.11) to transform
(1.2.121) into the standard form for application of the method
of averaging.

c) Compute the averaged equations.
Subharmonic Response —— 1:3 Resonance

d) Show that a periodic solution of frequency u= 3v^2 exists near
(x,y) = (1,0) and has the form

x(t) =1+ O(e),
y(t) =0(e).

(Note:a regular perturbationexpansion should suffice for finding
this periodic solution.)

e) Substitute this equation into equation (1.2.121) and apply the
van der Pol transformation to transform (1.2.121) into the stan¬

dard form for application of the method of averaging.
f) Compute the averaged equations.

We will return to this example and analyze the averaged equations in
detail for both cases after we have developed some bifurcation theory
in Chapter 3.

1.2.19 The equation of motion describing the librational motion of an
arbitrarily shaped satellite in a planar, elliptical orbit is

(1+eficos6)ipf, — 2e^isin0(^/ +1) + ZK% sin^ cos^ = 0

where 三 馨， 卜，̂ is small, and Sfi is the eccentricity of
the orbit; see Modi and Brereton [1969]. The geometry is illustrated
inFigureEl.2.1.For small, this equation can be written in the form
(using the fact that 巧二^ = 1- £fJLCosO -\- 0{s2))

〆’+ 3KZ sin ip cos^ = e[2fisin + 1)
4- sin^cos^cos 9] 4- 0(e2).
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FIGUREEl.2.1.

Describe as much of the dynamics of this equation as possible for
different 〆，Kz values using Melnikov’s method for the subharmonics.
Describe physically as well as mathematically the motions that you
find.

1.2.20 The driven Morse oscillator is an equation frequently used in theo¬

retical chemistry to describe the photodissociation of molecules (see,
e.g., Goggin and Milonni [1988]). The equation is given by

士 二 y.
y — -~ / j,(e~x — e~ 2x ) + eycosud'

with //, 7, a;> 0.
For 6 = 0, the equation is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function

a) For e = 0，use the Hamiltonian function to determine all the
orbits. Represent the orbits graphically in the phase plane.

b) Describe the global dynamics for e small.How do the dynamics
depend on 〆，7, and a;?

c) Describe the nature of the dynamics at oo for £ = 0 and for
0 < e << 1; in particular, describe the dynamics for the point
(x，y) = (oo, o).

We will examine the possibility of chaos in this system in Chapter 4.
1.2.21 Fluid Transport and the Dynamical Systems Point of View. Con¬

sider the Navier-Stokes equations for three-dimensional viscous, in¬

compressible fluid
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where p denotes the pressure and R the Reynolds number. Addition¬

ally, boundary and initial conditions may be specified. The solution
of this highly nonlinear partial differential equation gives a velocity
field, v{ x^ t ) . Suppose we are interested in the transport of infinites¬

imal fluid elements (referred to as fluid particles) in this flow. The
fluid particles move under the influence of two processes: convection
(or advection) due to the velocity field and molecular diffusion (since
the fluid is not really a continuum) . The motion of fluid particles due
to convection is determined by

x = v( x ) <) , x E 1R3.

This is simply a finite-dimensional dynamical system where the phase
space is actually the physical space occupied by the fluid.

If we consider two-dimensional incompressible inviscid fluid flow, the
velocity field can be determined from a stream function, 畛(xi，a：2; 亡)，
where

see Chorin and Marsden [1979] for background on these statements.
The equations for fluid particle motions in this case become

The reader should note that this is simply a Hamiltonian dynamical
system where the stream function plays the role of the Hamiltonian.
The study of the transport and mixing of fluids along these lines us¬

ing the framework of dynamical systems theory is a topic of much
current interest; the reader should consult Ottino [1989] for a good
introduction and Rom-Kedar, Leonard，and Wiggins [1990] for a spe¬

cific example.

We will consider the situation of fluid particle transport in modulated
traveling waves in a binary fluid mixture heated from below; see Weiss
and Knobloch [1989] and Moses and Steinberg [1988]. The stream
function (in a moving frame) near an instability leading to time-
dependent oscillations is given by

^( x u x2l t ) = ^o { x u x2 ) +
where

^o(Zi，a：2) = -^2 + R c o s X i sinx2 ,
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^i (xi, x2,0 1 [(1 一兰) cos(xi +以+ 0)

+ (1 + — ^ cos(xi — cut — 0) j sin

In the above a; > 0，0 is a phase, and 7, and e are parameters
(amplitude depending on the temperature) with 0 < e « 1; see
Weiss and Knobloch [1989] for a detailed discussion. The equations
for fluid particle motions are given by

i l =^(Xl’X2) + e^(:Cl〆2,0’
X 2 — ~ (xi , x2) - £^- ( x1 , X 2 , t ) .

a) Describe the fluid particle paths for e = 0. How does the topol¬

ogy of the flow change as R is varied?
b) Describe the fluid particle paths using the subharmonic Mel¬

nikov theory for e ^ 0. How does the topology of the fluid flow
change as a function of 7, a;, and 61

c) Compare your results with the experimental results of Moses
and Steinberg [1988].

1.2.22 Consider the Poincare map in the neighborhood of a periodic orbit
as discussed in Section 1.1A, Case 1. If the vector field is Cr , does it
follow that the first return time r{ x ) is a Cr function of xl Give a
proof or counterexample.

1.2.23 For a planar, autonomous Hamiltonian vector field, describe the
action of a homoclinic orbit connecting a saddle-type fixed point.
What is the nature of the angle transformation on the homoclinic
orbit? Also, discuss the action-angle transformation in the limit as
the center-type fixed point is approached (think of polar coordinates
and the harmonic oscillator). Compare these two cases.

1.2.24 Suppose the n x n matrix A has k eigenvalues with negative real
part and n — k eigenvalues with positive real parts. Then prove that,
for e sufficiently small, the matrix id -f- eA ( “ id” denotes the n x n
identity matrix) has k eigenvalues with modulus less than one and
n — k eigenvalues with modulus greater than one.

1.2.25 Consider a Cr (r > 1) area-preserving diffeomorphism of the plane,
Le” /:1R2 — 1R2,
with detD/(x) = l Vx e H2. Suppose that / has an invariant cir¬

cle. Then show that the region enclosed by the invariant circle is an
invariant set.
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1.2.26 Consider a Cr (r > 1) difFeomorphism

/: R2 — R2，

with det D f ( x )

_
1 Vx R2. Show that / cannot possess any in¬

variant circles.
1.2.27 Consider a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism

/:1R2 — 1R2
，

with d e t D f ( x ) = 1 Var 6 1R.2. Suppose that / has an elliptic fixed
point at x = x, i.e., both eigenvalues of D f ( x ) have unit modulus.
Discuss the nonlinear stability of this fixed point. ( Hint: this problem
needs more work in order to be set up properly; there are several cases
to consider. The problem can be solved when the Moser twist theorem
(or KAM theorem) along with Exercise 1.2.25 can be applied. Under
what conditions might the hypotheses of the Moser twist theorem be
satisfied in a neighborhood of the elliptic fixed point?) This problem
has a long history; see Siegel and Moser [1971].

1.2.28 Consider the Mathieu equation

<t> -h ( ot2 + P cos t )4> = 0,

where a and /3 > 0 are parameters. Can the Moser twist theorem
or KAM theorem be applied to study the stability of the fixed point
( <l>, </>) = (0,0)? Consider the following nonlinear Mathieu equation

<j>+ (a2 -f )8cost) sm(f> = 0.
Can the Moser twist theorem or KAM theorem be applied to study
the stability of the fixed point ( <f>y <j>) — (0, 0)? Compare the nonlinear
and linear problems. Nonlinear problems are automatically assumed
to be more difficult than linear problems. Comment on this statement
in the context of this exercise.

Exercises 1.2.29-1.2.31 are concerned with carrying out some of the com¬

putations m Section 1.2E.
1.2.29 Consider the unforced, undamped Duffing equation

dH ( 、x = — ( x, y ) = y,

y = -^ ( x, y ) = x - x3,

where H ( x, y) = 咢 一 咢 + x.
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a) Show that the solutions can be found from the inte¬

gral

where H = ^ ^ ^Y = constant.
b) Compute this integral explicitly (i.e.，use Byrd and Friedman

[1971]) to obtain the expressions for the inner periodic orbits,
the homoclinic orbits, and the outer periodic orbits given in
Section 1.2E.

c) Using the results from b), compute H ( k ) where k is the elliptic
modulus. What is the range of k for the inner and outer periodic
orbits?

d) Using the properties of the elliptic functions compute the periods
of the inner and outer periodic orbits.

e) Compute the action, I ( k ) , for the inner and outer periodic orbits
(see Example 1.2.14).

f ) Compute H ( I ) , 靜⑺，紫( k ),and 髮⑻ for the inner and outer
periodic orbits. Describe the nature of the limits as the homo¬

clinic orbit is approached and as the center-type fixed point is
approached. Are the limits continuous? Differentiable (cf. Exer¬

cise 1.2.23)?
g) Show that the twist condition (i.e.,费

_
0) is always satisfied

for the inner periodic orbits. Is it also satisfied for the outer
periodic orbits? Is the twist condition equivalent to any of the
following:

5) ▽一 0?

Justify your answers.
1.2.30 Consider the forced, damped Duffing equation

y = x — x3 + e(7cos — 6 y ).
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a) Show that the subharmonic Melnikov functions for the inner
periodic orbits are given by

n) 士 >/2(饥，打，w) sincjto?

where

Mm,n) = ^ [(2 - k2)E{k) - 2k'2K{k)] /{2 - /c2 )3/2,

f 0 for n ^ 1
J2(m,n,u}) =^u} sech,^1 f o r n = 1

，

with k1 = y/\ — k2.
b) Show that the subharmonic Melnikov function for the outer pe¬

riodic orbits has the form

M^n( to^iS^ uj ) = — 6J\(m, n) — 7)2(饥， sina;fo

and give explicit expressions for jx (m? n) and J2(Tn,n,a;). In
particular, show that m must be odd. Compute and discuss the
following limits:

lim Ji (m,1),
m— �oo

lim J\(m,1),
m— 00

and
lim «/2(饥，1〆)，m— »oo

lim 人(饥，1〆).
m— »oo

c) Let
Rm(u) = Ji ( m,1)

«/2(m，l，o;)’
Rm(u;) =

J\{m,1)
J2(m，l? a;)

1) Show that Rm(uj) and Rm(u;) are positive for all a;> 0.
2) Describe the sequences

as a function of LJ.Inparticular, are the sequences monotone for
some or all values of a;? What are the dynamical consequences
of monotonicity or nonmonotonicity?
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1.2.31 Show that the width of the inner resonance bands in the damped,
forced Duffing equation has the following asymptotic behavior

. y / m3 ,— 271771、
^

、 as m oo.

Hints:
1) Using asymptotic properties of K ( k ) and E( k ) (see Byrd

and Friedman [1971]), show that

fi’(m) »
kf 2{\ogA/ kf )3 as kf ^ 0.

2) Use the resonance relation 2K { k ) y/ 2 — k2

o；3e27rm/w

to show

as m 丁 oo, kf — *■ 0.
kf 2 log A/ kf

3) Show that Jx (m,1) and 七(爪，1, 0；) are 0(1) as m|oo.
4) Apply 1), 2)，and 3) to the expression for AI given in Section

1.2.E，i).
1.2.32 The subharmonic Melnikov theory developed in Section 1.2D，ii) ap¬

plies to time periodically perturbed, single-degree-of-freedom Hamil¬

tonian systems. In this exercise we will show how the method can be
extended to a class of two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems by
using the method of reduction (see Holmes and Marsden [1982]).
Consider the following two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system

x 9F { x, y ) + £^7 { x, yJ ,6 ) ,W
— e. OF . .

ae
e dH 1

(x, i/, /,0) G 1R x K x R+ x S1

(El.2.1)

with the Hamiltonian function

H e ( x , y , l , 6 ) = F(x, y) +G{ I ) + e H\x , y J , e ) .

Note that, for £ = 0, the x — y components of the vector field decouple
from the I ~ 6 components.
We make the following assumptions on the unperturbed system (i.e.,
the vector field with e = 0). The x ~ y component of the vector field
satisfies the following two assumptions.
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Assumption 1. The x — y component of the unperturbed system pos¬

sesses a hyperbolic fixed point, po = ( xo，yo)，connected to itself by a
homoclinic orbit q°(t ) = ( x° (t ) 9 y°(t ) ).
Assumption 2. Let TPo = {(x, y) G 1R2 | ( xyy ) = ( x° (t ) , y°(t ) ) yt G
1R} U {p0} = Ws( po ) H Wu( p0 ) U {p0}. The interior of rpo is filled
with a continuous family of periodic orbits, qa(t ) = (xa (t), t/a(t)),
a G (— 1,0), with period Ta. We assume that lim ^a (t) = q°(t ) and
lim Ta — oo.
a—fO
The 1— 0 component of the vector field satisfies the following assump¬

tion.
Assumption 5. — (/) ^ 0.
Thus, the phase space of the unperturbed system appears as in Figure
El.2.2. The reader should note that Assumptions 1 and 2 above axe
identical to Assumptions 1 and 2 given in Section 1.2D，ii) for the un¬
perturbed structure of the single-degree-of-freedom, time periodically
perturbed systems studied in that section.

a) Show that the three-dimensional surface

H e( x，y，I ,0 ) = F( x, y ) + G( I ) + 1(z，y, I ,6 ) ~ h= constant
(El.2.2)

is invariant under the flow generated by the vector field. Hint:
invariance implies that the vector field is tangent to the surface.

b) Using Assumption 3, a), and the implicit function theorem show
that, for e sufficiently small, I can be represented as a function
of x, y, 6 y and h, which we denote as follows

J = C£ ( x , y , 0 ; h) = £°(x, y; h) + e C l ( x , y, 0; h) + 0(e2 ) .
(El.2.3)

Are there any restrictions on hi What about x, y，and 0? Is C
27r-periodic in 0?

c) Show that
C° ( x, y,h ) = G~- 1 { h - F ( x , y ) ) (El.2.4)

and

Cl ( x , y ,6 -, h )
-Hl ( x , y,C° ( x , y - h ) ,e )

^( x, y ; h ) ) (El.2.5)

where O
Hint:substitute (El.2.3) into (El.2.2), expand the result in pow¬

ers of and equate like powers of e.
Is Cl 27r-periodic in 8?
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d) Derive the following one-parameter family of time periodically
perturbed，one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems

dx dC? . . , . dC° ,n(：r，

_
= ⑷

f)r\
- £ — ( x , y ,e；h ) +0( e2 ) , (El.2.6)

dy
一

dCe
d0 = ~d^ ( xyy,0\ h) = — { x, y\ h)

f )rl
s~( x, y ,e；h ) +0( s2 ).

Hints:

W 盏 = (舍 / (f ) ; similarly for 盏.

2) (f )/ (f ) = m/m-，similarly for (奢) / (f ).

3) ^ = 0 = ^ + dissimilarly for
4) Hint 3) implies (彆)/ (f ) = ~% = -彆; similarly for

dHe fdHeHi飞r.

Justify all uses of the chain rule.

e) (El.2.6) is called the reduced system. Show that the unperturbed
reduced system

dx
d0

(El.2.7)

satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2. How does the structure of the
phase space depend on the parameter /i? How is the one-para¬

meter family of periodic orbits and the homoclinic orbit of the
x — y component of the unperturbed two-degree-of-freedom sys¬

tem described in Assumptions 1 and 2 related to the orbits of
(El.2.7)?

f ) The subharmonic Melnikov theory can now be applied to the
reduced system (El.2.6). Show that the reduced system satis¬

fies the nonzero twist condition in the region enclosed by the
homoclinic orbit. Show that

MT / n{ e0 , h )
»27rm

{ c° ( xa ( e ) , ya(ey,h) ,^ ( xa ( 9 ) , ya ( e ) , e + e0 -,h) }de,
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dc° ac1

一
dc°dcl

dx dy dy dx
is the Poisson bracket of C° with Cl. Show that

where, recall, =蒂•

1.2.33 Consider the following two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system. dHe
(p = v =

v =sin沴+e{x 一 、= — ^ •，
. dH£

C (

x = v = p̂
£

y = LJ2X — s(x — (/)、= —

with

v2

( ,v，x,y) S1 x R x R x M,

ffe(^ v，x，2/) = y - c o s0+ 2^+^+ £(x _ 0)2.

Use the method of reduction discussed inExercise 1.2.32 to study the
dynamics of this system for e small. Hint:you need to transform the
x and y components of the unperturbed vector field into action-angle
variables so that the vector field takes the form of (El.2.1).

1.2.34 What are the different possibilities for the ultimate behavior of or¬

bits in the resonance bands of the periodically forced, dampedDuffing
oscillator described in Section 1.2E?

1.2.35 Recall that a C1 map，/，preserves orientation when detDf > 0.
Show that the three types of Poincare maps discussed in Section 1.2A
preserve orientation. What would be the consequences if they didnot?

1.2.36 Recall the study of the resonance bands in Section 1.2D，iib). In this
exercise we want to study the scaling with respect to e of the width
of the resonance bands. Suppose that we have

装(广n) = 0， r =l, - .. ,k,
a n d

口(鬥一 0.
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Then show that the smallparameter fj,in the transformation (1.2.209)
is given by

— '

M = e1/(r+2) -
(Note: the paper of Morozov and Silnikov [1984] gives a very detailed
discussion of this situation.)

1,2.37 Recall Exercise 1.2.18; we were interested in studying the orbit
structure near (x,y) = (1，0) of

y = x — x3 + e(7COsa;^ — 6y), 办，7〆〉0，

In this exercise we will use the subharmonic Melnikov theory to study
the same questions.

a) Using the techniques described in Section 1.2D,ii) study the or¬

bit structure near the 1:1 resonance,i.e., co = \/2.Does Exercise
1.2.36 explain the 0(e"3) amplitude of the periodic response?
Hint:You will have to consider 错(Q); cf. Exercise 1.2.29, parts
f) and g).

b) Do the same analysis for the 1:3 resonance,i.e., co = 3\/2.
c) In Exercise 1.2.18, the van der Pol transformation (cf. Example

1.2.11) introduced the detuning parameter,p，which enabled us
to study the passage through resonance as p varied from zero,
(Note: we will consider this in detail inChapter 3 when we study
bifurcation theory.) This parameter was necessary because the
unperturbed equation was linear; hence, the frequency was con¬

stant. However, the class of unperturbed problems studied in
Section 1.2D，ii) were nonlinear. Show how the idea of detuning
or passage through resonance arises in this case by comparing
the structure of the equations derived inExercise 1.2.18 with the
structure of those derived in this exercise. Are the two methods
equivalent in the sense that they yield exactly the same dynam¬

ics?
d) Compare the computational effort required in Exercise 1.2.18

versus that required in this exercise to obtain similar results.
1*2.38 Ultrasubharmonics in the Damped, Forced Duffing Oscillator. We

have seen in Section 1.2E that the equation

y = x - x3 + £ {^ cosujt - 6y), 6，1,UJ > 0, (E1.2.8)

possesses no ultrasubharmonic solutions.However, consider the equa¬

tion

y = x - x3 + £7 coswt - e2Sy, 0- (El.2.9)
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Show that (El.2.9) has ultrasubharmonic solutions. ( Hint: using the
formalism developed in Section l

_
2D，ii), compute the Poincare map

through0(e2 ) 1 i.e., develop a higher order Melnikov theory.) Compare
the dynamics of (El.2.8) and (El.2.9).

1.2.39 Justify all steps in the proof of Lemma 1.2.16. In particular, does
the fact that, in general, the linear variational equation varies from
orbit to orbit cause difficulties?
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Methods for Simplifying
Dynamical Systems

When one thinks of simplifying dynamical systems, two approaches come to
mind：one, reduce the dimensionality of the system and two, eliminate the
nonlinearity. Two.rigorous mathematical techniques that allow substantial
progress along both lines of approach are center manifold theory and the
method of normal forms. These techniques are the most important , gener¬

ally applicable methods available in the local theory of dynamical systems,
and they will form the foundation of our development of bifurcation theory
in Chapter 3.

The center manifold theorem in finite dimensions can be traced to the
work of Pliss [1964], Sositaisvili [1975], and Kelley [1967]. Additional valu¬

able references are Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983], Hassard，Kazaxinoff，
and Wan [1980], Marsden and McCracken [1976], Carr [1981], Henry [1981],
and Sijbrand [1985].

The method of normal forms can be traced to the Ph.D thesis of Poincare
[1929]. The books by van der Meer [1985] and Bryuno [1989] give valuable
historical background.

2.1 Center Manifolds
Let us begin our discussion with some motivation. Consider the linear sys¬

tems

x = Ar,
x i— > Ax ,

(2.1.1a)
(2.1.1b)x l R n ,

where A is an n x n matrix. Recall from Section 1.1C that each system has
invariant subspaces Es , Eu , Ec, corresponding to the span of the general¬

ized eigenvectors, which in turn correspond to eigenvalues having

Flows: negative real part, positive real part, and zero real part, respec¬

tively.

Maps: modulus < 1, modulus > 1，and modulus = 1, respectively.
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The subspaces were so named because orbits starting in E3 decayed to zero
as t (resp. n for maps)|oo, orbits starting in Eu became unbounded as t
(resp. n for maps)|oo, and orbits starting in Ec neither grew nor decayed
exponentially as t (resp. n for maps)|oo.

If we suppose that Eu = 0, then we find that any orbit will rapidly decay
to Ec. Thus, if we are interested in long-time behavior (i.e., stability) we
need only to investigate the system restricted to Ec.

It would be nice if a similar type of “ reduction principle” applied to the
study of the stability of nonhyperbolic fixed points of nonlinear vector fields
and maps, namely, that there were an invariant center manifold passing
through the fixed point to which the system could be restricted in order to
study its asymptotic behavior in the neighborhood of the fixed point. That
this is the case is the content of the center manifold theory.

2.1A CENTER MANIFOLDS FOR VECTOR FIELDS
We will begin by considering center manifolds for vector fields. The set-up
is as follows. We consider vector fields of the following form

X = A x ^- f ( x, y ) ,
y = B y + g( x, y ) , ( x, y ) e Rc x (2-1.2)

where

/(0, 0) = 0, D/(0, 0) = 0,
没(0,0)= 0， 馨，0)= 0. (2-1.3)

(See Section 1.1C for a discussion of how a general vector field is trans¬

formed to the form of (2.1.2) in the neighborhood of a fixed point.)
In the above, A i s a, c x c matrix having eigenvalues with zero real parts,

B is an s x s matrix having eigenvalues with negative real parts, and / and
g are Cr functions (r > 2).

DEFINITION 2.1.1 An invariant manifold will be called a center manifold
for (2.1.2) if it can locally be represented as follows

H^c(0) = { ( x, y ) B c x B s \ y = h{x\\x\ < 6, ft(0) = 0, Dh(0 ) = 0 }

for 6 sufficiently small.

We remark that the conditions /i(0) = 0 and Dh(0 ) — 0 imply that
Wc{fS) is tangent to Ec at (x, y) = (0, 0). The following three theorems are
taken from the excellent book by Carr [1981].

The first result on center manifolds is an existence theorem.
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Theorem 2.1.1 There exists a Cr center manifold for (2.1.2). The dy¬

namics of (2.1.2) restricted to the center manifold is，for u sufficiently
small，given by the following c-dimensional vector field

ii = Au ^ f (u, h(u) ) , u e Rc. (2.1.4)

Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

The next result implies that the dynamics of (2.1.4) near u = 0 determine
the dynamics of (2.1.2) near ( x, y ) = (0,0).
Theorem 2.1.2 i) Suppose the zero of (2.1.4 ) ls stable (asymp¬

totically stable) (unstable); then the zero solution of (2.1.2) zs also stable
(asymptotically stable) (unstable), ii) Suppose the zero solution of (2.1.4 )
is stable. Then if (x(t) , y( t ) ) is a solution of (2.1.2) with (x(0), ?/(0)) suf¬

ficiently small，there is a solution u( t ) of (2.1.4 ) such that as t — oo

工⑴ = O + 0(e-M) ,
y( t ) = h( u( t ) ) +0{e^ t ) ,

where > 0 is a constant.
Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

The obvious question now is how do we compute the center manifold so
that we can reap the benefits of Theorem 2.1.2? To answer this question
we will derive an equation that h( x ) must satisfy in order for its graph to
be a center manifold for (2.1.2).

Suppose we have a center manifold

W^c(0) = { ( x, y ) e U c xUs \ y = h( x ) , \x\ < 6,ft(0) = 0, Dh(0 ) = 0},
(2.1.5)

with 6 sufficiently small.
Using invariance of Wc(0 ) under the dynamics of (2.1.2), we derive a

quasilinear partial differential equation that h( x ) must satisfy. This is done
as follows:

1. The (ar, y ) coordinates of any point on Wc(0 ) must satisfy

y = h( x ). (2.1.6)

2. Differentiating (2.1.6) with respect to time implies that the ( x, y )
coordinates of any point on Wc{0 ) must satisfy

y = Dh( x )x. (2-1.7)
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3. Any point on Wc (0) obeys the dynamics generated by (2.1.2). There¬

fore, substituting

i = Ar + (2.1.8a)
y = Bh( x ) + 沒(:r, h( x ) ) (2.1.8b)

into (2.1.7) gives

Dh( x ) [ Ax + f ( x，fe(rc))] = Bh( x ) + g( x,h( x ) ) (2.1.9)

or

Af ( h( x ) ) = Dh( x ) [ Ax + f ( x，h( x ) ) ] - Bh{ x ) - g ( x,h(x ) ) = 0.
(2.1.10)

Equation (2.1.10) is a quasilinear partial differential equation that h( x )
must satisfy in order for its graph to be an invariant center manifold; see
Exercise 2.14 for further discussion of the notion of invariance of a manifold.
To find a center manifold, all we need do is solve (2.1.10).

Unfortunately, it is probably more difficult to solve (2.1.10) than our
original problem; however, the following theorem gives us a method for
computing an approximate solution of (2.1.10) to any desired degree of
accuracy.
Theorem 2.1.3 Let cj)：TRc — * 1RS be a C1 mapping with ( j>(0 ) — D( j)(0) =
0 such that Af {( j)( x ) ) = 0( \x\q ) as x 0 for some q > l . Then

\h( x ) - cf)( x )\ = 0(\x\q ) as x

Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

This theorem allows us to compute the center manifold to any desired de¬

gree of accuracy by solving (2.1.10) to the same degree of accuracy. For this
task, power series expansions will work nicely. Let us consider a concrete
example.

EXAMPLE 2.1.1 Consider the vector field

x = x2 y - x5,
y = -y + x2 , ( x , y ) ]R2 . (2.1.11)

The origin is obviously a fixed point for (2.1.11), and the question we ask
is whether or not it is stable. The eigenvalues of (2.1.11) linearized about
( x^ y ) = (0,0) are 0 and — L Thus, since the fixed point is not hyperbolic,
we cannot make any conclusions concerning the stability or instability of

y ) = (0,0) based on linearization (note: in the linear approximation the
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origin is stable but not asymptotically stable). We will answer the question
of stability using center manifold theory.

FVom Theorem 2.1.1, there exists a center manifold for (2.1.11) which
can locally be represented as follows

irc(0) = { ( x, y ) R2 I y = h{ x ),\ x \< 6,h{0 ) = Dh(0 ) = 0} (2.1.12)

for 6 sufficiently small. We now want to compute Tyc(0). We assume that
h( x ) has the form

h( x ) = ax2 + bx3 +0( x4 ) , (2.1.13)
and we substitute (2.1.13) into equation (2.1.10), which h( x ) must satisfy
to be a center manifold. We then equate equal powers of x, and in that
way we can compute h( x ) to any desired order of accuracy. In practice,
computing only a few terms is usually sufficient to answer questions of
stability.

We recall from (2.1.10) that the equation for the center manifold is given
by

M {h( x ) ) = Dh( x ) [ Ax + / ( x , /i(x))]- Bh( x ) - g ( x,h( x ) ) = 0, (2.1.14)

where, in this example, we have ( x, y ) E M2,

A= 0,
B = -l，

f { x, y ) = x2 y-x5,
g( xyy ) = x2. (2.1.15)

Substituting (2.1.13) into (2.1.14) and using (2.1.15) gives

Af ( h( x ) ) = ( 2ax + 3bx2 H )( ax4 + bx5 -x5 H )
+ ax2 + bx3 — x2 H = 0. (2.1.16)

In order for (2.1.16) to hold, the coefficients of each power of x must be
zero; see Exercise 2.20. Thus, equating coefficients on each power of x to
zero gives

x2 : a - l = 0 =^ a = l,
cc3 : 6 = 0，

: : (2.1.17)

and we therefore have
h{ x ) ^ x2 +0( x4 ). (2.1.18)

Using (2.1.18) along with Theorem 2.1.1, the vector field restricted to the
center manifold is given by

x = x4 +0( x5 ). (2.1.19)
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Wc(0)

- Ws(0)

Ec

FIGURE 2.1.1.

For x sufficiently small, x = 0 is thus unstable in (2.1.19). Hence, by The¬

orem 2.1.1，( x^ y ) = (0,0) is unstable in (2.1.11); see Figure 2.1.1 for an
illustration of the geometry of the flow near (x, y) = (0,0).

This example illustrates an important phenomenon, which we now de¬

scribe.
The Failure of the Tangent Space Approximation

The idea is as follows. Consider (2.1.11). One might expect that the y
components of orbits starting near (x,y) = (0,0) should decay to zero
exponentially fast. Therefore, the question of stability of the origin should
reduce to a study of the x component of orbits starting near the origin.
One might thus be very tempted to set t/ = 0 in (2.1.11) and study the
reduced equation

x = — x5. (2.1.20)
This corresponds to approximating Wc(0 ) by Ec. However, cc = 0 is stable
for (2.1.20) and, therefore, we would arrive at the wrong conclusion that
(x, y ) = (0,0) is stable for (2.1.20). The tangent space approximation might
sometimes work, but，as this example shows, it does not always do so.

2.1B CENTER MANIFOLDS DEPENDING ON PARAMETERS
Suppose (2.1.2) depends on a vector of parameters, say e 1RP. In this case
we write (2.1.2) in the form

x = Ax ^ f ( x , y , s ) ,
i = By + g ( x , y，e )， ( x , y , e ) eJRcx JR8 x JR^, (2.1.21)

where

/(0,0,0) -0, JD/(0,0,0) = 0，
池0,0)= 0， 聊，0,0)= 0，
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and we have the same assumptions on A and B as in (2.1.2)，with / and g
also being Cr (r > 2) functions in some neighborhood of ( x , y , e ) = (0, 0, 0).
An obvious question is why do we not allow the matrices A and B to depend
on e? This will be answered shortly.

The way in which we will handle parametrized systems is to include the
parameter e as a new dependent variable as follows

i = Ar + /0r, 2/, e)，
e = 0, (x, e, y) eRc xWx R8 . (2.1.22)
y = By + g( x , y , e ) ,

At first glance it might appear that nothing is really gained from this action,
but we will argue otherwise.

Let us suppose we are considering (2.1.22) afresh. It obviously has a fixed
point at ( x^ e^ y ) = (0, 0, 0). The matrix associated with the linearization
of (2.1.22) about this fixed point has c + p eigenvalues with zero real part
and s eigenvalues with negative real part. Now let us apply center manifold
theory. Modifying Definition 2.1.1, a center manifold will be represented as
a graph over the x and e variables , i.e., the graph of h( x , e ) for x and e
sufficiently small. Theorem 2.1.1 still applies, with the vector field reduced
to the center manifold given by

u = Au + f ( u , h( u , £ ) , £ ) , ( Mi £) ]R- x ]RP . (2.1.23)e = (3，

Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 also follow (we will worry about any modifications
to computing the center manifold shortly). Thus, adding the parameter as
a new dependent variable merely acts to augment the matrix A in (2.1.2)
by adding p new center directions that have no dynamics, and the theory
goes through just the same. However, there is a new concept which will be
important when we study bifurcation theory ; namely，the center manifold
exists for all e in a sufficiently small neighborhood of e = 0. We will learn
in Chapter 3 that it is possible for solutions to be created or destroyed
by perturbing nonhyperbolic fixed points. Thus, since the invariant cen¬

ter manifold exists in a sufficiently small neighborhood in both x and e
of (x, e) = (0, 0), all bifurcating solutions will be contained in the lower
dimensional center manifold.

Let us now worry about computing the center manifold. From the exis¬

tence theorem for center manifolds, locally we have

1̂00 (°) = { (a；, e , 2/ ) 1RC x Rp x Rs I y = h( x , e ) , |a;| < <5,

|e| < 6 , ft (0, 0) = 0, Dh(0 , 0) = 0 } (2.1.24)

for 6 and 6 sufficiently small . Using invariance of the graph of h( x , e ) under
the dynamics generated by (2.1.22) we have

y = e)士十 Deh( x , e )i = Bk( x , e ) + g (x, h( x , £：)，£) • (2.1.25)
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However,

x = Ax + J ( x,h( x,e),e) ,
i= 0; (2.1.26)

hence substituting (2.1.26) into (2.1.25) results in the following quasilinear
partial differential equation that h( xte ) must satisfy in order for its graph
to be a center manifold.

M (h( x,e ) ) = Dxh( x,e ) [ Ax+ f { x,h( x,e ) ye )]
— Bh( x,e ) — g (x, h( x、e ) ^ e ) = 0. (2.1.27)

Thus, we see that (2.1.27) is very similar to (2.1.10).
Before considering a specific example we want to point out an important

fact. By considering £：as a new dependent variable, terms such as

l < j < p y

or
ViSj , l ^ < s, 1 < j < p,

become nonlinear terms. In this case, returning to a question asked at the
beginning of this section, the parts of the matrices A and B depending
on e are now viewed as nonlinear terms and are included in the / and g
terms of (2.1.22), respectively. We remark that in applying center manifold
theory to a given system, it must first be transformed into the standard
form (either (2.1.2) or (2.1.22)).

EXAMPLE 2.1.2 Consider the Lorenz equations

x = a( y - x ) 9

y = px + x - y - x z , ( x , y , z ) 6 E3, (2.1.28)
z = 一 + xy，

where a and (3 are viewed as fixed positive constants and p is a parameter
(note: in the standard version of the Lorenz equations it is traditional
to put p = /? — 1). It should be clear that z) = (0, 0, 0) is a fixed
point of (2.1.28). Linearizing (2.1.28) about this fixed point, we obtain the
associated matrix

/ G G 0 \
1 -1 0 J . (2.1.29)

V 0 0 -/3/
(Note: recall, px is a nonlinear term.)

Since (2.1.29) is in block form, the eigenvalues are particularly easy to
compute and are given by

0, — a — l，
_/3, (2.1.30)
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with eigenvectors

， 0 . (2.1.31)

Our goal is to determine the nature of the stability of ( xyy^ z ) = (0,0,0)
for p near zero. First, we must put (2.1.29) into the standard form (2.1.22).
Using the eigenbasis (2.1,31)，we obtain the transformation

(2.1.32)-1 0
w

with inverse

w a

a

0 0
(2.1.33)

which transforms (2.1.28) into

u\ / 0 0 0
6 = 0 -(1 + a) 0
w J y o o — 0

, ( ap(u + av ) - aw(u + av )
w

a — p{u + <JV ) + w(u + crv ) ，
(1 +a)(w + av )(u - v ) J

卜0. (2.1.34)

Thus, from center manifold theory, the stability of ( x , y , z ) — (0, 0, 0) near
p = 0 can be determined by studying a one-parameter family of first-
order ordinary differential equations on a center manifold, which can be
represented as a graph over the u and p variables, i.e.,

WC( Q ) = { (u,v ,w, p ) GR4 | v = hi (u, p ) ,w = h2(u, p),
ft“ 0, 0) = 0, £>ft“ 0, 0) = 1, 2} (2.1.35)

for u and p sufficiently small.

We now want to compute the center manifold and derive the vector field
on the center manifold. Using Theorem 2.1.3, we assume

h\( uyp) = a\u2 + a2wp + â p2 H ,
h2 (u, p ) = b\U 2 + b2up+ b3p2 H . (2.1.36)

Recall from (2.1.27) that the center manifold must satisfy

= Dxh( x,e ) [Ax -f f ( x ,h( x,£：), £：)]
一 Bh( x,e ) — g( x,h( x ,e ) ,£ ) = 0, (2.1.37)
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where, in this example,

x = w,
A = 0,

y = { v ,w ) , £ = p, h = { hl ,h2 ) ,

—A
/(丨，V^) = — — [ap{ u + <JV ) - aw( u + crv ) ] f

(2.1.38)

咖，2/，e) = J-_ ( -p(u+ av ) + w(u +
+a \ (1 + a)(u + av )( u - v ) i *

Substituting (2.1.36) into (2.1.37) and using (2.1.38) gives the two compo¬

nents of the equation for the center manifold.

( 2aiu+a2 p H ) ^ (p{u + chi) - h2 {u ch\)) j
+ ( l + G )h x -^— (u ^- a h i ) - — —̂ { u + a h i ) = 0，l + a 1 + a

( 2biU + b̂ P + ‘‘•）
f

(p(u + (rhi ) 一 /i2 (w +^i)) j
(2.1.39)

(2.1.40)

(3h2 — (w + ah\ ){u — hi ) = 0.
Equating terms of like powers to zero gives

U2 : fli (l 十 C7) = 0 = 0，

/^1-1 = 0 =̂ = *，

冲：（1 + … a2 + — - = 0 ^ a2 =
/3^2 = 0 ==> = 0.

Then, using (2.1.40) and (2.1.36), we obtain

h\( u, p) = --
(1 + a)2

h2 {u1 p ) =*u2 H ■

up -i ,

(2.1.41)

Finally, substituting (2.1.41) into (2.1.34) we obtain the vector field reduced
to the center manifold

u
p = 6. '

(2.1.42 )
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-P

FIGURE 2.1.2.

In Figure 2.1.2 we plot the fixed points of (2.1.42) neglecting higher order
terms such as 0(^2), 0{ up2 )^ 0(u3), etc. It should be clear that u = 0 is
always a fixed point and is stable for p < 0 and unstable for p > 0. At the
point of exchange of stability (i.e., p = 0) two new stable fixed points are
created and are given by

P =\u2 . (2.1.43)

A simple calculation shows that these fixed points are stable. In Chapter 3
we will see that this is an example of a pitchfork bifurcation.

Before leaving this example two comments are in order.
1. Figure 2.1.2 shows the advantage of introducing the parameter as a

new dependent variable. In a full neighborhood in parameter space
new solutions are “captured” on the center manifold. In Figure 2.1.2,
for each fixed p we have a flow in the u direction; this is represented
by the vertical lines with arrows.

2. We have not considered the effects of the higher order terms in
(2.1.42) on Figure 2.1.2. In Chapter 3 we will show that they do
not qualitatively change the figure (i.e., they do not create, destroy,
or change the stability of any of the fixed points) near the origin.

2.1c THE INCLUSION OF LINEARLY UNSTABLE
DIRECTIONS

Suppose we consider the system

f = Ax + f ( x , y , z ) ,
y = By + g( x , y , z ) , ( x , y , z ) e x ns x , (2.1.44)
i = Cz 十 /i(x, y, 之)，

where

/(0, 0, 0) = 0, Df (0, 0 , 0 ) = 0 ,
g(0, 0, 0) = 0, Dg(0 , 0 , 0 ) = 0,
/i(0,0,0)= 0， 瓜(0,0,0)= 0，
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and /, and h are Cr(r > 2) in some neighborhood of the origin, A is a
c x c matrix having eigenvalues with zero real parts, B i s a n s x s matrix
having eigenvalues with negative real parts, and C is a u x u matrix having
eigenvalues with positive real parts.

In this case ( x ^ y ^ z ) = (0, 0, 0) is unstable due to the existence of a
u-dimensional unstable manifold. However, much of the center manifold
theory still applies, in particular Theorem 2.1.1 concerning existence, with
the center manifold being locally represented by

Wc(0) = { ( x 9 y , z ) W l c x -R3 x -R u \ y = h i ( x ) , z = h2 ( x ) ,
h t (0 ) = 0, nh2 (0) = 0, 1 = 1, 2} (2.1.45)

for x sufficiently small. The vector field restricted to the center manifold is
given by

u — A u -\- / (w，/ii (w)，ft2(w))， u e 1RC. (2.1.46)
Using the fact that the center manifold is invariant under the dynamics
generated by (2.1.44)，we obtain

x = A x ~\- f ( x , h i ( x ) , h2 ( x ) ) ,
y = D h\( x )x = B h i ( x ) g { x , h i ( x ) , h2 ( x ) ) , (2.1.47)
z = D h2( x )x = C h2 ( x ) + h l x , h i ( x ) 1 h2 ( x ) ) i

which yields the following quasilinear partial differential equation for h\( x )
and h2 ( x )

D h i ( x ) [ A x + /(a;，/ii (a;)，/i2⑷)]
- B h^x ) ~ g { x , h l ( x ) , h2 ( x ) ) = 0,

D h2 ( x ) [ A x + f ( x 1 h l ( x ) , h2 ( x ) ) ]
- C h2 ( x ) — h( x ) h i ( x ) ) h2 ( x ) y) = 0. (2.1.48)

Theorem 2.1.3 also holds in order that we may justify solving (2.1.48)
approximately via power series expansions. We can also include parameters
in exactly the same way as in Section 2. IB.

2. ID CENTER MANIFOLDS FOR MAPS
The center manifold theory can be modified so that it applies to maps
with only a slight difference in the method by which the center manifold is
calculated. We outline the theory below.

Suppose we have the map
~^ A x -h

V *~� B y + g( x , y ) , ( x i y ) R c x l R s 1 (2.1.49)
or

x n+\ = A x n + f ( x n, y n ) ,
V n+i = B y n + g( x n , y n )，
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where

f (0, 0) = 0, B/(0, 0) = 0,
ff (0, 0) = 0, £>9(0, 0) = 0,

and / and g are Cr(r > 2) in some neighborhood of the orgin, -4 is a c x c
matrix with eigenvalues of modulus one, and B is an 5 x 5 matrix with
eigenvalues of modulus less than one.

Evidently ( x, y ) — (0, 0) is a fixed point of (2.1.49), and the linear approx¬

imation is not sufficient for determining its stability. We have the following
theorems, which are completely analogous to Theorems 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and
2.1.3.
Theorem 2.1.4 There exists a Cr center manifold for (2.L49) which can
be locally represented as a graph as follows

Wc(0) ={(ar, y) G H c x ]R s | y = h( x) ,\x\ < S,h(0 ) = 0, Dh(0 ) = 0 }
(2.1.50)

for 6 sufficiently small. Moreover, the dynamics of (2.1.49) restricted to
the center manifold is, for u sufficiently small，given by the c-dimensional
map

u 1~� Au + f ( u,h( u) ) , u G 1RC. (2.1.51)

Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

The next theorem allows us to conclude that ( x, y ) = (0, 0) is stable or
unstable based on whether or not w = 0 is stable or unstable in (2.1.51) .

Theorem 2.1.5 i) Suppose the zero solution of (2A.51) is stable (asymp¬

totically stable ) (unstable ). Then the zero solution of (2A.49) is stable
(asymptotically stable ) (unstable ), ii) Suppose that the zero solution of
(2.L51) is stable. Let ( xn, yn ) be a solution of (2.1-49) with (aro,Vo ) suffi¬
ciently small. Then there is a solution un of (2* 1.51) such that \xn — un\ <
k(3n and \ yn — h{ un )\ < k(jn for all n where k and 0 are positive constants
with /3 < 1.
Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

Next we want to compute the center manifold so that we can derive
(2.1.51). This is done in exactly the same way as for vector fields, i.e., by
deriving a nonlinear functional equation that the graph of h( x ) must satisfy
in order for it to be invariant under the dynamics generated by (2.1.49). In
this case we have

= Axn + f ( xn,h( xn ) ) ,
Vn+i = h( xn+i ) = Bh( xn) + g( xn,h( xn ) ) , (2.1.52)
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M(h( x) ) = h( Ax + f (x，h(x))) - Bh( x )- g( x,h( x ) ) = 0. (2.1.53)

(Note: the reader should compare (2.1.53) with (2.1.10).) The next theorem
justifies the approximate solution of (2.1.53) via power series expansions.

Theorem 2.1.6 Let 泠 ：1RC — be a Cl map with 冷(0) = 0，</>’ (0) = 0,
and Af {<t)( x ) ) =0( \x\q ) as x — 0 for some q > 1. Then

h( x ) = (f>( x ) +0(\x\q ) as x -* 0.

Proof: See Carr [1981]. □

We now give an example.

EXAMPLE 2.1.3 Consider the map

( u\ ( ~l 0 0 \ ( u\ ( v w \
{ v j ( 0 ―|0 J I v I + I v? j ， (w, ty) 1R^. (2.1.54)
\w ) y 0 0|)\w ) \— uv )
It should be clear that (% v f w ) = (0,0, 0) is a fixed point of (2.1.54),

and the eigenvalues associated with the map linearized about this fixed
point are — 1， Thus, the linear approximation does not su伍ce to
determine the stability or instability. We will apply center manifold theory
to this problem.

The center manifold can locally be represented as follows

G R3 11；= h\(u) , w = ft2⑻，/^(0) = 0,
D^(0) = 0, i = 1, 2} (2.1.55)

for u sufficiently small. Recall that the center manifold must satisfy the
following equation

M (h( x ) ) = h(
^
Ax + /(怎，ft⑻)) 一 Bh( x ) — g ( x,h( x ) ) = 0, (2.1.56)

where, in this example,

x = y = (v ,w ), h = ( hi ,h2 ) y

欠 = -1，
f (u, v^ w ) = vw ^

(2.1.57)
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+外4 ) )
+0(u4 ) J -

We assume a center manifold of the form

h( ,A _ ( hi (u )\ __ ( alU 2 + feiu3

Substituting (2.1.58) into (2.1.56) and using (2.1.57) yields

(2.1.58)

a\U2 — b\U 3 0{û )
a2U2 — 62w3 + o\û )
( -1/2 0 \ / aiu2 + b\u3 H 、一广
\ 0 1/2 J \^ a2 W2 4- b2U3 H ) \ —

u2

-uhi ( u)

(p) '

Balancing powers of coefficients for each component gives

u2 :

t/3 :

㈡為
a i +

d2— 61 +|bi
一62 — \b2 + CL\

d l
0>2

2
3
0 ,

(2.1.59)

(2.1.60)

b i
62

0
ai| 4 :

9

hence, the center manifold is given by the graph of \ hi ( u) , /12 (乜))，where

h2 ( u) = ^u3 +0(u4 ) . (2.1.61)

The map on the center manifold is given by

u 1—— — w + 盖w5 + 0(w6); (2.1.62)

thus, the origin is attracting; see Figure 2.1.3.

EXAMPLE 2.1.4 Consider the map

The origin is a fixed point of the map. Computing the eigenvalues of the
map linearized about the origin gives

AI，2 = 1，备 .

Therefore, there is a one-dimensional center manifold and a one-dimensional
stable manifold with the orbit structure in a neighborhood of (0,0) deter¬

mined by the orbit structure on the center manifold.
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W

wc (0)

V

cr
FIGURE 2.1.3.

We wish to compute the center manifold, but first we must put the linear
part in block diagonal form as given in (2.1.49). The matrix associated with
the linear transformation has columns consisting of the eigenvectors of the
linearized map and is easily calculated. It is given by

T 0 ? ) with T ~ -1 2

Thus, letting

our map becomes
(:)=十)，

(:H; l ) {:
We seek a center manifold

(2.1.64)

(2.1.65)

Wc(0 ) = { {u,v ) \ v = ft(w); ft(0) = Dh{ fS) = 0} (2.1.66)
for u sufficiently small. The next step is to assume h(u ) of the form

h(u ) = au2 + 6u3 +0( uA ) (2.1.67)
and substitute (2.1.67) into the center manifold equation

A/"(ft(u)) = h{
^
Au f ( uy"(w))) - Bh(u ) — g (u,h(u ) ) = 0, (2.1.68)

where, in this example, we have

A = l ,
B = i

f {u, v ) = -2{u + v )3 ,
g ( u,v ) = (u+ v )3, (2.1.69)
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FIGURE 2.1.4.

and (2.1.68) becomes

a^u — 2(w + au2 + bu3 + 0( w4))3) + 6(ii - 2(u + au2 + 6u3 + 0(w4))3)
H ■(au2 + 6w3 + 0(u4)) — (w + au2 + 6w3 +0(u4))3 = 0.

or
1 1

(2.1.70)

au2 + feu3 — -aw2 — -bu3 — u3 +0(u4 ) — 0.
Equating coefficients of like powers to zero gives

w2 : a — -a = 0 a = 0,

(2.1.71)

u3 : 6 — -6 — 1= 0 => 6 = 2.

Thus, the center manifold is given by the graph of

(2.1.72)

/i(u) = 2W3 + 0(W4),
and the map restricted to the center manifold is given by

(2.1.73)

u ^ u — 2{u + 2u3 + 0(w4))3

or

(2.1.74)

u — 2w3 +0(u4 ). (2.1.75)
Therefore, the orbit structure in the neighborhood of (0, 0) appears as in
Figure 2.1.4 and (0, 0) is stable.

Some remarks are now in order.
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Remark 1. Parametrized Families of Maps. Parameters can be included as
new dependent variables for maps in exactly the same way as for vector
fields in Section 2.IB.
Remark 2. Inclusion of Linearly Unstable Directions. The case where the
origin has an unstable manifold can be treated in exactly the same way as
for vector fields in Section 2.1C.

2.1E PROPERTIES OF CENTER MANIFOLDS
In this brief section we would like to discuss a few properties of center
manifolds. More information can be obtained from Carr [1981] or Sijbrand
[1985].
Uniqueness

Although center manifolds exist, they need not be unique. This can be seen
from the following example. Consider the vector field

X = X 2
' (2.1.76)

y = - y,

Clearly, ( x, y ) = (0, 0) is a fixed point with stable manifold given by ar = 0-
It should also be clear that y = 0 is an invariant center manifold, but there
are other center manifolds.

Eliminating t as the independent variable in (2.1.76)，we obtain

d y
=dx x2

The solution of (2.1.77) (for ar ^ 0) is given by

y( x ) = ae"®

for any real constant a. Thus, the curves given by

W^(0) = {(x, y) G H2 | y = ae1/1 for x < 0, y = 0 for ar > 0} (2.1.79)

are a one-parameter (parametrized by a) family of center manifolds of
( x: y ) = (0,0); see Figure 2.1.5.

This example immediately brings up two questions.
1. In approximating the center manifold via power series expansions

according to Theorem 2.1.3, which center manifold is actually being
approximated?

2. Is the dynamical behavior the “ same” on all of the center manifolds
of a given fixed point?

(2.1.77)

(2.1.78)
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FIGURE 2.1 .5.

Regarding Question 1, it can be proven (see Carr [1981] or Sijbrand
[1985]) that any two center manifolds of a given fixed point differ by (at
most) transcendentally small terms (cf. (2.1.79)). Thus, the Taylor series
expansions of any two center manifolds agree to all orders.

This fact emphasizes the importance of Question 2 from a practical point
of view. However, it can be shown that due to the attractive nature of the
center manifold, certain orbits that remain close to the origin for all time
must be on every center manifold of a given fixed point, for example, fixed
points, periodic orbits, homoclinic orbits, and heteroclinic orbits.

Differentiability

From Theorem 2.1.1 we have that if the vector field is Cr , then the center
manifold is also Cr. However, if the vector field is analytic, then the vector
field need not be analytic; see Sijbrand [1985].

Preservation of Symmetry
Suppose that the vector field (2.1.2) possesses certain symmetries (e.g.,
it is Hamiltonian). Does the vector field restricted to the center manifold
possess the same symmetries? See Ruelle [1973] for a discussion of these
issues.

2.2 Normal Forms
The method of normal forms provides a way of finding a coordinate system
in which the dynamical system takes the “simplest” form, where the term
“simplest” will be defined as we go along. As we develop the method, three
important characteristics should become apparent.

1. The method is local in the sense that the coordinate transformations
are generated in a neighborhood of a known solution. For our pur¬

poses, the known solution will be a fixed point. However, when we
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develop the theory for maps, the results will have immediate applica¬

tions to periodic orbits of vector fields by considering the associated
Poincare map (cf. Section 1.2A).

2. In general, the coordinate transformations will be nonlinear functions
of the dependent variables. However, the important point is that these
coordinate transformations are found by solving a sequence of l i n e a r
problems.

3. The structure of the normal form is determined entirely by the nature
of the linear part of the vector field.

We now begin the development of the method.

2.2A NORMAL FORMS FOR VECTOR FIELDS
Consider the vector field

w = G( w ), w e Rn, (2.2.1)

where G is Cr, with r to be specified as we go along (note: in practice we
will need r > 4). Suppose (2.2.1) has a fixed point a t w = tt；o. We first
want to perform a few simple (linear) coordinate transformations that will
put (2.2.1) into a form which is easier to work with.

1. First we transform the fixed point to the origin by the translation

v = w — WQ , v G lRn,

under which (2.2.1) becomes

v = G( v+ w0 ) = H {v ). (2.2.2)

2. We next “split off ” the linear part of the vector field and write (2.2.2)
as follows

V = D H (0 )v + H ( v ) , (2.2.3)

where H ( v ) = H ( v ) - D H (0 )v. It should be clear that H ( v ) =
W).

3. Finally, let T be the matrix that transforms the matrix D H (0 ) into
(real) Jordan canonical form. Then, under the transformation

v = T x , (2.2.4)

(2.2.3) becomes

x = T ~ l D H ( 0 )T x + T -1 H (T x ). (2.2.5)
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Denoting the (real) Jordan canonical form of DH (0 ) by J, we have

J = T ~lDH (0 )T , (2.2.6)

and we define
F( x ) = T~lH {Tx )

so that (2.2.4) is alternately written as

x = Jx + F( x ) , x e Hn. (2.2.7)

We remark that the transformation (2.2.4) has simplified the linear
part of (2.2.3) as much as possible. We now begin the task of simpli¬

fying the nonlinear part, F ( x ).

First, we Taylor expand F ( x ) so that (2.2.7) becomes

x = JX -\- F2 ( X ) + F3 ( X ) H—— + Fr^i (x) + 0( \x\r ) , (2.2.8)

where Ft ( x ) represent the order i terms in the Taylor expansion of F(x).
We next introduce the coordinate transformation

x ^ y -\- h2( y ) , (2.2.9)

where /12(2/) is second order in y . Substituting (2.2.9) into (2.2.8) gives

X = ( i d +D h2 { y ) ) y = J y + J h2( y ) + F2 ( y + h2 ( y ) )
+F3 { y + h2 ( y ) ) + ...+ F r _ 1 ( y + h2 ( y ) ) +0( \ y \r ) , (2.2.10)

where “ id” denotes the n x n identity matrix. Note that each term

F k ( y + h2{ y ) ) , 2 < k < r ~ l , (2.2.11)

can be written as

F k ( y ) + 0( \ y\ k+1 ) + - - .+0( \ y \ 2k ) , (2.2.12)

so that (2.2.10) becomes

( i d +D h2 ( y ) ) y = Jy + Jh2 ( y ) + F2 ( y ) + F3 ( y )

+ . . . + F r̂ ( y ) + 0( \ y n (2-2.13)

where the terms Fk ( y ) represent the 0( \ y\k ) terms which have been modi¬

fied due to the coordinate transformation.
Now, for y sufficiently small,

(id +m2(y)) (2.2.14)
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exists and can be represented in a series expansion as follows (see Exercise
2.7)

(id +Dh2 { y )Yl = id -Dh2 ( y ) +0( \ y\2 ) . (2.2. 15)
Substituting (2.2.15) into (2.2.13) gives

■y = Jy + Jh2 ( y ) - Dh2 ( y )Jy + F2 ( y ) + F3( y )
+ . . . + Fr _l ( y ) + 0( \ y \r ) . (2.2.16)

Up to this point /12(2/) has been completely arbitrary. However, now we
will choose a specific form for /12(2/) so as to simplify the 0( \ y\2 ) terms as
much as possible. Ideally, this would mean choosing /12 ( y ) such that

Dh2 ( y )Jy - Jh2( y ) = F2(y), (2.2.17)

which would eliminate F】( y ) from (2.2.16) . Equation (2.2.17) can be viewed
as an equation for the unknown "2(2/). We want to motivate the fact that,
when viewed in the correct way, it is in fact a linear equation acting on a
linear vector space. This will be accomplished by 1) defining the appropriate
linear vector space; 2) defining the linear operator on the vector space; and
3) describing the equation to be solved in this linear vector space (which
will turn out to be (2.2.17)). We begin with Step 1.

Step 1. The Space of Vector- Valued Monomials of Degree k , Hk . Let
{ si , • • • , 5n} denote a basis of Rn, and let y = ■ ■ ■ , yn ) be coordinates
with respect to this basis. Now consider those basis elements with coeffi-
cients consisting of monomials of degree k , i.e.,

n

( yT 1 yT 2 - - - yun ) si , ^m^ k , (2.2 .18)

where m3 > 0 are integers. We refer to these objects as vector-valued mono¬

mials of degree k . The set of all vector-valued monomials of degree k forms
a linear vector space, which we denote by Hk , An obvious basis for con¬

sists of elements formed by considering all possible monomials of degree k
that multiply each sz . The reader should verify these statements. Let us
consider a specific example.

EXAMPLE 2.2. 1 We consider the standard basis

⑴ ’ ⑺ （2.2.19)

on R2 and denote the coordinates with respect to this basis by x and y ,
respectively. Then we have

⑺，⑺，⑺，⑶，U) ，⑶} _ (2_ 22Q)
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Step 2. The Linear Map on Hk . Now let us reconsider equation (2.2.17). It
should be clear that ĥ ( y ) can be viewed as an element of H^ . The reader
should easily be able to verify that the map

h2( y ) H Dh2( y )Jy - Jh2( y ) (2.2.21)

is a linear map of into Indeed, for any element hk ( y ) i^，it
similarly follows that

hfc ( y) '~� Dhk { y )Jy — Jhk { y ) (2.2.22)

is a linear map of Hk into Hk .
Let us mention some terminology associated with Equation (2.2.17) that

has become traditional. Due to its presence in Lie algebra theory (see, e.g.，
Olver [1986]) this map is often denoted as

Lj { hk ( y ) ) = -{ Dhk ( y )Jy - Jhk { y ) ) (2.2.23)

or
- { Dhk ( y ) Jy - Jhk ( y ) ) = [hk { y\Jyl (2.2.24)

where [•, •] denotes the Lie bracket operation on the vector fields hk { y ) and
Jy.
Step 3. The Solution of (2.2.17). We now return to the problem of solving
(2.2.17). It should be clear that 巧(2/) can be viewed as an element of
From elementary linear algebra, we know that H2 can be (nonuniquely)
represented as follows

H2 = LJ ( H2 ) QG2 , (2.2.25)
where G2 represents a space complementary to L.7(/^2) - Solving (2.2.17)
is like solving the equation Ax = b from linear algebra. If F2 { y ) is in the
range of Lj(-), then all 0( \ y\ 2 ) terms can be eliminated from (2.2.17). In
any case, we can choose /12(2/) so that only 0( \ y\2 ) terms that are in G2
remain. We denote these terms by

F^ ( y ) G2 (2.2.26)

(note: the superscript r in (2.2.26) denotes the term “ resonance,” which
will be explained shortly).

Thus, (2.2.16) can be simplified to

V = Jy + F^{ y ) + F3( y ) + • • ■ + F^ y ) +0( \ y \ r ). (2.2.27)

At this point the meaning of the phrase “ simplify the second-order terms”
should be clear. It means the introduction of a coordinate change such that,
in the new coordinate system, the only second-order terms are in a space
complementary to LJ { H2 ) > If Lj(/f2) = 丑2, then all second-order terms
can be eliminated.
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Next let us simplify the0( \ y\3 ) terms. Introducing the coordinate change

y 1— ■> y + 九3(鉍)， (2.2.28)

where h^y ) = 0( \y\3 ) (note: we will retain the same variables y in our
equation), and performing the same algebraic manipulations as in dealing
with the second-order terms, (2.2.27) becomes

y = Jy -\- Fl { y ) + Jh3( y ) — Dh3( y )Jy -h F3{ y ) + F^y )

+ >r-i (y) + 0(|2/D， (2.2.29)

where the terms Fk { y ) ^ 4 < /e < r — 1, indicate, as before, that the coor¬

dinate transformation has modified the terms of order higher than three.

Now, simplifying the third-order terms involves solving

Dh3 ( y )Jy - Jhz ( y ) = F3 ( y ) . (2.2.30)

The same comments as for second-order terms apply here. The map

凡3(2/) H Dh3 ( y )Jy ~ Jh3 ( y ) 三 -Lj ( h3( y ) ) (2.2.31)

is a linear map of H3 into H3 . Thus, we can write

H3 = LJ ( H3 )^G3 , (2.2.32)

where G3 is some space complementary to Lj ( H^ ) . Thus, the third-order
terms can be simplified to

F^( y ) e G3. (2.2.33)
If Lj ( Hs ) = H3 , then the third-order terms can be eliminated.

Clearly, this procedure can be iterated so that we obtain the following
normal form theorem.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Normal Form Theorem) By a sequence of analytic
coordinate changes (2.2.8) can be transformed into

y = J y + Fr2 { y ) + • • • + F；_ , (y ) + 0(\y\r ) , (2.2.34)

where F【( y ) e Gk，2 < k < r — 1，and Gk is a space complementary to
Lj ( Hk ) . Equation (2.2.34 ) is said to be m normal form.

Several comments are now in order.

1. The terms 2 < A; < r — 1, are referred to as resonance terms
(hence the superscript r). We will explain what this means in Section
2.2D,i ).

2. Thestructure of the nonlinear terms in (2.2.34) is determined entirely
by the linear part of the vector field (i.e. , J) .
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3. It should be clear that simplifying the terms at order k does not
modify any lower order terms. However, terms of order higher than
k are modified. This happens at each step of the application of the
method. If one wanted to actually calculate the coefficients on each
term of the normal form in terms of the original vector field, it would
be necessary to keep track of how the higher order terms are modified
by the successive coordinate transformations.

EXAMPLE 2.2.2 We want to compute the normal form for a vector field
on R2 in the neighborhood of a fixed point where the linear part is given
by

. j = il 5) - (2 2 35)

Second-Order Terms
We have

丑一{⑺，(7)，⑺，⑶，⑵，⑸}• o
We want to compute ‘ We do this by computing the action of Lj(*)
on each basis element on H2

OG ；) Co ) - (" s) ⑴ 二⑺一2⑺，

；)(")-(? s)(?HH2

)，

鲁(°0 ⑽ -(r⑽《)，

i j ( x2 ) = (s s ) (^) - ( 2x s ) (? ) = (-i j
OU)，

CHS；)(：)-(：編二⑶

O i s 5) G°0 - (S:) ⑴ = C0 . (2.2.37)
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From (2.2.37) we have

綱=-{(，)，(72),( OO)，(4:J ，

(v ) ' ( o )} ' (2-2-38)

Clearly, from this set, the vectors

⑺ ’⑺仏)，⑸ (■)

are linearly independent and, hence, second-order terms that are linear
combinations of these four vectors can be eliminated. To determine the
nature of the second-order terms that cannot be eliminated (i.e., (y)) ,
we must compute a space complementary to Lj(好2) . This space, denoted
G2 , will be two dimensional.

In computing G2 it will be useful to first obtain a matrix representation
for the linear operator Lj( -). This is done with respect to the basis given
in (2.2.36) by constructing the columns of the matrix from the coefficients
multiplying each basis element that are obtained when L j ( - ) acts individ¬

ually on each basis element of H2 given in (2.2.36). Using (2.2.37), the
matrix representation of Xj( *) is given by

/ 0 0 0
-2 0 0
0 -1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

V 0 0 0

1 0 0 \
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
-2 0 0
0 -1 0 /

(2.2.40)

One way of finding a complementary space G2 would be to find two “ 6-
vectors” that are linearly independent and orthogonal (using the standard
inner product in IR6 ) to each column of the matrix (2.2.40) , or, in other
words, two linearly independent left eigenvectors of zero for (2.2.40). Due
to the fact that most entries of (2.2.40) are zero, this is an easy calculation,
and two such vectors are found to be

Hence, the vectors

/ 1 \ / 0 \
0 0
0 0
0 5 1
k 0

\ 0 / Vo /

(£)，⑸

(2.2.41)

(2.2.42)
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span a two-dimensional subspace of H2 that is complementary to L 丑2 ).
This implies that the normal form through second-order is given by

x = y + aix2 + 0(3),
y = a2xy -\- a3x2 + 0(3)， (2.2.43)

where and ^3 represent constants.
Now our choice of G2 is certainly not unique. Another choice might be

G2 = span{( X

0 ) ，( ) } • (2.2.44)

This complementary space can be obtained by taking the vector

(£) (2.2.45)

given in (2.2.42) and subtracting from it the vector

( —“） （2 246)

contained in LJ ( H2 ) . This gives the vector

("o ) - (2.2.47)

For the other basis element of the complementary space, we simply retain
the vector

⑶ （2.2.48)

given in (2.2.42). With this choice of G2 the normal form becomes

x = y + aix2 +0( 3) ,
y = a2 x2 + 0( 3). (2.2.49)

This normal form near a fixed point of a planar vector field with linear part
given by (2.2.35) was first studied by Takens [1974].

Another possibility for G2 is given by

G2 = SPan{(:2)，⑵丨， （2.2.50)

where these two vectors are obtained by adding the appropriate linear
combinations of vectors in to the vectors given in (2.2.38). With
this choice of G2 the normal form becomes

X = 2/ + 0(3),
y = a\x2 + b2xy + 0( 3) ; (2.2.51)

this is the normal form for a vector field on R2 near a fixed point with
linear part given by (2.2.35) that was first studied by Bogdanov [1975].
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2.2B NORMAL FORMS FOR VECTOR FIELDS WITH
PARAMETERS

Now we want to extend the normal form techniques to systems with pa¬

rameters. Consider the vector field

x = /(X,M), x Rn, // / C (2.2.52)
whereIis some open set in Rp and / is Cr in each variable. Suppose that

/(0,0) = 0 (2.2.53)
(note: the reader should recall from the beginning of Section 2.2A that
there is no loss of generality in assuming that the fixed point is located
at {x,/j,) = (0,0)). The goal is to transform (2.2.52) into normal form
near the fixed point in both phase space and parameter space. The most
straightforward way to put (2.2.52) into normal form would be to follow
the same procedure as for systems with no parameters except to allow the
coefficients of the transformation to depend on theparameters.Rather than
develop the general theory along these lines, we illustrate the idea with a
specific example which will be of much use later on.
EXAMPLE 2.2.3 Suppose x G R2 and _D/(0,0) has two pure imaginary
eigenvalues A(0) = 土ic«;(0). Then we can find a linear transformation which
puts Dxf(07 fj) in the following form

似(。- K e f̂ ) (
_

)

for fj, sufficiently small. Also, by the implicit function theorem, the fixed
point varies in a Cr manner with (for 〆 sufficiently small) such that, if
necessary，we can introduce a parameter-dependent coordinate transforma¬

tion so that x = 0 is a fixed point for all fi sufficiently small; see Exercise
2.13. We will assume that this has been done.

Letting
如 入(") =|A(/i)|cos(27r0(/i)),
Im \{fi) = |A(/A)|sin(27T0(//)), (2.2.55)

it is easy to see that (2.2.54) can be put in the form

&/(o，M) =剛(=:丨 (2.2.56)

Now we want to put the following equation into normal form

f 士、— | W,A | ( COS 2TT6I(") - sm 2Tre(fi) \ f x \
\ y j ~~剛1 Un 2，"） cos 2n9(fi) ) \ y )

+ (免以）， ㈣)…
'

(2圳
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where the p are nonlinear in x and y.
We remark that we will frequently omit the explicit parameter depen¬

dence of A, and possibly other quantities from time to time for the sake
of a less cumbersome notation.

In dealing with linear parts of vector fields having complex eigenvalues,
it is often easier to calculate the normal form using complex coordinates.
We will illustrate this procedure for this example.

We make the following linear transformation

(:) =K L ⑴ -- 聊 （■)

to obtain

⑴，(T e i) ⑴ +雜"1) ， （2.2.59)

where

F\z , z ; n ) = f ( x( z , z ) , y( z , z ) ; n ) + i f 2 ( x( z , z ) , y ( z , z ) ; n ) ,
F2( Z , Z ; H ) = f 1 { x { z , z ) , y( z , z ) -,n ) - i f 2 ( x( z , z ) , y ( z , z )\ n ).

Therefore, all we really need to study is

|A| e27rt0 z + F1( z , 2；M) , (2.2.60)

since the second component of (2.2.59) is simply the complex conjugate
of the first component. We will therefore put (2.2.60) in normal form and
then transform back to the x^ y variables.

Expanding (2.2.60) in a Taylor series gives

2 = 1 A I e2— 2 + F2 + F3 + • • • + Fr_1 + 0(| z \r ,\ z \r ) , (2.2.61)

where the F3 are polynomials in z^ z of order j whose coefficients depend
on /i.
First Simplify Second-Order Terms

We make the transformation

z '— > z + 九2(之, 之)， (2.2.62)

where h2( z , z ) is second-order in z and z with coefficients depending on //.
We neglect displaying the explicit " dependence.

Under (2.2.62)，(2.2.61) becomes

i：(1 + + ~z =\z +\h2 + F2 ( z , z ) + 0(3) (2.2.63)
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or _ i

i = (^1 +g) [A2 + Afc2 - + F2 + 0(3)|.

Note that we have
z — \z + F2 + 0(3)

and, for 2 , z sufficiently small

-尝 + 0⑺.

(2.2.64)

(2.2.65)

Thus, using (2.2.64) and (2.2.65), (2.2.63) becomes

i = A2 - -\~- z +\h2 + F2 + 0(3) , (2.2.66)

so that we can eliminate all second-order terms if

Xh2
_ + + F2 = 0- (2 -2.67)

Equation (2.2.67) is very similar to equation (2.2.17) derived earlier. The
map

h2 H A h2 - (A尝乏 + X尝� (2.2.68)

is a linear map of the space of monomials in:and z into itself. We denote
this space by - can also be viewed as an element in this space. Thus,
solving (2.2.67) is a problem from linear algebra.

Now we have
H2 = span {z2 , z2 } . (2.2.69)

Computing the action of the linear map (2.2.68) on each of these basis
elements gives

A之
2 -

A乏
2 -

A (.2) 2 + A (l22) f] = -A22’
A (l+.KW 2' =一 咸

A (^2) 2 +K^2) f] = (A - 2^2

Thus, (2.2.68) is diagonal in this basis with a matrix representation given
by

f -m 0 0 \
0 -X (") 0 . (2.2.70)

V 0 0 A (/,) - 2A(M)；
For // = 0, it should be clear that A⑼ / 0 and 入(0) = — A(0); hence,
for " sufficiently small, 入("）/ 0 and A(/x) — 2A(/x) ^ 0. Therefore, for /x
sufficiently small, all second-order terms can be eliminated from (2.2.61) .
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Next Simplify Third-Order Terms

We have
i= A2; +F3 +0(4). (2.2.71)

Let 2 •一"> z + hz{z^ z)\ then we obtain

i=(1+

^
r)'卜一尝丢+从3 +F3M)+

_
j

= 入2 — 入 一
~^Z+ Xh3 + F3+ 0(4).

OZ OZ

We want to solve

* \h3 - \~-z - \^-z +F3 ^ 0. (2.2.72)

Note that we have

H3 = span {z3,z2z,zz2,z3 } . (2.2.73)

We compute the action of the linear map

h3^\h3 -卜各+ A^z] (2.2.74)

on each basis element of H3 and obtain

A23

Xz2z -

Xzz2 —

Az3

- [x {lzz3) z +'x {iz3)'z_
x (lzz2s) z +'x (iz2s) s_
X {lzi2) z +l{lzzi2) \

~ [x {iz'z3) z + x {i/) 2_

= -2Xz3,

= 一(入 + 天)△，

=-2A2Z2,

= (A - 3A) z3. (2.2.75)

Therefore, a matrix representation for (2.2.74) is given by

-2入㈤ 0 0 0
0 一(入(

"）+
天(
")）

0 0
0 0 一2X(") 0
0 0 0 X(fi) -3A(M)

Now, at // = 0,
入⑼+ A(0) = 0; (2.2.77)

however, none of the remaining columns in (2.2.76) are identically zero at
// = 0. Therefore, for 〆 sufficiently small, third-order terms that are not of
the form

(2.2.76)

z2z (2.2.78)
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can be eliminated.
Thus, the normal form through third-order is given by

i = A2 4- c( fi )z2z + 0(4 ) , (2.2.79)

where c(/i) is a constant depending on //.
Next we simplify the fourth-order terms. However, notice that, at each

order, simplification depends on whether

+ &■) = 0 (2.2.80)

for some h = znzm , where m + n is the order of the term that we want to
simplify. Substituting this into (2.2.80) gives

\znzm - ( nXznzm + mXznzm ) = 0,

(A - nA - mA) znzm = 0. (2.2.81)

At /x = 0, A = — A; hence we must not have

1 + m - n = 0. (2.2.82)

It is easily seen that this can never happen if m and n are even numbers.
Therefore, all even-order terms can be removed, and the normal form is
given by

i = A2 4- c( fi )z2z + (9(5) (2.2.83)
for // in some neighborhood of "二 0.

We can write this in Cartesian coordinates as follows. Let A(/i) = a(/i) +
and c(/i) = a( fi ) + Then

x = ax — ujy -\- {ax - by )( x2 + y2 ) + 0( 5 ) y

y = u;x + ay -\- ( bx + ay ){ x2 + 2/2) 4- 0(5).
In polar coordinates, it can be expressed as

r = ar + ar3 H ,
6 UJ -\- br2 -\ •

(2.2.84)

(2.2.85)

We will study the dynamics associated with this normal form in great detail
in Chapter 3 when we study the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation.

Differentiability

We make the important remark that in order to obtain the normal form
(2.2.83) the vector field must be at least C5.
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2.2c NORMAL FORMS FOR MAPS
We now want to develop the method of normal forms for maps. We will
see that it is very much the same as for vector fields with only a slight
modification.

Suppose we have a Cr map which has a fixed point at the origin and is
written as follows

x^ Jx + F2( X ) + •.•+Fr _!(x) +0(\x\ r )

or
Xn-ifi = Jxn 4- F2 ( xn ) + … + Fr_!(xn) + 0( \xn\r ) , (2.2.86)

where x lRn, a.nd the F3 are vector-valued monomials of degree j . We
introduce the change of coordinates

x^ y + h2( y ) , h2 = 0( \ y\ 2 ) , (2.2.87)

under which (2.2.86) becomes

xn+\ = 2/n+i + h2 { yn+\ ) = Jyn + Jh2 ( yn ) + F2 ( yn ) + 0(3)

or
( id +h2 )( yn^ ) - Jyn + Jh2( yn ) + F2 ( yn ) +0( 3 ) . (2.2.88)

Now, for y sufficiently small, the function (id +/12)(* ) is invertible so that
(2.2.88) can be written as

yn+1 = (id-^)-1 { Jyn + Jh2( yn ) + F2 ( yn ) +0(3)). (2.2.89)

For y sufficiently small，(id — 怂2)_ i (.) can be expressed as follows (see Ex¬

ercise 2.7)
㈨-�广㈠ = (i d-� + 0(4))(

_
)， (2.2.90)

so that (2.2.89) becomes

yn+ i = Jyn + Jh2 ( yn ) - h2( Jyn ) 4- F2 ( yn ) + 0( 3 ) . (2.2.91)

Thus, we can eliminate the second-order terms if

Jh2 ( y ) - h2 ( Jy ) + F2 ( y ) = 0. (2.2.92)

(Compare this with the situation for vector fields.)
This process can be repeated, but it should be clear that the ability to

eliminate terms of order j depends upon the operator

hj ( y ) 1~� Jhj ( y ) - hj ( Jy ) = Mj ( hj ( y ) ) , (2.2.93)

which (the reader should verify) is a linear map of H3 into H3、where
Hj is the linear vector space of vector-valued monomials of degree j . The
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analysis proceeds as in the case for vector fields except the equation to
solve is slightly different (it has a term involving a composition rather than
a matrix multiplication). Let us consider an example which can be viewed
as the discrete time analog of Example 2.2.3.

EXAMPLE 2.2.4 Suppose we have a Cr map of the plane

x i— ■> /(x,"), x R2, fiel (2.2.94)

where I is some open set in TRP. Suppose also that (2.2.94) has a fixed
point at x = 0 for /x sufficiently small (cf. Example 2.2.3) and that the
eigenvalues of D/(0, /x), fi small, are given by

= |A(/x)|e2焉)， A2 =|A(/X)|e
_
2m0⑻， (2.2.95)

i.e.，Ai = A2 . Furthermore, we assume that at /x = 0 the two eigenvalues
lie on the unit circle, i.e., |A(0)| 二 1. As in Example 2.2.3, with a linear
change of coordinates we can put the map in the form

-：

^
)(：)+(

^
；-0, (— )

where fl ( x, y\ /x) are nonlinear in x and y.
Utilizing the same complex linear transformation as in Example 2.2.3,

we reduce the study of the two-dimensional map to the study of the one¬

dimensional complex map

2 1~^\(n) z + F^ z.z ; ^ ) , (2.2.97)

where F1 = fl + if 2 and X ( fi ) = |A(/i)|e2n%e^ .
We want to put this complex map into normal form. As a preliminary

transformation, we expand Fl ( z ,z ] fi ) in a Taylor expansion in z and z
with coefficients depending on /x so that (2.2.97) becomes

zn+i = + -̂ 2 + Fr-\ + C?(r) , (2.2.98)

where F3 is a polynomial of order j in 2 and 2.

First Simplify SecondrOnier Terms
Introducing the transformation

z ^ z ^ h2( z , z ) , (2.2.99)

where /12(2, 2) is a second-order polynomial in 2：and z with coefficients
depending on /x, (2.2.98) becomes

之n+l + 九2(之n+1，之n+1)= + A

^
2(之n，乏n)+ ■

^
2(之71，乏?1)+口⑶
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or

Zn+\ =\zn H- Xh2( zn, zn ) - h2{ zn+i ,znjtl ) + F2( zn, zn ) +0(3). (2.2.100)

Let us simplify further the term

h2( zn+uzn^ ) (2.2.101)

in the right-hand side of (2.2.100). Clearly we have

zn+1 = Xzn H- 0( 2)，
4+1 = A^n + 0(2), (2.2.102)

so that
九2(^+1，乏n+l ) = h2( Xzn , Xzn ) + 0(3). (2.2.103)

Substituting (2.2.103) into (2.2.100) gives

Zn+\ = 4- 从2(:71，芝n ) -九2(入之m 天芝n ) + 巧 + 0(3). (2.2.104)

Therefore, we can eliminate all second-order terms provided we can find
h2( ztz ) so that

\h2 ( z , z ) — h2(\z^ Xz ) + F2 = 0. (2.2.105)
As in all other situations involving normal forms that we have encountered
thus fax, this involves a problem from elementary linear algebra. This is
because the map

h2( z , z ) i~~> Xh2( z,z ) — h2( Xz , Xz ) (2.2.106)

is a linear map of H2 into H2 where

H2 = span{z2, 22, 22} . (2.2.107)

In order to compute a matrix representation for (2.2.106) we need to com¬

pute the action of (2.2.106) on each basis element in (2.2.107). This is given
as follows

\z 2 -\2 z2 =\{\ -\) z 2 ,
\zz -\\zz = A (1-\)zz ,
\z 2 - X 2 z 2 = ( A - X 2 ) z 2 . (2.2.108)

Using (2.2.108) , the matrix representation for (2.2.106) with respect to the
basis (2.2.107) is

/ A (") (l - A (")) 0 0 \
0 A⑻ (1 - A⑻） 0 . (2.2.109)

V 0 o A⑻
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Now, by assumption, we have

|A(0)| = 1 and

_
=▲• (2-2.110)

Therefore, (2.2.109) is invertible at /x = 0 provided

A(0) / 1,

A (0) /^^ A(0)3 ^ 1. (2.2.111)

If (2.2.111) are satisfied at ^ = 0, then they are also satisfied in a suffi¬

ciently small neighborhood of /x = 0. Therefore, if (2.2.111) are satisfied,
then all second-order terms can be eliminated from the normal form for /x
sufficiently small.
Next Eliminate Third-Order Terms

Using an argument exactly like that given above, third-order terms can be
eliminated provided

Xh3 { z , z ) - h3{ Xz, Xz ) + F3 = 0. (2.2.112)

The map
h3 { z , z )^ Xh3{ z, z ) ~ h2( Xz ,\z ) (2.2.113)

is a linear map of Hs into Hs where

Hs = spa.n { z3 , z2z ,zz2
} z3 } . (2.2.114)

The action of (2.2.113) on each element of (2.2.114) is given by

A^3 - A32；3 = A(1- A2)23,
Xz2 z - X 2 Xz2 z = A(1-\\)z2z ,
\zz2 -\2\zz2 = A(1- X 2 )zz2 ,

Xz3 - X3 z3 = (A- A3)^3. (2.2.115)

Thus, a matrix representation of (2.2.113) with respect to the basis (2.2.114)
is given by

/ A (") (l - A(")2 ) 0 0
0 A(") (l - A("汍")） 0
0 0 A (")( l - X (")2 )
0 0 0

Recall that at /i = 0 we have

I 入⑼丨= 1， 天⑼ =

0 \

0
0

A(") - A(/i)3

/
(2.2.116)

(2.2.117)
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so that at /i = 0 the second column of (2.2.116) is all zero’s. The reader
can easily check that the remaining columns are all linearly independent
at /i = 0 provided

A2 (0)兴 1， A4 (0)兴 1. (2.2.118)
This situation will also hold for /x sufficiently small. Therefore, the normal
form is as follows

X ( fi ) z 4- c{ fi )z2z + 0(4), (2.2.119)
where c( fi ) is a constant, provided

An (0)笋 1， n = l，2.3, 4

for " sufficiently small.
More generally, simplification at order k depends on how the linear op¬

erator
hk ( z , z )^ Xhk ( z, z ) - hk {\zM ) (2.2.120)

acts on elements like h = znzm where m + n is the order of the term one
wishes to simplify. Substituting this into the above equation gives

Aznzm - AnAm ^nfm = A(1- Xn-1 X7n )znzm. (2.2.121)

At "= 0, A = 1/A; hence, we cannot have

An-m-i^ = L (2.2.122)

We leave it to the reader to work out general conditions for the elimination
of higher order terms based on (2.2.122).

Differentiability

We make the important remark that in order to obtain the normal form
(2.2.119) the map must be at least C4.

2.2D CONJUGACIES AND EQUIVALENCES OF VECTOR
FIELDS

In Section 1.2B we discussed the idea of a Cr conjugacy or coordinate
transformation for maps. This was motivated by the question of how the
dynamics of a Poincare map were affected as the cross-section on which
the map was defined was changed. The change in cross-section could be
viewed as a change of coordinates for the map. A similar question arises
here in the context of the method of normal forms; namely, the normal form
of a vector field or map is obtained through a coordinate transformation.
How does this coordinate transformation modify the dynamics? For maps,
the discussion in Section 1.2B applies; however, we did not discuss the
notion of conjugacies of vector fields. To address that topic, we begin with
a definition.
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Let

x :

y
/⑷，

9( y ) ,
XG IR",
y e R n,

(2.2.123a)
(2.2.123b)

be two Cr (r > 1) vector fields defined on ]Rn (or sufficiently large open
sets of Rn).

DEFINITION 2.2.1 The dynamics generated by the vector fields / and g
are said to be Cfc equivalent ( k < r ) if there exists a Ck diffeomorphism h
which takes orbits of the flow generated by /, x), to orbits of the flow
generated by g , preserving orientation but not necessarily param¬

eterization by time. If h does preserve parameterization by time, then the
dynamics generated by / and g are said to be conjugate.

We remark that, as for maps, the conjugacies do not need to be defined
on all of Rn but, rather, on appropriately chosen open sets in Rn . In this
case / and g are said to be locally Ck equivalent or locally Cfc conjugate.

Definition 2.2.1 is slightly different than the analogous Definition 1.2.2 for
maps. Indeed, in Definition 2.2.1 we have introduced an additional concept:
the idea of Ck equivalence. These differences all stem from the fact that in
vector fields the independent variable (time) is continuous and in maps time
is discrete. Let us illustrate these differences with an example. However, we
exhort the reader to keep the following in mind.

The purpose of Definition 2.2.1 is to provide us with a way of character¬

izing when two vector fields have qualitatively the same dynamics.

EXAMPLE 2.2.5 Consider the two vector fields

{ x u x2 ) e R2 ,仝1 = 工2，
土2 = —丨1，

and
2/i = 2/2 ,
h = -vi - yh ( y u y2 ) e R2 .

p.2.124)

(2.2.125)

The phase portraits of each vector field are shown in Figure 2.2.1. Each
vector field possesses only a single fixed point, a center at the origin. In
each case the fixed point is surrounded by a one-parameter family of peri¬

odic orbits. Note also from Figure 2.2.1 that in each case the direction of
motion along the periodic orbits is in the same sense; therefore, qualita¬

tively these two vector fields have the same dynamics—— the phase portraits
appear identical. However, let us see if this is reflected by the idea of Ck
conjugacy.

Let us denote the flow generated by (2.2.124) as

x ), x = ( x u x2 )
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Q Q

(a) (b)
FIGURE 2.2.1. (a), Phase portrait of (2.2.124). (b) Phase portrait of (2.2.125).

and the flow generated by (2.2.125) as

姆，y\ y = { yuy2 ) >

Suppose we have found a Cfc diffeomorphism, h, taking orbits of the flow
generated by (2.2.124) into orbits of the flow generated by (2.2.125). Then
we have

ho^ x) = 矽(f，A(x)). (2.2.126)
Equation (2.2.126) reveals an immediate problem; namely, if <j>(t , x ) and

y ) are periodic in then h o x ) and h( x) ) must have the same
period in order for (2.2.126) to hold. However, in general, (2.2.126) cannot
be satisfied. Consider (2.2.124) and (2.2.125). The vector field (2.2.124) is
linear; therefore, all the periodic orbits have the same period. The vector
field (2.2.125) is nonlinear; therefore, the period of the periodic orbits varies
with the distance from the fixed point. Thus, (2.2.124) and (2.2.125) are
not Ck conjugate (note: one can actually compute the period of the orbits
of (2.2.125) since it is a Hamiltonian vector field. It is a tedious exercise
involving elliptic integrals).

It is precisely this situation from which the idea of Cfc equivalence can
rescue us, for rather than only having a Ck diffeomorphism that maps
orbits to orbits, we at the same time allow a reparametrization of time
along the orbit. We make this idea more quantitative as follows. Let Q(X, t )
be an increasing function of t along orbits (note：it must be increasing in
order to preserve orientations of orbits). Then (2.2,124) and (2.2.125) are
Ck equivalent if the following holds

ho <j>( t ,x ) = ^ (a( xyt ) ^ h( x ) ). (2.2.127)

Equation (2.2.127) shows that orbits of the flow generated by (2.2.124) are
mapped to orbits of the flow generated by (2.2.125); however , the time
dependence of the image of an orbit under h may be repaxametrized in an
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orbitally dependent manner. Finally, we remark that the term “ preserving
orientation” in Definition 2.2.1 refers to the fact that the direction of motion
along an orbit is unchanged under Ck equivalence.

Let us now consider some of the dynamical consequences of Definition
2.2 . 1 .

Proposition 2.2.2 Suppose f and g are Ck conjugate. Then

i) fixed points of f are mapped to fixed points of g;

ii) T -periodic orbits of f map to T -periodic orbits of g .

Proof：That f and g are Cfc conjugate under h implies the following

ho <l>( t、x ) =̂ (t、h( x ) ) , (2.2.128)

DH = (2.2.129)
The proof of i) follows from (2.2.129) and the proof of ii) follows from
(2.2.128). □

Proposition 2.2.3 Suppose f and g are conjugate (A: > 1) and /(XQ) =
0; then Df ( xo ) has the same eigenvalues as Dg { h( xo ) ) .

Proof: We have the two vector fields x = f ( x )，y = g{ y ) . By differentiating
(2.2.128) with respect to t we have

Dh\xf ( x ) = g ( h( x ) ) . (2.2.130)

Differentiating (2.2.130) gives

D2h\ j( x ) + Dh\ x D f \ x = Dg\h( x ) Dh\ x . (2.2.131)

Evaluating (2.2.131) at xo gives

瓜U D f \ X o = Dg\h( xo ) Dh\ xo (2.2.132)

or

則和 = (训)-U▲⑹叫种， （2.2.133)
and, since similar matrices have equal eigenvalues, the proof is com¬

plete. □

The previous two propositions dealt with Ck conjugacies. We next ex¬

amine the consequences of Ck equivalence under the assumption that the
change in parameterization by time along orbits is C1. The validity of this
assumption must be verified in any specific application.

Proposition 2.2.4 Suppose f and g are Ck equivalent; then

i) fixed points of f are mapped to fixed points of g;
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ii) periodic orbits of f are mapped to periodic orbits of g , but the periods
need not be equal.

Proof: If / and g are Cfc equivalent , then

h o x ) = r^(a( xy t ) , , (2.2.134)

where a is an increasing function of time along orbits (note: a must be
increasing in order to preserve orientations of orbits).

Differentiating (2.2.134) gives

Dh“ 芸盖. (2.2.135)

Therefore, (2.2.135) implies i), and ii) follows automatically since Cfc dif-
feomorphisms map closed curves to closed curves. (If this were not true,
then the inverse would not be continuous.) □

Proposition 2.2.5 Suppose f and g are Cfc equivalent (fc > 1) and f ( xo ) —
0; then the eigenvalues of Df ( xo ) and the eigenvalues of Dg { h( xo ) ) differ
by a positive multiplicative constant.
Proof：Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.3, we have

Dh\xf ( x ) =^g ( h( x ) ) . (2.2.136)

Differentiating (2.2.136) gives

D2h\ j ( x ) + Dh\ x Df \ x =^ Dg\h( x } Dh\ x + g { h{ x ) ) .
X

(2.2.137)
Evaluating at XQ gives

Dh\ X 0
Df \ Xo = d

-^ Dg\h( xo ) Dh\Xo
- (2.2.138)

thus, Df \XQ and are similar up to the multiplicative constant
doc / dt , which is positive, since a is increasing on orbits. □

EXAMPLE 2.2.6 Consider the vector fields

{ xi , x2 ) R2,

(沒1，汉2)G 肝2.

Qualitatively these two vector fields have the same dynamics. However, by
Proposition 2.2.3 they are not Cfc equivalent, k > l .

X i = CCi ,
士2 = ^2,

and
V i = V i y

V2 = 2奶，
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i) AN APPLICATION：THE HARTMAN-GROBMAN THEOREM

An underlying theme throughout the first chapter of this book was that
the orbit structure near a hyperbolic fixed point was qualitatively the same
as the orbit structure given by the associated linearized dynamical system.
A theorem proved independently by Hartman [1960] and Grobman [1959]
makes this precise. We will describe the situation for vector fields.

Consider a Cr (r > 1) vector field

i = /(x)， a: G Rn， (2.2.139)

where / is defined on a sufficiently large open set of Hn. Suppose that
(2.2.139) has a hyperbolic fixed point at a: = xo, i.e.,

f ( x0 ) = 0,

and D f ( x o ) has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Consider the asso¬

ciated linear vector field

i = D f ( x o X , ^ eMn. (2.2.140)

Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.6 (Hartman and Grobman) The flow generated by
(2.2.139) is C° conjugate to the flow generated by (2.2.140) in a neigh¬

borhood of the fixed point x — xo *

Proof: See Arnold [1973] or Palis and deMelo [1982]. □

We remark that the theorem can be modified so that it applies to hy¬

perbolic fixed points of maps, and we leave it to the reader to reformulate
the theorem along these lines.

A point to note concerning Theorem 2.2.6 is that the conjugacy trans¬

forming the nonlinear flow into the linear flow near the hyperbolic fixed
point is not differentiable; rather, it is a homeomorphism. This makes the
generation of the transformation via, for example, normal form theory, not
possible since the coordinate transformations constructed via that theory
were power series expansions and, hence, differentiable. However, a closer
look at normal form theory will reveal the heart of the problem with dif ¬

ferentiable linearization.” Let us expand on this with a brief discussion.
Recall equation (2.2.8)

i + F2(x) + … + Fr.^ x ) +0{\x\r ), x e JRn. (2.2.141)

A sufficient condition for eliminating the 0( \x\k ) terms (2 < fc < r — 1)
from (2.2.141) is that the linear operator Lj( -) is invertible on iffc. We
want to explore why L j ( - ) is noninvertible.
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Recall
Lj { hk { x ) ) = Jhk ( x ) - Dhk ( x )Jx , (2.2.142)

with hk ( x ) G Hk , where Hk is the linear vector space of vector-valued
monomials of degree k. Let us choose a basis for Hk . Suppose J is diagonal
with eigenvalues A!, • . . , An (note: if J is not diagonalizable, then the follow¬

ing argument is still valid, but with slight modifications; see Arnold [1982]
or Bryuno [1989]). Let 1 < z < n, be the standard basis of lRn , i.e., e%

is an n vector with a 1 in the zth component and zeros in the remaining
components. Then we have

J tx = Xle l . (2.2.143)

As a basis for we take the set of elements
n

XTX ^m3 = k , r r i j > 0, (2.2.144)
尸l

where we consider all possible terms xf 1 . .. of degree k multiplying
each ez , 1 < i < n.

Next we consider the action of Lj ( . ) on each of these basis elements of
Hf^ . Let

n

hk ( x ) = x7^1 - - - ^ r r i j = k , m3 > 0; (2.2.145)
尸l

then a simple calculation shows that
- n -

Lj ( hk { x ) ) = Jhk ( x ) — Dhk { x )Jx = Xz — m3 X3 hk { x ) . (2.2.146)
- 3=i -

Thus, the linear operator Lj(*) is diagonal in this basis, with eigenvalues
given by

n

A, - (2.2.147)

Now we can see the problem. The linear operator Lj(-) will fail to be
invertible if it has a zero eigenvalue, which in this case means

n

Xt = (2.2.148)

Equation 2.2.148 is called a r e sonance and is the origin of the name ures-
onance terms” for the unremovable nonlinear terms in the normal form
described in Theorem 2.2.1. The integer

n

户i
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is called the order of the resonance. Thus, the difficulty in finding a differ¬

entiable coordinate change that will linearize a vector field in the neighbor¬

hood of a hyperbolic fixed point lies in the fact that an eigenvalue of the
linearized part may be equal to a linear combination over the nonnegative
integers of elements from the set of eigenvalues of the linearized part. Much
work has been done on the geometry of the resonances in the complex plane
and on differentiable linearizations in the situations where the resonances
are avoided. For more information we refer the reader to the fundamen¬

tal papers by Sternberg [1957]，[1958] and also Arnold [1982] and Bryuno
[1989].

Let us consider the following example due to Sternberg (see also Meyer
[1986]). Consider the vector field

x = 2x + y2 , (a^ eR2. (2.2.149)
y = y,

This vector field clearly has a hyperbolic fixed point at the origin. The
vector field linearized about the origin is given by

x = 2x^
(2.2.150)

Eliminating t as the independent variable, (2.2.150) can be written as

fy = 2f , ^0. (2.2.151)

Solving (2.2.151), the orbits of (2.2.150) are given by

x = cy\ (2.2.152)

where c is a constant. Clearly (2.2.152) are analytic curves at the origin.
Now consider the nonlinear vector field (2.2.149). Eliminating t as the

independent variable, (2.2.149) can be written as

( Inf*

dy = ^ + y ^ ( 2.2.153)

Equation (2.2.153) is a standard first-order linear equation which can be
solved via elementary methods (see, e.g., Boyce and DiPrima [1977]). The
solution of (2.2.153) is given by

x = y2 [k -{- log|2/|] , (2.2.154)

where A: is a constant. Clearly (2.2.154) are C1 but not C2 at the ori¬

gin. Since the property of lying on C2 curves must be preserved under a
C2 change of coordinates (the chain rule), we conclude that (2.2.149) and
(2.2.150) are C1 but not C2 conjugate.
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In terms of resonances，the problem involves a second-order resonance
(hence the problem with C2 linearization) . This can be seen as follows. Let

入i = 1，
A2 = 2,

be the eigenvalues of the linearization. Then we have

入2 = TTliXi + 7712入2，

with m】= 2, m2 = 0, and mj = 2.

ii) AN APPLICATION：DYNAMICS NEAR A FIXED POINT
Consider the parameter-dependent vector field

土 = Ax -\- f { x , y , z , e ) ,
y = By -\- g{ x , y , z , e ) , ( x , y, z , e ) e JRC x 1RS x Mu x Hp,
z = Cz h( x，y，z , e)， (2.2.155)

where
/(0,0,0, 0) = 0， D/(0,0,0, 0) = 0,

^(0, 0, 0, 0) = 0, 聊，0, 0, 0) = 0，

_
，0, 0, 0) = 0， D/i(0, 0, 0, 0) = 0,

and /, g, and h are Cr (r > 2) in some neighborhood of the orgin, 4 is a
c x c matrix having eigenvalues with zero real parts,丑 is a s x 5 matrix
having eigenvalues with negative real parts, and C is a. uxu matrix having
eigenvalues with positive real parts.

The center manifold theorem tells us that near the origin in ]RC x ]RS x
JRU x ]RP, the flow generated by (2.2.155) is C° conjugate to the flow gen¬

erated by the following vector field

x = w{ x^ e )^
y = -y, { x , y , z , e ) eUc xUs x JRU x BP ,
z = z , (2.2.156)

where w( x,e ) represents the Cr vector field on the center manifold.

2.3 Final Remarks
Remark 1. Nonuniqueness of Normal Forms. It should be clear from our
discussion that normal forms need not be unique. However, it may happen
that certain properties of a vector field (e.g. , symmetries) must be possessed
by any normal form. Such questions are explored in Kummer [1971], Bryuno
[1989], van der Meer [1985], Baider and Churchill [1988], and Baider [1989].
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Remark 2. Divergence of the Normalizing Transformations. In general, nor¬

mal forms are divergent. This is discussed in detail in Siegel [1941] and
Bryuno [1989]. However，this does not affect considerations of local stabil¬

ity.
Remark 3. Computation of Normal Forms. Elphick et al. [1987] describe
a very efficient method for constructing normal forms. They also give a
nice interpretation and characterization of the resonant terms；see also
Cushman and Sanders [1986]. The book of Rand and Armbruster [1987]
describes how one may implement the computation of normal forms using
computer algebra.
Remark 4 - The Method of Amplitude Expansions. This method has been
used for many years in studies of hydrodynamic stability and has much
in common with the center manifold reduction. This situation has been
clarified by Couiiet and Spiegel [1983].
Remark 5. The Homological Equation. We want to remark on some termi¬

nology. In computing the normal form of vector fields near a fixed point,
the equation

Dhk ( y )Jy - Jhk { y ) = Fk ( y )
must be solved in order to simplify the order k terms in the Taylor expan¬

sion of the vector field. This equation is called the homological equation
(see Arnold [1982]). The analogous equation for maps is also called the
homological equation.
Remark 6. Nonautonomous Systems. Consider the situation of Cr (with r
as large as necessary) vector fields

x = f ( x ) , x e Rn. (2.3.1)

The method of normal forms as developed in this chapter can be viewed
as a method for simplifying the vector field in the neighborhood of a fixed
point. However, suppose x( t ) = x( t ) is a trajectory of this vector field. Can
the method of normal forms then be used to simplify the vector field in
the neighborhood of a general (time-dependent) solution? The answer is
“ sometimes,” but there are associated difficulties. Let

x = x( t ) -{- y\

then (2.3.1) becomes
y = 雄)y + o(M2)， (2.3.2)

where
^4(0 = Df { x( t ) ).

In applying the method of normal forms to (2.3.2), the fact that A(t ) is time
dependent causes problems. If x(t ) is periodic in 亡，then A( t ) is periodic.
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Hence, Floquet theory can be used to transform (2.3.2) to a vector field
where the linear part is constant (this is described in Arnold [1982]) . In this
case the method of normal forms as developed in this chapter can then be
applied. Recently, Floquet theory has been generalized to the quasiperiodic
case by Johnson (1986, 1987]; using these ideas, the normal form theory can
be applied in this case also.

Concerning center manifold theory, Sell [1978] has proved existence theo¬

rems for stable, unstable, and center manifolds in nonautonomous systems.

Exercises
2.1 Study the dynamics near the origin for each of the following vector

fields. Draw* phase portraits. Compute the center manifolds and de¬

scribe the dynamics on the center manifold. Discuss the stability or
instability of the origin.

“ 一9七 f ' {0,v ) e S1 xlR1.— sin 0，
a)

b) ± = 2
X + V + x2 y ,

y = x + 2y + y2,

d)

e) x =

g)

{ x, y ) e U2.

2x + 2y: , , ^2
x + y+ x\
-y - 2/

3，
2x,

f ) ^ = 一2工 + 3y + 2/3,
) y = 2x - 3y + x3,

土 二 — x — y — x y
y = 2x -\- y+ 2x y,

-工 + 2A

{ x , y ) e U2.

(x, y) G 1R2.

(x, y) GlR2 .

( x, y) G 1R2.

{ x , y,z ) e U3.

x = 一
} y = -ex + e~ x + 2x ,

x = 一2x + 2/ + 2 + y2 z ,
i) y = x - 2 y -\- z -\- xz2 ,

z = x -\- y - 2z -\- x2 y ,
x = — x — 2/ + 22，

j) y = 2x -\- y - z2 , G R3.
z = x -\- 2 y - z ,

-x

x = -x — y — z — y z ,
k) y ^ -x - y - z ~ x z, {x, y9 z ) G 1R3.

• y — z — x y,
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x =
k) & =

z =

- x - y - z - y z ,
— x — y — z — x z ,
-x — y — z - x y ,

{ x , y , z ) GlR2.

1)

m)

n)

i = ?/ + x\ [ x , y ) e n2
.

y = - y - x ,

x = x2 ,
y 1一 X2 , ( x , y ) e l R2 .

-x -\- 2 y x2 y + x4 y5 ,
y - x4 ye + x V，

( x , y) e n2 .

2.2 Consider the following parametrized families of vector fields with pa¬

rameter e G 1R1 . For e = 0, the origin is a fixed point of each vector
field. Study the dynamics near the origin for e small. Draw phase
portraits. Compute the one-parameter family of center manifolds and
describe the dynamics on the center manifolds. How do the dynamics
depend on e? Note that, for e = 0, e.g. , a) and a') reduce to a) in
Exercise 2.1. Discuss the role played by a parameter by comparing
these cases. In, for example, a) and a’)，the parameter e multiplies
a linear and nonlinear term, respectively. Discuss the differences in
these two cases in the most general setting possible.

a) 0 = -O^ ev
) v = — sin 0,

-e + v2 + e v2

v = — s i n 6

i = -x + y + x2 y,b) …
2 '

y = x + 2 y + e y + y2 ,

d')

z;2
{ e , v ) e S 1 X R1.

{ x , y ) e R2 .

b,) i 二 - x + y + x 2 y ,
y = x + 2 y + y2 + e y1 ,

, x = x - 2 y + e x , , , - ,p2C) y = ^x - y - x\ (U) e l R .

C
, ) x = x - 2y + e x2 ,；

彡 = 3x — ?/ — x2，

d N x = 2x ^- 2 y ^- e y ,

x + 2 y,
y = x + y -h x4

\ x — — y — e x — i/3,
] y = 2x,

(a:, 2/) GH2 .

( x 9 y ) e H2.
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x = 一y - y3，
y = 2x e x

^\ a：= 一2x + 3y + ex + 2/3，) y = 2x ~ 3y x3 ,

a: = -2x -\- S y -\- y3 + e x2 ,
) y = 2x x3,

{ x , y ) IR2.

x = — x - y -\- e x — x y ,
y = 2x -\- y b 2x y，

g’ ) x = 一x — y — x y + e x2 ,
y = 2x 2x y，

( x , y ) R2.

x = -x -h y ,
y = 一ex + e~x + 2x + e y , ( x , y ) G IR2.

h，) x = -x -\- y e x2 ,
y — — e x + e~ x + 2x,
x = — 2x y -{- z x

i) y = x - 2y -\- z -{- e x -\-
z = x -\- y — 2z + e x -\-

- y2z ,
x z2 ,
x2 y、

[ x, y , z ) R3.

x = -2x -h y -h z -h e x2 + y2 z ,
i') y = x - 2y -\- z -\- e x y 4- x z2 ,

z = x ^- y - 2z -\- x2 y.
x = -x — y -\- z2 ,

j) y = 2x -\- y e y - z2, { x , y ,z ) £ IR3.

z = x 2y - z ,
x = -x — y e x2 + z2 ,

y ) y = 2x -\- y ~ z2 + e y2 ,
z = x + 2y ~ z.
x = -x ~ y ~ z -\- e x — y z ,

k) y = -x ~ y — z - x z, { x^ y^ z ) IR3.
z - -x - y - z - y z ,
x = — x — y — z — y z ex2,

k，) y = -x ~ y - z ~ x z ,
z = — x — y — z — x y.

1)

1')

m)

x = y x2 y,
y = -y x\
x =
y ^ -y

y -\- x2 e y2,
-x2,

i = x2 + e y，
y — -y - x2,

( x , y ) e R2.

( x , y ) H2.
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x = x2 + e y
y = -y — x2 ,

2.3 Study the dynamics near the origin for each of the following maps.
Draw phase portraits. Compute the center manifold and describe the
dynamics on the center manifold. Discuss the stability or instability
of the origin.

a)
1 2--x - y - x y ,

y ^ - ~ x + x2 ,
( x , y ) e l R2.

b) x + 2 y + x3 ,；y ^ 2x + y ,
c) x — x + y - x y2 ,

1 y H y + x2 y ,
，- x ^ 2x + y ,

) y H-» 2x + 3y + x4 ,
x ^ x ,

e) y ^ x + 2 y + y2 ,
c\ ^ ^ ^ ~r ot/,

^ y H-> x + x2 + x y2 ,
x H-> x — z3,

g) V ^ ^x - y ,
2 H-> X + -Z + x3,

X l-f X + z4 ,
h) 2/ ^ -x ~ 2y ~ x3 ,

z ^ y - -z + y2 ,

( x , y ) e R2.

( x , y ) 6 IR2 .

{ x , y ) e IR2 .

î y ) e IR2
-

{ x , y ) e B2.

{ x , y , z ) e R3.

( x , y , z ) e IR3.

i ) x^ y + x 2 ,; y ^ y + x y ,

j) ^"2
；y ^ y + x y ,

( x , y ) e E.2.

( x , y ) e R2.

2.4 Consider the following parametrized families of maps with parameter
e e IR1 . For ^ = 0, the origin is a fixed point of each vector field.
Study the dynamics near the origin for e small. Draw phase portraits.
Compute the one-parameter family of center manifolds and describe
the dynamics on the center manifolds. How do the dynamics depend
on e? Note that, for e = 0, e.g.，a) and a’）reduce to a) in Exercise
2.3. Discuss the role played by a parameter by comparing these cases.
In, e.g., a) and a')，the parameter e multiplies a linear and nonlinear
term, respectively. Discuss the differences in these two cases in the
most general possible setting.
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-7^
_ y _ x y、

a)
i

V ^ --x + ey + x2 ,
{ x , y ) £ R2.

a')
x卜^ — -x — y —

y H -

2 X

^ y + ey2 + x2.

b) x <-^ x + 2 y + x3 ,；y ^ 2x + y + e y ,
b, ) x^ x + 2 y + x3 ,；y >-^ 2x + y + e y2 .

c\ X ĥ -x + y - x y2 .
; y^ y + £ y + x2 y ,

{ x , y ) £ IR2.

c/ ) x -x + y - xy

d)

y ^ y + ey2 + x2 y.
x 2x + y ,
•y 2x + 3-y + ex + x4

{ x, y ) e IR2.

{ X , y ) e R2.

d,) x <-̂ 2x + y + ex2 ,
y <-̂ 2x + 3y + x4.

x -\- ey,

e/) X ^ x + e y2,
；y ^ x -\- 2y + y2.

f ) x 2x + 3y t 2
y^ x + ey + x2 -\- xy2 , (x,以) ’

px X i-̂ 2x + 3y ,
^ y ^ x + x2 + ey2 + xy2.

x p— > a; — 23,
y ^ 2x - y + e y,

g)
1 [ x, y, z ) G R3.

z^ x + ~ z + x3 ,

g')
X 1-̂ X - 23,
y ^-y 2x - y -\- ey2 ,
Z H x + 2 Z + x3.
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x^ x + ez4 ,
V ^ -x - 2y - x3,

( xyy,z ) e R3.

x ^ x ex z4 ,
y H — x - 2y - x3,

x y + ex -h x2
f

y ^ y -h x y, ( x , y ) e R2.
y -hx2

}

y ^ y + xy -\- ex2.
x i~~> ex + x2

f ( x，y ) R2.y^ y + x y ,

j/ x x ^ x2 ey,
J y^ y + x y .

2.5 Prove that Hk is a linear vector space.
2.6 Suppose hk ( x ) Hk { x £ Hn), and J is an n x n matrix of real

numbers. Then prove that the maps

a) hk ( x ) i-4 Jhk ( x ) - Dhk ( x ) Jx = Lj( hk ( x))，
b) hk ( x) ^ Jhk ( x ) - hk ( Jx)三 Mj( hk ( x) ),

are linear maps of into Hk .
2.7 Argue that, for y IRn sufficiently small,

a) (id +Dhk ( y ) yl exists

b) (id +Dhk ( y ) y1 = id -Dhk ( y ) 4

for hk ( y ) Hk - Similarly, show that for y lRn sufficiently small

c) (id+hk )" l ( y ) exists

and

d) (id +hk )-1 ( y ) = { id ~hk + ■ ■ - ) ( y ).
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2.8 Compute a normal form for a map in the neighborhood of a fixed point
having the linear part

\0 I J
through second-order terms.

Compare the resulting normal form with the normal form of a vector
field near a fixed point having linear part

0 0

(see Example 2.2.2). Explain the results.
2.9 Consider a third-order autonomous vector field near a fixed point hav¬

ing linear part
0 UJ 0

0 0
0 0

with respect to the standard basis in IR3. Show that in cylindrical
coordinates a normal form is given by

r = a\rz 4- 句尸
3 + d^ rz2 4- 0(4),

z = bir2 4- b2 z2 4- b3r2 z 4- b4 z3 4-0( 4 ) ,
6 = U J C\Z - 0( 2) ,

where ai , a2, <23, bi , 62, 63, 64 , and c\ are constants. ( Hint: lump the
two coordinates associated with the block

0 — u;
LU 0

into a single complex coordinate.)

2.10 Consider a four-dimensional Cr ( r as large as necessary ) vector field
having a fixed point where the matrix associated with the lineariza¬

tion is given by
/ O — toi 0 0 、

0 0 0
0 0 0 — CJ2

Y 0 0 u^2 0

Compute the normal form through third order. ( Hint: use two com¬

plex variables.) You should find that certain “ resonance” problems
arise; namely, the normal form will depend on muj\ + nu；2 0,
\m\ + |n| < 4. Give the normal form for the cases

a) mu)i 4- 7iL02 = 0， | m | + | n|= 1.
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b) rrvjJ\ + na；2 = 0,
c) muJi + ri(jJ2 = 0,
d) muji + TUJJ2 = 0,
e) muj'i + no；2 兴 0,

|m| + |n| 二 2.

|m| + |n| 二 3.

\m\ + |n| = 4.

|m| +|n| < 4.

2.11 Consider the normal form for a map of IR2 in the neighborhood of
a fixed point where the eigenvalues of the matrix associated with
the linearization, denoted Ai and A2, are complex conjugates, Le.,
Ai = A2，and have modulus one, i.e. , |Ai| = IA2 I = |A| = 1 (cf.
Example 2.2.4). Compute the normal form for the cases.

a) A = l.
b) A2 = 1.

c) A3 = 1.

d) A4 = 1.

2.12 Compute the normal form of a map of IR2 in the neighborhood of
a fixed point where the matrix associated with the linearization has
the following form

a)

b)

c)

d)

㈡.

f ~l 1

Compare your normal forms with those obtained in parts a) and b)
of Exercise 2.11.

2.13 Consider a Cr (r > 2) vector field

ir = /(x，p), x IR2, f j, IR1 ,

defined on a sufficiently large open set in H2 x IR1 . Suppose that
= (0, 0) is a fixed point of this vector field and that D x f (0,0)

has a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues.

a) Show that there exists a curve of fixed points of the vector field,
denoted x(0) = 0, for f i sufficiently small.
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b) By using this curve of fixed points as a parameter-dependent co¬

ordinate transformation, show that one can choose coordinates
so that the origin in phase space remains a fixed point for y
sufficiently small.

2.14 Consider the Cr (r > 1) vector field

x
y

A x + f { x , y ) ,
B y + g ( x，y)，

(x, y ) eIRnxIR-,

where A is an n x n matrix, B is an m x m matrix, / (0,0)
p(0,0) = 0, D/(0, 0) = 0, and Dp(0,0) = 0. Let

(E2.1)

0’

M x，y ) 三 { 小t ( x，y )' 4> y t ( x , y ) ) (E2.2)

denote the flow generated by (E2.1), which we will assume exists for
all t e 1R, (x, y) eIRn x ]Rm.
Consider the Cr (r > 1) function

hiUclR71 ―^ Hm,
x i~^ h( x ),

where U is a. compact set in Hn. Then

M — graph h = { ( x, y ) lRn x Hm | y = h( x ) jX G U }
is an n^dimensional surface in Rn x Hm.
Heuristically, M is said to be invariant under the dynamics generated
by (E2.1) if points in M remain on M under evolution by the flow
generated by (E2.1).
We want to explore and quantify this idea further.

a) Argue that this definition of invariance is equivalent to having
the vector field (E2.1) tangent to M. Show that this implies

Dh{ x ) [ Ax -{- f (x，h(x) ) j - Bh( x ) - g ( x,h( x ) ) = 0. (E2.3)

b) Argue that the following condition also implies invariance

4>Ux, y ) = h( <PU^ y ) ) , ( x , y ) e M. (E2.4)

Show that (E2.3) can be obtained by differentiating (E2.4) with
respect to t.

c) We have avoided a slight technical difficulty, namely, that M has
a boundary. Describe the boundary of M, denoted d M . What
precautions must be taken in order to define invariant manifolds
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with boundary? In particular, describe the vector field on DM .
Must a) and b) above be modified in any way? (Note: the reader
can find discussions of invariant manifolds with boundary in
Carr [1981], Fenichel [1971], [1974], [1977], [1979], Henry [1981],
or Wiggins [1988].)

The remainder of this problem will be somewhat more specialized.
Namely, we will consider the stable and center manifolds of the fixed
point ( x , y ) = (0, 0) . For this we must add the following two assump¬

tions concerning the matrices A and B.

Assumption L The n eigenvalues of A have zero real parts.

Assumption 2. The m eigenvalues of B have negative real parts.

d) For the linearized vector field

x = AT,
V = By , (x, 2/) e !RnxlRm,

y = 0 is the center manifold and x = 0 is the stable manifold
of the fixed point ( x , y ) = (0, 0) . We seek local center and sta¬

ble manifolds of the origin as graphs over the respective linear
invariant manifolds as follows

Wfoc (0 ) = { ( xlV ) e 1RnxlRm \ y = h( x ) ] h(0 ) = 0, (̂0) = 0},

Wfoc { 0 ) = {(x, 2/) GlElnx ]Rm | x = v( y ); v{0 ) = 0, Dv{0) = 0 } .

Describe the geometrical and dynamical meaning of the condi¬

tions
ft(0) = 0, D/i(0) = 0,
v(0) = 0, Dv(0) = 0.

Show that h( x ) and v( x ) are solutions of the following quasilin-
ear partial differential equations

Dh( x ) [ Ax + /(x，ft(x)) J - Bh( x ) - g( x , h( x ) ) = 0, (E2.6a)

Dv( y ) [ By + g { v( y ) , y )\ - Av( y ) - f { v( y ) , y ) = 0. (E2.6b)

e) Equations (E2.6a) and (E2.6b) can be solved by the method of
characteristics. Describe the characteristic equations for (E2.6a)
and (E2.6b) . Does the initial data (E2.5) pose any problems in
applying the method of characteristics?

f ) Using (E2.6a) and (E2.6b), the existence of center and stable
manifolds of fixed points is reduced to an existence problem for
solutions of partial differential equations. Discuss this issue. In
particular, since we are interested in local stable and unstable
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manifolds, “ small” solutions of (E2.6a) and (E2.6b) axe suffi¬

cient. This should indicate that some type of perturbative or
iterative procedure could be used to solve (E2.6a) and (E2.6b).
Discuss these possibilities. [ H i n t: you may want to consult the
two classic papers of Moser [1966a], [1966b] on this subject.)

g) Suppose one finds a solution, v( y ) , of (E2,6b) . How can we then
conclude (as we know must be the case) that solutions on the
graph of v ( y ) approach the origin at an exponential rate? Can
we say anything about this exponential rate? Along these same
lines, can we say anything about the growth or decay rate of
solutions on the graph of h( x )?

h) Based on general properties of solutions of quasilinear partial
differential equations, what can one conclude about the differ¬

entiability of ^̂ (0) and W^c(0)? [ H i n t: you may again want
to consult Moser [1966a], [1966b].)

i) Stable manifolds of fixed points are unique, but center manifolds
may not be unique. Discuss this in the context of uniqueness (or
nonuniqueness) or solutions of (E2.6a) and (E2.6b). Is this issue
associated with properties of the matrices A and B?

j) Partial differential equations such as (E2.6) may exhibit shocks.
Can this phenomenon arise in this context? If so, how would it
be interpreted in terms of the dynamics of (E2.1)?

2.15 Consider the Cr (r > 1) map

x = A x f { x , y ) ,
y = B y + g ( x , y ) , (工，2/)G xRm (E2.7)

with /(0, 0) = 0, D f (0, 0 ) = 0, ^(0, 0) = 0, and^(0, 0) = 0 and
where A is an n x n matrix whose eigenvalues all have modulus one
and B is an m x m matrix whose eigenvalues all have modulus less
than one. We are interested in the orbit structure near the fixed point
{ x i y ) — o).
The linearized map is given by

x = Ax,
V = By,

for which 2/ = 0 is the center manifold and x = 0 is the stable manifold
of the fixed point ( x^ y ) = (0, 0). We seek local center and stable
manifolds of the origin as graphs over the respective linear invariant
manifolds as follows

VKioc (O) = {(x, 2/ ) eHn xRm 12/ = /l(x ); /i (0) = 0,训⑼ = 0}，

w f̂oc (0) = {(x,y) eHn xHm | x = ^ (^)^(0) = 0,^(0) = 0}.
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a) Describe the geometrical and dynamical meaning of the condi¬

tions
/i(0) = 0，Dh(0 ) = 0,
v{0 ) = 0, Dv{0 ) = 0.

b) Show that the condition of invariance implies that h( x ) and v( y )
satisfy the following functional equations

Bh( x ) + g ( x, h( x ) ) = h( Ax + f ( x , h( x ) ) ) , (E2.9a)

Av( y ) + f {v { y ) , y ) = v( By + g { v { y ) , y ) ) . (E2.9b)

c) (E2.9a) and (E2.9b) can be rewritten as

h( x ) ^ B-l [h{ Ax + f ( x,h( x ) ) ) - g ( x,h( x ) )\ = Tc( h( x) ),
(E2.10a)

v{ y ) = A^ l [v ( By g {v{ y ) , y ) ) - f ( v { y ) , y ) } = T 8 ( v{ y ) ),
(E2.10b)

provided 一1 and A~l exist (what can you say about this?).
Tc and Ts are nonlinear operators defined on an appropriately
chosen function space. Thus, from (E2.10a) and (E2.10b) the
existence of local center and stable manifolds of ( x^ y ) = (0,0)
is equivalent to the existence of a fixed point for Tc and Ts,
respectively. Tc and Ts are referred to as graph transforms.
Set up the problem so that a fixed point of Ts can be found
using the contraction mapping principle. In this context address
the question of the uniqueness of M^*c(0) as well as the decay
rates of orbits on W^oc (0). Can the same approach be taken with
Tc to prove the existence of Wfoc (0)? What about questions of
smoothness of the invariant manifold? ( Hint: see Shub [1987] for
help.)

2.16 Consider the Cr (r > 1) vector field

x = / (x), are IRn. (E2.ll)

We denote the flow generated by this vector field by 如(工)，and we
assume that it exists for all t elR.The “ time one” map generated by
this flow is denoted c^i (x).

a) Suppose M is an invariant manifold of the vector field (see Ex¬

ercise 2.14). Is M also invariant under ( j>i ( x )?
b) Suppose M is an invariant manifold for the map 如 ( x ) (see Ex¬

ercise 2.15). Is M also invariant under the flow generated by the
vector field (E2.ll)?
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2.17 Consider the following planar Hamiltonian system

x = di{；̂(冰H

'卜一瓦(⑼，

y)，
(x，y) eK2, (E2.12)

where H ( x^ y ) is a Cr+1 function (with r as large as is needed). Sup¬

pose (E2.12) has a fixed point at (x, y) = (0, 0). Our goal is to trans¬

form (E2.12) to normal form and maintain the Hamjltonian structure
at each step. We might think of two methods to accomplish this goal.
Method 1. Taylor expand (E2.12) and use the method for vector fields
described in Section 2.2a. The Hamiltonian structure can be enforced
at each order of the Taylor expansion.
Method 2. Method 1does not take advantage of the fact that the vec¬

tor field is derived from a single scalar function. In this method sim¬

plify the Hamiltonian function directly as described in, e.g.，Arnold
[1978] or van der Meer [1985].
Suppose the matrix associated with the linearization of (E2.12) about
the fixed point assumes the form

where UJ and X are real numbers.

Using both Methods 1 and 2, compute the normal forms for Case a)
and Case b).

2.18 Consider the Hamiltonian vector field

x = JDH ( x\ xe H2n, (E2.13)

where H ( x ) is a Cr+1 function (with r as large as is needed) and

0 -id
id 0

where “ id” denotes the n x n identity matrix. Suppose (E2.13) has a
fixed point at a; = 0 and that the matrix JD2 H (0 ) has 2n — 2 eigen¬

values having nonzero real parts and two pure imaginary eigenval¬

ues. Then x = 0 has a two-dimensional center manifold, an (n — 1)-
dimensional stable manifold，and an (n — 1)-dimensional unstable
manifold. Is the reduced vector field on the center manifold also
Hamiltonian? What about the vector field restricted to the stable
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manifold? The unstable manifold? What can you conclude about the
dynamics on the center manifold near a; = 0?
Compare this with the nonHamiltonian case. ( Hint: to begin, you
might want to consider the simplest case, n = 2.)

2.19 Consider the Cr ( r > 1) map

/(x), xe IT. (E2.14)

Suppose that the map has a fixed point at x = xo, i.e. ,

0̂ = f ( xo )-
Next consider the vector field

x = f ( x ) - X . (E2.15)

Clearly (E2.15) has a fixed point, and x = xo - What can you deter¬

mine about the orbit structure near the fixed point of the map (E2.14)
based on knowledge of the orbit structure near the fixed point x = xo
of the vector field (E2.15)?

2.20 Consider the Cr map
/: IR1 — IRi

and denote the Taylor expansion of / by

f ( x ) = a0 -h ayx H h ar^ yxr~l +0( \x\r ).

Suppose / is identically zero. Then show that az = 0 , 2 = 0, . . . , r — 1.

Does the same result hold for the Cr map

n > 1?
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Local Bifurcations

In this chapter we study local bifurcations of vector fields and maps. By
the term “ local” we mean bifurcations occurring in a neighborhood of a
fixed point . The term “ bifurcation of a fixed point” will be defined after
we have considered several examples. We begin by studying bifurcations of
fixed points of vector fields.

3.1 Bifurcation of Fixed Points of Vector Fields
Consider the parameterized vector field

y = g( y A) , y e n' (3丄1)

where ^ is a Cr function on some open set in Rn x The degree of
differentiability will be determined by our need to Taylor expand (3.1.1) .

Usually C5 will be sufficient.
Suppose (3.1.1) has a fixed point at (y, A) = (yo , 入0)，i.e”

9{V0 i ô) = 0« (3.1.2)

Two questions immediately arise.

1. Is the fixed point stable or unstable?

2. How is the stability or instability affected as A is varied?

To answer Question 1，the first step to take is to examine the linear vector
field obtained by linearizing (3.1.1) about the fixed point (y, X) = (yo, 入o).
This linear vector field is given by

i = D y g( y0 , X0 )^ ^ e J R n . (3.1.3)

If the fixed point is hyperbolic (i.e. , none of the eigenvalues of D y g( y0 , 入0)
lie on the imaginary axis), we know that the stability of { y o , X o ) in (3.1.1)
is determined by the linear equation (3.1.3) (cf. Section 1.1A). This also
enables us to answer Question 2, because since hyperbolic fixed points are
structurally stable (cf. Section 1.2C), varying A slightly does not change the
nature of the stability of the fixed point. This should be clear intuitively,
but let us belabor the point slightly.
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We know that
P(2/o, 入o) = 0， （3.1.4)

and that
Dyg{y。，Xo ) (3.1.5)

has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Therefore, Dyg{ y^ AQ) is in¬

vertible. By the implicit function theorem, there thus exists a unique Cr
function, y(A), such that

P(y(A)，A) = 0 (3.1.6)
for A sufficiently close to Ao with

y(入o) = yo. (3.1.7)

Now, by continuity of the eigenvalues with respect to parameters, for A
sufficiently close to Ao,

Dyg( y( X ), X) (3.1.8)
has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Therefore, for 入 sufficiently close
to 入o, the hyperbolic fixed point (y0, Ao) of (3.1.1) persists and its stability
type remains unchanged. To summarize，in a neighborhood of AQ an isolated
fixed point of (3.1.1) persists and always has the same stability type.

The real fun starts when the fixed point (yo^o) °f (3.1.1) is not hyper¬

bolic, i.e.，when Dyg( yo , Ao) has some eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
In this case, for X very close to Ao (and for y close to y。)，radically new
dynamical behavior can occur. For example, fixed points can be created or
destroyed and time-dependent behavior such as periodic，quasiperiodic，or
even chaotic dynamics can be created. In a certain sense (to be clarified
later), the more eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, the more exotic the
dynamics will be.

We will begin our study by considering the simplest way in which
Dyg( yo ^ Ao) can be nonhyperbolic. This is the case where Dyg{ y^ AQ ) has
a single zero eigenvalue with the remaining eigenvalues having nonzero real
parts. The question we ask in this situation is what is the nature of this
nonhyperbolic fixed point for A close to Ao? It is under these circumstances
where the real power of the center manifold theory becomes apparent, since
we know that this question can be answered by studying the vector field
(3.1.1) restricted to the associated center manifold (cf. Section 2.1). In this
case the vector field on the center manifold will be a p-parameter family
of one-dimensional vector fields. This represents a vast simplification of
(3.1.1).

3.1A A ZERO EIGENVALUE
Suppose that Dyg( yo 1 Ao) has a single zero eigenvalue with the remaining
eigenvalues having nonzero real parts; then the orbit structure near (如，入o)
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is determined by the associated center manifold equation, which we write
as

x = a; H1, li (3.1.9)
where /x = A — Ao - Furthermore, we know that (3.1.9) must satisfy

/(0,0) = 0, (3.1.10)

^(0, 0) = 0. (3.1.11)

Equation (3.1.10) is simply the fixed point condition and (3.1.11) is the
zero eigenvalue condition. We remark that (3.1.9) is Cr if (3.1.1) is Cr. Let
us begin by studying a few specific examples. In these examples we will
assume

/i H1.

If there are more parameters in the problem (i.e., \x £ p > 1), we
will consider all, except one, as fixed. Later we will consider more carefully
the role played by the number of parameters in the problem. We remark
also that we have not yet precisely defined what we mean by the term
“ bifurcation•” We will consider this after the following series of examples.

i) EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE 3.1.1 Consider the vector field

x = = /x — x2, x K1, /x K1. (3.1.12)

/(0, 0) = 0 (3.1.13)

篕 (0, 0) = 0， （3.1.14)

but in this example we can determine much more. The set of all fixed points
of (3.1.12) is given by

/x - x2 = 0
or

/x = a:2. (3.1.15)
This represents a parabola in the fi — x plane as shown in Figure 3.1.1. In
the figure the arrows along the vertical lines represent the flow generated by
(3.1.12) along the ^-direction. Thus, for /x < 0, (3.1.12) has no fixed points,
and the vector field is decreasing in x. For /x > 0, (3.1.12) has two fixed
points. A simple linear stability analysis shows that one of the fixed points
is stable (represented by the solid branch of the parabola)，and the other
fixed point is unstable (represented by the broken branch of the parabola).

It is easy to verify that

and
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㈣2

FIGURE 3.1.L
However, we hope that it is obvious to the reader that, given a Cr (r > 1)
vector field on R1 having only two hyperbolic fixed points, one must be
stable and the other unstable.

This is an example of bifurcation. We refer to (x,/x) = (0,0) as a bifur¬
cation point and the parameter value /x = 0 as a bifurcation value.

Figure 3.1.1 is referred to as a bifurcation diagram* This particular type
of bifurcation (i.e”where on one side of a parameter value there are no
fixed points and on the other side there are two fixed points) is referred to
as a saddle-node bifurcation. Later on we will worry about seeking precise
conditions on the vector field on the center manifold that define the saddle-
node bifurcation unambiguously.
EXAMPLE 3.1.2 Consider the vector field

x = = fix - x2, x e 1R1, // 1R1.
It is easy to verify that

and
/(0,0) = 0

s/(0,0)
dx 0.

Moreover, the fixed points of (3.1.16) are given by

x = 0

(3.1.16)

(3.1.17)

(3.1.18)

(3.1.19)

and
x = /x (3.1.20)

and are plotted inFigure 3.1.2.Hence, for // < 0, there are two fixed points;
x = 0 is stable and x = fi is unstable. These two fixed points coalesce at
// = 0 and, for 〆 > 0，x = 0 is unstable and x = fj. is stable. Thus, an
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/ \ M=x

FIGURE 3.1 .2 .

exchange of stability has occurred at " = 0. This type of bifurcation is
called a transcritical bifurcation.

EXAMPLE 3.1.3 Consider the vector field

x = = fix — a;3, x £ H1
， [i G Hl . (3.1.21)

It is clear that we have
/(0, 0) = 0, (3.1.22)

|^ (0, 0) = 0. (3.1.23)

Moreover, the fixed points of (3.1.21) are given by

x 二 0 (3.1.24)

and
x2 = fi (3.1.25)

and are plotted in Figure 3.1.3. Hence，for /i < 0, there is one fixed point,
x = 0, which is stable. For /i > 0, x = 0 is still a fixed point, but two new
fixed points have been created at /x = 0 and are given by x2 = /i. In the
process, x 二 0 has become unstable for /i > 0, with the other two fixed
points stable. This type of bifurcation is called a pitchfork bifurcation.
EXAMPLE 3.1.4 Consider the vector field

x = f { x, /i) = // — a;3, x IR,
1, /i 6 Hl. (3.1.26)

It is trivial to verify that
/ (0, 0) = 0 (3.1.27)

and

^(0, 0) = 0. (3.1.28)
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FIGURE 3.1.3.

FIGURE 3.1.4.

Moreover, all fixed points of (3.1.26) are由ven by

H = x3 (3.1.29)

and are shown in Figure 3.1.4. However in this example, despite (3.1.27)
and (3.1.28), the dynamics of (3.1.26) are qualitatively the same for /i > 0
and /x < 0. Namely, (3.1*26) possesses a unique, stable fixed point.
ii) WHAT IS A BIFURCATION OF A FIXED POINT”？
The term “ bifurcation” is extremely general. We will begin to learn its
uses in dynamical systems by understanding its use in describing the orbit
structure near nonhyperbolic fixed points. Let us consider what we learned
from the previous examples.

In all four examples we had

/(0, 0) = 0

and

砮(0,0)=0，
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and yet the orbit structure near /i= 0 was different in all four cases.Hence,
knowing that a fixedpoint has a zero eigenvalue for /i= 0 is not sufficient to
determine the orbit structure for 入 near zero.Let us consider each example
individually.

1. {Example 3.1.1). In this example a unique curve (or branch) of fixed
points passed through the orgin. Moreover, the curve lay entirely on
one side of 〆= 0 in the fi — x plane.

2. (Example 3.1.2). In this example two curves of fixed points inter¬

sected at the origin in the fi — x plane.Both curves existed on either
side of /i= 0. However, the stability of the fixed point along a given
curve changed on passing through /i= 0.

3. {Example 3.1.3). In this example two curves of fixed points inter¬

sected at the origin in the /x — x plane. Only one curve [x — 0)
existed on both sides of /x = 0; however, its stability changed on
passing through /x = 0. The other curve of fixed points lay entirely
to one side of /i= 0 and had a stability type that was the opposite
of x = 0 for /x > 0.

4. (Example 3.1.4), This example had a unique curve of fixed points
passing through the origin in the \i~ x plane and existing on both
sides of /x = 0.Moreover,all fixedpoints along the curve had the same
stability type. Hence, despite the fact that the fixed point =
(0,0) was nonhyperbolic, the orbit structure was qualitatively the
same for all

We want to apply the term “bifurcation”to Examples 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and
3.1.3 but not to Example 3.1.4 to describe the change in orbit structure as
fi passes through zero. We are therefore led to the following definition.

DEFINITION 3.1.1 A fixed point (x,/x) = (0,0) of a one-parameter family
of one-dimensional vector fields is said to undergo a bifurcation at /i= 0
if the flow for /x near zero and x near zero is not qualitatively the same as
the flow near x = 0 at /x = 0.

Several remarks are now in order concerning this definition.
Remark 1. The phrase “qualitatively the same”is a bit vague. It can be
made precise by substituting the term “C0-equivalent”(cf. Section 2.2D),
and this is perfectly adequate for the study of the bifurcation of fixed
points of one-dimensional vector fields. However, we will see that as we
explore higher dimensional phase spaces and global bifurcations, how to
make mathematically precise the statement “two dynamical systems have
qualitatively the same dynamics”becomes more and more ambiguous.
Remark 2.Practically speaking, a fixed point (x0, /x0) of a one-dimensional
vector field is a bifurcation point if either more than one curve of fixed
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points passes through (xo’ /^o) in the fi ~ x plane or if only one curve of
fixed points passes (XQ, /io) in the fi — x plane；then it (locally) lies entirely
on one side of the line /i = //Q in the fi — x plane.
Remark 3. It should be clear from Example 3.1.4 that the condition that a
fixed point is nonhyperbolic is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
bifurcation to occur in one-parameter families of vector fields.

We next turn to deriving general conditions on one-parameter families
of one-dimensional vector fields which exhibit bifurcations exactly as in
Examples 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3.

iii) THE SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATION

We now want to derive conditions under which a general one-parameter
family of one-dimensional vector fields will undergo a saddle-node bifurca¬

tion exactly as in Example 3.1.1. These conditions will involve derivatives
of the vector field evaluated at the bifurcation point and are obtained by
a consideration of the geometry of the curve of fixed points in the fi — x
plane in a neighborhood of the bifurcation point.

Let us recall Example 3.1.1. In this example a unique curve of fixed
points, parameterized by x, passed through ( f i ^ x ) = (0,0). We denote the
curve of fixed points by The curve of fixed points satisfied two prop¬

erties.
1. It was tangent to the line /i = 0 at x = 0, i.e.,

^(0) = 0. (3.1.30)ax

2. It lay entirely to one side of /x = 0. Locally, this will be satisfied if we
have

会0) / 0. (3.1.31)

Now let ns consider a general, one-parameter family of one-dimensional
vector fields.

x = }{ x, fjL ) y x e IR1, ^ G R1. (3.1.32)
Suppose (3.1.32) has a fixed point at (x, /x) = (0, 0), i.e.,

/(0, 0) = 0. (3.1.33)

Furthermore, suppose that the fixed point is not hyperbolic, i.e.,

^(0, 0) = 0. (3.1.34)
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Now, if we have

^(0,0) / 0, (3.1.35)

then, by the implicit function theorem, there exists a unique function
fi= "(怎)， /x(0) = 0 (3.1.36)

defined for x sufficiently small such that f(x, fi(x)) = 0. (Note: the reader
should check that (3.1.35) holds in Example 3.1.1.) Now we want to derive
conditions in terms of derivatives of / evaluated at (//〆）= (0,0) so that
we have

^(0) = 0, (3.1.37)

# 0. (3.1.38)
Equations (3.1.37) and (3.1.38), along with (3.1.33), (3.1.34), and (3.1.35),
imply that = (0,0) is a bifurcation point at which a saddle-node
bifurcation occurs.

We can derive expressions for (3.1.37) and (3.1.38) in terms of derivatives
of / at the bifurcation point by implicitly differentiating / along the curve
of fixed points.

Using (3.1.35), we have
(3.1.39)

Differentiating (3.1.39) with respect to x gives

fx (x+(x)) = 0 = +l̂ (x)每(X).dx y~ /

Evaluating (3.1.40) at = (0,0)，we obtain

一吐g⑼

thus we see that (3.1.34) and (3.1.35) imply that

(0) = 0,

(3.1.40)

(3.1.41)

(3.1.42)
i.e.，the curve of fixed points is tangent to the line "= 0 at x = 0.

Next，let us differentiate (3.1.40) once more with respect to x to obtain

》，"w) = 0 =U { x^{ x ) ) +

+ (尝㈤）
+ 砮("，"㈤)尝(4 (3-1-43)
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Evaluating (3.1.43) at (//, x ) = (0, 0) and using (3.1.41) gives

^(0, 0) + ^(0, 0)^(0) 0

or

⑼ dx2 (0, 0)

砮(0，°)
Hence, (3.1.44) is nonzero provided we have

(3.1.44)

d(

_
o. (3.1.45)

Let us summarize. In order for (3.1.32) to undergo a saddle-node bifurcation
we must have

/(0, 0) = 0

Yx (0, 0) = 0

and

nonhyperbolic fixed point

df •
d[i

(0, 0) # 0,

92 f
㉟ (o’0) 〆 0.

(3.1.46)

(3.1.47)

(3.1.48)

Equation (3.1.47) implies that a unique curve of fixed points passes through
{^ x ) = (0,0), and (3.1.48) implies that the curve lies locally on one side
of p = 0. It should be clear that the sign of (3.1.44) determines on which
side of /i = 0 the curve lies. In Figure 3.1.5 we show both cases without
indicating stability and leave it as an exercise for the reader to verify the
stability types of the different branches of fixed points emanating from the
bifurcation point (see Exercise 3.2).

Let us end our discussion of the saddle-node bifurcation with the follow¬

ing remark. Consider a general one-parameter family of one-dimensional
vector fields having a nonhyperbolic fixed point at = (0,0). The
Taylor expansion of this vector field is given as follows

/(x, //) = a。"+ cti：r2 十 + asfi2 + 0(3). (3.1.49)

Our computations show that the dynamics of (3.1.49) near = (0,0)
are qualitatively the same as one of the following vector fields

士 = 〆 土 x2 . (3.1.5Q)

Hence, (3.1.50) can be viewed as the normal form for saddle-node bifurca¬

tions.
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-li

(b)

FIGURE 3.1.5. a) (-0(O, O)/|^(O, O)) > 0; b) (-f^(0,0)/|£(0, 0)) < 0.

This brings up another important point. In applying the method of nor¬

mal forms there is always the question of truncation of the normal form;
namely, how are the dynamics of the normal form including only the 0( k )
terms modified when the higher order terms are included? We see that,
in the study of the saddle-node bifurcation, all terms of 0(3) and higher
could be neglected and the dynamics would not be qualitatively changed.
The implicit function theorem was the tool that enabled us to verify this
fact.
iv) THE TRANSCRITICAL BIFURCATION

We want to follow the same strategy as in our discussion and derivation
of general conditions for the saddle-node bifurcation given in the previous
section, namely, to use the implicit function theorem to characterize the
geometry of the curves of fixed points passing through the bifurcation point
in terms of derivatives of the vector field evaluated at the bifurcation point.

For the example of transcritical bifurcation discussed in Example 3.1.2,
the orbit structure near the bifurcation point was characterized as follows.

1. Two curves of fixed points passed through (x, //) = (0,0), one given
by a: = //, the other by 3：= 0.
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2. Both curves of fixed points existed on both sides of "= 0.
3. The stability along each curve of fixed points changed on passing

through 以 = 0.
Using these three points as a guide, let us consider a general one-parameter
family of one-dimensional vector fields

x = x 1R1, (Ji H1. (3.1.51)

We assume that at ( x , //) = (0, 0), (3.1.51) has a nonhyperbolic fixed point,
i.e.，

/(0, 0) = 0 (3.1.52)
and

d_l
dx (0, 0) = 0. (3.1.53)

Now, in Example 3.1.2 we had two curves of fixed points passing through
(/x, x ) = (0,0). In order for this to occur it is necessary to have

^(0, 0) = 0, (3.1.54)

or else, by the implicit function theorem, only one curve of fixed points
could pass through the origin.

Equation (3.1.54) presents a problem if we wish to proceed as in the
case of the saddle-node bifurcation; in that situation we used the condition
|^(0, 0) 7^ 0 in order to conclude that a unique curve of fixed points, fi( x)，

passed through the bifurcation point. We then evaluated the vector field
on the curve of fixed points and used implicit differentiation to derive local
characteristics of the geometry of the curve of fixed points based on proper¬

ties of the derivatives of the vector field evaluated at the bifurcation point.
However, if we use Example 3.1.2 as a guide, we can extricate ourselves
from this difficulty.

In Example 3.1.2, x = 0 was a curve of fixed points passing through the
bifurcation point. We will require that to be the case for (3.1.51), so that
(3.1.51) has the form

x= = xF( x, fi ) ,
where, by definition, we have

/ (g，M)

X < R1 , /i 1R1 (3.1.55)

作，Hit)， ：io} - e)

Since :c = 0 is a curve of fixed points for (3.1.55), in order to obtain an
additional curve of fixed points passing through = (0, 0) we need
to seek conditions on F whereby F has a curve of zeros passing through
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( f i , x ) = (0, 0) (that is not given by a: = 0). These conditions will be in terms
of derivatives of F which, using (3.1.56)，can be expressed as derivatives of
/.

Using (3.1.56), it is easy to verify the following

and (most importantly)

F(0, 0) = 0， (3.1.57)

芸 (0, 0):= — (o’o)’ (3.1.58)

£(。，。):=装°，°)， (3.1.59)

(3.1.60)

Now let us assume that (3.1.60) is no t zero; then by the implicit function
theorem there exists a function, defined for x sufficiently small, such
that

F ( x, i i{ x ) ) — 0. (3.1.61)
Clearly, ^i( x ) is a curve of fixed points of (3.1.55). In order for f j,( x ) to not
coincide with :r = 0 and to exist on both sides of // = 0, we must require
that

0 < y^ (0) < oo.

Implicitly differentiating (3.1.61) exactly as in the case of the saddle-node
bifurcation we obtain

^(0) = ZpM. (3.1.62)
办1 f (0, 0)

Using (3.1.57), (3.1.58), (3.1.59), and (3.1.60), (3.1.62) becomes

(0) = (3.1.63)
dfji
dx

dxdfi (0, 0)

We now summarize our results. In order for a vector field

x = /(x，
"
)， a: G R1, // G R1,

to undergo a transcritical bifurcation, we must have

/ (0, 0) = 0|g(o, o) = 4 nonhyperbolic fixed point

(3.1.64)

(3.1.65)
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⑻

(b)

FIGURE 3.1.6. a) (_ f^(0, 0)/^^(0,0))〉0; b) ( — 1̂ (0, 0)/^^(0, 0)) < 0.

and

砮(0,0)= 0， (3.1.66)

臺陳0， (3-1-67)
d2 f^(0, 0) 一 0. (3.1.68)

We note that the slope of the curve of fixed points not equal to x = 0 is
given by (3.1.63). These two cases axe shown in Figure 3.1.6; however, we
do not indicate stabilities of the different branches of fixed points. We leave
it as an exercise to the reader to verify the stability types of the different
curves of fixed points emanating from the bifurcation point (see Exercise
3.3).

Thus, (3.1.65), (3.1.66), (3.1.67), and (3.1.68) show that the orbit struc¬

ture near = (0, 0) is qualitatively the same as the orbit structure
near (x, /x) = (0, 0) of

= 干 a:2. (3.1.69)

Equation (3.1.69) can be viewed as a normal form for the transcritical
bifurcation.
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v) THE PITCHFORK BIFURCATION

The discussion and derivation of conditions under which a general one-
paxameter family of one-dimensional vector fields will undergo a bifurcation
of the type shown in Example 3.1.3 follows very closely our discussion of
the transcritical bifurcation.

The geometry of the curves of fixed points associated with the bifurcation
in Example 3.1.3 had the following characteristics.

1. Two curves of fixed points passed through = (0, 0), one given
by a:= 0, the other by = x2.

2. The curve :c = 0 existed on both sides of // = 0; the curve = x2

existed on dne side of /z = 0.

3. The fixed points on the curve x = 0 had different stability types on
opposite sides of /z = 0. The fixed points on "= x2 all had the same
stability type.

Now we want to consider conditions on a general one-parameter family
of one-dimensional vector fields having two curves of fixed points passing
through the bifurcation point in the f i — x plane that have the properties
given above.

We denote the vector field by

x = /(x,")， x 1R1, f i R1， (3.1.70)

and we suppose
/(0, 0) = 0, (3.1.71)

M (0, 0) 二 0. (3.1.72)

As in the case of the transcritical bifurcation, in order to have more than
one curve of fixed points passing through ( f i, x ) = (0, 0) we must have

1^ (0, 0) = 0. (3.1.73)

Proceeding further along these lines, we require x = 0 to be a curve of fixed
points for (3.1.70) by assuming the vector field (3.1.70) has the form

x = x F( x, /x) , x e 1R1, // H1, (3.1.74)

where

x = 0 ) (3.1.75)

In order to have a second curve of fixed points passing through ("，x) =
(0, 0) we must have

F(0, 0) = 0 (3.1.76)
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dF

^(0, 0) 一 0. (3.1.77)

Equation (3.1.77) insures that only one additional curve of fixed points
passes through (^ x ) = (0, 0). Also, using (3.1.77)，the implicit function
theorem implies that for x sufficiently small there exists a unique function
fji( x ) such that

F( x, fi( x ) ) = 0. (3.1.78)
In order for the curve of fixed points, /i(x), to satisfy the above-mentioned
characteristics, it is sufficient to have

^(0) = 0 (3.1.79)ax
and

/ 0. (3.1.80)

The conditions for (3.1J9) and (3.1.80) to hold in terms of the derivatives
of F evaluated at the bifurcation point can be obtained via implicit differ¬

entiation of (3.1.78) along the curve of fixed points exactly as in the case
of the saddle-node bifurcation. They are given by

dx

and

(3.1.81)

(3.1.82)

Using (3.1.75), (3.1.81) and (3.1.82) can be expressed in terms of derivatives
of / as follows

些 (0) 一 --S(
dx

and

0

7̂ 0.

(3.1.83)

(3.1.84)

We summarize as follows. In order for the vector field

x = x /x R1, (3.1.85)

to undergo a pitchfork bifurcation at (x} /x) = (0, 0), it is sufficient to have

/(0, 0) = 0 )
m - n r nonhyperbolic fixed point (3.1.86)
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⑻

FIGURE 3.1.7. a) (-0(0, 0)/^(0, 0)) > 0; b) (-0(0,0)/為;(0, 0)) < 0.

砮(0,0)= 0， (3.1.87)

d2 fd(0’0) = 0， (3.1.88)

(3.1.89)

(3.1.90)
There are two possibilities for the disposition of the two branches of fixed

points depending on the sign of (3.1.84). These two possibilities are shown
in Figure 3.1.7 without indicating stabilities. We leave it as an exercise for
the reader to verify the stability types for the different branches of fixed
points emanating from the bifurcation point (see Exercise 3.4).

We conclude by noting that (3.1.86), (3.1.87), (3.1.88), (3.1.89), and
(3.1.90) imply that the orbit structure near ( x，i i ) = (0, 0) is qualitatively
the same as the orbit structure near (a:,n) = (0,0) in the vector field

(3.1.91)
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Thus, (3.1.91) can be viewed as a normal form for the pitchfork bifurcation.

3.1B A PURE IMAGINARY PAIR OF EIGENVALUES：THE
POINCARE-ANDRONOV-HOPF BIFURCATION

We now turn to the next most simple way that a fixed point can be nonhy-
perbolic; namely, that the matrix associated with the vector field linearized
about the fixed point has a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues, with the
remaining eigenvalues having nonzero real parts. Let us be more precise.

Recall (3.1.1) , which we restate here;

2/ = p(3/, A) , 2/ Rn, (3.1.92)

where g is Cr (r > 5) on some sufficiently large open set containing the
fixed point of interest. The fixed point is denoted by (y, A) = (yo, Ao), i.e. ,

0 = g( y o A o ) - (3.1.93)

We are interested in how the orbit structure near yo changes as A is varied.
In this situation the first thing to examine is the linearization of the vector
field about the fixed point, which is given by

^ = D y g ( y0 , X0 )^ (3.1.94)

Suppose that D y g( y o , AQ) has two purely imaginary eigenvalues with the
remainingn— 2 eigenvalues having nonzero real parts. We know (cf. Sections
1.1A，1.1B, 1.1C, and the remarks at the beginning of Section 3.1) that since
the fixed point is not hyperbolic, the orbit structure of the linearized vector
field near (t/, A ) ^ ( y o^o ) may reveal little (and, possibly, even incorrect)
information concerning the nature of the orbit structure of the nonlinear
vector field (3.1.92) near ( y , A) = (?/o，Ao).

Fortunately, we have a systematic procedure for analyzing this problem.
By the center manifold theorem, we know that the orbit structure near
(y, A ) = (2/o, Ao) is determined by the vector field (3.1.92) restricted to the
center manifold. This restriction gives us a p-parameter family of vector
fields on a two-dimensional center manifold. For now we will assume that
we are dealing with a single, scalar parameter, i.e. , p = 1. If there is more
than one parameter in the problem, we will consider all but one of them as
fixed.

On the center manifold the vector field (3.1.92) has the following form

(士、— f Re\( f i ) -Im A(/i) \ f f f l ( x ) y ) ^i )\
\y ) ^

\h n A(/z) Re A(/x) )\y ) +\f 2 ( x , y , f i ) ) 1

(a:, 2/ , /z) H1 x R1 x 1R1 , (3.1.95)

where Z1 and f 2 are nonlinear in x a n d y and A(") , X ( f i ) are the eigenvalues
of the vector field linearized about the fixed point at the origin.
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Equation (3.1.95) was first discussed in Section 2.2B, Example 2.2.3. The
reader should recall that in performing the center manifold reduction to
obtain (3.1.95), several preliminary steps were first implemented. Namely,
first we transformed the fixed point to the origin and, then, if necessary,
performed a linear transformation of the coordinates so that the vector field
(3.1.92) was in the form of (3.1.95). We further remark that the eigenvalue,
denoted A(/i), should not be confused with the general vector of parameters
in (3.1.92), denoted A which we subsequently restricted to a scalar
and labeled /i. We will henceforth denote

A(/i) = a( f i ) + iu;(/i) , (3.1.96)

and note that by our assumptions we have

a(0) = 0,
a;(0) ^ 0. (3.1.97)

The next step is to transform (3.1.95) into normal form. This was done in
Example 2.2.3 of Section 2.1B. The normal form was found to be

X = a( f i ) x - U } ( t i ) y + ( a( f i ) x - b( f i ) y ) ( x2 + y2 ) + 0( \ x\5 ,|y|5),
V = w⑻x + a( f i ) y + ( b( t i ) x + a( f i ) y ) ( x2 + y2 ) + 0( \x\5 ,|i/|5).

(3.1.98)

We will find it more convenient to work with (3.1.98) in polar coordinates.
In polar coordinates (3.1.98) is given by

r = a( f i )r + a(/i)r3 +0( r5 ) ,
0 = u;(/i) + b( f i )r2 +0( r4 ) . (3.1.99)

Because we are interested in the dynamics near f i = 0, it is natural to
Taylor expand the coefficients in (3.1.99) about fi = 0. Equation (3.1.99)
thus becomes

r = a'⑼/ir + a(0)r3 /ir3, r5),
0 = u;(0) + u/(0)/i + b(0 )r2 4- 0(/i2, /ir2, r4), (3.1.100)

where “ denotes differentiation with respect to /i and we have used the
fact that a(0) = 0.

Our goal is to understand the dynamics of (3.1.100) for r small and /i
small. This will be accomplished in two steps.

Step 1. Neglect the higher order terms of (3.1.100) and study the resulting
“ truncated” normal form.

Step 2. Show that the dynamics exhibited by the truncated normal form
are qualitatively unchanged when one considers the influence of the
previously neglected higher order terms.
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Step 1 . Neglecting the higher order terms in (3.1.100) gives

r = dfir + ar3，
0 = L J C F I -\- b r2 ,

where, for ease of notation, we define

a'(0)三 d，
a(0) = a,

u;(0)三 a;,
u/⑼ 三 c，

6(0) = b.

(3.1.101)

(3.1.102)

In analyzing the dynamics of vector fields we have always started with the
simplest situation; namely, we have found the fixed points and studied the
nature of their stability. In regard to (3.1.101), however, we proceed slightly
differently because of the nature of the coordinate system. To be precise,
values of r > 0 and /i for which r = 0, but 0 ^ 0 , correspond to periodic
orbits of (3.1.101). We highlight this in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1.1 For — oo < ^ < 0 and fi sufficiently small

t 0Q (3.1.103)

is a periodic orbit for (3A .101 ).

Proof: In order to interpret (3.1.103) as a periodic orbit, we need only
to insure that 0 is not zero. Since u; is a constant independent of "，this
immediately follows by taking /i sufficiently small. □

We address the question of stability in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1.2 The periodic orbit is

i) asymptotically stable for a < 0;

ii) unstable for a > 0.
Proof : The way to prove this lemma is to construct a one-dimensional
Poincare map along the lines of Section 1.2, Case 1. We have done so for
this problem in Example 1.2.1, from which the results of this lemma follow.
□

We note that since we must have r > 0, (3.1.103) is the only periodic
orbit possible for (3.1.101). Hence, for /i ^ 0, (3.1.101) possesses a unique
periodic orbit having amplitude 0{ y/ Ji ) . Concerning the details of stability
of the periodic orbit and whether it exists for /i > 0 or /i < 0, from (3.1.103)
it is easy to see that there are four possibilities：
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a y

6
Oo o
®)

g<0 M>°
FIGURE 3.1.8. d > 0, a > 0.

1. d > 0, a > 0;

2. d > 0, a < 0;

3. d < 0, a > 0;

4. d < 0, a < 0.
We will examine each case individually; however, we note that in all cases
the origin is a fixed point which is

stable at ^ = 0 for a < 0,

unstable at ^ = 0 for a > 0.
Case 1: d > 0, a > 0. In this case the origin is an unstable fixed point for
M > 0 and an asymptotically stable fixed point for // < 0, with an unstable
periodic orbit for /LA < 0 (note: the reader should realize that if the origin
is stable for ^ < 0, then the periodic orbit should be unstable); see Figure
3.1.8.
Case 2: d > 0, a < 0. In this case the origin is an asymptotically stable
fixed point for 芦 < 0 and an unstable fixed point for // > 0, with an
asymptotically stable periodic orbit for /x > 0; see Figure 3.1.9.
Case 3: d < 0, a > 0. In this case the origin is an unstable fixed point for
A* < 0 and an asymptotically stable fixed point for // > 0, with an unstable
periodic orbit for // > 0; see Figure 3.1.10.
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|i<0 \L-0 |i>0

FIGURE 3.1.9. <i > 0, a < 0.

y r2 __4

O o
L

J1<0 g=0 pi>0

FIGURE 3.1.10. d < 0, a > 0.

Case 4: d < 0, a < 0, In this case the origin is an asymptotically stable
fixed point for /i < 0 and an unstable fixed point for /x > 0, with an
asymptotically stable periodic orbit for /i < 0; see Figure 3.1.11.

From these four cases we can make the following general remarks.
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y

o o

n < 0 卩=0 卩>0

FIGURE 3.1.11. d < 0, a < 0.

Remark 1 . For a < 0 it is possible for the periodic orbit to exist for either
fj, > 0 (Case 2) or /x < 0 (Case 4); however, in each case the periodic orbit
is asymptotically stable. Similarly, for a > 0 it is possible for the periodic
orbit to exist for either "> 0 (Case 3) or /x < 0 (Case 1); however, in each
case the periodic orbit is unstable. Thus, the number a tells us whether
the bifurcating periodic orbit is stable (a < 0) or unstable ( a > 0). The
case a < 0 is referred to as a supercritical bifurcation, and the case a > 0
is referred to as a subcnttcal bifurcation.
Remark 2. Recall that

Hence, for d > 0, the eigenvalues cross from the left half-plane to the right
half-plane as /x increases and, for d < 0, the eigenvalues cross from the right
half-plane to the left half-plane as fi increases. For d > 0, it follows that the
origin is asymptotically stable for ^ < 0 and unstable for /x > 0. Similarly,
for d < 0, the origin is unstable for /x < 0 and asymptotically stable for
/x > 0.

Step 2* At this point we have a fairly complete analysis of the orbit structure
of the truncated normal form near (r, /x) = (0, 0). We now must consider
Step 2 in our analysis of the normal form (3.1.100); namely, are the dy¬

namics that we have found in the truncated normal form changed when the
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effects of the neglected higher order term are considered? Fortunately, the
answer to this question is no and is the content of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1.3 (Poincare-Andronov-Hopf Bifurcation) Consider the
full normal form (3A.100), Then, for\x sufficiently small, Case 1, Case 2,
Case 3, and Case 4 described above hold.
Proof: We will outline two proofs and leave most of the details to the reader.
Proof 1: Utilize the Poincare-Bendixson Theorem. We begin by considering
the truncated normal form (3.1.101) and the case a < 0, d > 0. In this case
the periodic orbit is stable and exists for /i > 0, and the r coordinate is
given by

— a/i

We next choose /i > 0 sufficiently small and consider the annulus in the
plane, A9 given by

A = {(r,0)| n < r < r2} ,
where n and ” 2 are chosen such that

0 < n <
-du

< r2.

By (3.1.101), it is easy to verify that on the boundary of A, the vector field
given by the truncated normal form (3.1.101) is pointing strictly into the
interior of A.Hence, A is a positive invariant region (cf. Definition 1.1.4);
see Figure 3.1.12. It is also easy to verify that A contains no fixed points
so, by the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, A contains a stable periodic orbit.
Of course we already knew this; our goal is to show that this situation still
holds when the full normal form (3.1.100) is considered.

Now consider the full normal form (3.1.100). By taking and r suffi¬
ciently small, the C)(/i2r, /ir3, r5) terms can be made much smaller than
the rest of the normal form (i.e., the truncated normal form (3.1.101).
Therefore, by taking r\ and T2 sufficiently small, A is still a positive invari¬

ant region containing no fixed points. Hence, by the Poincaxe-Bendixson
theorem, A contains a stable periodic orbit. The remaining three cases can
be treated similarly; however, in the cases where a > 0, the time-reversed
flow (i.e., letting t — > 一t ) must be considered.
Proof 2: Utilize the Method of Averaging. Consider the following rescaling
of (3.1.100)

0

er，
e
s '1

t_
(3丄104)
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FIGURE 3.1.12.

Equation (3.1.100) then becomes

f = s( d f i r 4- a r3 ) 4- 0( s2 ) y

々二 u; + 0(e2). (3.1.105)

Equation (3.1.105) is in the standard form for applying the method of
averaging (cf. Theorem 1.2.11 and Exercise 1.2.14). The proof of Theorem
3.1.3 then follows directly. We leave the details to the reader. □

To apply this theorem to specific systems, we need to know d (which is
easy) and a. In principle, a is relatively straightforward to calculate. We
simply carefully keep track of the coefficients in the normal form transfor¬

mation in terms of our original vector field. However, in practice, the alge¬

braic manipulations are horrendous. The explicit calculation can be found
in Hassard , Kazarinoff, and Wan [1980] , Marsden and McCracken[1976],
and Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983]; here we will just state the result.

At bifurcation (i.e., /i = 0), (3.1.95) becomes

GH: 7) (;) + (M) ， (3,,06)

and the coefficient a(0) = a is given by

a 一 Yg \.fxxx fxyy + /xxy + /yyy\
+ [ f x y { f i x + f l y ) - f l y { f x x + f y y )

- /ix /xx + f 'y y f y y] , (3.1.107)

where all partial derivatives are evaluated at the bifurcation point, i.e.,
{ x , y , n ) = (o, o, o).
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We end this section with some historical remarks. Usually Theorem 3.1.3
goes by the name of the “ Hopf bifurcation theorem.” However，as has been
pointed out repeatedly by V. Arnold [1983], this is inaccurate, since ex¬

amples of this type of bifurcation can be found in the work of Poincare
[1892]. The first specific study and formulation of a theorem was due to
Andronov [1929]. However, this is not to say that E. Hopf did not make
an important contribution; while the work of Poincare and Andronov was
concerned with two-dimensional vector fields，the theorem due to E. Hopf
[1942] is valid in n dimensions (note: this was before the discovery of the
center manifold theorem). For these reasons we refer to Theorem 3.1.3 as
the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation theorem.

3.1c STABILITY OF BIFURCATIONS UNDER
PERTURBATIONS

Let us recall the central motivational question raised at the beginning of
this chapter; namely, what is the nature of the orbit structure near a non-
hyperbolic fixed point of a vector field? The key word to focus on in this
question is “ near.” We have seen that a nonhyperbolic fixed point can be
either asymptotically stable or unstable. However, most importantly, we
have seen that “nearby vector fields” can have very different orbit struc¬

tures. The phrase “ nearby vector fields” was made concrete by considering
parameterized families of vector fields; at a certain parameter value the
fixed point was not hyperbolic, and a qualitatively different orbit structure
existed for nearby parameter values (i.e.，new solutions were created as the
parameter was varied). There is an important, general lesson to be learned
from this, which we state as follows.
Pure Mathematical Lesson

From the point of view of stability of nonhyperbolic fixed points of vector
fields, one should not only study the orbit structure near the fixed point
but also the local orbit structure of nearby vector fields.
Applied Mathematical Lesson
From the point of view of “ robustness” of mathematical models, suppose
one has a vector field possessing a nonhyperbolic fixed point. The vector
field should then possess enough (independent) parameters so that, as the
parameters are varied, all possible local dynamical behavior is realized in
this particular parameterized family of vector fields.

Before making these somewhat vague ideas more precise, let us consider
how they are manifested in the saddle-node, transcritical, pitchfork, and
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcations of vector fields that we have already
studied.
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EXAMPLE 3.1 . 5：THE SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATION
parameter family of one-dimensional vector fields

Consider the one-

x = /(x, /i) , 2/ G R1 , /i 1R1 , (3.1.108)

with
/ (0, 0) - 0, (3.1 .109)

砮 (0’ 0) = 0. (3.1.110)

We saw in Section 3.1A that the conditions

(3.1.111)

d2 /
应 (0’ 0) — °， (3.1 .112)

were sufficient conditions in order for the vector field (3.1.108) to undergo
a saddle-node bifurcation at /i = 0. The question we ask is the following.

If a one-parameter family of one-dimensional vector fields satisfying
(3.1.109)，(3.1.110), (3.1.111) , and (3.1.112) is “ perturbed,” will the
resulting family of one-dimensional vector fields have qualitatively
the same dynamics?

We will have essentially answered this question once we have explained
what we mean by the term “ perturbed.”

We do this by first eliminating the parameters entirely. Consider a one¬

dimensional vector field

x = f ( x ) = aox2 + 0( x3 ) , x G 1R1, (3.1.113)

where, in the Taylor expansion of / (x) , we have omitted the constant and
O( x ) terms, since we want (3.1.113) to have a nonhyperbolic fixed point
at x 二 0. Because x = 0 is a nonhyperbolic fixed point, the orbit structure
near x = 0 of vector fields near (3.1.113) may be very different. We consider
vector fields close to (3.1.113) by embedding (3.1.113) in a one-parameter
family of vector fields as follows

x = /(x, f i ) = fi -{- aox2 +0( x3 ). (3.1.114)

The addition of the term “ /i” in (3.1.114) can be viewed as a perturbation
of (3.1.113) via adding lower-order terms in the Taylor expansion of the
vector field about the nonhyperbolic fixed point (note: “ lower-order terms”
means terms of order lower than the first nonvanishing term in the Taylor
expansion). Clearly, (3.1.114) satisfies (3.1.109), (3.1.110)，(3.1.111)，and
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(3.1.112); hence, = (0, 0) is a saddle-node bifurcation point. What
about further perturbations of (3.1.114)? If we add terms of 0( x3 ) and
larger, we see that this has no effect on the nature of the bifurcation,
since the saddle-node bifurcation is completely determined by (3.1.109),
(3.L110), (3.1.111), and (3,1.112), i.e,，by terms of 0( x2 ) and lower. We
could perturb (3.1.114) further by adding lower-order terms. For example,

x = aox2 -f 0{ xz ). (3.1.115)

In this case we have a two-parameter family of one-dimensional vector
fields having a nonhyperbolic fixed point at (x，弘，e) = (0, 0, 0). However,
the nature of the saddle-node bifurcation (i.e., the geometry of the curve(s)
of fixed points passing through the bifurcation point) is completely deter¬

mined by (3.1.109), (3.1.110), (3.1.111), and (3.1.112). Hence, the addition
of the term uexn in (3.1.115) does not introduce any new dynamical phe¬

nomena into (3.1.114) (provided /x ^ 0).

EXAMPLE 3.1.6: THE TRANSCRITICAL BIFURCATION Consider the one-
parameter family of one-dimensional vector fields

x = a: G H1 , /x R1, (3.1.116)

with
/(0, 0) = 0, (3.L117)

|̂(0, 0) = 0. (3.1.118)
OX

We saw in Section 3.1A that if (3.1.116) also satisfies

袈 (0, 0) = 0, (3.1.119)

裝陳°， （3丄120)

0(0, 0) / 0, (3.1.121)

then a transcritical bifurcation occurs at ( x, fj, ) = (0,0). The conditions
(3.1.119), (3-1.120), and (3.1.121) imply that, in the study of the orbit
structure near the bifurcation point, terms of 0( x3 ) and larger in the Taylor
expansion of the vector field about the bifurcation point do not qualitatively
affect the nature of the bifurcation (i.e., they do not affect the geometry
of the curves of fixed points passing through the bifurcation point). From
this we concluded that a normal form for the transcritical bifurcation was
given by

x = fj,x ± x2. (3.1.122)
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e > o

8 = 0

£< 0

FIGURE 3.1.13.

Now let us consider a perturbation of the transcritical bifurcation by
perturbing this normal form. Following our discussion of the perturbation
of the saddle-node bifurcation and upon examining the defining conditions
for the transcritical bifurcation given in (3.1.119)，(3.1.120)，and (3.1.121)，
we see that the only way to perturb (3.1.39) that may lead to qualitatively
new dynamics is as follows

i = e + /ix 干 a:2 . (3.1 .123)

In Figure 3.1.13 we show what becomes of the transcritical bifurcation for
e < 0，e = 0，and e > 0. From this we see that the two curves of fixed
points which pass through the origin for e = 0 break apart into either a
pair of curves of fixed points on which no bifurcation happens on passing
through " = 0 or a pair of saddle-node bifurcations.
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£ > 0

e = o

e< o
FIGURE 3.1.14.

EXAMPLE 3.1.7：THE PITCHFORK BIFURCATION From (3.1.91), the nor¬

mal form for the pitchfork bifurcation was found to be

i: = /xa；T；r3， x 1R1 , /x 1R1 . (3.1. 124)

Using arguments exactly like those used in Examples 3,1.5 and 3.1.6, we
can see that the only perturbations able to affect the orbit structure near
/i = 0 of (3.1.124) are

x = e + e G 1R1. (3.1.125)

In Figure 3.1.14 we show bifurcation diagrams for e < 0, e: = 0, and e: > 0.
As in the case of transcritical bifurcation, we see that, upon perturbation,
the two curves of fixed points which pass through (x, /i) = (0, 0) for e = 0
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break up into either curves of fixed points exhibiting no bifurcation as /i
varies through 0 or saddle-node bifurcations for e 一 0.

EXAMPLE 3.1.8 Recall the one-parameter family of one-dimensional vector
fields discussed in Example 3.1.4

x = fi ~ x3, a: G 1R1, G 1R1. (3.1.126)

The vector fields in this example have a nonhyperbolic fixed point at
= (0, 0)，but the orbit structure is qualitatively the same for all

/i, i.e., no bifurcation occurs at (x, /i) = (0, 0).
Now consider the following perturbation of (3.1.126)

x — fi ex ~ x3 , e 1R1. (3.1.127)

From Figure 3.1.14 (with the roles of e and /i reversed), it should be evident
that (3.1.127) does exhibit saddle-node bifurcations for e ^ 0.

EXAMPLE 3.1.9：THE POINCARE-ANDRONOV-HOPF BIFURCATION From
Theorem 3.1.3, the normal form for the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurca¬

tion was given by

r = fidr + ar3, (r, 0 ) 1R+ x S1， /i 1R1, (3.1.128)
6 = u; Cfi -\r br2. (3.1.129)

We want to consider how the bifurcation near (r, /i) = (0, 0) studied in
Section 3.IB changes as (3.1.128) is perturbed. Three points should be
considered.

1. Theorem 3.1.3 tells us that, for a

_
0, d

_
0, higher order terms (i.e.,

0( r4 ) ) will not affect the dynamics of (3.1.128) near (r, fi ) = (0, 0).
2. Since o; is a constant, for (r, fi ) small, in order to determine the nature

of solutions bifurcating from the origin we need only worry about the
r component of the vector field (3.1.128).

3. Due to the structure of the linear part of the vector field, r = 0 is a
fixed point for " sufficiently small and no terms of even order m r
are present in the r component of the normal form.

Using these three points, we see that , for a 一 0, d / 0, no perturbations
allowed by the structure of the vector field (cf. the third point above) will
qualitatively alter the nature of the bifurcation near (r, fi ) = (0, 0).

From Examples 3.1.5-3.1.9 we might conclude that, in one-parameter
families of vector fields, the most “ typical” bifurcations are saddle-node and
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf. This is indeed the case, as we will show in Section
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3.ID. Moreover, these examples show that some nonhyperbolic fixed points
are more degenerate than others in the sense that more parameters are
needed in order to capture all possible nearby behavior. In Section 3.ID
we explore the idea of the codimension of a bifurcation, which will enable
us to quantify these ideas. A complete theory is given by Golubitsky and
Schaeffer [1985] and Golubitsky, Stewart, and Schaeffer [1988].

3.ID THE IDEA OF THE CODIMENSION OF A BIFURCATION
We have seen that some types of bifurcations (e.g., transcritical, pitchfork)
are more degenerate than others (e.g., saddle-node). In this section we will
attempt to make this more precise by introducing the idea of the codimen¬

sion of a bifurcation. We will do this by starting with a heuristic discussion
of the “ big picture” of bifurcation theory. This will serve to show just how
little is actually understood about bifurcation theory at this stage of the
mathematical development of nonlinear dynamical systems theory.

Before beginning our discussion, however, we provide an outline of this
section to help orient the reader.

i) The “ big picture” for bifurcation theory

ii) The approach to local bifurcation theory

iia) Ideas and results from singularity theory
iib) The codimension of a local bifurcation
iic) Construction of versal deformations

iii) Practical remarks on the location of parameters

Appendix 1. Versal deformations of families of matrices,

i) THE BIG PICTURE FOR BIFURCATION THEORY

The first step is to eliminate the consideration of all parameters from the
problem; instead, we consider the infinite-dimensional space of all dynami¬
cal systems, either vector fields or maps. Within this space we consider the
subset of all structurally stable dynamical systems, which we denote as 5.
By the definition of structural stability (cf. Section 1.2C), perturbations of
structurally stable dynamical systems do not yield qualitatively new dy¬
namical phenomena. Thus, from the point of view of bifurcation theory, it
is not dynamical systems in S that are of interest but rather dynamical sys¬

tems in the complement of 5, denoted Sc,since perturbations of dynamical
systems in Sc can result in systems exhibiting radically different dynamical
behavior. Thus, in order to understand the types of bifurcations that may
occur in a class of dynamical systems, it is necessary to understand the
structure of Sc.
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Presumably, in order for a dynamical system to be in Sc，the system must
satisfy a certain number of extra conditions or constraints. When viewed
geometrically in the infinite-dimensional function space setting, this can be
interpreted as implying that Sc is a lower-dimensional “ surface” contained
in the space of dynamical systems. Here we use the word “ surface” in a
heuristic sense. More specifically, it would be nice if we could show that Sc
is a codimension one submanifold. In practice, however, Sc may have sin¬

gular regions and therefore be more appropriately described as an algebraic
variety (see Arnold [1983]). In any case, for our heuristic discussion, it does
no harm for the reader to visualize as a surface. Before proceeding with
this picture, let us first make a slight digression and define the notion of
the “ codimension of a submanifold.”
The Codimension of a Submanifold

Let M be an m-dimensional manifold and let N be an n-dimensional sub¬

manifold contained in M; then the codimension of N is defined to be m — n.
Equivalently, in a coordinate setting, the codimension of N is the number
of independent equations needed to define N • Thus, the codimension of
a submanifold is a measure of the avoidability of the submanifold as one
moves about the ambient space; in particular, the codimension of a sub¬

manifold N is equal to the minimum dimension of a submanifold P C M
that intersects N such that the intersection is transversal. We have defined
codimension in a finite-dimensional setting, which permits some intuition
to be gained; now we move to the infinite-dimensional setting. Let M be
an infinite-dimensional manifold and let iV be a submanifold contained in
M . (Note: for the definition of an infinite-dimensional manifold see Hirsch
[1976]. Roughly speaking, an infinite-dimensional manifold is a set which
is locally difFeomorphic to an infinite-dimensional Banach space. Because
infinite-dimensional manifolds are discussed in this section only, and then
mainly in a heuristic fashion, we refer the reader to the literature for the
proper definitions.) We say that N is of codimension k if every point of
N is contained in some open set in M which is diffeomorphic to U x
where U is an open set in N . This implies that k is the smallest dimension
of a submanifold P C M that intersects N such that the intersection is
transversal. Thus, the definition of codimension in the infinite-dimensional
case has the same geometrical connotations as in the finite-dimensional
case. Now we return to our main discussion.

Suppose Sc is a codimension one submanifold or, more generally, an
algebraic variety. We might think of 5C as a surface dividing the infinite¬

dimensional space of dynamical systems as depicted in Figure 3.1.15.
Bifurcations (i.e., topologically distinct orbit structures) occur as one passes
through Sc. Thus, in the infinite-dimensional space of dynamical systems,
one might define a bifurcation point as being any dynamical system which
is structurally unstable.
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P,ec« ^ <ic

FIGURE 3.1.15.

In this setting one might initially conclude that bifurcations seldom oc¬

cur and are unimportant, since any point p on Sc may be perturbed to 5
by (most) arbitrarily small perturbations. One might also conclude from
a practical point of view that dynamical systems contained in might
not be very good models for physical systems, since any model is only an
approximation to reality and therefore should be structurally stable. How¬

ever, suppose we have a curve 7 of dynamical systems transverse to Sc, i.e.，
a one-parameter family of dynamical systems. Then any sufficiently small
perturbation of this curve 7 still results in a curve 7' transverse to Sc.Thus,
although any particular point on Sc may be removed from Sc by (most)
arbitrarily small perturbations, a curve transverse to Sc remains transverse
to Sc under perturbation. Bifurcation may therefore be unavoidable in a

eterized family of dynamical systems. This is an important point.
Now, even if we are able to show that 5C is a codimension one submani¬

fold or algebraic variety, Sc itself may be divided up into objects of higher
codimension corresponding to more degenerate types of bifurcations. A par¬
ticular type of codimension k bifurcation in Sc would then be persistent in
a fc-parameter family of dynamical systems transverse to the codimension
k submanifold.

This is essentially the program for bifurcation theory originally outlined
by Poincare. In order to utilize it in practice one would proceed as follows.

1. Given a specific dynamical system, determine whether or not it is
structurally stable.

2. If it is not structurally stable, compute the codimension of the bifur¬

cation.

3. Embed the system in a parameterized family of systems transverse
to the bifurcation surface with the number of parameters equal to
the codimension of the bifurcation. These parameterized systems axe
called unfoldings or deformations and, if they contain all possible
qualitative dynamics that can occur near the bifurcation, they are
called universal unfoldings or versal deformations' see Arnold [1983]
and our discussion to follow.

4. Study the dynamics of the parametrized systems.
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In this way one obtains structurally stable families of systems. More¬

over, this provides a method for gaining a complete understanding of the
qualitative dynamics of the space of dynamical systems with as little work
as possible; namely, one uses the degenerate bifurcation points as “orga-
nizing centers” around which one studies the dynamics. Because elsewhere
the dynamical systems are structurally stable, there is no need to worry
about the details of their dynamics; qualitatively, they will be topologically
conjugate to the structurally stable dynamical systems in a neighborhood
of the bifurcation point.

This program is far from complete, and many of the problems associ¬
ated with its completion are exactly those encountered in our discussion of
structural stability in Section 1.2C. First, we must specify what we mean
by the “ infinite-dimensional space of dynamical systems.” (Usually this
does not present any major difficulties.) Next, we must equip the space
with a topology in order to define what we mean by a perturbation of a
dynamical system. We have already seen (cf. Example 1.2.5) that there
can be problems with this if the phase space is unbounded; nevertheless,
these difficulties can usually be brought under control. The real difficulty
is the following. Given a dynamical system, what does one need to know
about it in order to determine whether it is in S or Sc? For vector fields on
compact, boundaryless two-dimensional manifolds Peixoto’s theorem gives
us an answer to this question (see Theorem 1.2.8 in Section 1.2C), but, in
higher dimensions, we do not have nice analogs of this theorem. Moreover,
the detailed structure of Sc is certainly beyond our reach at this time. Al¬
though the situation appears hopeless, some progress has been made along
two fronts:

1. Local bifurcations;

2. Global bifurcations of specific orbits.

Since the subject of this chapter is local bifurcations we will discuss only
this aspect. In Chapter 4 we will see examples of global bifurcations; for
more information see Wiggins [1988].

Local bifurcation theory is concerned with the bifurcation of fixed points
of vector fields and maps or with situations in which the problem can be
cast into this form, such as in the study of bifurcations of periodic motions.
For vector fields one can construct a local Poincare map (see Section 1.2A)
near the periodic orbit, thus reducing the problem to one of studying the
bifurcation of a fixed point of a map, and for maps with a k periodic orbit
one can consider the kth iterate of the map, thus reducing the problem to
one of studying the bifurcation of a fixed point of the A:th iterate of the
map (see Section 1.1A). Utilizing a procedure such as the center manifold
theorem or the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction (see Chow and Hale [1982]),
one can usually reduce the problem to that of studying an equation of the
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form
f ( x , X ) = 0, (3.1.130)

where x G ]Rn, A G ]RP axe the system parameters and / :!Rn x 1RP — !Rn
is assumed to be sufficiently smooth. The goal is to study the nature of the
solutions of (3.1.130) as A varies. In particular, it would be interesting to
know for what parameter values solutions disappear or are created. These
particular parameters are called bifurcation values, and there exists an ex¬

tensive mathematical machinery called singularity theory (see Golubitsky
and Guillemin [1973]) that deals with such questions. Singularity theory is
concerned with the local properties of smooth functions near a zero of the
function. It provides a classification of the various cases based on codimen¬

sion in a spirit similar to that described in the beginning of the section.
The reason this is possible is that the codimension k submanifolds in the
space of all smooth functions having zeroes can be described algebraically
by imposing conditions on derivatives of the functions. This gives us a
way of classifying the various possible bifurcations and of computing the
proper unfoldings or deformations. Prom this one might be led to believe
that local bifurcation theory is a well-understood subject; however, this is
not the case. The problem arises in the study of degenerate local bifurca¬

tions, specifically, in codimension k ( k > 2) bifurcations of vector fields.
Fundamental work of Takens [1974]，Langford [1979], and Guckenheimer
[1981] has shown that, arbitrarily near these degenerate bifurcation points,
complicated global dynamical phenomena such as invariant tori and Smale
horseshoes may arise. These phenomena cannot be described or detected
via singularity theory techniques. Nevertheless, when one reads or hears
the phrase “ codimension fc bifurcation” in the context of bifurcations of
fixed points of dynamical systems, it is the singularity theory recipe that
is used to compute the codimension. For this reason we want to describe
the singularity theory approach.
ii) THE APPROACH TO LOCAL BIFURCATION THEORY
iia) Ideas and Results from Singularity Theory
We now want to give a brief account of the techniques from singularity
theory that are used to determine the codimension of a local bifurcation
and the correspondingly appropriate unfolding or versal deformation. Our
discussion follows closely Arnold [1983].

We begin by specifying the infinite-dimensional space of dynamical sys¬

tems of interest. This will be the set of C°° maps of!Rn into denoted
C°°(lRn, IT7 ). At this stage we can think of the elements of !Rm )
as either vector fields or maps; we will draw a distinction only when re¬

quired by context. Several technical issues involving C°°(]Rn, Rm) must
now be addressed.

1. Throughout most of this book we have specified the minimum amount
of differentiability needed for our dynamical systems. For example,
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C1 was sufficient for local existence and uniqueness of solutions to
ordinary differential equations and C4 was sufficient for deriving
the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf normal form. Now we have suddenly
jumped to considering C°° functions. The reason for this is that we
will need to utilize the Thom transversality theorem, which is proven
in a C°° context (cf. Golubitsky and Guillemin [1973]).

2. Since we are interested only in local behavior, our maps need not be
defined on all of lRn, but rather they need only be defined on open
sets containing the region of interest (i.e., the fixed point ). Along
these same lines，we can be more general and consider maps of C°°
manifolds. However, since we are concerned with local questions this
will not be 拉n issue; the reader should consult Arnold [1983].

3. As mentioned in our discussion of structural stability in Section 1.2C,
there can be technical difficulties in deciding when two dynamical
systems are “ close” when the phase space is unbounded (as is lRn ).
Since we are interested only in the behavior near fixed points, we will
be able to avoid this unpleasant issue.

4. As we have mentioned several times, we will be interested in the orbit
structure of dynamical systems in a sufficiently small neighborhood of
a fixed point This phrase is a bit ambiguous, so at this point , we want
to spend a little effort to try to make it clearer.

We begin by studying an example which will illustrate some of the salient
points. Consider the vector field

x = f i — x2 - s x3
^ x 1R1, /i 1R1 (3.1.131)

where we view the term “ ex3” in (3.1.131) as a perturbation term. It should
be evident (see Section 3.1A, iii) ) that (3.1.131) undergoes a saddle-node
bifurcation at ( x1 fi) = (0, 0) so that , in the x — fi plane, in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the origin、the curve of fixed points of (3.1.131) ap¬

pear as in Figure 3.1.16. However, (3.1.131) is so simple that we can actually
compute the global curve of fixed points, which is given by

fi = x2 — ex2 (3.1.132)

and is shown in Figure 3.1.16. Thus, we see that，besides the saddle-node
bifurcation point at (x, /i) 二（0, 0)，(3.1.131) has an additional saddle-
node bifurcation point at ( x , fi ) = (2/3e, 4/27e2). Clearly these two saddle-
node bifurcation points are far apart for e small; however, this example
shows that the size of a “sufficiently small neighborhood of a point” can
vary from situation to situation. In this example, the “sufficiently small
neighborhood” of (x，/i) = (0, 0) shrinks to a point as e — oc. The idea of
a “germ” of a differentiable function has been invented in order to handle
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2/3£

4/27C2

FIGURE 3.1.16.

this ambiguity, and we refer the interested reader to Arnold [1983] for an
introduction to this formalism. However, in this book we will not utilize
the idea of germs but rather the 】ess mathematically precise and more
verbose approach of reminding the reader that we are always working in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of a fixed point .

Now that we have specified the infinite-dimensional space of dynamical
systems, next we need some way of understanding the geometry of the
“degenerate” dynamical systems. This is afforded by the notions of jets
and jet spaces. We will first give five definitions and then explanations.

DEFINITION 3.1.2 Consider / C°°(lRn, lRm). The k- jet o f f a t x i s given
by the following { k -h 2)-tuple

{ x , f { x ) , D f ( x ) , - - - , D k f { x ) ) .

Thus we see that the A:-jet of a map at a point is simply the Taylor
coefficients through order k plus the point at which they axe evaluated. We
denote the A:-jet of / at x by

JkAf ) -
Although it may seem a bit silly to dress up something as commonplace as
a Taylor expansion in a new formalism, the reader will see that there is a
definite payoff. We next consider the set of all fc-jets of C°° maps of Rn
into Rm at all points of Rn.

DEFINITION 3.1.3 The set of all A:-jets of C°° maps of lRn into Hm at all
points of Rn is called the space of k-jets and is denoted by

Jfc(lRn , ]Rm) = {The space of 灸-jets of C°° maps of Rn into IRm}.
The spaces Jfc (Rn, Rm) have a nice linear vector space structure. In fact,

we can identify Jfc (lRn , Rm) with Rp for an appropriate choice of p. We
illustrate this in the following examples.
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EXAMPLE 3.1.10 J°(lRn , lRm ) = Hn x Hm .

EXAMPLE 3.1.11 J1(1R1,1R1) is three dimensional, because points in J 1 (IR1,
H1) can be assigned the coordinates

EXAMPLE 3.1.12 J^R2, H2) is eight dimensional, because points in J1(R2,
H2 ) can be assigned the coordinates

( x J ( x ) , D f ( x ) )

where D f { x ) is a 2 x 2 matrix.

In a certain sense, the spaces Jfc (]Rn , JRm) can be thought of as finite¬

dimensional approximations of C°°(]Rn , lRm).
We now introduce a map that will play an important role when we discuss

the notion of versal deformations.

DEFINITION 3.1.4 For any map / G C°°(lRn, lRm ) we define a map

/ : R n — Jfe (IRn , ]Rm),

:r H Jxfc (/) = f ( x ) ,
which we call the k-jet extension of f .

Thus, the fc-jet extension of / merely associates to each point in the
phase space of the dynamical system (/) the fc-jet of / at the point. We
also remark that the &-jet extension of / can be viewed as a map of the
phase space of the dynamical system (/) into Jfc (]Rn , lRm). This remark will
be important later on. We next introduce a new notion of transversality.

Recall from Section 1.2C the notion of two manifolds being transversal.
We now introduce a similar idea: the notion of a map being transverse to
a manifold.

DEFINITION 3.1.5 Consider a map / G C°°(]Rn , ]Rm ) and a submanifold
M C JRm. The map is said to be transversal to M at a point x G IRn if
either f ( x ) ^ M or the tangent space to M at f ( x ) and the image of the
tangent space to IRn at x under D f ( x ) are transversal, i.e.，

D f ( x ) • + T f { x ) M = 7>(x ) Mm.

DEFINITION 3.1.6 The map is said to be transversal to M if it is transversal
to M at any point x G lRn.
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y=x2

FIGURE 3.1.17.

Let us consider an example.
EXAMPLE 3.1,13 Consider the map

/ :1R1 — 1R2，
a: H (x, x2 ).

When viewed geometrically, the image of 1R1 under / is only the parabola
y = x2; see Figure 3.1.17. We ask the following questions.

1. Thinking of the x-axis as a one-dimensional submanifold of IR2, is /
transverse to the x-axis?

2. Similarly for the y-axis, is / transverse to the y-axis?

The only point at which the image of IR1 under / intersects either the
x-axis or y-axis is at the origin; therefore, this is the only point at which we
need to check transversality. Let us denote the ar-axis by X and the y-axis
by Y.Then, using the standard coordinates on IR2, we can take

T(0 fi ) X =
T(o,o)r = (0, ]R1).

(3.1.133)

(3.1.134)
We have that D f (0 ) = (1, 0); thus, on recalling Definition 3.1.5 and exam¬

ining (3.1.133) and (3.1,134), it follows that / is transverse to Y but not
transverse to X .

We now state the Thom transversality theorem, which will guide the
construction of candidates for versal deformations of degenerate dynamical
systems.
Theorem 3.1.4 (Thom) Let C be a submanifold of Jfc (lRn , lRm). The
set of maps f : Rn — � Hm whose k -jet extensions are transversal to C is
an everywhere dense countable intersection of open sets in C°°(JRn , ]Rm).
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Proof: See Arnold [1983]. □

This theorem allows us to work in finite dimensions, where geometrical
intuition is more apparent, and to draw conclusions concerning the geome¬

try in the infinite-dimensional space of dynamical systems, C°°(lRn, Hm).
At this point we have developed enough machinery from singularity theory
to discuss the idea of the codimension of a local bifurcation. We now turn
to this question.

iib) The Codimension of a Local Bifurcation

As mentioned in our discussion of the “ big picture” of bifurcation theory,
the problem we are immediately faced with is determining whether a dy¬

namical system is structurally stable. If we limit ourselves to the study of
the behavior of fixed points, then the problem is much easier, because we
know how to characterize structurally unstable fixed points— they are sim¬

ply the nonhyperbolic fixed points. The techniques from singularity theory
we developed in 3.ID will enable us to characterize the degree of “struc¬

tural instability” of a fixed point in a way that is similar in spirit to our
discussion of the “ big picture” of bifurcation theory given in that section.
However, the reader should realize that these ideas are concerned with
fixed point behavior only and as such we must often do additional work to
determine whether nearby dynamical phenomena are properly taken into
account. We will see several examples of this as we go along.

Thus far we have been using the term “dynamical system” to refer to
vector fields and maps interchangeably. At this stage we need to draw
a slight distinction. We will be studying the fixed points of dynamical
systems. For vector fields

x = f ( x ), x e ]Rn, (3.1.135)

this means studying the equation

f ( x ) = 0, (3.1.136)

and for maps
g{ x\ x ]Rn, (3.1.137)

this means studying the equation

g( x ) -x = 0. (3.1.138)

It should beclear that from an analytic point of view, (3.1.136) and (3.1.138)
are essentially the same. However, for the remainder of this section we will
deal solely with vector fields and leave the trivial modifications for maps
as exercises.

For vector fields the space of dynamical systems will be C°°(lRn , lRn ) and
the associated jet spaces Jfe (]Rn, ]Rn). In particular, we will work solely in
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the finite-dimensional space Jfc (Hn, ]Rn ). Within Jfe (Hn, lRn ) we will be
interested in the subset consisting of fc-jets of vector fields having fixed
points. We denote this subset by F (for fixed points) and note that F
has codimension n. Within F we will be interested in the fc-jets of vector
fields having nonhyperbolic fixed points. We denote this subset by B (for
bifurcation) and note the B has codimension n + 1, We remark that the
codimension of F and B is independent of k\ however, the dimension of F
and B is n o t independent of k . Let us now consider some specific examples.

EXAMPLE 3.1.14：ONE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR FIELDS AS our space of
vector fields we take C°°(1R1, 1R1). In this case Jfe (lR1, lR1) is (fc + 2)-
dimensional with coordinates of points in Jfc (lRn, Hn) given by the ( fc + 2)-
tuples

xelR1, / eC-^1^1),

F is ( k -h l)-dimensional (codimension 1) with coordinates of points in F
given by

(^ 0’— ㈤， ， zeK1, / e C^R1
，®1)，

and B is fc-dimensional (codimension 2) with coordinates of points in B
given by

EXAMPLE 3.1.15：n-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR FIELDS AS our space of vec¬

tor fields we take C°°(]Rn, Hn). In this case coordinates of Jfc (lRn, ]Rn) are
given by

(x, /(x) , D/(x), - - - , Dfc / (x)) , x Rn , / eC°°(]Rn , ]Rn) .

F is codimension n ) with points in F having coordinates

{ x , 0 , D f ( x ) , - - - , D k f ( x ) ) , / eC°°(]Rn , ]Rn ),

and B is codimension n + 1, with points in B having coordinates

(x, o, D7fx), - - - , Dfc / (x)) , x e n n, / e K i R")，

where D f ( x ) represents a nonhyperbolic matrix which lies on a surface
of codimension 1 in the n2-dimensional space o[ n x n matrices. This is
explained in great detail in Appendix 1.
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We are now at the point where we can define the codimension of a fixed
point. There are two possibilities for the choice of this number, and we
closely follow the discussion of Arnold [1972].

DEFINITION 3.1.7：THE CODIMENSION OF A FIXED POINT Consider
Jfe (Hn, Rn) and the subset of Jfc (lRn, ]Rn) consisting of fc-jets of elements
of C°°(IRn, IRn) that have fixed points. We denote this subset by F and
note that F has codimension n in Jfe (lRn , lRn ). Consider the fc-jet of an
element of C°°(]Rn, lRn) that has a nonhyperbolic fixed point. Then this
fc-jet lies in a subset of F defined by conditions on the derivatives. Suppose
this subset of F has codimension b in Rn). Then we define the
codimension of the fixed point to be 6 — n.

Before giving examples we want to make a few general remarks concern¬

ing this definition.

Remark 1. Evidently k must be taken sufficiently large so that the degree
of degeneracy of the nonhyperbolic fixed point can be specified.

Remark 2.This definition says that the codimension of a fixed point is equal
to the codimension of the subset of F specified by the degeneracy of the
fixed point minus n. Thus, hyperbolic fixed points have codimension zero by
this definition. This seems reasonable, since the notion of the codimension
of a fixed point should somehow specify the degree of “ nongenericity” of
the fixed point.
Remark 3.There is another way of describing the reasons why we chose this
way of defining the codimension of a fixed point. The dynamical system in¬

duces a map of the phase space, Rn, into Jfc (]Rn, IRn). This map is only the
fc-jet extension map (cf. Definition 3.1.4). At hyperbolic fixed points this
map is transverse to the subset F of Jfe (]Rn, IRn). Thus, hyperbolic fixed
points cannot be destroyed by small perturbations. Hence, if the notion of
codimension is to quantify the amount of “degeneracy” of nonhyperbolic
fixed points, then the generic elements of F should be regarded as codi¬

mension zero. Practically speaking, this also implies that genencally the
fixed points move if they are perturbed.

Now we consider several examples where we will compute the codimen¬

sion.

EXAMPLE 3.1.16 Consider the vector field

x = f ( x ) = ax2 + 0(x3), x e 1R1 . (3.1.139)

We are interested in studying (3.1.139) near the nonhyperbolic fixed point
x — 0. At this point we see that the fc-jet of (3.1.139) is a typical element
of the set B described in Example 3.1.14. Hence, using Definition 3.1.7, we
conclude that x = 0 is codimension 1.
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EXAMPLE 3.1.17 Consider the vector field

X = f { x ) = ax3 + a( x4 ), X H1. (3.1.140)

We are interested in (3.1.140) near the nonhyperbolic fixed point x = 0. As
in Example 3.1.16, the fc-jet of (3.1.140) is contained in the set B described
in Example 3.1.14. However, (3.1.140) is more degenerate than the typical
element of B in that (3.1.140) also has

d2 f
dx2 (0) = 0.

Hence, the A>jet of (3.1.140) lies in a lower dimensional subset of B, de¬

noted B\which has codimension 3 in Jfc (lR1,1R1)，with points in having
coordinates

卜O, O, O，0(x)，. . .，0(x))， xenn, / C°°(Rn, ]Rn ).

Using Definition 3.1.7 we can thus conclude that a:= 0 is codimension 2.

EXAMPLE 3.1.18 In Appendix 1 we show the following.
1. In the four-dimensional space of 2 x 2 matrices the matrices

0 ~UJ

LU 0

and
0
0 o )

lie on surfaces of codimension 1 and codimension 2, respectively.

2. In the nine-dimensional space of 3 x 3 matrices the matrix

0 UJ 0
CL； 0 0
0 0 0

lies on a surface of codimension 2.

Hence, using Example 3.1.15 and Definition 3,1,7, we conclude that the
codimension of a fixed point of a vector field whose 1-jet in (real) Jordan
canonical form is given by (3.1.141), (3.1.142), or (3.1.143) is 1，2, and 2,
respectively.

We end this section with two remarks.

Remark 1. The codimensions computed in these examples are for generic
vector fields. In particular, we have not considered the possibility of symme¬

tries which would put extra constraints on eigenvalues and of derivatives

(3.1.143)

(3.1.141)

(3.1.142)
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which would result in a modification of the codimension; see Golubitsky
and Schaeffer [1985] and Golubitsky, Stewart, and Schaeffer [1988].
Remark 2.We have referred to the sets F and B as “subsets” of Jfe (Hn , Rn).
In applying the Thom transversality theorem the question of whether or not
they are actually submanifolds arises. The same question is also of interest
for the higher codimension subsets of B corresponding to more degenerate
fixed points. In general, these subsets may have singular points and, thus,
they will not have the structure of a submanifold- However, these singular¬

ities can be removed by slight perturbations and, hence, for our purposes,
they can be treated as submanifolds. This technical point is treated in great
detail in Gibson [1979].
iic) Construction of Versal Deformations

We now want to develop the necessary definitions in order to discuss versal
deformations of vector fields. We follow Arnold [1972], [1983] very closely.
We remark the the phrase “ unfolding” is often used to refer to a simi>

lar procedure; see, e.g., Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983] (where the term
“ universal unfolding” is taken to be virtually synonymous with the phrase
“ versal deformation”）or Golubitsky and Schaeffer [1985] (where various
subtleties in the definitions are thoroughly explored).

Consider the following C°°, parameter-dependent vector fields

X = x e M , A e m' (3.1.144)

y = g( y^ ) , y e M e (3.1.145)

We will be concerned with local behavior of these vector fields near fixed
points. Therefore, we assume that (3.1.144) and (3.1.145) have fixed points
at (rro, AQ) and (鉍o，"o), respectively, and we will be concerned with the
dynamics in a sufficiently small neighborhood of these points. We now give
a parametric version of the notion of C°-equivalence given in Definition
2.2 .1 .

DEFINITION 3.1.8 Equations (3.1.144) and (3丄145) are said to be C°-
equivalent (or topologically equivalent) if there exists a continuous map

h : U — V，

with U a neighborhood of (xo, Ao) and V a neighborhood of yo such that,
for A sufficiently close to Ao,

吣，A),
with ft(xo，A o) = 如，is a homeomorphism that takes orbits of the flow
generated by (3.LI44) onto orbits of the flow generated by (3.1.145)，pre¬

serving orientation but not necessarily parameterization by time. If h does
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preserve parameterization by time, then (3.1.144) and (3.1.145) are said to
be C° conjugate (or topologically conjugate).

In the construction of versal deformations we will be concerned with
having the minimum number of parameters (for reasons to be discussed
later), not too many or too few. The following definition is the first step
toward formalizing this notion.

Consider the following C°° vector field

X =：u( x,(i ) , xelRn, (3.1.146)

with
= 0.

Then we have the following definition.

DEFINITION 3.1.9 Let A = 0(/x) be a continuous map defined for /x suffi¬
ciently close to /xo with Ao = 0(/xo). We say that (3.1.146) is induced from
(3.1.144) if

= _/»(") ) _
We now can give our main definition.

DEFINITION 3.1.10 Equation (3.1.144) is called a C°~equivalent versal
deformation (or just versal deformation) of

x = f ( x, X0 ) (3.1.147)

at the point a：o if every other parameterized family of C°° vector fields that
reduces to (3.1.147) for a particular choice of parameters is equivalent to a
family of vector fields induced from (3.1.144).

At this point we again remind the reader that we are working in a suf¬

ficiently small neighborhood of (x0, A0). We are now at the stage where we
can construct versal deformations of dynamical systems. We will deal with
vector fields and merely state the simple modifications needed for dealing
with maps.

Once we have a vector field having a nonhyperbolic fixed point there are
four steps necessary in order to construct a versal deformation.

Step 1. Put the vector field in normal form to reduce the number of cases
that need to be considered.

Step 2. Truncate the normal form and embed the resulting fc-jet of the
normal form in a parameterized family having the number of pa¬

rameters equal to the codimension of the bifurcation such that the
parameterized family of fc-jets is transverse to the appropriate subset
of degenerate A;-jets.
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Step 3. Appeal to the Thom transversality theorem (Theorem 3.1.4) to
argue that transversality holds in the full infinite-dimensional space
of dynamical systems, C°°(]Rn, lRn ).

Step 4. Prove that the parameterized family constructed in this manner is
actually a versal deformation.

It should be apparent that Step 4 is by far the most difficult. Steps 1
through 3 merely give us a procedure for constructing a parameterized fam¬

ily that we hope will be a versal deformation. The reason why it may not be
is related to dynamics.The whole procedure is static only in nature; it takes
into account only the nature of the fixed point. For one-dimensional vector
fields we will see that the method will yield versal deformations, since the
only possible orbits distinguished by C° equivalence are fixed points. How¬

ever, for higher dimensional vector fields we will see that the method may
not yield versal deformations and, indeed, no such versal deformation may
exist. Let us now consider some examples. In all of the following examples
the origin will be the degenerate fixed point.

EXAMPLE 3.1.19：ONE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR FIELDS
a) Consider the vector field

ax2 + C?(x3). (3.1.148)x =
We follow the steps described above for constructing a versal deformation
of (3.1.148).
Step 1. Equation (3.1.148) is already in a sufficient normal form.
Step 2. We truncate (3.1.148) to obtain

(3.1.149)

From Example 3.1.16, we know that x = 0 is a degenerate fixed point of
(3.1.149) having codimension 1. Now recall the definitions of the subsets
F and B of ^(H^ IR1) described in Section 3.ID. For reference, we de¬

note below these submanifolds of t/'IR1, 1R1) and to their right a typical
coordinate in the submanifold

Now the 2-jet of (3.1.148) at x = 0 is a typical point in B, and we are
seeking to embed (3.1.149) in a one-parameter family transverse to B.
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Upon examining (3.1.150), (3.1.151), and (3.1.152), it appears that there
are two possibilities, namely,

x = fix ax2 (3.1.153)

or
x = fi -\- ax2 , // ^ 1R1. (3.1.154)

However, recall the remarks immediately following the definition of codi¬

mension (Definition 3.1.7). We noted that typical points of are considered
to be codimension zero since hyperbolic fixed points are structurally sta¬
ble (and generic). Practically speaking, this means that as the parameter
is varied the fixed point may move (and may even disappear). Therefore,
we choose a one-parameter family that is transverse to B and F. Hence,
(3.1.154) is our candidate for a versal deformation of (3.1.149). Finally, let
us remark that the two-parameter vector field

x = fi2 X 4- ax2 (3.1.155)

is also a transverse family; however, our goal is to find the minimum number
of parameters.
Step 3. It follows from the Thom transversality theorem (Theorem 3.1.4)
that (3.1.154) is generic. The reader should perform the simple calculation
necessary to verify this fact.
Step 4 - In Section 3.1A, iii) we showed that higher order terms do not affect
the dynamics of (3.1.154) near = (0,0). Hence, the deformation is
versal.

We can conclude from this that the saddle-node bifurcation is generic in
one-parameter families of vector fields.

b) Consider the vector field

x = ax3 -h 0( x4 ). (3.1.156)

Step 1. Equation (3.1.156) is already in a sufficient normal form.
Step 2. We truncate (3.1.156) to obtain

x = ax3. (3.1.157)

From Example 3.1.17, x = 0 is a codimension 2 fixed point. For refer¬

ence, we denote below the subsets B\B, and F of ^(IR^ IR1) discussed in
Example 3.1.17 with typical coordinates immediately to the right.

J^lRSlR1) - (x，/(x) , g(:r)，^(x) ,^(x)) ， （3.1.158)
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F-卜0，l{㈤ ㈤)， (3.1.159)

B - 。,0,》),》))， (3.1.160)

Bf - (x，0, 0,0,d(x)) . (3.1.161)

We want to embed (3.1.157) in a two-parameter family transverse to B'.
The family must also be transverse to B and F. On examining (3.1.158),
(3.1.159), (3.1.160), and (3.1.161), it is easy to see that such a family is
given by

x = fix + fi2x + ax3. (3.1.162)
Step 3. It is an immediate consequence of the Thom transversality theo¬

rem (Theorem 3.1.4) that (3.1.162) is a generic family. The reader should
perform the calculations necessary to verify this statement.
Step 4- In Section 3.lA,v), we proved that higher order terms do not qual¬
itatively effect the local dynamics of (3.1.162). Hence, we have found a
versal deformation of (3.1.156).
EXAMPLE 3.1.20：TWO-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR FIELDS
a) The Poincare-Andronov-Hopf Bifurcation

Consider the vector field
x ^ -ujy +0{2),
y = ujx +0(2). (3.1.163)

Step 1. Prom Example 2.2.3, the normal form for this vector field is

x = -toy H- (ax - by)(x2 -\- y2) H- 0(5),
y = U J X (b x -\- ay)(x2 +y2) +0(5). (3.1.164)

We note the important fact that due to the structure of the linear part of
the vector field the normal form (3.1.164) contains no even-order terms.
Step 2. We take as the truncated normal form

x = -ujy + (ax -by)(x2 + y2、，
y = LJX (bx ay)(x2 + y2). (3.1.165)

From Example 3.1.18 we recall that (x,y) = (0,0) is a codimension 1 fixed
point. Prom Example 3.1.15 we recall the subsets B and F of J2(1R2,1R2)
and denote typical coordinates on these subsets to the right.

J2(R2,R2) - (xJ(x),Df(x),D2f (x)) , (3.1.166)
F- (X,0,D/(X),D2/(X)) , (3.1.167)
B - (x,0,Df(x),D2f (x)) , (3.1.168)
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where Df ( x ) represents nonhyperbolic matrices. Now we want to embed
(3.1.165) in a one-parameter family transverse to B, but due to the struc¬

ture of the linear part of the vector field，we want the origin to remain a
fixed point. From Appendix 1 the matrix

/ 0 (3.1.169)

lies on a surface of codimension one in the four-dimensional space of 2 x 2
matrices. Moreover, a versal deformation for (3.1.169) is given by

卜 -o;

Using (3.1.170), we take as our transverse family

x = fix — t j y ( a x — by )( x2 + y2 ) ,
p = LUX -h /J,y -h (bx -h ay )( x2 -|- y2 ).

(3.1.170)

(3.1.171)

Step 3. It follows from the Thom transversality theorem (Theorem 3.1.4)
that (3.1.171) is generic (when we take into account that the origin must
remain a fixed point in the one-parameter family). The reader should per¬

form the necessary calculations to verify this statement.
Step 4. Theorem 3.1.3 implies that the higher order terms in the normal
form do not qualitatively change the dynamics of (3.1.171). Hence, we have
constructed a versal deformation of (3.1.163).

Thus, we can conclude that, like saddle-node bifurcations, Poincaxe-
Andronov-Hopf bifurcations are also generic in one-parameter families of
vector fields.

Due to the importance of the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, be¬

fore ending our discussion let us reexamine it from a slightly different point
of view.

In polar coordinates, the normal form is given by (cf. (3.1.100))

r = ar3 4- 0(r5 ) ,
e = u+0( r2 ) . (3.1.172)

Our goal is to construct a versal deformation of (3.1.172). It is in this
context that we see yet another example of the power and conceptual clarity
that results upon transforming the system to normal form.

In our study of the dynamics of (3.1.172) we have seen (see Section 3.1B,
Lemma 3.1.1) that, for r sufficiently small, we need only to study

r = ar3 +0(r5 ) = 0,
since 0(t ) merely increases monotonically in t .

(3.1.173)
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Equation (3.1.173) looks very much like the degenerate one-dimensional
vector field studied in Example 3.1.19 whose versal deformation yielded the
pitchfork bifurcation. However, there is an important difference; namely,
due to the structure of the linear part of the vector field in (3.1.163)，the
r component of the vector field must have no even-order terms in r and
must be zero at r = 0. Hence, this degenerate fixed point is codimension
1 rather than codimension 2 as in the pitchfork bifurcation, and a natural
candidate for a versal deformation is

r = "r + ar3 ,
e = uj . (3.1.174)

It is the content of Theorem 3.1.3 that (3.1.174) is indeed a versal defor¬

mation.

b) A Double-Zero Eigenvalue
Consider the vector field

x = y +0{ 2 ) ,
y = 0( 2) . (3.1. 175)

Step 1 . Ftom Example 2.2.2, the normal form for (3.1.175) is given by

x^ y + 0(3) ,
y = axy + by2 + 0(3) . (3.1.176)

Step 2. We take as the truncated normal form

x = y,
y = axy + by2 . (3.1.177)

From Example 3.1.18, recall that (x, y ) = (0, 0) is a codimension 2 fixed
point. Prom Example 3.1.15 we denote the subsets B and F of J2(1R2 , 1R2)
with typical coordinates of points in these sets to the right.

雄2,2) - (x, / (x) , D/(x) ) , (3.1.178)
F - (x, 0, D/(x) ) , (3.1.179)

B - (:r，0,57(i)) , (3.1.180)

where D f ( x ) represent nonhyperbolic matrices. In Appendix 1 we show
that these matrices form a three-dimensional surface in the four-dimensional
space of 2 x 2 matrices. We also show in this appendix that matrices with
Jordan canonical form given by

Si) (3.1.181)
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form a two-dimensional surface, Bf , with Bf C B C F C We
now seek to embed (3.1.177) in a two-parameter family transverse to B\
In Appendix 1 we show that a versal deformation of (3.1.181) is given by

Thus, one might take as a transverse family

y — "ix + //22/ + ax2 + bxy.

(3.1.182)

(3.L183)

However, recall the remarks following the definition of codimension (Def¬

inition 3.1.7). Generically, we expect the fixed points to move as the pa¬

rameters are varied. This does not happen in (3.1.183); the origin always
remains a fixed point. This situation is easy to remedy.

Notice from the form of (3.1.183) that any fixed point must have y = 0.
If we make the coordinate transformation

x — x — Xo,
y — y,

and take as a versal deformation of the linear part
' 0 1 )卜-:c0 )
、"i ^2 / v y /

(3.1.184)

(3.1.185)

(3.1.186)

then a simple rescaling and reparameterization allows us to transform
(3.1.183) into

士 = y ,
y = /̂ i -\- + axy -{- by2

(cf. Exercise 3.20). We remark that in some cases it may be necessary for
the origin to remain a fixed point as the parameters are varied; for example,
in the case where the normal form is invariant under the transformation
( 工，V ) — ( — 工，— 2/); see Exercise 3.32.

Step 3. It follows from the Thom transversality theorem that (3.1.186) is
a generic family. The reader should perform the necessary calculation to
verify this statement.

Step 4' Bogdanov [1975] proved that (3.1.186) is a versal deformation. We
will consider this question in great detail in Section 3.IE.

iii) PRACTICAL REMARKS ON THE LOCATION OF PARAMETERS

For a specific dynamical system arising in applications the number of pa¬

rameters and their locations in the equation are usually fixed. The theory
developed in this section tells us that too many parameters (i .e.，more than
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the codimension of the fixed point) are permissible provided they result in
a transverse family. Having more parameters than the codimension of the
fixed point will simply require more work in enumerating all the cases.
However, one must verify that the parameters are in the correct location so
as to form a transverse family. We have seen that there is a lot of freedom
in where the parameters may be; in one dimension it is fairly obvious, in
higher dimensions it is not as obvious, but the reader should keep in mind
that transversality is the typical situation.

Appendix 1: Versal Deformations of Families
of Matrices

In this appendix we develop the theory of versal deformations of matrices
which we use in computing versal deformations of fixed points of dynamical
systems. Our discussion follows Arnold [1983]. Let M be the space of n x
n matrices with complex entries. The relation of similarity of matrices
partitions the entire space into manifolds consisting of matrices having
the same eigenvalues and dimensions of Jordan blocks; this partitioning is
continuous, since the eigenvalues vary continuously.

Suppose we have a matrix having some identical eigenvalues, and we want
to reduce it to Jordan canonical form. This process is not stable, because
the slightest perturbation might destroy the Jordan canonical form com¬

pletely. Thus, if the matrix is only approximately known (or the reduction
is attempted by computer), then the procedure may yield nonsense.

We give an example. Consider the matrix

■= (“ ) .

The Jordan canonical form is given by

(“ ) ， … ，

with conjugating matrix

C(A) = (S 1/A ) ' a ^ °-

Now, at A = 0, the Jordan canonical form of ^4(A) is given by

(o o) 1

with conjugating matrix

c(°) = ( i ?) •
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Therefore, C(A) is discontinuous at A = 0.
However, even though multiple eigenvalues is an unstable situation for

individual matrices, it is stable for parametrized families of matrices, i.e”perturbing the family does not remove the multiple eigenvalue matrix from
the family. Thus, while we can reduce every member of the family to Jordan
canonical form (as in the example above), in general, the transformation
will depend discontinuously on the parameter. The problem we address is
the following:

What is the simplest form to which a family of matrices can be reduced
depending smoothly (say, analytically) on the parameters by a change of
parameters depending smoothly (analytically) on the parameters?

In the following we will construct such families and determine the mini¬

mum number of parameters, but first we must begin with some definitions
and develop some necessary machinery.

We will consider n x n matrices whose entries are complex numbers. Let
AQ be such a matrix.

A deformation of Ao is an analytic mapping

九 A — Cn'入 ―刷，

where A 6 is some parameter space and

A(A0) = ^o -
A deformation is also called a family, the variables i = 1 ,… ，£, are
called the parameters, and A is called the base of the family.

Two deformations i4(A),5(A) of A0 are called equivalent if there exists a
deformation of the identity matrix C(A) (C(Ao) = id) with the same base
such that

B( X ) = C ( X ) A( X )C^l ( X ) .
Let S C Cm, A C be open sets. Consider the analytic mapping

含：S — A,
M — 伽)，

with
The family induced from A by the mapping <j> is called { <t>* A )(^i ) and is

defined by

This will be useful for reparametrizing families of matrices in order to
reduce the number of parameters.

A deformation 4(A) of a matrix AQ is said to be versal if any deformation
B{ jj) of AQ is equivalent to a deformation induced from A, i.e”

B( M ) = C ( fi )A( <l>( fi ) )C- l ( fi )
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for some change of parameters

0 : E — A，

with C( /J,Q ) = id and ^(//o) = 入o.
A versal deformation is said to be universal if the inducing mapping (i.e. ,

change of parameters map) is determined uniquely by the deformation B.
A versal deformation is said to be miniversal if the dimension of the

parameter space is the smallest possible for a versal deformation.
At this stage it is useful to consider an example. Consider the matrix

Ao = {°o l ) -
It should be clear that a versal deformation of AQ is given by

fo 1W"1 "2 )
\o c丨J ("3 M4 )

where /x = (糾，"2, #3,"4) C4. However, B{ f i ) is not miniversal; a miniver-
sal deformation is given by

綱 = (s ;HK)，

where A = (Ai , A2) E C2. This can be seen by showing that B{ fi ) is equiv¬

alent to a deformation induced from ^4(A). If we let

c(") =d’ c~l M = TTjr20i

then it follows that

A{\) = A{ 4>{n ) ) = C-\n) B^ )C{n)

= ( 0 0 0 )_
V ° 0 / V /M1 + — /̂ 4 H x + H i ) '

where we take

</>(
")=

( <h⑻ =(
"

3(1 +M2)- + /M)三(入1，入2)三入

as the inducing mapping.
Now that we have the necessary definitions out of the way we can proceed

toward our goal, which is to construct normal forms (miniversal deforma¬

tions) of matrices having multiple eigenvalues. It is important to know the
number of parameters necessary and to know the conditions that the nor¬

mal form must satisfy for versality. To reach that point we must develop
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some machinery in order that the result does not appear to be ^pulled out
of the air.”

We denote the set of all n x n matrices with complex entries by M. M
is isomorphic to Cn ; however, we will simply write M = Cn .

Now let us consider the Lie group G = GL{ ny C) of all nonsingular nxn
matrices with complex entries. GL( ny C) is a submanifold of Cn .

The group G acts on M according to the formula

Adgm = gmg一1， (m G M, g ^ G ) (A.1.1)

( Ad stands for adjoint).
Consider the orbit of an arbitrary fixed matrix Ao ^ M under the action

of G; this is the set of points m G M such that m = gAog~ l for all
g G G. The orbit of Ao under G forms a smooth submanifold of M, which
we denote by N • Thus, from (A.1.1), the orbit, iV, of Ao consists of all
matrices similar to AQ .

We next restate the notion of transversality of a map. (cf. Definition
1.2.6) .

Let N C M be a smooth submanifold of a manifold M . Consider a
smooth mapping of another manifold A into M and let A be a point in A
such that i4(A) G N . Then the mapping A is called transversal to N at A
if the tangent space to M at yl(A) is the sum

TMa{ X ) = TNa{ x ) + DA( X ) . TAX , (A.1.2)

where DA( X ) denotes the derivative of A at A; see Figure A.1.1.
With these two notions we can state and prove the proposition that pro¬

vides the key for constructing miniversal deformations of Jordan matrices.

Proposition A.1.1 If the mapping A is transversal to the orbit of AQ
at\ = Ao, then i4(A) is a versal deformation. If the dimension of the
parameter space is equal to the codimension of the orbit of Aoy then the
deformation is miniversal.
Proof：Unfortunately we cannot proceed to the proof directly but must go
in a rather roundabout way through several steps and definition. First note,
however, that a geometrical picture of Proposition A.1.1 is given in Figure
A.1.2.

In Figure A.1.2 N is codimension 2; hence, we choose the dimension of
A to be 2. Since 义(入) is transverse to N at A = Ao, we thus represent it as
a two-dimensional surface passing through AQ. We want to show that ^4(A)
satisfying this geometrical picture is actually a miniversal deformation of
Ao. To do this we will need to develop a local coordinate structure near AQ
which describes points along the orbit of Ao and points off of the orbit of
AQ. We begin with a definition.
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M

A A
A(A)A㈧

FIGURE A.1.1

A A(A

FIGURE A.1.2

The centralizer of a matrix u is the set of all matrices commuting with
u denoted

Zu = *• [u, u] = 0}， [u,v] = uv ~ vu, (A.1.3)

It is easy to show that the centralizer of any matrix of order n is a linear
subspace of M = Cn . We leave this BS an exercise for the reader.

Now we want to develop the geometrical structure of M near -4(A) = AQ.
Let Z be the centralizer of the matrix Ao, Consider the set of nonsingu¬

lar matrices that contain the identity matrix (which we denote by “ id”）.
Clearly this set has dimension n2. Within this set consider a smooth sub¬

manifold, P, intersecting the subspace id -\- Z transversely at id and having
dimension equal to the codimension of the centralizer; see Figure A.1.3.

With Figure A.1.3 in mind, consider the mapping

$ : P X A — C n\
^ : ( p , X ) ^ p A(\) p-1 = ^ ( p, X ) (A.1.4)

(we will worry about dimensions shortly).
The following lemma will provide us with local coordinates near AQ.
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M*Cn2

id+Z

Piece of det = 0 surface

FIGURE A.1,3

Lemma A.1.2 In a neighborhood of (id, Ao) ^ is a local dtffeomorphism.
Proof: Before proving lemma this we need to state several facts.

1) Consider the mapping

畛：G — C n'b — bAob~l = ^( b).
The derivative of ^ at the identity is a linear mapping of T^G onto TAQ^ "

Without loss of generality, we can take T\^G = Cn2
and T̂ 0Cn2 = Cn'Denoting the derivative of ^ at id by D^(id), we want to show that, for

u G f T1 , D^(id )u is given by the operation of commutation of u with AQ ,
i.e., J?^(id)z/ = [u, AQ ] ,

This is easily calculated as follows

D^(id)« = hrn +

一
(^4Q + £t^o)(id _ su ) + Q( s2 ) — Ap

e— o e
AQ — eAou + EUAQ 4- 0(e2 ) — AQ= l i m

e— 0 £
= uA0 - A0u = [u, A0] ;

therefore,
DiP { id ) : Cn" Cn\

u — �[w, AQ\.
(A.1.5)

We make the following observation. Since dimG = dimM = n2, the di¬

mension of the centralizer is equal to the codimension of the orbit of AQ.
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This is because, roughly speaking, from (A.1.1) and (A.1.4) we can think
of the centralizer of 乂。to be the matrices that do not change AQ. Thus,
we have

dim2 = dim A, (A.1.6)
dimP = dimiV, (A.1.7)

and
dim A + dim AT = n2.

Now, returning to 少，
$ : P x A ^ C"2

.

Prom (A.1.6) and (A.1.7) we see that the dimensions are consistent (i.e.,
dim(P x A) = dimCn ) for 少 to be a difFeomorphism.

We can now finally prove Lemma A.1.2. We compute the derivative of

^ at (id, Ao), denoted D^(id, A0), and examine how it acts on a typical
element of T(ld，入0) ( _P x A). Let (w, A) G !T(id，入0) (_P x A); then we have

^(id, A0)(w, A) = A0), Dx^(id , X0 ) )(u,A). (A.1.8)

Using (A.1.4) and (A.1.5) it is easy to see that (A.1.8) is given by

^(id, A0)KA) = (卜，A)]，认4(A0)A). (A.1.9)

By construction of the submanifold P, 伞(id，AQ) maps T\^ P isomorphi-
cally to a space tangent to the orbit N at AQ (check dimensions and the
fact that [U ^ AQ] ^ 0). Also by the hypothesis of Proposition A.1.1, DA( Xo )
maps T\0 A isomorphically to a space transverse to N at A( Xo ) = AQ . Con¬

sequently, _D^(id，AQ) is an isomorphism between linear spaces of dimension
n2; thus, by the inverse function theorem, ^ is a local diffeomorphism. This
completes our proof of Lemma A.1.2. □

This lemma tells us that we have a local product structure (in terms of
coordinates) near AQ in M (note: this is for a sufficiently small neighbor¬

hood of (id, Ao), since the inverse function theorem is only a local result);
see Figure A.1.4.

Now we can finish the proof of Proposition A.1.1.
Let B( fi ) for some fixed ^ G E C Cm be an arbitrary deformation of Ao

(i.e., for some ^LQ e T, C Cm, B( fio ) = Ao ). In the local coordinates near
we know that any matrix sufficiently close to A0 can be represented as

^(p, A) = pA( X )p^\ peP, A e A c C^.
Hence, for fi — fiQ sufficiently small, B( fi ) has the representation

B(") = ^( p, X ) = pA( X )p~1

for some p G P, A A C C^.
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id -
M

0( p，?i}

•入o

«>0d, Xo)= A0

FIGURE A.1.4

Now let TTI and 开2 be the projections onto P and A of P x A, respectively.

Then it follows by definition of 伞 that

Thus, letting
= 7T2$

_
1 (S(/i)),

C( n) = n1^~ 1 ( B( n) ) ,

it follows that
B( n) = C( n) Amn) )C-\n).

This proves Proposition A.1.1. □

We remark that it should be clear from the argument that the deforma¬

tion is miniversal, i.e. , we have used the smallest number of parameters.
Thus, the proposition tells us that, in order to construct a miniversal

deformation of A0 , we may take the family of matrices

where B is in the orthogonal complement of the orbit of A0 . An obvious
question therefore is how do you compute B?

Lemma A.1.3 A vector B in the tangent space of Cn at the point AQ IS

perpendicular to the orbit of AQ if and only if

[B\Ao} = 0

where B* denotes the adjoint of B.
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Proof: Vectors tangent to the orbit are matrices representable in the form

[x , A0] , x e M.
Orthogonality of B to the orbit of AQ means that, for any x e M ,

( [ x , Ao} , B) = 0, (A.1,10)

where ( , ) is the inner product on the space of matrices, which we take as

( A, B ) = tr( AB* ). (A.1.11)

Using (A.1.10), (A.1.11) becomes
*

0 = tr ([a:, Ao]^)
= tr { XAQB* AQXB*) .

Using the fact that
tr(AB) = tr(BA),

tr(A H-S) =：trA + trB,
we obtain

tr( xAoB* ― AQXB* ) = tv( xAoB* ) — tr( AoxB* )
= tT ( A0B* x ) — tT ( xB* AQ )
= tT( A0B* x ) - tT ( B* A0x )
= tv( ( A0B^ B^ AQ )x )
= tv( [ A0lB^ ] x )
= ( [ A0 , B* ] ,x* ) = 0.

Since x was arbitrary, this implies

[Ao，S*] = 0. □

This lemma actually allows us to “ read off ” the form of B if A0 is in
Jordan canonical form.

Suppose Ao has been transformed to Jordan canonical form and has
distinct eigenvalues

and to each eigenvalue there corresponds a finite number of Jordan blocks
of order n%

n\{ ax ) > n2(at) … •

For the moment, to simplify our arguments, we will assume that our
matrix has only one distinct eigenvalue, a, and let us say three Jordan
blocks rti (a) > U2{ ot ) > ri3(a ). The matrices which commute with AQ then
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FIGURE A.1.6

have the structure shown in Figure A.1.5, where each oblique segment m
each separate Jordan block denotes a sequence of equal entries. Thus, a
matrix B* in the orthogonal complement of Ao has the structure shown
in Figure A.1.6. The general proofs of these statements can be found in
Gantmacher [1977], [1989] for the case of an arbitrary number of eigenvalues
and Jordan blocks; however, we will not need such generality, since we will
be concerned with 2 x 2, 3x 3, and 4 x 4 matrices only and, in these cases, it
is relatively easy to verify the structures shown in Figures A.1.5 and A.1.6
by direct calculation. We will do this shortly.

Therefore, a matrix of the structure shown in Figure A.1.6 is orthogonal
to AQ , NOW in general we only desire transversality, not orthogonality, and
it may simplify matters (i.e., reduce the number of matrix elements) to
choose a basis not orthogonal but transverse to A0 so that B* appears as
simply as possible. This can be accomplished by taking a matrix of the
form shown in Figure A.L6 and B* and replacing every slanted line by one
independent parameter and the rest of the entries on the slanted line by
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FIGURE A.1.7

zeros. The nonzero entry (independent parameter) can be placed at any
position along the slanted line. Thus, matrices transverse to Ao would have
the structure shown in Figure A.1.7, where the horizontal and vertical lines
in the figure represent the positions where the required number of indepen¬

dent parameters are placed. From the above form of the matrices commut¬

ing with AQ , and only one eigenvalue, the number of parameters
needed for a miniversal deformation is given by the formula

«!(«) + 3n2(a) + 5n3(o：) H . (Al.1.12)

We now will state the general case for an arbitrary number of eigenvalues
i = 1, * • • , 5, and then work out some explicit examples.

Theorem A.1.4 The smallest number of parameters of a versal deforma¬

tion of the matrix AQ is equal to
s

d = + 3n2 (o^) + 5n3(at) H ] • (A.1.13)
t=i

Proof: See Arnold [1983] and Gantmacher [1977], [1989]. □

We now sum up everything in our main theorem.
Theorem A.1.5 Every has a miniversal deformation; the num¬

ber of its parameters is equal to the codimension of the orbit of AQ or,
equivalently，to the dimension of the centralizer of AQ .

If AQ is m Jordan normal form, then for a miniversal deformation we
may take a d- parameter normal form (with d given in Theorem A, L4 )

-1- B, where the blocks of B have the previously described form.
In other words, any complex matrix close to a given matrix can be reduced

to the above d -parameter normal form AQ + B (where AQ is the Jordan
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where a,b axe arbitrary complex numbers.
A family of matrices that is transverse to Ao and that simplifies our

expression for a versal deformation would be

0 0

We can check whether or not B is transverse to Ao by showing that

(B,B) = tr(BB*) ^ 0.

canonical form of the given matrix)，so that the reducing mapping and the
parameters of the normal form depend analytically on the elements of the
original matrix.

Now we will compute some examples.

EXAMPLE A.1.1. Consider the matrix

(X

0 a (A.1.14)

This matrix is denoted a2
) where a refers to the eigenvalue and two refers

to the size of the Jordan block. In the context of bifurcations of fixed points
of vector fields, we take a = 0 and, for fixed points of maps, we take a ~ 1.
Prom (A.1.12) it follows that a versal deformation of (A.1.14) has at least
two parameters; hence，matrices having Jordan canonical form Ao (i.e”from (A.1.1)，the orbit of 乂0) form a codimension 2 submanifold of C4.

We now want to compute a versal deformation for Ao. First we compute
a matrix which commutes with Ao.

a b \ a 1、一〆a 1\ / a b \
c a) y 0 aj y c d)
aa a -\~ ba \ _ (aa + c 6a+
ca c -\~ daJ y ac ad J
一c d — d\ (0 0 \
0 c j = V 0 0 j；

thus,
c = 0,

Therefore, we obtain
a ~ d, and b = arbitrary.

a b
0 a

From Lemma A.1.3, we have that a matrix orthogonal to AQ is given by

-a
II
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In our case we have

1 ) ( 1 °a ) ^ ( balab
so that

(B, S) = tr(BS*) = |a|VO.

Relabeling by letting b = X i and a = A2 , we obtain the following versal
deformation

( 0 屮u
EXAMPLE A.1.2 .Consider the matrix

A0 = ^ 2) , a a. (A.1.15)

Prom (A.1.12), it follows that a versal deformation of (A.1.15) has four
parameters; hence, matrices having Jordan normal form Ao form a codi¬

mension 4 submanifold of C4.
We next compute a family orthogonal to the orbit of AQ as follows

f a b\ f a 0\ _ f a 0\ f a b\= f O 0\
\c d八 0 a ) ~

\0 a )\c d ) ^\0 O J '

or
f a a 6a \ / a a \ / 0 0 \
\c a d a J y ac ad J 一、。0 J '

Thus, a, b, c, d can be anything; this situation is therefore codimension 4
with a versal deformation given by

( a 0 \ ^Ai A2 \
\ 0 a J \ A3 A4 y ,

where we have relabeled the parameters as in Example A.1.1.

EXAMPLE A.1.3 Consider the matrix

( a 1 0 \
烏 = j 0 a 0 J ，

\0 0 a j
a2a. (A.1.16)

From (A.1.12), it follows that a versal deformation of (A.1.16) has at least
five parameters; hence, matrices having Jordan canonical form Ao form a
codimension 5 submanifold of C9.
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We leave it to the reader to verify the transversality of B to the orbit of
A Q.

To summarize, the first few low codimension matrices have versal defor¬

mations given by

a2 a 丄

0 a
0 0
入1 入2

|a a| a 0
0 a

Ai A2 \
A3 A4 T

We compute a family of matrices orthogonal to the orbit of A Q as follows
a b c\ / a 1 0 \ / a 1 0 \ / a b c \
d e / a o j | o o： e / j
g h i J \0 0 O L J yO 0 a J \g h i J

' 0 0 0 \
0 0 0
0 0 0 /

a ~\- ba aa ~\~ d ab ~\- e ac + /aa ca
da a ~\- ea ^ 一 ad a/ae

g -h ha t a ah at

d a — e — f 0 0 0
0 0
0 0

0, / — 0, a = e, and 6, c,h,i 二 arbitrary.

B

we thus obtain d = 0, 5
Therefore, we obtain

'5 0 5
b a h
c 0 i

or a simpler form, transverse to the orbit of ^4。，given by

/ 0 0 0 \
6 =丨Ai A2 A3 I ,

\ A4 0 A5 y
where we have relabeled the parameters as in Example A.1.1. Hence, a
versal deformation of is given by

( a 1 0 \ /0 a 0 +
\ 0 0 a \

0
A3
A5

0
A
20OAIA+00

a
a
o

a
o
o

2a

0
A3
A5

0
A
20

0
A1
A4
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These are the simplest forms to which these parametrized families of ma¬

trices containing multiple eigenvalues can be reduced by a transformation
depending analytically on the parameters.

Before leaving this appendix there is a very important point we should
address, namely, that all of our work in this appendix has dealt with com¬

plex numbers. The reason for this is simple; it is much easier to deal with
the diagonalization problem when dealing with matrices of complex num¬

bers. However, throughout this book we are mainly interested in real-valued
vector fields. Thus it is fortunate that the results for versal deformations of
matrices of complex numbers go over immediately to the situation of versal
deformations of matrices of real numbers. The main idea is the following
(Arnold [1983]).

The decomplexification of a versal deformation with the minimum
number of parameters of a complex matrix, Ao^ can be chosen to be
a versal deformation with the minimum number of parameters of the
real matrix AQ, where Ao is the decomplexification of AQ.

This statement should be almost obvious after reviewing some definitions
and terminology. We will discuss only what is necessary for our purposes
and refer the reader to Arnold [1973] or Hirsch and Smale [1974] for more
information.

It should be clear that the decomplexification of Cn; is IR2n. Moreover,
if ei, •••,en is a basis of Cn, then ei, •* •,en, iei,...,ien is a basis for
the decomplexification of Cn, ]R2n. Now, let A = Ar %AX be a matrix
representation of some complex linear operator mapping Cn into itself.
Then the decomplexification of this matrix is given by the 2n x 2n matrix

(Ar — At \
V A A r ) '

Consider the following versal deformations of complex matrices

(A.1.17)

Letting

( o i) +U A°2 )
(ot 0 \ / Ax A2 \
y 0 a J A4 y

(A.1.18a)

(A.1.18b)

a = p +ir,
= A +

where p，r，〆" and 7t are real, (A.1.17) implies that the decomplexification
of these matrices is given by

0 0 \

71 ~072 , (A.1.19a)

Ml M2 /

( p 1 — r 0 \ ( o 0
0 P 0 — r "2
r 0 P 1 + 0 0

V 0 r 0 p / \ 71 72
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(A.1.23)

where a= p+ir.
We can thus see that a versal deformation of the real matrix

(A.1.24)

(A.1.25)

We will treat some important remaining cases in the exercises following
Chapter 3

Finally, we remark that in the study of bifurcations in Hamiltonian sys¬

tems, it is necessary to consider versal deformations of symplectic matrices.
This situation has been studied by Galin [1982] and Kocak [1984].

( 0
r 0

is given by

P 一T

J P

p 0 — T 0
0 p 0 — T
T 0
0 r

P
0

0
P

"3

7i

73

(A.1.19b)
M2 -7i ~72 )

M4 -73 — 74
72 Ml M2
74 M3 M4 /

As an example, in the study of bifurcations of fixed points of vector fields,
we will be interested in the case where the eigenvalues are zero; hence, from
(A.1.19a) and (A,1.198b) we conclude that versal deformations of

and

(°“ ) ( A.1.20a)

(A.1.20b)
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3.1E THE DOUBLE-ZERO EIGENVALUE
Suppose we have a vector field on Rn having a fixed point at which the
matrix associated with the linearization of the vector field about the fixed
point has two zero eigenvalues bounded away from the imaginary axis. In
this case we know that the study of the dynamics near this nonhyperbolic
fixed point can be reduced to the study of the dynamics of the vector field
restricted to the associated two-dimensional center manifold (cf. Chapter
2).

We assume that the reduction to the two-dimensional center manifold
has been made, and the Jordan canonical form of the linear part of the
vector field is given by

(o l ) - (3丄187)

Our goal is to study the dynamics near a nonhyperbolic fixed point hav¬

ing linear part given by (3.1.187). The procedure is fairly systematic and
will be accomplished in the following steps.

1. Compute a normal form and truncate.
2. Rescale the normal form so as to reduce the number of cases to be

studied.
3. Embed the truncated normal form in an appropriate two-parameter

family (see Example 3.1.20b)

4. Study the local dynamics of the two-parameter family of vector fields.
4a. Find the fixed points and study the nature of their stability.
4b. Study the bifurcations associated with the fixed points.
4c. Based on a consideration of the local dynamics, infer if global

bifurcations must be present.
5. Analyze the global bifurcations.
6. Study the effect of the neglected higher order terms in the normal

form on the dynamics of the truncated normal form.

We remark that Step 4c is a new phenomenon. However, we will see that
it is not uncommon for global effects to be associated with local codimension
k ( k > 2 ) bifurcations. Moreover, we will see that it is often possible to
“guess” their existence from a thorough local analysis. We will discuss this
in more detail later on. Now we begin our analysis with Step 1.

Step 1: The Normal Form. In Example 2.2.2 we saw that a normal form
associated with a fixed point of a vector field having linear part (3.1.187)
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is given by

x = j/ + e»(|a;|3, |y|3) ,
y = ax2 + bxy +0(\x [ 3 , [ y\3 ) , (x, y) eR2. (3,1,188)

At this stage we will neglect the 0(3) terms in (3.L188) and study the
resulting truncated normal form

x - y,
y = ax2 -h bxy. (3.1.189)

Step 2: Rescalmg. Letting

(3.1.189) becomes

x ax,
y — 0y、
t — yt， 7 > 0,

-(?)-y = x2 + hba )xy - (3.1.190)

Now we want to choose 7, /3, and a so that the coefficients of (3.1.190) are
as simple as possible. Ideally, they would all be unity; we will see that this
is not possible but that we can come close.

We will require

— = 1 (3.1.191)a
or a

7 = 矿
Equation (3.1.191) fixes 7. We require ot and 0 to have the same signs so
that stability will not be affected under the rescaling (since 7 scales time).

Next, we require that
jact2

了
(3.1.192)

Using (3.L191), (3.1.192) becomes

y^ = aQ (^2 ) = 1 - (3.1.193)

Equation (3.1.193) fixes a/0.
We finally require

jba = 1 (3.1.194)
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but, using (3.1.191), (3.1.194) becomes

h
~f = h^ (^) = L (3.1 . 195)

We can see that a and b can have either sign and that a and 0 must
have the same sign. Prom (3.1 . 193) we can further see that a and a must
have the same sign. Therefore, if (3.1.195) is to hold, we conclude that b
and a have the same sign. This is too restrictive— the best we can do and
still retain full generality is to require

b0 H ) = ±1 , (3.1. 196)

so that, in the rescaled variables, the normal form is

x = y,
y = x2 ± xy. (3.1. 197)

Step 3: Construct a Candidate for a Versal Deformation. Prom Example
3.1.20b, a likely candidate for a versal deformation is

x = y,
y = Mi + M22/ + x2 + bxy, b = ±1. (3.1.198)

Step 4 : Study the Local Dynamics of (3.1.198). We take the case b = +1.

Step 必a: Fixed Points and Their Stability. It is easy to see that the fixed
points of (3.1.198) are given by

( x , y ) = ( ± y/^, 0). (3.1.199)

In particular, there are no fixed points for fi\ > 0.
Next we check the stability of these fixed points.
The Jacobian of the vector field evaluated at the fixed point is given by

U ^+ x)|
(± v/r7770)

= ( ±27=717 M2 ± V̂ r) - (3丄200)

The eigenvalues are given by

AI ,2 = "-2土严士 (3.1 .201)

If we denote the two branches of fixed points by (x+ , 0) E (+ /i1 ? 0) and
(x~ , 0) = (— —̂ //1 , 0), we see from (3.1.201) that (x+，0) is a saddle for

"1 < 0 and all 的，while for fi\ = 0 the eigenvalues on (x+，0) are given by

入1，2 = M2, 0.
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The fixed point (x
_
，0) is a source for {"2〉1/— Mi，Mi < 0} and a sink for

{^,2 < \/ MT, MI < 0}; for n\ — 0, the eigenvalues on (x~ , 0) are given by

^1,2 = "2, 0

and, for "2 = Mi，Mi < 0, the eigenvalues on (ar
_

, 0) are given by

A 〗，2 = ± iyj2y/ z^.

Thus, we might expect that /ix = 0 is a bifurcation curve on which (x土，0)
are born in a saddle-node bifurcation and "2 二 \J < 0，is a bi¬

furcation curve on which (x — , 0) undergoes a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bi¬

furcation. We now turn to verifying this and studying the orbit structure
associated with these bifurcations.

Step 4 b: The Bifurcations of the Fixed Points. We begin by examining the
orbit structure near \i\ = 0, /X2 arbitrary. We will use the center manifold
theorem (Theorem 2.1.1).

First we put the system into the “ normal form” for the center manifold
theorem. We treat ^2 as a fixed constant in the problem and think of iii
as a parameter, and we examine bifurcations from Hi = 0.

To transform (3.1. 198) into the form in which the center manifold can
be applied, we use the following linear transformation

x
y

u
V

u
V ^2

"2
0

-1
1

X
y (3.1.202)

which transforms (3. LI98) into

+ 丄 f ~ (u2 + (2 + fi 2 )uv + (1 +^)v2 )\
\l2 V W2 + (2 + fl 2 )uv + ( 1 + "2)V2

ii — — + (2 + + ( 1 + ，
M2 M2

v = fi2V + — H \u2 + (2 + ii2 )uv + (1 + ^2 )^2] - (3.1 - 203)

"2 "2 1

Without actually computing the center manifold , we can argue as follows.

The center manifold will be given as a graph over u and "1，f (u, /ii ), and
be at least 0(2). Thus, from this we can immediately see that the reduced
system is given by

u = -— (/i, + tx2) + (9(3), (3.1.204)
M2
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y，v

|^2>0|

U

卜2<0|

y,v

u

FIGURE 3.1.18.

and thus it undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation at /ii = 0.
We can immediately conclude that the stable (unstable) manifold of the

node connects to the unstable (stable) manifold of the saddle, since this
always occurs for one-dimensional flows. This points out another advantage
of the center manifold analysis, since such results are nontrival in dimen¬
sions > 2.

We next want to examine in more detail the nature of the flow on the
center manifold and what it implies for the full two-dimensional flow. Recall
that the eigenvalues of the linearized two-dimensional vector field on the
bifurcation curve are given by

入1，2 ="
2,0.

In transforming (3.1.198) to (3.1.203), we see from (3.1.202) that the coor¬dinate axes have be transformed as in Figure 3.1.18.
Now the flow on the center manifold is given by

u = -— (Ml + u2) +0(3), (3.1.205)
M2

在nd in coordinates appear as in Figure 3.1.19.
Using the information in Figures 3.1.18 and 3.1.19 and recalling that theeigenvalues of the vector field linearized about the fixed point at / # i = 0
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|^>o [

|^<° 1
-卩1

FIGURE 3.1.19.

are 入i，2 = "2, 0, we can easily obtain phase portraits near the origin that
show the bifurcation in the two-dimensional phase space on crossing the
//2-axis; see Figure 3.1.20.

In the cases 化 slightly negative, notice the reversals of position for the
stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle for f i2 > 0 and < 0.

We next examine the change of stability of the fixed points (x~,0) on
/xi < 0. Prom (3.1.201), the eigenvalues associated with the

linearization about this curve of fixed points are

入i，2 =
If we view /i2 as a parameter, then using (3.1.201) we obtain

d— R e A l，2 2 ^ 0'

Thus，it appears that a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs on⑽ =
VW^i .

Next we check the stability of the bifurcating periodic orbits. Recall from
Theorem 3.1.3 that this involves putting the equation in a certain “ normal
form” and then computing a coefficient, a, which is given by derivatives of
functions occuring in this normal form.
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|A2>0, ^>0, ^ Slightly negative

收<0,^=0 m Slightly negative

FIGURE 3.1.20.

First we transform the fixed point to the origin via
X ~— X ~~ X ，

:) 0
xy + x2) '

y = y ^

so that (3.1.198) becomes
r _( 0
，幻 26 OJU'Then we put the linear part of (3.1.206) in normal form via the linear

transformation

⑴ = (y=^r
under which (3.1.206) becomes

(：) ^ °

v

o /
u
V

(3.1.206)

(3.1.207)

(3.1.208)

uv +
0

v2

Notice that (3.1.208) is exactly in the form of (3.1.106), in which the coef¬
ficient a was given as follows

^ = "Jg \fuuu fuvv +9uuv ~l~ Qvvv\

16V-2v̂ T [fuvîfuu fvv') — QuvîQuu Qvv ) — fuuQuu fvvQvv\
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Saddle-node

Poincare'-Andranov-Hopf

(

/

FIGURE 3.1 21.

where all partial derivatives are evaluated at the origin. In our case,

f = uv -\ 口=
1

zV 2
.

x/=v̂ r
5 = 0;

thus, an easy calculation gives

a = 167̂ 7 > 0,

indicating a subcrztical Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation to an unstable
periodic orbit below = — /ii .

This completes the local analysis, and we summarize the results in the
bifurcation diagram in Figure 3.1.21.

Step 4c：Global Dynamics. At this stage we have analyzed all possible locai
bifurcations; however, a careful study of Figure 3.1 .21 reveals that there
must be additional bifurcations. This conclusion is based on the following
facts.

1. Note the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle point. For the
case "2 > V̂ Mi，Mi < 0, the stable and unstable manifolds have the
opposite “ orientation” compared with the case "2 < 0, "1 < 0. It
appears as if the manifolds have “ passed through each other11 as "2
decreases.
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丨㈣i丨
Periodic orbits ' V -*-•No periodic orbits

FIGURE 3.1 22

2. Using index theory, it is easy to verify that (3.1.198) ( b = +1) has
no periodic orbits for /xi > 0 (since there are no fixed points in this
region). Hence, in traversing the - /x2 plane in an arc around the
origin starting on the curve //2 = 一 and ending in /xi > 0 (see
Figure 3.1.22)，we must somehow cross a bifurcation curve(s) which
results in the annihilation of all periodic orbits. This cannot be a local
bifurcation, because these have all been taken into account.

Step 5: Analysis of Global Bifurcations. We postpone an analysis of the
global bifurcation in this case until Chapter 4 and merely state the result
for now.

In this case a likely candidate for the global bifurcation which will com¬

plete the bifurcation diagram is a saddle-connection or homoclimc bifurca¬

tion, In Chapter 4 we show that this occurs on the curve

Mi = ~
25

^
2 0(/4’2)，

which we shown in Figure 3.1.23. From this figure one can see that the
saddle-connection or homoclinic bifurcation is described by the periodic
orbit created in the subcritical Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation grow¬

ing in amplitude as is decreased until it collides with the saddle point ,
creating a homoclinic orbit. As"2 is further decreased, the homoclinic orbit
breaks. This explains the reversal in orientation of the stable and unstable
manifolds of the saddle point described above, and it also explains how the
periodic orbits created in the subcritical Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurca¬
tion are destroyed.

Step 6: Effects of Higher Order Terms m the Normal Form. Bogdanov[1975] proved that the dynamics of (3.1 .198) are not qualitatively changed
by the higher order terms in the normal form. Hence, (3.1.198) is a versal
deformation. We will discuss the issues involved with proving this more
thoroughly in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 3.1.23.

This completes our analysis of the case b = +1; the case b = — 1 is
very similar, so we leave it as an exercise. Before leaving the double-zero
eigenvalue, we want to make some final remarks.

Remark 1. The reader should note the generality of this analysis. The nor¬

mal form is completely determined by the structure of the linear part of
the vector field.
Remark 2. Global dynamics arose from a local bifurcation analysis. For
two-dimensional vector fields these dynamics cannot be very complicated,
but for three-dimensional vector fields chaotic dynamics may occur.
Remark 3. When one speaks of the “double-zero eigenvalue” for vector
fields, one usually means a vector field whose linear part (in Jordan canon¬

ical form) is given by

㈡ .

However, the linear part

(二）
is also a double-zero eigenvalue. This case is codimension 4 and is conse¬

quently more difficult to analyze.
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3. IF A ZERO AND A PURE IMAGINARY PAIR OF
EIGENVALUES

Suppose that the linear part of the vector field (after a possible center
manifold reduction) has the following form

/ 0 -a; 0 \
卜 0 0 ( 2/ I • (3.1.209)

\ 0 0 0 / W
Using this to compute the normal form and subsequently transforming to
cylindrical coordinates gives the following normal form (cf. Exercise 2.9)

r = a\rz a2r3 + a3rz2 + 0(|r|4 , \ z\A ) ,
Z = bYr2 + b2 z 2 + 63?-22 十 0(|r|4 , \ z \4 ) ,
6 = u> + Clz +0( \r\2 , \ z \2 ). (3.1 .210)

This is the vector field we will study. Notice that the 0-dependence in the
r and ^ components of the vector field can be removed to order k for k ar¬

bitrarily large (note: exactly the same thing occurred when analyzing the
normal form for the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation). This is impor¬

tant. because it is a major tool in facilitating the analysis of this system.
Specifically，recall that our analysis is only local (i.e.，r，：sufficiently small) ,
so that we have, for r,之 sufficiently small, 6 ^ 0. Thus, we will truncate
our equation at some order and, ignoring the 6 part of our vector field,
perform a phase plane analysis on the r, a：part of the vector field. For r，之

sufficiently small, in some sense (to be made precise later) the r — z phase
plane can be thought of as a Poincare map for the full three-dimensional
system. Also, we must consider the effects of higher order terms on our
analysis, since it is not necessarily true that in the actual vector field the
(r, z ) components are independent of 0; we only push the 0-dependence up
to higher order with the method of normal forms.

Our analysis will follow the same steps as our analysis of the double-zero
eigenvalue in Section 3.IE.

Step 1: Compute and Truncate the Normal Form. The normal form is given
by (3.1.210). For now we will neglect terms of 0(3) and higher and, as
described above, the 6 component of (3.1.210). Thus, the vector field we
will study is

r = a\rz ,
z = blr2 + b2z2 . (3.1.211)

Step 2: Rescaling to Reduce the Number of Cases. Rescaling by letting
f = or and z = we obtain

r、+5]，
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bl r2 4- ?2

^ + W .

Now, letting /3
obtain

62，o： and dropping the bars on f , i, we

or

. CL\r = — — rz ,
02

. _ — ^1^2

I ^1 ^21
一 之

2

r = arz ,
z = br2 — z2 (3.1.212)

where a = 子1 is arbitrary (except that it is nonzero and bounded) and
b = 土1.

Next we want to determine the topologically distinct phase portraits of
(3.1.212) which occur for the various choices of a and b. We will find that
there are six different types, which (following Guckenheimer and Holmes
[1983] ) we label I, Ha, lib, III, IVa, IVb, because the versal deformation of
Ila and lib as well as the versal deformation of IVa and IVb are essentially
the same.

The key idea in determining these classifications involves finding certain
invariant lines (separatrices) for the flow given by z = kr (note that r > 0).
Substituting this into our equation gives

dz ^ br2 — k2r2 b — k2

dr akr2 ak
or

夂 = 土\/— ^77; (3.1.213)
V a + 1

hence, the condition for such invariant lines to exist is > 0.
Note that r = 0 is always invariant , and the equation is invariant under

the transformation z — z，t ■ 一t .
Therefore, for 6 = 1 there are two distinct cases

a ^ — 1 , — 1,
and, for 6 = — 1，there are two distinct cases

a <C 一1， CL ^ 一1.
The direction of the flow on these invariant lines can be calculated by

taking the dot product of the vector field with a radial vector field evaluated
on the invariant line.

S 三 {arz .br2 - z 2 ) - ( r, z ) \ z=kr

= r3k( a + b — k2 ) . (3.1.214)
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Substituting (3.1.213) into (3.1.214) (and taking the sign in (3.1.213)，
which will give the direction of flow along z ~ kr in the first quadrant) gives

nr^ Z
s — (a + 6 + 1). (3.1.215)

1 + a

If this quantity 5 is > 0 (take z、k > 0)，then the flow is directed radially
outward for 2 > 0. If 5 < 0, then the flow is directed inward for ^ > 0. The
opposite case occurs for fc < 0. We summarize this information below.

b = +1，a < -1. There are no invariant lines except r = 0.

b = +1, a > 一1. From (3.1.213) we see that, in this case, we do have an
invariant line and，from (3.1.215), that the direction of flow along this line
is governed by the sign of

Hence, we have two cases

— -— > 0 for a > 0,
1 + G

-— < 0 for — 1 < a < 0.
1 + fl

We will not consider the degenerate a = 0 case, since this will necessitate
the consideration of higher order terms in the normal form.

b = ~ 1, a > — 1. There are no invariant lines except r = 0.

b = — 1, a < — 1. From (3.1.213) and (3.1.215) we see that, in this case, we
do have an invariant line with 5 < 0.

We summarize the information obtained concerning the orbit structure
of (3.1*212) in Figure 3.1.24. There are thus six topologically distinct cases.
However, we are still not quite finished with their phase portraits. Notice
that (3.1.212) has the first integral

Iir'> z ) = 2r2 / <2 [rTa ~ ^ * (3.1.216)

The reader can check this by showing

dl
d

~
r r + dl

dz " 0,

where f and z axe obtained from (3.1.212).
Now this first integral can give us information concerning whether or

not there axe closed orbits in our phase portraits and, of course, the level
curves give us all the trajectories. We will thus examine the level curves of
I ( r, z ) for each of our six cases. Also, we will only analyze the r > 0, z > 0
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) • b=+i , a>0 lla- b=+l ,ae{l ,0) llb: t>-4-1 , a -̂1

lll: b=^l , a>0 IVa:bd，ae[-l ,0)

FIGURE 3.1 .24.
IVb: b— 1, a<-i

quadrant of the (r，z) plane, since knowledge of the flow in this quadrant
is sufficient due to the symmetry 2 一z，t — — t.
Case I. We begin with Case I for which we have 6 = +1 and a > 0, which
implies that k = < 1.

Recall that, in this case, the vector field is given by

r = arz ,
z ~ r2 - z2,

from which we see that, in r > 0, z > 0, we have

r > 0 => r is increasing on orbits,
i 二 0 on the line r = z.

For z > 0, z below the line r = z, we have z > 0, which implies that 2：is
increasing on orbits with initial 2：values below the line r = z. The opposite
conclusion holds for orbits starting above r = z. Also, since the line z ~ kr
is invariant and thus cannot be crossed by trajectories, and since z ~ kr
lies below 2; = r, we conclude that trajectories below the line z = kr must
have z and r components increasing montonically. These observations allow
us to sketch the phase portrait shown in Figure 3.1.25.
Case Ha. We have b = +1, a 6 ( — 1, 0), which implies k = y j > 1.

1. In this case the line z — r lies below the invariant line z = kr\
therefore, the only place where z can vanish (besides the origin) is
below 2：= kr.
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l: b=+l , a>0

FIGURE 3.1.25.

z=kr

z«-kr

FIGURE 3.1.26.

2. Also, due to the fact that a ( — 1, 0), in the quadrant r > 0,：> 0,
we always have r < 0; hence, r is always decreasing on orbits.

Now we will consider our first integral

7(r，z) = ir2/a [土-2' .

The level curves of this function are trajectories of (3.1.212). The following
lemma will prove useful.

Lemma 3.1.5 A level curve of /(r, z ) may intersect the line z r only
once m r > 0, 2：> 0.

Proof: At this stage of our analysis of Case Ha the orbit structure shown
in Figure 3.1.26 has been verified. Note that at the point (f , 0) shown in
Figure 3.1.26 we have

r = 0, z = f 2 at (f , 0).
By the comments 1 and 2 above, since r < 0 everywhere in z > 0, r > 0,
and i > 0 at (f，0)，the trajectory starting at (f , 0) must eventually cross
the line z = r.
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Ha b=+l , ae (-1 ,0)

FIGURE 3.1.27.

Now the trajectory starting at (r, 0) lies on the level curve given by

-2+-
= (3丄217)

It intersects the line z = and we can compute the r coordinate of the
intersection as follows on z = r

J(r，r) c ® r2/«
2
®r2/a
2

r2 r2(l + a )
+ a

ar2

1 + G

+ a
a2

2(1 + a )
r2+(2/a). (3丄218)

We can compute the r coordinate of the intersection point in terms of the
starting point f by equating (3.1.217) and (3.1.218)

and solving for

fl2
r2+ ( 2 /q) =

af 2+i~ 2/ a )

2(1 + a) 2(1 + a)

/ i、a/ (2a+2)
r = I —— ) f .V aJ

Thus, given (f , 0) as an initial condition for a trajectory, we conclude that
this trajectory can intersect the line z = r only at the unique value of r
given above (and hence also at a unique value of z ).This proves the lemma.
□

This lemma therefore tells us that once a trajectory crosses the 之 = r
line it is forever trapped between the lines z = r ) z = kr and, since r < 0,
it must approach (0, 0) asymptotically. Putting together these results and
using the symmetry 2 — — z，t — — t , we obtain the phase portrait for Case
Ha shown in Figure 3.1.27.
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lib b=+1, a<-1
FIGURE 3.1.28.

IVb b=-1, a<-1

FIGURE 31.29.

Case lib. There are no invariant lines in this case; however, the arguments
given in Case Ila can be slightly modified to yield the phase portrait shown
in Figure 3.1.28.

We now proceed to the 6 = — 1cases. In these cases z is always decreasing.
Cases III and IVa. These cases are easy since there are no invariant lines;
hence, there is no additional orbit structure beyond that shown in Figure
3.1.24 (note：the reader should verify the different “dimples” exhibited by
phase curves in these figures upon crossing the r-axis).
Case IVb. We have 6 = — 1 and a < — 1 with k = JSince i is
decreasing and r is decreasing we have the phase portrait shown in Figure
3.1.29. This completes the classification of the possible local phase portraits.
We now show them together in Figure 3.1.30 for comparative purposes.
Step 3: Construct a Candidate for a Versal Deformation. Prom Section
3.1D，Appendix 1, a candidate for a versal deformation is given by

r =\i\r -J- arz ,
z = fi2 -\- br2 - z2, b = 土1. (3.1.219)
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l: b=4 l , a>0 lla. b-=+i.ae(t ,0) m>: b-+1, a s-1

III：b»-l , a>0 IVa b=-1,ae [-1.0) IVb. b— 1, a<-1

FIGURE 3.1.30.

Step 4: Study the Local Dynamics of (3.1.220).
Step 4a. Fixed Points and Their Stability. It is easy to see that there are
three branches of fixed points of (3.1.219) given by

(r, z ) - (0,
2) = (V;(告-"2)’ (3.1.22。)

(note: r > 0).
We next examine the stability of these fixed points. The matrix associ¬

ated with the linearized vector field is given by

J Mi + az
2br

ar \-2 z ) ' (3.1.221)

Before analyzing the stability of each branch of fixed points, we want to
work out a general result that will save much time.

The eigenvalues of (3.1.221) are given by

入1,2
tr J

2 土 备\/ (trJ )2 — 4 det J. (3.1.222)

Using (3.1.222), we notice the following facts

if tr J > 0, det J > 0, then Ai > 0, A2 > 0 source,
if tr J > 0, det J < 0, then Ai > 0, A2 < 0; saddle,
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if tr J < 0, det J > 0,
if tr J < 0，det J < 0,
if tr J = 0, det J < 0,

if tr J = 0, det J > 0,
if tr J > 0, det J = 0,
if tr J < 0, det J = 0,

then A i < 0, A2 < 0 sink，
then A1 > 0, A2 < 0 saddle,
then AI ? 2 = 士 >/|det J\ =4^ saddle,

then AI ,2 = =biyjdetJ| => center,

th.011 Aj tr A2 ~~ 0^
then Ai — tr J, A2 = 0. (3.1.223)

We now analyze each branch of fixed points individually.

(0, On this branch of fixed points we have

tr J = (/ii -h dy/m) -
det J — +

from which we conclude

tr J > 0
tr J < 0 =4-

det J > 0
det J < 0

"1 + Cly/m >

"1 + Ciy/ fl2 <

"1 + ay/ fl2 < 0,

"1 + dyfiii > 0.

Appealing to (3.1.222) and using (3.1.223), we make the following con¬

clusions concerning stability of the branch of fixed points (0, y/ JÎ )

tr J > 0, det J > 0,
if tr J > 0，det J < 0,
if tr J < 0, det J > 0,
if tr J < 0, det J < 0,

if tr J = 0, det J < 0,

tr J = 0, det J > 0，
if tr J > 0, det J = 0,
if tr J < 0, det J = 0,

Thus，（0, is a

cannot occur,
LIlt.Il iiyj fJj2 - y / ^ /

then /i! + dy/Jxi < 0 sink,
then 0 < fii + ayJJIi < 2y/

^
，

then + , saddletnen
/ii 4- ay/î > 0 ^ saacne，

cannot occur,
//2 = 0, > 0 bifurcation,
then fii -f = 0 or /i2 = 0,
/ii < 0 bifurcation.

sink for \i\ 4- < 0，
saddle for /ii + > 0.

Later we will examine the nature of the bifurcation occurring on /ii +
— 0 and fj，2 — 0.

Next we examine the branch (0,
(0, — y^). On this branch we have

tr J = /ij — ayfjpi + 2^/2,
det J ~ ("1 一
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from which we conclude

tr J > 0 =>
tr J < 0 =>

det J > 0 =>
det J < 0 =>

Ml - ^ y/ Ĵ 2 > —
fH — dy/Ĵ 2 < 一2v^,
Ml - dy/JH > 0,

AM — dy/ Ĵ 2 < 0.
Appealing to (3.1.222) and using (3.1.223) , we make the following con¬

clusions concerning the stability of the branch of fixed points (0, —

if tr J > 0, det J > 0,
if tr J > 0, det J < 0,
tr J < 0, det 0,
if tr J < 0, det J < 0,
tr J = 0, det J > 0
if trJ = 0, det J < 0,
if tr J > 0, det *7 = 0,
tr J < 0, det J = 0

then fii — ay/li2 > 0 => source,
then 0 > /ii — dy/Ĵ 2 > — 2 /̂/!^ => saddle,
cannot occur,
then — dy/ ]l2 < — 2y/Jl2 ^ saddle,
cannot occur,
then — ay/Jl2 = — 今 saddle,
then fii = dyfiii^ bifurcation,
cannot occur.

We thus conclude that (0, — y/ JIi > 0) has the following stability character¬

istics.
source for fi\ — > 0,
saddle for /ii — < 0.

Later we will examine the bifurcation occuring on — av/^= 0.
Now we turn to an examination of the remaining branch of fixed points

(note that our previous analysis did not depend on b)

(r, z) = (/Kî )!
'Ti) -

We examine the cases 6 = +1 and b = — 1 separately.

6 = +l , (vf /fi
a

. This branch exists only for > /i2 , and on

this branch we have

tr J 2/ii
a

det J = — 2G —
(3.1 224a)

(3.1.224b)

We now must consider Cases I and Ila and b individually.
Case I: a > Q. From (3.1.224b) , for a > 0 we have det J < 0. Using (3.1.223),

for det J < the fixed point is always a saddle.
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Cases IIa,b: a < 0. From (3.1.224b), for a < 0 we have det J > 0. Hence,
using (3 1.223), we conclude the following

Mi > 0,

"l < 0,

/i2 > 0 source

Zi? .
~~

2 一"2〉0 sink.

We might guess that on "i = 0, "2 < 0, a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifur¬

cation occurs.
Next we examine the case b = — 1.

b= -1， "2
/fi zm~o 'i， a

. For this case we have

tr J

det J = 2a ( /i2 —
(3.1.225a)

(3.1.225b)

„2
(Note that /^2 — ^ ) 0.)

We will examine Cases III and IVa and b individually.
Case III: a > 0. Using (3.1.225b) , it follows that det J > 0 which, when
used with (3,1.225a) and (3.1.223), allows us to conclude that

/ii > 0 =>• source,
/ii < 0 =>• sink.

Hence, we might guess that a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation is pos¬

sible on fi\ 二 0, "2 > 0.
Cases IVa,b: a < 0. Using (3.1.225b), we see that det J < 0，which, when
used with (3.1.225a) and (3.1.223)，allows us to conclude that

/ j，i < 0 ^ saddle,
/ii > 0 => saddle.

Hence, no Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcations occur.
This completes the stability analysis of the fixed points. We next examine

the nature of the various possible bifurcations.
Step 4b: The Bifurcations of the Fixed Points. First we examine the two
branches

(0, ± y/ jl2 ) •

These branches exist only for "2 > 0, coalescing at /i2 = 0. We thus ex¬
pect them to bifurcate from (0,0) in a saddle-node bifurcation. Since these
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- 蚪2

FIGURE 3.1.31

m+a码-0, a>0

叫-a^2*0, a<0

^2 ^+a -̂0, a<0

码-0, a>0

FIGURE 3 1.32.

branches start on r = 0 and remain on r = 0, the center manifold analysis
is particulary simple— we simply set r = 0 in our original equations and
obtain

i = /X2 - z2 ,

(Note that the equation is independent of b with bifurcation diagram shown
in Figure 3.1.31.)

Next we examine the bifurcation of the branches (0，士^/7̂ )，M2 > 0,
which occurs on "i 土 = 0.

We will do a center manifold analysis. First we transform the fixed point
to the origin.

Letting f = z 干 (3.1.219) becomes

r = mr + 土 y^),
i=^ + br2 - (^ ± /x2 > 0. (3.1.226)

We are interested in the flow in a neighborhood of the curve的 = 0;
we illustrate this curve in the (/xi — /i2)~parameter plane in Figure 3.1.32.

Therefore，we will set fii = constant and = 干^ 一 e. This corre¬

sponds to crossing the parabola vertically for fixed /xi. We will have to pay
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close attention to the direction in which we cross the curve by varying e\
we will come back to this later. Substituting = 干^ — e into (3.1.226)
gives

r = M i r + a r (干

^
■ 一 e))，

H干H2二M干H)2
,

r = arf 干 are，

^2 (^± £) ^ + 6r2 -^;

in matrix form (including the parameters as a dependent variable in antic¬

ipation of applying center manifold theory)，it gives

⑴ -- (°0
= 0. (3.1.227)

Fortunately, (3.1.227) is already in the standard form for application of the
center manifold theorem. Prom Theorem 2.1.1, the center manifold can be
represented as follows

wc = {(r, £, Ok = Mr̂ ), M0, 0) = 0; Dh(0 , 0 ) = 0 }
for r and e sufficiently small where h satisfies

Dh( x ) [Bx + f ( x , h( x ) ) ] - Ch( x ) — g( x , h( x ) ) = 0, (3.1.228)
with … ⑶， B = {°Q °0) , C = ^i,

/ = ( a r^f l r£ ) , 5 = ±2^+^-^.

Substituting h(r, e ) = ar2 + /3re + 7£2 + 0(3) into (3.1.228) gives

(2ar + /fe + 0(3)’ /3r + 27e + 0(3)) (ar/^are)
- —̂ •(ar2 + /3re +^e2 + 0(3)) - ( ±2eh + 6r2 - h2 ) = 0.

(3.1.229)
Balancing coefficients on powers of r and e in (3.1.229) gives

r2 : — — 6 = 0 今 a = 一a 2/xi

e r : = 0 ^ /3 = 0,a
e2 : ^^7 = 0 7 = 0;a
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hence, the center manifold is the graph of
abh(r, e )
2/ii

r2 + 0(3)

and, therefore, the vector field (3.1.227) restricted to the center manifold
is given by

r = ar ^―-— r2 0(3))干 are

or
• f a2 b 2 \
r = r \ — -— r 干 ae|V /

(3.1.230)

This equation indicates that pitchfork bifurcations occur at £ = 0, but note
that, for us, the only bifurcating solution that has meaning is the r > 0
solution.

We now use (3.1.230) to derive bifurcation diagrams for each branch of
fixed points.
(0, +1//I2 ). The bifurcation curve is given by

\/M2 = — —a
and e increasing from negative to positive corresponds to decreasing ^2
across the bifurcation curve.

The vector field restricted to the center manifold is
. ( a2b 2r = r \ r — aeV +

from which we easily obtain the bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure
3.1.33.

(0, — y^). The bifurcation curve is given by

/— Mi
V /^2 = •a

The vector field restricted to the center manifold is

. ( a2b 2 \
r = r I — -— r -f ae M ，V 2Mi )

from which we easily obtain the bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure
3.1.34.

Now we want to translate these center manifold pictures into phase por¬

traits for the two-dimensional flows. Recall that the eigenvalues for the
direction normal to the center manifold is given by +?-1 . We draw sepa¬

rate diagrams for each branch in Figures 3.1.35 and 3.1.36.
At this point we will summarize our results thus far.
A saddle-node bifurcation occurs at "2 = 0, giving us two branches of

fixed points (0,
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|a<0, ^>0, b*+1|

|a<0, ^>0, b— 1|

[ a>0, ^<0, b-+i|

-e

|a>0,屮<0, b■-1|

-e

FIGURE 3.1.33. Bifurcations on the center manifold for (0,

1. (0，+ /̂55̂ ) undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation on y/JÎ + ^ = 0 with
a new fixed point being born above the curve for 6 = — 1 and below
the curve for 6 = +1.

2. (0, — y/JIi ) undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation on /̂jU2 — = 0 with
a new fixed point being born above the curve for 6 = — 1 and below
the curve for b = +1.

Detailed
diagrams.

stability diagrams can be obtained from the previously given

To complete the local analysis we must examine the nature of the possible
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcations in Cases IIa，b and III.

We examine each case individually.
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|a>0, Pi>0, b«+l|

丨a>0, ^>0, b=-l|

•e

|a<0, ^<0, b=+ll

|a<0, <0:b«-1
~|

I 、

FIGURE 3.1.34. Bifurcations on the center mamtold tor (0, — y^).

Cases IIa,b. The branch of fixed points is given by

( r , z ) = ^4 . .
-Mi (3.1.231)

"2
where a < 0 and — j > /i2.

Our candidate for the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curve is given
by

/Xl = 0， "2 < 0.
On this curve the eigenvalues of the vector field linearized about a fixed
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^ w° W° V/r

〆
T

E<0

%

e
_
0 :>0

p<0, ni >0, b=+1

_
^— jLr

e<!0 e*0

i \

i >0

| SKO,“i b̂，b=-1|

XX

/

e<0 e-0 ^ >0

|a>0, … <0, b«vT[

e<0 e*0 i>0

[ a>0, … <0, b=-T]
FIGURE 3.1.35. Bifurcations in the r — ^ plane for (0, + Y/^).

point on the branch (3.1.231) are

AI，2 = ±i\/\2afjL2l
The reader should recall from Theorem 3.1.3 that there are two quantities
which need to be determined.

1. The eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis transversely.
2. The coefficient a in the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf normal form is

nonzero. (Note: this should not be confused with the coefficient a
in the normal form that we are presently studying, which we have
assumed to be nonzero.)

We begin by verifying statement 1.
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rr
W丨

e >0

^ / A>s_

e<0

e<0

〆

e<0

V
、

e=0 e >0 W'

Ia>0,pi>0, b=4-1

¥ n

e=0 e >0

| a>0, m>0, b=-11

\ /

A
e=0 e>0

e=0 £ >0

I a<0,^<0, b=-1|

FIGURE 3.1.36. Bifurcations in the r — 4 plane for (0,

The general expression for the eigenvalues is

Al,2 tr J , 1
2

土
2 \/(tr J )2 - 4 det J,

where in our case

tr J

det J

2"ia

M2

We will view 的 汹 fixed and /xi as a parameter; since we are interested
only in the behavior of the eigenvalues near /ii = 0, /i2 < 0，we can take
the real part of 入1，2 to be and thus obtain

-^-Re A = - ^ 0.
a/ii a
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Next we check statement 2.
We set 6 = +1in (3.1.219) and obtain

r = fĵir +arz,
z fj，2 ~\~ r2 — z2.

We next put this system into the normal form so that the coefficient a
in the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf normal form can be computed. First we
translate the fixed point to the origin by letting

p =r — ^ — z -\-

and hence obtain

卜叫^+ V?^) + a (p + /î )
s ="2 +(p+

^
|— M2) -(卜令) ’

p = a《\/尝 -"2 + a〆，

t = 2P擔 — 吟 +
2J

^
+PW

We next evaluate this equation on the bifurcation curve /ii 二 0,的 < 0
and get

p=ai/i/X2lC + a成、

i= + -《2.

The matrix associated with the linear part of this equation is given by

( 0 av/H\
V 2v« 0

Introducing the linear tranformation

(?H?，(:);

0 =

^
(-°!伽，
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the equation becomes

f u) = ( o
V ^ / W|2a^2| 0 / V -\a\uv ) '

This is the standard form given in (3.1.106) from which the coefficient a in
the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf normal form can be computed.

Prom (3.1.107)，this coefficient is given by

16 [ fuuu fuw H- 9uuv 9vvv\ 16 y/ \2a/ ji2\
[ fuv{ fuu fvv )

— 9uv ( guu + 9vv ) — fuu9uu + fvv9vv ] )

and all partial derivatives are evaluated at (0, 0).
In our case

/ 2 -武

Now we work out the partial derivatives (note all third derivatives vanish)

fuu = — 2， Quu = 0,
fuv = 0, guv = -|a|,
fvv = |«|, 9vv — 0.

Thus, the coefficient a is identically zero. This tells us that we must retain
(at least) cubic terms in our normal form in order to get any stability
information concerning the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. (Note: we
might have guessed that this would be the case. Why?) We will complete
this analysis in Chapter 4.

Now we must examine Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcations in the re¬

maining case.

Case III，a > 0. It is straightforward to verify that Poincare-Andronov-
Hopf bifurcations occur on /xi = 0, /i2 > 0 for the branch of fixed points
given by

(v^M i ztl \a2' a I

and that, unfortunately, in this case also, the coefficient in the Poincare-
Andronov-Hopf normal form is identically zero.

We now want to summarize these results in the following bifurcation
diagrams.

Case I: b= +1，a > 0. In Figure 3.1.37 we show phase portraits for different
regions in the /xi — /X2 plane. Note that by index theory there can be no
periodic orbits in Case I (which might arise via some global bifurcation).
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H2=jx?/a2

Pitchfork
Poincar§-
Andronov-

Hopf)

[C
=0. Saddle-node

FIGURE 3,1.37. Case I：b = +1, a > 0.

This is because we must have r > 0, and the only fixed point in r > 0 is a
saddle point. Thus, Figure 3.1.37 represents the complete story for Case I.
It remains only to interpret the r ~ z phase plane results in terms of the full
three-dimensional vector field and consider the effects of the higher order
terms of the normal form. We will do this later in this section.

Case IIa，b: b — -hi , a > 0. We show phase portraits for this case in different
regions of the //i―吟 plane in Figure 3.1.38. Note that the eigenvalues of the
matrix associated with the vector field linearized about y \j^are given by

Ai >2 = 詧 士/袅 + 差(

^
一 &2

"2)，

and that these eigenvalues have nonzero imaginary part for

"2 < Mi ^2 4- /2a2， fjL2 < 0.

This gives us a better idea of the local orbit structure near these fixed
points, and we illustrate this curve with a dotted line in Figure 3.1.38. We
caution, however, that it is not a bifurcation curve.

Note that on fii = 0 the truncated normal form has the first integral

F(r，2) =|r2/a M2
r2

- + <2
22 (3.1.232)
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42=M, /a2
Pitchfork

(Pomcard-
Andronov-

Hopf)

P.
42 =°- Saddle-node\ M i

M2=V?(2+ Va)/2a2

H2 < 0.Mi= 0
degenerate Poincare

Andronov -Hopf

FIGURE 3.1.38. Case IIa，b: 6 = +1, a > 0.

This should give some insight into the “degenerate”Poincare-Andronov-
Hopf bifurcation, since (3.L232) implies that on "i = 0 the truncated
normal form has a one-parameter family of periodic orbits. We expect that
this degenerate situation will dramatically change when the effects of the
higher order terms in the normal form are taken into account. In particu¬

lar, we would expect that a finite number of these periodic orbits survive.
Exactly how many is a delicate issue that we will examine in Chapter 4.
Case III: b — — 1, a > 0. We show phase portraits in. different regions of the
Mi 一 M2 plane in Figure 3.1.39. This case suffers from many of the same
difficulties of Cases IIa，b. Inparticular, the truncated normal form has the
first integral

G(r, z) = 香r2/a ("2 - — z2) (3.1.233)

on fii = 0. An examination of the first integral shows that, for "2 > 0«

the truncated normal form has a one-parameter family of periodic orbits
which limit on a heterodinic cycle as shown in. Figure 3.1.39. In Chapter
4 we will consider the effects of the higher order terms in the normal form
on this degenerate phase portrait.
Case IVa，b: = — 1，a < 0.We show phase portraits in the different regions
in the Mi — "2 plane in Figure 3.1.40. Using index theory, it is easy to argue
that these cases have no periodic orbits. Hence,Figure 3.1.40 represents the
complete story for the r — z phase plane analysis of the truncated normal
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degenerate Poincare -Andronov-
Hopf Hj =0,\i2>0~

Pitchfork
(Poincare-
Andronov-Hopf)

“2=0:
Saddle-node

FIGURE 3.1.39. Case III: 6 = +1, a > 0.

42^1/a2

or

Pitchfork
(Poincare -
Andrcnov-

Hopf)

H2 =0
Saddle-node

FIGURE 3.1.40. Case IVa,b: 6 = -1, a < 0.
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Relation of the Dynamics in the r — z Phase Plane to the Full
Three-Dimensional Vector Field
We now want to discuss how the dynamics of

r = fj，ir 4- arz,
z = fi 2 ^- br2 — z2 , (3.1.234)

relate to

r = fj，ir + arz ,
z - fj.2 -\- br2 - z2

y

0 = u -i • (3.1.235)

We are interested in three types of invariant sets studied in (3.1.233). They
are fixed points, periodic orbits, and heteroclinic cycles. We consider each
case separately.

Fixed Points

There are two cases, fixed points with r = 0 and fixed points with r > 0. It
is easy to see (returning to the definition of r and 6 in terms of the original
Cartesian coordinates) that fixed points of (3.1.234) with r = 0 corre¬

spond to fixed points of (3.1.235). Hyperbolic fixed points of (3.1.234) with
r > 0 correspond to periodic orbits of (3.1.235). This follows immediately
by applying the method of averaging. See Figure 3.1.41 for a geometrical
description.

Periodic Orbits
We have not developed the theoretical tools to treat this situation rigor¬

ously; we refer the reader to Section 4.9. However, for now we will give a
heuristic description of what is happening. Notice that the r and:compo¬

nents of (3.1.235) are independent of 9. This implies that the periodic orbit
in the r — z plane is manifested as an invariant two-torus in the r — z — 6
phase space; see Figure 3.1.42. This is a very delicate situation regarding
the higher order terms in the normal form, since they could dramatically
affect the flow on the torus, in particular, whether or not we get quasiperi-
odic motion or phase locking (periodic motion) .

Heteroclinic Cycles

Following the discussion for periodic orbits given above, the part of the
heteroclinic cycle in Case III ( /22 > 0) on the 之 axis is manifested as an
invariant line m r — z — 0 space, and the part of the heteroclinic cycle
having r > 0 is manifested as an invariant sphere in r — z — 6 space; see
Figure 3.1.43. This is a very degenerate situation and could be dramatically
affected by the higher order terms of the normal form. Indeed, we will see
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y

WU (V

9丄
ws (>)

3-d Flows

Ws (y

WUV

Poincare Maps

⑻ (b)

FIGURE 3.1.41. a) From Case I，b) From Case IVa，b.

(a)
3-d Flow

Poincare Section

(b)
Poincare Map

FIGURE 3.1.42. a) Three-dimensional flow, b) Poincare section.
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FIGURE 3.1 43.

in Chapter 4 that chaotic dynamics may result.
Step 5: Analysis of Global Bifurcations. As we have mentioned, this will be
completed in Section 4.9 after we have developed the necessary theoretical
tools.
Step 6: Effects of the Higher Order Terms m the Normal Form. In Cases I
and IVa，b the method of averaging essentially enables us to conclude that
the higher order terms do not qualitatively change the dynamics. Thus we
have found a versal deformation. The details of proving this, however, are
left to the exercises.

The remaining cases are more difficult and, ultimately, we will argue that
versal deformations may not exist in some circumstances.

Before leaving this section we want to make some final remarks.
Remark 1. This analysis reemphasizes the power of the method of nor¬

mal forms. As we will see throughout the remainder of this book, vector
fields having phase spaces of dimension three or more can exhibit very
complicated dynamics. In our case the method of normal forms utilized
the structure of the vector field to naturally “separate” the variables. This
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enabled us to “ get our foot in the door” by using powerful phase plane
techniques.

Remark 2. From the double-zero eigenvalue and now this case，a lesson
to be learned is that Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcations always cause
us trouble in the sense of how they relate to global bifurcations and/or
how they are affected by the consideration of the higher order terms of the
normal form.

3.2 Bifurcations of Fixed Points of Maps
The theory for trifurcations of fixed points of maps is very similar to the
theory for vector fields. Therefore, we will not include as much detail but
merely highlight the differences when they occur.

Consider a p-paxameter family of maps of Rn into Rn

yHg、y，X)， yeJRn, XeJRp (3.2.1)

where g is Cr (with r to be specified later, usually r > 5 is sufficient) on
some sufficiently large open set in lRn x ]RP. Suppose (3.2.1) has a fixed
point at (y，A) = (y0, A0), i.e. ,

g( yoi\i ) = 2/0 . (3.2.2)

Then, just as in the case for vector fields，two questions naturally arise.

1. Is the fixed point stable or unstable?

2. How is the stability or instability affected as A is varied?

As in the case for vector fields, an examination of the associated linearized
map is the first place to start in order to answer these questions. The
associated linearized map is given by

^Dyg ( y0 lXo )^ ^ e Kn, (3.2.3)

and, from Sections 1.1A and 1.1C, we know that if the fixed point is hy¬

perbolic (i.e.，none of the eigenvalues of 夕(y0, 入0) have unit modulus),
then stability (resp. instability) in the linear approximation implies stabil¬

ity (resp. instability) of the fixed point of the nonlinear map. Moreover,
using an implicit function theorem argument exactly like that given at the
beginning of Section 3.1, it can be shown that，in a sufficiently small neigh¬

borhood of (y。，入o)，for each A there is a unique fixed point having the
same stability type as (如，入o). Thus, hyperbolic fixed points are locally
dynamically dull!

The fun begins when we consider Questions 1 and 2 above in the situation
when the fixed point is not hyperbolic. Just as in the case for vector fields，
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the linear approximation cannot be used to determine stability, and varying
A can result in the creation of new orbits (i.e., bifurcation). The simplest
ways in which a fixed point of a map can be nonhyperbolic axe the following.

1. Dyg( yoyXo ) has a single eigenvalue equal to1with the remaining n—\eigenvalues having moduli not equal to 1.
2. Dyg( yoy\o ) has a single eigenvalue equal to -1 with the remaining

n — 1 eigenvalues having moduli not equal to 1.
3. Dyg( yoy Ao) has two complex conjugate eigenvalues having modulus 1

(which are not one of the first four roots of unity) with the remaining
n — 2 eigenvalues having moduli not equal to 1.

Using the center manifold theory, the analysis of the above situations can
be reduced to the analysis of a p-parameter family of one-, one-, and two-
dimensional maps, respectively. We begin with the first case.

3.2A AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
In this case, the study of the orbit structure near the fixed point can be re¬

duced to the study of a parametrized family of maps on the one-dimensional
center manifold. We suppose that the map on the center manifold is given
by

x /(x, //), x /z G 1R1
? (3.2.4)

where, for now, we will consider only one parameter (if there is more than
one parameter in the problem, we will consider all but one as fixed con¬

stants). In making the reduction to the center manifold, the fixed point
(l/o » Ao) Rn x Hp has been transformed to the origin in Rl x 1R1 (cf.
Section 2.1A) so that we have

/(0,0) = 0, (3.2.5)

篕 (0, 0) = 1. (3.2.6)

i) THE SADDLE-NODE BIFURCATION
Consider the map

x H /(x，//) = a:+ /z 干 x2， re e 1R1, // G R1. (3.2.7)

It is easy to verify that (x, /x) = (0,0) is a nonhyperbolic fixed point of
(3.2.7) with eigenvalue 1, i.e.,

/(0, 0) = 0,

g(0, 0) = l.

(3.2.8) -

(3.2.9)
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⑻

x

(b)

FIGURE 3.2.1. a) /(x,fi) = x+ - x2; b) /(x,〆）= x + /z+ x2.

We are interestedin thenature of the fixedpoints for (3.2.7) near (a;, fi) =
(0,0). Since (3.2.7) is so simple，we can solve for the fixed points directly
as follows

f(xy fi) — x = x2
^ 0. (3.2.10)

We show the two curves of fixed points in Figure 3.2.1 and leave it as an
exercise for the reader to verify the stability types of the different branches
of fixed points shown in this figure. We refer to the bifurcation occuring at
(x, /x) = (0,0) as a saddle-node bifurcation.

In analogy with the situation for vector fields (see Section 3.1A) we want
to find general conditions (in terms of derivatives evaluated at the bifur¬

cation point) under which a map will undergo a saddle-node bifurcation,
i.e”

the map possesses a unique curve of fixed points in the x — p plane
passing through the bifurcation point which locally lies on one side
of // = 0.

We proceed using the implicit function theorem exactly as in the case for
vector fields.
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Consider a general one-parameter family of one-dimensional maps

rr ㈠ /(x，")， x G H1, /x R1, (3.2.11)

with
/(0,0) = 0, (3.2.12)

砮(0, 0) = 1. (3.2.13)

The fixed points of (3.2.11) are given by

f (x,n) - x = h(x,^) = 0. (3.2.14)

We seek conditions under which (3.2.14) defines a curve in the rr — /x plane
with the properties described above. By the implicit function theorem,

— (0,0) = ^(0, 0) ^ 0 (3.2.15)

implies that a single curve of fixed points passes through (a;, /x) = (0,0);
moreover, for x sufficiently small, this curve of fixed points can be rep¬

resented as a graph over the x variables, i.e., there exists a unique Cr
function, x sufficiently small, such that

h(x,n(x)) = f(x,n(x)) - x = 0. (3.2.16)

Now we simply require that

尝⑼-， (3.2.17)

g⑼艸. (3.2.18)

As was the case for vector fields (Section 3.1A), we obtain (3.2.17) and
(3.2.18) in terms of derivatives of the map at the bifurcation point by
implicitly differentiating (3.2.16). Following (3.1.40) and (3.1.43)，we obtain

(3.2.19)

-f^(0,0) -1̂((0,0)
dx2 t(0,0) 嚭 (0,0)

_ (3.2.20)

To summarize, a general one-parameter family of Cr (r > 2) one-dimen¬

sional maps
x a; e R1, f i eWl1
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⑻

x

(b)

FIGURE 3.2.2. a) (-0(0, 0) /舒 (0, 0) ) > 0; b) (-|^(0, 0) /f (0, 0) ) < 0.

undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation at (x, fi ) = (0, 0) if

/(0, 0) = 0 \if (o, 0) = 1 / nonhyperbolic fixed point (3.2.21)

with

|崎 0, (3.2.22)

d^ f— (0, 0) / 0. (3.2.23)

Moreover, the sign of (3.2.20) tells us on which side of /i = 0 the curve of
fixed points is located; we show the two cases in Figure 3.2.2 and leave it
as an exercise for the reader to compute the possible stability types of the
branches of fixed points shown in the figure (see Exercise 3.5). Thus, (3.2.7)
can be viewed as a normal form for the saddle-node bifurcation of maps.
Notice that, with the exception of the condition|^ (0, 0) = 1, the conditions
for a one-parameter family of one-dimensional maps to undergo a saddle-
node bifurcation in terms of derivatives of the map at the bifurcation point
are exactly the same as those for vector fields (cf. (3.1.46), (3.1.47) and
(3.1.48)). The reader should consider the implications of this.
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y = x

r\ Ll=0
4>0

FIGURE 3.2.3.

Before finishing our discussion of the saddle-node bifurcation we want
to describe a way of geometrically visualizing the bifurcation which will be
useful later on. In the x — y plane, the graph of /(x, /x) (thinking of /x as
fixed) is given by

graph = { (a;，y) e K2| y = / (工… )}.

The graph of the function g( x ) = a; is given by

graph g( x) = { (a;, y) 1R2| y = x}.

The intersection of these two graphs is given by

{(a:, y) e H21 y = X = f ( x, /x)},

i.e.，this is simply the set of fixed points for the map x h-¥ f ( x, fi ). The latter
is simply a more mathematically complete way of saying that we draw the
curve y = fixed) and the line y = x in the x _ y plane and look
for their intersections. We illustrate this for the map

x^ x fi — x2

in Figure 3.2.3 for different values of /i that graphically demonstrate the
saddle-node bifurcation.

ii) THE TRANSCRITICAL BIFURCATION
Consider the maps

x卜 x + 千 x2, a: G 1R1, f i e l R}. (3.2.24)
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⑻

x

■ M-

(b)

FIGURE 3.2.4. a) /(x, ^t ) = x -\- ^ix - x2\ b) /(x, ^L ) = x f i x x2.

It is easy to verify that (x, ^x) = (0, 0) is a nonhyperbolic fixed point of
(3.2.24) with eigenvalue 1, i.e.，

/(0, 0) = 0， (3.2.25)

篕 (0, 0) = 1. (3.2.26)

The simplicity of (3.2.24) allows us to calculate all the fixed points relatively
easily. They are given by

/(cc，/i) — x = /LAX 干 x2 = 0. (3.2.27)

Hence, there are two curves of fixed points passing through the bifurcation
point,

x = 0 (3.2.28)
and

/x = (3.2.29)
We illustrate the two cases in Figure 3.2.4 and leave it as an exercise

for the reader to compute the stability types of the different curves of
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fixed points shown in this figure. We refer to this type of bifurcation as a
transcritical bifurcation.

We now want to find conditions for a general one-parameter family of Cr
(r > 2) one-dimensional maps to undergo a transcritical bifurcation, i.e.,

in the x — plane the map has two curves of fixed points passing
through the origin and existing on both sides of /i = 0.

Consider a Cr ( r > 2) map

X ^ f { x，n ) ,

with

X e IR 1 , /i e IR1

/ (0, 0) = nonhyperbolic fixed point.

The fixed points of (3.2.30) are given by

/(卬，M) ~ x = h( x , f i ) 0.

(3.2.30)

(3.2.31)

(3.2.32)

Henceforth the argument is very similar to that for the transcritical bifurca¬

tion of one-parameter families of one-dimensional vector fields; see Section
3.1A. We want two curves of fixed points to pass through the bifurcation
point = (0, 0), so we require that

’(0,0) =髮(0,0) = 0. (3.2.33)

Next, we want one of these curves of fixed points to be given by

x = 0\ (3.2.34)

we thus take (3.2.32) of the form

h( x, fi ) = xH ( x^ ) =价(x，M) -1), (3.2.35)

where

and, hence,

哗，
"

):®)，
(酬

呢
"卜礙=}. (3.2.37)

Now we require H { x^ ) to have a unique curve of zeros passing through
(x, /x) = (0,0) and existing on both sides of /i = 0. For this it is sufficient
to have

5// (0, 0) =1^(0, 0) ^ 0 (3.2.38)
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and, using (3.2.36), (3.2.38) is the same as

裝隱。. (3.2.39)

By the implicit function theorem, (3.2.39) implies that there exists
Cr function f i( x ) ( x sufficiently small) such that

a unique

H ( x y f i ( x ) ) = F( x, f i( x ) ) — 1 = 0. (3.2.40)

Hence, we require

窆附 0. (3.2.41)

Implicitly differentiating (3.2.40) gives

咖
(卜f (0, 0) f (0, 0) ' (3.2.42)

Using (3.2.36), (3.2.42) becomes

f ⑼ — -身(0, 0) .
d x 絲(o, o)

(3.2.43)

We now summarize the results. A one-parameter family of Cr (r > 2)
one-dimensional maps

x ^ x e R1, /i G 1R1 (3.2.44)

having a nonhyperbolic fixed point, i.e.,

/(o, o) = o, (3.2.45)

f (0’ 0) = 1’ (3.2.46)

undergoes a transcritical bifurcation at (x, /x) = (0, 0) if

§̂ (0, 0) = 0, (3.2.47)

(3.2.48)

and

S撕 0. (3.2.49)

We remark that the sign of (3.2.43) gives us the slope of the curve of fixed
points that is not x = 0. In Figure 3.2.5 we show the two cases and leave it
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-4

⑻

x

(b)

FIGURE 3.2.5. a) (-f^(0, 0)/^(0, 0)) > 0; b) (-旮 (0, 0) /森(0, 0)) < 0.

as an exercise for the reader to compute the possible stability types for the
different curves of fixed points shown in the figure; see Exercise 3.6. Thus
(3.2.24) can be viewed as a normal form for the transcritical bifurcation.

We end our discussion of the transcritical bifurcation by graphically
showing the transcritical bifurcation in Figure 3.2.6 for the map

x x — x2;

cf. the discussion at the end of Section 3.2A, i).
iii) THE PITCHFORK BIFURCATION

Consider the maps

无卜�/(工，M)二无+

^
工干工

3， a:e IR1, G H1. (3.2.50)

It is easy to verify that (x, /x) = (0,0) is a nonhyperbolic fixed point of
(3.2.50) with eigenvalue 1, i.e”

/(0, 0) = 0 , (3.2.51)
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y=x

H=0

FIGURE 3.2.6.

砮 (0, 0) = 1. (3.2.52)

The fixed points of (3.2.50) are given by

f ( x，") — x = /xx 千 x3 = 0. (3.2.53)

Thus, there are two curves of fixed points passing through the bifurcation
point,

x = 0 (3.2.54)
and

fi = ±x2 (3.2.55)
We illustrate the two cases in Figure 3.2.7 and leave it as an exercise for the
reader to verify the stability types of the different branches of fixed points
shown in this figure. We refer to this type of bifurcation as a pitchfork
bifurcation for maps.

We now seek general conditions for a one-parameter family of Cr (r > 3)
one-dimensional maps to undergo a pitchfork bifurcation, i.e.,

in the x — \i plane the map has two curves of fixed points passing
through the bifurcation point; one curve exists on both sides of = 0
and the other lies locally to one side of /i = 0.

Consider a Cr (r > 3) map

with

x ^ /(x, /i), x H1, /i M1

/(0, 0) = 0 1
if (o, o) = ij nonhyperbolic fixed point.

(3.2.56)

(3.2.57)
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x

十

⑻

x

4

(b)

FIGURE 3.2.7. a) /(a:, n) = x fj,x — x3
^ b ) /(x, /u) x -\- fj,x -\- x3 .

The fixed points of (3.2.56) are given by

f ( x, f i ) — x = h( x, /x) = 0. (3.2.58)

Henceforth, the discussion is very similar to the discussion of the pitchfork
bifurcation for vector fields (see Section 3.1A). In order to have more than
one curve of fixed points passing through (x, /x) = (0, 0)，we must have

_
(0, 0) = 砮(0, 0) = 0. (3.2.59)

Since we want one curve of fixed points to be x = 0, we take (3.2.58) of
the form

h( x^ f i ) = xH ( x1 fx ) = x( F( x1 /i ) — 1), (3.2.60)

where
H ( x7 f i ) = -r *(¥)

l费(0，〆)，
a; / 0!x = 0 J (3.2.61)

and, hence,

F( x, f i ) =|
‘M(0，

")，
工 / 01.x = 0 j (3.2.62)
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Since we want only one additional curve of fixed points to pass through
(x, f i ) = (0,0)，we require

f (0, 0) = g(0, 0) / 0. (3.2.63)

Using (3.2.62), (3.2.63) becomes

或謝 0. (3.2.64)

The implicit function theorem and (3.2.64) imply that there is a unique C r
function, /i( x ) ( x sufficiently small), such that

H ( x , f i ( x ) ) = F ( x , f i( x ) ) - 1 = 0. (3.2.65)

We require

S，。 (3.2.66)

and g⑼ / 0. (3.2.67)

Implicitly differentiating (3.2.65) gives

d^ m .
-lf (0, 0) (°> °)

血 — If (0, 0) f (0, 0)
， (3.2.68)

-§^(0, 0)
办2 ( )一 f (。，。） f (o, o)

_ (3.2.69)

Using (3.2.62), (3.2.68) and (3.2.69) become

-0(0, 0)
办⑼ — S(o, o) ’ (3.2.70)

⑼ - -0(0, 0)
办2 ( ) S(o, o)

. (3.2.71)

To summarize, a one-parameter family of Cr (r > 3) one-dimensional maps

X H X e R1, " elR1 (3.2J2)

having a nonhyperbolic fixed point , i.e.，

/(0, 0) = 0, (3.2.73)

(3.2.74)
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FIGURE 3.2.8. a) (-0(0, 0) /^(0, 0)) > 0；b) (-0(0, 0) /^(0,0)) < 0.

undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation at (x, /x) =：(0, 0) if

|(0, 0) = 0， (3.2.75)— M =。， (3.2.76)

蟲 (0，°) 艸， (3.2.77)

d3 fd(o, 0) # 0. 0.2.78)

Moreover, the sign of (3.2.71) tells us on which side of /x = 0 that one of the
curves of fixed points lies. We illustrate both cases in Figure 3.2.8 and leave
it as an exercise (see Exercise 3.7) for the reader to compute the possible
stability types of the different branches shown in Figure 3.2.8. Thus, we
can view (3.2.50) as a normal form for the pitchfork bifurcation.

We end our discussion of the pitchfork bifurcation by graphically showing
the bifurcation for

x x + /xx — x3
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\i< 0 4>0

FIGURE 3.2.9.

in Figure 3.2.9 in the manner discussed at the end of Section 3.2A,i).

3.2B AN EIGENVALUE OF -1
Suppose that our one-parameter family of Cr (r > 3) one-dimensional
maps has a nonhyperbolic fixed point, and the eigenvalue associated with
the linearization of the map about the fixed point is -1 rather than 1. Up
to this point the bifurcations of one-parameter families of one-dimensional
maps have been very much the same as the analogous cases for vector fields.
However, the case of an eigenvalue equal to -1 is fundamentally different
and does not have an analog with one-dimensional vector field dynamics.
We begin by studying a specific example.
i) EXAMPLE
Consider the following one-parameter family of one-dimensional maps

x /(ar, f i ) = — x — f j,x x3, ar 1R1, /u 1R1. (3.2.79)

It is easy to verify that (3.2.79) has a nonhyperbolic fixed point at (x,^) =
(0,0) with eigenvalue — 1，i.e.，

/(o, o) = o, (3.2.80).0, 0) = -1 (3.2.81)

The fixed points of (3.2.79) can be calculated directly and are given by

f { x , f j) - x = x( x2 - (2 + f i ) ) = 0.
Thus, (3.2.79) has two curves of fixed points,

(3.2.82)

x = 0 (3.2.83)
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-2

Period 2

FIGURE 3.2.10.

and
X2 = 2 + /X, (3.2.84)

but only (3.2.83) passes through the bifurcation point = (0,0). In
Figure 3.2.10 we illustrate the two curves of fixed points and leave it as an
exercise for the reader to verify the stability types for the different curves
of fixed points shown in the figure. In particular we have

and

( unstable for\i < — 2,
x = 0 is < stable for — 2 < ^ < 0, (3.2.85)

( unstable for /x > 0,

x2 = 2 + u is { unstable for /X > -2，
^ \ does not exist for /x < -2. (3.2.86)

From (3.2.85) and (3.2.86) we can immediately see there is a problem,
namely, that for /x > 0, the map has exactly three fixed points and all are
unstable. (Note: this situation could not occur for one-dimensional vector
fields.) A way out of this difficulty would be provided if stable periodic
orbits bifurcated from (x, /i) = (0,0). We will see that this is indeed the
case.

Consider the second iterate of (3.2.79), i.e.,
x >-4 /2(x，/x) = x + /i(2 -{- /JL )X — 2x3 + C7(4). (3.2.87)

It is easy to verify that (3.2.87) has a nonhyperbolic fixed point at ( x, fx) =
(0,0) having an eigenvalue of 1, i.e.,

/2 (0, 0) = 0， (3.2.88)

装(0, 0) = 1. (3.2.89)
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Moreover,

1(0, 0) = 0，

373

(3.2.90)

s(0,0) = 2， (3.2.91)

"^"(0, 0) = °， (3.2.92)

S(0I 0) = -12. (3.2.93)

Hence，from (3.2.75), (3.2.76)，（3.2.77)，and (3.2.78)，（3.2.90)，（3.2.91)，
(3.2.92)，and (3.2i93) imply that the second iterate of (3.2.79) undergoes
a pitchfork bifurcation at = (0,0). Since the new fixed points of

are not fixed points of /(x，p)，they must be period two points of
/(x, f i ). Hence, f ( x, /i ) i s said to have undergone a period-doubling bifurca¬

tion at (x，鮮）= (0, 0).

ii) THE PERIOD-DOUBLING BIFURCATION

Consider a one-parameter family of Cr (r > 3) one-dimensional maps

X £ 1R1, n e 1R1. (3.2.94)

We seek conditions for (3.2.94) to undergo a period-doubling bifurcation.
The previous example will be our guide. It should be clear from the example
that conditions sufficient for (3.2.94) to undergo a period-doubling bifur¬

cation are for the map to have a nonhyperbolic fixed point with eigenvalue
一1 and for the second iterate of the map to undergo a pitchfork bifurca¬

tion at the same nonhyperbolic fixed point. To summarize, using (3.2.73)，
(3.2.74), (3.2.75)，（3.2.76)，（3.2.77)，and (3.2.78)，it is sufficient for (3.2.94)
to satisfy

/(0, 0) = 0, (3.2.95)

K (0, 0) = -h (3.2.96)

篆 (0, 0) =。， (3.2.97)

装 (0, 0) = 0， (3.2.98)

s隱。， (3.2.99)

^■(0 , 0) # 0. (3.2.100)
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(a)

FIGURE 3.2.11. a) (一裝(0, 0)/|^g(0,0)) > 0; b) (_g(0, 0)/^g(0, 0))
< 0.

Moreover, the sign of (- d ^及’0》 j ^■/义’0)) tells us on which side of
/x = 0 the period two points lie. We show both cases in Figure 3.2.11 and
leave it as an exercise for the reader to compute the possible stability types
for the different curves of fixed points shown in the figure; see Exercise 3.8.

Finally, we demonstrate graphically the period-doubling bifurcation for

x y-y — x — fj,x+ x3 = /(x, jx )

and the associated pitchfork bifurcation for /2(x, ^i) in the graphical man¬

ner discribed at the end of Section 3.2A, i) in Figure 3.2.12.

3.2c A PAIR OF EIGENVALUES OF MODULUS 1：THE
NAIMARK-SACKER BIFURCATION

This section describes the map analog of the Poincar6-Andronov-Hopf bi¬
furcation for vector fields but with some very different twists* Although this
bifurcation often goes by the name of “ Hopf bifurcation for maps,” this is
misleading because the bifurcation theorem was first proved independently
by Naimark [1959] and Sacker [1965]. Consequently, we will use the term
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y — x

U<0

H<0 H>0

f(X；H)

^(X；H)

FIGURE 3.2.12.

“ Naimark-Sacker bifurcation.”
We know that in this situation the study of the dynamics of (3.2.1) near

the fixed point (yo, Ao) G x ]RP can be reduced to the study of (3.2.1)
restricted to a p-parameter family of two-dimensional center manifolds. We
assume that the reduced map has been calculated and is given by

x /(x, /x), x E R2, /x G R1 , (3.2.101)

where we take p = 1. If there is more than one parameter，we consider all
but one as fixed and denote it as /x. In restricting the map to the center
manifold, some preliminary transformations have been made so that the
fixed point of (3.2.101) is given by (x，/x) = (0,0), i.e., we have

/(0, 0) = 0, (3.2.102)

with the matrix
DM 0) (3.2.103)

having two complex conjugate eigenvalues, denoted 入(0)，A(0)，with

1入(0)|= 1. (3.2.104)

We will also require that

An(0) # 1, 1, 2, 3, 4. (3.2.105)

(Note: if A(0) satisfies (3.2.105), then so does A(0), and vice versa.)
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We showed in Example 2.2.4 that under these conditions a normal form
for (3.2.101) is given by

A(/x)z + c{n)z2z + 0(4), z e C , /x e R1
• (3.2.106)

We transform (3.2.106) into polar coordinates by letting

名 = re27rie ,

and obtain … — 十(Re(勒)�(〆))，

一 0 +价) + 去 (Im (^y)) "2 + (3.2.107)

where
則E (3 . 2. 1 0 8)

and
c(/i) = a(/x) + iu( /JL ). (3.2.109)

We then Taylor expand the coefficients of (3.2.107) about /JL = 0 and obtain

^(i+去剛L:)r+(Re(識))々 a"、"")，

+0(/x2, /xr2, r3), (3.2.110)

where we have used the condition that [ A(0)| = 1. Note that, since An(0) ^1，where n = 1，2, 3, 4, from (3.2.108) we see that <^(0) ^0. We simplify the
notation associated with (3.2.110) by setting

。’

d傷
<t>0 r 冷⑼，

如X。’

b 三 去Im 金.
入⑼’
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hence, (3.2.110) becomes

rH r + ( dfi + ar2 )r +0( fi2r, /^r
3, r4),

0 0 + 6r2 + Oifi2 , //r2, r3). (3.2.111)

We are interested in the dynamics of (3.2.111) for r small, small. Our
strategy for understanding this will be the same as in our study of the
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation for vector fields (cf. Section 3.IB);
namely, we will study the dynamics of (3.2.111) with the higher order terms
neglected (i.e., the truncated normal form) and then try to understand how
the dynamics of the truncated normal form are affected by the higher order
terms.

The truncated normal form is given by

r r -h ( d f i -h ar2)r,
e ^ e + cpo +^ n+ br2 . (3.2.112)

Note that r = 0 is a fixed point of (3.2.112) that is

asymptotically stable for dfi < 0,
unstable for dfj, > 0,
unstable for // = 0, a > 0,

and
asymptotically stable for // = 0, a < 0.

We recall our study of the truncated normal form for the Poincare-Andro-
nov-Hopf bifurcation for vector fields (see Section 3.IB). In that case, fixed
points of the r component of the truncated normal form，with r > 0, corre¬

sponded to periodic orbits. Something geometrically (but not dynamically)
similar happens for maps also.

Lemma 3.2.1 < (r, 6 ) 1R+ x 51! r

ant under the dynamics generated by (3.2.112).
is a circle which is invan-

Proof: That this set of points is a circle is obvious. The fact that it is
invariant under the dynamics generated by (3.2.112) follows from the fact
that the r coordinate of points starting on the circle do not change under
iteration by (3.2.112). □

It should be clear that the invariant circle can exist for either ^ > 0
or ^ < 0 depending on the signs of d and a and that there will be only
one invariant circle at a distance 0( y/Ji) from the origin. Stability of the
invariant circle is determined by the sign of a. This is a new concept of
stability not previously discussed in this book, namely, the stability of an
invariant set. Its meaning, hopefully, is intuitively clear. The invariant circle
is stable if initial conditions “sufficiently near” the circle stay near the circle
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^ y

L \
■:：{ ))

H<0 卩*0 ^>0

FIGURE 3.2.13. > 0, o > 0.

under all forward iterations by (3.2.112). It is asymptotically stable if the
points actually approach the circle. We summarize this in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.2.2 The invariant circle is asymptotically stable for a < 0 and
unstable for a > 0.
Proof: Since the r component of (3.2.112) is independent of 9, this problem
reduces to the study of the stability of a fixed point of a one-dimensional
map (i.e.，the 0 dynamics are irrelevant). We leave the details as an exercise
for the reader. □

We now describe the four possible cases for the bifurcation of an invariant
circle from a fixed point.
Case 1: d > 0, Q > 0. In this case, the origin is an unstable fixed point for

^ > 0 and an asymptotically stable fixed point for 以 < 0 with an unstable
invariant circle for ^ < 0; see Figure 3.2.13.
Case 2: d > 0, Q < 0. In this case, the origin is an unstable fixed point for

^ > 0 and an asymptotically stable fixed point for ^ < 0 with an asymp¬

totically stable invariant circle for > 0; see Figure 3.2.14.
Case 3: d < 0, Q > 0. In this case, the origin is an asymptotically stable
fixed point for 以 > 0 and an unstable fixed point for /u < 0 with an
unstable invariant circle for // > 0; see Figure 3.2.15.

O O
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y r2« a

O
〆4^

卩<0 n=0 |i>0

FIGURE 3.2.14. d > 0, a < 0.
y ■羊

o o

卩*0洋<0

FIGURE 3.2.15. d < 0, a > 0.

Case 4: d < 0, a < 0. In this case, the origin is an asymptotically stable
fixed point for /x > 0 and an unstable fixed point for /i < 0 with an
asymptotically stable invariant circle for /i < 0; see Figure 3.2.16.

We make the following general remarks.

Remark 1. For a > 0, the invariant circle can exist for either /i < 0 (Case
1) or /i > 0 (Case 3) and, in each case, the invariant circle is unstable.
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k j

O O

a'
、:

|i<0 |i=0 |i>0

FIGURE 3.2.16. rf < 0, o < 0.

Similarly, for a < 0, the invariant circle can exist for either ^ < 0 (Case 4)
or ^ > 0 (Case 2) and, in each case, the invariant circle is asymptotically
stable. Hence, the quantity a determines the stability of the invariant circle,
but it does not tell us on which side of ju = 0 the invariant circle exists.
Remark 2. Recall that

d =去崎=。.
Hence, for d > 0, the eigenvalues cross from inside to outside the unit
circle as increases through zero and, for d < 0, the eigenvalues cross
from outside to inside the unit circle as increases through zero. Thus,
for d > 0, it follows that the origin is asymptotically stable for /i < 0 and
unstable for fj, > 0. Similarly, for d < 0, the origin is unstable for /i < 0
and asymptotically stable for fj, > 0.

At this point the reader is probably struck by the similarities between
the analysis of the truncated normal form (3.2.112) and the analysis for
the normal form associated with the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
(see Section 3.IB). However, we want to stress that the situation for maps
is fundamentally different indeed from this and from all other bifurcations
we have studied thus fax. In all other bifurcations (either in vector fields
or maps) the invariant sets that are created consist of single orbits while,
in this case, the bifurcation consists of an invariant surface (i.e., a circle)
which contains many different orbits. We can study the dynamics on the
invariant circle by studying the dynamics of (3.2.112) restricted to the
invariant circle (i.e., by considering only initial conditions that start on the
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invariant circle). Points on the invariant circle have initial r coordinates
given by

so that the associated circle map is given by

The dynamics of (3.2.112) are easy to understand and depend entirely on
the quantity 0o+(0i— 碧) If 0o + (0i- is rational, then all orbits on
the invariant circle are periodic.If 0o+(0i一 f is irrational, then all orbits
on the invariant Circle densely fill the circle. We proved these statements
in Example 1.2.3. Thus, as 〆 is varied，the orbit structure on the invariant
circle continually alternates between periodic and quasiperiodic.

Although all of this analysis is for the truncated normal form (3.2.112),
our real interest is in the full normal form (3.2.111). For this we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.3 (Naimark-Sacker bifurcation) Consider the full nor¬

mal form (3.2.111). Then, for /x sufficiently small, Cases 1，2，3, and 4
described above hold.
Proof: The proof requires more technical machinery than the proof of the
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation for vector fields. This should come
as no surprise, since the Poincare-Bendixson theorem and the method of
averaging (as developed in Section 1.2D,i) do not immediately apply to
maps.For this reason, we willnot state this proof here; excellent expositions
of the proof may be found in, e.g., Iooss [1979]. □

We must take care to interpret this theorem correctly. Roughly speaking,
it tells us that the “tail”of the normal form does not qualitatively affect
the bifurcation of the invariant circle exhibited by the truncated normal
form. However, it tells us nothing about the dynamics on the invariant
circle. Indeed, we would expect the higher order terms of the normal form
to have a very important effect on the circle map associated with the in¬

variant circle of the full normal form (3.2.111). This is because the circle
map associated with the invariant circle of the truncated normal form is
structurally unstable; see Exercise 3.47.

3.2D THE CODIMENSION OF LOCAL BIFURCATIONS OF
MAPS

The degeneracy of fixed points of maps can be specified by the concept
of codimension as described in Section 3.ID. The codimension of a case is
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computed using exactly the same procedure (cf. Definition 3.1.7). Indeed,
for a C°° vector field

x = /(x)， Rn, (3.2.114)
we are interested in the local structure of

/㈤ 二 0， (3.2.115)

and, for a C°° map，
x ^ g{x)9 x G Rn, (3.2.116)

we are interested in the local structure of

g{x) - x = 0. (3.2.117)

Thus, it should be clear that，mathematically, (3.2.114) and (3.2.116) are
the same. We will, therefore, state the results for maps only and leave the
verification to the reader.
One-Dimensional Maps

The maps
x -\- ax2 +0(x3), (3.2.118)
-x + ax3 +0{x4), (3.2.119)

have nonhyperbolic fixed points at a:= 0.Using the techniques of Section
3.ID it is easy to see that these are codimension one fixedpoints with versal
deformations given by

a:H x +p 干：c2， (3.2.120)
o:卜> -a:+ /xx 干 x3. (3.2.121)

Hence, the generic bifurcations of fixed points of one-parameter families of
one-dimensional maps are saddle-nodes and period-doublings.

Similarly, the map
'

x ^ x + ax3 +0{x4) (3.2.122)
has a nonhyperbolic fixed point at x = 0. It is easy to show that x = 0 is
a codimension two fixed point, and a versal deformation is given by

x ^xfj，i #2怎干 ①3. (3.2.123)

Two-Dimensional Maps

Suppose we have a two-dimensional map having a fixed point at the origin
with the two eigenvalues of the associated linear map being complex con¬

jugates with modulus one.We denote the two eigenvalues by A and A. One
can assign a codimension to this nonhyperbolic fixed point using the meth¬

ods of Section 3.ID; the number obtained will depend on A and A (we will
do this shortly).We can then construct a candidate for a versal deformation
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using the same methods. However, these will not give versal deformations.
One of the obstructions to this involves the dynamics on invariant circles.
As we have seen earlier (see Section 3.2C), all of the higher order terms in
the normal form may affect the dynamics on the invariant circle. Neverthe¬

less, we will give the codimension and the associated parametrized families
using the techniques of Section 3.ID for the different cases.

The case
An ^ 1, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, (3.2.124)

is codimension one. The associated one-parameter family of normal forms
for this bifurcation is

z (1 +^)^ 4- cz2z , z eC (3.2.125)
(see Example 2.2t4). If we ignore the dynamics on the invariant circle, then
(3.2.125) captures all local dynamics.

The cases ruled out by (3.2.124) are referred to as the strong resonances.
The cases n = 3 and n = 4 are codimension one with associated one-
parameter families of normal forms given by

2：*-> (1 + pt )z + ciz2 + C2Z 2Z , n = 3, z e C , ^ E R1, (3.2.126)
z (1 + fi )z + ciz3 + C2Z 2Z , n = 4, 2：6 C, fi E H1. (3.2J27)

The cases n = 1 and n = 2 correspond to double 1 and double -1 eigenval¬

ues, respectively. If the matrices associated with the linear parts (in Jordan
canonical form) are given by

and

then tb
lies of

G O ,

("o1 -0
n

n = 2,

(3.2.128)

(3.2.129)

Hese cases are codimension two with associated two-parameter fami-
normal forms given by

n =

n 2.

(3.2.130)

(3.2.131)

x x + y,
fi2 x + y + ax2 + bxy,

x >-> x + y,
y + fi2 y + y + ax3 + bx 2 y

Arnold [1983] studied (3.2.126) , (3.2.127) , (3.2.130) , and (3.2.131) in detail
by using the important local technique of interpolating a discrete map by
a flow. We will work out some of the details in the exercises. The strongly
resonant cases arise in applications in，for example, thesituation of applying
a periodic external force to a system which would freely oscillate with a
given frequency. Strong resonance would occur when the forcing frequency
and natural frequency were commensurate in the ratios 1/1，1/2, 1/3, and
1/4 The surprising fact is that, in the cases n = 1 and n = 2, chaotic
motions of the Smale-horseshoe type (see Gambaudo [1985]) may arise.
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3.3 On the Interpretation and Application of
Bifurcation Diagrams: A Word of Caution

At this point, we have seen enough examples so that it should be clear
that the term bifurcation refers to the phenomenon of a system exhibiting
qualitatively new dynamical behavior as parameters are varied. However,
the phrase “ as parameters are varied” deserves careful consideration. Let
us consider a highly idealized example.

The situation we imagine is wind blowing through Venetian blinds hang¬

ing in an open window. The “ parameter” in this system will be the wind
speed. From experience, most people have observed that nothing much
happens when the wind speed is low enough, but, for high enough wind
speeds, the blinds begin to oscillate or “flutter.” Thus, at some critical pa¬

rameter value, a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs. However, we
must be careful here. In all of our analyses thus far the parameters have
been constant. Therefore, in order to apply the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation theorem to this problem, the wind speed must be constant. At
low constant speeds, the blinds lie flat; at constant speeds above a certain
critical value, the blinds oscillate. The point is that we cannot think of the
parameter as varying in time, e.g” wind speed increasing over time, even
though this is what happens in practice. Dynamical systems having param¬

eters that change in time (no matter how slowly!) and that pass through
bifurcation values often exhibit behavior that is very different from the
analogous situation where the parameters are constant. Let us consider
more mathematical example due to Schecter [1985].

Consider the vector field

x = /(x, /x) , x G JR1, /x G 1R1. (3.3.1)

We suppose that
/(0, M) = 0 (3.3.2)

so that a: = 0 is always a fixed point, and that

/(x, /x) = 0 (3.3.3)

intersects x = 0 at /x = 6 and appears as in Figure 3.3.1. We further assume
that

% (0，"） is f < 0 for x < by
1> 0 for x > by (3.3.4)

so that the stability of the fixed points is as shown in Figure 3.3.1. Thus,
(3.3.1) undergoes a transcritical bifurcation at /x = 6. Now, if we think
of (3.3.1) as modelling a physical system, we would expect to observe the
system in a stable equilibrium state. For /x < 6, this would be x = 0, and
for slightly larger than 6, x small enough, this would be the upper branch
of fixed points bifurcating from the transcritical bifurcation point.
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c
l > '

〆

^ \i=b

FIGURE 3.3.1.

X

/;y- —

FIGURE 3.3.2.

Let us consider the situation in which the parameter is allowed to drift
slowly in time as follows

x = /(x, /x), (3.3.5)

/x = e, (3.3.6)
where e is viewed as small and positive (so that trajectories always move
toward the right). (Note: Schecter [1985] considers a much more general
situation where ft may depend on x and /x.) Now let us consider the fate of
an initial condition ( Ji,x ) with Ji < b and x > 0 sufficiently small; see Figure
3.3.2 This point is attracted strongly toward x = 0 (but it can never cross
rr = 0. Why?) and drifts slowly toward the right. Schecter proves that, on
passing through 芦 = 6, rather than being repelled from x = 0 as would be
the case for e = 0, the trajectory follows closely x = 0 (which is an unstable
invariant manifold for /x > 6) for awhile before ultimately being repel¬

led away; see Figure 3.3.2. Thus, what one would observe for e = 0 differs
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from that for e ^ 0; for £ ^ 0, certain trajectories tend to remain in the
neighborhood (for awhile) of what are unstable fixed points for £ = 0.

A detailed analysis of problems of this type is beyond the scope of this
book (such problems fit very nicely into the context of singular perturba¬

tion theory). The point we wish to make is that, within a given system, the
behavior of that system on either side of a bifurcation value may be very
different in cases when the parameter varies slowly in time (no matter how
slowly) through the bifurcation value, as opposed to cases when the param¬

eter is constant. The reader will find detailed analyses of such problems in
Mitropol’skii [1965], Lebovitz and Schaar [1975], [1977], Haberman [1979],
Neishtadt [1987], [1988], Baer et al. [1989], Erneux and Mandel [1986], and
Mandel and Erneux [1987].
Exercises

3.1 Consider a Cr (r > 1) autonomous vector field onH1having precisely
two hyperbolic fixedpoints. Can you infer thenature of the stability of
the two fixedpoints? How does the situation change if one of the fixed
points is not hyperbolic? Can both fixed points be nonhyperbolic?
Construct explicit examples illustrating each situation.

3.2 Consider the saddle-node bifurcation for vector fields andFigure 3.1.5.
For the case卜裂(0,0)/|^(0,0)) > 0, give conditions under which
the upper part of the curve of fixed points is stable and the lower part
is unstable. Alternatively, give conditions under which the upper part
of the curve of fixed points is unstable and the lower part is stable.
Repeat the exercise for the case (— §^(0,0)/|^(0,0)) < 0.

3.3 Consider the transcritical bifurcation for vector fields andFigure 3.1.6.
For the case (一|^(0,0)/^^(0,0)) > 0, give conditions for x = 0
to be stable for 〆 > 0 and unstable for 〆 < 0. Alternatively, give
conditions for a:= 0 to be unstable for /x > 0 and stable for ^ < 0.
Repeat the exercise for the case (-|^(0,0)/ ^̂(0,0)) < 0.

3.4 Consider the pitchfork bifurcation for vector fields and Figure 3.1.7.
For the case (一|^(0,0)/ ^̂(0,0)) > 0, give conditions for x = 0
to be stable for /x > 0 and unstable for /x < 0. Alternatively, give
conditions for x = 0 to be unstable for /x > 0 and stable for ^ < 0.
Repeat the exercise for the case (一|^(0,0)/^^(0,0)) < 0.

3.5 Consider the saddle-node bifurcation for maps and Figure 3.2.2. For
the case (-级(0,0)/兹(0,0)) > 0, give conditions under which the
upper part of the curve of fixed points is stable and the lower part is
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unstable. Alternatively, give conditions under which the upper part
of the curve of fixed points is unstable and the lower part is stable.
Repeat the exercise for the case ( — 0)/|^ (0, 0)) < 0.

3.6 Consider the transcritical bifurcation for maps and Figure 3.2.5. For
the case (-|^|(0, 0)/^^j(0, 0)) > 0, give conditions for a: = 0 to be
stable for > 0 and unstable for /x < 0. Alternatively, give conditions
for x = 0 to be unstable for ^ > 0 and stable for /x < 0.
Repeat the exercise for the case ( — 1̂ (0, 0)/^^(0, 0)) < 0.

3.7 Consider the pitchfork bifurcation for maps and Figure 3.2.8. For the
case (一 0)/^^(0, 0)) > 0，give conditions for 怎 = 0 to be
stable for" > 0 and unstable for /x < 0. Alternatively, give conditions
for x = 0 to be unstable for p > 0 and stable for "< 0.
Repeat the exercise for the case (—|^(0, 0N

» / -^^(0, 0)) < 0.
3.8 Consider the period-doubling bifurcation for maps and Figure 3.2.11.

For the case (— ^^-(0, 0)/^|^(0,0)) > 0, give conditions for the
period one points, a: = 0, to be stable for " > 0 and unstable for
/x < 0. Alternatively, give conditions for a: = 0 to be unstable for
/x > 0 and stable for "< 0.
Repeat the exercise for the case (— 0)/^|^(0, 0)) < 0.

3.9 In Exercise 2.2 we computed center manifolds near the origin for the
following one-parameter families of vector fields. Describe the bifur¬

cations of the origin. In, for example, a) and a’）the parameter e
multiplies a linear and nonlinear term, respectively. In terras of bifur¬

cations, is there a qualitative difference in the two cases? What kinds
of general statements can you make?

a/ ) e = -e + v2 + EV 2 ,
v = 一 sin 0.

y = x ^ 2 y ^ e y + y2 ,

b，) 土 =^+ y + x2 y ,
y = x^ 2 y -h y2 ^ e y2 .
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〆） x = x-2y+ex2,
y=3x — y 一 x2.
x = 2x +2y + ey, (x, j,) 1R2.

d,) x = 2x +2y,

’y = x+y + xA +ey2.

e) x =-y ~ ex - y\ (x，.虻.
y = 2x,

.2’

£X i= -2x +3y +ex +y3,
；y =2x -3y +x3,

x =-2x +3y +y3 +ex2,
' ~ 2x - ^y + x3.

(x,y) elR2.

g)

h)

k)

t \ X =-x- y - xy ex2
) y = 2x +y -\- 2xy.

x = x +y,
ex -he' :+2x +ey, (x,y) 1R2.

(xfy,z) 1R3.

h/ x x = -x +y 4- £X2,
y = -ex +e~x +2x.
x =-2x+y ex + y2z、

i) y = x - 2y + z ^\- ex -\- xz2
t

z = x -\- y — 2z -\- ex -\- x2y,
x =-2x+ y + 之 +ex2 4- y2z,

i7) y = x- 2y +z -\- e x y x z2,
i= x + j/ — 2之 + x2y.
x = — a: — j/ + z2,

j) y = 2x +y +ey - z2, (x,y,z) e 1R3.
z = x -\- 2y - zy

x — -x- y+ex2 +22,
j') y = 2x +y - z2 +ey2,

z — x+2y — z.
. — x — y — z +ex — yz,

— x 一 y — z — xzy
一x — y — z — yz，

{x,y,z) e R3.
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x = — x — y — z — y z E X 2 ,
k，) y = -x - y - z - x z ,

z = — x — y — z — x y.
i) + ( X , y ) e i e .

y = -y - x ,

( x , y ) G B2 .

1，）
X

— y

.r 2X = 已 y
— v — X

m,) i = x2 + e y^y p _ x2 .

3.10 In Exercise 2.4 we computed center manifolds near the origin for the
following one-parameter families of maps. Describe the bifurcations
of the origin. In, for example, a) and a’）the parameter e multiplies
a linear and nonlinear term, respectively. In terms of bifurcations, is
there a qualitative difference in the two cases? What kind of general
statements can you make?

--x - y - x y ,
a) J (x, y) GM2.

V ^ -^ x + e y + x2 ,

--x - y - x y2 ,
a’） f

y ^ — -jV + £ y2 + x2
■

b) 工
3, (:r’ y) e ]R2.

y卜— + 2/ + ey,

b,) x \-̂ x ^ 2y ^ x3 ,
；y^ 2x J r y J t e y2 .

c\ -x -^ y - x y2 ,；y ^ 2/ -f £2/ -f x2 y ,

c/) x^ -x + y - x y2 ,
y y + ey2 + x2 y .

( x , y ) e B?.

j、a: H 2:r + v， ， 、 ir^ 2d) y^ 2x + 3 y + ex + x\ (^y) e l R .

J A x^ 2x + 2/ + e x2，
^ y 2x + 3y x4 .

x ^ x ey,e) y ^ x + 2y ^ y2 , ( x , y ) 1R2.
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eO x x + ey2，
y x + 2y + y2.
XH 2x + 3y,

) y x + ey + x2 + xy2 ,
px a：H 2x + 3y,

)
2/ �x + x2 + ey2 -f xy2.
x \-̂ x - z3

y

g) y^ 2x - y^ e y,

x \-^ x - z3 ,
g/) ys-̂ 2x + ey2,

-z^ x3 .

(x> 2/) G M2.

(x, y, «) GK3.

2 ^
a: H x + ez4 ,

h) y^ -x - 2y - x3 ,
么卜― y 一 22+ 2/

2，

:r a:+ err + z4,
h7) y^ -x - 2y - x3 ,

z ^ y- ^ z ^ y2.
x H y + e:c + a:2，
y ^ y ^ xy,
:r H y + x2,
y H y + xy + ex2.
x »— �ex -f x2

}

y H y + xy,
x H x2 + eyy
y^ y + x y.

( x, y,z ) eB.3.

i)

0

j)

jO

(a;, y) eK2.

(x, y) eR2.

3.11 Center Manifolds at a Saddle-node Bifurcation Point for Vector Fields
In developing the center manifold theory for parametrized families of
vector fields, we dealt with equations of the following form

x = Ax + f ( x, y,£ ) ,
y= By + g( x, y,e ), (x, j/, e) lRcx ]Rs xJRp, (E3.1)

where i4 is a c x c matrix whose eigenvalues all have zero real parts,
5 is an s x s matrix whose eigenvalues all have negative real parts,
and

/(0, 0, 0) = 0, £)/ (0, 0, 0) = 0,
5(0, 0, 0) = 0， £>5(0, 0, 0) = 0. (E3.2)
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The conditions D f (0,0, 0 ) = 0, D g(0,0,0 ) = 0 imply that ( x , y)二

(0, 0) is a fixed point of (E3.1) for a l l e in an open set containing
zero. Clearly, this c a n n o t be the case at a saddle-node bifurcation
point, and we want to consider this issue in this exercise. Although
this could have been done in Chapter 2, in that chapter we were in¬

troducing only center manifold theory and were not really concerned
with bifurcations. In this case the form of the equations given by
(E3.1) and (E3.2) was the “ cleanest and quickest” way to introduce
the notion of parametrized families of center manifolds.

We will start at a very basic level. Consider the Cr (r as large as
necessary) vector field

i = F( z , e ) , ( z y e ) E 1RC+S x B P . (E3.3)
Suppose that ( z , e ) = (0, 0) is a fixed point of (E3.3) at which the
matrix

D z F(0,0 ) (E3.4)
has c eigenvalues with zero real parts and 5 eigenvalues with negative
real parts. Our goal is to apply the center manifold theory in order
to examine the dynamics of (E3.3) near ( z^ e ) = (0, 0).
We rewrite Equation (E3.3) as follows

i = D z F(0,0 )z ^- D e F(0,0 )e^ G( z y e ) , (E3.5)
where

G( z , e ) = [F( Z , £ ) ~ D Z F (0, 0 ) Z - D e F ( 0 , 0 )£ ] = 0( 2 ) (E3.6)
in 2 and e . Note that the term i i D e F(0,0 )e^ in (E3.5) is the new
wrinkle— it was zero under our previous assumptions. For notational
purposes we let

D z F(0 , 0) = M — (c + s) x (c + s) matrix,
DeF(0, 0) = A — (c + s ) x p matrix,

so that (E3.5) becomes
z = M z + Ae: + G( z , e ) . (E3.7)

Now let T be the (s+c) x (s+c) matrix that puts M into the following
block diagonal form

T
_

l M T = ( o s) ' (E3-B)

where 4 is a (c x c) matrix with all eigenvalues having zero real parts
and _B i s a n (s x s) matrix with all eigenvalues having negative real
parts. If we let

2 = T w , ( x y y ) e l R c x T R S (E3 9)
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where w = (x, y), and apply this linear transformation to (E3.7), we
obtain

© = ( o 耽)叫㈣)’ （■)

where
A = T ~l A,

Note that /(0, 0, 0) = 0, 5(0, 0,0) = 0, £)/(0, 0, 0) = 0, and £^(0, 0,
0) = 0. Next, let

where Ac corresponds to the first c rows of A, and A s corresponds to
the last s rows of A. Then (E3.10) can be rewritten as

f i\ ( A
~

K C 0 \ ( x\ ( f ( x , y , e )\
e = 0 ^ 0 e + 0 . (E.3.11)

\y J \ 0 As B )\y J \g( x , y , £ ) J
The reader should recognize that (E3.ll) is “almost” in the standard
normal form for application of the center manifold theory. The final
step would be to introduce a linear transformation that block diago¬

nalizes the linear part of (E3.ll) into a (c + p) x (c + p) matrix with
eigenvalues all having zero real parts (and p identically zero) and an
(s x s) matrix with all eigenvalues having negative real parts (see
Exercise 3.13).

a) Carry out this final step and discuss applying the center mani¬

fold theorem to the resulting system. In particular, do the rele¬

vant theorems from Chapter 2 go through?

Before we work out some specific problems, let us first answer an
example.
Consider the vector field

x ^ e + x2 + y2,
y --y + ^2, { x , y ,e ) 1R3. (E3.12)

It should be clear that (x, y, e) = (0, 0, 0) is a fixed point of (E3.12).
We want to study the orbit structure near this fixed point for e small.
Rewriting (E3.12) in the form of (E3.ll) gives

i\ (0 1 0 \ f x\ ( x2 + y2\.(二 — ). (E3 i3)
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We seek a center manifold of the form

h( x,e ) = ax2 + bxe + ce2 + 0(3).
Utilizing the usual procedure for calculating the center manifold, we
obtain

h( x , e ) = x2 - 2xe + 2e2 +0( 3).
The vector field restricted to the center manifold is then given by

x
0.

Hence，a saddle-node bifurcation occurs at e
Now consider the following vector fields

0.

b)

c)

d)

e)

f )

g)

h)

x = 6：+ x4 + y2

+ x3，y = - y

x = e - x2 — y3

X
y

X
y

X

( x , y ,e ) 1R3.

e - y -\- x2.
e ex + x2

^
-y + x2.

e ex -\~ x2 ,
e - y -\- x2 .

y = x -\- 2y - xy.
x — 2e ~\- 2x ~\- 2y,
y = e + x + y + y2 .

i = e - 2x + 2y - x4,
y = 2x - 2y.
x = e - 2x y + z yz ,

i) y = x - 2y ^ z + zx , ( xyy, z ,e ) e 1R4.
z = x -\- y - 2z -\- xy,

For each vector field, construct the center manifold and discuss the
dynamics near the origin for e small. What types of bifurcations oc¬

cur?

3.12 Center Manifolds at a Saddle-node Bifurcation Point for Maps
Following the discussion in Exercise 3.11, develop the center manifold
theory for maps so that it applies at a saddle-node bifurcation point.
Apply the resulting theory to the following maps. In each case, com¬

pute the center manifold and describe the dynamics near the origin
for e small. Discuss the bifurcations that occur (if any) at e = 0.
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a) X ^ £ r̂X -\- X 2 - y2 ,；y^ x2 + 2/
2 ,

x^ e e x -\- x2 - y2 ,
y ^ x3 + 2/

2.
、x^ e -\- x -\- x2 - y1 ,

y^ £ -\- x2 + y2
,

X ^ £ -\- rrX — y — X 2.
d) 1

2
2

2 x + y *

( x } y,e ) e IR3.

X h^ 6：- X + 2/ + X3,
y ^ y + ex — x2.

rx x^e + x + ex + 2/3,
^ y x -\- 2y — x2.

g\ x ^ e - x -\- xy -\- y2 ,
；y H 2x - xy - y2

•

h) e -\- 2x + y + x2 y,
y f— > 12a: + 3^ — xy2

•

3.13 Consider the block diagonal “ normal form” of (E3.1) to which we
first transformed the vector field in order to apply the center manifold
theory.Discuss why (or why not) this preliminary transformation was
necessary. Is this preliminary transformation necessary for equations
of the form of (E3.ll) in order to apply the center manifold theory?
Work out several examples to support your views and illustrate the
relevant points. [ Hint: consider the coordinatization of the center
manifold and how the invariance condition is manifested in those
coordinates.)

3.14 This exercise comes from Marsden and McCracken [1976]. Consider
the following vector fields

a) j:，— M)2
， (r, ^)

b) r = r (|i - r2 ) (2M - r2 )2

0 = 1.
c ) t = r( r + ^i ) ( r ~ ii ) ,

d ) t = — + M)2，

"
2 r(r +")2 (r -")2,

X S\
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Match each of these vector fields to the appropriate phase portrait in
Figure E3.1 and explain which hypotheses (if any) of the Poincare-
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation theorem are violated.

3.15 Consider the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation theorem (Theo¬

rem 3.1.3).
a) Work out all of the details of Proof 1, which utilizes the Poincare—

Bendixson theorem.
b) Work out all the details of Proof 2 , which utilizes the method of

averaging.

3.16 For the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, compute the expres¬

sion for the coefficient a given in (3.1.107)•

3.17 For the Naimark-Sacker bifurcation, compute the expression for the
coefficient a analogous to (3.1.107) for vector field. ( Hint: the answer
can be found in Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983].)

3.18 Consider the following one-parameter family of two-dimensional Cr
(r as large as necessary) vector fields

x = /(x；/u) , IR2 x 1R1,

where /(0;0) = 0 and Dxf (0,0) has a zero eigenvalue and a negative
eigenvalue. Suppose the vector field has the following symmetry

/(工，M)=

What can you then conclude concerning the symmetry of the vector
field restricted to the center manifold for x and " small? Can the
vector field undergo a saddle-node bifurcation at ($，"）== (0, 0)? Can
the vector field undergo a saddle-node bifurcation at other points
(x, /Li) G IR2 x m1?

3.19 a) Consider the following three-parameter family of one-dimensional
vector fields

x = x3 ji^ x2 + fi2 x + /xi , x IR1. (E3.14)

Show that by a parameter-dependent shift of x , (E3.14) can be
written as a two-parameter family

x = x3 +只2无+只1.

What are x, JL2 , and Jii in terms of x, fix ,"2 , and "3?
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(1) y

A

y r

4

0) y

0
(4) y

0
⑸

FIGURE E3.1
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b) Consider the following two-parameter family of one-dimensional
vector fields

i= x2 + fi2 X + x G 1R1. (E3.15)

Show that by a parameter-dependent shift of x , (E3.15) can be
written as a one-parameter family

What are x and in terms of x，/LZI, and"2?
Discuss the results of a) and b) in terms of the codimension of a
bifurcation 乒nd the number of parameters.
In particular, consider part b) and address these issues in relation

to a comparison of the saddle-node bifurcation

x = x2 -\- /1

and the transcritical bifurcation

X = X 2 + fix .

3.20 Consider the following two-parameter family of planar vector fields

x = y ,
y = fi\ x 4- fi2V 4- ax2 4- bxy .

Under the shift of coordinates

(E3.16)

X — X + Xo,

(E3.16) becomes

V - — Miico + ("i + ay)xo + (M2 — o> xQ )y 4- by2. (E3.17)

Show that by a parameter-dependent shift of y (but not x), (E3.17)
can be transformed to the form

V^ +^y + xy + by 2. (E3-18)

What are y, Jl2 , and b in terms of y , XQ , /HI , "2, and b?

3.21 Let M denote the set of all n x n matrices with complex entries.
Show that M can be identified as Cn (note：see Dubrovin, Fomenko,
and Novikov [1984] for an excellent discussion of matrix groups as
surfaces).
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3.22 Show that GL(n, C) is a submanifold of Cn .
3.23 Show that the orbit of a matrix AQ M under the action of GL(n, C)

defined by
gAog ~\ g GL( n,C ) ,

is a submanifold of M .
3.24 Show that the centralizer of any matrix of order n (with complex

2
entries) is a linear subspace of Cn .

3.25 Prove that the dimension of the centralizer is equal to the codimen¬

sion of the orbit of AQ.
3.26 Explain why that, in the local coordinates near AQ constructed in

Lemma A1.2, any matrix sufficiently close to AQ can be represented
in the form

M(A)P
_

1, peP, XeAcCe.
Can you give a more intuitive explanation of this based on elementary
notions from linear algebra?

3.27 Explain why the deformation constructed in Proposition A1.1 is mini-
versal.

3.28 Prove the following statement:

The decomplexification of a versal deformation with the min¬

imum number of parameters of a complex matrix, Ao, can be
chosen to be a versal deformation with the minimum number of
parameters of the real matrix Ao ^ where Ao is the decomplexi¬

fication of Ao,

3.29 Prove that the decomplexification of Cn is ]R2n and that if ei , ■ • • , en
is a basis of Cn, then ei , en , zei , • • • , i en is a basis for the decom¬

plexification of Cn, H2n.

3.30 Suppose A = Ar - iA t is the matrix representation of some linear
mapping of Cn into Cn. Then show that

/ Ar — A t \
y A- 2 A.r J

is the decomplexification of this matrix.
3.31 Compute miniversal deformations of the following r ea l matrices.

/ 0 -a; 0 \
a) I a; 0 0 J

\ o o o y
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b)
/ 0

0
\ 0

— u；i 0
0 0
0 0
0

c) ( o
d) ( o

e)

f )

g)

h)

0

0

0

0

j) 0
UJ

0

0

1 °\
0 0
0 0/

0 1
0 0 /
0 0 \
0 1
0 0 /— a; 0 \

0 0 j
0 1 /

S)

o )
一a；2 j

0 /

3.32 The Double-Zero Eigenvalue with Symmetry. Consider a Cr (r as
large as necessary) vector field on 1R2 having a fixed point at which
the matrix associated with the linearization has the following Jordan
canonical form

( o o ) -
Let ( x , y ) denote coordinates on R2, and suppose further that the
vector field is invariant under the coordinate transformation

(x，y) H ( — x，i).
This exercise is concerned with the bifurcations near such a degener¬

ate fixed point.

a) Show that a normal form for this vector field near this nonhy-
perbolic fixed point is given by

x = y +0( 5),
y = ax3 + bx2y + 0(5).
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b) Following the procedure outlined in Section 3.ID, show that a
candidate for a versal deformation is given by

i: = y + 0(5)，
y = + fi2 y + ax3 + bx2 y + 0(5).

In the following we will be concerned with the dynamics of the trun¬

cated normal form

y =\i\x + fJ>2V +似
3 + bx2 y.

c) Show that by rescaling, the number of cases to be considered
can be reduced to the following

y = +卿+ cx3 - x2 y , (E3.19)

where c = 士1.
d) For /ij = /i2 = 0, show that the flow near the origin appears as

in Figure E3.2 for c = +1 and as in Figure E3.3 for c = — 1.

e) Show that (E3.19) has the following fixed points

c — 土1: (0, 0)， (士 0)，
c 三二i : (0, 0), (士v/^r，o).

^2

卞1

FIGURE E3.2
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#
c =

FIGURE E3.3

f ) Compute the linearized stability for the fixed points for both
c = +1 and c = — 1 and show that the following bifurcations
occur.

c = +1 : pitchfork on /xi = 0,
supercritical Poincare-Andronov-Hopf

on /xi < 0，^2 = 0.

c = _1 : pitchfork on //i = 0，
subcritical Poincar4-Andronov-Hopf

on = #2 , //1 > 0.

g) Show that (E3.19) has no periodic orbits for

c = +1 : 叫 > 0;
Mi < 0, //2 < o；
M2 > -/xi /5, fit < 0.

c = _1 : //2 < 0.

{ Hint: use Bendixson’s criterion and index theory.)
h) Use the results obtained in d) — > e) and com/plttely justify the

local bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure E3.2 for c = +1 and
in Figure E3.3 for c = — 1.
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i ) Based on an examination of Figures E3.2 and E3.3, can you
infer the necessity of the existence of global bifurcations? What
scenarios are most likely?

We will return to this exercise in Chapter 4 to study possible global
bifurcations in more detail.

3.33 Consider a three-dimensional autonomous Cr (r as large as neces¬

sary) vector field having a fixed point where the linear part , in Carte¬

sian coordinates, takes the form

/ 0 -a; 0 \ f x\( o o o) W '

The versal deformation of this nonhyperbolic fixed point was studied
in some detail in Section 3.IF. Suppose now we assume that the vector
field is unchanged under the coordinate transformation

(x, y, z) { x , y ,-z ).
a) Show that the normal form in cylindrical coordinates is given

by

r = r ( a i r2 + a2z2 ) H ,
i：= z( b i r2 + b2z2 ) H ,
6 ~ u) • .

b) Show that a candidate for a versal deformation is given by

r — r(Mi + air2 + a2 z2 ) ,
z = z("2 + b\r2 + b2z2 ) ,
6 = UJ ' .

c) Following the steps in the analysis of the nonsymmetric case
in Section 3.1F, analyze this versal deformation completely, ad¬

dressing all issues discussed in Section 3.IF.

For an excellent review and bibliography of this nonhyperbolic fixed
point with various symmetries see Langford [1985].

3.34 Consider a four-dimensional autonomous Cr ( r as large as necessary)
vector field having a nonhyperbolic fixed point at which the linear
part has the form

/ 0 0 0 \ / w\
0；i 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 一u；2| y IV 0 0 U；2 0 / \z j
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a) Suppose muj\+no；2 ^ 0, \m\ + |n| < 4. Then show that in polar
coordinates a normal form is given by

r\= aiTj -h a2rirl H
r2 = + b2rf H
谷i = a；i + . • • ，
沒2 = 2̂ + • . .

•

(See Exercise 2.10.)
b) Show that a candidate for a versal deformation is given by

r\ = Min + aid + a2nr2

r2 ="2^2 + birlr2 4- b2rl，
0\ = LJi ^ ,

^2 = ^2 + * * * •

c) Following the steps outlined in Sections 3.1E and 3. IF, analyze
this versal deformation completely and address all issues raised
in this section. In particular, under what conditions may “ three-
tori” arise?

d) For each of the resonant cases

mui + nu)2 = 0, \m\ -h |n| < 4,

discuss the codimension of the bifurcation and candidates for
versal deformations.

3.35 Consider a two-dimensional autonomous Cr (r as large as necessary)
Hamiltonian vector field (i.e .，x = y ) , y = -爱 (x，y) for some
Cr+1 scalar function H ( x , y ) ) having a nonhyperbolic fixed point at
which the linear part takes the form

0 UJ

t o 0

Discuss the codimension of the bifurcation and derive candidates for
versal deformations. Analyze each versal deformation completely. Dis¬

cuss global phenomena that arise and how the Hamiltonian structure
can be used for the analysis of global phenomena. What types of sym¬

metry may occur, and how do they affect the situations? (For help,
see Golubitsky and Stewart [1987], Galin [1982] and Kocak [1984].)
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3.36 Consider the vector field

士 = e + x2 + y2,
y = X2 - y2, (x,y,e) e ]R3.

For this vector field the tangent space approximation is sufficient for
approximating the center manifold of the origin. Verify this statement
and discuss conditions under which the tangent space approximation
might work in general. Consider your ideas in the context of the
following examples.

a) x ^ ex -hx2 -h y2,
；y = x2 - y2.

x = £ x2 4- xy^b)

c)

d)

y = x2 — y2
•

x =e -by2,
y =Z x2 — y2.
x =e ^ xy ~\- y29
y = x2 — y2.

3.37 Consider the following Cr (r > 1) two-dimensional, time-periodic
vector field

y = Vf \x,t), ㈣ e R2
，

where f(x,t) has period T in t.
a) Show that the vector field has a (time-dependent) first integral

and that the first integral is actually a Hamiltonian for the sys¬

tem.
b) Suppose that the vector field is (constantly) linearly damped as

follows
i= y

““̂> 0.y = 一知+/(;0，
Show that the associated Poincare map cannot undergo Naimark-
Sacker bifurcations.

3.38 Consider the following ordinary differential equation

i ~ z) + [e -n(x2 - yz)}x,

V = -^(z ~ x) + [s - - xz))y, (x, y, z) 6 JR3 (E.3.20)

- y) + [£ -M(^2 - xy))z,
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where 5 > 0, /x > 0, and u) are parameters. This system is useful for
modeling and simulating synchronous machine systems in the study
of power system dynamics; see Kaplan and Yardeni [1989] and Kaplan
and Kottick [1983], [1985], [1987].
It should be obvious that

(x，y，z) 二 (0, 0, 0)

is a fixed point of (E3.20) for all parameter values. We are interested
in studying the bifurcations associated with this fixed point .

a) Show that for e = 0 the eigenvalues of the matrix associated
with t h e linearized vector field are given by

0,土 icj.

b) Study the bifurcations associated with this fixed point for e = 0,
u; / 0, and = 0, UJ = 0.

3.39 Consider the following class of feedback control systems studied by
Holmes [1985].

x -\- 6x -{- g{ x ) = -z ,
z -h a z = a y( x — r), (E3.21)

where x and x represent the displacement and velocity, respectively, of
an oscillatory system with nonlinear stiffness g{ x ) and linear damp¬

ing 6x subject to negative feedback control z. The controller has
first-order dynamics with time constant ^ and gain 7. A constant or
time-varying bias r can be applied . This system provides the simplest
possible model for a nonlinear elastic system whose position is con¬

trolled by a servomechanism with negligible inertia; see Holmes and
Moon [1983] for details.

For this exercise we will assume

g ( x ) = x( x2 - l )

Rewriting (E3.21) as a system gives

士 = y ,
y = x - x3 ~ 6 y - z , { x , y , z ) 1R3

z = — az,
(E3.22)

with scalar parameters 6 , a, 7 > 0. This exercise is concerned with
studying local bifurcations of (E3.22).
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a) Show that (E3.22) has fixed points at

3. Local Bifurcations

( x , y , z ) = (0, 0, 0) s 0

and

( x , y , z ) = (土v/1 — 7, 0, ±7\/l -7) = P± , (7 <!) ■

b) Linearize about these three fixed points and show that (E3.22)
has the following bifurcation surfaces in (a, 5,7) space.

7 = 1

i ( ot2 -ha6 - 1),
7 > 1

^(a2+W+2)，
0 < 7 < 1

c) Show that these three surfaces meet on the curve

7 = 1- 6 = b
where there is a double'zero eigenvalue with the third eigenvalue
being — (1+ a2 ) / a.

d) Fixa > 0 and study the bifurcations from the double-zero eigen¬

value in the (5,7) plane. ( Hint: use normal form and center man¬

ifold theory. Exercise 3.32 will also be useful.)
e) Describe all attractors as a function of 6 and 7. Discuss the

implications for the control problem.
We remark that, although this exercise is concerned with local non¬

linear analysis, global techniques for studying problems of the form
(E3.21) have been developed in Wiggins and Holmes [1987a], [1987b]
and Wiggins [1988].

3.40 Consider a map of K2 having a fixed point at the origin where the
eigenvalues associated with the linearized map are complex conjugate
and of unit modulus. We denote the two eigenvalues by A and A. The
goal of this exercise is to study the dynamics near the origin in the
cases

Xq = h 9 = 1, 2, 3, 4.
We will begin by developing a very powerful local technique；namely,
interpolating a map by a flow.

one eigenvalue is zero for 0

a pair of eigenvalues
is pure imaginary for 0

a pair of eigenvalues
is pure imaginary for p

土
.
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a) Prove the following lemma (Arnold [1983]).
Consider a Cr (r as large as necessary) mapping f : R,

2 — v
R2 having a fixed point at the origin with the eigenval¬

ues of the linearization at the origin given by e±27rzp/9

(and with a Jordan block of order 2 ifq= l or 2 ). In a
sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin the iterate
fq can be represented as follows

r( z ) = ^ ( z ) +0( \ z\ N ) , z R2,

where is the time one map obtained from the flow
generated by a vector field，v( z ). Moreover^ the vec¬

tor field is invariant under rotations about the origin
through the angle 2^ / q.

( Hint: first put fq in normal form

尸二 A z + 打⑷ + 珂⑻ + … + F W z) + 0{ \ z\ N ).

Next consider the vector field

i = ( A - i d)z + F；{ z ) +r3 ( z ) + ■ ■ ■ + K z).)

Approximate the time one map of this vector field via Picard
iteration (justify the use of this method), and show that it gives
the desired result. This will show why it is first necessary to put
the map in normal form. Moser [1968] gives an alternate proof of
this lemma as well as a nice discussion of interpolation of maps
by flows.

Next we must deal with versal deformations of these maps.
b) Prove the following lemma (Arnold [1983]).

Consider a deformation /久，入 Hp, of a mapping fo =
f satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma in Part a). In a
sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, the iterate

can be represented as
fl ( z ) = ^ ,x( z ) +0( \ z\ N ) , zelR2,

where is the time one map obtained from the
flow generated by a vector field, that is invariant
under rotations about the origin through the angle 2iv/ q.
Moreover, ^>\^{ z ) = and vo( z ) = v{ z ).

( Hint: this lemma is a consequence of the fact that the normal¬

izing transformations, up to order N , depend differentiably on
the parameters.)

c) A vector field on the plane may have
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1. Fixed points (hyperbolic and nonhyperbolic).
2. Periodic orbits.
3. Homoclinic orbits.
4. Heteroclinic orbits.

Suppose the time one map of a vector field having all of these
orbits approximates the map fq in the sense of the lemmas in
Part a) and b). How would each of these orbits be affected by
the higher order terms (i.e. , the 0( \z\N ) terms)?

Now we return to the main problem.

d) Show that the normal forms in the cases A9 = 1, g = 1，2, 3, 4,
are given by

m x;tLK .

‘y + . . . ， ㈣ eR2.

一口:yv .

“ + . . . ，
2

g = 3: z^ z + ci芝2 + C2Z2Z H ， ^ C.

q = 4: z^ z -j- ci# -h C2Z 2 Z H ， z C.

e) Compute the codimension in each case. Argue that candidates
for versal deformations (using the ideas in Section 3.ID) are
given by

^
1： y -:H + y + a x2 + b x y i .以

9 = 2： y^ f i\X + (1 + f i2 ) y + + b x2 y , ( x , y ) '

q = 3: z H (1 + fi )z + c\z2 + C2Z2Z , 2； C.

q — 4: z ^ ( l +\i )z + c\zz + C2Z2Z , 2； C.

f) Show that the vector fields that interpolate fQ through the order
given in Part e) are

q ~ 1' y = H I + H 2V + a x2 + b x y , (工，2/) e ]R .

q - 2. y = m x + H 2V + + b x2 y, (x > 2/ ) R -

q — 3: z = fiz + c\z2 + C2Z 2Z , Z e C .

q ~ 4: i = /xz + ci# + C2Z 2Z , Z e C .
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g) Describe the complete dynamics of each of the vector fields in
Part f ).

h) Using the results from Parts g) and c), describe the dynamics of
fq near the origin for q = 1, 2,3, and 4.

We remark that the results of this problem were first obtained by
Arnold [1977], [1983]. A very interesting application to a vector field
undergoing a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation that is subjected
to an external time-periodic perturbation can be found in Gambaudo
[1985].

Exercises 3.41 and 3.42 deal with bifurcations and the subharmonic Mel¬

nikov theory. Thfe setting is as follows. Suppose (L2.158) depends on a
single scalar parameter "

QH
y = — (尤，y) +印 G T R1 .

Then the mth iterate of the Poincare map that we derived from (1.2.158) in
Section 1.2D, ii) will also depend on ^ through the subharmonic Melnikov
vector as follows.

+ e(Mr/T1(/, 0^o；/x), M^ / n( I ,6 ,w ^ ) ) +0( s2 ) .
3.41 Prove the following saddle-node bifurcation theorem.

For the parametrized Poincare map abovef suppose there
exists a point (/, 6 ,JL ) such that nT ( I ) = mT and one of
the following conditions hold:

PI)
dQ

rm/n
* = o

仰，乒）= o,
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.、⑹
1} di 7

0,

ii) =
' dM^ln dM^,n dM [Hi ) dM.

d i de oe
d{ M^ / n , M^ / n )

with one of the following holding

m/ n

(TAT：)

三 0,

d{ M^ / n ,M^ / n )i )
,m/n

ii )

3(/,") / 0 ,

/2
m/

d{ 9, n ) / 0,

d{ M^ / n ,Mrn )
d(i,e )de

m f m /

di d(i^ e )

^ o,
( i .oji )

会 0.
(/A乒）

Then (/,0, /1) 4- O( e ) is a saddle-node bifurcation point for
P£

m.

Hint: for Case FP1, consider e fixed. Then the equations

Mr/n(i,e,^0^ ) + o( £ ) = o,
mTfl { I ) - 27m+ eM2

m/n (Z, 6», 仰，") + 0{e2 ) = 0,
define a curve of fixed points in (/, 6^ fi ) space. Seek conditions un¬

der which the curve is locally parabolic at (/, + O( e ) so that it
represents a saddle-node bifurcation. Case FP2 is proven similarly.
We remark that Case FP1 is equivalent to Theorem 4.6.3 from Guck-
enheimer and Holmes [1983].
The next part of the exercise is trivial, merely an exercise in notation.
For FP1, this saddle-node bifurcation theorem can be rewritten in
our alternate notation as follows.
Suppose we have a [— 1, 0) such that

mT = nTa

and a point ( to ^ JL ) such that

a) M) = 0,
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b) (?0,Vo,M) = 0,

0 肩㈤ # 0，

J N d2 M^ / n
r. 一…d) —減— (t0 , ( p0 ) Ji ) ^ 0.

Then (石，?o，p) is a bifurcation point at which saddle nodes occur for
P£

m.
Describe in detail the translation between the notation.

3.42 Prove the following Naimark-Sacker bifurcation theorem.

Let (/(^), fi ) be a smooth curve of fixed points for the
parametrized Poincare map, Pp, where G J and J is
some open interval in H. Suppose there exists some Jl £ J
such that

FP1)

i)

ii)

iii)

dn dM^ /n

di de

dM^/ n dMl

< 0,

m/n m/n

dfi

di
•

継r/n

di

de

継2
m/n

—
de

mT dn dM；
di

~

80

dn dM^/ n
mT di de

0,

一 0,
/(7X)^(M),M)

or FP2)

.、 dn
i ] di 0,

/(M)

ii)

iii)

dM^ / n dM?,n dM^ ,n 8M^ / n
~~

dl de de dT~

dM^/ n 5M2
m/n

> 0,

di de o,
(/ (71),6(71),71)

d ( dM^/ n dM^/ n
lv) dj l [ d i + de 一 o.
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Then JL 4- 0( e ) is a bifurcation value at which invariant
circles for Pp are bom.

Hint: show that the three conditions for Case FP1 and the four con¬

ditions for FP2 imply that the hypotheses of the Naimark— Sacker
bifurcation theorem (Theorem 3.2.3) are satisfied by Pp.
We make the following remark concerning these two theorems. The
Case FP1 is defined by 费

_
0. For saddle-node bifurcations of

Pp, if ^ ^ 0, one needs information concerning
only. However, for the Naimark-Sacker bifurcation, even if 费

_
0,

one needs information concerning both p。;"） and
M2

m /V，⑽).

3.43 Return to our discussion of the periodically forced, damped Duffing
oscillator and discuss the types of bifurcations that occur on the res¬

onance bands as 7 and 6 is varied. What role does UJ play? Can this
system undergo Naimark-Sacker bifurcations?

3.44 Consider the following Cr (r as large as necessary) vector field

x = ef ( x ,t\ n) + e2g{ x ,t\ ij), x e Hn,

and the associated averaged equation

/, g T-periodic in t
(E3.23)

y = 7 = ~ Ĵ f { y , t\ n)dt (E3.24)

where /i 1R1 is a parameter.
Prove the following theorem from Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983].

Theorem: If at / j, = / j，o (E3.24) undergoes a saddle-node
or Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation，then，for near
/io and e sufficiently small，the Poincare map of (E3.23)
undergoes a saddle-node or Naimark-Sacker bifurcation.

( Hint: use the implicit function theorem.)
What can you say about the dynamics on the invariant circle that
are created in the Naimark-Sacker bifurcation?

3.45 Recall the averaged equations for the forced van der Pol oscillator
derived in Exercise 1.2.17

u = u — av — u(u2 + V2),
v = au -\- v — v{u2 + v2 ) — 7,

(E3.25)

Consider the bifurcation diagram in Figure £3.4.
The object of this exercise is to derive the bifurcation diagram.
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1 . 0 r A: (<J»Y) = (^3，语)
O: (<r，Y) = (士，
C: (<r,Y) = (0,0)

n A BH
o0.5

D Ivaivb
Bs m

c

Example: Crossing OA

-
Region I, Sink On Bs, Sink & Region II

Saddle-node (2 Sinks, Saddle)

FIGURE E3.4

a) Show that (E3.25) has a single fixed point in regions I and III(a sink in I，a source in III). Show that in region II there are
two sinks and a saddle, and in region IVa U IVb there is a sink,
a saddle, and a source.

b) Show that (E3.25) undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation on

H(1 + 9a2) + ^(l + ^2)2 = 0.
This is the curve DAC marked Bs in Figure E3.4.

c) Show that (E3.25) undergoes a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifur¬
cation on

872 = 4a2 + 1, \<r\ >
This is the curve OE marked BH in Figure E3.4.

d) In Figure E3.4, consider the broken lines crossing thecurves OA, OD, AB, BE, and OB. Draw phase portraits repre¬
senting the flow on and to each side of the indicated curve; seethe example in Figure E3.4.
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e) OS is a curve on which homoclinic orbits occur (sometimes
called saddle connections). Give an intuitive argument as to why
such a curve should exist. (Is it obvious that it should be a
smooth curve?)

f ) Discuss the nature of (E3.25) near the points 0) and C.
g) (E3.25) is an autonomous equation whose flow gives an approx¬

imation to the Poincare map of the original forced van der Pol
equation in a sense made precise by the averaging theorem. Us¬

ing the previously obtained results, interpret Parts i) — vi) in
terms of the dynamics of the original forced van der Pol equa¬

tion. In particular, list the structurally stable motions and bi¬

furcations along with the structurally unstable bifurcations.
If you need help you may consult Holmes and Rand [1978], where
these results were first worked out.

3.46 Return to Exercise 1.2.18 (see also Exercises 1.2.36 and 1.2.37) and
discuss the bifurcations associated with the passage through the 1: 1
and 1: 3 resonances in the periodically forced, damped Duffing oscil¬

lator. You can use either the method of averaging or the subharmonic
Melnikov theory. See, e.g., Holmes and Holmes [1981] or Morozov and
Silnikov [1984] for help.

3.47 The purpose of this exercise is to give some idea of how the neglected
higher order terms in the normal form can affect the dynamics on the
invariant circle arising in a Naimark— Sacker bifurcation.
Consider the two-parameter family of maps

+ 11 + ecos 27rx = /(x, /i,e), x 1R1, e > 0, (E3.26)

where we identify points in R1 that differ by an integer so that (E3.26)
can be regarded as a map defined on the circle 51 = Hi1 /7Z.

a) Discuss the orbit structure of (E3.26) for £ = 0. In particular,
what is the Lebesgue measure of the set of parameter values for
which (E3.26) has periodic orbits?

b) Consider the following regions in the / j, - e plane (see Figure
E3.5).

"
二 1 土 e，

|± e2吾 +0( e3 ) ,
„=\+ e^ ± e^ +0( s%

Show that, for parameter values in the interior of these regions,
(E3.26) has a period1, period 2, and period 3 point, respectively.
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1 /3
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1/2 1

FIGURE E3.5

Hint: we outline the procedure for the period 2 points.
1. If x is a period 2 point of (E3.26), then

/A, e) — x - 1 = G( x^ f i^ e ) = 0.

2. If ^ ^ 0, then we have a function # = such that

G( xyfi( xy ) , ) = 0. (E3.27)

3. Expand the function as follows

dx,e ) = fi( x ,0 ) +e^ ( x,0) + Y|^(2：,0) 4- 0(£3).

4. Implicitly differentiating (E3.27), show that

M®. 0) =

鉍，㈣，

^J(X，0) = 2nsin 47rx.
5. Taking the infimum and supremum in Step 4, we obtain

M= Kx, e)= ^±£2|+0(e3 ).

Justify all steps completely.
These regions in the fi - e plane are called Arnold tongues. It can
actually be shown that, given any rational number p/q, there exists
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an Arnold tongue given by /i = ^ + . . . . These results follow from
the general theory of circle maps; see Devaney [1986] for an excellent
introduction.

Now let us return to the setting of the Naimark-Sacker bifurcation.

For £ = 0, (E3.26) has the form of the truncated Naimark-Sacker
normal form restricted to the invariant circle. The term £：COS 2JX
could be viewed as illustrating the possible effects of higher order
terms in the normal form. For (E3.26) , at e = 0 the map has periodic
orbits for all rational " (i .e. , a set of Lebesgue measure zero) . For
e small and fixed, our results show that the measure of the set of
/i values for which (E3.26) has a periodic orbit is positive. Thus,
based on this example, we might expect the higher order terms in
the Naimark-Sacker normal form to have a dramatic influence on the
dynamics restricted to the bifurcated invariant circle. See Iooss [1979]
for more details.

3.48 Consider the following partial differential equation known as the com¬

plex Cinzbury-Landau (CGL) equation

iAt + aAxx = 0A - l \ A\2 A, (E3.28)

where ( x , t ) G R1 x R1
’ A( x, t ) is complex and a = aR -\- i a T,色二

I3R + i/?/ , and 7 = are complex numbers.

If we set a7 = 0, 7, = 0, and /3 = 0, (E3.28) reduces to

+ <̂ RAXX = (E3.29)

which is a famous completely integrable partial differential equation
known as the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation. We refer the
reader to Newell [1985] for background material and a discussion of
the physical circumstances in which (E3.28) and (E3.29) arise. We
will comment on this in more detail at the end of this exercise.

a) Show that (E3.28) is invariant under translations in space and
time，i.e. , under the transformation

( x , t ) ( x ~\- xo , t -\- to ) .

Show also that (E3.28) is invariant under multiplication by a
complex number of unit modulus, i.e. , under the transformation

A^ Ael °̂ .

Our goal in this exercise will be to study solutions of (E3.28) that
have the form

A( x , t ) = a( x )elu}t . (E3.30)
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b) Substitute (E3.30) into (E3.28) and show that a( x ) satisfies the
following complex Duffing equation

a” 一（a + i /3)a + (7 4- i5)|a|2a = 0， (E3.31)

where

» = [Ô R(^ + + «//?/]/A,
P = [Ĉ RPJ - ai ( u) + ^H)]/A,
7 = [ô R^R+Ckni } /^[Ô RII — am]M，

and
A = + aj.

c) Letting a = b -\- ic, show that (E3.31) can be written as

= d,
d.' = ab- (3c - (7fc - 6c ) ( b2 + c2), (E3 32)d = e, ^ ^
e7 = /36 + ac — (6b 4- 7c)(62 + c2).

d) Show that, for /? = 5 = 0, (E3.32) is a completely integrable
Hamiltonian system with integrals

警 (a2 + &2 ) + ^(a2 + b2 )2 ,
m= be ~ cd.

e) Using the transformation

a = pet ( fi ,

show that (E3.31) can be written in the form

P" - P( <P' )2 = QP-7P3.
(pV)’ = (P - 6 p2、p2 .

f ) Let
r = p2 ,
v = P7P，

and
m = p2( p\

and show that (E3.33) can be written in the form

r' = 2r”，, m2
2 ,v = -^2— v -\- a — 7”，

m’ = ("— dr )r.

(E3.33)

(E3.34)
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g) For /? = 厶 = 0，show that (E3.34) has the form of a one-
parameter family (with m playing the role of the parameter) of
two-dimensional Hamiltonian systems with Hamiltonian func¬

tion
H ( r,v; m) = rv2 + — —— ar + ^r2. (E3.35)

r 2
h) Using (E3.35), give a complete description of the orbit structure

of (E3.34) for /3 = <5 = 0.
i) Consider the symmetries of the CGL equation described in a).

Discuss how these symmetries are manifested in (E3.31), (E3.32),
(E3.33), and (E3.34).

j) For /37 = Q6, the point

is a fixed point of (E3.34) where the eigenvalues of the matrix
associated with the linearization are given by

Study the bifurcations associated with this fixed point (take a >
0).

k) For /3 and S small, study the bifurcations of large amplitude (i.e.,
away from fixed points) periodic orbits by applying the method
of reduction discussed in Exercise 1.2.32 and the subharmonic
Melnikov theory.

l) Discuss the implications of the results obtained concerning the
dynamics of the ordinary differential equations for the spatial
and temporal structure of solutions to the CGL equation.

m) In our original discussion of the CGL and NLS equations, we did
not mention initial or boundary conditions. Discuss this issue in
the context of the solutions we found.

The CGL equation is a fundamental equation that arises in a variety
of physical situations. See Newell [1985], where it is derived in the
context of nonlinear waves, and Landman [1987], where it is used to
understand the transition to turbulence in Poiseuille flow. Most of
this exercise is based on results in Holmes [1986b]; see also Holmes
and Wood [1985] and Newton and Sirovich [1986a,b].

3.49 Consider the following Cr (r as large as necessary) one-parameter
family of vector fields

x = (x, /i) G lRn x jR1.

Suppose this vector field has a fixed point at (x, fj) = (0, 0).
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a) Suppose n = 1; can (x, /i) = (0, 0) undergo a period-doubling
bifurcation?

b) Suppose n = 2; can {xyfi ) = (0,0) undergo a period-doubling
bifurcation?

c) Suppose n = 3; can (x, //) = (0, 0) undergo a period-doubling
bifurcation?

( Hint: consider a linear vector field

x = Ax, x £ Rn,

where the flow is given by

x = eAtxQ ,
and det eAt > 0 for finite t. Use these facts ^

3.50 In our development of the transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations we
assumed that x = 0 was a trivial solution. Was this necessary? In
particular, would the conditions for transcritical and pitchfork bifur¬

cations change if this were not the case?
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Some Aspects of Global
Bifurcations and Chaos

In this chapter we will develop some techniques for describing what is meant
by the term “ chaos” as applied to deterministic dynamical systems. We will
study the mechanisms that give rise to chaotic dynamics as well as develop
analytical techniques for predicting (in terms of the system parameters)
when these mechanics occur in specific dynamical systems.

4.1 The Smale Horseshoe
We will begin our study of “ chaotic dynamics” by describing and analyzing
a two-dimensional map possessing an invariant set having a delightfully
complicated structure. The discussion is virtually the same as the discussion
in Wiggins [1988]. Our map is a simplified version of a map first studied
by Smale [1963], [1980] and, due to the shape of the image of the domain
of the map, is called a Smale horseshoe.

We will see that the Smale horseshoe is the prototypical map possess¬

ing a chaotic invariant set (note: the phrase “ chaotic invariant set” will
be precisely defined later on in the discussion). Therefore, we feel that a
thorough understanding of the Smale horseshoe is absolutely essential for
understanding what is meant by the term “ chaos” as it is applied to the
dynamics of specific physical systems. For this reason we will first endeavor
to define as simple a two-dimensional map as possible that still contains
the necessary ingredients for possessing a complicated and chaotic dynam¬

ical structure so that the reader may get a feel for what is going on in the
map with a minimum of distractions. As a result, our construction may not
appeal to those interested in applications, since it may appear rather arti¬

ficial. However, following our discussion of the simplified Smale horseshoe
map, we will give sufficient conditions for the existence of Smale horseshoe¬

like dynamics in two-dimensional maps that are of a very general nature.
We will begin by defining the map and then proceed to a geometrical con¬

struction of the invariant set of the map. We will utilize the nature of the
geometrical construction in such a way as to motivate a description of the
dynamics of the map on its invariant set by symbolic dynamics, following
which we will make precise the idea of chaotic dynamics.
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4.1A DEFINITION OF THE SMALE HORSESHOE MAP
We will give a combination geometrical-analytical definition of the map.
Consider a map, /, from the square having sides of unit length into H2

f ：D ^ U 2 , D = { { x , y ) G 1R210 < x < 1, 0 < j/ < 1}, (4.1.1)

which contracts the x-direction, expands the -̂direction, and folds D around,
laying it back on itself as shown in Figure 4.1.1.

We will assume that / acts affinely on the “ horizontal” rectangles

H0 = { ( x , y ) e U 2 \ 0 < x < l ,0 < y < 1/ n}
and

Hi = {(^ 2/) R2|0 < a：< l, l - l/M < 2/ < l},

taking them to the “ vertical” rectangles

f ( H0 ) = V0 = {(x, y) 6 ]R2 |0 < x < A, 0 < j/ < 1}
and

f { H , ) {(x, j/) 6 ]R2 11 — A X 1, 0 2/ 1}，
with the form of / on Ho and H\ given by

O-㈡ (:) ，

七h D+ (i) ，

and with 0 < A < 1/2 IJL > 2 (note: the fact that, on Hi , the matrix
elements are negative means that, in addition to being contracted in the x-
direction by a factor A and expanded in the -̂direction by a factor /z, H\ is
also rotated 180°). Additionally, it follows that /-1 acts on D as shown in

(4.1.2a)

(4.1.2b)

(4.1.3a)

(4.1.3b)

(4.1.4)
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Figure 4.1.2, taking the “ vertical” rectangles Vo and Vi to the “ horizontal”
rectangles HQ and Hi , respectively (note: by “ vertical rectangle” we will
mean a rectangle in D whose sides parallel to the y axis each have length
one, and by “ horizontal rectangle” we will mean a rectangle in D whose
sides parallel to the x axis each have length one). This serves to define /;
however, before proceeding to study the dynamics of / on Dy there is a
consequence of the definition of / which we want to single out, since it will
be very important later.
Lemma 4.1.1 a) Suppose V is a vertical rectangle; then f (V )D D consists
of precisely two vertical rectangles, one m Vo and one in V\, with their
widths each being equal to a factor of A times the width o f V . b) Suppose
H is a horizontal rectangle; then f ~ l ( H ) D D consists of precisely two
horizontal rectangles, one in H0 and one m Hi , with their widths being a
factor o f l / f z times the width of H .
Proof: We will prove Case a). Note that from the definition of /，the hori¬

zontal and vertical boundaries of HQ and Hi are mapped to the horizontal
and vertical boundaries of Vo and Vi , respectively. Let V be a vertical
rectangle; then V intersects the horizontal boundaries of Ho and i/i , and
hence, f (V ) D D consists of two vertical rectangles, one in Vo and one in
V\. The contraction of the width follows from the form of / on HQ and H\
which indicates that the ar-direction is contracted uniformly by a factor A
on HQ and Case b) is proved similarly. See Figure 4.1.3. □

We make the following remarks concerning this lemma.

Remark 1. The qualitative features of Lemma 4.1.1 are independent of
the particular analytical form for / given in (4.1.4); rather, they are more
geometrical in nature. This will be important in generalizing the results of
this section to arbitrary maps.
Remark 2. Lemma 4.1.1 is concerned only with the behavior of / and
f -K However, we will see in the construction of the invariant set that the
behavior described in Lemma 4.1.1 allows us to understand the behavior
of fn for all n.
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We now turn to the construction of the invariant set for /.

4.1B CONSTRUCTION OF THE INVARIANT SET
We now will geometrically construct the set of points, A，which remain in
D under all possible iterations by /; thus A is defined as

• . • n 厂"(£> ) n - - - n f ~ l { D ) n D n f { D ) 门… 门 f n{ D ) 门…

or

fl r( D ).
n=— oo

We will construct this set inductively, and it will be convenient to construct
separately the “ halves” of A corresponding to the positive iterates and
the negative iterates and then take their intersections to obtain A. Before
proceeding with the construction, we need some notation in order to keep
track of the iterates of / at each step of the inductive process. Let 5 = {0,1}
be an index set, and let s t denote one of the two elements of 5, i.e” e S,
i = 0, 士1，士2, . •. (note: the reason for this notation will become apparent
later on).

We will construct ASo /n(^0 by constructing /n(P) and then
determining the nature of the limit as fc — > oo.
D H f { D). By the definition of /, D fl f { D) consists of the two vertical
rectangles Vo and Vi , which we denote as follows

D n f ( D ) = y V s^ = { p s D \ p V s _ l , S_!6 5}, (4.1.5)
s _i 5

r1(HK
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Hi

HQ

FIGURE 4,1.4,

where Vs _
l is a vertical rectangle of width 入；see Figure 41.4.

DC\ f { D) fl f 2 { D) , It is easy to see that this set is obtained by acting on
Dr\ f {D ) with / and taking the intersection with D, since DC\ f ( DC\ f ( D) ) =
DC\ f { D ) fl f 2 ( D ) . Thus, by Lemma 4.1.1, since D ft f ( D) consists of the
vertical rectangles VQ and V\ with each intersecting HQ and H\ and their
respective horizontal boundaries in two components, then Dn f { D)C\ f 2 { D)
corresponds to four vertical rectangles, two each in VQ and Vi , with each
of width 入2, Let us write this out more explicitly. Using (4.1,5) we have

D n f ( D) n f 2 ( D) = D n f ( D n f ( D ) ) = D n f ( jj v s_
2 ) , (4.1.6)

where, in substituting (4.1.5) into (4.1.6), we have changed the subscript
s _ i on Vs _

1 to Vs _2 . As we will see, this is a notational convenience which
will be a counting aid. It should be clear that this causes no problems, since

is merely a dummy variable. Using a few set-theoretic manipulations,
(4.1,6) becomes

D n f ( |J ys _ 2) = |J D n f (V s _ 2 ) . (4.1.7)
^S _

2 5 ^ S -2 ^ S

Now, from Lemma 4.1.1, f {Vs _2 ) cannot intersect all of D but only VoUVi ,
so (4.1.7) becomes

U D n f ( v s _
2 ) = (J v s _ , n f ( v s _

2 ). (4.1.8)
S -2 S S

_, 5
2=1,2

Putting this all together, we have shown that

D n f ( D) n f 2 ( D )
= U (/(u门 U

s_
*65 s-tes

t=l ,2 1=1,2

= { p D \ P V s _ l , f ~\p) ys_ 2 , S-l s S,l = 1, 2}.

Pictorially, this set is described in Figure 4.1.5.

Vo Vi

(4.1.9)
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D C\ f ( D) n /2(D) n p j o y Using the same reasoning as in the previous
steps，this set consists of eight vertical rectangles, each having width A3,
which we denote as follows

D n f ( D ) n f 2( D ) n f 3( D )
= U (/(vs_

2S.3)nv;_
J)= |J vs _ lS _

:i,IS3 *
S

=1,2^= { p £ D \ p e V s.1 , r l [ p ) V s _2 ,

f ~2( p ) e Vs _
3, s_

t 5,1 = 1, 2, 3}, (4.1.10)

and is represented pictorially in Figure 4.1.6.
If we continually repeat this procedure, we almost immediately encounter

extreme difficulty in trying to represent this process pictorially, as in Fig-
ures 4.1.4 through 4.1.6. However，using Lemma 4.1.1 and our labeling
scheme developed above, it is not hard to see that at the k t h step we ob¬

tain

D n f ( D ) n… n f k( D)
U (/(W- 2 |J s _ k

5 e s
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= { p e D \n) 5,1-1, .. .^} (4.1.11)

and that this set consists of 2k vertical rectangles, each of width\k.
Before proceeding to discuss the limit as A; — � oo, we want to make the

following important observation concerning the nature of this construction
process. Note that at the A;th stage, we obtain 2k vertical rectangles, and
that each vertical rectangle can be labeled by a sequence of 0’s and l’s of
length k.The important point to realize is that there are 2k possible distinct
sequences of 0’s and V s having length k and that each of these is realized
in our construction process; thus, the labeling of each vertical rectangle is
unique at each step. This fact follows from the geometric definition of /
and the fact that Vo and V i are disjoint.

Letting k — o o, since a decreasing intersection of compact sets is non¬

empty, it is clear that we obtain an infinite number of vertical rectangles
and that the width of each of these rectangles is zero, since limjfe^oo A*5 = 0
for 0〈入 < 1/2. Thus, we have shown that

oo

f ] f n(D) = U (/d.“. .)nD
n=0 3-Z £ S

1=1,2, .

= u s_
k

= { p e D \r^ l ( p ) 5, 2 = 1,2, ...}
(4.1.12)

consists of an infinite number of vertical lines and that each line can be
labeled by a unique infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s (note: we will give a
more detailed set-theoretic description of C\^L0 f n( D ) later on).

Next we will construct fXj f n(^ ) inductively.

D fl /一 YD). From the definition of /, this set consists of the two horizontal
rectangles H Q and H i and is denoted as follows

D n r\D ) = 1J (4丄13)

See Figure 4.1.7.

Dfi f' 1( D) n We obtain this set from the previously constructed
set, D H by acting on D H with f ~ l and taking the inter¬

section with D, since D C\ f ^ 1 ( D C\ f ~ x ( D) ) = D H f ^ l ( D ) fl f ~2( D ). Also,
by Lemma 4.1.1，since H Q intersects both vertical boundaries of V Q and Vi,
as does H i , D fl f ^ l ( D ) fl /一2(D) consists of four horizontal rectangles,
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H10

Hn

Hot

Hoo

each of width l/"2. Let us write this out more explicitly. Using (4.1.13)，
we have

D n /一H乃门广H乃)）= i)n /一1( u 心)
U D n f -\H S l ) ,
sies

(4.1.14)

where in substituting (4.1.13) into (4.1.14) we have changed the subscript
5o on H S o to 5i. This has no real effect，since is simply a dummy variable.
The reason for doing so is that it will provide a useful counting aid.

Prom Lemma 4.1.1, it follows that ) cannot intersect all of D，
only H0 U H I , SO that (4.1.14) becomes

|J D n r1 ( H S l ) = (J H^ n f -^H s , ) . (4.1.15)
«i S sves

1=0,1

Putting everything together, we have shown that

D n f -\D ) n r2 { D )
= U ( f -\H S l ) n H S0 ) ^ (J H S0 S l

1=0,1 a=0,l

= { P e D \ P e H3o , f ( P ) e H S i ) S l e S , i = 0, 1 }. (4.1.16)

See Figure 4.1.8,

D n fi f ~2 ( D ) fl /~3(Z)). Using the same arguments as those given
in the previous steps, it is not hard to see that this set consists of eight
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horizontal rectangles each having width l//x3 and that it can be denoted
as

D n r 1 { D ) n r2 { D ) n f ~3 { D )
= U (/-

^
门丑士 U 丑—s t £ S s% £ S

z=0, l ,2 i=0,1,2

= { P e D \ p e H S0 J ( p) e H S l ,

f 2 { P ) e H S 2 , s, e S: i = 0 , 1 , 2 } . (4.1.17)
See Figure 4.1.9.

Continuing this procedure, at the k t h step we obtain D fl /-1(D) H • . . n
/

_
fc(D), which consists of 2 horizontal rectangles each having width l//xfe.

This set is denoted by

D n f ~\D ) n - - - n r k { D )
= u (r1^ ) n //so ) = u nso

s t S
i=0,… ，fc— 1

So * * * Sfe-l

e s
，f c-i

= { p e D \ r ( p) e H8t } s l e S, i = 0r - , k ^ l } . (4.1.18)
As in the case of vertical rectangles, we note the important fact that at
the fcth step of the inductive process, each one of the 2k vertical rectangles
can be labeled uniquely with a sequence of 0’s and l’s of length k . Now, as
we take the limit as fc — oo, we arrive at 门! /n (D), which is an infinite
set of horizontal lines, since a decreasing intersection of compact sets is
nonempty and the width of each component of the intersection is given
by limfc

_
oo(l//xfc) = 0, /x > 2. Each line is labeled by a unique infinite

sequence of 0’s and V s a s follows
n=0

P| /n (D) = U { f ( H S l . s k . ) n H S0 ) ^ |J H s o . S k— oo s t ^ S sz £ S
i=0, l,* i=0, lt -

= { p e D \ r ( p ) e H a t , S l e S , i = 0 , ! , ■ ■ ■ } ■ (4.1.19)
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Thus, we have

oo
A = n 广⑼

0 r OO

f| r\D ) n flr( D )
*-n=0

(4.1.20)

which consists of an infinite set of points, since each vertical line in
/n ( _D) intersects each horizontal line in H-^o fn(^) a unique

point. Furthermore, each point p E A can be labeled uniquely by a bi-
InRnite sequence of 0’s and l’s which is obtained by concatenating the
sequences associated with the respective vertical and horizontal lines that
serve to define p. Stated more precisely, let 5— i • • • s — k … be a particular
infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s; then Vs _

l ...s _ k ... corresponds to a unique
vertical line. Let * SQ • • • sjc * • . likewise be a particular infinite sequence of
0’s and l’s; then corresponds to a unique horizontal line. Now a
horizontal line and vertical line intersect in a unique point p; thus, we have
a well-defined map from points G A to bi-infinite sequences of 0’s and l’s
which we call <j> .

<t>p I > . . • S-k & S-\SQ • • • Sv •

Notice that because

Va.,.… = {pe DIn̂ ( p ) e Vs _ xJ =1，•••}
= {p G D | f ~l ip ) G Hs _^ i =l，.. - }

since f { HsJ = VSz (4.1.21)

and
HS0 .Sk… = {p G D I f㈤ e HSt , i = 0, . . .}， (4.1.22)

we have

= = 士1，土2，. . .}. (4.1.23)

Therefore, we see that the unique sequence of 0’s and l’s we have associated
with p contains information concerning the behavior of p under iteration
by /. In particular, the ^th element in the sequence associated with p
indicates that fk (p ) G HSk . Now, note that for the bi-infinite sequence of
0’s and Vs associated with p，the decimal point separates the past iterates
from the future iterates; thus, the sequence of 0’s and l’s associated with
fk ( p ) is obtained from the sequence associated with p merely by shifting
the decimal point in the sequence associated with p k places to the right if
^ is positive or k places to the left if k is negative, until Sk is the symbol
immediately to the right of the decimal point. We can define a map of
bi-infinite sequences of 0’s and l’s, called the shift map，<7, which takes a
sequence and shifts the decimal point one place to the right. Therefore,
if we consider a point p E A and its associated bi-infinite sequence of 0’s
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and l’s，<p( p), we can take any iterate of p, fk ( p ) , and we can immediately
obtain its associated bi-infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s given by crk ( <l>( p) ).
Hence, there is a direct relationship between iterating any point p E A
under / and iterating the sequence of 0’s and Ts associated with p under
the shift map a.

Now, at this point, it is not clear where we are going with this analogy
between points in A and bi-infinite sequences of 0’s and Ts since, although
the sequence associated with a given point p 6 A contains information on
the entire future and past as to whether or not it is in Ho or H\ for any
given iterate, it is not hard to imagine different points, both contained in
the same horizontal rectangle after any given iteration, whose orbits are
completely different. The fact that this cannot happen for our map and
that the dynamics of / on A are completely modeled by the dynamics of
the shift map acting on sequences of 0’s and l’s is an amazing fact which,
to justify, we must digress into symbolic dynamics.

4.1c SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS
Let 5 = {0,1} be the set of nonnegative integers consisting of 0 and 1. Let
E be the collection of all bi-infinite sequences of elements of 5, i.e., ^ 6 E
implies

5 S^n - - - S-\.SQ • • • * * •}, E S Vz.
We will refer to E as the space of bi-infinite sequences of two symbols. We
wish to introduce some structure on E in the form of a metric, d(-, •), which
we do as follows. Consider

■§ ={. . . S-n - - - S-I .SQ • . . � • • •}，
s ={• • • 5-n - - - 5_ I .5Q • • • 5n • • •} E S；

we define the distance between s and 5, denoted d( s, s ) , as follows

d( s^ = E W\ where ^ = {! (4. L24)
i=-oo v

Thus, two sequences are “close” if they agree on a long central block. (Note:
the reader should check that d(-, •) does indeed satisfy the properties of a
metric. See Devaney [1986] for a proof.)

We consider a map of E into itself, which we shall call the shift map, cr ,
defined as follows: For 5 ={ s-n - - - 5

_
i.5o^i * • • 5n • • •} 6 E, we define

<T(5) = {. . . S-n - - - S^ ISQ.SI

or cr(5)i = st+\. Also, a is continuous; we give a proof of this later in
Section 4.2. Next, we want to consider the dynamics of cr on E (note: for
our purposes the phrase “dynamics of on E” refers to the orbits of points
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in E under iteration by o ) . It should be clear that a has precisely two
fixed points, namely, the sequence whose elements axe all zeros and the
sequence whose elements are all ones (notation: bi-infinite sequences which
periodically repeat after some fixed length will be denoted by the finite
length sequence with an overbax, e.g., { • • 101010.101010 … } is denoted
by {I030}).

In particular, it is easy to see that the orbits of sequences which period¬

ically repeat are periodic under iteration by a. For example, consider the
sequence {10.10}. We have

cr{T0l0} = {0T0T}

and
(7{0U0} = {TOJO};

thus,
a2{WlO } = {lOJO}.

Therefore, the orbit of {10.10} is an orbit of period two for cr . So, from
this particular example, it is easy to see that for any fixed k , the orbits
of a having period k correspond to the orbits of sequences made up of
periodically repeating blocks of 0’s and l’s with the blocks having length
k.Thus, since for any fixed k the number of sequences having a periodically
repeating block of length k is finite, we see that o has a countable infinity
of periodic orbits having all possible periods. We list the first few below.

Period 1 : {0^},{H}
Period 2 : {UToT} {lOlO} {0OT}
Period 3 : {0017001}二{010.010}二{100.100}二{OOTOOl}

{no7iio}二 {lol .ioi}二{oii.oii}二 {no7no}

etc.
Also, < j has an uncountable number of nonperiodic orbits. To show this,
we need only construct a nonperiodic sequence and show that there axe an
uncountable number of such sequences. A proof of this fact goes as follows:
we can easily associate an infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s with a given
bi-infinite sequence by the following rule

• • • • • •5n • • • .5O5I5
_

I525_
2 * * * .

Now, we will take it as a known fact that the irrational numbers in the
closed unit interval [0,1] constitute an uncountable set, and that every
number in this interval can be expressed in base 2 as a binary expansion
of 0’s and l’s with the irrational numbers corresponding to nonrepeating
sequences. Thus, we have a one-to-one correspondence between an uncount¬

able set of points and nonrepeating sequences of lJs and 0’s. As a result,
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the orbits of these sequences axe the nonperiodic orbits of < j, and there are
an uncountable number of such orbits.

Another interesting fact concerning the dynamics of a on S is that there
exists an element, say s e E, whose orbit is dense in E, i.e., for any given

G S and e: > 0, there exists some integer n such that d( an( s ),s,) <
This is easiest to see by constructing s directly. We do this by first

constructing all possible sequences of 0’s and l’s having length 1, 2,3,
This process is well defined in a set-theoretic sense, since there are only
a finite number of possibilities at each step (more specifically, there are
2fe distinct sequences of 0’s and Vs of length fc). The first few of these
sequences would be as follows

length 1 : {0}，{1}
length 2 : {00}，{01}，{10}，{11}
length 3 : {000},{001},{010}，{Oil},{100}，{101}，{110}，{111}

etc.
We can now introduce an ordering on the collection of sequences of 0’s and
Vs in order to keep track of the different sequences in the following way.
Consider two finite sequences of 0’s and Vs

S = { si • • • Sfc}, S ={si - - - Sfe/ }.
We can then say

s < s if k < k\
\{ k = then

s < s if st <
where i is the first integer such that st ^ st. For example, using this
ordering we have

{0} < {00}，
{00} < {01}， etc.

This ordering gives us a systematic way of distinguishing different sequences
that have the same length. Thus, we will denote the sequences of 0’s and
l’s having length k as follows

S i < ■ ■ ■ < s^k ,
where the superscript refers to the length of the sequence and the subscript
refers to a particular sequence of length k which is uniquely specified by
the above ordering scheme. This will give us a systematic way of writing
down our candidate for a dense orbit.
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Now consider the following sequence

« ={■ ■ ■ 办邱扣於“⑷沾⑽?… }.

Thus, s contains all possible sequences of 0’s and Vs of any fixed length.
To show that the orbit of s is dense in E, we argue as follows: let s' be an
arbitrary point in E and let e: > 0 be given. An -̂neighborhood of sf consists
of all points s" £ E such that d ( s\s” ）< e, where d is the metric given in
4AJ . .24 ) . Therefore, by definition of the metric on E, there must be some
integer N = N (e ) such that s; = s[ f ,|i|< N (note: a proof of this statement
can be found in Devaney [1986] or in Section 4.2). By construction, the finite
sequence { sf_N ' ' ' S^ 1 .SQ • • • sfN } is contained somewhere in s; therefore,
there must be some integer N such that d {aN ( s ) , sf ) < e, and we can then
conclude that the orbit of s is dense in E.

We summarize these facts concerning the dynamics of <J on E in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.2 The shift map a acting on the space of bi-mfinite se¬

quences of Q ,s and 1 fs, E, has

i) a countable infinity of periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period;

ii) an uncountable infinity of nonperiodic orbits;

iii) a dense orbit .

4.ID THE DYNAMICS ON THE INVARIANT SET
At this point we want to relate the dynamics of a on E, about which we have
a great deal of information, to the dynamics of the Smale horseshoe / on
its invariant set A, about which we know little except for its complicated
geometric structure. Recall that we have shown the existence of a well-
defined map 4> which associates to each point, p A, a bi-infinite sequence
of 0’s and l’s, 4>(p ) - Furthermore, we noted that the sequence associated
with any iterate ofp, say /fc(p), can be found merely by shifting the decimal
point in the sequence associated with p k places to the right if k is positive
or k places to the left if k is negative. In particular, the relation a o 0(p) =
^ 0 f (p) holds for every p A. Now, if 0 were invertible and continuous
(continuity is necessary since / is continuous), the following relationship
would hold

cj)- 1 o a o cj)(p ) = f ( p ) Vp A. (4.1.25)
Thus, if the orbit p e A under / is denoted by

{ ■ ■ ■n. . .，r\p ) , p, / (?) , ■ ■ • ,r ( p ) , (4.1.26)
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then, since 0
_

1 o < jo (p ( p ) = /(p) , we see that

fn { p ) = (0— 1。<7。0) O (0— 1。<7 o 0) o . . . o (0
_

1。。0(P))
= 0— 1 o <jn o 0(p)， n > 0. (4.1.27)

Also, from (4.1.25) we have

/
_ i (p) = 0一 i o <J

_ I o 0(p) Vp G A,

from which we see that

f ~n ( p) = [4>
~ l。(J

_ l O 0) O o (T
_ l。0)) o • • • O (0— 1 o (J一1 O 4> (p ) )

= cj)~ l o a~n o 4> ( p) ^ n > 0. (4.1.28)

Therefore, using (4.1.26), (4.1.27), and (4.1.28), we see that the orbit of
p £ A under / would correspond directly to the orbit of cj)( p ) under a in
S. In particular, the entire orbit structure of cr on S would be identical to
the structure of / on A. Hence, in order to verify that this situation holds,
we need to show that 必 is a homeomorphism of A and S.
Theorem 4.1.3 The map ^ : A — > E is a homeomorphism.

Proof: We need only show that (p is one-to-one and continuous, since con¬

tinuity of the inverse will follow from the fact that one-to-one, onto, and
continuous maps from compact sets into Hausdorff spaces are homeomor-
phisms (see Dugundji [1966]). We prove each condition separately.
cf) is one-to-one: This means that given A, if p ^ p\ then cj)( p ) ^

We give a proof by contradiction. Suppose p^ pf and

( f> { p ) = 4> (pf ) =
Then, by construction of A, p and pr lie in the intersection of the vertical
line and the horizontal line HS (y . .Sn… . However, the intersection
of a horizontal line and a vertical line consists of a unique point; therefore
p = pf , contradicting our original assumption. This contradiction is due to
the fact that we have assumed 0(p) = 0(p’)；thus, for p ^ p’，cj)(p ) ^ 0(p’).

cf) is onto: This means that given any bi-infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s
in E，say {• • • s_n • • • S_ I.SQ • • • • • .}，there is a point p A such that
4̂ ip) ={. . . S一 .沒0 .. • 古n • • •}•

The proof goes as follows: Recall the construction of 门二。/n (乃）and
/n (D); given any infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s, {. • • s_

n … s_
i -},

there is a unique vertical line in fn(^) corresponding to this se¬

quence. Similarly, given any infinite sequence of 0’s and l’s，{.so
... sn ...}，there is a unique horizontal line in fn(^) correspond¬

ing to this sequence. Therefore, we see that for a given horizontal and
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FIGURE 4.1.10.

vertical line, we can associate a unique bi-infinite sequence of 0’s andl’s，. s_n - - - s一i.so •••sn •••} and, since a horizontal and vertical line inter¬

sect in a unique point,p, to every bi-infinite sequence of 0’s andl’s，there
corresponds a unique point in A.
cf) is continuous:This means that, given any point p A and e > 0, we can
find a (5 = 6(e^p) such that

\P-Pf \ < S implies d(4>(p),(j>(jpf )) < e,
where | . | is the usual distance measurement in ]R2 and d(.，•）is the metric
on E introduced earlier.

Let e:> 0 be given; then, if we are to have d«p),4>(pf )) < e:, there must
be some integer N=N(e) such that if

4>(p) = {•••S-n * * * S-l-S0 * * * S n * * * } ?

00’) = {… •s’-„… •S’-l … … •}，
then i二 0,土1，...，士 Thus, by construction of A,p and pf lie in
the rectangle defined by Hao...SN fl see Figure 4.1.10. Recall that
the width and height of this rectangle are 入^ and \ / , respectively.
Thus we have |p — p'| (A^ -h l / f i N+l ). Therefore, if we take 6 = \N +
l/〆"1"1，continuity is proved. □

We make the following remarks.
Remark 1. Recall from Section 1.2B that the dynamical systems / acting
on A and a acting on E are said to be topologically conjugate if (/> o /(p) =
aocj)(p), (Note: the equation <j> o f(p) =co0(p) is also expressed by saying
that the following diagram “commutes.”）

A 丄 A

0i 丄 0

E 4 E
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Remark 2. The fact that A and E are homeomorphic allows us to make
several conclusions concerning the set-theoretic nature of A. We have al¬
ready shown that E is uncountable, and we state without proof that E is a
closed, perfect (meaning every point is a limit point), totally disconnected
set and that these properties carry over to A via the homeomorphism A
set having these properties is called a Cantor set We will give more detailed
information concerning symbolic dynamics and Cantor sets in Section 4.2.

Now we can state a theorem regarding the dynamics of / on A that is
almost precisely the same as Theorem 4.1.2, which describes the dynamics
of G on E.
Theorem 4.1.4 The Smale horseshoe，f , has

i) a countable infinity of periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period. These
periodic orbits are all of saddle type;

ii) an uncountable infinity of non-periodic orbits;

iii) a dense orbit

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the topological conjugacy of
/ on A with CJ on E, except for the stability result. The stability result
follows from the form of / on H0 and Hi given in (4.1.4). □

4.1E CHAOS
Now we can make precise the statement that the dynamics of / on A is
chaotic.

Let p £ A with corresponding symbol sequence

4> {P ) = {… 沒-打
… S-l W.S n ••*}.

We want to consider points close to p and how they behave under itera¬

tion by / as compared with p. Let e: > 0 be given; then we consider an
-̂neighborhood of p determined by the usual topology of the plane. Hence

there also exists aninteger N = N [e ) such that the correspondingneighbor¬

hood of (p( p) includes the set of sequences = { ••- s’_n •..s’_i.So ••• •••}
E such that st = |i| < N.Now suppose the iV+1entry in the sequence

corresponding to ( f>( p ) is 0, and the AT+1entry in the sequence correspond¬

ing to some sf is 1. Thus, after N iterations, no matter how small e, the
point p is in HQ；the point, say //，corresponding to 〆 under (j>~1 is in
H\, and they are at least a distance 1 — 2A apart. Therefore, for any point
p A, no matter how small a neighborhood of p we consider, there is at
least one point in this neighborhood such that, after a finite number of it¬

erations, p and this point have separated by some fixed distance. A system
displaying such behavior is said to exhibit sensitive dependence on initial
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FIGURE 4.1.11.

conditions. A dynamical system displaying sensitive dependence on initial
conditions on a closed invariant set (which consists of more than one orbit)
will be called chaotic. In Section 4.11 we will explore more fully the nature
of chaotic dynamical systems.

Now we want to end our discussion of this simplified version of the Smale
horseshoe with some final observations.

1. If you consider carefully the main ingredients of / which led to The¬

orem 4.1.4, you will see that there are two key elements.

(a) The square is contracted, expanded, and folded in such a way
that we can find disjoint regions that are mapped over them¬

selves.
(b) There exists “strong” stretching and contraction in complemen¬

tary directions.

2. From observation 1), the fact that the image of the square appears in
the shape of a horseshoe is not important. Other possible scenarios
are shown in Figure 4.1.11.

Notice that , in our study of the invariant set of /, we do not consider the
question of the geometry of the points which escape from the square. We
remark that this could be an interesting research topic, since this more
global question may enable one to determine conditions under which the
horseshoe becomes an attractor.
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4.2 Symbolic Dynamics

In the previous section we saw an example of a two-dimensional map which
possessed an invariant Cantor set. The map, restricted to its invariant set,
was shown to have a countable infinity of periodic orbits of all periods, an
uncountable infinity of nonperiodic orbits, and a dense orbit. Now, in gen¬

eral, the determination of such detailed information concerning the orbit
structure of a map is not possible. However, in our example we were able to
show that the map restricted to its invariant set behaved the same as the
shift map acting on the space of bi-infinite sequences of 0’s and l’s (more
precisely, these two dynamical systems were shown to be topologically con¬

jugate; thus their orbit structures are identical). The shift map was no less
complicated than our original map but, due to its structure, many of the
features concerning its dynamics (e.g., the nature and number of its peri¬

odic orbits) were more or less obvious. The technique of characterizing the
orbit structure of a dynamical system via infinite sequences of “ symbols”
(in our case 0’s and l’s) is known as symbolic dynamics. The technique is
not new and appears to have originally been applied by Hadamard [1898]
in the study of geodesics on surfaces of negative curvature and Birkhoff
[1927], [1935] in his studies of dynamical systems. The first exposition of
symbolic dynamics as an independent subject was given by Morse and Hed-
lund [1938]. Applications of this idea to differential equations can be found
in Levinson’s work on the forced van der Pol equation (Levinson [1949]),
from which came Smale’s inspiration for his construction of the horseshoe
map (Smale [1963], [1980])，and also in the work of Alekseev [1968], [1969],
who gives a systematic account of the technique and applies it to problems
arising from celestial mechanics. These references by no means represent a
complete account of the history of symbolic dynamics or of its applications，
and we refer the reader to the bibliographies of the above listed references
or to Moser [1973] for a more complete list of references on the subject and
its applications. In recent times (say from about 1965 to the present) there
has been a flood of applications of the technique.

Symbolic dynamics will play a key role in explaining the dynamical phe¬

nomena we encounter in this chapter. For this reason, we now want to
describe some aspects of symbolic dynamics viewed as an independent sub¬

ject. Our discussion follows Wiggins [1988].
We let S = {1, 2, 3, - • - , 7V}, N > 2 be our collection of symbols. We

will build our sequences from elements of S. Note that for the purpose of
constructing sequences, the elements of S could be anything, e.g., letters
of the alphabet, Chinese characters, etc. We will use positive integers since
they are familiar, easy to write down, and we have as many of them as we
desire.
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4.2A THE STRUCTURE OF THE SPACE OF SYMBOL
SEQUENCES

We now want to construct the space of all symbol sequences, which we
will refer to as from elements of S and derive some properties of
It will be convenient to construct S汉 as a Cartesian product of infinitely
many copies of 5. This construction will allow us to make some conclusions
concerning the properties of based only on our knowledge of 5 and the
structure which we give to S.

We now want to give some structure to S ; specifically, we want to make
S into a metric space. Since S is a finite set of points consisting of the first
N positive integers, it is very natural to define the distance between two
elements of S to be the absolute value of the difference of the two elements.
We denote this as follows

d( a,6) =|a- fe| S. (4.2.1)

Thus 5 is a discrete space (i.e., the open sets in S defined by the metric
consist of the individual points which make up S so that all subsets of S are
open) and, hence, it is totally disconnected. We summarize the properties
of S in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.1 The set S equipped with the metric (4.2.1) is a com¬

pact, totally disconnected metric space.
We remark that compact metric spaces are automatically complete met¬

ric spaces (see Dugundji [1966]).
Now we will construct T,N as a bi-infinite Cartesian product of copies of

S
oo

HN = - - - xSxSxSxSxSJ where S l = S V *. (4.2.2)
*=— oo

Thus, a point in EN is represented as a “ bi-infinity-tuple” of elements of S

s e s = {. • •，沒-… ".^— i，s0, ”，•"，�，•. •} where 、5 Vi,

or, more succintly, we will write s as

s ={ s^n - - - s_
!.SoSi • • •sn • • •} where s t e S Vi.

A word should be said about the “ decimal point” that appears in each
symbol sequence and has the effect of separating the symbol sequence into
two parts, with both parts being infinite (hence the reason for the phrase
“ bi-infinite sequence” ). At present it does not play a major role in our
discussion and could easily be left out with all of our results describing the
structure of T,N going through just the same. In some sense, it series as a
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starting point for constructing the sequences by giving us a natural way of
subscripting each element of a sequence. This notation will prove convenient
shortly when we define a metric on HN . However, the real significance of
the decimal point will become apparent when we define and discuss the
shift map acting on T, N and its orbit structure.

In order to discuss limit processes in it will be convenient to define a
metric on Since 5 is a metric space, it is also possible to define a metric
on There are many possible choices for a metric on however, we
will utilize the following. For

S ={… S
_

n… 5_ I，SO51… sn ••*}，
S = G S'the distance between s and s is defined as

d ( s^ ) = E w\
oo

一不 I
1 + 1 1̂ — s2|

(Note: the reader should check that d(.，•）satisfies the four properties which,
by definition, a metric must possess.) Intuitively, this choice of metric im¬

plies that two symbol sequences are “ close” if they agree on a long central
block. The following lemma makes this precise.
Lemma 4.2.2 For s , s T, N y

i) Suppose d( s , s ) < 1/(2M+1); then st = st for all \i \ < M .

ii) Suppose st = st for |z| < M ; then d( s , s ) < l / ( 2M ~ l ) .

Proof: The proof of i) is by contradiction. Suppose the hypothesis of i)
holds and there exists some j with \ j \ < M such that s3 ^ s3 . Then there
exists a term in the sum defining d( s , s ) of the form

丄 l^ -^l
2W l + \Sj - S j \

However,
> 1

1 十|S j — 一 2’
and each term in the sum defining d( s , s ) is positive so that we have

咖’句≥‘I ^ -^ I > i > i
1 + |sj - Sj| - 2W +1 — 2 M + X

but this contradicts the hypothesis of i).
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We now prove ii). If st = for |i| < M, we have

d(s^) = E
一oo

I、—
1-h |Sj — 5j|

oo

+ E
i=M+l 2M

I、- st|
1+ 1^1 — st \

however, ( jst — ^)/(1+ \ st — 5t |)) < 1, so we obtain

d㈣ 2 £ ^7 = 口

Armed with our metric, we can define neighborhoods of points in T>
N

and describe limit processes. Suppose we are given a point

5 = {•••5_n...5_i.S05l EN, 5, G 5 Vi,
and a positive real number e > 0,and we wish to describe the “e-neighbor-
hood of sy\i.e., the set of s 6 such that rf(s,s) < e. Then, by
Lemma 4.2.2，given e > 0, we can find a positive integer M = M (e)
such that < e implies st = st V|i| < M. Thus, our notation for an
e-neighborhood of an arbitrary s e T,N will be as follows

从M⑷㈤ =卜^卜!= < M, e 5Vi}.
Before stating our theorem concerning the structure of T,N we need the

following definition.
DEFINITION 4.2.1 A set is called perfect if it is closed and every point in
the set is a limit point of the set.

The following theorem of Cantor gives us information concerning the
cardinality of perfect sets.
Theorem 4.2.3 Every perfect set in a complete space has at least the car¬

dinality of the continuum.
Proof: See Hausdorff [1957]. □

We are now ready to state our main theorem concerning the structure
of S'Proposition 4.2.4 The space EN equipped with the metric (4^.1) is

i) compact,
ii) totally disconnected, and

iii) perfect
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Proof: i) Since S is compact, HN is compact by Tychonov’s theorem
(Dugundji [1966]). ii) By Proposition 4.2.1, S is totally disconnected, and
therefore is totally disconnected, since the product of totally discon¬

nected spaces is likewise totally disconnected (Dugundji [1966]). iii) T,N
is closed, since it is a compact metric space. Let s 6 T>

N be an arbitrary
point in then, to show that I is a limit point of EN , we need only
show that every neighborhood of s contains a point 5 一 5 with s G . Let

be a neighborhood of s and let s = 5M(e)+1 + 1 if 5M(£)+I ^ N ,
and s = SM(e)+i -1 if 5M(e) +i = Then the sequence

{.• •互-M(e)-2获-M(e) • • •孑-1•互。丟1 • •.互M(e)获M⑷+2
• • •}

is contained in / (5) and is not equal to s; thus T>
N is perfect. □

We remark that the three properties of stated in Proposition 4.2.4
are often taken as the defining properties of a Cantor set of which the
classical Cantor “ middle-thirds” set is a prime example.

Next we want to make a remark which will be of interest later when
we use as a “ model space” for the dynamics of maps defined on more
“ normal” domains than (i.e.，by “ normal” domain we mean the type of
domain which might arise as the phase space of a specific physical system).
Recall that a map, h: X — Y , of two topological spaces X and Y is called
a homeomorphism if h is continuous, one-to-one, and onto and h一1 is also
continuous. Now there are certain properties of topological spaces which
are invariant under homeomorphisms. Such properties are called topological
invariants; compactness, connectedness, and perfectness are three examples
of topological invariants (see Dugundji [1966] for a proof ). We summarize
this in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.5 Let Y be a topological space and suppose that T,N and
Y are homeomorphic, i.e.，there exists a homeomorphism h taking T,N to
Y . Then Y is compact, totally disconnected, and perfect.

4.2B THE SHIFT MAP
Now that we have established the structure of EN , we want to define a
map of into itself, denoted by o, as follows.

For 5 ={• • - 5— n . • • s— i.5()51 • • • 5n * * •} ^ we define

。⑷ 三{… 沒一打…，-"。.” •••、...}
or [a( s )]t = 5t+i.

The map, is referred to as the shift map, and when the domain of o
is taken to be all of Y1N , it is often referred to as a full shift on N symbols.
We have the following proposition concerning some properties of a.
Proposition 4.2.6 i) a( E N ) = E N . ii) a is continuous.
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Proof: The proof of i) is obvious. To prove ii) we must show that, given
e > 0, there exists a 5(e) such that rf (s,s) < 6 implies rf (cr(5), (7(5)) < e for
s, 5 T,N .Suppose £ > 0 is given; then choose M such that 1/(2M-2) < e.
If we then let 6 = 1/2M+1, we see by Lemma 4.2.2 that rf (5, 5) < 6 implies
st = st for |i| < M; hence, [a⑷]t = [(7(5)]l ? |i| < M - 1. Then, also by
Lemma 4.2.2, we have d(a( s ) ,a( s ) ) < < e. □

We now want to consider the orbit structure of a acting on We have
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.7 The shift map a has

i) a countable infinity of periodic orbits consisting of orbits of all periods;

ii) an uncountable infinity of nonperiodic orbits; and

iii) a dense orbit.
This is proven in exactly the same way as the analogous result ob¬

tained in our discussion of the symbolic dynamics for the Smale horseshoe
map in Section 4.1C. In particular, the orbits of the periodic symbol se¬

quences are periodic, and there is a countable infinity of such sequences, ii)
By Theorem 4.2.3 is uncountable; thus, removing the countable infinity
of periodic symbol sequences leaves an uncountable number of nonperiodic
symbol sequences. Since the orbits of the nonperiodic sequences never re¬

peat, this proves ii). iii) This is proven in exactly the same way as the
analogous result obtained in our discussion of the Smale horseshoe map in
Section 4.1; namely, we form a symbol sequence by stringing together all
possible symbol sequences of any finite length. The orbit of this sequence
is dense in T,N since, by construction, some iterate of this 1 sequence
will be arbitrarily close to any given symbol sequence in □

4.3 The Conley— Moser Conditions, or “ How to
Prove That a Dynamical System is Chaotic”

In this section we will give sufficient conditions in order for a two-dimen¬

sional invertible map to have an invariant Cantor set on which the dynamics
are topologically conjugate to a full shift on N symbols ( N > 2). These
conditions were first given by Conley and Moser (see Moser [1973]), and
we give slight improvements on their estimates. Alekseev [1968], [1969]
developed similar criteria. Generalizations to n-dimensions can be found in
Wiggins [1988].
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FIGURE 4.3.1.

4.3A THE MAIN THEOREM
We begin with several definitions.
DEFINITION 4.3.1 A ^-vertical curve is the graph of a function x = v( y )
for which

0 < v( y ) <1, |v(2/i ) - v( y2 )\ fiv\ yi -V 2\ for 0 < yi , y2 1.
Similarly, a fih-horizontal curve is the graph of a function y = h( x ) for
which

0 < h( x ) < 1? |ft (a：i ) - h( x2 ) \ < fih\xi - x2\ for 0 < x2 < 1；

see Figure 4.3.1.
We make the following remarks concerning Definition 4.3.1.

Remark L Functions x = v( y ) and y — h( x ) satisfying Definition 4.3.1 are
called Lipschttz functions with Lipschitz constants fiv and 糾，respectively.
Remark 2.The constant fih can be interpreted as a bound on the slope of
the curve defined by the graph of y = h( x ). A similar interpretation holds
for jiv and the graph of rr = v( y ).
Remark 3. For fiv = 0, the graph of x = v( y ) is a vertical line and, for
fih = 0, the graph of y = h( x ) is a horizontal line.
Remark 4, At this point we have put no restrictions on the relationship or
magnitudes of fiv and fih.

Next we want to “ fatten up” these /^-vertical curves and /x^-horizontal
curves into /^-vertical strips and /^-horizontal strips, respectively.

x=v(y)
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FIGURE 4.3.2.

DEFINITION 4.3.2 Given two nonintersecting /xv-vertical curves V\( y ) <
V 2 { y )^ y . [0, 1], we define a fiv-vertical strip as

v = { ( x , y ) 6 H2 I a： [vi ( y ) , v2 { y ) }\ y 6 [0, 1]}.

Similarly, given two nonintersecting ^/j-horizontal curves hi ( x ) < /12(0:) ,
x 6 [0, 1] , we define a 糾，horizontal strip as 、

H = { ( x , y ) e R2 I y (/ii (x) , /i2(a;)]; x e [0,1]};

see Figure 4.3.2. The width of horizontal and vertical strips is defined as

d( H ) = max |"2(尤）— /̂ i (x) L (4.3.1a)
x [0, l ] '

d{V ) = max \v2( y ) - V i ( y )\ . (4.3. 1b)

The following two lemmas will play an important role in the inductive
process of constructing the invariant set for the map f .

Lemma 4.3.1 i) If V 1 D V 2 D • - D Vk D • • • is a nested sequence of
fj,v -vertical strips with d(Vk ) —— � 0, then = V°° is a vertical

k — ^ oo —
curve .

ii) If Hl D H 2 D • • • D Hk D … is a nested sequence of fih -honzontal
strips with d( Hk ) — > 0, then门 三 H°° is a ph-horizontal curve ,

k — ^ oo —
Proof : We will prove i) only, since the proof of ii) requires only trivial
modifications.

Let [0, l] denote the set of Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz con¬

stant fiv defined on the interval [0, 1] . Then with the metric defined by the

IT
\

y=h2(x)
1 f

H

y=h, (x)
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maximum norm, C^v [0,1] is a complete metric space (see Arnold [1973] for
a proof ). Let x = Vi ( y ) and x = form the vertical boundaries of the

-vertical strip Vk . Now consider the sequence

W (y)，v i i y ) , v j( y ) , W!(y)，… ，vf (y), • •
_
}_ (4.3.2)

By definition of the Vk ^ (4.3.2) is a sequence of elements of C^v [0,1], and
since d(Vk ) —— > 0, it is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, since CMll [0,1] is

/c — »oo
a complete metric space, the Cauchy sequence converges to a unique [iv-
vertical curve. This proves i). □

Lemma 4.3.2 Suppose 0 < f i v f ih < 1. Then a [iv -vertical curve and a
fih' honzontal curve intersect in a unique point.
Proof：Let the 糾-horizontal curve be given by the graph of

y = h( x ) ,

and let the ^-vertical curve be given by the graph of

x = v( y ).

The condition for intersection is that there exists a point ( x^ y ) in the unit
square satisfying each relation, i.e.，we have

y = h( x ), (4.3.3)

where x in (4.3.3) satisfies

in other words, the equation

X = v{ y ),

y = h( v( y ) ) (4.3.4)

has a solution. We want to show that this solution is unique. We will use
the contraction mapping theorem (see Arnold [1973]).

Let us give some background. Consider a map

g: M —— � M,

where M is a complete metric space. Then g is said to be a contraction
map if

\ g ( mi ) - g( rri2 )\ < k \mi - m2|, mi ,m2 M,
for some constant 0 < < 1，where | . | denotes the metric on M. The
contraction mapping theorem says that g has a unique fixed point, i.e.,
there exists one point m M such that

g ( fn ) = m.
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We now apply this to our situation.
Let I denote the closed unit interval, i.e.，

I = { y U l \ 0 < y < l } .

Clearly J is a complete metric space. Also, it should be evident that

h o v : I —— > I . (4.3.5)
"Hence, if we show that h o v is a contraction map，then by the contraction
mapping theorem (4.3.5) has a unique solution and we are done. This is
just a simple computation. For 2/ i , 2/2 ^ we have

9 \h( v( yi ) ) - h( v ( y2 ) ) \ M/>(2/i ) - v( y2 ) \
^hfj>v \ yi — 2/21.

Since we have assumed 0 < fivfih < 1, /i o v is a contraction map. □

We consider a map

where D is the unit square in R2, i.e. ,

D = { ( x，y ) G R2 10 < x < 1, 0 < 2/ < l}.

Let
( N > 2 ) ,

be an index set, and let

H” e = … ，iV

be a set of disjoint /i/j-horizontal strips. Finally, let

K， i = l，… ，7V，

be a set of disjoint ^-vertical strips. Suppose that / satisfies the following
two conditions.

Assumption 1. 0 < fivfih < 1 and / maps Hx homeomorphically onto Vl )

(/ (^) = Vx ) for i = 1，… ，TV. Moreover，the horizontal boundaries of Hx
map to the horizontal boundaries of Vx and the vertical boundaries of Ux
map to the vertical boundaries of Vx .

Assumption 2. Suppose i/ is a /x"-horizontal strip contained in ljz65 H”Then

is a ""-horizontal strip for every i e S . Moreover,

d( Hz ) < Uhd( H ) for some 0 < < 1.
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Similarly, suppose K is a -vertical strip contained in \JtGS Vt . Then

f (V ) n K = v t
is a /Xt,-vertical strip for every z G 5. Moreover,

d( Vt ) < uvd(V ) for some 0 < ^ < 1.

Now we can state our main theorem.

Theorem 4.3.3 Suppose f satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2. Then f has an
invariant Cantor set, A, on which it is topologically conjugate to a full shift
on N symbols，t.e., the following diagram commutes

A 丄 A

i 1 <t>

where 4> is a homeomorphism mapping A onto T,N .
The proof has four steps.
Step 1. Construct A.
Step 2. Define the map 0: A —— > .
Step 3. Show that 0 is a homeomorphism.
Step 4. Show that 0 o / = o 0.

Proof : Step 1: Construction of the Invariant Set. The construction of the
invariant set of the map is very similar to the construction of the invariant
set for the Smale horseshoe in Section 4.1. We first construct a set of
points that remains in Vt under all backward iterates. This will turn
out to be an uncountable infinity of //^-vertical curves. Next we construct
a set of points that remains in Hr under all forward iterates. This
will turn out to be an uncountable infinity of horizontal curves. Then
the intersection of these two sets is clearly an invariant set contained in
(ues払）n(UesK)cD.

'

The reader may wonder why our terminology here is different than that
used in the discussion of the construction of the invariant set for the Smale
horseshoe. In that case the invariant set , A, was given by

oc

A 二 厂| f n ( D).

However, for the Smale horseshoe we knew how the map acted on all of
D Namely, the part of D not contained in H0 U H\ was “ thrown out’’
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of D under the action of /. We have not assumed such behavior in the
situation presently under consideration. We know only how the map / acts
on ^ and how / — 1 acts on Vt . We will comment more on this
following the proof of the theorem.

We begin by inductively constructing the set of points in Vt that
remain in V% under all backwards iterations by /. We denote this set
by A一oo and A_

n, n = 1，2, . . . denoting the set of points in Vt that
remain in Vt under n — 1 backwards iterations by / .

A_
i . A_

i is obvious.
A-i = |J

s—
A_o. It should be clear that

△—^/(A— On 1J
-i 5

(4.3.6)

(4.3.7)

is the set of points in that are mapped into A_
i under /-1.

Then, using (4.3.6), (4.3.7) becomes

(4.3.8)

A-2 = u /uh U ^S
_

2 5 ~ I S

U f (V s .2 ) n v s^ ^ 1J K _
1S _

2 .
s ~々 S
i=l,2

-t 5
=1,2

We note the following.
i) lS — 2 = {p G D|p G Vs^ , f ~ l ( p ) e Ks ^ 2 } with VS ^1S _

2 C

ii) It follows from Assumptions 1 and 2 that Vs^ lS^ 2 i s-t & S , i 二

1, 2, is N 2 ^-vertical strips with N of them in each of the Vt 1 i
S . Note that there are N 2 sequences of length two that are made
up of elements of S and that the V8 _

l 8 - 2 can be put in one-to-one
correspondence with these sequences.

iii) It follows from Assumption 2 that

d{Vs^s^2 ) < v̂d(ys^ ) < vv .

A一3. We construct A — 3 from A_
2 as follows

A_
3 = /(A一2) n u

(4.3.9)

(4.3.10)
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Hence, (4.3.10) is the set of points in Us_ Ae5
A _

2 under /-1 . Using (4.3.8), (4.3.10) becomes
that are mapped into

U 狀3)叫 n U ^es s-i^S
2,3

U f 2 ( v s _3 ) n f ( v ŝ ) nvs
7 =

U ^-1S-2S-3

? = 1 ,

(4.3.11)

where we have the following.

i) K _ lS_ 2,_ 3 = { p ^ D I P G V̂ .J -^P ) e %_ 2 ,
-lS

_
2S-3 C V3-1 S-2 CVŝ .

ii) It follows from Assumptions 1 and 2 that Vs _is _2 s _
3 1 s_

t 5, i 二

1, 2, 3, is N3
叫-vertical strips with N 2 of them in each of the V t 1

i G S. Note that there are N3 sequences of length three made up
of elements of S and that the V S _

I S
_

2S
_

3 can be put in one-to-one
correspondence with these sequences.

iii) It follows from Assumption 2 that
d(Vŝ s _2 S __ 3 ) < vvd{Vs _lS _2 ) < (K — J (4.3.12)

This procedure can be carried on indefinitely. At the ( k + l)th) step we
have

A_ k- l /(八一⑻ u ^

U fk~1 ( v s _k _1 ) n . - - n f ( vs _3 ) nvs_ 2

s -、 S
\ j=2,. ..,— k一1

n ( U
s-ies

U 产Un - - - n /2(K _ 3 ) n狀2 ) n
3-tes

i=l ,一k一 ]

u [ (4.3.13)

i=i
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where we have the following.
i) M = {p e D \ j-^ { p) e V s^ i = l , 2, . . . , fc + 1} with

'

^
一1… C l C l ’ . . C C l T .

ii) It follows from Assumptions 1 and 2 that Vrs _
1...s _

fc
_

1, s^i G S，i =
1，. . .，/c + 1，is iVfc+1 //^-vertical strips with iVfe of them in each of
the Vr ^ i e S. Note that there are iVfe+1 sequences of length A; + 1
constructed from elements of S and that these sequences can be put
in one-to-one correspondence with the Va_

1 ...a _
k

_
1 .

iii) From Assumption 2 it follows that

d(^-i… s-fc- i ) S … s-fc ) S 4 … s _
f c +1 )

— f c +2 ) s …
< ^. (4.3.14)

It follows from Assumptions 1and 2 that in passing to the limit as A: — > oo
we obtain

A-oc = U ■ ■ ■ n f k ( v s _
k ^ 1 ) n . - - n f ( v s _ 2 ) n v s_

1

= U l.u . . .， (4-3.15)
s — t &S

t= l,2,…
which, from Lemma 4.3.1, consists of an infinite number of /iv-vertical
curves. This follows from the fact that given any infinite sequence made
up of elements of 5, say

5— 15一2… 5一fc … ,
we have (by the construction process) an element of A — oo which we denote
by

^3— i S
_

2 — fc ••• *

Now, by construction, Va_
x ...a _

k ... is the intersection of the following nested
sequence of sets

i 2〕
•

_
’〕 〕• • • ，

where from (4.3.14) it follows that

d(VLnfc) — ■^ 0.
k — *<x>

Thus, by Lemma 4.3.1，
oo

K 一 lS
_

2...S _
fc… =「] …

fc=l
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consists of a //^-vertical curve. It also follows by construction that

K — r"s_
fc .. = { p e D \ r^ 1 ( p ) e V s_

^ i = l , 2 , - - - } . (4.3.16)
We next construct A„o, the set of points in [ j l G s ^ that remain in

私 under all forward iterations by /. We denote the set of points
that remain in \J t e S H t under n iterations by / by An. Since the construc¬

tion of Aoo is very similar to the construction of A_
oo we will leave out

many details that we explicitly noted in the construction of A-^.
We have

Ao U^o -
SQGS

A l = r l ( A o ) n [ (J HS0

\s0 S /

is the set of points in 私。that map into A0 under
using (4.3.17)，(4.3.18) becomes

Ai 1 n u 札。

U r\H s l ) n H s o ^ y H S O S I ,

(4.3.17)

(4.3.18)

Therefore,

(4.3.19)

where we have the following.
i) H s o S l = { p e D \ p e H S 0 , f ( p ) e H S l }.

ii) It follows from Assumptions 1 and 2 that Ai consists of N 2 ^horizontal strips with N of them in each of the H i , i £ S. Moreover,
there are N 2 sequences of length two made up of elements of S and
these can be put in one-to-one correspondence with the H S Q3 I .

iii) From Assumption 2 we have
d( HSoSl ) < i/hd( HSo ) < uh. (4.3.20)

Continuing the construction in this manner and repeatedly appealing to
Assumptions 1 and 2 allows us to conclude that

A, = r1(Afc _ 1 ) n ( |J H S A
NSOG -S" /

= U
s l £ S

*=1,

三 U H S0 S k (4.3.21)
s t e s

1=1，，fc
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consists of iVfc+1 //^-horizontal strips with Nk of them in each of the Ht ,
i £ S . Moreover,

d( HS0 . . . Sk ) <^\
It should also be clear that

HS(r“ Sk = { p £ D \ f\p) H8t 1 i =

and that there are Nk士1 sequences of length A:+ 1 made up of elements of
S which can be put in a one-to-one correspondence with the H8Q ..8 k .

Thus, in passing to the limit as A: oo, we obtain

Aoo = (J .• • 门 / — • •门门//s。
t=0,l,…

= U Ĥ - sk - (4.3.22)
ates

*=0,1, -
and

8 k & = {P D|尸(p) HSi，i = 0,1, • • •}. (4.3.23)
By Lemma 4.3.1, 八oo consists of an infinite number of //^-horizontal curves.
This follows from the fact that given any infinite sequence made up of
elements of 5, say

SoSl … Sfc… ，

the construction process implies that there is an element of which we
denote by

HsoSi - .' Sk . •

Now, by construction, HS0 Si . Sk . is the intersection of the following nested
sequence of sets

H 8Q〕^S08l〕• • •〕HSQ8I 8 k〕
. • • ，

and from (4.3.22) it follows that

d( H80 k — fOO
0.

Hence, by Lemma 4.3.1，H808 l Sk . . is a /^-horizontal curve.
It follows that an invariant set，i.e., a set of points that remains in D

under all iterations by / is given by

A {A-oonA^} c H n IJKH CD.
<t S \tGS

Moreover, by Lemma 4.3.2, since 0 < fiv^h < 1，八 is a set of discrete points.
It should be clear that A is uncountable，and shortly we will show that it
is a Cantor set.
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Step 2: The Definition of <j>: A . Choose any point p G A；then by
construction there exist two (and only two) infinite sequences

5o5i … 办...，
5— i 5— 2 • • . s-k . st e S, \i\ = 0, ±1, ±2, • • - ,

such that
P Vs.lS

_
2… (4.3.24)

We thus associate with every point p G A a bi-infinite sequence made up
of elements of S, i.e., an element of E'as follows

( j>: A
V

s'(• • • S一k … 5一1.5()51 - •外…）
(4.3.25)

where the bi-infinite sequence associated with p, <j>( p ) , is constructed by
concatenating the infinite sequence associated with the /^-vertical curve
and the infinite sequence associated with the /i/j-horizontal curve whose
intersection gives p, as indicated in (4.3.24). Since a /^-horizontal curve
and a /invertical curve can only intersect in one point (for 0 < nv^ih < 1
by Lemma 4.3.2), the map 泠 is well defined.

Now recall from (4.3.16) that

= { p ^ D \ ri+\p) e D= 1, 2’
… •}， (4.3.26)

and by assumption we have

f ( H S t ) = V s:
thus, (4.3.26) is the same as

= {p e D丨r\p ) H s _„i = (4.3.27)

Also, by (4.3.23) we have

HS0 Sl ' .Sk ... = {p e DI尸(p) e i = 0, 1，2, . . .}. (4.3.28)

Therefore, from (4.3.25)，（4.3.27)，and (4.3.28) we see that the bi-infinite
sequence associated with any point p G A contains information concerning
the behavior of the orbit of p. In particular，from <j>( p ) we can determine
which Ht , i ^ S contains 产(p)，i.e” fk (p) Hak .

Alternatively, we could have arrived at the definition of (/> in a slightly
different manner. By construction, the orbit of any p G A must remain in

- Hence, we can associate with any p G A a bi-infinite sequence
made up of elements of S，i.e” an element of E'as follows

V �0(p) = {• • - - - - 5
_

i.505i . ..
by the rule that the kth element of the sequence <j>{ p) is chosen to be the
subscript of the Ht , i S, which contains fk ( p ) , i.e.，fk ( p) ^ HSk . This
gives a well-defined map of A into since the Ht are disjoint.
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Step 3: (j> is a Homeomorphism. We must show that 0 is one-to-one, onto,
and continuous. Continuity of 1 will follow from the fact that one-to-one,
onto, and continuous maps from compact sets into HausdorfF spaces are
homeomorphisms (see Dugundji [1966]). The proof is virtually the same as
for the analogous situation in Theorem 4.1.3; however, continuity presents
a slight twist so, for the sake of completeness, we will give all of the details.

cf) is One-to-One. This means that given p，p’ G A, if p / p\ then cj)( p ) /
HP' ) -

We give a proof by contradiction. Suppose p and

0(P) = HP ) = {. . . 5_
n - - - 5

_
i.50 • . . 5n . •.}，

then, by construction of A, p and pf lie in the intersection of a -vertical
curve Vs _

1...3_
n. . and a /i^-horizontal curve H3o...Sn.... However, by Lemma

4.3.2，the intersection of a -horizontal curve and a //^-vertical curve
consists of a unique point; therefore, p = p’ , contradicting our original
assumption. This contradiction is due to the fact that we have assumed

= 0(P'); thus, for p # p’，cj)( p ) ^ 0(p').
cf) is Onto. This means that, given any bi-infinite sequence in say
{. . . . . . 5_

i.5o • • • • •}，there is a point p G A such that 0(p) =
{. . . . . . S-i .So • • • � • • }.

The proof goes as follows. Choose {• • • 5
_

左 • • • … 5^ . . ] G T,N .
Then, by construction of A = A — oo fl AQO, we can find a -horizontal
curve in denoted H3oSl ...3k ... and a /iv-vertical curve in A_

oo denoted
Now, by Lemma 4.3.2, HSoSl ...Sk ... and intersect

in a unique point p G A and, by definition of 0, the sequence associated
with p, 0(p), is given by {. . . 5

_
A：. . . s^ l .s0si . . . . . .}.

0 is Continuous. This means that given any point p G A and e > 0, we can
find a ^ = S(e,p) such that

|p ~ pf \ < 6 implies d(0(p), 0(p’)）< e,

where | .| is the usual distance measurement in ]R2 and d(., . ) is the metric
on Y,N introduced in Section 4.2A.

Let e > 0 be given; then, by Lemma 4.2.2, if we are to have \ (/>{ p) -
0(p’）| < e there must be some integer N = N(e ) such that if

0(P) = . . 5— n • • . 5-1.50 • • - 5n • • •},
</>(〆) =

then = 5“ z = 0,士1, . . .，±7V. Thus, by construction of A, p and p’
lie in the set defined by H 3Q ...SN n V3

_
1 . S

_
N . We denote the //^-vertical

curves defining the boundary of Vs _ 1 ,3^ N by the graphs of :r = v\( y )
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and x = V2(y). Similarly, we denote the /̂ -horizontal curves defining the
boundary of ifs。� by the graphs ofy = hY { x ) and y = h2 { x )\ see Figure
4.3.3. Note from (4.3.22) and (4.3.14) that we have

d( HS0 S N ) <
d(Vs^ S.n ) £ ^ ~ 1 .

Hence, from Definition 4.3.2 we have

m,ax Iv^ y ) - v2 ( y )\ = ||Vl - w2|| <^_ 1 ,ye[o,i]

I"i0) - h2 { x )\ = || /i! - h2\\ < ^ .

(4.3.29a)
(4.3.29b)

(4.3.30a)

(4.3.30b)

The following lemma will prove useful in proving continuity of 0.

Lemma 4.3.4

I 工l - x2\ < [Ikl - v2 \\ + �||九1 - ^2||] ,

ivi — 2/2 I , [ ll ^i - h2\\ + ^h\\vi - V2||] -

Proof: This follows from the following simple calculations.

|xi - x2| = \v\{yi ) - v2{y2 )\
< \vi ( yi ) - v\{ y2 )\ + \vi ( y2 ) - V 2 ( y2 )\

^v\ yi — 2/2 I + Iki — v2||
and

(4.3.31a)

(4.3.31b)

(4.3.32a)
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(yi -V 2 [ = [ h i ( x i ) - h2( x2 )\
|办1 (®1) - hi ( x2 )\ + \h i ( X 2 ) — /l2(丨2)1

^h\x i ~ x2\ + H ^i ~ ^2||* (4.3.32b)

Substituting (4.3.32b) into (4.3.32a) gives (4.3.31a)，and substituting
(4.3.32a) into (4.3.32b) gives (4.3.31b). Note that these algebraic manipu¬

lations require 1 — > 0. This proves Lemma 4.3.4. □

Now we"can complete the proof that 0 is continuous. Let p\ denote the
intersection of the graph of h\( x ) with v\( y ) and P2 denote the intersection
of the graph of h2 ( x ) with V2(y). Now it follows that

I P -^丨引仍 ― (4.3.33)
We denote the coordinates of pi and P2 by (a；i , yi ) and (X2 , 2/2)，respectively.
Using (4.3.33), we obtain

\ p - p' \ |a；i - X 2 \ + |yi - y2 \ , (4.3.34)

and using Lemma 4.3.4, we obtain

l^i - ^2! + |yi - V 2 \ z~~-— [(i + M/i) lki ~ V2\\1一 1

+ (1 +^v )\\hi — /12 II] -
Using (4.3.34), (4.3.35), and (4.3.30), we obtain

\p ~ P f \ ^ — + + (!

Hence, if we take

S = --— [ ( l +糾)<-1 + (1 十
丄一

continuity is proved.
S t e p <j> o j ^ a o (j). Choose any p G A and let

0(p) =：{. • .S-k - - S^ I，S Q S\…
then

(TO 0(p) =[ • • S — k … S^ I S Q.S I
Now, by definition of 0, it follows that

彡。/(P) = {• ■ — fc •-S- I S Q.S I

hence, from (4.3.36) and (4.3.37), we see that

(4.3.35)

(4.3.36)

(4.3.37)

4>° f ( p) <K P、
and p is arbitrary. This completes our proof of Theorem 4.3.3. 口
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FIGURE 4.3.4. N = 2 for illustrative purposes.

4.3B SECTOR BUNDLES
In Sections 4.4 and 4.8 we will see that certain orbits called homoclinic
orbits give rise to the geometrical conditions that allow Assumption 1 to
hold in a two-dimensional map. However, a direct verification of Assump¬

tion 2 is not easy. When one thinks of stretching and contraction rates of
maps, it is natural to think of the properties of the derivative of the map
at different points. We now want to derive a condition that is equivalent
to Assumption 2 that is based solely on properties of the derivative of /
(hence we must assume that / is at least C1). We begin by establishing
some notation.

We define
nH,= V3l (4.3.38)

and
= /-1(^) (4.3.39)

for i , j e S where 5 = {1, . . . , N } ( N > 2) is an index set; see Figure 4.3.4.
We further define

»= U
and

V = U
It should be clear that

f (n) = v .
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FIGURE 4.3.5.

We now want to strengthen our requirements on / by assuming that /
maps H C1 diffeomorphically onto V.

For any point zo = (xo, yo ) W )J V, we denote a vector emanating from
this point by {^z0 iVzo ) ^ R2；see Figure 4.3.5. We define the stable sector
at zo as follows

szs0 = {(^。，％。）e m211%。| n h\U } - (4-3.40)

Geometrically, 5|0 defines a cone of vectors emanating from where /x*.
is the maximum of the absolute value of the slope of any vector in the cone
and slope is measured with respect to the x-axis; see Figure 4.3.6. Similarly,
the unstable sector at ZQ is defined as

A 二 {(“ ，％0 ) e R2 I丨“。| n M ). (4.3.41)

Geometrically, S^Q defines a cone of vectors emanating from 20, where
is the maximum of the absolute value of the slope of any vector in the cone
and slope is measured with respect to the y-axis; see Figure 4.3.6. We will
put restrictions on fiv and shortly.

We take the union of the stable and unstable sectors over points in 7i
and V to form sector bundles as follows

%= U 心
z0^n

抑 = U &，
:0ev

邳 = U &，
zoCH

\J S：0
.

z0^n
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FIGURE 4.3.6.

We refer to as the stable sector bundle over W, as the stable sector
bundle over V, as the unstable sector bundle over and as the
unstable sector bundle over V.

Now we can state our alternative to Assumption 2.
Assumption 3. Df { Syi ) C and Df ~ 1 ( S^ ) C S^.

Moreover, if (^Zo , T]Zo ) e S^0 and D f ( z0 ) ( ^zo ,rizo ) = ^ f ( Z0 ) ,V f ( z0 ) ) ^
巧(:o) , then we have

Similarly, if (“ ，"z。）e <SZS。and D f ~ l ( z0 ) (^Z o , r i z0 ) = (^ f - H z0 ) , V f - H z0 ) ) e
S f -H z0 y then

where 0 < /i < 1 — see Figure 4.3.7. We remark that the notation
Df ( S^ ) C «Sy is somewhat abbreviated. More completely, it means that for
every 2：0 W，(“，� ) G以，we have Df ( z0 ) (^Zo , r)Zo ) - (^ f ( z0 )^f ( z0 ) ) e
巧(印）；similarly for Df ~ l ( S^ ) C 5^. We now state the main theorem.

Theorem 4.3.5 If Assumptions 1 and 3 hold with 0 < /i < 1 — t h e n
Assumption 2 holds with = vv = /i/ (l —
Proof: We will prove only the part concerning horizontal strips; the part
concerning vertical strips is proven similarly. The proof consists of several
steps.
Step 1. Let // be a -horizontal curve contained in (J j e s HJ . Then show

D Ht = Ht is di /i/t-horizontal curve contained in Hr for all
i e S.
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Step 2. Let H be a //^-horizontal strip contained in (Jjes H3 . Then use
Step 1 to show that f ~ 1 ( H ) O fl* = is a 糾-horizontal strip for
each i S.

Step 3，Show that d( Ht ) < (/x/(l - fivfih ) ) d( H ) , We begin with Step 1.

Step 1. Let H C 丑j be a /̂ -horizontal curve. Then H intersects both
vertical boundaries of each Vt \/ z G S, Hence, f -' H ) D is a curve for
each i G S by Assumption 1,

Next we argue that C\ Ht is a.^-horizontal curve\/ z G S.
This follows from Assumption 3，since Df 一 1 maps <Sy into 5^. Let

($i，2/i )，（丨2 , 2/2) be any two points on C\ i fixed; then by the
mean value theorem

\y i -2/2 I < /ihki - X 2 I
Thus, f^l ( H ) C\ Ht is the graph of a /̂ -horizontal curve y = h( x ).
Step 2, Let H C U^es 3̂ be a /x/̂ -horizontai strip. Then applying Step 1 to
the horizontal boundaries of H shows that f - L ( H ) D 私 is a /̂ -horizontal
strip for every t E S .
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Step 3, Fix i and choose points po and p\ on the horizontal boundary of
H% having the same x-components such th*it

d {^ ) = \vo ~ Pi \ - (4.3.42)

Consider the vertical line connecting po and pi defined as follows

P(t ) = tpi + (1— t )p0 , 0 < « < 1;

see Figure 4.3.8. Then it should be obvious that

p(t ) = P i ~ Po ^ S^ V 0 < t < l .

Next we consider the image of p(t ) under /, which we denote by

= z(t ) = 0 t < L

It should be clear the z{t ) is a curve connecting the two horizontal bound¬

aries of 丑 as shown in Figure 4.3.8. We denote the endpoints of the curve
by

/(p(0)) = zo = (xo,2/o)
and

/(p(l)) = zi = (xi, 2/i).
Moreover, since H is /̂ -horizontal,初 lies on a /̂ -horizontal curve that
we denote by y = ho( x ) and z\ lies on a /L -̂horizcmtaJ curve that we denote
by 2/ = hi ( x ). Tangent vectors to z(t ) are given by

m= Df (p(t ))m (4.3.43)
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Using (4.3.43) and the fact that from Assumption 3 Df (S^ ) C 5y, we
conclude that z(t ) is a "v-vertical curve. Therefore, applying Lemma 4.3.4
to z(t ) , y = /io(^), and y = h\( x ) we obtain

\ y o - y i \ < ^— l l ^o - Z n l l = — d ( H ) . (4.3.44)1- f lvHh 1 -

Also by Asstnription 3 we have

|y(^) l > ^ IP(<) I = ^ IPI - Pol .

Integrating (4.3.45) gives

bi - Pol < \ y( t ) \ dt < fi \ yi - 2/0|.

Finally, (4.3.44) and (4.3.46) along with (4.3.42) give

d { H t ) < — ^— d( H ) . □
1 —

4.3c HYPERBOLIC INVARIANT SETS
We now want to show that the invariant Cantor set A has a very special
structure. In particular, it is an example of a hyperbolic invariant set. We
have the following definition.

DEFINITION 4.3.3 Let /:H2 — R2 be a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism and
let A C H2 be a compact set that is invariant under /. Then we say that
A is a hyperbolic invariant set if

1. At each point zo A there exists a pair of lines, 五】。and E=Q , that
are invariant under Df ( zo ) in the sense that

D f ( z0 ) E s Z o = E}( z o )

and
D f ( z0 ) E l = E ][ Z Q ) .

2. There exists a constant 0 < A < 1such that if

Czo = i^ zo，Vzo ) E3
zq , then \ Df ( z0 )CZQ \ < |̂Cz0|

and if

Czo = (60^zo ) then \Df -l ( z0 )Cz0 \ < A|(Zo|，

(4.3.45)

(4.3.46)

where |“ 0| = y/Wz0 )2 + (” z0 )2.
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3. ESZQ and E^0
vary continuously with ZQ 6 A.

We make the following remarks concerning this definition.
Remark 1. It should be clear that hyperbolic fixed points and hyperbolic
periodic orbits are examples of hyperbolic invariant sets.
Remark 2. 三 八 五^。and Eu 三 (J2o A E^0 are called the invariant
stable and unstable line bundles over A, respectively.

We now state the theorem that A is a hyperbolic invariant set.
Theorem 4.3.6 (Moser [1973]) Consider the Cr (r > 1) dzffeomor-
phzsm f and its invariant .set A described m Theorem 4 -3.5. Let A =
supA(det Df ). Then if

where 0 < // < 1 — fivfih，A is a hyperbolic invariant set
Proof: We begin by constructing the unstable invariant line bundle over A,
Eu 三 U^oeA First, we want to recall some important points from the
hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.5.

i)

^0 = ) e H2 ||U l < ^ l^o l }- (4.3.47)

ii)
D f (S^ ) c 5^. (4.3.48)

iii) For (U，取。）e《，D f ( z0 )^ Z o , r i Z o ) = ( ^ f ( Z o ) ,V f ( z0 ) ) £ ^/( 2o ) , we
have

(4-3.49)

where 0 < fi < l - fiyfih -
The construction of E u will be by the contraction mapping principle. We

define

= {continuous line bundles over A contained in

“ Points” in £又 will be denoted by

where

£X (咖) ) E U
«o A

£又(/3㈤) E (J L^( 20 ), (4.3.50)
z0GA

^Q(ZO ) = { (^Zo ^ Vzo ) ^ l ^o = a( zo )Vz0}^
Lu0( zo ) = { (U ^ V z o ) e n2 \U =^o)^o }, (4.3.51)
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with o：(zo)，/3(zo) continuous functions on A and
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sup |Q(^O)| <
20 A

sup \(3( z0 )\ < fiv .
zo A

As notation for a line in a line bundle, say C\{ OL{ ZQ ) ) ^ at a point 么o 八 we
have

(C l {a{ z0 ) ) )
Z Q ^ L l ( Z Q ) .

C\ is a complete metric space with metric defined by

\\CuA (a( z0 ) ) -Cl ( /3( z0 ) )\\ = sup \a( z0 ) -0( zo ) l (4.3.52)• z0e\

From (4.3.52), the geometrical meaning of the continuity of a line bundle
should be clear.

We define a map on C\ as follows. For any £^(Q(zo)) ^ we have

{ F (C l ( a( z0 ) ) ) ) z o = D/(/-1(z0))^(/-1 (zo ) ) . (4.3.53)

From the fact that Df {Sy) C 5^, it follows that

F (C\) C Cl - (4.3.54)

We now show that F is a contraction map. Choose C% {a{ zo ) ) , £叉(/3(>2：0)) e
C\\ then we must show that

\\F{Cl { a( zo ) ) ) - F (Cl ( P( z0 ) ) )\\ < fc||伽⑷) -£又(/?(卻))||，(4.3.55)

where 0 < fc < 1.
From (4.3.54),

F (C l ( a( z0 ) ) ) = C l ( a* ( z0 ) ) e C l，
F ( C K P ( z o ) ) ) = C u A ( P t ( z0 ) ) e C u A ,

and we must compute a* ( zo ) and /8* ( Zo ) in order to verify (4.3.55).
Let us denote，for simplicity of notation,

(4- 3.56)

where, of course, a, b, c, and d are the appropriate partial derivatives of
/ = (/i j /2) and are therefore functions of ZQ. However, to carry this along
in the formulae would result in very cumbersome expressions. Hence, we
remind the reader to think of the partial derivatives a, 6, c, and d as being
evaluated at the same point as D f ( .) even though we will not explicitly
display this dependence.
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Using (4.3.56), we have

a^zo + bVz0 = ^f(z0),
C^zo + dVz0 = Vf (z0). (4.3.57)

Consider an arbitrary line

w㈤ == { (6。，取。）e 1R2 |《Z。= a{z0)vz0 } CuA {a{z0))- (4.3.58)

then
(4.3.59)

and, using (4.3.57) and (4.3.58), we have

e faa(f-l(z0)) + b\ _ .U- [caif-^zo)) + d) Vza - a ㈣"z。. (4.3.60)

Thus,
— aa(f~l(z0)) +baiZ0) - ca(f-^z0)) + d (4.3.61)

is also continuous over A. We have thus shown that

F{Cl(a(z0))) = CuA (a*(z0)),

where
{Zo) -

ca(f^(z0)) +d'

Similarly,
F(Cl(P(z0))) =Cl(P*(z0)),

where
aP(r \z0)) + bP {Z0) =
c^(z0)) + d - (4.3.62)

Now, using (4.3.52), we have

||F(£X («U))) -F(£X (/^o))) l卜sup |Q* (^O ) - /?* (^O)|. (4.3.63)
ZQ A

Using (4.3.61) and (4.3.62), we obtain

\a(f-Hz0)) -P(f-\z0)) \|a*(z0) - /3*(z0)| < A \ca(f~\z0)) +d\ \cP(f -\z0)) + d\ -
From (4.3.49) and (4.3.57) we have

1^0 I
\ Vf-Hz0 ) \

(4.3.64)

(4.3.65)
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and，therefore, since《/-1(2。）= a(f~l(zo))Vf ~1(zo)'> we have

\ca(f -l(z0)) + d\, \cp(f ~l(z0)) + d| > ^ (4.3.66)

where 0 < /z < 1— fivfih-
Combining (4.3.64) and (4.3.66) gives

K㈤ - ^A \a(f-l(z0)) -0(rl(zo) ) \. (4-3.67)

Note that since A is invariant under /，we have

sup |Q(/
_1(Z0)) -0(f~l(zo)) \ = sup |Q(Z0) - /3(2:0) I - (4.3.68)

ZQ^A ZQ A

Taking the supremum of (4.3.67) over z0 G A and using (4.3.68), (43.52),
and (4.3.63) gives

\ \F(Cl(a(z0))) -F(Cl(0(zo))) \ \
< ^A \ \ CuA (a(z0)) - CuA(f3(z0))l

thus F is a contraction map provided

〆△<1.

(4.3.69)

(4.3.70)

Therefore, by the contraction mapping principle, F has a unique, continu¬

ous fixed point. We denote this fixed point by

Eu = \J Euza. (4.3.71)
zoeA

Thus we have

or, from (4.3.59),
F{EU) = Eu

{F(Eu))ta = Df(r\z0))E^1M =El，
which is what we wanted to construct. The construction of the stable line
bundle over A is virtually identical and we leave it as an exercise for the
reader.

This shows that A satisfies Part 1of Definition 4.3.3. Part 3 follows from
continuity of the fixed point of F (by the contraction mapping principle).
Continuity is measured with respect to the metric (4.3.52) so the geomet¬
rical meaning should be clear. Part 2 of Definition 4.3.3, expansion and
contraction rates, is a trivial consequence of Assumption 3 that we leave
as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.1). □
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Theorem 4.3.6 gives us information on the linearization of / at each point
of A, but we can also obtain information on / itself. Recall from the proof
of Theorem 4.3.3 that

A = A_
oo n AQQ,

with

where, for each infinite sequence of elements of 5, V3
_

l ...3_
k .. and HSo .3k ..

are /^-vertical and //^-horizontal curves, respectively, with 0 < < 1.
Thus, fot any zo A, there exists a unique /^-vertical curve in A — oo,

and a unique /^-horizontal curve in A^, HSo...Sfc..., such that

之o = Vs_
l ..s_ fc ... n H3o.. .

Moreover, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.7 (Moser [1973]) Consider the Cr (r > 1) diffeomor-
phism f and its invariant set A described m Theorem 4- 3.5. Let A =
supA(det D f ). Then if

the curves in A— 沈 and are C1 curves whose tangents at points in A
coincide with and Es，respectively.
Proof: The proof follows the same ideas as Theorem 4.3.7; in Exercise 4.2
we outline the steps one must complete to establish the theorem. □

In some sense we can think of these curves as defining the stable and
unstable manifolds of points in A. We must first give some definitions.

For any point p A, £ > 0, the stable and unstable sets of p of size e axe
defined as follows

w^ ( p) = {y A | \r { p) - r ( p' ) \ < £ f o r n > 0},
W^ip) = {p

, A| \rn{ p) - f ~n( p' )\ < e f o r n > 0}.

Prom Section 1.1C we have seen that if p is a hyperbolic fixed point the
following hold.

1. For e sufficiently small, W^ ( p) is a Cr manifold tangent to at p
and having the same dimension as E^ .W^ ( p) is called the local stable
manifold of p.
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2. The stable manifold of p is defined as follows
oo

ws( P ) = u rn( w：( p ) ).
n=0

Similar statements hold for ( jp).
Invariant manifold theorem for hyperbolic invariant sets (see Hirsch，

Pugh, and Shub [1977]) tells us that a similar structure holds for each point
in A.

Theorem 4.3.8 Let A be a hyperbolic invariant set of a Cr (r > 1) diffeo-
morphism f . Then, for e > 0 sufficiently small and for each point p G A,
the following hold.

i) W^ ( p ) and W^ ( p ) are Cr manifolds tangent to and E^ , respec¬

tively, atp and having the same dimension as E; and E^ , respectively.
ii) There are constants C > 0，0〈入 < 1，such that i f p f W^ ( p ) f then

\ f n( p ) - f n( p f )\ CXn\ p - pf \ for n > Q and if pf e W^ ( p ) , then
\ f ~n( p ) - /一≤C X n\ p - p,\ f o r n > 0.

iii)

f {W s e (p) ) c W/(/(P))，

iv) W^ ( p ) and W^ ( p ) vary continuously with p.
Proof：See Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [1977]. □

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to verify that the curves in A _oo
and 八oo play the role of W^ ( p ) and W^ ( p ) ^ respectively, near points in the
hyperbolic set constructed in Theorem 4.3.6. With Theorem 4.3.8 in hand,
one can then define the global stable and unstable manifolds of any point
p G A as follows

oo

w\v ) = U rn{ w!unm,
71=0

OO

『⑻ = U rm{rn{ p) ) ) -
n=0

We refer the reader to the exercises for more detailed studies of the issues
raised here in the context of the hyperbolic invariant set constructed in
Theorem 4.3.6 and we end this section with some final remarks.
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Remark 1. The notion of hyperbolic structure and stable and unstable
manifolds of hyperbolic invariant sets goes through in arbitrary dimensions;
see Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [1977] and Shub [1987].
Remark 2. Hyperbolic invariant sets (like hyperbolic fixed points and peri¬

odic orbits) are structurally stable; see Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [1977].
Remark 3. The reason for discussing the concept of hyperbolic invariant
sets is that they have played a central role in the development of modern
dynamical systems theory. For example, the ideas of Markov partitions,
pseudoorbits, shadowing, etc., ail utilize crucially the notion of a hyper¬

bolic invariant set. Indeed, the existence of a hyperbolic invariant set is
often assumed a priori. This has caused the applied scientist great dif¬

ficulty since, in order to utilize many of the techniques or theorems of
dynamical systems theory, he or she must first show that the system un¬

der study possesses a hyperbolic invariant set. The developed
here, specifically the preservation of sector bundles, allow one to explicitly
construct hyperbolic invariant sets. These techniques generalize to higher
dimensions; see Newhouse and Palis [1973] and Wiggins [1988]. For more
information on the consequences and utilization of hyperbolic invariant sets
see Smale [1967], Nitecki [1971], Bowen [1970], [1978], Conley [1978], Shub
[1987], and Franks [1982].

4.4 Dynamics Near Homoclinic Points of
Two-Dimensional Maps

In Section 4,3 we gave sufficient conditions for a two-dimensional map to
possess an invariant Cantor set on which it is topologically conjugate to
a full shift on N symbols. In this section we want to show that the ex¬

istence of certain orbits of a two-dimensional map, specifically, transverse
homoclinic orbits to a hyperbolic fixed point, imply that in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of a point on the homoclinic orbit, the conditions given
in Section 4.3 hold. There are two very similar theorems which deal with
this situation; Moser’s theorem (see Moser [1973]) and the Smaie-BirkhofF
homociinic theorem (see Smale [1963]). We will prove Moser’s theorem and
describe how the Smale-Birkhoff theorem differs.

The situation that we are considering is as follows: let

/：]R2 — 4 M2

be a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism satisfying the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. f has a hyperbolic periodic point, p.
Hypothesis 2. W s( p ) and W u{ p) intersect transversely.
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Without loss of generality we can assume that the hyperbolic periodic
point, p, is a fixed point，for if p has period k , then fk ( p) = p and the
following arguments can be applied to fk . A point that is in
is said to be homoclinic to p. If W 3( p) intersects Wu( p) transversely in a
point, then the point is called a transverse homoclinic point. Our goal is to
show t h a t n e i g h b o r h o o d of a transverse homoclinic point there exists
an invariant Cantor set on which the dynamics are topologically conjugate
to a full shift on N symbols. Before formulating this as a theorem, a few
preliminary steps need to be taken.

Step 1: Local Coordinates for f . Without loss of generality we can assume
that the hyperbolic fixed point, p，is located at the origin (cf. Section 1.1C).
Let [/ be a neighborhood of the origin. Then, in U , f can be written in the
form

C 1~ + 91(4，” )， ^ ^ T T ^ TD2(C，7,) e C/ c K2, (4.4.1)

where 0 <|A|< 1,|/x|> 1, and g\ , g2 are 0( 2 ) in ^ and 77. Hence, 77 = 0 and

^ = 0 are the stable and unstable manifolds, respectively, of the linearized
map. However, in the proof of the theorem we will find it more convenient
to use the local stable and unstable manifolds of the origin as coordinates.
This can be done by utilizing a simple (nonlinear) change of coordinates.

We know from Theorem 1.1.3 that the local stable and unstable mani¬

folds of the hyperbolic fixed point can be represented as the graphs of Cr
functions, i.e.,

îoc(O) = graph hs(a
W^O) = graph hu(ri) , (4.4.2)

where州）= hu(0 )
transformation

Dhs(0 ) — ⑼ 二 0. If we define the coordinate

(4.4.3)

then (4.4.1) takes the form

x 1~^ 入x + f“ x，y)，
y '~ w + /2(^, 1/) , (4.4.4)

with
/i (0, y) = 0,
/2(x，0) = 0.

(4.4.5)

Equation (4.4.5) implies that y = 0 and x = 0 are the stable and unstable
manifolds, respectively, of the origin. We emphasize that the transforma¬

tion (4.4.3) is only locally valid; therefore (4.4.4) has meaning only in a
“sufficiently small” neighborhood of the origin. Despite the bad notation,
we refer to this neighborhood, as above, by [7.
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fhi (V) Vi
v0u v^/卜棒 q，

/ f 0 (q卜q0

FIGURE 4.4.1.

Step 2: Global Consequences of a Homochmc Orbit By assumption, VTs(0)
and Wtt(0) intersect at, say, q. Then, since q G H^s(0) fl

lim /n (g) = 0,
"Hm r( Q ) = 0.

_
)

n— w — oo

Therefore, we can find positive integers ko and A：i such that

fk0(Q)三

f ~k' {q ) = Qi ^ U.
In the coordinates in U we denote

90 = (*o. 0) »

91 = (o, yi ).

(4.4.7)

It follows from (4.4.7) that

fk{Qi ) = 9。，
where k = ko + k\；see Figure 4.4.1.

Next we choose a region V as shown in Figure 4.4.1 with one side along
Ws(0) emanating from q, one side along Wu{0) emanating from and the
remaining two sides parallel to the tangent vectors of IVs (0) and W^u (0)
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at q. Now V can be chosen to lie on the appropriate sides of VTs(0) and
Wu (0) and taken sufficiently small so that

/-^ (V) = c U

and
fko (V ) = V0 cU (4.4.8)

appear as in Figure 4.4.1. From (4.4.8) it follows that we have

/ fc (V0 = y0. (4.4.9)

Let us make an important comment concerning Figure 4.4.1. The im¬

portant aspect that we can choose V and (large) positive integers ko
and ki such that fk° (V ) and f ~~ kl (V ) are both in the first quadrant This
can always be done and in Exercise 4.7 we will show how this fact can be
proved. (Note: Certainly k depends on the size of [7 as [7 shrinks to a point
k — > oo.) We remark that in Figure 4.4.1 we depict W"s(0) and as
winding amongst each other. We will discuss the geometrical aspects of
this more fully later on; for the proof of this theorem a detailed knowledge
of the geometry of the “ homoclinic tangle” is not so important. However,
the one aspect of the intersection of Ws(0) and Wu (0) at q that will be of
importance is the assumption that the intersection is transversal at q.Since
/ is a diffeomorphism，this implies that Ws(0) and Wu(0) also intersect
transversely at fk° ( q ) — qo and /~fcl (?) = qi (or, more generally, at fk ( q)
for any integer k ).

The hext step involves gaining an understanding of the dynamics near
the hyperbolic fixed point.

Step 3: Dynamics Near the Origin.We first state a well-known lemma that
describes some geometric aspects of the dynamics of a curve as it passes
near the hyperbolic fixed point under iteration by /.

Let q £ Ws(0) — {0}，and let (7 be a curve intersecting (0) transversely
at q.Let CN denote the connected component of fN (C )C\U to which fN {q)
belongs; see Figure 4.4.2. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.1 (the lambda lemma) Given e > 0 and U sufficiently
small there exists a positive integer No such that for N > No CN is C1

e-close to Wu(0 ) n U .
Proof：See Palis and de Melo [1982] or Newhouse [1980]. □

We make several remarks regarding the lambda lemma.
Remark 1. The lambda lemma is valid in n-dimensions (Palis and de Melo
[1982], Newhouse [1980]) and even oo-dimensions (Hale and Lin [1986],
Lerman and Silnikov [1989]). However, the statement of the lemma requires
some technical modifications.
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fN (0)

u./
"- CN

fN(q) ! /

FIGURE 4.4.2.

Remark 2. The phrase C1 e-close implies that tangent vectors on CN are
e-close to tangent vectors on Wu(0) fl U- By our choice of coordinates in

U, all vectors tangent to A1/ are parallel to (0,1).
Remark 3. The estimates involved in proving the lambda lemma give us
information on the stretching of tangent vectors. In particular, let zo
f ~ N (CN ) with (^20, T；20 ) a vector tangent to f ^ N (CN ) at ZQ. It follows
that DfN {zo ){^z0,Vz0 ) = (《广(*0)，”产⑷）is a vector tangent to CN at

fN ( z0 ). Then
丨

can be made arbitrarily small by taking N large enough, and

丨”严(:0) 1
can be made arbitrarily large by taking N large enough; see Figure 4.4.3.

We now define the transversal map, fT } of VQ into V\ as follows. Let

D( fT ) denote the domain of fT and choose p We then say that

p D( fT ) if there exists an integer n > 0 such that

fn ( p) ^ ^
and (4.4.10)
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Next we define
f T ( p) = f n( p ) 6 V l t (4.4.11)

where n is the smallest integer such that (4.4.11) holds.

Step 4: The Dynamics Outside of U • Recall from (4.4.9) that we have

f k(v,) = r0.

Hence, since V\ C J7, fk can be represented in the x - y coordinates as
follows

产㈣ =(?H:

^
)(;)+(MJ)! (咖W)

where y = y — 2/i , (t>\{ x ^ y ) and ^>2(^9V ) are 0( 2 ) in x and y, a, 6, c, d axe
constants, and, from (4.4.7) , go = (丨o, 0) and q\ = (0, j/i ).

Step 5: The Transversal Map ofV0 ^to V0 . Using Steps 3 and 4 we have
that

f k o f T : D( f T ) C Vo Vo (4.4.13)
is a transversal map of D( f T ) C VQ into Vo.

Now we can finally state Moser’s theorem.

Theorem 4.4.2 (Moser [1973]) The map J k o f T has an invariant Can¬

tor set on which it ts topologically conjugate to a full shift on N symbols.
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FIGURE 4.4.4.

Proof: The strategy is to find /^-horizontal strips in VQ that axe mapped
homeomorphically onto /xv-vertical strips in Vo with proper behavior of the
boundaries such that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold. Theorem
4.4.2 will then follow from Theorem 4.3.5. We remark that we will take as
the horizontal boundaries of VQ the two segments of the boundary of VQ that
are “ parallel” to Ws(0) and as the vertical boundary of Vo the remaining
two segments of the boundary of Vo- Similarly, the horizontal boundary
of Vi is taken to be the two segments of the boundary of V\ parallel to
Ws(0), and the horizontal boundary of V\ is taken to be the remaining two
segments of the boundary of Vi; see Figure 4.4.4.

We begin by choosing a set of /^-horizontal strips in Vo such that As¬

sumption 1 of Section 4.3A holds. First we make the observation that it

follows from the lambda lemma that there exists a positive integer AT0 such
that for N > NQ both vertical boundaries of the component of /N (Vo) Hi/
containing fN (Qo\ intersect both horizontal boundaries of V\ as shown in
Figure 4.4.5. Let VN = fN {Vo )r\V\ denote this set. Then, for N0 sufficiently
large, it follows by applying the lambda lemma to /

_
1 that f ~ N (VN ) = Hs

is a /x^-horizontal strip stretching across VQ with the vertical boundaries of

HN contained in the vertical boundaries of Vo as shown in Figure 4.4.5.
(Note: since the tangent vectors at each point on the horizontal bound¬

aries of HN can be made arbitrarily close to the tangent vector of W^s(0)nl/，
it follows that the horizontal boundaries of HN are graphs over x .) It should
be clear from the definition of fT that HN C D( fT ) .

Now we choose a sequence of integers, No +1, AT0 + 2, • • • with

Vt = fNo+t (V0 ) H Vi (4.4.14)
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as described above. Then

rNo~\Vt ) = Ht , i = l，2，...， (4.4.15)

axe a set of /x/j-horizontal strips contained in VQ. It follows by applying the
lambda lemma to that, for NQ sufficiently large， is arbitrarily close
to zero. We choose a finite number of the Hx

{历，… ，丑"}
•

Then fk o fT ( Ht ) E V"t，《 = 1，… ，TV appear as in Figure 4.4.6. A consid¬

eration of the manner in which the boundary of V\ maps to the boundary

of VQ under fk shows that horizontal (resp. vertical) boundaries of the Ht
map to horizontal (resp. vertical) boundaries of the Vt under fk o fT . We
now need to argue that the Vt are /^-vertical strips with 0 < < 1*

This goes as follows. By the lambda lemma, for No sufficiently large, the
vertical boundaries of the Vt are arbitrarily close to W^(0) fl 17:Hence,
by the form of fk given in Step 4, the vertical boundaries of fk {Vt ) = Vt
are arbitrarily close to the tangent vector to Wu(0) at qo. Therefore, the
vertical boundaries of the Vi can be represented as graphs over the y vari¬

ables. Moreover, by the remark above，外 can be taken as small as we like
(by taking N0 large); it follows that we can satisfy 0 < < 1? where

is taken to be twice the absolute value of the slope of the tangent vec¬

tor of VTu(0) at (Note: the reason for taking this choice for /xv will be
apparent when we define stable sectors and verify Assumption 3.) Hence,
Assumption 1 holds.

Next we need to show that Assumption 3 holds. We will show this for
the unstable sectors and leave it as an exercise for the reader to verify the
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FIGURE 4.4.6. N = 3.

part of Assumption 3 dealing with the stable sectors. First we must define
the unstable sector bundle.

Recall from Section 4.3B that

/fc。产(丑,）nA 三

'
，

H, n ( fko fT )~ l ( H3)三 H” = ( fk o fT )~\VJt ) , (4.4.16)
with

(J ^ and V = (J (4.4.17)

where S = {1, - • • yN } ( N > 2) is the index set. We choose z0 = (^o » 2/o) ^W U V; then the unstable sector at ZQ is denoted by

Sl = {(U，^0 ) e ]R2 ||U l < A^J}’ (4-4.18)

and we have the sector bundles

5^ = (J 5« and 5^ = (J 5« . (4.4.19)
zoen zoev

We make the important remark that by our choice of f i v a vector parallel
to the tangent vector of WU ( Q ) at <?o is contained in the interior of 5^0; see
Figure 4.4.7.

We must show that
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FIGURE 4.4.7.

1) D( f k o f T )(S^ ) c S^ (4.4.20)

and
2) \̂ o fT { zo )\ Qjk丨； （4.4.21)

where 0 < < 1 —
Before showing that 1) and 2) hold we make the following observations.

Observation 1.
D( f k o f T ):D f k D f T (4.4.22)

and, from (4.4.12)，

Dfk - { : bd ) + {t ti) - (4.4.23)

Now, since </>i { xyy ) and axe 0( 2 ) in x and y, by choosing U suffi¬
ciently small , a n d 02歹 can be made arbitrarily small compared
to a, 6, c, and d.
Observation 2: Consequences of Transversahty. From Step 2, ^(0) and

intersect transversely at go and q\. We have

/fe(?0 = go ,

D/、)=d， (4-4-24)

and

°rkM = w、)) — 1 =^( _" ~

a ) - (4-4-25)
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In our choice of coordinates a vector tangent to Wu(fS) at q\ is parallel to
(0,1)，and a vector tangent to W^s(0) at 伽 is parallel to (1,0). Hence, if
Ws(0) and Wu(0) intersect transversely at qo and qi , we must have that

is not parallel to

G)，
D r k M { o ) =^Vc { -dc "

a) ( o)
= —a d - b e\-c J

is not parallel to

(0 _
It is easy to see that these conditions will be satisfied provided

d ^ O.
Note that (6, d) is a vector parallel to the tangent vector to H^w(0) at go*

We will use this later on.
Now we return to showing that Assumption 3 holds for the unstable

sector bundle. We must demonstrate the following.
1. D( fko fT ){S^ ) C and

2. \V f k o f T ( z0 )\ > 0 < /X < 1 —
D{ fko fT )(S^ ) C S^. We choose z0 & 7i and let (60 > ^o ) e^0 and

DfT ( zo ){^B ,T]io ) = ^r [ Zo )，VfT { z0 ) ) - (4.4.26)

Then, using (4.4.22) and (4.4.23)，we have

晌、。))，(— )=

= ) , (4.4.27)
\V p O f T ( z0 ) J

where all partial derivatives are evaluated at zo = (^o > 2/o) » We must show
that

丨《/WrUo)丨= l (Q + 01x ) ( /^(zo) )/(^Uo) ) + (fc +^ly) l
\VfkofT ( ZQ )\ |(c + (!>2x ) {^ fT ( Zo ) ) / ( r) fT ^ Zo ) ) + (d + 02y)|

^ ^fkofr( ZQy (4.4.28)
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From Remark 3 following the lambda lemma, for N Q sufficiently large,

I /»I
can be made arbitrarily small. Also, from Observation 1 above, for V suf¬

ficiently small,
( j>lxi <t>lyi 02JE，<t>2y

can be made arbitrarily small. Hence, using these two results we see that

l《/Wr“ o) l

can be made arbitrarily close to

IMw
where, as shown in Observation 2 above, (6, d) is a vector parallel to the
tangent vector of W u{0) at q o；see Figure 4.4.8. Since this holds for any
z o H , we have D( f k o /r)(邱）C 押.

\V f o/T M\ ^ l ôl；0 <"< 1-^v^h- Using (4.4.27) we have

l 7?/*o/T ( ô) l _ l(c + + (d + </>2y )Vfr( zo )\
\Vzo\ I »7*01 (4.4.29)
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fn(V0)

V0

FIGURE 4.4.9.

Again, as a result of the lambda lemma, for No sufficiently large, | /T (之0 )|
can be made arbitrarily large, | /了(2：0 )| can be made arbitrarily small, and
by transversality of the intersection of Ww (0) and VF5 (0) at d ^ 0 (with
(j>\y small compared to d ). Thus, (4.4.29) can be made as large as we desire
by choosing NQ big enough. □

The Sraale-Birkhoff Homoclinic Theorem

The Smale-BirkhofF homoclinic theorem is very similar to Moser’s theo¬

rem. We will state the theorem and describe briefly how it differs. The
assumptions and set-up are the same as for Moser’s theorem.

Theorem 4.4.3 (Smale [1963]) There exists an integer n > l such that
fn has an invariant Cantor set on which it is topologically conjugate to a
fall shift on N symbols.
Proof: We will only give the barest outline in order to show the difference
between the Smale-BirkhofF homoclinic theorem and Moser’s theorem and
leave the details as an exercise for the reader (Exercise 4.8).

Choose a “ rectangle,” Vo, containing a homoclinic point and the hyper¬

bolic fixed point as shown in Figure 4.4.9. Then, for n sufficiently large,

fn( Vo ) intersects Vo a finite number of times as shown in Figure 4.4.9.
Now, one can find -horizontal strips in Vo that map over themselves in

vertical strips such that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold; see
Figure 4.4.10. The details needed to prove these statements are very sim¬

ilar to those needed for the proof of Moser’s theorem, and it will be an
instructive exercise for the reader to give a rigorous proof. □
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FIGURE 4.4.10. Horizontal strips Hi , . . .，//4 and :!ieir image under f n.

From the outline of the proof of the Smale-BirkhofF homoclinic theorem,
one can see how it differs from Moser’s theorem. In both cases the invariant
Cantor set is constructed near a homoclinic point sufficiently close to the
hyperbolic fixed point. However, in the Smale-Birkhoff theorem, all points
leave the Cantor set and return at the same time (i.e., after n iterates of
/)；in Moser’s construction, points leave the Cantor set and may return
at different times (recall the definition of f T ). What are the dynamical
consequences of the two different constructions (see Exercise 4.9)?

4.5 Melnikov’s Method for Homoclinic Orbits in
Two-Dimensional, Time-Periodic Vector
Fields

We have seen that transverse homoclinic orbits to hyperbolic periodic
points of two-dimensional maps gives rise to chaotic dynamics in the sense
of Theorems 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. We will now develop a perturbation method
originally due to Melnikov [1963] for proving the existence of transverse ho-
moclinic orbits to hyperbolic periodic orbits in a class of two-dimensional，
time-periodic vector fields; then by considering a Poincare map, Theorems
4.4.2 and 4.4.3 can be applied to conclude that the system possesses chaotic
dynamics.
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4.5A THE GENERAL THEORY
We study the same class of systems as in our development of the subhar¬

monic Melnikov theory in Section 1.2D, ii).
QJJ

x = — { x , y ) + egi { x , y , t , e),

y
dH
dx ( x , y ) + £ g2 { x , y , t , £ )

GH2; (4.5.1)

or, in vector form,
q = JDH ( q ) + £ g { q , t , £ ) ,

where g = { x , y ) , DH = g = (gi , g2 ) , and

(4.5.2)

(Li)
We assume that (4.5.1) is sufficiently differentiable (Cr, r > 2 will do) on
the region of interest; see Section 1.2D, ii) where this is described in more
detail. Most importantly, we also assume that g is periodic in t with period
T = 27r/a;.

We referred to (4.5.1) with e = 0 as the unperturbed system

i=罢㈣)，
Q EJ

y = (4.5.3)

or, in vector form,
q = JDH { q ) , (4.5.4)

and we had the following assumptions on the structure of the phase space
of the unperturbed system (see Figure 4.5.1).
Assumption L The unperturbed system possesses a hyperbolic fixed point，
Po , connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit qo { t ) = (尤0⑷，如⑺).

Assumption 2. Let rpo = {g R2 | g = qo ( t )，t H} U { po } = Ws{ po ) ^
Wu( po ) U {po}* The interior of rpo is filled with a continuous family of
periodic orbits qa ( t ) with period TQ , a (-1, 0). We assume that
\imâ o qa{t ) = 啪⑷，and limâ oTa = oo.

The subharmonic Melnikov theory enabled us to understand how the pe¬

riodic orbits qa { t ) were affected by the perturbation; now we will develop a
technique to see how the homoclinic orbit, rpo , is so affected. Geometrically,
the homoclinic Melnikov method is a bit different from the subharmonic
Melnikov method. However, there is an important relationship between the
two as a — > 0 (i.e., as the periodic orbits limit on the homoclinic orbit) that
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Po

FIGURE 4.5.1

q°W

we want to point out later on in this section. We remark that it is possi¬

ble to develop the homoclinic Melnikov method for a more general class of
two-dimensional, time-periodic systems than (4.5.1); in particular, we do
not have to assume that the unperturbed system is Hamiltonian. We will
deal with these generalizations in the exercises.

Our development of the homoclinic Melnikov method will consist of sev¬

eral steps, which we briefly describe.

Step 1. Develop a parametrization of the homoclinic “ manifold” of the un¬

perturbed system.

Step 2. Develop a measure of the “ splitting” of the manifolds for the per¬

turbed system using the unperturbed “ homoclinic coordinates.”

Step 3. Derive the Melnikov function and show how it is related to the
distance between the manifolds.

Before beginning with Step 1 we want to rewrite (4.5.1) as an autonomous
three-dimensional system (cf. Section 1.1G) as follows

i = + e g i { x , y ,

y = + e g2 ( x , y , 4> , e ) , { x , y，4> ) G 1R1 x ]R2 x 51,
(4’5’5)

4 = w'

or, in vector form,
q = J D H { q ) + e g { q , (l>-, e ) , (4 5 ⑴4> - LO. \ )

The unperturbed system is obtained from (4.5.6) by setting e = 0, i.e. ?

q = J D H { q ) , (4.5.7)

We will see that this apparently trivial trick offers several geometrical ad¬

vantages. In particular, the perturbed system is of a very different character
than the unperturbed system, and this trick forces us to treat them on a
more equal footing. Also, the relationship between the splitting of the man¬

ifolds “ in time” and the splitting of the manifolds on a particular Poincare
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identify

i
$=0

FIGURE 4 5.2. The homoclinic manifold, r7. The lines on T7 represent a typical
trajectory.

section and how this is manifested by the Melnikov function will be more
apparent .

Step 1: Phase Space Geometry of the Unperturbed Vector Field: A Paramet-
nzatton of the Homochmc Manifold. When viewed in the three-dimensional
phase space H2 x Sl , the hyperbolic fixed point po of the q component of
the unperturbed system (4.5.7) becomes a periodic orbit

7(t) = { po, 4>{ t ) = 0^ + 泠0). (4.5.8)

We denote the two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds of ^y( t ) by
⑷) a n d Wu( ^ ( t ) )^ respectively. Because of Assumption 1 above,

Ws (7⑷）and Wu( / y( t ) ) coincide along a two-dimensional homochmc mani¬

fold . We denote this homoclinic manifold by r7; see Figure 4.5.2. We remark
that the structure of this figure should not be surprising；it reflects the fact
that the unperturbed phase space is independent of time (0).

Our goal is to determine how r7 “ breaks up” under the influence of the
perturbation. We now want to describe what we mean by this statement ,
which will serve to motivate the following discussion.

The homoclinic manifold is formed by the coincidence of two two-
dimensional surfaces, a branch of W"s (7⑷）and a branch of Wu( ,y{ t ) ). In
three dimensions, one would not expect two two-dimensional surfaces to
coincide in this manner but, rather, one would expect them to intersect
in one-dimensional curves as shown in Figure 4.5.3. (Note: as mentioned
in Section 1.2C, if two invariant manifolds of a vector field intersect, they
must intersect along (at least) a one-dimensional trajectory of the vector
field if we have uniqueness of solutions; we will explore this in more detail
later.) Figure 4.5.3 illustrates what we mean by the term “ break up” of
r7. Now we want to analytically quantify Figure 4.5.3. In order to do this
we will develop a measurement of the deviation of the perturbed stable
and unstable manifolds of 7(0 from r\. This will consist of measuring
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the distance between the perturbed stable and unstable manifolds along
the direction normal to F7. Evidently, this measurement will vary from
point-to-point on r7 so we first need to describe a parametrization of r7.
Parametnzation ofr7:Homochmc Coordinates. Every point onr7 can be
represented by

(Qo{~to)^ <j>o) r7 (4.5.9)
for to e R1, (j>o ^ (0,27r]. The interpretation of to is the time of flight from
the point qo{ — to) to the point go(0) along the unperturbed homoclinic
trajectory qo(t)* Since the time of flight from qo{~to) to qo(0) is unique,
the map

(亡0,如）1~~^ (4.5.10)
is one-to-one so that for a given (to,^o) 1R1 x S1, (go(— 知)，多o) corre¬

sponds to a unique point on r7 (see Exercise 4.12). Hence, we have

r7 = {(g,(/>) R2 x 511q = qo{ ô)9 to H1;<j> =如 (0, (4 . 5.1 1)

The geometrical meaning of the parameters to and should be clear from
Figure 4.5.2.

At each point p = (go(— 知)，彡o) r7 we construct a vector, TTP，normal
to T7 that is defined as follows

= y~
Q^(xo(— to)iyo(-~to)),

瓦
~ (丨0(-to)，2/o(-to))，0> (4.5.12)

or, in vector form，
7Tp = (DH(go( ô)),0). (4.5.13)

Thus, varying to and <j>o serves to move 7rp to every point onr7; see Figure
4.5.4. We make the important remark that at each point p r7, W3(^y(t))
and Wu(/y(t)) intersect 7rp transversely at p. Finally, when consiJering the
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behavior of r7 near p under perturbation, we will be interested only in the
points on 7rp that are O( e ) close to p. This will be further clarified in Step
2.

Step 2: Phase Space Geometry of the Perturbed Vector Field: “ The Split¬

ting of the Manifolds.v We now turn our attention to describing how r7
is affected by the perturbation. However, first we need some preliminary
results concerning the persistence of 7(^) along with its stable and unstable
manifolds.
Proposition 4.5,1 For e sufficiently smallf the periodic orbit 7(t) 0/ the
unperturbed vector field (4^ ^V persists as a periodic orbit，%( t ) = ^( t ) +
0( e )，of the perturbed vector field (4.5.6) having the same stability type as
7( i) with 7e(^) depending on e in a Cr manner. Moreover，W/ ioC (7̂ (^)) an(^M/ioc(7e (0) are cr dse to W^c(7⑷）and W^c(7⑴)，respectively.
Proof: Using the idea of a Poincare map and appealing to the stable and un¬

stable manifold theorem for maps, proof of this theorem is an easy exercise
that we leave for the reader (see Exercise 4.13). □

The global stable and unstable manifolds of % {t ) can be obtained from
the local stable and unstable manifolds of 7e(t) by time evolution as follows.
Let <j>t {' ) denote the flow generated by (4.5.6) (note：do not confuse the
notation for the flow, 彡t (.)，with the angle cf> ). Then we define the global
stable and unstable manifolds of J £ (t ) as follows

，(7e (0) = U ^( M/loc (7e (0)，
t<0

^uhe( t ) ) = U (4.5.14)
t>0
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If we restrict ourselves to compact sets in H2 x 52 containing H^s(7e(t)) and
W u( / y e( t ) )^ then W s {^ { t ) ) and W u( ^y ( t ) ) are Cr functions of e on these
compact sets. This follows from the fact that is a Cr diffeomorphism
that is also Cr in e (see Theorem 1.1.10). Our analysis of the splitting of
the manifolds will be restricted to an 0(e ) neighborhood of r7.

Let us describe Proposition 4.5.1 more geometrically. The content of the
proposition is that，for some e。small, we can find a neighborhood A f ( e o )
in 1R2 x S 1 containing 7(t) with the distance from j ( t ) to the boundary
of A f (e o ) being (9(eo). Moreover, for 0 < e < e。，7e (t) is also contained
in with W s ( ^y( t ) ) D A f ( e0 ) = W^c(7(*) ) and ⑷）nA/^e。）三

^̂ (7⑷ ) cr e-close to W"s (7e (t) ) n 7V(e0) = W^oc (7e⑷ ) and W"u (7e (t) ) n
A f ( e o ) = M/

1QC(7e (t) ), respectively. We can choose A f ( e o ) to be a solid torus
as follows

A^(e0) = { ( q, ct> ) elR2 \ \q ~ p0\ < Ceo , ^ e (0 , 27,} } , (4.5.15)

where C is some positive constant; see Figure 4.5.5.
In some of our geometrical arguments we will be comparing individual

trajectories of the unperturbed vector field with trajectories of the per¬

turbed vector field. For this it will often be easier to consider the projection
of these trajectories into the plane or a plane parallel to the g-plane. Let
us show how this is done. Consider the following cross-section of the phase
space (don’t think about Poincare maps yet)

={(9,而 e R2 | ^» = 0o}. (4.5.16)

It should be clear that is parallel to the ^-plane and coincides with the
g-plane for 0o = 0; see Figure 4.5.6. Note that

7(t) n = po (4.5.17)
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and
r^ nE^o = {qe ]R2|q = qo(t ),t G M} = rPo. (4.5.18)

In particular, (4.5.17) and (4.5.18) are independent of 如；this simply re¬

flects the fact that the unperturbed vector field is autonomous. Now let
{ q{ t ) ^ <j>{ t ) ) and (qe (t) , ^(t)) be trajectories of the unperturbed and per¬

turbed vector fields, respectively. Then the projections of these trajectories
onto S °̂ are given by

{Qo{ t\<j>o ) (4.5.19)
and

(4.5.20)
We remark that q (t ) actually depends on (as opposed to q( t ) ), since
the -̂component of the perturbed vector field (4.5.6) depends on 命，i.e”the perturbed vector field is nonautonomous. Therefore, (4.5.20) could be a
very complicated curve in possibly intersecting itself many times. This
tends to obscure much of the dynamical content of the trajectory. We will
remedy this situation later on when we consider a Poincare map constructed
from the flow generated by the perturbed vector field; see Figures 4.5.7 and
4.5.8 for an illustration of the geometry behind the projections (4.5.19) and
(4.5.20).

We are now at the point where we can define the splitting of W 8 ( /̂e(t ) )
and Wu(%(t ) ). Choose any point p IV Then W 8 ^̂) ) and Wu( y(t) )
intersect 丌p transversely at p. Hence, by the persistence of transversal in¬

tersections and the fact that W 8 (^e( t ) ) and Wu(^£ ( t ) ) are Cr in £：, for e
sufficiently small Ws(7e (t)) and Wu( / y£ ( t ) ) intersect np transversely in the
points pi and respectively. It is therefore natural to define the distance
between Ws( / ye(t ) ) and Wu(^£(t ) ) at the point p, denoted d( p,e ) , to be

d{ p^) = \vue -V8
e\\ (4.5.21)
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see Figure 4.5.9. We will find it convenient in the next step to redefine
(4.5.21) in an equivalent, but slightly less natural manner as follows

d( p,e ) ( p- ~ p t ) - ( D H ( q o( -t o ) ),0)
\\ D H ( q0 (-t0 ) )\\

where denotes the vector scalar product and

(4.5.22)_
(90(，)) " = y (尝 (9。( 一亡。) ) ) 2 + (等 ( q0 ( — t0 ) ) ) 2 .

Because and p s E are chosen to lie on the vector ( D H ( q o( — t o ) ) ^ 0 ) )

should be clear that the magnitude of (4.5.22) is equal to the magnitude of
(4.5.21). However, (4.5.22) is a signed measure of the distance and reflects
the relative orientations of W s(% ( t ) ) and near p; see Figure
4.5.10. Note that since and p s e lie on 7rp, we can write

PE = (Oo) (4.5.23)

and
Pse =(心 <M, (4.5.24)
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i.e.， and pi have the same </>o coordinate. Thus, (4.5.22) is the same as

J(亡0, 00,S) DH ( q0 ( — tQ ) ) H ) (4.5.25)
\\ DH ( q0 ( -t0 ) )\\ ’

where we are now denoting d( p,e) by d( to , 0。，e), since every point p T7
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can be uniquely represented by the parameters (^o, 00)，^ 1R，如 (0, 27r],
according to the parametrization p = (如( 一to )，( po ) described in Step 1.

Before deriving a computable approximation to (4.5.25) in Step 3, we
want to address a technical issue involving the choice of and pse . Certainly
by transversality and Cr dependence on , for sufficiently small, Ws( je( t ) )
and Wu(^ ( t ) ) intersect 7rp. However, these manifolds may intersect 7rp in
more than one point (indeed, an infinite number of points is possible), as
shown in Figure 45.11. The question then arises as to which points and
pi are chosen so as to define (4.5.25). We first give a definition.

DEFINITION 4.5. 1 Let paE l Ws( je ( t ) ) n 7rp and p^t Wu{^e { t ) ) n 7rp,
i I, where I is some index set. Let ( q^it ( t ) , <l>( t ) ) Ws ( ye( t ) ) and

Wu( je ( t ) ) denote orbits of the perturbed vector field (4.5.6)
satisfying (心(0)，沴(0)) = ps yt and «t(0), 0(0)) = respectively. Then
we have the following (see Figure 4.5.12).

1. For some i = i el v/e say that pse - is the point in W 8 ( ye( t ) ) nirp that
is closest to 7e (^) in terms of positive time of flight along Wa(^e(t ) )
if, for all 亡 > 0,（g:~( t ) ,0o) n 7rp = 0，

2. For some i = i v/e say that is the point in Wu(%(t ) )C\7rp that
is closest to J£ ( t ) in terms of negative time of flight along Wu( je( t ) )
if, for alU < 0, 0o) n 7i> = 0.
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We make the following remarks regarding this definition.
Remark 1.For p fixed, we are interested only in the points in W 9( y£ (t ) )r\7rp
and Wu{^£(t ) ) f|7TP that are 0{e) close to p. This is because our methods
are perturbative.
Remark 2. For the unperturbed system, the orbit through p leaves 7rp in
positive and negative time and enters a neighborhood of the hyperbolic
orbit without ever returning to np. The orbits through np described in
Definition 4.5.1 are the perturbed orbits that most closely behave in this
manner.
Remark 3. The points ps

£ - and are unique. This will follow from the
proof of Lemma 4.5.2.

The points pf and used in defining (4.5.25) axe chosen to be closest
to 7£(i) in the sense of positive time of flight along W 8 ( y£ ( t ) ) and negative
time of flight alongWu( j£ (t ) ) , respectively, as described in Definition 4.5.1.
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Still, the question remains as to why this choice. The consequences of the
following lemma will answer this question.
Lemma 4,5,2 Let psg - (resp. p^ j ) be a point on W9( je(t ) ) O 7rp (resp.
Wu( y£ (t ) ) r\7Tp ) that is not closest to j£ (t ) in the sense of Definition 4 5.1,
and let Af (eo ) denote the neighborhood of 飞(t ) and 7e (^) described follow¬

ing Proposition ^.5.1. Let (resP- (<々 ) X0 ) be a trajec¬

tory in Ws( j£(t ) ) (resp, Wu( y£ (t ) ) ) satisfying (g®
j(0), <^>(0)) = p9

£
r (resp.

(^T(0), ^(0)) = Then, for e sufficiently small, before 如),
t > 0, (resp. ( q\(t ) , (j)o ) f t < 0 ) can intersect 7rp (as it must by Definition

4-5-1), it must pass through Af (eo ) (see Figure 4.5.13) ,

Proof: We give the argument for trajectories in Ws(^£ {t ) )\ the argument
for trajectories in Wu( ^£ ( t ) ) will follow immediately by considering the
time-reversed vector field.

First we consider the unperturbed vector field. Consider any point (说，如）
on ⑷) nAT(eo); see Figure 4.5.14. Let (巧⑴，0“ )）G ^*(7⑷) satisfy
(^o(O), 0(0)) = (go, Then there exists a加紅e time, -oo < T8 < 0,such
that (^(Ta ), ^>(Ta)) e W^(7^)) r\ AT(eo ). In other words, Ta is the time
that it takes a trajectory leaving M( £Q ) in Wa( j(t ) ) to reenter ^(^o)；see
Figure 4.5.14.

We now want to compare trajectories in W 8 ( j( t ) ) with trajectories in
Wa (7r (^)). Choose points

and

and consider trajectories

剛，卿 e Ws( j(t ) )
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and

satisfying
'

(甙 (0)，0(0)) = (甙，如）
and

( ql ( 0 )，m) = ( q!，4>0 )'
see Figure 4.5.14. Then

隨，■- (qmm)\ = O( £o ) (4.5.26)

for 0 < ^ < oo and, by Gronwall’s inequality (see Lemma 1.2.9)，
丨(伽，

_
-刚妻)丨=O( e ) (4.5.27)

for Ts < ^ < 0. Therefore, a trajectory in leaving U( £o ) in
negative time must follow 0(e ) close to a trajectory in Ws(7(亡)）until it
reenters Af ( eo ) (since we only have a finite time estimate outside of AT(eo))-

Hence, this argument shows that (鉑⑷，沴⑷）and (91(0⑷）remain
e-close for T9 < t < oo^ i.e., until ( q^ ( t ),^>( t ) ) enters Af ( eo ) under the neg¬

ative time flow. However, this argument does not rule out the fact that
(《⑺，0⑷）can develop “ kinks” and therefore re»intersect 7rp (while re¬

maining e-close to (说⑷，0⑷))，as shown in Figure 4.5.15. This does not
happen since tangent vectors of ( j>( t ) ) and (鉑⑴，<j>( t ) ) are 0⑷ close
for T8 < t < oo. This can be seen as follows; we have just shown that on
T8 < t < oo v/e have

( q8M <l>( t ) ) = (q^t )+0{eU (t )l
and a vector tangent to ⑺，0⑷）is given by

qsE = JDH ( ql )^ eg{ ql (j>{ t%
ijy 二 UK

(4.5.28)

(4.5.29)
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Substituting (4.5.28) into the right-hand side of (4.5.29) and Taylor ex¬

panding about e = 0 gives

q s
£ = J D H ( q^ ) +0( e ) ,

= u;.
(4.5.30)

Now, a vector tangent to given by

q s o = J D H (q^(j) = UJ . (4.5.31)

Clearly, (4.5.30) and (4.5.31) are 0(e) close on T 9 < t < oo so that the
situation shown in Figure 4.5.15 cannot occur on this time interval for £

sufficiently small.
Now let p® - e Ws(7e⑴) Pi 7TP be a point that is not closest to 7e(^) in

terms of positive time of flight as defined in Definition 4.5.1. Let
0⑷）e W 9 ( ye(t ) ) satisfy (g^ -(O),0(O)) = ps

£ -. Then, by Definition 4.5.1,
for some t > 0, (g® -(?), <^o) ^ ⑷)门 Hence, by the argument given
above, for e sufficiently small, somewhere in 0 < ^ < f, (<;⑷，沴⑷）must
have entered •A/^o). □

We make the following remarks regarding Lemma 4.5.2.
Remark 1. The reader should note that T 9 = Ts(£o). That is why it was
necessary to consider a fixed neighborhood containing 7⑷ and 7£ (^).
Remark 2.Prom the proof of Lemma 4.5.2 it follows that the points closest
to y£ (t ) in the sense described in Definition 4.5.1 are unique. We leave the
details to Exercise 4.15.
Remark 3. Let ps£ = ( Qe ,(j>o ) iys(7£(0) H 7rp, and let ( qs (t ) y <j>( t ) )
Ws(7e⑷）satisfy (9® (0), ^(0)) = (g®,0o). Then if ps£ is the point closest
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to ^(t) in the sense of Definition 4.5.1，it follows from the proof of Lemma
4.5.2 that

\ qse(t) - qo(t - t0) \ = 0(e), t [0,oo), (4.5.32)

㈤⑷ — 釦(亡 — ^))1 =0(e), [0,oc). (4.5.33)
A similar statement can be made for points in Wu(7e(^)) H 7rp and solu¬

tions in H^u(7e(亡)). In deriving the Melnikov function in the next step we
will need to approximate perturbed solutions in W8^^)) and (亡))
by unperturbed solutions in H^s(7⑷）and ⑴）for semi-infinite time
intervals with O(e) accuracy. This is why the Melnikov function will only
detect points on ⑷）门7rp fl ⑷) that are closest to je(t) in the
sense of Definition 4.5.1.
Step 3: Derivation of the Melnikov Function. Taylor expanding (4.5.25)
about e = 0 gives

where

and

d(to,(/>o，e) = d(t0, <po,0) e— (to,(po,0) + 0(e2),

d( to,0o,0) = 0

g(“ o)=DIiXqa」鲁‘。―-紮k。)
\ \DH(q0(-t0)) \ \

The Melnikov function is defined to be

M(

^
’0O)三 DF(如（一<0)).(菩| — 菩|

Now, since

DH(q0(-t0)) — ("^"(如（— &))，"^"(如（— ~)))
is not zero on 如(一紿)，for ^ finite, we see that

M(^o, 0o ) = 0 ^ 瓦
(h，0。）= 0.

(4.5.34)

(4.5.35)

(4.5.36)

(4.5.37)

(4.5.38)

Therefore, up to a nonzero normalization factor (||£)"(殳。（一艺o ))||)，the Mel¬
nikov function is the lowest order nonzero term in the Taylor expansion for
the distance between Ws(/y£(t)) and Wu(,ye(t)) at the point p.

We now want to derive an expression for M(t0,0O) that can be computed
without needing to know the solution of the perturbed vector field. We
do this by utilizing Melnikov’s original trick. We define a time-dependent
Melnikov function using the flow generated by both the unperturbed vector
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field and the perturbed vector field. We have to be careful here since we
do not have any a priori knowledge of arbitrary orbits generated by the
perturbed vector field. However, the persistence and differentiability of 7(亡)，
Ws(7(£))，and Wu( y(t ) ) as described in Proposition 4.5.1 axe all that we
need, since Definition 4.5.1 and Lemma 4.5.2 allow us to characterize the
orbits of interest for determining the splitting of Wa (7e(0) an(i Wu(%(t ) ).
We then derive an ordinary differential equation which the time-dependent
Melnikov function must satisfy. The ordinary differential equation turns
out to be first order and linear；hence it is trivially solvable. The solution
evaluated at the appropriate time will yield the Melnikov function.

We begin by defining the time-dependent Melnikov function as follows

= 。— (4.5.39)

We want to takesome care in describing precisely what we mean by (4.5.39).
We denote orbits in W 8^ ^ ) ) and Ww(7£(^)) by q^ (t ) and respec¬

tively. Then in (4.5.39) the expressions

dqm
de \ £=0

(4.5.40)

and
dqm

de £=0
(4.5.41)

axe simply the derivatives with respect to £ (evaluated at e = 0) of q^ (t )
and respectively, where q^ (t ) and q^ (t ) satisfy

9?(0) = que , (4.5.42)

9|(0) = ql (4.5.43)
The expression q0(t 一亡o) denotes the unperturbed homoclinic orbit. Thus,
we see that (4.5.39) is a bit unusual; part of it, ( DH ( qo( t — t0 ) ) ) , evolves in
time under the dynamics of the unperturbed vector field with the remaining
part

de |e=0 魏。)
evolving in time under the dynamics of the perturbed vector field. It should
be obvious that the relationship between the time-dependent Melnikov
function and the Melnikov function is given by

M (0; to , (/>0 ) = M ( t0 , ( j)0 ). (4.5.44)
Next we turn to deriving an ordinary differential equation that M (t\ to^ (j>o )

must satisfy. The expressions we derive will be a bit cumbersome, so for
the sake of a more compact notation we define

de = 忒⑷，
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9i (0-
Then (4.5.39) can be rewritten as

= - qt (t ) ). (4.5.45)
We want to introduce a further definition to compactify the notation as
follows

M (t; t0 y ( j>o ) = Au(t ) - A9 (t ), (4.5.46)
where

Au -3(0 = D H ( q0 ( t - t0 ) ) - q^ i t ). (4.5.47)
Differentiating (4.5.47) with respect to t gives

dt

DH ( q0 ( t - t0 ) ) - jtq^ a ( t ). (4.5.48)

The term 羞 ⑷）in (4.5.48) needs some explanation. Recall from above
that we have defined

de e=0

and q^ ,s( t ) solves
d (C JDH ( q^ ( t ) ) + eg{que' s [tU [t )，e)，— — ⑼ … 沈 — (45屬

where = ut + <j>Q. Since q^ ,9 ( t ) is Cr in e and t (see Theorem 1.1.10)，
we can differentiate (4.5.49) with respect to e and interchange the order of
the e and t differentiations to obtain

!(窄L) =—+〆如(亡一M，000’o)
=0(t)

(4.5.50)

or

= JD2 H ( q0 ( t - + g ( q0 ( t - t0 ) ,州)，0). (4.5.51)

Equation (4.5.51) is referred to as the first variational equation (see Section
1.2D，ii) and Exercise 1.2.11). We remark that (t ) solves (4.5.51) for t 6
(一oo, 0】，and q{ (t ) solves (45.51) for t e (0, oo]; see the remarks following
Lemma 4.5.2. Substituting (4.5.51) into (4.5.48) gives

f t ( A^ ( t ) ) = ^ ~ ( D H ( q o( t - t0 ) ) ) y q^ ( t )

+ DH ( qo(t - t0 ) ) • JD2H (q0 (t — ^o))^i
<,5W

+ DH ( qo(t — ^o)) ■ 9( qo( t — £o)，0(〖)，O). (4.5.52)
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Now a wonderful thing happens.
Lemma 4.5.3

j t ( D H ( q0 ( t - t0 ) ) ) - q r ( t )

+ DH ( q0( t - t0 ) ) • JD2 H ( q0( t - t0 ) )q^' s ( t ) = 0.

Proof: First note that

^ { DH( qo( t - to ) ) ) = D2 H ( qo( t - to ) )qo( t — to )

= { D2 H(q0(t - to ) ) ) { JDH ( q0( t - t0 ) ) ).
(4.5.53)

Let = (a：i，s(i), 2/Jt,5(i)). Then we have

( d2 H d2 H\
dx2 dxdy

( D2 H ){ JDH ) q^ s

d̂ H
\dxdy

\d2 H
[ d x^

d2 H
W
dH

and

DH - { JD2 H )q\'

yr

( dH_\
dx

dH_
\ dy J

/
dy

_ dE_
\ ~d x J

d2 H dH ~\
dy dxdy dx J

d̂ H dH d2 HdH
dxdy dy dy2 dx

vr

(4.5.54)

d2 H
dxdy

d2 H
一㉛

d2 H\w
d2 H— dxdy ) vr

,s [ d2 H dH _ d2 HdHl
dxdy dx dx2 dy J

„,s fd2 HdH _ d2 H dH
[ dy2 dx dxdy dy (4.5.55)

where we have left out the argument qo ( t — i0) =(工o(《 一 艺o)，yo(t — to ) ) for
the sake of a less cumbersome notation. Adding (4.5.54) and (4.5.55) gives
the result. □

Therefore, using Lemma 4.5.3, (4.5.48) becomes
d (A^s(0) = DH ( q0(t - t0 ) ) - g( Qo( t - to ) ,4>( t ) ,0 ).dt (4.5.56)
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Integrating Au(t) and As(t ) individually from — r to 0 and 0 to r (r > 0),
respectively, gives

△u
⑼- DH {q0( t - to ) ) - g( q0( t - t0 ) M + <po ,0 )dt (4.5.57)

and

f DH (q0(t — ^o)) * 9{Qo( ^ — 0 )dt (4.5.58)
Jo

where we have substituted <j>( t ) = ujt + (po into the integrand. Adding
(4.5.57) and (4.5.58) and referring to (4.5.44) and (4.5.46) gives

= M(0, to , <f>o ) = Au⑼ — Aa(0)

= j DH ( q0(t - t0 ) ) - g( q0(t - t0 ) ,wt + 00,0 )dt

+As(r) - Au(-r). (4.5.59)

We now want to consider the limit of (4.5.59) as r — > oo.
Lemma 4.5.4

lim As(r) = lim Au(-r) = 0.
T—oo r—»oo

Proof: Recall from (4.5.47) that

A^ ( t ) = DH( q0( t - t0 ) ) - q^ s( t ).
Now, ast — ^ oo (resp. — oo), DH ( qo(t — to ) ) goes to zero exponentially fast,
since 如(亡 一 亡o) approaches a hyperbolic fixed point. Also, as t — oo (resp.
-oo), ql(t ) (resp. qi (t ) ) is bounded (see Exercises 1.2.12 and 4.17). Hence,
AJ(r) (resp. Au(— r)) goes to zero as T — oo. □

Lemma 4.5.5 The improper integral

j DH ( qo(t — ^o)) • 9( Qo( t — to )^ u;t + <j>o^ O )dt
J — OO

converges absolutely.
Proof: This result follows from the fact that g( qo(t — to ) yu;t + <t>oy 0 ) is
bounded for all t and DH( qQ(t — to ) ) goes to zero exponentially fast as

土oo. □

Hence, combining Lemma 4.5.4 and Lemma 4.5.5, (4.5.59) becomes

M ( tQ,4>o ) = f DH ( q0(t- to ) ) - 9(Qo(t- t0 )yu;t + <po ,0 )dt. (4.5.60)
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Before giving the main theorem we want to point out an interesting
property of the Melnikov function. If we make the transformation

t — > t -htQy

then (4.5.60) becomes

M ( t0 , <h) = / DH {q0 {t ) ) ^ g{ q0{t )M -^^o ^ 4>o^)dt (4.5.61)

Recall that g(q, •，()）is periodic, which implies that M ( to, (j>o ) is periodic in
t0 with period 2n/ uj and periodic in 0o with period 2丌. The geometry of
this will be explained shortly. However, it should be clear from (4.5.61) that
varying and varying 0o have the same effect. Moreover, from (4.5.61) and
the periodicity of g( q , *，0)，it follows that

(4.5.62)

hence, ^ = 0 if and only if 戴 = 0. In Theorem 4.5.6 we will need to
have 繫 # 0 or

_
0. However, from (4.5.62), if one is nonzero, then

so is the other; hence, we will state the theorem in terms of Q .

Theorem 4.5.6 Suppose we have a point(亡o,^o) = (?o? 4>o ) such that

i) M(?0, <^o) = 0 and

ThenW 8^^) ) and Wu{^c (t ) ) intersect transversely at (如( — ？o)+0⑷，4>o )‘
Moreover，if M(io, 0o) ^ 0 for all (亡0，如）G 1R1 x Slf then &s(7e⑷）D
WUhe ( t ) ) = 0.

Proof: Recall from (4.5.34)，(4.5.36) , and (4.5.37) that we have

d( t0 , 4>0 ,6 ) = £
从(亡o，0o)

+ 0(e2) . (4.5.63)

Note that if we define

d{to,(j>o,e ) = d(to,<t>o, ) , (4.5.64)

where
+0(0, (4.5.65)

then

^o, 0o1e) = 0 => d(to ,(t>o , ) = 0« (4.5.66)
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Therefore, we will work with d( t0 ,( j)0 y £ ) .
Now at (t。，彡0, e ) = Go,彡o, 0) we have

d ( to , 4>o ,0 ) \\ DH { q0 {-t0 ) )\\ 0 , (4.5.67)

with

宗
(“。)

=
丨

_
丄⑽丨鋩U/°. (4.5.68)

By the implicit function theorem, there thus exists a function

t0 = t0( c/>0 ,e ) (4.5.69)

for \(j> — (/>0|, £ sufficiently small, such that

如0(如，e)，W) = 0 (4.5.70)

This shows thatWs(^£ ( t ) ) and Wu{ f̂£ {t ) ) intersect 0(e) close to (go( — 纪），必o
Next we need to worry about transversality.

Suppose that W^s(7e(i)) and Wu{^e(t ) ) intersect at some point p. Then
recall from Section 1.2C that the intersection is said to be transversal if

TpWs {le ( t ) ) + TpWu (l ( t ) ) = ]R3. (4.5.71)

Now, for e sufficiently small, the points on Ws(^ y£ ( t ) ) and Wu("y£( t ) ) that
are closest to y£(t ) in the sense of Definition 4.5.1 can be parametrized by
to and ( j)Q. Hence,

(急’為） (45-72)

(急，嶷） (45-73)
are a basis for TvWu(^e{t ) ) and TpWs( ye(t ) ), respectively.

(Note: it is important for the reader to understand how (4.5.72) and
(4.5.73) are computed. By definition, p = ( q^ <t>o ) = (拉，cj>o ), and qs£ and
are the points satisfying g|(0) = ^(0) = where ⑴ and q^ (t ) are
trajectories in Ws( / ys( t ) ) and Wu (7ff (t ) ) , respectively. Since those trajec¬

tories depend parametrically on and (4.5.72) and (4.5.73) are simply
the derivatives of the respective trajectories with respect to to and <t>o eval
uated at t = 0.)

TpWs{^e{t ) ) and TPWU (7^(0) will not be tangent at p provided

dto dto
(4.5.74)
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H 0 , (4.5.75)

Differentiating d(t0 l <p0ls ) with respect to t0 and 0。and evaluating at the
intersection point given oy ( to -l- 0(e),0O) (where M (t0 l (p0 ) = 0) gives

■

乃付(go( — &)) • ( ( dQe ) / ( dio ) -(和1)/(次o))
||D/f(go(-?o))||

( dM / dt0 )(t0 ,( j>0 ) 2
||^oHo))|| 十 (4.5.76)

dd
9(f)o

(to^o，e ) DH ( q0( -io ) ) - ( ( dq- ) / ( d<t>0 ) - ( dqse ) / ( d<M )
\\DH (q0(-to ) )\\

( dM / d<t>o )(i0 ,(/>0 ) 2~ £ jDH { qo{̂ iom ( 人 (4.5.77)

Hence, it should be clear from (4.5.76) and (4.5.77) that, for e sufficiently
small, a sufficient condition for transversality is

= — -^^(fo^o) / 0* (4.5.78)

Finally, we leave the fact that M(t0? <^o) ^ 0 implies ⑴)n
Wu(%(t ) ) = 0 as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.18). □

4.5B POINCARE MAPS AND THE GEOMETRY OF THE
MELNIKOV FUNCTION

We now want to describe the geometry associated with the independent
variables, t0 and 0o, of the Melnikov function.

Consider the following cross-section to the phase space ]R2 x 51
E^ = {(9, <^) eR2 x 51|0 = 0o}. (4.5.79)

Since <f> — u > 0, it follows that the vector field is transverse to E °̂. Then
the Poincare map of into itself defined by the flow generated by the
perturbed vector field (4.5.6) is given by

P£ : — �
Qs{0) '~� 咖\ (4.5.80)

where (q£ ( t ),<f>(t ) = ut - <j>0 ) denotes the flow generated by the perturbed
vector field (4.5.6). Now the periodic orbit ^y£ (t ) intersects S °̂ in a point
which we denote as

PE ,4>Q — 7^ (0 ^ ^^° - (4.5.81)
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W?e(t) ) Ws(Ye(t))

卜2n

0 =00
identify

=0

州(P )

Ws(Pe,^0 )

(b)

FIGURE 4.5.16.

It should be clear that pe，如 is QL hyperbolic fixed point for the Poincare map
having a one-dimensional stable manifold, V^s (pe，0o ) and a one-dimensional
unstable manifold, Wu( p£^0 ) given by

WU = Ws(7e (0) n

and
Wu (pE，0o ) 三 Wu (7e( < ) ) n 5>， (4.5.82)

respectively; see Figure 4.5.16.
Now let us return to the Melnikov function. From our parametrization

of the homoclinic manifold, T7, it follows that fixing 0o and varying to
corresponds to restricting our distance measurement to a fixed cross-section
E^°. In this case, M ( to ,4>o ) , <po fixed, is a measurement of the distance
between Ws( pe^0 ) and Wu( pe

%
(f>0 ) . In this case also zeros of the Melnikov

function correspond to homoclinic points of a two-dimensional map, and
Moser’s theorem or the Smale-Birkhoff homoclinic theorem may be applied
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to conclude that the dynamics are chaotic (provided the homoclinic points
are transverse).

Alternately, we can fix to and vary 如 in the Melnikov function. This
would correspond to fixing 7rp at a specific point (g。(一紿)，少0) on and
varying the cross-section E^°. The Melnikov function would be a measure
of the distance between Ws( ^y£ ( t ) ) and ⑴ ) at a fixed location in
q but on different cross-sections Since the vector field has no fixed
points on Ws( / y£ ( t ) )UWu( / ys( t ) ) , as the cross-section is varied all orbits in

⑴）UWw(7e⑴）must pass through 7rp with qo(-to ) fixed. Hence, no
homoclinic orbits would be “ missed” by the Melnikov function.

However, recall the form of the Melnikov function given in (4.5.61)

M (to，<po、= f Di/(go⑴）• 沒0?0(亡)，̂̂ +^0 + 00,0)出* (4.5.83)
J — oo

It is clear from (4.5.83) that, analytically, the variation of to with 如 fixed
is equivalent to the variation of 0o with to fixed. The underlying reason for
this is that \ fWs ( ^y£ ( t ) ) and ⑴) intersect, by uniqueness of solutions
they cannot intersect at isolated points but, rather, must intersect along a
trajectory (solution of (4*5*6)) that is asymptotic to ^y£ ( t ) in both positive
and negative time.

4.5c SOME PROPERTIES OF THE MELNIKOV FUNCTION
Here we collect some basic properties and characteristics of the Melnikov
function.

As mentioned earlier, M(to，0o) is a signed measure of the distance.
We now want to explore this in more detail. Let us restrict ourselves
to the Poincare map defined on the cross-section and view </>o as
fixed; then d(io，0o，£：) measures the distance between and

(see Section 4.5b). We recall that the distance between
W 9 ( Pe,</>0 ) o>nd Wu( p£^0 ) at the point p = (恥(-亡0)，如）is given by

d( tQ , <t>o ,£ ) DH {q0(-t0 ) ) - ( q^ - qse )
~

|^(^oHo)) ll
(4.5.84)

where and are defined in Definition 4.5.1. Hence, for suffi¬

ciently small
M(i0,如）:® (4.5.85)

Thus, using (4.5.84) and (4.5.85), Figure 4.5.10 holds if we replace
d(t0 ,<f>0,£ ) with M (t0 ,(f)0 ),
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2. M ( to,(f>o ) is periodic in to with period 27r/u; and periodic in 0o with
period 2n.This follows from the fact that the perturbation, eg(q,t ,£),
is periodic in t with period 27r/u; as well as from the form of M(io, <t>o )
given in (4.5.61).

3. Recall from (4.5.84) that the distance between Ws( y£ ( t ) ) and
wu{le{t ) ) is given by

雄0為，e) = £ jm^om +°(£2 ) ' (4-5'86)

We want to focus on the denominator, ||£>/?(如(一亡0))||，in the 0{e)
term of (4.5.86). Let us consider the situation with <j>o fixed so that
d(亡0, 炎o，e) measures the distance between the stable and unstable
manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed point of the Poincare map (see Sec¬

tion 4.5B). Then, as to 土oo, the measurement of distance is being
made close to the hyperbolic fixed point (since如(一亡o) approaches the
unperturbed hyperbolic fixed point as — ±oo ). Also, as to — 土oo,

(如( — fo))|| — 0, indicating that 3(亡0,如，e) — oo. Geometrically,
this means that the distance between the manifolds is oscillating un¬

boundedly near the hyperbolic fixed point; see Figure 46.18. The
reader should compare this analytic result with the geometrical pic¬

ture given by the lambda lemma (Lemma 44.1)*

4. Suppose that the perturbation is autonomous, i*e*? eg( q ) does not
depend explicitly on time. Then the Melnikov function is given by

/*oo
M = DH ( q0(t ) ) ■ g( q0( t ) )dt. (4.5.87)

J — OO

In this case M is just a number, i.e., it is not a function of and
( j>o. This makes sense, since, for autonomous two-dimensional vector
fields, either the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed
point coincide or they do not intersect at all. In Exercise 4.22 we
will deal more fully with the geometry of the Melnikov function for
autonomous problems.

5. Suppose the vector field is Hamiltonian, i.e., we have a Cr+1 (r > 2)
function periodic in t with period T = 27r/o; given by

He( x，y，t)二 H ( x, y ) £ Hx { x , y ,t ,e )

such that the perturbed vector field (4.5.1) is given by

dH ,
' 1i =元(1，2/)+ e

^
~(a:，y，f，e)，

(4.5.88)

(4.5.89)
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In this case, using (4.5.61) and (4.5.89), it is easy to see that the
Melnikov function is given by

^(^o, 0o) =
poo1 {H, Hi }( qQ ( t ) ,ujt + + 0o,0 )dt ^J 一00

(4.5.90)

where
沉c: - dH dHl

dy dx (4.5.91)

is the Poisson bracket of H with Hi ，

4.5D RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SUBHARMONIC MELNIKOV
FUNCTION

Recall our development of the subharmonic Melnikov theory in Section
1.2D ii ) . This theory was concerned with the one-parameter family of peri¬

odic orbits, gQ (t), a G [一1, 0), with period Ta, inside the homoclinic orbit.
Using action-angle variables (see Section 1.2D ii)) the perturbed vector
field (4.5.1) was transformed into

i = £ F (i ,e,4>,e ) ,
e = n( I ) + eG( I ,e,4，,£ ), e H+ x 51 x 51, (4.5.92)
0 =

where
F = dl dl

+ 万-夕2,ax uy

G — 36 d6
+ 万~夕2.ox oy

(4.5.93)

Defining a cross-section to the phase space 1R+ x 51 x 51 as follows

E00 ={(/, 6>, 0) G x 51 x S11 </» = 0O}, (4.5.94)

we derived an approximation to the mth iterate of the Poincare map gen¬

erated by (4.5.92), which we give below

Pf : E00 — > E00 (4.5.95)

(1,0 ) W+ mTO(/ ) ) + e( Mr/ n ( I ,e ,<t>o ) , M2
m/"(/ , 0, 0o ) ) + 0( e2 ) .

The vector

Mm/ n{ I ,e, cf>o ) = (Mr/n (^ ^ 0o ) , A/2
m/n (/, 0, <Ao )) (4.5.96)

was defined to be the subharmomc Melmkov vector. In the (generic) situ¬

ation of
(4.5.97)
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we saw (Theorem 1.2.13) that zeros in 0 of the first component of the sub¬

harmonic Melnikov vector at values of I in which the resonance condition

mT = nT ( I ) (4.5.98)

(m, n relatively prime integers) is satisfied corresponded to fixed points
of the mth iterate of the Poincare map. Moreover, using several trans¬

formations (see the remarks following Theorem 1.2.13) , we showed that
0, 0o) could be computed without first transforming the vector

field into action-angle coordinates. In particular, we showed

Mr/n( to ,4>o )
1= W) Jo DH ( qa (t ) ) - 0 )dt ,

(4.5.99)

where a replaced I (which is related to m/ n via the resonance condition
(4.5.98) ) as the variable labeling the unperturbed periodic orbits and 0 =
ujt0 . The expression

Mr/n(亡0，

^
0)

mT
DH ( qa (t ) ) • g(qa(t ) , u;t + ujt0 + 4>o , 0 )dt

(4.5.100)

was defined to be the subharmonic Melnikov function.
At this point the reader should begin to see the similarities between

the homoclinic Melnikov theory and the subharmonic Melnikov theory.
Recall from Section 4.5A that the distance between the stable and unstable
manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point of the Poincare map defined on the
cross-section E °̂ is given by

d(t0 , <t>o , £ ) = e M(亡O，0O) 0( e2 ) ,

with
M (t0 , <l>o ) =

\\ DH (q0 Ho ) )\\

DH ( q0(t ) ) - (如⑷， + a;f0 + 4>oy 0 )dt

(4.5.101)

The reader should note the following on comparing (4.5.99) and (4.5.101) .

1. M ( to , <po ) and ( to^ (/>o ) are very similar. M ( t0 , 4>Q ) is the function
DH ( .) • g ( - , ujt (^to -f 0o, 0) integrated around the unperturbed ho
moclinic orbit 如⑷ and M^n(to , (/>o ) the function DH ( - ) - g( - yujt -\-

+ 沴0, 0) integrated around the unperturbed periodic orbit，殳
a(亡)，

that satisfies the resonance relation nTa = mT.

2. The factor > 0 in (4.5.99) is the same as
(4.5.101) written in action-angle variables.
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Now let us consider the case n = 1. The resonance condition is given by

mT = Ta; (4.5.102)

hence, as m — > oo, a — � 0 (and vice-versa) in order for (4.5.102) to be
satisfied. Since qa(t ) is periodic with period Ta with Ta satisfying (4.5.102),
making the transformation t — t 一 誓，(4.5.100) becomes

rmT / 2
M1

m/1(«o, <Ao) = / DH {qa{t ) ) - g( qa( t ),wt + wt0 + <t>o ,0 )dt. (4.5.103)
J -mT / 2

Theorem 4.5.7
* lim =m— >oo

Proof: Using (4.5.103) and (4.5.101)，this proof is a simple problem in
analysis that we leave as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.19). □

4.5E HOMOCLINIC AND SUBHARMONIC BIFURCATIONS
Suppose the vector field (4.5.6) depends on a scalar parameter "，i.e.,

q^ J D H^+ e g i q^^ s ) , e^ x x (4 5 104)0 = 0；，

If, in a specific problem, there is more than one parameter, then consider
all but one as fixed. In this case the subharmonic and homoclinic Melnikov
functions depend on the parameter fj,. In particular, we write

Mr/n (<o, <Ao, /i) (4.5.105)

and
(4.5.106)

We will consider 如 as fixed, i.e” the Poincare map associated with (4.5.104)
is defined on the cross-section S炎0. We have the following bifurcation the¬

orem for the homoclinic Melnikov function.
Theorem 4.5.8 Suppose we have ( toyJi) such that

i) A/(^Q, /i) = 0,

ii) = 0,

叫 必0,芦) 一 0，

hf —iv) ^ 0*
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Then the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point on the
cross-section E如 are quadratically tangent at (如（一&) ) + 0{e ) for fi =
Ti^ O{ s ) .

Proof: Tangency of the manifolds implies

d(亡0’如，
"

，芑）= 0，
dd— = 0.ato

Let d { t0 , 4)0 , fi , £ ) - £d( t0 , <f>o , H , £ ) with

d ( t0 , (po , fl , £ ) O ( e )\\DH ( qo ( -t0m
as in the proof of Theorem 4.5.6. Then a solution of

d { t0 , (p0 , f i , e ) = 0,

兩~(亡0,沴o，M，8)= 0，

(4.5.107)

(4.5.108)

(4.5.109)

is a solution of (4.5.107). Now by Hypotheses i) and ii) of the theorem,
(4.5.109) has a solution at (?o, 冷o,只，0). Hypotheses iii) and iv) allow us to
apply the implicit function theorem to show that the solution persits for
e sufficiently small; the details follow exactly as in the proof of Theorem
4.5.6 and are left as an exercise for the reader. □

We remark that the condition implies that the tan¬

gency is quadratic.
In Exercise 3.41 we gave a theorem for subharmonic saddle-node bifur¬

cations in terms of the subharmonic Melnikov vector. Here we reproduce
the theorem for the case FP1 (i.e,, ^ 7̂ 0) in a slightly different notation
(i.e., we substitute a for /).

Theorem 4.5.9 Suppose we have a G [— 1, 0) such that

mT = nT'
and a point (to^ jT) such that

i ) Mln / n (io , <po , Jl ) = 0,

train
ii) dt^

_
(,o,0o,

"
）= 0,

iii) /1) ^ 0,
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柳)

FIGURE 4.5.17.

iv) a2M1
m/

(i0 , <Po ,7i ) + 0.

Then (aytoyJi) -\-0( e ) is a bifurcation point at which saddle-nodes of period
m points of Pe occur.
Proof: See Exercise 3.41. □

The reader should note that Hypotheses i)，ii)，iii)，and iv) of Theorems
4.5.8 and 4.5.9 are the same for the appropriate Melnikov functions (homo¬

clinic and subharmonic，respectively). Applying Theorem 4.5.7 to the situa¬

tion, it would appear we can conclude that quadratic homoclinic tangencies
are the limit of saddle-node bifurcations of period m points as m — > oo.
However, we have not proved this (even though it is true), since, if we have a
convergent sequence of functions, i.e.，{/n(x)} with lin^— 加 /n(;c) = f { x ),
it does not follow immediately that limn^oo /^(x) = f ( x ) (see Rudin
[1964], Theorem 7.17). We will leave this as an exercise for the reader
(Exercise 4.20), since we will show this result in a more general setting
(i.e.，in a nonperturbative framework) in Section 4.7. However，first we will
consider these results applied to the damped, forced Duffing oscillator.

4.5F APPLICATION TO THE DAMPED, FORCED DUFFING
OSCILLATOR

Recall from Section 1.2E that the damped, forced Duffing oscillator is given
by

士 = 2/,
y — x ~ x s + e(7Cos沴 一 6 y ) ,
<j) ^ ijj.

(4.5.110)

For e = 0, (4.5.110) has a pair of homoclinic orbits (see Exercise 1.2.29)
given by

qo {t ) = { xQ {t ) , y^(t ) ) =(士V^secht, 干V^sechifc tanh t )； (4.5.111)

see Figure 4.5.17.
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The homoclinic Melnikov function is given by

从土 (亡o，0o)(亡o，0o)
[-办(2/士⑹2 土 72/土⑷cosM +响+ (f>o ) }dt . (4.5112)

Substituting (4.5.111) into (4.5.112) gives

(4.5.113)

= {(®, y, <j>) K x l R, x 5 1 j 0 = 0o}， (4.5.114)

where the Melnikov function describes the splitting of the stable and un¬

stable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point defined on the cross-section.
Let P/° denote the Poincare map of the cross-section E^° defined by the
flow generated by (4.5.110) and consider the case 6 = 0. Then, using the
Melnikov function (4.5.113) and Remark 1 of Section 4.5C, it is easy to
verify that the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point
P<p0 intersect as in Figure 4.5.18 for = 0, 7r/2} 7T , and 3?r/2. Figure 4.5.18
illustrates an important point; namely, that altering the cross-section on
which the Poincare map is defined can change the symmetry properties of
the Poincare map. This can often result in substantial savings in computer
time in the numerical computation of Poincare maps. We will explore these
issues in Exercise 4.21 as well as consider how Figure 4.5.18 changes for
6 〆 0.

From (4.5.113) it is easy to see that the condition for the manifolds to
intersect in terms of the parameters (6,a% 7) is given by

In Figure 4.5.19 we graph the critical surface 6 = se^M7r^/2) ^ 7, and
we note the following. '

1. The condition (4.5.115) for intersection of the manifolds is indepen¬

dent of the particular cross-section (as it should be).

2. If the “ right-hand” branches of the stable and unstable manifolds
intersect, then the “ left-hand” branches also intersect, and vice-versa.
However, as seen in Figure 4.5.18, the geometry of intersections of the
right-hand branches and left-hand branches may differ.

Thus, (4.5.115) is a criterion for chaos in the damped, forced Duffing
oscillator as a function of the parameters (6,a；,7).
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c ( sech 、戌6 = i―

(a)

7 - b)
(b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 4.5.19. a) Graph of the critical surface 6 =(^-̂ sech_(Tu；/_2)

Cross-section of the critical surface for 7 = constant, c) Cross-section of the
critical surface for u;二 constant, d) Cross-section of the critical surface for 6 =
conbtant.

Now let us return to the periodic orbits inside and outside rpo . The
subharmonic Melnikov function for the periodic orbits inside rpo on E°
was given by (see Section 1.2E)

{t o,0) = 1) + 7^/2 (̂ l , a?) sina;foj (4.5.116)
where

Mm.1) = ^[2(2 - k2 )E{ k ) - 4( 1 - k2 )K { k )] / ( 2 - fc2)3,2

and
r . rr . 7TmiC( \/l 一 fc2 )J2 (m, 1 ) = V 27TUJ sech .

雄）
Recall that k G (0, 1 ) is the elliptic modulus, and K { k ) and ^( A;) are
complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively. The
resonance relation for the inner periodic orbits was given by

= 2\/2 - k2K ( k ). (4.5.117)
U )

Similarly, the subharmonic Melnikov function for the outer periodic orbits
was given by (see Exercise 1.2.30)

M^1 = 1) + 7*^2 (爪，l，0) sina;<o， （4.5.118)
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where Ji (m,1) and 入 (爪，1,^) are computed in Exercise 1.2.30. The reso¬

nance relation for the outer periodic orbits was given by

= 4 >/2fc2 -\K { k ). (4.5.119)
(J

From (4.5.116) and (4.5.118) we obtained saddle-node bifurcation curves
for the creation of period mT subharmonics given by

inner subharmonics 7 = Rm( u/)6, (4.5.120a)
outer subharmonics 7 = Rm(u)S1 (4.5.120b)

where

and

Rm(u) = J2(m1 l 1 u)

Figure 1.2.43 showed the lines defined by (4.5.120a) and (4.5.120b) in the
7 — 6 plane as a function of m (for fixed CJ = 1); we reproduce that figure
here as Figure 4.5.20. Recall that, e.g., for

] >

2m fixed points of the mth iterate of the Poincare map existed near the or¬

der m resonance level (i.e.，near the unperturbed periodic orbit labeled by
the fc-value such that the resonance relation = 2\/2 — k2 K ( k ) holds)
with m of the fixed points being saddles and m sinks (for 6 > 0). Hence, by
Theorem 4.5.9, the lines (4.5.120a) and (4.5.120b) define saddle-node bifur¬

cation curves in which the bifurcating periodic orbits may have arbitrarily
high period.

Now we want to consider the limit of (4.5.120) as m 00. Substituting
the respective resonance relations into (4.5.116) and (4.5.118), it is easy to
verify (using elliptic function identities that can be found in , e.g., Byrd and
Friedman [1971]) that, as m — 00, fc — 1 (by the resonance relations) and
both (4.5.120a) and (4.5.120b) converge to

6 = ( ŝechCf ) \
； (4.5.121)

V 37TO； J
i.e.，the homoclinic bifurcation curve. Hence, we have shown that in the
damped, forced Duffing oscillator the homoclinic bifurcation curve is the
countable limit (from both sides) of saddle-node bifurcation curves to peri¬

odic orbits of higher and higher periods. This brings up several interesting
points which we will explore further in Section 4.7.
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FIGURE 4.5.20.

Finally we remark that Melnikov-type methods have been developed for
multi-degree-of-freedom systems and for systems having more general time
dependencies. These techniques also deal with orbits homoclinic to invari¬
ant sets other than periodic orbits. A complete exposition of this theory
can be found in Wiggins [1988].

4.6 Geometry and Dynamics in the Tangle
We have seen that the dynamics near transverse homoclinic points of two-
dimensional maps can be very complicated. At the same time, the geo¬

metrical structure associated with the stable and unstable manifolds of a
hyperbolic point can also be very complicated. In this section we want to
explore some aspects of the relationships between dynamics and geometry
in the homoclinic (or heteroclinic) tangle.

Consider a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism of 1R2

/:1R2 — JR2 (4.6.1)

a hyperbolic periodic point at p。, i.e., for some integer k > 1
f k( P o ) = P o- As described in Section 4.4，without loss of generality we
can assume that fc = 1 by applying our arguments to f k rather than /. We
will explore some of the dynamical consequences of this in the exercises.
As an additional technical assumption we suppose that / is orientation
preserving, i.e., d e t D f > 0. If / does not preserve orientation, then we
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W^(po)

Po WMpo)

FIGURE 4.6.1.

apply our arguments to /2, which does preserve orientation. The need for
this assumption will become clear later on; however, recall from Exercise
1.2.35 that Poincare maps arising from vector fields preserve orientation.

Now suppose that the stable and unstable manifolds of po, denoted
Ws( po ) and Wu (po) j respectively, intersect at a point q as shown in Figure
4.6.1. The point q is said to be homochmc to po or simply a homochmc
point when the invariant set to which the point asymptotes in positive
and negative time is understood. If Ws( po ) and Wu (po) are transversal at
q, then q is called a transverse homochmc point. At this point we do not
assume that WS ( PQ ) and Wu( po ) are transverse at q.

Consider the orbit of q under /
{ ■ ■ ■ ( <} ) , <! (4.6.2)

Since q lies in both Ws( po ) and Wu( po )^ and these manifolds are invariant,
then the infinite number of points in (4.6.2) must lie in both Ws( po ) and
Wu( po ). Now W 8 ( po ) and Wu( po ) are Cr manifolds; hence, their image
under a Cr diffeomorphism (either / or 广1) must also be Cr . This implies
that

k

Urn( îoc (po))

U /n ( îoc (po))
n=0

are Cr curves, for k as large as we like. Therefore, Ws( p0 ) and Wu( po ) must
wind amongst each other intersecting (at least ) along the infinite number
of points given in (4.6.2), as we illustrate in Figure 4.6.2. This geometrical
structure has been called a homochmc tangle , and we now want to develop
the concepts necessary to describe it more precisely.

(4.6.3a)

(4.6 3b)
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Po

Ws(p0)
FIGURE 4.6.2.

U[f'1(q) ,q]

^*1(q)

W^(Po)̂

W^(Po)
FIGURE 4.6.3.

4.6A PIPS AND LOBES
Let U [ f^l {q)^ q\ denote the segment of Wu{po ) with endpoints at /―1⑷
and q\ see Figure 4.6.3. Then Ws( po ) intersects U [ f^1 ( q ) i q] at q and /

_
1(g)

and also at k points in between q and (note: for orientation preserv¬

ing maps k > ly see Exercise 4.29). We illustrate this in Figure 4.6.3 for
A:= 3. Without loss of generality we can assume fc = 1 as shown in Figure
4.6.4; later we will show how to generalize our results for fc > 1. We denote
the segment of W 9 ( po ) with endpoints at q and 广1⑷ by Si/— 1⑷，穿1.

The homoclinic point q shown in Figure 4.6.4 is a special type of homo-
clinic point that we call a primary mtersechon point or pip (this term is
originally due to Easton [1986]).
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U[f 1⑹，q] S[H (q),q]

Wu(Po)— /

f 1(q)

W^(Po)
FIGURE 4.6.4.

Po
t Ws(p0)
I
FIGURE 4.6.5. g is a pip. q is not a pip.

DEFINITION 4.6.1 Suppose q Ws( pQ ) D Wu(p0). Let S\po ,q) denote the
segment of W6 (po) from pQ to g, and U\po,q] denote the segment of Wu( po )
from po to q» Then q is called a primary intersection point (or pip) if, other
than po , S\po,q] and C/[po, 9] intersect only in the point q.

The pips will play an important role in building up the structure of the
homoclinic tangle. In Figure 4.6.5 we show examples of homoclinic points
that are pips and homoclinic points that are not pips.

Now along W® (po) (resp. Wu(po ) ) we can define an ordering of points
as follows. For go, 9i W 8 ( PQ ) (resp. Wu(po)) we say that qQ < q\ (resp.

5

Qo < Qi ) ^ Qo is closer than qi to po in axclength measured along Ws( po )
(resp. Wu( po)).

The following lemmas are quite useful.
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S[f _i (q)，qJ

^f(U[f -i (q),q])

FIGURE 4.6.6.

Lemma 4.6.1 IfqQ < qi (resp. qQ < qi )，thenf (q0 ) < /(仍 ) (resp. f ( qQ ) <
8 U 3 U

/(?!)) •

Proof: This follows from the fact that / preserves orientation. We leave the
details as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.34). □

Lemma 4.6.2 If q is a pip, then fk ( q) is a pip for all k .
Proof: If the lemma is true for A = 1 and — 1，then, by induction, it follows
that it is true for all k. The easiest proof is by contradiction. Assume ^ is a
pip and f (q) (or /

_
1(分)) is not a pip. In order for this to be true，Lemma

4.6.1 will have to be violated, giving rise to a contradiction. We leave the
details as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.35). □

Hence, by Lemmas 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, /([/[/一1⑷，g]) and /(«?[/一1⑷，分])
appear as in Figure 4.6.6. Iterating U [ f ^ 1(q) ^ q] and ⑷，穿] further
under / and /一1 gives the complicated geometrical structure shown in
Figure 4.6.7. In Figure 4.6.7 we have very carefully avoided showing pieces
of Wa( po ) intersecting pieces of Ws(po) as they accumulate on po；we will
address this important point shortly. However, first we give an important
definition.

DEFINITION 4.6.2 Let q and q\ be two adjacent pips (i.e.，there are no
other pips on U [q,q\] (or, equivalently S [q,^i])) between q and ^i, and let
U [qt ^i] and be the segments of Wu( pQ ) and W $ ( po ) , respectively,
with q and 仍 as endpoints. Then we refer to the region bounded by U [q,gi]
and as a lobe; see Figure 4.6.8. For any lobe L, fj,( L) will denote the
area of L.
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sVq

f-2(q)

FIGURE 4.6.7.

Lobe
qi

mpo)

y Ws(po)
1 FIGURE 4.6.8.

From Lemma 4.6.2 and the invariance of W 9 ( po ) and Wu( po )i it follows
that, for any lobe L, fk ( L ) is also a lobe, for all k. The lobes will play a
very important role in our analysis of transport in phase space. However,
besides the pips, there are other secondary intersection points or sips which
complicate matters further.

Consider the lobes labeled L\ and L2 in Figure 4.6.9. Then, for positive
integers k and n sufficiently large, fk { L\ ) must cut through f ~n( L2 ) as
shown in Figure 4.6.9 (this can be proved rigorously using the lambda
lemma). Let X = f k (h ) H /-n(i2); then f n( X ) = /n+fc (Li) O L2 is
contained in as shown in Figure 4.6.10. Therefore, iterates of lobes
will intersect other lobes. We will prove a much stronger result later on;
however, for now we want to note the main difference between pips and
sips, which is illustrated in Figure 4.6.11. Namely, once a pip enters a
neighborhood of the hyperbolic fixed point under iteration by /, it remains
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L2
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n(L2)

Po

；^(Li )

FIGURE 4.6.9. k 2 , n = 2.

Po ； HLi )

FIGURE 4.6.10. k = 2, n= 2.

in the neighborhood. Sips, on the other hand, may enter and leave the
vicinity of the hyperbolic fixed point many times before finally remaining
near the hyperbolic fixed point under all forward (or backward) iterations
by /.
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FIGURE 4.6.11.

4.6B TRANSPORT IN PHASE SPACE
We now want to show how these various definitions can be used. However,
first we consider a motivational example.

Consider the following autonomous vector field in the plane

(4.6.4)

This is the equation of motion for a “ particle” moving in a single-well
potential with potential energy given by

V { x ) = -~ (4.6.5)

In Figure 4.6.12a we show the phase space of (4.6.4) and in 4.6.12b a graph
of the potential energy (4.6.5). Thus, from Figure 4.6.12 it is clear that
(4.6.4) has two qualitatively different types of motion, a bounded, oscil¬
latory type of motion corresponding to a particle moving in the potential
well and an unbounded motion corresponding to a particle outside of the
potential well. These two types of motion are separated in phase space by
the homoclinic orbit connecting the saddle point at the origin to itself, or
the separatnx. In this system, initial conditions in the well remain in the
well forever, and initial conditions outside the well become unbounded.

Now consider the nonautonomous vector field in the plane

士 = y,
y = x — x2 — 6y -\- ^y cosut. (4.6.6)

Heuristically, this system could be thought of as a particle in a single well
potential subjected to an external periodic forcing (7coso;() and damping
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FIGURE 4.6.12.

FIGURE 4.6.13.

( — 6 y ) . We have proven that for appropriate choices of parameters (i.e.，
7 — 6 — u;〉the Poincare map associated with (4.6.6) has transversal homo-
clinic orbits, as shown in Figure 4.6.13. Hence, there are vast differences
between the dynamics of the integrable vector field (4,6.4) and the vector
field (4.6.6). In particular, (4.6.6) has chaotic dynamics but, also, the sep-
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Pseudoseparatrix

Wu(p0 )

Po

ws(p0)

FIGURE 4.6.14.

aratrix in (4.6.4) has been violently deformed in (4.6.6). This means that
in (4.6.6) particles with initial conditions in the potential well may escape
the well and, similarly, particles with initial conditions outside the poten¬

tial well may enter the well. The mechanism for describing this is through
the dynamics of the lobes. Thus, one speaks of the problem of transport in
phase space between regions exhibiting qualitatively different motions. We
now want to develop some techniques for dealing with this problem.

The first problem we must deal with involves specifying what we mean
by the term “ separatrix” in a map such as that shown in Figure 4.6.13. We
return to the general setting described at the beginning of this section.
DEFINITION 4.6.3 Choose any pip q ^ Ws ( PQ ) fiWu( po ) - Then the region
bounded by C/[po, Q ]^S [PQ ^ q] is referred to as a pseudoseparatrix; see Figure
4.6.14.

Note that if W 3 ( po )C\Wu( po ) contains one pip, then it contains an infinity
of pips. Therefore, there are infinitely many choices for the pseudosepara¬

trix. The obvious question thus arises as to which choice should be made.
This depends on the context of the specific problem under consideration.

For example, in the single-well potential problem it is probably most nat¬

ural to choose the pseudoseparatrix so that it is as close as possible to the
separatrix in the associated integrable problem.

Once a pseudoseparatrix is chosen, then the phase space is divided into
two disjoint components, labeled Ry and i?2 in Figure 4.6.15. The problem
of transport of phase space that we shall study concerns how initial con¬

ditions in Ri (resp. i?2 ) may enter (resp. Ri ) . We will see that this is
completely determined by the geometry and dynamics of the lobes.

i) THE MECHANISM FOR TRANSPORT：TURNSTILES AND LOBE DYNAMICS

We suppose that S [ f ~ l ( q ) , q] intersects U [ f ~ l ( q ) 1 q] in precisely one pip
(besides /

_1 (g) and g)，as shown in Figure 4.6.16 (we will discuss the
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FIGURE 4.6.16.

generalization to more than one pip later on). Then precisely two lobes are
formed, one lying in R i and the other lying in 只2, which we label 1^2 (1)
and I/2，i ( l)，respectively (note: the reason for this somewhat cumbersome
notation will become apparent shortly). Now f ( L、2 ( l ) ) and / (1̂2, i ( l ))
appear as in Figure 4.6.16. Note that L1J 2 (1) enters i?2 under iteration by
/, and 1/2,i ( l ) enters R\ under iteration by /. This is the mechanism for
transport across the pseudoseparatrix and appears to have been discussed
explicitly for the first time by Channon and Lebowitz [1980] and Bartlett
[1982]. The lobes formed by U [ f ~l ( q ),q] D S [ f ~l ( q ) , q] have been called a
turnstile by MacKay, Meiss, and Percival [1984]. In Figure 4.6.16 we show
several forward and backward iterates of the turnstile, and we make the
following main observation.

Initial conditions in Rz entering R3 on the nth iterate off must
be m LZjJ (l) on the (n — 1) iterate of f , i , j =：1, 2.
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Now we can answer some questions concerning the transport of phase
space across the pseudoseparatrix.
Flux Across the Pseudoseparatrix

The area of phase space crossing the pseudoseparatrix from R\ into i?2 un¬

der one iteration of / is given by y(/(Li，2(l))). Similarly, the area of phase
space crossing the pseudoseparatrix from i?2 into Rx under one iteration
of / is given by ^(/(L2,I (1))). Thus, the total area of phase space crossing
the pseudoseparatrix from Ri into R2 (resp. i?2 into Ri ) under n iterations
of / is nAi(/(ii,2 ( l))) (resp. nAi(/((L2, i (1))).

Let ns consider two slightly different questions.
1. What is the area occupied by points that are in Ry initially (i.e., at

i = 0) that enter i?2 on the nth iteration by /?

2. What is the area in R2 oi t = n that is occupied by points that were
in Hi at ^ = 0?

The answer to Question 1 is not "(/((Ia，2(l))) and the answer to Ques¬

tion 2 is not n"(/((Z/i，2(l))). This is because we are not just interested in
arbitrary points crossing the pseudoseparatrix but, rather, in points which
have a specified location initially. Thus, with each point in the plane it is
important to keep track of whether it was in R\ or R2 initially. We can do
this by calling points in at i = 0 species Sly z = 1, 2. In this terminology,
Questions 1 and 2 can be equivalently stated as follows.

1. What is the flux of species Sx into i?2 on the nth iterate?

2. What is the amount of species Si in R2 after the nth iterate?

Heuristically, we can think of species 1S1 as black fluid and species ^2 as
white fluid, and we are interested in how the fluids mix amongst each other
under the dynamics generated by /.

We first must establish some terminology and definitions. Let

K J {^)

denote the lobe that leaves Rt and enters R3 on the nth iterate and let

L^Jn) = Lh] (n) n Rk ;

thus we have

The main quantities that we wish to compute are

�(n)

flux of species Sz into Rj on the nth iterate and
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T l t M )

area occupied by species S l in region R3 immediately after the nth iterate.
Then it follows from these definitions that

ai ,2 (n) = /x(r(Lj
)2(n)))

and
n

T h2 ( n ) ='£^ f n( L l2 ( k ) ) ) .
k= l

Next we want to compute L\ 2 { k ) . Using the “ main observation” noted
above, a point in at i = 0 cannot enter R2 on the A:th iterate unless it is
in ^1,2(1) on the ( k -1) iterate. Thus, points in enter R2
on the k t h iterate. However, /

_ fc+1(Li，2(l)) may not contain only species
Si，since /

_
fc+1(Li }2(l)) may intersect f ~e+ l ( L2 , i ( l ) ) ) = 1，… ，A;，and,

thus, lie in R2 ; see Figure 4.6.17. Hence, we have

L\a( k ) = r k+\L i a ( i ) ) - Q (rfc+1 (^i ,2 ( i ) ) n r e( L2 A ( i ) ) ) .
e二0

Now, since the sets f ^k+ 1 ( L1：2 ( l ) ) H f ~£ (£2,1 ( 1) ) are disjoint, we have

K n L\a m) = K f n~ k+ l ( L^m
k — 1

一 ⑴）n / -£ (L2，HI))) .
名=0 •
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Substituting this expression into the formulae for 0^2(71) and T\^(p) gives

ai,2⑻ = M(/pi，2⑴)）
n-1

— ^ /x(/(ii,2(l))nr-fc (L2,1(l))) (4.6.7)
k=0

and

T1,2(n) =^M(/7l- fc+1(ii> 2 (l)))
*=1

- EI；̂(r-fc+1(ii ,2( i ) ) nr~e(L1：2(i))). (4.6.8 )
A =Ie=o

(Note: we leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that /_n+1(Li?2(l))
cannot intersect /

_ fc+1([2，i(1))，A:=n，n+1,••••) We make the important
remark that (4.6.7) and (4.6.8) have implications for all points in Ri but
are obtained entirely by iterating the turnstile. Thus, fori= 1, j= 2, the
answer to Question 1above is given by (4.6.7) and the answer to Question
2 by (4.6.8). If we think back to the motivational problem of the particle
moving in the single well potential subject to external periodic excitation
and damping, the quantity

了1，2㈨
KRi )

(4.6.9)

can be interpreted as the probability that a particle starting m the well
leaves the well on the nth iterate of the associated Poincare map. Thus,
we can give a statistical description of the motion using the deterministic
structures (i.e., the stable and unstable manifolds of po ) that give rise to
the chaotic dynamics.

Let us make several remarks concerning these results.
Remark 1. In general we should have

«i,2(n) = /xCT㈦»)) — "(/"㈤，》))
and

^
TiMn) = f>(r(ii，2

_
- "(n^w))];

k=l

however, for the geometry of this particular homoclinic tangle, we have

碎1(*) = 0 V A:.
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Remark 2. For area preserving maps, i.e., for any set A c 1R2, /x(/(^4)) =
we have

While this should be obvious, the reader can verify this fact by direct
substitution into the definitions.
Remark 3. A general theory of transport through a countable number of re¬

gions separated by segments of stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic
periodic points can be found in Rom-Kedar and Wiggins [1990], In this
section we have dealt with transport between two regions only. When more
than two regions are involved, the geometry and dynamics (and notation)
become much more complicated; see Exercises 4.39 and 4.40.

We now want to give a bit more geometrical insight into the formulae
(4.6.7) and (4.6.8); for this it will be more simple for expository purposes
to consider the situation where / is area preserving, i.e.,

det(D/) = 1. (4.6.10)

In this case we have

M (/(LI ,2 (1) )) = /X(L1,2(1) ) ,

f i ( f ( L u2 ( i ) ) nr~k ( L^( i ) ) ) = f i { L h2 ( i ) n广㈠
知⑴))，

(4.6.11)

and

/

^
广⑷如⑴))，!

^
))，

"(r-⑷知⑴)门r~e ( L2A ( i ) ) ) = M(^i,2 (i) n /&(L2， I))).
(4.6.12)

Substituting (4.6.11) and (4.6.12) into (4.6.7) and (4.6.8) , respectively, and
reindexing gives

n — I

a,,2 (7i) = M (^ I ,2 (1) ) - n f ( L2 A ( m (4.6.13)
k=\

and
n- l

T\ ,2 { n ) = ^(^1,2 (1) ) -^(n - fc ) /x ( Li ,2 ( l ) n / fc (L2J (1) ) ) , (4.6.14)
k — 1

where we have used the fact that by construction LI，2(1) H Z/2，i (l) = 0. In
words, the sets 1̂ 2 (1) fl /fc(L2.i ( l ) ) are the points that leave R\ and enter
R2 under one iteration by / subject to the condition that they entered R\
from R2 k iterations earlier. In Figure 4.6.18 we show some of these sets.

An asymptotic analysis of the transport formula (4.6.14) allows us to
prove an interesting result.
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h，2⑴ nMO

^
O))

Li.2 (i ) ^ f5(ki(1)>
Li ,2 (1) nf3(L2,i (1)) L2t1{1 )

(1 )

、 * 、' t (L2 i(i))

f2(L2,i <i»'、、

f3(L2,i(i ))

\ H(L2,1(1))

f5(L2,i (i )) ^ FIGURE 4.6.18.

Proposition 4.6.3
oo

Mil,2 (1) ) = ^>(^,2(1)。/fc (i2, l (l ))).
fc=l

Proof: Note that we have

TiMn) < 丑1 ) -
We begin by rearranging (4.6.14) to obtain

n— 1
n卜(L1I 2 (1) ) -f>(L1> 2 ( l ) n / fc (L2ll (l )))]

n-1

+ E^{ L l i 2 ( i ) n /fc (L2,“ i))) M凡 ).
fc=l

Note that

KLli2 ( i)) -^ /x (Li,2 ( l ) n / fc (L2il⑴)）> 0

(4.6.15)

(4.6.16)

(4.6.17)
f c= i
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and
n—1E^(^,2 (l) n f k ( L2 A ( l ) ) ) > 0. (4.6.18)
k=l

Now consider the limit of (4.6.16) as n — > oo. Using (4.6.15) and (4.6.18),
if oo

Mil,2 (1) ) < E^(^.2 (l ) n /fc (L2,i (l))) , (4.6.19)
k= l

then the left-hand side of (4.6.16) becomes unbounded. However, is
bounded. Hence, we must have

/i(Ll ,2 ( l ) ) = £M (LI ,2 (1) n /fc (L2,i ( l))) - ° (4-6.20)
k=l

Proposition 4.6.3 says that LI，2(1) is completely filled with images of
pieces of[2，i(l). Thus, all points that leave R\ and enter R2 must have
entered R\ from R2 at an earlier time, but the time may be arbitrarily
large.

We leave this example and consider several technical details that we
avoided in our initial discussion.

4.6c TECHNICAL DETAILS
Self-Intersecting Turnstiles
Suppose q is the pip chosen to define the pseudoseparatrix. The turnstile
is then defined by the intersection of U [ f ~l ( q )^ q] and S [ f ~ l (q )^ q] ^ as we
showed in Figure 4.6.16, with the two resulting lobes denoted 1̂ 2(1) and
[2,1(1). In Figure 4.6.16 we showed Ia，2(l) and ^2,1(1) each lying entirely
on one side of the pseudoseparatrix, i.e” except for the pip between q and
/一1⑷，LI，2(1) and ^2,1(1) do not intersect. However, it may happen that
Zi’2(l) and[2，i (l) intersect elsewhere, possibly as shown in Figure 4.6.19.
In this case we must redefine the two lobes forming the turnstile. Let

/ = int(L1 > 2 ( l ) nL2)1 (l)), (4.6.21)

where “ int” denotes the interior of the set.
The two lobes defining the turnstiles are then redefined as

Xi,2 ( l ) = iil2 ( l ) - /, (4-6.22)

= (4-6.23)
It should be clear that the area crossing the pseudoseparatrix from R i
(resp. R2 ) into R2 (resp. R i ) in one iteration by / is given by M(/(ZI，2(1)))
(resp. /i(/(£2,1(1)))) - Moreover, points leaving R i (resp. R2 ) and entering
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L2,1 (1 )

L1 ,2 (1 )

r1(q )；

Hq)

Po

FIGURE 4.6.19.

R2 (resp. R\ ) on the nth iterate must be in Z^ 2 (l) (resp. 1̂ 1 (1) ) on the
(n — 1) iterate. Hence, the formulae (4.6.7) and (4.6.8) go through with
乙1，2 (1 ) and 厶2，i (l) replaced by LI ? 2 (1 ) and 互2，1 (1)，respectively.

Multi-Lobe Turnstiles

We made the assumption that precisely two lobes were formed by

"[/一1 (g) , g] fl *S[/-1(g), q]. However, it may happen that, besides q and
/ — 1⑷，U [ f ~ l ( q ) ^ q\ intersects S [ f ~ 1 ( q ) ^ q] in k pips, A: > 1. In Figure
4.6.20 we illustrate a possible case with k = 2 . The k pips form k + l
lobes, which we denote by LQ , LI，• • • ， with n lobes lying inside R\ and
( k + l ) ~ n lobes lying in R2 (note: if some of the lobes lie in both R\ and
尺2，then apply Technical Detail 1 above). Suppose the numbering of the
lobes has been chosen such that

Lo，Lu… ，Ln_
i c R\

and
Ln，̂ n+ l，. . •，Ifc C R21

then we define
LI，2 (1) = Lo U Li U • • • (J Ln-\

and
-^>2,1 (1) = Ln U Ln+ i U • • • U Lfc ;

see Figure 4.6.20 where /c = 2, n = 2.

(4 6.24)

(4.6.25)
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L2,1⑴

L2

K)

Ll ,2 (1 )

FIGURE 4.6.20.

Wu(p0)

Po

m?o )
FIGURE 4.6.21.

It should be clear that the area crossing the pseudoseparatrix from R\
(resp. R2 ) into (resp. Ri ) in one iteration by / is given by /X(/(LIJ 2(1)))
(resp. ^(/(L2li ( l )))). Moreover, points leaving R\ (resp. R̂ ) and entering
/?2 (resp. Ri ) on the nth iterate must be in 厶i，2( l) (resp. ^2 , i ( l ) ) on the
(n — 1) iterate. Hence, formulae (4.6.7) and (4.6.8) hold with ia，2 ( l ) and
L2, I (1) defined as in (4.6.24) and (4.6.25)，respectively.

Patholog-tcal Intersections

We have assumed that Ws( po ) and W u( p o ) intersect in a discrete set of
points. By the Kupka-^male theorem (see Palis and de Melo [1982]) , this
situation is generic. However, suppose W 3( po ) and Wu( po ) coincide along
a branch, as shown in figure 4.6.21. In this case no transport across the
separatrix occurs; it is exactly like the case of a planar vector field. To
consider an even more exotic case, suppose Wa( po ) and Wu ( p o ) intersect
along a discrete set of arcsf as shown in Figure 4.6.22. In this nongeneric
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f"1(q)
、、iq

Uq)

Po

FIGURE 4.6.22.

situation (we know of no examples where this occurs), the theory would
need to be modified. Note that this cannot occur for analytic maps (why?).

4.6D APPLICATION OF THE MELNIKOV THEORY TO
TRANSPORT

The theory of transport of phase space across homoclinic and heteroclinic
tangles developed above is not a perturbation theory. However, the Mel¬

nikov theory can be used to compute certain quantities arising in the trans¬

port theory when the maps being considered arise as the Poincare maps of
i-periodicaJly perturbed planar vector fields possessing a homoclinic orbit
(i.e., the vector fields defined in (4.5.1)). We present three main results.
Proposition 4.6.4 The zeros of M ( t0 , 0O) correspond to pips of the Poin¬

care map defined on the cross-section E^°.
Proof: This is a consequence of the definition of the points in the stable and
unstable manifolds that are detected by the Melnikov function described
in Definition 4.5.1. □

Proposition 4.6.5 Consider the Poincare map defined on the cross-section
Suppose

i) M(<o, 0o) = 0;

ii) 0 ;
Oto

iii) for to [ to, to +T ) , M (toy (j>o ) has precisely n zeros.

Then for any pip q of the Poincare map, £/[/一Vg), Q] A 5[/一Vg)，g] forms
exactly n lobes. Ifn is even, n/ 2 lobes lie on one side of the pseudoseparatrix
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and the remaining n/ 2 lobes lie on the opposite side of the pseudoseparatrix.
If n is oddy ( n — 1) /2 lobes lie on one side of the pseudoseparatrix and the
remaining (n + 1)/2 lobes lie on the opposite side of the pseudoseparatrix.

Proof: This follows from Proposition 4.6.4 and by appealing to the appro¬

priate definitions. We leave the details as an exercise for the reader (see
Exercise 4.32). □

Proposition 4.6.6 Let L be a lobe defined by the pipsqi = qo ( -toi ) -hO( e )
and q2 = go(一亡02 ) + 0( e ) on the cross-section E如 . Then

KL ) = e \ M ( t0 , cp0 )\dt0 + O( e2 ) .
*/t01

Proof: For e sufficiently small,

^L( L ) = ( £( s )ds , (4.6.26)
Jqi

where ds represents the unit of arclength along W^s(7e(i ) ) fi E沴0 and (̂5) is
the perpendicular distance between Ws( / ye( t ) ) r\ Tl<f>0 and W^u(7e(t)) nE °̂ .
We must take e sufficiently small so that £( s ) along intersects
[/[̂ 1, ^2] in a unique point. This follows from the Cr dependence of the
stable and unstable manifolds on e . We can change the parametrization of
(4.6.26) from s to £0 as follows

ds = — (恥(一f0))|| + O(e ) ] dt0 . (4.6.27)

Now, by the Cr dependence of the stable and unstable manifolds on e，we
have (see Figure 4.6.23)

i( s ) = \d ( to , (po^)\ + 0( e2 )
\ M ( t0, ) 1 0( e2 ) .\\ DH ( q0 ( ~t0 ) )\\

Substituting (4.6.27) and (4.6.28) into (4.6.26) gives

产02

fi( L ) = ^ / \ M ( to,(l>o )\dto +0(e2 ) . □

JtOi

(4.6.28)

(4.6.29)

For an alternative proof of Proposition 4.6.6 for the Hamiltonian case,
see Kaper et al. [1989].

We end by remarking that the theory of transport in phase space across
pseudoseparatrices presented in this section is a special case of a more
complete theory developed in Rom-Kedax and Wiggins [1990]. They con¬

sider the phase space of a two-dimensional, orientation-preserving difFeo-
morphism divided up into N disjoint regions, say i = 1, . . . , AT, sepa¬

rated by pseudoseparatrices. At ^ = 0 each region is uniformly filled with
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i(s) !d(t0.̂ o，e)
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FIGURE 4.6.23.

species Si . Using only the dynamics of the turnstiles associated with the
pseudosepaxatrices, they give formulae for the amount of species Si con¬

tained in region Rj t = n > 0 for any i，j = 1，• •，AT. We will explore
some generalizations along the lines of the example given in this section in
Exercises 4.39 and 4.40.

4.7 Homoclinic Bifurcations: Cascades of Period-
Doubling and Saddle-Node Bifurcations

In Section 4.4 we described the complex dynamics associated with a trans¬

verse homoclinic orbit to a hyperbolic fixed point. In particular，the map
possessed a countable infinity of unstable periodic orbits of all periods. We
now want to consider the situation of a bifurcation to transverse homoclinic
orbits. Specifically, we consider a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms
of the plane having a hyperbolic periodic orbit (which, without loss of gen¬

erality, we can assume is a fixed point). Referring to the parameter as /i,
suppose, for [L > /i0, the stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed point do
not intersect 往nd，for /i < /xo, they intersect transversely (the reader might
peek ahead to Figure 4.7.2). Hence，a natural question arises; as we go from
/i > /xo (i.e., no horseshoe) to /z < //o (i.e., many horseshoes), how are all
the unstable periodic orbits created? We will see that under certain condi¬

tions the creation of the complicated dynamics associated with a transverse-
homoclinic orbit to a hyperbolic periodic orbit is an infinite sequence (or
cascade) of period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcations. The set-up for
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the analysis will be very similar to that given in Section 4.4 for the proof
of Moser’s theorem. Specifically, we will analyze a sufficiently large iterate
of the map that is defined in a neighborhood (in both phase and parameter
space) of a homoclinic point. We begin by stating our assumptions.

We consider a one-parameter family of two-dimensional Cr (r > 3) dif-
feomorphisms

Z e 1R2 , /i E / c l R1 , (4.7.1)

where I is some interval in R1
. We have the following assumption on the

map.

Assumption 1: Existence of a Hyperbolic Fixed Point For all /x 6

/(0，") = 0. (4.7.2)

Moreover, 2 = 0 is a hyperbolic fixed point with the eigenvalues of D/(0, /i)
given by p( fi ) , A(/i) , with

0 < p(") < 1 < A(/Li) < ―-~ (4 . 7.3)

We remark that since (4.7.3) is satisfied for all " e /，we will often omit
denoting the explicit dependence of the eigenvalues p and A on /i unless it
is relevant to the specific argument being discussed. We denote the stable
and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point by (0) and W^(0),
respectively.

Assumption 2: Existence of a Homoclinic Point . At " = 0，VVQ (0) and
Vy^(0) intersect.

Assumption 3: Behavior Near the Fixed Point . There exists some neigh¬

borhood M of the origin such that the map takes the form

f { x , y\ f2. ) = { p x , X y ) , (4.7.4)

where x and y are local coordinates in A/*
.

Note that Assumption 3 implies that W^(0) D M and H^(0) fl # are
given by the local coordinate axes.

Our final assumption will place more specific conditions on the geometry
of the intersection of W^ (0 ) with W’^(0) at " = 0 _ This is most conveniently
done in terms of the local return map in a neighborhood of a homoclinic
point which wc now derive.

We are interested in the dynamics near a homoclinic point. Therefore,
using the same construction as that given in the proof of Moser's theorem
in Section 4.4, we will derive a map of a neighborhood of a homoclinic
point into itself, which is given by f N , for some N (large) . The construction
proceeds as follows. Assumption 3 implies that there exists a point (0, y o ) 6
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/’ (o,y0)

(x0,0) /

FIGURE 4.7.1.

⑼r\M and a point (xO} 0) G %(0) s u c h that fk {0 , yo；0 ) = (xo, 0)
for some fc > 1. Thus, following the construction in Section 4.4, we can find
a neighborhood of (0，y0)，UVQ C AT , and a neighborhood of (xo, 0)，£4。C
AT, such that fk (Uyo ; 0 ) = UXo ; see Figure 4.7.1 (for all the details, see the
construction in Section 4.4). Note that by continuity, will be defined
in Uyo for\i sufficiently small. We can now state our final assumption.

Assumption Ĵ : Quadratic Homoclinic Tangency at = 0 . We assume that,
in Uyo、 has the form

f k : U y Q — ^ C/a：0 (4 7 5、(x，y) i~� (x0 — — y0), p + 7x + 6(y — y0)2)，

with /3，飞，6 > 0. Hence, for \x near zero, W^(0 ) and W^(0 ) behave as in
Figure 4.7.2.

Prom Lemma 4.4.1 and the arguments given in Section 4.4 it follows that
there exists an integer No such that, for all n > AT0, we can find subsets
C/p。C C/x。such that fn( x，y; p ) = ( pnx , Any ) maps U；0 into Uyo , i.e.,

(4.7.6)fn(U^0^) cUyo
for [i sufficiently small (note: this can be trivially verified due to the fact
that we have assumed / is linear in AT) . Therefore，

f n o f k = fn+k -. f -k (U^^) -̂ Uyo ,

{ x , y ) >~~* (pn(a；o - 0{ y -如) )，An(/x + 7a; + 6 ( y - y0 )2 ) ) , (4.7.7)
is well defined for /x sufficiently small (note: in general n = n(//)).

We now give our first result.
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p>0

p.=0

fi<0

FIGURE 4.7.2.

Theorem 4.7.1 (Gavrilov and Silnikov [1973]) At fi = 0 there exists
an integer NQ such that, for all n > No, there exists a set hn+k C
invariant under fn+k，such that fn+k\An+k topologically conjugate to a
full shift on two symbols.
Proof: The proof can be found in Gavrilov and Silnikov [1973] or Gucken-
heimer and Holmes [1983]. The basic idea is to choose a neighborhood of
(0, yo) so that fn+k ( t；fi ) maps it back over itself and Assumptions 1 and 3
of Section 4.3 hold; see Figure 4.7.3. In Exercise 4.43 we outline the steps
necessary to prove this theorem. □

The next theorem tells us how the periodic orbits in the sets An+ife >
n > iVo, are created as jj, decreases through zero.
Theorem 4.7.2 (Gavrilov and Silnikov [1973]) There exists an inte-
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ger NQ and infinite sequences of parameter values

{啦％ d
n JV0

with 〉0， > 0 and — y 0? ^PD*1 ^ 0 such that
corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation value for fn+k，and /ip^ corre¬

sponds to a period-doubling bifurcation value for fn<k
• Moreover，

^S°N+k > ^PDk > ^SN
+ 1 +k > 4b+ 1 +k > ■ ■ ■ > ^S°N+m+k > Hp°Dm+k > - -

(4.7.8)
with

微 � X-n as n — oo (4.7.9a)
and

M垃 � A~n as n — oo. (4.7.9b)

Before proving Theorem 4.7.2 we want to make several remarks.
Remark 1. In the saddle-node bifurcation at /i = the node is actually
a sink. The two orbits created arc period n + fc orbits for /. The sink cre¬

ated in the saddle-node bifurcation subsequently loses stability in a period-
doubling bifurcation at 弘 = ^PQ (hence, we must have 心公 < Ms

^
)，
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resulting in the creation of a period 2(n + fe) sink for /. This bifurcation
scenario will be verified in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2.

Remark 2. Theorem 4.7.2 tells us how the countable infinity of periodic
orbits in the horseshoes for " 0 are created; namely, the periodic orbits
are created in saddle-node bifurcations, and the period is increased through
period-doubling bifurcations.

Remark 3. Equation (4.7.9) gives us the rate by which the period-doubling
and saddle-node bifurcation values accumulate on /x = 0. This rate is not
universal but depends on the size of the unstable eigenvalue of the hyper¬

bolic fixed point.

Remark 4 - Theorems 4- 7.1 and 4.7.2 are stated explicitly for dissipative
or nonconservative maps, i.e.，Xp < 1. However, similar results will hold
for area-preserving maps where we have Xp= 1; see Newhouse [1983] and
Exercise 4.83.

We now begin the proof of Theorem 4.7.2.

Proof: The proof is constructive. The condition for fixed points of /n+fc is
given by

x = pnx0 - 0pn( y - yo ) , (4.7.10a)
y = yi\n + ^ Xnx + 6 Xn( y - y0)2， (4.7.10b)

where it is important to recall that opo , y。，7, 0， and p > 0. By substi¬

tuting (4.7 .10a) into (4.7.10b) we obtain

6 Xny2 - ( PiXnpn + 26 Xny0 + l ) y + SXny20
+ p-fXnpny0 + 7PnAna；o + /xAn = 0. (4.7. 11)

Solving (4.7.11) yields

(3^Xnpn + 26 Xny0 + 1y = 2^±^ { mXnpn + 26 Xny0 + l )2 (4.7.12)

一 46 Xn (6\ny20 + h\npnyQ + 1\npnx0 + /xAn )] 1 /2
.

After some algebra, the expression under the radical in (4.7.12) can be
simplified so that (4.7.12) becomes

hXnpn + 26 Xny0 + 1 1
26 Xn 26X^

十（如P _
7

^
0)一 (4.7.13)
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Note that (4.7.13) is a function of n and \i . Thus, (4.7.13) gives the y
coordinate of a fixed point which can be substituted into (4.7.10a) to obtain
the x coordinate. Note that since (4.7.10a) is linear in x , for a fixed y
coordinate there is a unique x coordinate for the fixed point. Thus, in
studying the numbers of fixed points and their bifurcations, it suffices to
study only (4.7.13).

From (4.7.13) we can easily see that there are no fixed points for

" > —
n^-

A"

— + ( yoX ~ n - 7Pn^o ) (4.7.14)

and two fixed points for

" < ~~- + ( y0\~ n - ipnxo ) . (4.7.15)

Therefore,

M = —
n
~fX — + ( yo\~n - lPnx0 ) (4.7.16)

is a bifurcation value for fn+k .
Next, we verify that this is a saddle-node bifurcation. This can be shown

directly. From (4.7.7), the matrix associated with the linearized map is
given by

°严 =(;肌U (4.7.17)

hence we have

det Dfn+k = (4.7.18a)
trDfn+k = 26\n { y ~ y0 ) , (4.7.18b)

with eigenvalues,\\ and X2 , of (4.7.17) given by

Xi，2 = ~~
2 土 ^\/(trD/n+fe)2 _ 4det ^/n+fe - (4.7.19)

At the bifurcation value (4.7.16) there is only one fixed point where, using
(4.7.18a) , (4.7.18b), and (4.7.19), the eigenvalues of (4.7.17) are given by

Xi = 1, X2 =*nXn. (4.7.20)

Note that since p\ < 1，by taking n sufficiently large,\2 can be made
arbitrarily small.

At this point we want to check the stability of the bifurcating fixed points.

Prom (4.7.18) and using p\< 1, we see that for n sufficiently large, the
eigenvalues of (4.7.17) are approximately given by

Xi ~ trD/n+ fc ,

X2 « 0,
(4.7.21a)
(4.7.21b)
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and by substituting (4.7.13) into (4.7.18b) (and neglecting terms of 0( pnXn ) )
we have

Xi ^1

士如X 2n (Mg^A-7t )2
+ { yox-n __ lXopn ) _ ^. (4.7.22)

Thus, for the branch of fixed points with y coordinate given by

^ ^Xnpn + 26 Xny0 + l 1
V — — ^ —

26\n + 26\n

士， + (如P — 7P、) — , (4.7.23)

the eigenvalues associated with the linearized map are, for n sufficiently
large, approximately given by

Xl « 1 + ^45A2" + { yox-n _
,

X2 « 0. (4.7.24)

Hence, for

" <
( jppn + A-"_)2

+ { yQX
_n _

7a.opn ) (4.7.25)

(which, from (4.7.16), is the saddle-node bifurcation value), it is easy to see
that this fixed point is always a saddle. Similarly, for the branch of fixed
points given by

_ ^\npn + 26Any0 +1
V = 26\-

-士 ]14阶 { ’̂ 4
+/ ~ + iyoX ~n - 7P、) - M)’

(4.7.26)

the eigenvalues associated with the linearized map are, for n su伍dently
large, approximately given by

Xi « 1-^6\2n + (如 -7p«a：o ) -^ ,

X2 « 0. (4.7.27)

Therefore, for /x “ slightly” less than ( /37p-":厂)2

+ { yo\~n - ipnx0 ) , it is
easy to see that this fixed point is a sink. However, as fi decreases further, it
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is possible for xi to decrease through — 1and, consequently, for this branch
of fixed points to undergo a period-doubling bifurcation. We now want to
study this possibility.

We are considering the branch of fixed points with y coordinate given by

= ^\npn + 26\nyQ +1 1
V ~ 26\n 26Xn

.如'2n + {yox-n _
7pnXo) _ ^ . (4.7.28)

Prom (4.7.19), the condition for an eigenvalue of DfnJrk to be -1is

1+ detDfn+k = -trD/n+fc. (4.7.29)

Substituting (4.7.18a) and (4.7.18b) into (4.7.29) yields

1+7/3pnAn = 26Xny0 - 26Xny, (4.7.30)

and substituting (4.7.28) into (4.7.30) yields

1+7/3p"A" = (逆’二”)2

+ (Vo^n-7Pnx0) - ĵ. (4.7.31)

By solving (4.7.31) for we obtain

M ~ 一5(7/^〆+ 入 n)2 + (yo^~n — 7Pn：ro)* (4.7.32)

Hence, (4.7.32) is the bifurcation value for the period-doubling bifurcation
of the sink created in the saddle-node bifurcation. We leave it as an exercise
for the reader to verify that the period-doubling bifurcation is “generic”
(see Exercise 4.44).

Let us summarize what we have shown thus far. The map /n+fc, for n
sufficiently large, undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation at

O 逆’S’”2

^ (2/oA-n -1Pnx0). (4.7.33)

In this bifurcation two fixed points of /n+fc are created, a saddle and a
sink. As \idecreases below the saddle remains a saddle but the sink
undergoes a period-doubling bifurcation at

故 =
X~U1 2 + (y0\~n _ ^pnXo) _ (4.7.34)

It is easy to see from (4.7.33) and (4.7.34) that we have
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Also, for n sufficiently large, we have

y0 X -n -V>nx0 » (/?7Pn + A^)2. (4.7.35)

Using (4.7.35) along with the fact that

(2/oA — n - 7p"x0) = A-"(y0 - jpnXnx0 ) (4.7.36)

with pA < 1 implies that

^s+
N > o

and

^P
+
D > 0

for n sufficiently large. Next we need to show that

^S N
+k <^I P D -

From (4.7.33) and (4.7.34) , we have

fs+
N' +k = ( /?7P-

ra + 1
-
~

- + A — 1 (如 - 7,十 1 A—、） (4.7.37)

and

啦 = -
2
- +\^ n ( y0 - ipn\nxQ ) . (4 . 7.3 8)

Using (4.7.35) and (4.7.36) , along with the fact that A > 1, we can easily
see from (4.7.37) and (4.7.38) that, for n sufficiently large, we have

^s+
N

+k < ^P
+
D - (4- 7.39)

Equation (4.7.8) now follows from (4.7.39) by induction‘ Finally, it follows
from (4.7.35) , (4.7.33) and (4.7.34) that

A n as n — oo

and
� 久— n as n — oo. □

The following corollary is an obvious consequence of the proof of Theorem
4.7.2.

'

Corollary 4.7.3 Let po denote a point of quadratic tangency O/WQ (0) and
(0) . Then for all n sufficiently large there is a parameter value，/xn+fc ,

賴th fj,n+k — 0 as n oo，such that f has a periodic sink，pn, of period
n -\- k with pn — > po as n — ^ oo .
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The reason for pulling out this corollary from Theorem 4.7.2 is that if we
put it together with some deep results of Newhouse concerning the persis¬

tence of quadratic homoclinic tangencies, we get a very provocative result.
(Note: Newhouse’s results do not require our more restrictive Assumptions
3 and 4 given above but, rather, they apply to any two-dimensional dif-
feomorphism having a dissipative hyperbolic periodic point whose stable
and unstable manifolds have a quadratic tangency.) We now want to give
a brief description of the implications of Newhouse’s results in the context
of this section.

It should be clear that a specific point of tangency of叩(0) and 1^(0)
can easily be destroyed by the slightest perturbation. However, Newhouse
[1974] has proven the following result.

Theorem 4.7.4 For £ > 0 f let Ie = {/x E I \ \ fi\ < Then，for every
e > 0, there exists a nontrivial interval I£ C Ie such that Ie contains a
dense set of points at whichW^ (0 ) and W^ (0 ) have a quadratic homoclinic
tangency.
Proof: This “ parametrized” version of Newhouse’s theorem is due to Robin¬

son [1983]. □

Henristically, Theorem 4.7.4 says that if we destroy the quadratic homo¬

clinic tangency at = 0 by varying \i slightly, then for a dense set of pa¬

rameter values containing p = 0, we have a quadratic homoclinic tangency
somewhere else in the homoclinic tangle. Thus, Corollary 4.7.3 can be ap¬

plied to each of these tangencies so that Corollary 4.7.3 and Theorem 4.7.4
together imply that there are parameter values at which the map has in¬

finitely many periodic attractors which coexist with Smale horseshoe-type
dynamics. This phenomenon is at the heart of the difficulties encountered
in proving that a two-dimensional map possesses a “strange attractor.” We
will discuss this in much more detail in Section 4.11.

Let ns now comment on the generality of our results. In particular, in
Assumption 2 we assumed that our map is linear in a neighborhood,
of the origin, and in Assumption 3 we assumed that the form of the map
defined outside of a neighborhood of the origin is given as in (4.7.5). It
follows from the work of Gavrilov and Silnikov [1972], [1973] that our results
are not restricted by these assumptions in the sense that if we assume the
most general forms for f m. M and for fk , Theorems 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 are
unchanged. We remark that this generally holds for the study of the orbit
structure near orbits homoclinic to hyperbolic periodic points. A return
map defined near a homoclinic point constructed as the composition of an
iterate of the linearized map near the origin with low-order terms in the
Taylor expansion of an iterate of the map outside of a neighborhood of
the origin is sufficient to capture the qualitative dynamics in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the homoclinic point. Let us now briefly describe
the set-up considered by Gavrilov and Silnikov.
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In local coordinates in Gavrilov and Silnikov showed that a general
Cr (r > 3) diffeomorphism can be written in the form

( , ( X ( ^ )x + f ( x , y,n) x\
\y J \p{^ ) y + a{ x , y-,i i ) y ) ' (4.7.40)

For the form of f k acting outside of M (but mapping a neighborhood of a
homoclinic point on the local unstable manifold in to a neighborhood of
the local stable manifold in they assumed the completely general form

f k . ( x\ _ ( x0 + F { x , y - y Q ; n)\
J\y ) { G( x, y ~ y0^ ) ) • (47,41)

The assumption of quadratic homoclinic tangency at ":= 0 requires

Gy(0, 0, 0) = 0, (4.7.42)

Gra(0, 0, 0) ^ 0 (4.7.43)
(note: since / is a diffeomorphism，then (4.7.42) implies that we must have
(?1(0,0,0) ^ 0 and Fy(0, 0,0) ^ 0). Gavrilov and Silnikov then simplify
(4.7.41) as follows; letting

y - y o = (4.7.44)

be the (unique) solution of

G y( x, y - y0 ,n ) = 0 (47.45)

(which can be solved by the implicit function theorem as a result of (4.7.43)),
(4.7.41) can be rewritten as

( x\^ ( x Q + F ( x , y - y Q；f i ) \ ( ,

\y ) \E(n) + C{ x , t i)x + D{ x,n){ y -~ y Q - J ）

where

E(/i) = G(0^(0, M) , M), (̂0) = 0,
(7(0,0) S C y

2D(0 yyOy 0 ) ^ d.
The reader should note the similarity of (4.7.46) and (4.7.5). The numbers
c and d in (4.7.46) describe the geometry of the tangency of the stable and
unstable manifolds. Gavrilov and Silnikov show that there axe ten cases
to consider depending on the signs of A, p, c, and d. (Note: yes, there are
16 possible combinations of signs of these parameters, but Gavrilov and
Silnikov show how to reduce the number of possibilities.)

Five of the cases correspond to orientation-preserving maps with the re¬

maining five corresponding to orientation-reversing maps. The example we
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treated corresponds to one of the five orientation-preserving maps with A,
p, c ) d > 0. The structure of the period-doubling and saddle-node cascades
can be different for the remaining cases, and we refer the reader to Gavrilov
and Silnikov [1972], [1973] for the details. We close with some final remarks.
Remark 1: The Codimension of the Homoclinic Bifurcation. By the term
“ homoclinic bifurcation，” we mean the creation of transverse homoclinic
orbits to a hyperbolic periodic point of a two-dimensional diffeomorphism
as parameters are varied. Since the stable and unstable manifolds of the
hyperbolic periodic point are codimension one, their transversal intersec¬

tion occurs stably in a one-parameter family of maps (see Theorem 4.5.8).
Now recall the definition of “ codimension of a bifurcation” given in Sec¬

tion 3.1D. Roughly speaking, the codimension is the number of parameters
in which the corresponding parametrized family is stable under perturba¬

tions. We have seen in this section that there is an infinity of saddle-node
and period-doubling bifurcation values accumulating on the quadratic ho¬

moclinic tangency parameter value. Thus the type of bifurcation is codi¬

mension infinity by the standard definitions. In particular, one cannot find
a versal deformation for this type of bifurcation satisfying the standard
definitions given in Chapter 3.
Remark 2. There have been a number of papers by the Maryland group
over the last few years that have shed much light on the creation of horse¬

shoes. In particular, we refer the reader to Yorke and Alligood [1985] and
Alligood et al. [1987]. In Tedeschini*Lalli and Yorke [1986] the question of
the measure of the set of parameter values for which the map possesses an
infinite number of coexisting periodic sinks is addressed. For a “generic”
map, the measure of the set is shown to be zero.

4.8 Orbits Homoclinic to Hyperbolic Fixed Points
in Three-Dimensional Autonomous Vector
Fields

In this section we will study the orbit structure near orbits homoclinic
to hyperbolic fixed points of three-dimensional autonomous vector fields.
The term “ near” refers to both phase space and parameter space. We
will see that in some cases Smale horseshoe-type behavior may arise. In
parametrized systems the creation of the horseshoes may be accompanied
by cascades of period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcations as described
in Theorem 4.7.2, or the horseshoes may “explode” into creation at a criti¬

cal parameter value. We will see that the nature of the orbit structure near
the homoclinic orbits depends mainly on two properties of the vector field:

1. the nature of the eigenvalues of the linearized vector field at the fixed
point;
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(b)
FIGURE 4.8.1. a) Saddle-focus, b) Saddle with purely real eigenvalues.

2. the existence of multiple homoclinic cubits to the same hyperbolic
fixed point which could be a consequence of symmdnes of the vector
field.

Regarding Property 1, it should be clear that there are only two possibilities
for the thfee eigenvalues associated with the linearized vector field.

1. Saddle Ai , A2 , A3 real with Ai , A2 < 0, A3 > 0.

2. Saddle-focus p ± iu1 A with p < 0, A > Q.

All other possibilities for hyperbolic fixed points follow from these two via
time reversal. We will analyze each situation individually, but first we want
to describe the general technique of analysis that will apply to both cases.

The Technique of Analysis

Consider a three-dimensional autonomous Cr (r > 2) vector field having
a hyperbolic fixed point at the origin with a two-dimensional stable mani¬

fold and a one-dimensional unstable manifold such that a homoclinic orbit
connects the origin to itself (i_e” Wu(0 ) fl VFs(0) ^ 0) (see Figure 4.8.1 for
the two possibilities according to the nature of the linearized flow near the
origin). The strategy will be to define a two-dimensional cross-section to
the vector field near the homoclinic orbit , and to construct a map of the
cross-section into itself from the flpw generated by the vector field. This is
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Pi

\p0 / ^0

y

FIGURE 4.8.2. Poincare map near the homoclinic orbit, a) Saddle-focus, b) Sad¬

dle with real eigenvalues.

exactly the same idea that was used in Section 1.2A and was used to prove
Moser’s theorem in Section 4.4. Let us be more precise.

Consider cross-sections I!。and 11! transverse to the homoclinic orbit
and located in a “sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin” as shown
in Figure 4.8.2. We construct a Poincare map of Ilo into itself

_p: n。 � IIQ,

which will be the composition of two maps, one constructed from the flow
near the origin

■Po: n。— �III
and the other constructed from the flow defined outside a neighborhood of
the origin

Pi: ni — � Ilo.

Then we have

P = P2 o PQ -' IIO — ^ n0；
see Figure 4.8.2. Thus, the entire construction requires four steps.
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Step 1: Define IIo and 111. We will do this in each of the cases individu¬

ally. As is typical, the choice of a cross-section on which to define a
Poincare map requires some knowledge of the geometrical structure of
the phase space. A clever choice can often simplify the computations
considerably.

Step 2: Construction of PQ. For IIo and IIi located sufficiently close to the
origin, the map of IIo into IIi is “ essentially” given by the flow gen¬

erated by the linearized vector field. We put “essentially” in quotes,
because using the linearized vector field to construct PQ does intro¬

duce an error. However, the error can be made arbitrarily small by
taking IIo and Ux sufficiently small and close to the origin; this is
proven in \yiggins [1988]. Moreover, this error is truly negligible in
the sense that it does not affect our results. Therefore, we will con¬

struct Po from the flow generated by the linearized vector field in
order to avoid unnecessary technical distractions.

Step 3: Construction of Px . Let po = VTw (0) fl 11。and pi = VKu (0) fl IIi.
Then the time of flight from po to pi is finite，since we are outside of a
neighborhood of the fixed point. We will assume that, except for the
origin, the homoclinic orbit is bounded away from all other possible
fixed points of the vector field. Then, by continuity with respect to
initial conditions, for IIo sufficiently small, the flow generated by the
vector field maps IIo onto IIi . This implies that the map Pi is defined
for IIo sufficiently small.
Thus, Po is defined, but how is it computed? Taylor expanding Px
about po gives

P1 ( h ) = p0 + DP1 ( pl )h + O( \h\2 ) ,
where h represents coordinates on II i centered at Now for IIi
sufficiently small the 0( \h\ 2 ) term in this expression can be made
arbitrarily small. Therefore, for Pi：IIi — > IIo, we will take

Pi { h ) = po + DPi [ Pi )h.
Of course, this approximation to Pi introduces an error. However,
in Wiggins [1988] it is shown that the error is truly negligible in the
sense that it does not affect our results.

Step 4：Construction of P = P\ o P0 . With Po and P\ defined the construc¬

tion of P is obvious.

Let us now make some heuristic remarks. Our analysis will give us in¬

formation on the orbit structure in a sufficiently small neighborhood of
the homoclinic orbit. The map P0 can be constructed exactly from the
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linearized vector field (since we can “ solve” linear, constant coefficient or¬

dinary differential equations). Hence, we can compute how IIo is stretched,
contracted, and, possibly, folded as it passes near the fixed point. Now Pi
might appear to present a problem, since we cannot even compute DP\{ p\)
without solving for the flow generated by the nonlinear vector field. For¬

tunately, and perhaps surprisingly, it will turn out that we do not need to
know DP\(pi ) exactly, only that it is compatible with the geometry of the
homoclmic orbit. This will be made clear in the examples to which we now
turn.

4.8A ORBITS HOMOCLINIC TO A SADDLE-POINT WITH
PURELY REAL EIGENVALUES

Consider the following

X = AiX + /i (a:, 2/ , z; /i) ,
y = X 2 y + ( x , y , z , /x ) e 1R1 x H1 x H1 x 1R1 , (4.8.1)
^ = hz+

where the ft are C2 and they vanish at ( x , y , z , f i ) = (0, 0, 0 , 0) and are
nonlinear in x, y , and z. Hence, (4.8.1) has a fixed point at the origin with
eigenvalues given by Ai , A2 , and A3. We make the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. Ai , A2 < 0, A3 > 0.

Assumption 豸• At /i = 0, (4.8.1) possesses a homoclinic orbit T connecting
( x , y , z ) = (0, 0, 0) to itself. Moreovet, we assume that the homoclinic orbit
breaks as shown ih Figure 4.8.3 for > 0 and /i < 0.

The following remarks are now in order.

Remark 1. We assume that the parameter dependence is contained in the
fi and not in the eigenvalues Ai , A2 , and A3. This is mainly for convenience
and does not affect the generality of our results; see Exercise 4.45.

Remark 2. In Figure 4.8.3 we drew the tiomoclinic orbit entering a neigh¬

borhood of the origin along a curve that is tangent to the y-axis at the
origin. This assumes that 入2 > 入1 and that the system is generic. We deal
with these issues in Exercise 4.46. Our results will not change for generic
systems if Ai A2；see Exercises 4.48 and 4.49.

We will analyze the orbit structure in a neighborhood of T in the standard
way by computing a Poincare map on an appropriately chosen tross-section.
We choose two rectangles transverse to the flow, which are defined as follows

n0 = { ( x , y , z ) e^3 \ \x\ < e, y = e , 0 < z < e},
III = { { x , y , z) H3 I |x| < £ , |2/| < £ , Z = £}, (4.8.2)

for some £ > 0; see Figure 4.8.4.
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f x > o

f i - o

FIGURE 4.8.3.

fl < 0

冗o

FIGURE 4.8.4.

Computation of PQ

The flow linearized at the origin is given by

x( t ) = x0ex'\
y{ t ) = y0 eX 2 t , (4.8.3)
z( t ) = z0eX 3\

and the time of flight from n0 to III is given by
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t

Hence, the map
■P。:n。— �rii

is given by (leaving off the subscript 0’s)

/ x (f ) Al / As

/ As

(4.8.4)

(4.8.5)

Computation of P\
Following the discussion of Step 3 in our general analysis above, we take
as P\ the following affine map

where a, b, c, d, e, and / are constants. Note from Figure 4.8.3 that we
have / > 0, so we may rescale the parameter /x so that / = 1. Henceforth,
we will assume that this has been done. Let us briefly explain the form of
(4.8.6). On IIo the y coordinate is fixed at y = e. This explains why there
are only zeros in the middle row of the linear part of (4.8.6). Also, the z
coordinate of lli is fixed at z = £. This explains why there are only zeros
in the third column of the matrix in (4.8.6).

The Poincare Map P = Pi o P0

Forming the composition of P0 and Pi , we obtain the Poincare map defined
in a neighborhood of the homoclinic orbit having the following form.

P = o PQ：IIQ �IIQ,

㈡ ( a x (^ + b e (^ / X 3 + e A
\e x ( l ) X l / X 3 + d e (^/ X 3 +^ ) ' (4.8.7)

where IIo is chosen sufficiently small so that Pi o P0 is defined.
We reiterate that the approximate Poincax4 map (4.8.7) is valid for e

sufficiently small and x and z sufficiently small. For e sufficiently small,
the approximation of PQ by the linearized flow is valid and, for x and z
sufficiently small, the approximation of Pi by the affine map Pi is valid.
Note the e, x, and z are independent.
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Calculation of Fixed Points of P
Now we look for fixed points of the Poincare map (which will correspond
to periodic orbits of (4.8.1). First some notation; let

A = aeXl / X 3 , = be1+(A2/A3)， C = ceAl / A3 , D = del +^/ Xs ) .

Then the condition for fixed points of (4.8.7) is

x = Axz^ Xl^Xz 4- Bz^ X 2^X 3 +
z = C x z M / X3 + D Z M / X 3 H- fi.

Solving (4.8.8a) for x a function of z gives

一
丨入2丨"3 + e

"1 — Azl入11/入3

(4.8.8a)
(4.8.8b)

(4.8.9)

We will restrict ourselves to a sufficiently small neighborhood of the
homoclinic orbit so that z can be taken sufficiently small in order that the
denominator of (4.8.9) can be taken to be 1 (see Exercise 4.47). Substituting
this expression for x into (4.8.8b) gives the following condition for fixed
points of (4.8.7) in terms of z and /x only

z- /x = CBzl入1+入2|/入3 + Ce^z|Al )/A3 + Dz|Aa|/ A3 . (4.8.10)

We will graphically display the solutions of (4.8.10) for /x sufficiently small
and near zero by graphing the left-hand side of (4.8.10) and the right-hand
side of (4.8.10) and seeking intersections of the curves.

First, we want to examine the slope of the right-hand side of (4.8.10) at
z = 0. This is given by the following expression

去 (CBẑ + x^ / X 3 + Cefj,z { Xll / X 3 + _DzlA21"3)

= \^±MCBz^ -^ ^Ce,z^
+ (4.8.11)

We recall that Pi is invertible so that ad — be ^ 0. This implies that
AD — BC ^ 0 so that C and D cannot both be zero. Therefore, at z = 0,
(4.8.11) takes the values

oo if |Ai| < A3 or IA2 I < A3
0 if j Ai| > A3 and I 乂21〉入3.

There are four possible cases, two each for both the infinite-slope and zero-
slope situations. The differences in these situations depend mainly on global
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fJL <0
= 0

M >0

/i<0

U >0

FIGURE 4.8.5. Graphical solution of (4.8.10) in the zero-slope case.

-fi<0

V = 0
弘>0

/^<0

cT：
FIGURE 4.8.6. Graphical solution of (4.8.10) in the infinite-slope case.

effects，i.e., the relative signs of A, C , D, e, and /i. We will consider
this more carefully shortly. Figure 4.8.5 illustrates the graphical solution
of (4.8.10) in the zero-slope case. The two-slope cases illustrated in Figure
4.8.5 give the same result, namely, that for // > 0 a periodic orbit bifurcates
from the homoclinic orbit.

In the infinite-slope case the two possible situations are illustrated in
Figure 4.8.6. Interestingly, in the infinite-slope case we get two different
results; namely, in one case we get a periodic orbit for < 0, and in the
other case a periodic orbit for /i > 0. So what is going on? As we will
shortly see, there is a global effect in this case that our local analysis does
not detect. Now we want to explain this global effect.

Let r be a tube beginning and ending on ITo and IIi , respectively, which
contains T. Then r D Ws(0) is a two-dimensional strip which we denote as
1Z.Suppose, without twisting It, that we join together the two ends of It.
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冗o

No Twist

(Casa 1)
FIGURE 4.8.7.

1/ 2 Twist
(Casa 2)

Then there axe two possibilities: 1) experiences an even number of
half-twists inside r, in which case, when the ends of 72, are joined together it
is homeomorphic to a cylinder, or 2) Wa(0) experiences an odd number of
half-twists inside r, in which case, when the ends of Ti are joined together
it is homeomorphic to a Mobius strip; see Figure 4,8.7. The reader should
verify this experimentally with a strip of paper.

We now want to discuss the dynamical consequences of these two situ¬
ations. First, consider the rectangle Z> C IIo shown in Figure 4.8.8, which
has its lower horizontal boundary in V7a(0). We want to consider the shape
of the image of V under P0 * From (4.8.5), PQ is given by

入l/入3(f)
(£) *WAa (4.8.12)
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P0(①)

Po
7

(a)

Po
P0⑼

(b)
FIGURE 4.8.8.

where, to avoid confusion, we label the coordinates in III by x1 and y\ Now
consider a horizontal line in T>, i.e., a line with z = constant. From (4.8.12)
we see that this line is mapped to a line in IIi given by

/ S\入2/入3
y’ = e (一) = constant. (4.8.13)

However, the length of this line is not preserved, since

^ = f £)A l /A3

_
0 (4.8.14)

X \zJ z-̂ 0

because Ai < 0 < A3. Next consider a vertical line in O, i.e., a line with
x = constant. From (4.8.12) we see that

L = e1+与2-怒-1. (4.8.15)
z

Hence, for — A2 > A3, the length of vertical lines is contracted under Po
as 2 — 0 and, for — A2 < A3, the length of vertical lines is expanded
under 丹 as 2 — 0. Now, (4.8.14) implies that a horizontal line in T> on
the stable manifold of the origin is contracted to a point (i.e.，_Po is not
defined here). Prom these remarks we thus see that D is mapped to the
“ half-bowtie” shape as shown in Figure 4.8.8. Note that for A2 > Ai the
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Mobius Band

Cylinder

FIGURE 4.8.9.

“vertical” boundary of the “ half-bowtie” is tangent to the y-axis at the
origin. If A2 < Ai，it would be tangent to the x-axis at the origin; see
Exercise 4.48. Since we are assuming A2 > Ai for the purpose of illustrating
the construction and geometry of the maps, we show only the first case.

Under the map Pi the half-bowtie Po{T> ) is mapped back around T with
the sharp tip of PQ {T>) coming back near r fl II0. In the case where TL is
homeomorphic to a cylinder, Po(T>) twists around an even number of times
in its journey around F and comes back to 110 lying above W^s(0). In the
case where H is homeomorphic to a mobius strip, Po{T> ) twists around an
odd number of times in its journey around T and returns to n0 lying below
Ws(0); see Figure 4.8.9.

At this point, we will return to the four different cases that arose in
locating the bifurcated periodic orbits and see which particular global effect
occurs.

Recall from (4.8.10) that the z components of the fixed points were ob¬

tained by solving

z = CBz H- Cefxz x3 + Dz ~^~ +"• (4.8.16)

The right-hand side of this equation thus represents the -̂component of
the first return of a point to IIQ. Then, at = 0, the first return will be
positive if we have a cylinder (C) and negative if we have a mobius band
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FIGURE 4,8.10,

(M). Using this remark, we can go back to the four cases and label them
as in Figure 4.8.10.

We now address the question of stability of the bifurcated periodic orbits.
Stability of the Periodic Orbits
The derivative of (4.8.7) is given by

( A Z^ M A X Ẑ +^B Z
1^\

A3 A3
DP = (4.8.17)

Stability is determined by considering the nature of the eigenvalues of
(4.8.17). The eigenvalues of DP are given by

71,2 = v/(trDP) 2 - 4det (DP) , (4.8.18)

where

det DP
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tr DP = + + (4.8.19)
3̂ A3

Substituting equation (4.8.9) for x at a fixed point into the expression for
tr DP gives

tr DP = Az^ + + +^3 A3 A3

Let us note the following important facts.
For z sufficiently small

H t DP { / a) arbitrarily large for \ XY + A2| < A3;
yb ) arbitrarily small for |Ai +、| > A3.

tr D P io / a) large for |A」< A3 or 02| < A3;
\ b) arbitrarily small for [Ai [ > A3 and |A2| > A3.

Using these facts along with (4.8.18) and (4.8.19) we can conclude the
following.

1. For |Ai| > A3 and IA2 ] > A3, both eigenvalues of DP can be made
arbitrarily small by taking 2 sufficiently small.

2. For |Ai + A2 I > A3 and |Ai| < A3 and/or |入2! < 入3，one eigenvalue
can be made arbitrarily small and the other eigenvalue can be made
arbitrarily large by taking z sufficiently small.

3. For I Ai + A2 |< A3 either both eigenvalues can be made arbitrarily
large or one eigenvalue can be made arbitrarily large and the other
arbitrarily small by taking 2 sufficiently small.

We summarize our results in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.8.1 For ^ 0 and sufficiently small, a periodic orbit bifur¬

cates from T in (4.8.1). The periodic orbit is a

i) sink for|Ai| > A3 and IA2 I > A3；

ii) saddle for|Ai + A2 I > A3, |Ai| < A3, and/or IA2 I < A3；

iii) saddle or source for|Ai + A2|< A3.
We remark that the construction of the Poincare map used in the proof

of Theorem 4.8.1 was for the case A2 > Ai (see Figure 4.8.3); however, the
same result holds for A2 < Ai and Ai = A2. We leave the details to the
reader in Exercises 4.48 and 4.49.

Next we consider the case of two homoclinic orbits connecting the saddle
type fixed point to itself and show how under certain conditions chaotic
dynamics may arise.

(4.8.20)
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FIGURE 4.8.11.

i) Two ORBITS HOMOCLINIC TO A FIXED POINT HAVING REAL EIGEN¬

VALUES

We consider the same system as before; however, we now replace Assump¬

tion 2 with Assumption 2f given below.
Assumption 2 f . Equation (4.8.1) has a pair of orbits, rr，r^，homoclinic to
(0, 0, 0) at = 0, and Tr and lie in separate branches of the unstable
manifold of (0, 0, 0). There are thus two possible generic pictures illustrated
in Figure 4.8.11.

Note that the coordinate axes in Figure 4.8.11 have been rotated with
respect to those in Figure 4.8.3. This is merely for artistic convenience. We
will consider only the configuration of Case a in Figure 4.8.11; however, the
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,nalysis (and most of the resulting dynamics) will go through for Case
b. Our goal will be to establish that the Poincare map constructed near the
homoclinic orbits contains the chaotic dynamics of the Smale horseshoe or,
more specifically, that it contains an invariant Cantor set on which it is
homeomorphic to the full shift on two symbols (see Section 4.2).

We begin by constructing the local cross-sections to the vector field near
the origin. We define

IIQ = { ( x , y , z ) e H3 |y = £, |x| < 0 < 2; < £：},
= { ( x , y , z ) e H3 |y = £, |x| < -£ < 2; < 0},

可 = { ( x , y , z ) e H3 12; = £:, |x| < £, 0 < y < £：},
IIi =\{ x , y , z ) e H3 12; = -£, |x| < £, 0 < y < s } ,

for £■ > 0 and small; see Figure 4.8.12 for an illustration of the geometry
near the origin.

Now recall the global twisting of the stable manifold of the origin. We
want to consider the effect of this in our construction of the Poincare map.
Let rr (resp. r̂ ) be a tube beginning and ending on叩 (resp. Ilf ) and IIQ
(resp. IIQ ) which contains Fr (resp. (see Figure 4.8.7). Then rr
(resp. n W^(0)) is a two-dimensional strip, which we denote as Tlr (resp.
Tie ). If we join together the two ends of TZr (resp. TZ^ ) without twisting Tlr
(resp. Tie ) , then Tlr (resp. is homeomorphic to either a cylinder or a
mobius strip (see Figure 4.8.7). Thus, this global effect gives rise to three
distinct possibilities.

1. TZr and TZe are homeomorphic to cylinders.

2. TZr is homeomorphic to a cylinder and 7^ is homeomorphic to a
mobius strip.

3. Hr and Tie are homeomorphic to mobius strips.

These three cases manifest themselves in the Poincar谷 map as shown in
Figure 4.8.13.
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We now want to motivate how we might expect a horseshoe to arise in
these situations. Consider Case 1. Suppose we vary the parameter fi so
that the homoclinic orbits break, with the result that the images of IIQ and
IIQ move in the manner shown in Figure 4.8.14. The question of whether
or not we would expect such behavior in a one-parameter family of three-
dimensional vector fields will be addressed shortly.

From Figure 4.8.14 one can begin to see how we might get horseshoe-like
dynamics in this system. We can choose ^-horizontal strips in IIQ and
IIo, which are mapped over themselves in ^-vertical strips as /x is varied,
as shown in Figure 4.8.15. The conditions on the relative magnitudes of
the eigenvalues at the fixed point will insure the appropriate stretching
and contracting directions. Note that no horseshoe behavior is possible at
弘= 0.

Of course, many things need to be justified in Figure 4.8.15, namely,
the stretching and contraction rates and also that the little “ half-bowties”
behave correctly as the homoclinic orbits are broken. However, rather than
go through the three cases individually, we will settle for studying a specific
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FIGURE 4.8.15.

example and refer the reader to Afraimovich, Bykov, and Silnikov [1983] for
detailed discussions of the general case. However, first we want to discuss
the role of parameters.

In a three-dimensional vector field one would expect that varying a pa¬

rameter would result in the destruction of a particular homoclinic orbit.
In the case of two homoclinic orbits we cannot expect that the behavior
of both homoclinic orbits can be controlled by a single parameter result¬

ing in the behavior shown in Figure 4.8.13. For this we would need two
parameters where each parameter could be thought of as “ controlling” a
particular homoclinic orbit. In the language of bifurcation theory this is
a global codimension-two bifurcation problem. However, if the vector field
contains a symmetry, e.g.，(4.8.1) is invariant under the change of coordi¬

nates (x, y, z ) — > ( — — 2), which represents a 180。rotation about the y
axis, then the existence of one homoclinic orbit necessitates the existence
of another so that one parameter controls both. For simplicity, we will treat
the symmetric case and refer the reader to Afraimovich, Bykov, and Sil¬

nikov [1983] for a discussion of the nonsymmetric cases. The symmetric
case is of historical interest, since this is precisely the situation that arises
in the much-studied Lorenz equations; see Sparrow [1982].

The case we will consider is characterized by the following properties.
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/x > o

/X = 0

FIGURE 4.8.16.

/x < o

Assumption 0 < — A2 < A3 < — Aj, d ^ 0.
Assumption 2l . Equation (4.8.1) is invariant under the coordinate trans¬

formation ( x，y，z ) — { — x^ y^ — z )^ and the homoclinic orbits break for fx
near zero in the manner shown in Figure 4.8.16.

Assumption Al/ insures that the Poincare map has a strongly contracting
direction and a strongly expanding direction (recall from (4.8.6) that d is
an entry in the matrix defining Pi , and (/ 一 0 is a generic condition)
The reader should recall the discussion of Figure 4.8.8, which explains the
geometry behind these statements.

Now, the Poincare map P of IIQ U IIQ into IIJ U IIQ consists of two parts

pr: n卜rr0 ur

^
， （4.8.22)

with Pr given by (4.8.7)，and
p,：n^n s u n^, (4.8.23)

where by the symmetry we have

Pe( x , z；fi ) = (4.8.24)
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FIGURE 4.8.17. -horizontal strips Hr and Hi and their image under P

Our goal is to show that, for /Li < 0, P contains an invariant Cantor set on
which it is topologically conjugate to the full shift on two symbols. This is
done in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.8.2 There exists 网 < 0 such that，for < 0 , P pos~

sesses an invariant Cantor set on which it is topologically conjugate to the
full shift on two symbols .

Proof : The method behind the proof of this theorem is the same as that
used in the proof of Moser’s theorem (see Section 4,4). In IIQUIIQ we locate
two disjoint /̂ -horizontal strips that are mapped over themselves in two

"̂ vertical strips so that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold.

We choose ^ < 0 fixed. Then we choose two "h-horizontal strips, one
in IIQ and one in II各，where the “ horizontal” coordinate is the z axis. We
choose the horizontal sides of the strips to be parallel to the x-axis so that
fih = 0* Then, under the Poincare map P defined in (4.8.22) and (4.8.23),
since A3 < — Ai and 11 is fixed, we can choose the two /L -̂horizontal strips
sufficiently close to W 8 {0) so that the image of each //*-horizontal strip
intersects both horizontal boundaries of each of the /Lt^-horizontal strips as
shown in Figure 4.8.17. Thus, it follows that Assumption 1 holds.

Next we must verify that Assumption 3 holds. This follows from a calcu¬

lation vê y similar to that which we performed to show that Assumption 3
holds in the proof of Moser’s theorem in Section 4.4. It uses the fact that
--A2 < A3 < — 入1 and d

_
0. We leave the details as an exercise for the

reader. □

We left out many of the details of the proof of Theorem 4.8.2. In Exercise
4.52 we outline how one would complete the missing details.

The dynamical consequences of Theorem 4.8,2 are stunning. For /x > 0,
there is nothing spectacular associated with the dynamics near the (broken)
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homoclinic orbits. However, for ^ < 0, the horseshoes and their attendant
chaotic dynamics appear seemingly out of nowhere. This particular type of
global bifurcation has been called a homochmc explosion.
Observations and Additional References

We have barely scratched the surface of the possible dynamics associated
with orbits homoclinic to a fixed point having rea} eigenvalues in a third-
order ordinary differential equation. There are several issues which deserve
a iyiore thorough investigation.

1. Two Homochmc Orbits without Symmetry. See Afraimovich，Bykov,
and Silnikov [1983] for the references therein.

2. The Existence of Strange Attractors.Horseshoes are chaotic invariant
sets, yet all the orbits in the horseshoes are unstable of saddle type.
Nevertheless, it should be clear that horseshoes may exhibit a striking
effect on the dynamics of any system. In particular, they are often the
chaotic heart of numerically observed strange attractors. For work on
the “strange attractor problem” associated with orbits homoclinic to
fixed points having real eigenvalues in a third-order ordinary differ¬

ential equation, see Afraimovich, Bykov, and Silnikov [1983]. Most
of the work done on such systems has been in the context of the
Lorenz equations. References for Lorenz attractors include
[1982], Guckenheimer and Williams [1980], and Williams [1980]. Re¬

cently, some breakthroughs have been made in proving the existence
of strange attractors in such equations by Rychlik [1990] and Robin¬

son [1989].
3. Bifurcations Creating the Horseshoe. In the homoclinic explosion an

infinite number of periodic orbits of all possible periods are created.
The question arises concerning precisely how these periodic orbits
were created and how they are related to each other. This question
also has relevance to the strange attractor problem.
In recent years Birman, Williams, and Holmes have been using the
knot type of a periodic orbit as a bifurcation invariant in order to
understand the appearance, disappearance, and interrelation of pe¬

riodic orbits in third-order ordinary differential equations. Roughly
speaking, a periodic orDit in three dimensions can be thought of as
a knotted closed loop. As system parameters are varied, the periodic
orbit may never intersect itself due to uniqueness of solutions. Hence,
the knot type of a periodic orbit cannot change as parameters are
varied The knot type is therefore a bifurcation invariant as well as
a key tool for developing a classification scheme for periodic orbits.
For references, see Birman and Williams [1983a,b], Holmes [1986a]，
[1987], and Holmes and Williams [1985]
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k
FIGURE 4.8.18.

4.8B ORBITS HOMOCLINIC TO A SADDLE-FOCUS
We now consider the dynamics near an orbit homoclinic to a fixed point of
saddle-focus type in a third-order ordinary differential equation. This has
become known as the Silmkov phenomenon, since it was first studied by
Silnikov [1965].

We consider an equation of the following form

x = px ~ ujy + P( x, y,z ) ,
y = u)x + py + Q( x, y,z ), (4.8.25)
z = Xz + R( x, y, z ),

where P, Q, R are C2 and 0(2) at the origin. It should be clear that (0,0, 0)
is a fixed point and that the eigenvalues of (4.8.25) linearized about (0,0, 0)
are given by p士 ico, X (note that there are no parameters in this problem
at the moment; we will consider bifurcations of (4.8.25) later). We make
the following assumptions on the system (4.8.25).
Assumption 1. Equation (4.8.25) possesses ahomoclinic orbit T connecting
(0,0,0) to itself.
Assumption 2, X > -p > 0.
Thus, (0, 0,0) possesses a two-dimensional stable manifold and a one¬

dimensional unstable manifold which intersect nontransversely; see Figure
4.8.18.

In order to determine the nature of the orbit structure near T, we con¬

struct a Poincare map defined near T in the manner described at the be¬

ginning of this section.
Computation of PQ

Let n0 be a rectangle lying in the x - z plane, and let II】 be a rectangle
parallel to the x — y plane at ^ = £；see Figure 4.8.19. As opposed to the
case of purely real eigenvalues, IIo will require a more detailed description.
However, in order to do this we need to better understand the dynamics of
the flow near the origin.
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The flow generated by (4.8.25) linearized about the origin is given by

x( t ) = ept ( xo cosut — 2/o sin u/t )^
y( t ) = ept ( xo sinujt + yQ cos cot ), (4.8.26)
z(t ) = Zoext.

The time of flight for points starting on IIo to reach III is found by solving

e = z0ext (4.8.27)

or

Thus, PQ is given by (omitting the subscript 0’s)

(4.8.28)

Po:no —
A 卜(f)

p/Ac°s(支㈣！）

We now consider IIo more carefully. For IIo arbitrarily chosen it is possible
for points on IIo to intersect IIQ many times before reaching III. In this
case, Po would not map IIo difFeomorphically onto Po(IIo). We want to
avoid this situation, since the conditions for a map to possess the dynamics
of the shift map described in Section 4.3 are given for diffeomorphisms.
According to (48.26), it takes time t = 2n/ u) for a point starting in the
x — z plane with x > 0 to return to the x — z plane with x > 0. Now let
x — e, 0 < z < e b e the right-hand boundary of IIo, Then if we choose
x = 0〈之 e to be the left-hand boundary of IIo, no point
starting in the interior of n0 returns to IIo before reaching 11! We take
this as the definition of IIQ：

(4.8.29)

n0 = {Oc，y, z) JR31 j/ = 0, e e2^ < x < e, 0 < z < e }. (4.8.30)
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IIi is chosen large enough to contain P0(n。）in its interior.
We now want to describe the geometry of Po(no).IIi is coordinatized by

x and y,which we will label as xf, yf to avoid confusion with the coordinates
ofn0. Then, from (4.8.29), we have

(^, 2/0 = cos glog J) ,x (^)pMsinglog (4.8.31)

Polar coordinates on IIi give a clearer picture of the geometry. Let

r = yjx12 + y72, — = tan0.
Then (4.8.31) becomes

(4.8.32)

Now consider a vertical line inIIQ,i.e.,a line with x = constant.By (4.8.32)
it gets mapped into a logarithmic spiral. A horizontal line in IIo,i.e”a line
with z = constant, gets mapped onto a radial line emanating from (0,0,e).
Consider the rectangles

Rk = { {x,y,z) e E.3 I y = 0, < x < e,
-2ir ( fc+l) A -2irk\ 飞ee w < z < ee—«— ). (4.8.33)

Then we have
oo

n0 = |JRk -
k=0

We study the geometry of the image of a rectangle Rk by determining the
behavior of its horizontal and vertical boundaries under P0. We denote
these four line segments as

hu = {{x,y,z) 1R3 |y = 0, x < e},
h£ = {(x,y, R3 |y = 0, z = ee } ee^¥ < x < e),
v = {(x^ y^ z) G 1R I y = 0, x = e,ee ^ < z < ee « ),
vl= {(x,y,z) G 1R3 |y = 0, x = ee2^,ee

2w2+1)A < ^ < };
(4.8.34)

see Figure 4.8.20. The images of these line segments under Po are given by

Po(hu) = 之） K3 | 2：= = 2nk，ee-
(:)P < r < },

P o i h1 ) ^ { ( r, e, z ) e B3 \ z ^ e1 0 = 2n( k + l )i <r <
Po(〆）= {(r,0,z) G 1R3 | ^ = e，2nk < 8 < 27r(fc +l),r(0) = ee^ },

^o(^) = {(r, 0，之） 1R3 |之 = e, 27rfc < 6 < 2̂ { k + 1), r{6 ) = eeP<2
«
+ 1
}，

(4.8.35)
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P0 (h勹

so that Po(Rk) appears as in Figure (4.8.20).
The geometry of Figure 4.8.20 should give a strong indication that horse¬

shoes may arise in this system.
Computation of Pi
From the discussion at the beginning of this section, we approximate Pi
by an affine map as follows

Pi：rTi — ^ iio,
/x \ / a b 0 \ fx \ /x \(T(r d °o) W H o J ' (48_36)

where (x,0,0) 三 r HIIo is the intersection of the homoclinic orbit with
n。(note: by our choice of IIo, T intersects To only once). We remark that
the structure of the 3 x 3 matrix in (4.8.36) comes from the fact that the
coordinates of IIi axe x and y with z 二 e 二 constant and the coordinates
of IIo are x and ^ with y = 0.
The Poincare Map P ~ Pi o P0

Composing (4.8.29) and (4.8.36) gives

P = Pi o PQ：IIO ^ IIo,

㈡
x (D'/A hosOXlogD] +5

、
x g) P/A [c c o s (^ l o g ^) + d s i n g l o g ^)] y

，(4.8.37)

where IIo is chosen sufficiently small (by taking e small). Thus, P(IIo)
appears as in Figure 4.8.21.

Our goal is to show that P contains an invariant Cantor set on which it
is topologically conjugate to a full shift on (at least) two symbols.

Consider the rectangle Rk shown in Figure 4.8.22. In order to verify the
proper behavior of horizontal and vertical strips in it will be necessary
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to verify that the inner and outer boundaries of P( Rk ) both intersect the
upper boundary of Rk as shown in Figure 4.8.22 or, in other words, the
upper horizontal boundary of Rk intersects (at least ) two points of the
inner boundary of P{ Rk )> Additionally, it will be useful to know how many
rectangles above Rk P( Rk ) also intersects in this manner. We have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.8.3 Consider Rk for fixed k sufficiently large. Then the inner
boundary of P( Rk ) intersects the upper horizontal boundary of Rt in (at
least ) two points for i > k /a where l < a < — A/p. Moreover, the preimage
of the vertical boundaries of P( Rje )nRt is contained in the vertical boundary
of Rk .
Proof:The z coordinate of the upper horizontal boundary of IU is given by

z = (4.8.38)
and the point on the inner boundary of Po( Rk ) closest to (0, 0, e) is given
by

r^ ^ ee^ e^ . (4.8.39)
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(a)

p

(b)

FIGURE 4.8.22. Two possibilities for P( Rk ) n Rk .

/

Since Pi is an affine map, the bound on the inner boundary of P( Rk )
Pi o Po( Rk ) can be expressed as

『min
47T£ 2itkp

Kee « e « (4.8.40)
for some K > 0. The inner boundary of P( Rk ) will intersect the upper
horizontal boundary of Rt in (at least) two points provided

z > (4.8.41)

Using (4.8.38) and (4.8.40), we compute this ratio explicitly and find
fmin Kê ê k^x\ (48.42)

Because Ke4irp^u, is a fixed constant, the size of (4.8.42) is controlled by the
e(27r/w)(fcp+iA) term. In order to make (4.8.42) larger than one, it is sufficient
that kp+iX is taken sufficiently large. By Assumption 2 we have A +p > 0,
so for i > k /a, l < a < — A/p, kp -h iX is positive, and for k su伍ciently
large, (4.8.42) is larger than one.

We now describe the behavior of the vertical boundaries of Rk . Recall
Figure 4.8.22a. Under PQ the vertical boundaries of Rk map to the inner and
outer boundaries of an annulus-like object. Pi is an invertible affine map;
hence, the inner and outer boundaries of Po(只fc ) correspond to the inner
and outer boundaries of P( Rk ) = Pi o Po( Rk ) - Therefore, the preimage of
the vertical boundary of fl is contained in the vertical boundary
of Rk . □

Lemma 4.8.3 points out the necessity of Assumption 2, since, if we had
instead — p > A > 0, then the image of Rk would fall below Rk for k
sufficiently large, as shown in Figure 4.8.22b.
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We now can state our main theorem.

Theorem 4.8.4 For k sufficiently large，Rk contains an invariant Cantor
set，八&，on which the Poincare map P is topologically conjugate to a full
shift on two symbols .

Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of both Moser’s theorem
(see Section 4.4) and Theorem 4.8.2. In Rk we must find two disjoint
horizontal strips that are mapped over themselves in ^-vertical strips on
which Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold.

The fact that such 冲-horizontal strips can be found on which Assump¬

tion 1 holds follows from Lemma 4.8.3. The fact that Assumption 3 holds
follows from a calculation similar to that given in Moser’s theorem and
Theorem 4.8.2. In Exercise 4.54 we outline how one fills in the details of
this proof. □

We make several remarks.
Remark 1 . The dynamics of P are often described by the phrase “ P has a
countable infinity of horseshoes.”
Remark 2. Note from Lemma 4.8.3 that the horseshoes in the different Rk
can interact. This would lead to different ways of setting up the symbolic
dynamics. We will deal with this issue in Exercise 4.55.
Remark 3. Jf one were to break the homoclinic orbit with a perturbation,
then only a finite number of the would survive. We deal with this issue
in Exercise 4.56.

i) THE BIFURCATION ANALYSIS OF G^ENDINNING AND SPARROW

Now that we have seen how complicated the orbit structure is in the neigh¬

borhood of an orbit homoclinic to a fixed point of saddle-focus type, we
want to get an understanding of how this situation occurs as the homo-
clinic orbit is created. In this regard, the analysis given by Glendinning
and Sparrow [1984] is insightful.

Suppose that the homoclinic orbit in (4.8.25) depends on a scalar param¬

eter in the manner shown in Figure 4.8.23. We construct a parameter-
dependent Poincare map in the same manner as when we discussed the
case of a fixed point with all real eigenvalues. This map is given by

， (4.8.43)

where, from Figure 4.8.23, we have / > 0. We have already seen that
this map possesses a countable infinity of horseshoes at y = 0, and we
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M < 0

H > 0

FIGURE 4.8.23.
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know that each horseshoe contains periodic orbits of all periods. To study
how the horseshoes are formed in this situation as the homoclinic orbit is
formed is a difficult (and unsolved) problem. We will tackle a more modest
problem which will still give us a good idea about some things that are
happening; namely, we will study the fixed points of the above map. Recall
that the fixed points correspond to periodic orbits which pass through a
neighborhood of the origin once before closing up.First we put the map in
a form which will be easier to work with. The map can be written in the
form

0
X (^jp/

pcos^logJ + e/i-f

x^P/
geos ($ log 營 + 02) j

(4.8.44)

where we have rescaled fi so that / =1 (note that / must be positive).
Now let

-s = J, a = pe~6, P = q£~s,
UJ UJ UJi =-loge+01, $2 = -log£ + (^2.

Then the map takes the form

(x\ ^ (axz6 cos(^ lo^z + + e/z + ( ,

\ 0xz6 cos(^ log 2:+$2) +M /
* *

Now we will study the fixed points of this map and their stability and
bifurcations.
Fixed Points
The fixed points axe found by solving

(4.8.46a)
(4.8.46b)

(4.8.47)

Substituting (4.8.47) into (4.8.46b) gives

x = axz6 cos(^ log2 + + e〆+王，

^ =0xz6 cos(《log之 +电2) +
Solving (4.8.46a) for x as a function of z gives

工二
印+壬

1一 az6 cos(^ log2：+$i) *

(z- /i)(l-az6 cos(^ log2 + )) = (ep+x)j3z6 cos(^ log 2:+^2)• (4.8.48)

Solving (4.8 48) gives us the ^-component of the fixed point; substituting
this into (4.8.46a) gives us the x-component of the fixed point. In order to
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Case 2：8 > 1

- 2 H < 0

一 Z -/4

z ^ = 0

s z M > 0

FIGURE 4.8.25. Graphical construction of the solutions of (4.8.50) for ^ > 1.

6 > 1 . The next case is S > 1, i.e,, Assumption 2 does not hold. We show
the results in Figure 4.8.25. In the case 6 > 1, we have

M < 0 there are no fixed points except the one at 2: = /z = 0 (i.e” the
homoclinic orbit),

U > 0 For z > 0, there is one fixed point for each /x. This can be seen as
follows: the slope of the wiggly curve is of order z6 ~ l , which is small
for z small, since 6 > 1‘ Thus, the 2 — /x line intersects it only once.

Again, the fixed points which we have found correspond to periodic orbitsof the parametrized version of (4.8.25) which pass once through a neighbor¬hood of zero before closing up. Our knowledge of these fixed points allowsus to draw the following bifurcation diagrams in Figure 4.8.26.
The 6 > 1 diagram should be clear；however, the 6 < 1 diagram may

be confusing. The wiggly curve in the diagram above represents periodic
orbits. It should be clear from Figure 4.8.26 that periodic orbits are bom
in pairs, and the one with the lower z value has the higher period (since it
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(a) Period

/A<0 二 M >0

(b) Period

M<0 二 M >0

FIGURE 4.8.26. a) ^ > 1. b) ^ <

passes closer to the fixed point). We will worry more about the structure
of this curve as we proceed.
Stability of the Fixed Points
The Jacobian of the map is given by

( D B) '

where
A = az6 cos($ log 2 + $1)，
B =0xzs^ [6 cos(( log 2 +$2) — sin(《 log 2 + $2)1，
C = axzs~~ l [6 cos($ log 2：+ ^i) ~ ^ sin($ log 2 + 伞 i )]，
D = /3z6 cos(^ log 2 + $2).

The eigenvalues of the matrix are given by

AI ,2 =\{ ( A + B ) ± V ( A+ B y - 4( A B -C D ) } .

6 > 1. For 6 > 1, it should be clear that the eigenvalues will be small if 2: is
small (since both z6 and z6 ~~ l are small). Hence, for 5 > 1，the one periodic

(4.8.51)

(4.8.52)
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orbit existing for // > 0 is stable for /z small, and the homoclinic orbit at
/x = 0 is an attractor.

The case 6 < 1 is more complicated.

^ < 1. First notice that the determinant of the matrix given by AB — CD
only contains terms of order z26~1

^ so the map will be

area-contracting | 5 < 1,
area-expanding 0〈办〈全，

for z sufficiently small.
We would thus expect different results in these two different 6 ranges.
Now recall that the wiggjy purve whose intersection with z - gave the

fixed points was given by

(e/x + x )(3z6 cos(《 log 2 + $2)-
Thus, from (4.8.51)，a fixed point corresponding to a maximum of this curve
corresponds to 5 = 0, and a fixed point corresponding to a zero crossing
of this curve corresponds to D = 0. We now want to look at the stability
of fixed points satisfying these conditions.
D = 0. In this case = A, 入2 = Thus, for 2: small,入1 is small and 入2
is always large; hence, the fixed point is a saddle. Note in particular that,
for = 0, D is very close to zero; hence all periodic orbits will be saddles
as expected.
B = 0. The eigenvalues are given by

AI,2 = 孓[乂土 \/^2 + 4CD],

and both eigenvalues will have large or small modulus depending on whether
CD is large or small, since

A2 ~ z26 can be neglected compared with CD � 一'A ^ z6 can be neglected compared with y/CD � ；^一(^2).
Whether or not CD is small depends on whether 0 < 5 < ^ o r|< 5 < l.
Hence, we have

stable fixed points for |< 6 < 1.
unstable fixed points for 0 < 6 < 5.

Now we want to put everything together for other 2 values (i.e., for 2 such
that B^ D ^ 0).

Consider Figure 4.8.27, which is a blow-up of Figure 4.8.24 for various
parameter values In this figure the intersection of the two curves gives us
the z coordinate of the fixed points.

Now we describe what happens at each parameter value shown in Figure
4.8.27.
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Z^5

M2

FIGURE 4.8.27.

fjt = He At this point we have a tangency，and we know that a saddle-node
pair will be born in a saddle-node bifurcation.

/x = fJLb At this point we have two fixed points; the one with the lower z
value has the larger period. Also, the one at the maximum of the
curve has B = 0; therefore, it is stable for Ae > 5, unstable for 5 <|.
The other fixed point is a saddle.

// = /Z4 At this point the stable (unstable) fixed point has become a saddle
since D = 0. Therefore, it must have changed its stability type via a
period-doubling bifurcation.

// = //3 At this point B = 0 again; therefore, the saddle has become either
purely stable or unstable again. This must have occurred via a reverse
period-doubling bifurcation.

/1= fi2 A saddle-node bifurcation occurs.
Hence, we finally arrive at Figure 4.8.28.
Next we want to get an idea of the size of the “ wiggles” in Figure 4.8.28

because，if the wiggles are small, that implies that the one-loop periodic
orbits are only visible for a narrow range of parameters. If the wiggles are
large, we might expect there to be a greater likelihood of observing the
periodic orbits.

Let us denote the parameter values at which the tangent to the curve in
Figure 4.8.28 is vertical by

* ，A^+n，* • • — 0， (4.8.53)
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Period

C：
Saddle Orbit
Stable (5 >1/2) Orbit
Unstable (5 <1/2) Orbit

:•••>• Period Doubling
Bifurcation

FIGURE 4.8.28.

where the alternate in sign. Now recall that the 2 component of the fixed
point was given by the solutions to the equations

z - f i = ( e f i - x )0z6 cos(^ log 2：+中2)*

Thus, we have

Zt - Ht = (e"t + x )(3z^ cos(4 log ^ + $2),

Zi+\ - Hi+i = (e^i+i + x)/3zf+1 cos(^ logzl+i + $2) -
Prom (4.8.55) and (4.8.56) , we obtain

_ z% — X /3z^ CQS($ log + 少2)
叫 1 + e0z f cos( log'+ $2) ’

_ ^+1 - X f3z6
t+l cos“ log +中2)

1 + e/3zf+1cos(《log 之1+1 + $2) ’

Now note that we have

(, log^+i log^ « 7r => « exp 牙，
and we assume that 2 < < 1 so that

1 + e0zt(t+i ) cos(^ log;(t+i ) +中2) � 1.

Finally, we obtain

队+1 = Zi+i + [x/3 cos(C logzl + $2)]^+i

Ml 4 — [x/3cos(Clog A + $2)]zf ’

(4.8.54)

(4.8. 55)

(4.8. 56)

(4.8. 57)

(4.8. 58)

(4.8.59)

(4.8.60)

(4.8.61)
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Now, in the limit as 2^0, (4.8.61) becomes，令) e x p⑺ . (4.8,2)

Recall that 6 = — p/\i = -cu / X . We thus obtain

lim = — exp — . (4.8.63)
t— »oo fj,t uj

This quantity governs the size of the oscillations we see in Figure 4.8.28.

Subsidiary Homochmc Orbits
Now we will show that, as we break our original homoclinic orbit (the prin¬

cipal homoclinic orbit), other homoclinic orbits of a different nature arise,
and the Silnikov picture is repeated for these new homoclinic orbits. This
phenomenon was first noted by Hastings [1982], Evans et al. [1982], Gas-
pard [1983], and Glendinning and Sparrow [1984]. We follow the argument
of Gaspard.

When we break the homoclinic orbit , the unstable manifold intersects
n0 at the point ( efi + Thus, if /x > b, this point can be used as an
initial condition for our map. Now, if the 2: component of the image of this
point is zero, we will have found a new homoclinic orbit which passes once
through a neighborhood of the origin before falling back into the origin.
This condition is given by

0 = 0( efi + x ) fi6 cos(^ log /x + $2) + M (4.8.64)

or
- /x = /3(e^ + x)^

6 cos(^ log^+ $2) - (4.8.65)
We find the solutions for this graphically for 5 > 1 and 5 < 1 in the same
manner as we investigated the equations for the fixed points; see Figure
4.8.29.

Thus, for ^ > 1, the only homoclinic orbit is the principal homoclinic
orbit which exists at ^ = 0.

For 6 < 1, we get a countable infinity of /x values

fhi fh+u … ，叫+n， ^ 0, (4.8.66)

for which these subsidiary or double- pulse homoclinic orbits exist, as shown
in Figure 4.8.30. Note for each of these homoclinic orbits, we can recon¬

struct our original Silnikov picture of a countable infinity of horseshoes.

For a reference dealing with double-pulse homoclinic orbits for the case of
real eigenvalues, see Yanagida [1987].
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6>1

v
-y-

6 <i
FIGURE 4.8.29. Graphical construction of the solutions of (4.8.65) .

FIGURE 4.8.30.

Observations and General Remarks

Remark 1: Comparison Between the Saddle with Real Eigenvalues and the
Saddle-Focus. Before leaving three dimensions, we want to reemphasize the
main differences between the two cases studied.

Real Eigenvalues. In order to have horseshoes it was necessary to start
with two homoclinic orbits. Even so, there were no horseshoes near the
homoclinic orbits until the homoclinic orbits were broken such as might
happen by varying a parameter. It was necessary to know the global twist¬

ing of orbits around the homoclinic orbits in order to determine how the
horseshoe was formed.

Complex Eigenvalues. One homoclinic orbit is sufficient for a countable
infinity of horseshoes whose existence does not require first breaking the
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homoclinic connection. Knowledge of global twisting around the homoclinic
orbit is unnecessary, since the spiralling associated with the imaginary part
of the eigenvalues tends to “smear” trajectories uniformly around the ho~
moclinic orbit.

While an extensive amount of work exists concerning Silnikov’s phe¬

nomenon, there are still some open problems.
Remark 2: Strange Attractors. Silnikov-type attractors have not attracted
the great amount of attention that has been given to Lorenz attractors.
The topology of the spiralling associated with the imaginary parts of the
eigenvalues makes the Silnikov problem more difficult.
Remark 3: Creation of the Horseshoes and Bifurcation Analysis. We have
given part of the bifurcation analysis of Glendinning and Sparrow [1984].
Their paper also contains some interesting numerical work and conjectures.
The reader should also consult Gaspard, Kapral, and Nicolis [1984]. Knot
theory has not been applied to this problem.
Remark 4: Nonhyperbohc Fixed Points. There appear to be little or no
results concerning orbits homoclinic to nonhyperbolic fixed points in three
dimensions.
Remark 5: Applications. The Silnikov phenomenon arises in a variety of
applications. See, for example, Arneodo, Coullet, and Tresser [1981a,b],
[1985], Arneodo, Coullet，Spiegel, and Tresser [1985], Arneodo, Coullet,
and Spiegel [1982], Gaspard and Nicolis [1983], Hastings [1982], Pikovskii,
Rabinovich, and Trakhtengerts [1979], Rabinovich [1978], Rabinovich and
Fabrikant [1979], Roux, Rossi, Bachelaxt , and Vidal [1981], and Vyshkind
and Rabinovich [1976].
Remark 6: The General Technique for Analyzing the Orbit Structure Near
Homochmc Orbits. The reader should note the similarities between the
analyses of the orbit structure near orbits homoclinic to 1) hyperbolic pe¬

riodic points of two-dimensional diffeomorphisms (or, equivalently, hyper¬

bolic periodic orbits of autonomous, three-dimensional vector fields); 2) hy¬

perbolic fixed points of three-dimensional autonomous vector fields having
purely real eigenvalues; and 3) hyperbolic fixed points of three-dimensional
autonomous vector fields having a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. In
all three cases a return map was constructed in a neighborhood of a point
along the homoclinic orbit that consisted of the composition of two maps.
One map described the dynamics near the hyperbolic invariant set (i.e., pe¬

riodic orbit or fixed point) and the other map described the dynamics near
the homoclinic orbit outside of a neighborhood of the hyperbolic invariant
set. Due to the fact that the fixed point is hyperbolic, the first map is well
approximated from the linearization of the dynamical system (either map
or vector field) about the hyperbolic invariant set (either periodic orbit
or fixed point). The second map, if we restrict ourselves to a sufficiently
small neighborhood of the homoclinic orbit, is well approximated by an
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affine map. In all cases, in order to show that chaotic invariant sets (more
precisely, an invarant Cantor set on which the dynamics are topologically
conjugate to a full shift on N symbols) are present near the homoclinic
orbit, we find N /i^-horizontal strips that are mapped over themselves in
/zv-vertical strips so that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold. The
nature of the map near the hyperbolic invariant set is responsible for the
verification of Assumption 3 (i.e., expansion and contraction in the appro¬

priate directions). The nature of the map outside of the hyperbolic invariant
set is responsible for the verification of Assumption 1. However, note that
in the case of transversal orbits homoclinic to hyperbolic periodic orbits of
two-dimensional diffeomorphisms，we did not need any special assumptions
on the eigenvalues of the periodic orbit or the nature of the intersection of
the stable and unstable manifolds (hyperbolicity and transversality were
sufficient). This is very different from the situation of orbits homoclinic
to hyperbolic fixed points of three-dimensional autonomous vector fields,
where special assumptions on the relative magnitudes of the eigenvalues at
the fixed point and the nature of the (nontransversal) homoclinic orbit(s)
were necessary.
Remark 7. For generalizations to orbits homoclinic to hyperbolic fixed
points of n-dimensional ( n > 4) autonomous vector fields, the reader should
consult Wiggins [1988].
Remark 8. For generalizations to heteroclinic cycles connecting hyperbolic
fixed points of autonomous vector fields, the reader should consult Wiggins
[1988].

4.9 Global Bifurcations Arising from Local
Codimension-Two Bifurcations

In Section 3.IE we studied the bifurcation of a fixed point of a vector
field in the situation where the matrix associated with the linearization of
the vector field at the bifurcation point had two zero eigenvalues, and in
Section 3.IF we studied the situation where the matrix had a zero and a
pure imaginary pair of eigenvalues (with any remaining eigenvalues having
nonzero real part). In both cases we saw that dynamical phenomena arose
which coaid not be explained by any local bifurcation analysis, and in this
section we want to attempt to complete the analysis. In the case of the
double-zero eigenvalue we will succeed completely. In the case of the zero-
pure imaginary pair we will only achieve partial success. We begin with the
double-zero eigenvalue.
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4*9A THE DOUBLE-ZERO EIGENVALUE
Recall from Section 3.IE that the truncated normal form associated with
this bifurcation is given by

y = /Lii + fjb2 y + x2 + bxy , 6 = 士1. (4.9.1)

Equation (4.9.1) applies to generic vector fields, i.e.，there are no symme¬

tries and we treat the case 6 = -hi.
Recall that (4.9.1) has no periodic orbits for > 0 and, for /xi <

0，periodic orbits are created in a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation.
Therefore, there must be some other bifurcation occurring which accounts
for the destruction of the periodic orbits as /ii increases through zero. In
Section 3.IE we gave some heuristic arguments as to why this should be
a homochmc or saddle-connection bifurcation, and now we want to prove
this.

We begin by rescaling the dependent variables and parameters of (4.9.1)
as follows

x — e2u, y = Hi = — e4, /x2 = e2U2 (e > 0)，

and we rescale the independent variable time as follows

e

so that (4.9.1) becomes

u =
6 = — 1 + ix2 + e(i/2V H- uv ).

(4.9.2)

(4.9.3)

Notice that, in the original variables, we are interested in < 0 and that
our rescaling allows us to interpret our results in this parameter regime.
(Note: the reader should be somewhat irritated that we have simply pulled
this particular rescaling “out of the air.” For now, we will proceed with the
analysis, but at the end of this section we will discuss “ why it works.”）

The single most important characteristic of this rescaling is that, for
e = 0, the rescaled equations (4.9.3) become a completely integrable Hamil¬

tonian system with Hamiltonian function given by

H ( u, v ) = Y + U ~\' (4.9.4)

Melnikov’s method can then be used to perform a global analysis that
includes the effects of the higher order terms of the normal form. The
phase space of this completely integrable Hamiltonian system is shown in
Figure 4.9.1. Thus, the vector field
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FIGURE 4.9.1.

U =V y
i = — 1 + w2,

has a hyperbolic fixed point at

(u^ v ) = (1,0),

(4.9.5)

an elliptic fixed point at
{ n,v ) = (-1,0),

and a one-parameter family of periodic orbits surrounding the elliptic fixed
point. We denote the latter by

{ ua { t ) ) Va( t ) ) , hl,0) (4.9.6)

with period Ta where

(wD，1⑴卜（一1, 0) (4.9.7)

and

]im (ua (t ) , ua (t) ) = ( u0 ( t ) , v0{ t ) )

• 6 secn~

is a homoclinic orbit connecting the hyperbolic fixed point to itself .
The Melnikov theory can now be used to determine the effect of the

O( e ) part of (4.9.3) on this integrable structure. The homoclinic Melnikov
function is given by

广
oo

= / v0 ( t ) [ iy2vo( t ) + u0 (t )vo( t )] dt . (4.9.9)
J —oo

Using the expression for Uo( t ) and 如⑴ given in (4.9.8), (4.9.9) becomes

— 5
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Mi

Ml

A

FIGURE 4.9.2.

or
M(Z/2) = = (4.9.10)

hence, a bifurcation curve on which the stable and unstable manifolds of
the hyperbolic fixed point coincide is given by

=\+ 0{ e ). (4.9.11)

We now want to translate (4.9.11) back into our original parameter values.
Using (4.9.2) and (4.9.11), we obtain

Mi — ~ (25) ^ 0(
"■’勹 （4.9.12)

for the homoclinic bifurcation curve. Note that we have
49 o

A/ > 0 for f j，i — — — -^2 j (4.9.13a)
25

and
AQ

M < 0 for H i < /iio, (4.9.13b)
25

which give us the relative orientations of the stable and unstable manifolds
of the hyperbolic fixed points that we show in Figure 4.9.2.

Thus, we have shown the existence of a global mechanism for periodic
orbits to be created and destroyed. Can we now actually claim that the pe¬

riodic orbit created in the Poincaxe-Andronov'Hopf bifurcation is the one
that is destroyed in the homoclinic bifurcation? No, we cannot, because it
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is possible for nonlocal saddle-node bifurcations of periodic orbits to occur
in the parameter region between the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf and homo¬

clinic bifurcation curves. We can check whether or not such bifurcations
occur by computing the Melnikov function for the periodic orbits. This is
given by

rTa rTa
M(a;i/2) = i/2 / (wa⑴)2

也 + / ua(t )(va(t ) )2dt. (4.9.14)

The condition M(a; i/2) = 0 implies the existence of a periodic orbit for
(4.9.3). Using (4.9.14), this is equivalent to

/nrV，背A 一,、 (4.9.15)

Now, if /(a) is a monotone function on [— 1, 0], we can conclude that (4.9.3)
has a unique periodic orbit created in a Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurca¬

tion and destroyed in a homoclinic bifurcation. It turns out that f (a) is
indeed monotone. This can be verified by computing the expressions for
(鉍a(t)，va (0) directly in terms of elliptic functions and then analytically
evaluating /(a) from (4.9.15). Once this is done, monotonicity properties
of /(a) may be studied. This is a fairly messy (but, in principle, straight¬

forward) calculation that we leave as an exercise for the interested reader.
We note that this result was obtained by Bogdanov [1975]，Takens [1974],
and Carr [1981]. Therefore, the complete bifurcation diagram for (4.9.1)
with 6 = -hi is as shown in Figure 4.9.3 and we end with the following
remarks.

^1=|§ 2̂ +0(^)

FIGURE 4.9.3.
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Remark 1. The local bifurcation analysis of (4.9.1) did not require any
smallness restrictions on fix and "2. The global bifurcation analysis does
require fix and "2 to be “sufficiently small.”
Remark 2. It is now fairly easy to show that restoring the higher order
terms in the normal form (4.9.1) does not qualitatively affect the bifurcation
diagram. We will outline the necessary arguments in Exercise 4.61.

4.9B A ZERO AND A PURE IMAGINARY PAIR OF
EIGENVALUES

The normal form associated with this bifurcation is three-dimensional.
However, the symmetry in the linear part associated with the pure imag¬

inary eigenvalues enabled us to decouple one of the coordinates from the
remaining two so that we could begin our analysis using phase plane tech¬

niques. In some sense, the dynamics in this phase plane can be viewed as
an approximation to a Poincare map of the full three-dimensional normal
form. This is also a result of the symmetry of the linear part. Our analysis
will proceed in the following steps.

Step 1. Analyze global bifurcations of the associate truncated, two-dimen¬

sional normal form.

Step 2. Interpret in terms of the truncated, three-dimensional normal form.

Step 3. Discuss the effects of higher order terms in the normal form.

Step 1. Recall from Section 3.IF that the associated two-dimensional nor>

mal form of interest is given by

r = -h
z = ^ ^ br2 - z2 , (4.9.16)

where a ^ 0 and b = ±1. There were essentially only four distinct cases to
study, and only two admitted the possibility of global bifurcations (for r,
z small). They were denoted by

Case IIa,b a < 0,b = -hi,
Case III a > 0, 6 = — 1.

In Case IIa，b we are interested in the dynamics near the ^2-axis for的 < 0.
In Case III we are interested in the dynamics near the "2-axis for 的 > 0.
In both cases the normal form was integrable on the ^2-axis (with the
appropriate sign of ^2)；thus, we would expect higher order terms in the
normal form to drastically affect the dynamics in this parameter regime.
Our strategy will be to include the cubic terms in the normal form and to
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introduce a scaling of the variables so that we obtain a perturbed Hamilto¬

nian system. Then a Melnikov-type analysis can be used to determine the
number of periodic orbits and possible homoclinic bifurcations.

Prom (3.1.170), restoring the cubic terms to (4,9.16) gives

r = arz -\- (cr3 4- dr2z )^
z = fi2 + br2 - z2 -h (er2 z 4- fzz ) .

(4.9.17)

In Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983] it is shown that coordinate changes
can be introduced so that all cubic terms except for z3 in (4.9.17) can
be eliminated (see Exercise 4.63 where we outline this procedure) . Hence,
without loss of generality, we can analyze the following normal form

r = fiir -{- arz^
ii2 -\- br2 - z2 + fz3 . (4.9.18)

We next rescale the dependent variables and parameters as follows

r = e% z = ev, fii = e2i/i , 抑 = e2i/2， （4.9.19)

and we rescale time as follows

so that (4.9.17) becomes

u
v

auv 4- ev\u^
V2 4- bu2 — v2 + efvz .

At e = 0, the vector field has the first integral (for a ^ 1)

F{u, v ) b
"2 +!^2 _

叫 .

(4.9.20)

(4.9.21)

Unfortunately, it is not Hamiltonian, but can be made Hamiltonian (Guck¬

enheimer and Holmes [1983]) by multiplying the right-hand side of (4.9.20)
by the integrating factor w(2/a) _ 1 to obtain

公 = au2^av 4- t t̂ iu ' , / A Q oo\

v = -bû - 1 + 十1 - 以
(2/。) — V + e/以(2/a)-V，

[ }

where we let v2 = =Fl when 6 = 土1 since, for Case IIa，b，we are interested
in < 0 and，for Case III，we are interested in > 0. For e =：0, (4.9.22)
is Hamiltonian with Hamiltonian function

H(U,D) = iu2/av2 + y
ab

2(a + l ) w(2/a)+2， a + l # 0

H (u,v ) = — ~u~ 2v2 — -w-2 — b log u, a 0.

or
(4.9.23)
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FIGURE 4.9.4. Integrable structure of (4.9.22) for e 二 0. a) Case III; b) Case
IIa,b, — 1 < a < 0; c) Case IIa，b, a < — 1.

In Figure 4.9.4 we show the level sets of the Hamiltonian (i.e., the orbits
of (4.9.22) for e = 0) for the relevant cases. We see from this figure that,
for Case IIa,b, the integrable Hamiltonian system has a one-parameter
family of periodic orbits surrounding an elliptic fixed point with the orbits
becoming unbounded in amplitude. In Case III the integrable Hamiltonian
system has a one-parameter family of periodic orbits surrounding an elliptic
fixed point that limit on a heteroclinic cycle. In both cases we denote the
one-parameter family of orbits by

( u a ( t ) , v a ( t ) ) , a e [-1, 0)

with period Ta, where (u-1⑷，v-1⑷) is an elliptic fixed point in both Case
IIa，b and Case III, and lima— 0(wa (t)， (亡)) is an unbounded periodic orbit
in Case IIa，b and a heteroclinic cycle in Case III.

The Melnikov functions are given by

M(Q；2/i )
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- U i [b{u a { t ) )̂ + 1 - 6(UQ(0)(4/a) _1 + ⑴广㈨-1… 0⑴)2]出.
Jo

(4.9.24)

Therefore, M(a; z/i ) = 0 is equivalent to

”
a f j^(u-( t ) y4 /^( v a ( t )r d t

Ul ~

/0
T°[6(W⑷ )(4/°)+1 ⑷) (4/a)- l + (w⑷ ) (4/a)- l (一⑷)2]也

= f {a ) - (4.9.25)

We are interested in

Case IIa,b a < 0, 6 = 1, / ^ 0, i/i < 0,
Case III a > 0,b = — 1, / ^ 0, > 0.

Thus, if /(a) is a monotone function of a (for a, 6, and / fixed as above),
then (4.9.22) has a unique periodic orbit which is born in a Poincare-
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (we consider stability in Exercise 4.64) and
grows monotonically in amplitude in Case IIa，b and disappears in a hete¬

roclinic bifurcation in Case III. However, proof that (4.9.25) is monotonic
in a is a formidable and difficult problem, since the integrals cannot be
evaluated explicitly in terms of elementary integrals. Fortunately, it has
recently been proven by Zoladek [1984]，[1987] (see also Carr et al. [1985],
van Gils [1985] and Chow et al. [1989] ) that (4.9.25) is indeed monotone
in a. The techniques in these papers for proving monotonicity involve com¬

plicated estimates that we will not go into here. In Figure 4.9.5 we show
an example of a possible bifurcation for Case III with a 二 2, / < 0.
Step 2. We now turn to Step 2，interpreting the dynamics of the two-
dimensional vector field in terms of the three-dimensional dynamics. The
truncated, three-dimensional normal form is given by

f = + arz,
i = "2 + 6r2 — 么

2 + /之
3， (4.9.26)

0 = uj .
Thus, the r and z components of (4.9.26) are independent of 0，and the
discussion in Section 3.IF still holds. Namely, it is the case that the peri¬

odic orbits become invariant two tori in the full three-dimensional phase
space and, in Case III, the heteroclinic cycle becomes such that the two-
dimensional stable manifold and one-dimensional unstable manifold of the
hyperbolic fixed point with z < 0 coincides with the two-dimensional unsta¬

ble manifold and one-dimensional stable manifold of the hyperbolic fixed
point with z > 0 creating the invariant sphere (with invariant axis), as
shown in Figure 4.9.6. Both situations are radically altered by the addi¬

tion of the higher order terms in* the normal form and we now turn to a
discussion of this situation in Step 3.
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lnf Homoclinic^=-4^/3f'Bifurcation

FIGURE 4.9.5.

m 也

⑻ ⑼
FIGURE 4.9.6. a) Cross-section of the heteroclinic cycle for the truncated normal
form, b) Heteroclinic cycle for the truncated normal form.

Step 3. The problem of how the invariant two-tori of the truncated normal
form in Cases IIa,b and III and the heteroclinic cycle in Case III are affected
by the higher order terms of the normal form is difficult, and the full story
is not yet known. We will briefly summarize the main issues and known
results.

Invariant Two-Ton
Concerning the invariant two-tori of the truncated normal form in Cases
IIa,b and Case III there are two main questions that arise.

1. Do the two-tori persist when the effects of the higher order terms of
the normal form are considered?
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2. In the truncated normal form the orbits on the invariant two-tori
are either periodic or quasiperiodic, densely covering the torus (see
Section 1.2E). Do invariant two-tori having quasiperiodic flow persist
when the effects of the higher order terms of the normal form are
considered?

In answering the first question techniques from the persistence theory of
normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds are used (see, e.g.，Fenichel [1971],
[1979], [1977] and Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub [1977]). The application of these
techniques is not straightforward, since the strength of the normal hyper-
bolicity depends on the bifurcation parameter. Results showing that invari¬

ant two-tori persist have been obtained by Iooss and Langford [1980] and
Scheurle and Marstien [1984].

In answering the second question small divisor problems arise which
necessitate the use of KAM-type techniques (see, e.g.，Siegel and Moser
[1971]). This is very much beyond the scope of this book. However, we
mention that some results along these lines have been obtained by Scheurle
and Marsden [1984]. Their results imply that on a Cantor set of parameter
values having positive Lebesgue measure one has invariant two-tori having
quasiperiodic flow. In Exercise 3.47 we consider some simple examples that
highlight some of the main issues associated with this second question.
Heteroclinic Cycle

In Case III the truncated normal form has two saddle-type fixed points
on the z axis; p\ having a two-dimensional stable manifold and a one¬

dimensional unstable manifold and P2 having a two-dimensional unstable
manifold and a one-dimensional stable manifold with Ws( p\ ) coinciding
with Wu( p2 ) to form the invariant sphere as shown in Figure 4.9.6. The
axis of the sphere is forlned from the coincidence of a branch of Wu{p\ )
with a branch of Ws( p2 )-

We expect the effects of the higher order terms of the normal form
to drastically alter this situation. Generically, we would expect the one¬

dimensional unstable manifold of p\ and the one-dimensional stable man¬

ifold of P2 to not intersect in the three-dimensional phase space. Simi¬

larly, generically we would expect the two-dimensional stable manifold of
P2 and the two-dimensional unstable manifold of p\ to intersect along one¬
dimensional orbits in three-dimensional phase space. We illustrate these
two solutions in Figure 4.9.7.

Now it may happen that when this degenerate structure is broken the
branch of Wu( p\ ) inside the sphere falls into Ws( pi ) , or, similarly, the
branch of Ws( p2 ) inside the sphere falls into Wu( p2 )；see Figure 4.9.8. If
this happens, then from Section 4.8B the reader should realize that it is
possible for a return map defined near one or the other of these homoclinic
orbits to possess a countable infinity of Smale horseshoes, i.e.，Silnikov’s
phenomenon may occur. Moreover, from Section 4.8B,i) a countable in-
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Wufp2)

Ws (p2)W%)

Wu(p, )

WS(P!)

FIGURE 4.9.7. a) Cross-section of the manifolds for the full normal form, b)
Homoclinic orbit for the full normal form.

WUl0C(P2)

f Ws(P2>

州 Pl

(P也 wvc(Pi )

FIGURE 4.9.8. Possible homoclinic orbits for the full normal form.

finity of period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcation values would accu¬

mulate on the parameter value at which the homoclinic orbit was formed.
Thus, this particular local codimension-two bifurcation would actually be
codimension-infinity when all of the dynamical effects are included (see the
comments at the end of Section 4.7).

The fact that this local codimension-two bifurcation point can exhibit
Silnikov’s phenomenon in its versa!deformation has been proved by Broer
and Vegter [1984]. They prove that the full normal form possesses orbits
homoclinic to a hyperbolic fixed point. Their result is very delicate in the
sense that, due to the rotational symmetry of the linear part of the normal
form, the symmetry is preserved to all orders in the normal form (i.e” the r
and z components of the normal form are independent of 9 ). Thus, the ho¬

moclinic orbits are a result of exponentially small terms that are not picked
up in the Taylor expansion and subsequent normal form transformation of
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the vector field.
The Hamiltonian-Dissipative Decomposition
The key aspect that enabled the preceeding analyses to go through was
the fact that one could find an “ inspired” rescaling that transformed the
normal form into a perturbation of an integrable Hamiltonian system with
the higher order terms in the normal form part of the perturbation (note;

the perturbation need not also be Hamiltonian). Once this has been ac¬
complished, a wealth of techniques for the global analysis of nonlinear dy¬
namical systems can then be employed; for example, Melnikov theory, per¬
turbation theory for normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds, and KAM
theory. However, the real question is, “ in a given problem, how can we find
the rescalings wliich turn the problem into a perturbation of a completely
integrable Hamiltonian system?”

The rescalings in this section are due to the cleverness of Takens [1974],
Bogdanov [1975], Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983], Kopell and Howard
[1975], and Iooss and Langford [1980]. However, in recent years there has
been an effort to understand the structure of the normal form that leads to
a splitting of the normal form into a Hamiltonian part and a dissipative part
so that the appropriate rescalings can be generated by some computational
procedure. We refer the reader to Lewis and Marsden [1989] and Olver and
Shakiban [1988],

4.10 Liapunov Exponents

Consider the Cr (r > 1) vector field

x = f ( x ) , xelRn. (4.10.1)

Let x(t ) be a trajectory of (4.10.1) satisfying x(0) = xo.We want to describe
the orbit structure of (4.10.1) near x(t ). In particular, we want to know
the geometry associated with the attraction and/or repulsion of orbits of
(4.10.1) relative to x(t ). For this it is natural to first consider the orbit
structure of the linearization of (4.10.1) about x(t ) given by

i = 4 G IT. (4.10.2)

Let X (t ) be the fundamental solution matrix of (4.10.2) and let e be a
vector in IRn. Then the coefficient of expansion in the direction e along the
orbit through XQ is defined to be

A*— 1 1̂̂ ， (4.10.3)

where || . || = \/( •
", •) with〈•，•〉denoting the standard scalar product on

Kn. Note that At(xo, e) is a time-dependent quantity that also depends on
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a particular orbit of (4.10.1) and a particular direction along this orbit.
The Liapunov characteristic exponent (or just Liapunov exponent) in the
direction e along the orbit through XQ is defined to be

X { x0 , e ) = lim y log X t { x0 , e ) . (4.10.4)
+OO t

This definition brings up two points that we need to address.

1. Equation (4.10.4) is an asymptotic quantity. Therefore, in order for it
to make sense, we must at least know that x( t ) exists for all 亡 > 0. This
will be true if the phase space is a compact, boundaryless manifold
or if XQ lies in a positively invariant region.

2. For computational purposes it would be advantageous if we could
replace lim by lim. We deal with this question next.

Let {ei , * * • , en ) be any orthonormal basis in lRn; then we can form
the quantity x( xo^ ei) * An orthonormal basis of lRn is called a nor¬

mal basis if X(X0 J ^I ) attains its minimum on the basis. Liapunov
[1966] gave an explicit construction of such bases (therefore they exist).
The fundamental solution matrix X (t ) is called regular as t cx> if 1 )
lim̂ oo\log |det X { t )\ exists and is finite and 2) for each normal basis
{ei,… ，en}

n
、 1

= / ,7 losidetx^) i -
i二 l

Now we can state the main theorem due to Liapunov [1966].
Theorem 4.10.1 If X { t ) is regular as t oof then

x(̂ o, e) = tlim j log Xt ( x0 , e ) (4.10.5)

exists and is finite for any vector e G 1R72 .

Proof: See Liapunov [1966] or Oseledec [1968]• 口

We remark that the fundamental solution matrix, X ( t ) , of (4.10.2) is
associated with a particular trajectory, x( t ) , of (4.10.1). Thus, if we con¬

sidered a different trajectory, x( t ) , of (410.1), then the fundamental solu¬

tion matrix associated with the vector field linearized about x( t ) may (and
most probably will) have different properties. In particular, it may not be
regular as 艺 一> oo, even though X (t ) may be regular as t ^ oo.

Let us now consider a few examples.

EXAMPLE 4.10.1 Consider the linear, scalar vector field

x = ax, x e U 1 (4.10.6)
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for any I labeling a trajectory of (4.10.8) defined by (4.10.9).
EXAMPLE 4.10.3 Consider the vector field

x
y

x — x3,— V .
(4.10.12)

In Example 1.1.15 we saw that (4.10.12) has a saddle at (x，y) = (0,0)
and sinks at (±1,0). Moreover, the closed interval [— 1，1] on the x-axis is
an attracting set; see Figure 4.10.1. We want to compute the Liapunov
exponents associated with orbits in this attracting set. The attracting set

where a is a constant. Equation (4.10.6) has three orbits, x = 0, x > 0, and
a: < 0, but the fundamental solution matrix associated with each orbit is
given by

X (t ) = ea<. (410.7)
Thus, using (4.10.7) and (4.10.5), we see that each orbit of (4.10.6) has
only one Liapunov exponent, and the Liapunov exponent of each orbit is
a. Thus, if a > 0, trajectories of (4.10.6) separate exponentially as f — oo.
EXAMPLE 4.10.2 Consider a planar, Hamiltonian system in a region of
phase space where the vector field is given in action-angle variables (see
Section 1.2D，ii)) as follows

e
o，n(/)，

( /, 0) elR+ x 51.

Then, a trajectory of (4.10.8) is given by

I = constant,

Linearizing (4.10.8) about (4.10.9) gives

(D = ( tu) o) (!) •

(4.10.8)

(4.10.9)

(4.10.10)

The fundamental solution matrix of (4.10.10) is easily computed and found
to be

X ^ = { c§ ( I )t o ) ' (4.10.n)

where C is a constant. Letting 66 represent a vector tangent to a trajectory
and 61 a vector normal to a trajectory using (4.10.11) and (4.10.5), we easily
obtain

o’o’

II

II
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-x

FIGURE 4.10.1.

[—1,1] contains five orbits, the fixed points (丨，2/) = (0,0),(土1，0) and the
open intervals (— 1,0) and (0,1). Each orbit has two Liapunov exponents.
We will compute the Liapunov exponents of each orbit individually. We let
6x = (1,0) denote a tangent vector in the x direction and 6y = (0,1) denote
a tangent vector in the y direction. It should be clear that at each point of
the attracting set 6x and 6y are a basis of ]R2. The Liapunov exponents for
the three fixed points are trivial to obtain and we merely state the results.

(0,0) x((0,0),㈣ = +1，
x((0,0),Sy) = -1.

(-1,0) X((-l，0)，㈣ = -2，
X((-l，0),知) = -l.

(+1,0) X((l,0), fa) = -2,

The Liapunov exponents for the orbits 0 < x <1, y = 0, and — 1< ar < 0,
2/ = 0, require a little more work. Note that (4.10.12) is unchanged under
the coordinate transformation x — x. Therefore, the Liapunov exponents
for the orbit 0 < x < 1，y = 0, are the same as for the orbit — 1 < x < 0,
2/ = 0.

Linearizing (410.12) about (:r⑷，0) gives

(1)= 0-

^
-°0(1)' (僅3)

where x(t) is a trajectory in0 < x <1,y = 0. Integrating the -̂component
of (4.10.12) gives

(4.10.14)
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Substituting (4.10.14) into (4.10.13), we obtain the fundamental solution
matrix

X ( t )
'e2t (l + e

_2*)一3/2 0
0 e- (4.10,15)

Using (4.10.5) and (4.10.15)，we obtain the Liapunov exponents

0 < x < 1, y = 0 x((0 < x < 1, 2/ = 0), 6x ) = -2,

X((0< x < l , y = 0 ) ,6 y ) = 一1，

— 1 < x < 0，2/ = 0 X((_l < x < 0, y = 0 ) ,6x ) = -2,
X((

_
l < x < 0, 2/ = 0)，办）= _1.

We end this section with some final remarks.

Remark 1, The Liapunov exponent in the direction e along the orbit through
XQ is unchanged if the initial condition of the trajectory along the orbit is
varied. In particular, for any t\ G IR, let x(亡 i) 三 X \；then x( xo^ e) =
X ( x\, e ) . This should be intuitively clear from the fact that the exponents
are limits as i � oo; see Exercise 4.70.

Remark 2. We can view the Liapunov exponents of a given orbit as the
long time average of the real parts of the eigenvalues of the fundamental
solution matrix associated with the linearization of the vector field about
the orbit . Therefore, they give us information concerning local expansion
and contraction of phase space only and nothing about twisting and folding.

Remark 3. In general, Liapunov exponents are not continuous functions of
the orbits. This can be seen from Example 4.10,3.

Remark 4, It should be clear that if the orbit is a fixed point or periodic
orbit , then the Liapunov exponents axe, in the first case, the real parts
of the eigenvalues associated with the matrix of the vector field linearized
about the fixed point and, in the second case, the real parts of the Floquet
exponents. Thus, in some sense the theory of Liapunov exponents is a gen¬

eralization of linear stability theory for arbitrary orbits (but see Goldhirsch
et al. [1987]) .

This brings up an interesting point. Associated with the linear eigenspaces
associated with vector fields linearized about fixed points and periodic or¬

bits are manifolds invariant under the full nonlinear dynamics where orbits
have the same asymptotic behavior as in the linearized system. We refer to
these as the stable and unstable manifolds. Might an arbitrary orbit pos¬

sess stable and unstable manifolds having dimension equal to the number
of negative and positive Liapunov exponents, respectively, associated with
the orbit? The answer to this question is yes, and it has been proved by
Pesin [1976], [1977], but see also Sacker and Sell [1974], [1976a], [1976b],
[1978], and [1980].
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We have only hinted in this section at the various properties of Liapunov
exponents. For more information the reader should consult Liapunov [1966]，
Bylov et al. [1966]，and Oseledec [1968]. Benettin et al. [1980a], [1980b]
give an algorithm for computing all the Liapunov exponents of an orbit;
see also the interesting paper of Goldhirsch et al. [1987]. We develop many
additional properties of Liapunov exponents in the exercises.

4.11 Chaos and Strange Attractors
In this final section we want to examine what is meant by the term “chaos”
as applied to deterministic dynamical systems as well as the notion of a
“strange attractor.” We will begin by giving several definitions of properties
that should be characteristic of “ chaos” and then consider several examples
that possess one, several, or all of these properties.

We consider Cr (r > 1) autonomous vector fields and maps on IRn
denoted as follows

vector field x = /(x), (4.11.1a)
map x ^ g{ x ). (4.11.1b)

We denote the flow generated by (4.11.1a) by x ) and we assume that
it exists for all t > 0. We assume that A c!Rn is a compact set invariant
under x ) (resp. g( x ) ) , i.e., (f)(t ,A) c A for ail t G 1R (resp. gn( A) C A
for all n G ZZ, except that if g is not invertible, we must take n > 0). Then
we have the following definitions.

DEFINITION 4.11.1 The flow <^(t, x ) (resp. g( x ) ) is said to have sensitive
dependence on initial conditions on A if there exists £ > 0 such that, for
any a: G A and any neighborhood U of x, there exists y E U and t > 0
(resp. n > 0) such that |^(i, x ) — (t>(t , y )\ > e (resp. \gn( x ) — gn( y )\ > e).

Roughly speaking, Definition 4.11.1 says that for any point x G A, there
is (at least ) one point arbitrarily close to A that diverges from x. Some
authors require the rate of divergence to be exponential; for reasons to be
explained later, we will not do so. As we will see in the examples, taken by
itself sensitive dependence on initial conditions is a fairly common feature
in many dynamical systems.
DEFINITION 4.11.2. A is said to be chaotic if

1. (resp. g( x ) ) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions on
A.

2. (resp. g( x ) ) is topologically transitive on A.
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Some authors (e.g. , Devaney [1986]) add an additional requirement to
Definition 4.11.2.

3. The periodic orbits of x ) (resp. g{ x ) ) are dense in A.

We will not explicitly include point 3 as part of the definition of a
chaotic invariant set, bwi we will examine its importance and relationship
to “ chaos.”

We will now consider several examples that exhibit the properties de¬

scribed in these two definitions.

EXAMPLE 4.11.1 Consider the following vector field on 1R1

x = ax, x G 1R1 , (4.11.2)

with a > 0. The flow generated by (4.11.2) is given by

<t>{t 1 x ) = eatx. (4.11.3)

From (4.11.3) we conclude the following.

1. (p( t ^ x ) has no periodic orbits.

2. <i>{ t ^ x ) is topologically transitive on the noncompact sets (0, oo) and
( — oo,0).

3. (p( t ,x ) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions on Hl since for
any XQ,XX e 1R1, with x0 ^

\<t>{t ,XQ ) - <l>{t ,xi )\ = eat\xQ - xi \.
Hence, the distance between any two points grows (exponentially) in
time.

EXAMPLE 4.11.2 Consider the vector field

r = Smr ， {r,6 ) G ]R+ x S 1 . (4.11.4)
d = r,

The flow generated by (4.11.4) has a countable infinity of periodic orbits
given by

(r⑴，0⑴ ) = (U + 0O) ’ n = l , 2, 3, - - - . (4.11.5)

It is easy to verify that the periodic orbits are stable for n even and unstable
for n odd. Hence, in a compact region of the phase space, (4.11.4) has a
countable infinity of unstable periodic orbits. We leave it as an exercise
for the reader to verify that (4.11.4) may exhibit sensitive dependence on
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initial conditions in (open) annuli bounded by adjacent stable periodic
orbits (see Exercise 4.72). However, (4.11.4) is only topologically transitive
in the (open) annuli bounded by adjacent stable and unstable periodic
orbits.

EXAMPLE 4.11.3 Consider the vector field on the two torus, T2 = 51 x S l

ll
with

2̂,

^1
Ĉ 2

(e 1 , e2 ) G T2

irrational.

(4.11.6)

(4.11.7)

Then, it follows from Section 1.2A, Example 1.2.3, that the flow generated
by (4.11.6) is topologically transitive on T2. Prom (4.11.7) it is easy to
see that the flow generated by (4.11.6) has no periodic orbits. We leave it
as an exercise for the reader (see Exercise 4.73) to show that on T2 the
flow generated by (4.11.6) does n o t have sensitive dependence on initial
conditions.

EXAMPLE 4.11.4 Consider the following integrable twist map

(0) ^ ( 2^(/) + 0) = ( /2( /!^) 1 ( / , 0) GM+ X 511 (4-1L8)

and a n
d f ( I ) ^ 0 (twist condition). (4.11.9)

The nth iterate of (4.11.8) is easily calculated and is given by

(0 H(2一(’/)+ 0) = ( /2
n (^) ) ' (4'n'10)

The simple form of (4.11.8) and (4.11.10) enable us to easily verify the
following.

1. Equation (4.11.8) is n o t topologically transitive, since all orbits re¬

main on invariant circles.

2. The periodic orbits of (4.11.8) are dense in the phase space. This uses
the twist condition.

3. Equation (4.11.8) has sensitive dependence on initial conditions due
to the twist condition. This can be seen as follows. For (io，®o)，

e 1R+ x 51, with I Q ^ I i , we have

i (/r (/o, 0o) - /r(/i , 0i )), (/2nUo^o) - /2
n (^^i )) i

= 1 ( ( /。— /1) , (27m(n(/0) — Q( A )) + (00 — 01 )) 1. (4.11.11)
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Therefore, from (4.11.9), fi(/o) — Q( Ii ) ^ 0. Thus, we see from (4.11.11)
that as n increases, the 0 components of nearby points drift apart. However,
the rate of separation is not exponential.

EXAMPLE 4.11.5 Consider — S' (4.11.12)

where is the space of bi-infinite sequences of N symbols and o is the
shift map as described in Section 4.2. Then we have proven the following.

1. is compact and invariant (see Proposition 4.2.4) .

2. < j is topologipally transitive, i.e., G has an orbit that is dense in
(see Proposition 4.2.7).

3. a has sensitive dependence on initial conditions (see Section 4.IE).

4. a has a countable infinity of periodic orbits (see Proposition 4.2.7)
that are dense in (see Exercise 4.74).

Thus, T,N is a chaotic, compact invariant set for a. From Sections 4.3,
4.4, and 4.8 we know that twodimensional maps and three-dimensional
autonomous vector fields may possess compact invariant sets on which the
dynamics are topologically conjugate to (4.11.12). In all of these cases,
homoclinic (and possibly heteroclinic) orbits are the underlying mechanism
that gives rise to such behavior. This is important, because this knowledge
enables us to develop techniques (e.g., Melnikov’s method) that predict (in
terms of the system parameters) when chaotic dynamics occur in specific
dynamical systems.

We make the following remarks concerning these examples.
Remark 1. Example 4.11.1 illustrates why we require chaotic invariant sets
to be compact.
Remark 2. Example 4.11.2 illustrates why having an infinite number of
unstable periodic orbits in a compact, invariant region of phase space is
not by itself a sufficient condition for chaotic dynamics.
Remark 3. Example 4.11.3 describes a vector field having a compact invari¬

ant set (which is actually, the entire phase space) on which the dynamics
are topologically transitive, but it does not have sensitive dependence on
initial conditions.
Remark 4 - Example 4.11.4 describes a two-dimensional integrable map that
has sensitive dependence on initial conditions and the periodic orbits are
dense in the phase space, but it is not topologically transitive.

Thus, taken together, Examples 4.11.1 through 4.11.4 show the impor¬

tance of Definition 4.11.2 being satisfied completely. Example 4.11.5 shows
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how chaotic dynamics can arise in many dynamical systems. However, it
does not address the question of observability.

DEFINITION 4.11.3 Suppose A C Hn is an attractor. Then A is called a
strange attractor if it is chaotic.

Hence, if we want to prove that a dynamical system has strange at¬

tractor we might proceed as follows.
Step 1. Find a trapping region, M , in the phase space (see Definition

1.1.13).
Step 2. Show that M contains a chaotic invariant set A. In practice, this

means showing that inside is a homoclinic orbit (or heteroclinic
cycle) which has associated with it an invariant Cantor set on which
the dynamics are topologically conjugate to a full shift on N symbols
(recall Sections 4.4 and 4.8).

Step 3. Then, from Definition 1.1.26,

is an attracting set. Moreover, A C A (see Exercise 4.75) so that
A contains a mechanism that gives rise to sensitive dependence on
initial conditions; in order to conclude that A is a, strange attractor
we need only demonstrate the following.

1. The sensitive dependence on initial conditions on A extends to
4

2. A is topologically transitive.
Hence, in just three steps we can show that a dynamical system possesses

a strange attractor. In this book we have developed techniques and seen
examples of how to carry out Steps 1 and 2. However, the third step is the
killer, namely, showing that A is topologically transitive. This is because a
single, stable orbit in A will destroy topological transitivity and, in Section
4.7, we have seen that periodic sinks are always associated with quadratic
homoclinic tangencies. Moreover, as a result of Newhouse’s work, at least
for two-dimensional dissipative maps, these homoclinic tangencies are per¬

sistent in the sense that if we destroy a particular tangency we will create
another elsewhere in the homoclinic tangle. This is largely the reason why
there is yet to be an analytical proof of the existence of a strange attractor
for the periodically forced, damped Duffing oscillator, despite an enormous
amount of numerical evidence (see Greenspan and Holmes [1984]).

At present, there exist rigorous results concerning strange attractors (by
our Definition 4.11.3) in the following areas.
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1. One-Dimensional Non-Inoerttble Maps. For maps such as

x H-� fix ( l — x )

or
x x2 — fx

with fji a parameter there now exists a fairly complete existence theory
for strange attractors. The reader should consult Jakobsen [1981],
Misiurewicz [1981], Johnson [1987], and Guckenheimer and Johnson
[1990].

2. Hyperbolic Attractors of Two- Dimensional Maps. Plykin [1974], Ne-
mytskii and *Stepanov [1989] and Newhouse [1980] have constructed
examples of hyperbolic attracting sets which satisfy Definition 4.11.2.
These examples are somewhat artificial in the sense that one would
not expect them to arise in Poincare maps of ordinary differential
equations that arise in typical applications.

3. Lorenz-Like Systems. The topology associated with the Lorenz equa¬

tions (see Sparrow [1982] ) avoids many of the problems associated
with Newhouse sinks. Consequently, in the past few years there has
been much progress in proving that the Lorenz equations (along with
slightly modified versions of the Lorenz equations) possess a strange
attractor. The reader is referred to Sinai and Vul [1981], Afraimovich,
Bykov, and Silnikov [1983], Rychlik [1990], and Robinson [1989].

4. The Henon Map. The Henon map is defined to be
X H 仏

y^ + /i — 2/2 , (4.11.14)

where e and"are parameters. Over the past ten years a large amount
of numerical evidence has suggested the existence of a strange attrac¬

tor in this map. Recently, Benedicks and Carleson [1991] have proven
that, for e small, (4.11.14) does indeed possess a strange attractor.

Thus, the “strange attractor problem” is still far from being solved. In
particular, there is a need for thoroughly studied examples in higher di¬

mensions* for vector fields in dimensions larger than three and for maps of
dimension larger than two. A variety of examples of systems undergoing
(rigorously proven) chaotic behavior in high dimensions can be found in
Wiggins [1988]: however, the attractive nature of the chaos in these exam¬

ples has not been studied.
If a dynamical system possesses a chaotic invariant set, then an obvious

question arises: namely, how is the chaos manifested in terms of “ random”
or “ unpredictable” behavior of the system? The answer to this question
depends on the geometry of the construction of the chaotic Invariant set
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FIGURE 4.11.1.

and, thus, the answer varies from problem to problem (as we should expect) .
Let us consider an example, our old friend the periodically forced, damped
Duffing oscillator.

This system is given by

士 = y , (4.11.15)y = x — x3 + s( — 6y - c o s ujt ) .

We know from Section 4.5F that, for e sufficiently small and
6 <(吵 7’ the Poincaxe map assoicated with (4.11.15) pos¬

sesses transverse homoclinic orbits to a hyperbolic fixed point. Theorem
4.4.2 implies that (4.11.15) has chaotic dynamics. However, we want to in¬

terpret this chaos specifically in terms of the dynamics of (4.11.15). We will
do this by constructing the chaotic invariant set geometrically and describ¬

ing the associated symbolic dynamics geometrically. Our discussion will be
heuristic, but, at this stage, the reader should easily be able to supply the
necessary rigor (see Exercise 4.81).

Consider the two “ horizontal” strips labeled H+ and 丑_ in Figure 4.11. 1.
Under the Poincare map, denoted P，H+ and H _ are mapped over them¬

selves in iterates as shown heuristically in Figure 4.11.1 . It should be clear
that the horizontal (resp. vertical) boundaries of H+ and H — map to hor¬

izontal (resp. vertical) boundaries of P4 ( H+ ) and P4 (i7_ ) , respectively.
Thus, one can show that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold (see
Exercise 4.80). Therefore, H+ U H- contains an invariant Cantor set, A,
on which the dynamics are topologically conjugate to a full shift on two
symbols. A point starting in AnH+ makes a circuit around the right-hand
homoclinic tangle before returning to A. A point starting in AnH- makes
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a circuit around the left-hand homoclinic tangle before returning to A. A
symbol sequence such as

( h + + + —— h )

thus corresponds to an initial condition starting in if一，going to under
F4 (hence making a circuit around the left-hand homoclinic tangle), and
then going back to H- under F4 (hence making a circuit around the right-
hand homoclinic tangle), etc. The geometrical meaning of “chaos” should
be clear for this system, but the reader should do Exercise 4.80.

We end this section with some final remarks.
Remark 1. The dynamics of the full shift on N symbols best describes
what we mean by the term “chaos” as applied to deterministic dynamical
systems. The system is purely deterministic; however, the dynamics are
such that our inability to precisely specify the initial conditions results in
behavior that appears random or unpredictable.
Remark 2. We did not include in our definition of the chaotic invariant
set (Definition 4.11.2) the requirement of density of periodic points. If the
chaotic invariant set is hyperbolic, then, by the shadowing lemma (see, e.g.,
Shub [1987]), it follows immediately that the periodic points axe dense.
Moreover, Grebogi et al. [1985] have obtained numerical evidence for the
existence of chaotic attractors in maps of the iV-torus which have the prop¬

erty that orbits in the attractor densely cover the iV-torus.
Remark 3. In our definition of sensitive dependence on initial conditions
(Definition 4.11.1) we did not require the separation rate to be exponential.
This is because it appears now that the strange attractors observed in
numerical experiments of typical dynamical systems arising in applications
will not, in general, be hyperbolic. Hence, one should expect parts of the
attractor to exhibit nonexponential contraction or expansion rates. This is
an area where new analytical techniques n66d to be developed.
Remark 4- Positive Liapunov exponents have been a standard criterion for
deciding when a dynamical system is “chaotic” over the past few years.
Examples 4.10.1 and 4.10.3 show that this criterion should be interpreted
with caution；see also Exercise 4.79.
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Exercises

4.1 From Section 4.3 recall

C\ = {continuous line bundles over A contained in 抑}
with typical “points”in denoted by

三 [J La(z0) ^
20eA

■㈤ ) = U
zo A

where

^a(zo) = {(^o J Vzo ) R | ^2Q = Ot(zo)r]Zo ^,

^
(z0)={(6。，仏。） 驭 I Cz。=

We defined a metric on as follows

\ \ CuA(a(z0)) -Cl((S(z0)) \ \ = sup \a(z0) - /?㈤|. (E4.1)
2O A

a) Prove that (E4.1) is indeed a metric.
b) Prove that C\ is a complete metric space with the metric (E4.1).
c) Recall the unstable invariant line bundle constructed in Theorem

4.3.6 that we denoted

Eu = [jEl，
2O A

For G。= (4Z0, 7?Z0 ) E^o prove that

|D/-1( 20)CZOI < A|CZO |

where 0 < A < 1.
4.2 Prove Theorem 4.3.7. Hints: 1) show that the map F defined on C\

in (4.3.53) can be extended to a map on line bundles over A _ oo (the
-vertical curves) and not just A.

2) Next, let the graph of x 二 v(y) be a^-vertical curve in A _ oo and
let ZQ = (xo, 2/o) be a point on that curve. Let TZo denote the set of
lines ^ = a(zo)r] with

o：(zQ) = ]im
Hyn) - v(yn)

00 Un-Un
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where yn yfn are two sequences approaching yo for which this limit
exists. Show that |a(2o)| and that the set of a( zo ) , ZQ fixed,
satisfying this is closed.
3) Let

LO{TZO ) = max 0:(20 ) — mina^o) 2 fiv ,
where the maximum and minimum is taken over the set defined above.
Show that if LJ (TZO ) = 0, then the curve has a derivative at zo and
that, since the two sequences, yn and y’n、were arbitrary, the derivative
is continuous.
4) Finally, we will be through if, from Step 3, we show that CJ(TZO ) = 0.
This is done as follows. First show that F(TZo ) = TZo, ZQ G A _

oo, by
using the mean value theorem. Next use the contraction property to
show that CJ(T2o ) = UJ ( F (TZO ) ) <|CJ(TZO ) and from this conclude
that UJ {TZO ) = 0. Does it follow that agrees with the tangent to
this C1 curve?
If you need help see Moser [1973].

4.3 Consider the invariant set A constructed in Theorem 4.3.5. Using The¬

orems 4.3.6, 4.3.7, and 4.3.8 describe in detail the stable and unstable
manifolds of A.

4.4 Horseshoes are Structurally Stable. Suppose that a map f : D — IR^

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3.5. Then it possesses an invari¬

ant Cantor set A. Show that, for e sufficiently small, the map f 七 eg
(with g Cr, r > 1, on D) also possesses an invariant Cantor set A£.
Moreover, show that A£ can be constructed so that (/ + 己5)|

八
is

topologically conjugate to /|八.

4.5 In Section 4.3 we considered a map / defined on the unit square D.
Suppose that D was an arbitrary closed set in H2. What modifications
would be necessary in order for Theoreius 4.3.3, 4.3.5, 4.3.6, and 4.3.7
to hold?

4.6 Consider the map

X C + g i { C , r] ) , (《 v ) e U C 1R2, (E4.2)
W + 9 2(i ,v ) , 、 V

defined in (4.4.1). Under the transformation given in (4.4.3)

{ x , y ) = ( i ~ hu ( r] ) , r] - hs (^ ) ) ,

with

î oc (O) = graph hs(0 ,
K0) = graPh hU ( V ) -
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Show that (E4.2) takes the form

X x -\- f i ( x , y ) ,
y ^ ^ y + f 2 { x , y ) ,

with

/i (0, y) = 0,
h( x,0 ) = 0.

What are the specific forms of /i and /2 in terms of g\ and 分2?

4.7 Consider the region V shown in Figure 4.4,1. Show that V can be cho¬

sen so that f k° (V ) and /"'fcl (Vi ) appear as in Figure 4.4,1. In par¬

ticular, show that for some positive integers A:0, k i > 0, both f k° (V )
and /fcl (F) lie in the first quadrant with their sides coinciding with
the particular pieces of W^(0) and W u(0 ) as shown in Figure 4.4.1 .

4.8 Following the outline given after Theorem 4.4.3, prove the Smale—
Birkhoff homoclinic theorem.

4.9 Discuss the dynamical similarities and differences between Moser’s the¬

orem (Theorem 4.4.2) and the Smale— Birkhoff homoclinic theorem
(Theorem 4.4.3). In particular, how do orbits differ in the invariant
sets constructed in each theorem?

4.10 Suppose /: H2 — > 1R2 is Cr (r > 1), having a hyperbolic fixed point
at P Q whose stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversely as
shown in Figure E4.1a.

We are interested in the dynamics near po - Suppose that in local
coordinates ( x , y ) near p o the linearization of / has the form

入 <1，
M > 1，

so that orbits near p o appear as in Figure E4.1b. However, we know
that the stable and unstable manifolds near p0 oscillate infinitely
often as shown in Figure 4.1a.

Are Figures E4.1a and E4.1b contradictory? If not, show how orbits
in Figure E4.1b are manifested in Figure E4.1a.

4.11 Consider a Cr (r > 1) diffeomorphism

/: IR2 — IR2
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Po

Po

(b)

FIGURE E4.1.

having hyperbolic fixed points at po and respectively. Suppose
q W 9 ( po ) O Wu( pi ) ] then q is called a heteroclinic point, and if
W 8 ( po ) intersects Wu(pi) transversely at g, g is called a transverse
heteroclinic point In order to be more descriptive, sometimes q is
referred to as being heteroclinic to po and pi；see Figure E4.2a.

a) Does the existence of a transverse heteroclinic point imply the
existence of a Cantor set on which some iterate of / is topolog¬

ically conjugate to a full shift on (iV > 2) symbols?
b) Additionally, suppose that Wu( po ) intersectsWB( p\ ) transversely

to form a heteroclinic cycle as shown in Figure E4.2b. Show that
in this case one can find an invariant Cantor set on which some
iterate of / is topologically conjugate to a full shift onN ( N > 2)
symbols. ( Hint: mimic the proof of Theorem 4.4.2.)

c) Suppose that a branch of Wu( po ) coincides with a branch of
W 3( Po )i yet W 3 ( po ) intersects V^w (/>i ) transversely at g; see Fig¬

ure E4.2c. Does it follow that you can find an invariant Cantor
set on which some iterate of / is topologically conjugate to a
fall shift on N ( N > 2) symbols?
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y'PoX ⑻

(b)

Po

FIGURE E4.2.

4.12 Consider the parametrization of the homoclinic manifold given in
(4.5.9). Show that the map

(亡0，冷0) ^ OM — tohM， (亡0 , 泠o) G H1 x S 1 ,

is Cr, one-to-one, and onto.

4.13 Recall Proposition 4.5.1. Prove that, for e sufficiently small, je ( t )
persists as a periodic orbit of period T = 27：/ LO having the same
stability type as 7(<). For information concerning the persistence of
the local stable and unstable manifolds, see Fenichel [1971] or Wiggins
[1988] .

4.14 Suppose that r7 intersects np transversely at some p =：(如(一亡0), 必o) _
Show that, for e sufficiently small, Ws(7e(i)) and V̂ (7g：⑷）each
intersect Hp transversely at a distance O( e ) from p.
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4.15 Recall Definition 4.5.1. Show that the points p8
£ - and “closest”

to 7e(^) in the sense of Definition 4.5.1are unique. { Hint: study the
proof of Lemma 4.5.2.)

4.16 Recall the set-up for the proof of Lemma 4.5.2, Choose

(吼如）e WL(7⑴）nY(eo)

and
(‘，如）e w?oc(谓n騎0)，

with the trajectories

W⑴，州)）e，(7⑴）

and
刚，卿 (谓

satisfying
(副’

_
= (甙，如)

and
(

^
(0)，利0)) = (

^
，如).

Prove that
时⑴，你)) -

•

㈣⑴，州))卜0M
for 0 < f < oo.

4.17 Suppose 6 W^(7£；⑷）is a solution of (4,5,6). Then show that

9q!(t) I
de I 9i(<)

£=0

is bounded in f as 亡 — oo. { Hint: as f — oo, gf⑷ should behave as
%⑷丨d£ U=o
Does the same result hold for solutions in W/U(7e(f )) as 亡 — — oo?

4.18 Recall Theorem 4.5.6. Show that if M(to,<^o) ^ 0 for all
1R1 x 51, then ⑷）ri ⑷）= 0. ( Hmt: study the proof of
Lemma 4.5.2.)

4.19 Prove Theorem 4.5.7. Explain why we must take n= 1.
4.20 Recall Theorems 4.5.7, 4.5.8, and 4.5.9.Prove that a bifurcation value

corresponding to a quadratic homoclinic tangency is the limit of a
sequence of parameter values corresponding to subharmonic saddle-
node bifurcations to successively higher and higher periods.
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with e small and " regarded as a parameter.
Suppose that the unperturbed system (i.e.，(E4.3) with e = 0) satis¬

fies Assumptions 1and 2 of Section 4.5A.
a) Show that the function

f (DH - g)(qa(tŷ )dt
Jo

can be used to prove the existence of periodic orbits in the per¬

turbed systems.
(Hint: proceed along the lines of the case for nonautonomous
perturbations and derive a Poincare map. In this case the Poin¬

care map willbe one-dimensional.For the domainof thePoincare
map, choose a radial line emanating from the fixed point of
center type. Use action-angle variables and argue that the first
return time to the Poincare section is Ta+0(e). Show that ne¬

glecting the O(e) term in the first return time only results in an
error of 0{e2) in the Poincare map.)

4.21 Consider the Poincare maps associated with the damped,periodically
forced Duffing equation on the cross-sections E°,E71^2,E7% and E37r〆2

shown inFigure 4.5.18 for 5 = 0. Describe indetail how the geometry
of the stable and unstable manifolds change on each cross-section for
办

_
0. (Hint:use the Melnikov function.)

4.22 Melnikov fs Method for Autonomous Perturbations
Suppose we consider the Cr (r > 2) vector field

X = — {x,y) + £gi {x,y, ,̂£),%H (x,y^) M3,
y ^ — Q^(^,y) + £g2(x,y,"，e),

or
q = JDH(q) + eg(q ,̂e), (E4.3)

where

F
(l. 、—/1o^152(51

一一一
一一
一一
一一
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b) In the autonomous case, what is the analog of the nondegeneracy
condition

dndMr/n(i,o )
di do 千

in the autonomous case? (Recall the nondegeneracy condition
was necessary in order to use the implicit function theorem to
argue that the higher order terms in the Poincare map could be
neglected.)

c) Show that if the perturbation is Hamiltonian, then we have

Mi(o：; /i) = 0.

Can yoif explain this result geometrically in terms of the level
sets of the Hamiltonian?

d) Discuss the geometrical meaning of

M(M)= / ( D H ' 5)(恥⑷，M)由.
J — oo

Compare M(/x) with M ( to,4>o ) derived in Section 4.5.
4.23 Recall Exercise 1.2.19 which considered the librational motion of an

arbitrarily shaped satellite in a planar, elliptical orbit. The equations
of motion were given by

+ 3Kt sin ip cos i\) = e[2/xsin0«+1)
+ 3/x-ftTx sin xj) cos i\) cos6 ] +0(e2 ).

Use Melnikov’s method to study orbits homoclinic to hyperbolic pe¬

riodic orbits for e

_
0. Describe the physical manifestation of any

chaotic dynamics that arise in this problem.
4.24 Recall our discussion of the driven Morse oscillator given in Exercise

1.2.20. The equations were given by

y = — e^ 2x ) + cosut. ( • )

a) Show that for £ = 0, (x, y) = (oo,0) is a nonhyperbolic fixed
point of (E4.4) that is connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit.

We would like to apply Melnikov’s theory to (E4.4) in order to see if
(E4.4) has horseshoes; however, the fixed point having the homoclinic
orbit is nonhyperbolic. Therefore, the theory developed in Section 4.5
does not immediately apply. Schecter [1987a], [1987b] has extended
Melnikov’s method so that it applies to nonhyperbolic fixed points.
However, we will not develop his technique.
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Instead, we introduce the following transformation of variables

x = — 21ogu, y = tJ, (E4.5)

and reparametrize time as follows
ds u
J t = ~

2
b) Rewrite (E4.4) in these new variables and show that the re¬

sulting equation, for e = 0, has a hyperbolic fixed point at the
origin that is connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit. Apply
Melnikov’s method in order to study homoclinic orbits for £ ^ 0.

c) Describe the resulting chaotic dynamics in both the x — y and
u — v coordinate systems.

This problem was originally solved by Bruhn [1989]. The transfor¬

mation (E4.5) is known as a “ McGehee transformation” in honor of
Richard McGehee, who first cooked it up in order to study a de¬

generate fixed point at infinity in a celestial mechanics problem (see
McGehee [1974]). Such singularities frequently arise in mechanics and
coordinate transformations such as (E4.5) can greatly facilitate the
analysis. An excellent introduction to such problems can be found in
Devaney [1982],

4.25 Recall Exercise 1.2.33. Consider the following two-degree-of~freedom
Hamiltonian system

v:— sin 多 + e(x — 多)， （么 工，y) e 51 x IR1 x IR1 x IR1 , (E4.6)
i = y ,
y = — w2x — e( x — tj> ) ,

with Hamiltonian

^
2 ,-心 c

y -COS0 + — +

Use the method of reduction developed in Exercise 1.2.32 and the
homoclinic Melnikov method developed in Section 4.5 to study or¬

bits homoclinic to hyperbolic periodic orbits in (E4.6). How do the
homoclinic orbits change as one moves from level set to level set of
the Hamiltonian? Also, what does it mean for a periodic orbit to be
hyperbolic in a two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system ( hint: one
“ direction” is irrelevant).

4.26 Consider the Cr (r > 2) vector field

x = fi ( x , y ) -\- egi ( x, y,t; e),
y = f 2 ( x , y ) + e g2( x , y , t\e), ( x , y ) e R2 ,
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or
q = f ( q ) + eg ( q , t\ e ) , (E4.7)

where

q 三 (工，2/)，

f = (fuh) ,
g 三 (ffi，"2 )，

with e small and g( q , t\ s ) periodic in t with period T = 2n/u.

Assumption: For e = 0, (E4.7) has a hyperbolic fixed point at po that
is connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit , qo( t ) , i.e.，lim^ioo q0( t ) =
Po.

a) Derive a measure of the distance between the stable and unstable
manifolds of the hyperbolic periodic orbit that persists in (E4.7)
for e sufficiently small. ( Hint: follow the steps in Section 4.5 as
closely as possible. If you need help, see Melnikov [1963].)

b) Using the parametrization of the unperturbed homoclinic orbit
in terms of (亡o,彡o)

^
R1 x 51 as defined in (4.5.9) , is the Mel¬

nikov function obtained in part a) periodic in both to and 4>Q1
Explain fully the reasons behind your answer.

4.27 How is the Melnikov theory modified if in the unperturbed vector field
we instead had two hyperbolic fixed points, pi and^2 ? connected by a
heteroclinic orbit , g0(t) , i .e. , lim̂ oo g0(^) = Pi and lim̂ -oo q0( t ) =
P2? ( Hint: follow the development of the homoclinic Melnikov theory
in Section 4.5. You should arrive at the same formula for the distance
between the stable and unstable manifolds; however, the geometrical
interpretation will be different. )

4.28 Consider the vector field
6 = sv ,
i) = — e sin6 + e27 Cos

(0, v ) Sl x IR 1 , e small.

Apply Melnikov’s method to show that the Poincare map associated
with this equation has transverse homoclinic orbits. What problems
arise? Can any conclusions be drawn for homoclinic orbits arising in
the following vector field?

0 = £V ,
v = — ssinO - e2( — 6v + 7cosut ) .

What implications do these examples have for applying Melnikov’s
method to vector fields

x = ef { x , t ) ^ f — T-periodic in t , x H2,
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that are transformed into

y =7 { y ) + v e R2, 7 { y ) = f JQ / (", 0成
by the method of averaging?
We refer the reader to Holmes，Marsden，and Scheurle [1988] for more
examples of problems of this type along with some rigorous results.

4.29 Recall the discussion at the beginning of Section 4.6A. Let k denote
the number of intersection points of W s (Po) with U [ f ~ l ( q ) y q\ between
the points q and

a) Show that if / is orientation-preserving, then we must have k >
1.

b) What further restrictions can be put on if / is orientation¬

preserving and all of the intersection points axe transversal?
c) What restrictions can be put on A; if / is orientation- and area¬

preserving?

4.30 In our discussion of flux across the pseudoseparatrix in Section 4.6B
we stated that /

_n+1(Li )2(l ) ) may intersect /一*+1([2，1(1)) for fc =
. . - 1. Why can’t /

_n+1(Li}2(l) ) intersect /~*+1(£2,1(1)) for
k > n? ( Hint: look ahead to Section 4.6C under self-intersecting turn¬

stiles.)
4.31 Prove Proposition 4.6.4.

4.32 Prove Proposition 4.6.5.

4.33 Let / denote the Poincare map derived from a planar, linearly damped,
periodically forced oscillator, i _e.，a vector field of the form

y = -6 y + f ( x , t ) , (x’ ") eIR2
’

where 6 > 0 and /(x, t ) is periodic in t with period T > 0. Show that
for any set A J R2

M(/⑷）=6M⑷，
where f i( - ) denotes the area of a set.

4.34 Prove Lemma 4.6.1.

4.35 Prove Lemma 4.6.2.

4.36 Consider the vector field discussed in Section 4.6B
x = y 1

y = x — x3 — e8 y + £7 cos
where S and 7 have been scaled so that we can apply the Melnikov
method.
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a) Compute the homoclinic Melnikov function and describe the sur¬

face in 7 — 6 _ o; space where the bifurcation to homoclinic orbits
occurs.

b) Describe how the lobe structure varies with 7 — 6 — a; and, hence,
how escape from the potential well depends on the parameters.

4.37 Suppose that the general map / discussed in Section 4.6 satisfies

〆/(])) = S^( A )

for any set ^4 C 1R2 with some positive constant. Then study the limit
of Equation (4.6.8) as n — 00. Compare the result you obtained to
that in Proposition 4.6.3.
Using the result obtained in Exercise 4.32 as well as Proposition 4.6.3,
compare transport in and out of the potential well in the vector field

x = y,
y = x — x2 — e6 y + ej cosut

for 6 = 0 and 6 > 0.
4.38 Consider the damped, periodically forced Duffing oscillator

x = y ,
y = x ~ x3 s( ~Sy 4- 700sut ). (E4.8)

Suppose the parameters are chosen such that (E4.8) possesses trans¬

verse homoclinic orbits to a hyperbolic fixed point. Choose any lobe
in the homoclinic tangle. Since (E4.8) is dissipative for 6 > 0 one
would expect the lobe area to shrink in size under iteration by the
Poincare map. Check if this is so by computing the lobe area using
the Melnikov function (see Section 4.6D) . Explain your result.

4.39 Consider the periodically forced, undamped pendulum

0 = v )

心二一 sin0 + 7sin cut. (0,v ) eS1 x 1R1
， (E4.9)

with 7,o; > 0. For 7 = 0 the phase space of (E4,9) appears as in
Figure E4.3a. In particular, (0、v ) = (7r , 0) is a hyperbolic fixed point
of (E4.9) having a pair of homoclinic orbits. This situation is most
conveniently illustrated by depicting the phase space on the plane
and identifying the points whose 6 coordinates differ by an integer
multiple of 2TT; see Figure E4.3b. The homoclinic orbits divide the
phase space into three disjoint regions denoted Ri , i?2 > and R3 in
Figure E4_3b. The goal of this problem is to study transport between
these regions for 7 一 0.
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Ri Ri Ri

R2R2 R2

0 =-3rc R3 0 R3 0 = R3 0 =37C

identifyidentify identify

b)

FIGURE E4.3.

For 7 7̂ 0 consider the “suspended” system

6 =
i) = 一 sin0 +7sin0， 、，v , 0) 51 x IR1 x 51,
0= ^,

with the usual Poincare map defined on the cross-section E °̂.
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Ri
Li之⑴ k2⑴匕1,2⑴

匕2,1⑴

L2f1⑴kiO)
P-i (q勹 P-i (q勺P-Mq+)

R2 R2 R2

P'1(q')PMq*) P ^q- )
L2,3(1 ) L2.3⑴kaO )

k2⑴k20 ) L3,2(1 )

0 =3n«3
identify

Ra q' V "3 ''
� identify — identify •

FIGURE E4.4.

a) Show that, for 7 sufficiently small, the Poincare map on the
cross-section E°, denoted P, has pips at {6^ v ) = (0, v+)三

and {Q ,v ) = (0, t;") = g- , with v+ = -v^ > 0, and that
there are precisely two lobes between and P~1(g+) (denoted
Ia，2( l) and L2,I (1) , respectively) and precisely two lobes be¬

tween q~ and 尸 一 一）(denoted L2,3(l) and L3,2(l), respec¬

tively); see Figure E4.4. ( Hint: use Melnikov’s method.)
b) Show that P is invariant under the coordinate transformation

(0 , v )^ (-0, v )
plus time reversal.

c) Does the symmetry in part b) imply that there must exist two
pips on 0 = 0?

d) Prove that the following conservation laws hold.

Conservation of Species
3

^(7；,, (n) - 7；,, (n - 1) ) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
户1

Conservation of Area
3

[(7

^
⑻ 一o — 1))= 0，

t=l
j = 1, 2, 3.
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e) Show that part b) implies

Ti ,3(n) = T3A (n) ,
l2,i (n) = T2 j3(n) ,
Ti^( n) = T3j 2(n).

f ) If we view TtyJ (n) — Tli3(n — 1), = 1, 2, 3, as nine unknown
quantities, show that the conservation laws from part d) and
the relationships from part e) can be used to form eight inde¬

pendent equations for these nine unknowns. From this conclude
that knowledge of one of the Tt )J (n) allows us to determine the
remaining eight.

g) Show that

Tz ,M ) =[(n - m){ M(L2a ( l) n广（/如⑴））

- M i2.i ( l ) n P m ( L2,3( l ) ) )
m=I

^ /i(Llj2(i) nP-(L3,2( i ) ) )
+ /i(L1,2(i) nP-(L2,3( i ) ) )}.

(E4.10)
{ Hint: Pm(L2,3(l)) may intersect I/3,2(l)，Pm( L2,\( l ) ) may in¬

tersect LI,2(1), and Pm(L3,2(l)) may intersect £2,1(1). These
possible intersections of turnstile lobes provide the “ route” for
all of the terms shown in (E4.10). See Rom-Kedar and Wiggins
[1989] for additional help.)

h) Discuss the numerical computation of (E4.10). Compare this
procedure with a Monte Carlo calculation of the transport of
phase space between the three regions.

i) Consider the damped, periodically forced pendulum

9
v

V , 6 > 0.— sinO — 6v -{-
Construct two pseudoseparatrices that separate the phase space
into three disjoint regions. Assume that 6 and 7 are sufficiently
small so that the Melnikov theory can be applied. Are there pips
on ^ = 0?

j) Show that the conservation laws from part d) now become

^2( Tli3 (n) -Tt，人n-1)) = 0, 1 = 1，2, 3,

3 3

^TtJ (n) =^TM (n - l ), j = 1, 2, 3.
1=1 1=1
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k) Do the relations in part e) still hold?
l ) Derive T^̂ n) .

We remark that we have organized this exercise around the forced
pendulum. However, little of our problem used the explicit form of
the equations (with the exception of the Melnikov theory used to
establish the existence and location of the pips as well as the number
of lobes in a turnstile; however, this could have been carried out
numerically). It was the form of the geometry of the manifolds that
was most important.

The geometry of the manifolds associated with the forced pendulum
are common to many examples. In some sense, it is a normal form
for the 1:1 resonance in forced oscillators and two-dimensional maps
such as the standard map (see Lichtenberg and Lieberman [1982]) .

4.40 Consider the periodically forced undamped Duffing oscillator

i = y,
y — x - x3 + 7cos0, ( x , y ) R2 , (E4.ll )
4= 0；，

with 7 > 0. Denote the Poincare map associated with (E4.ll) on the
cross-section E° by P.

a) Show that for 7 sufficiently small (E4.ll) has pips ( x十 , O')三 q+

and (x一，0)三 g — with x"1" , — > 0. Use these two pips to de¬

fine pseudoseparatrices that divide the plane into three disjoint
regions denoted R\, R2 and i?3；see Figure E4.5. Show that
there are precisely two lobes between and 尸一 i (殳+ ) (denoted
1^2(1) and Z/2，i (l ) , respectively) and two lobes between q~ and
P~ 1 ( q^ ) (denoted £/3,2(1) and 心2,3(1)，respectively) . ( Hint: use
Melnikov’s method.)

kiO ) 匕1,2⑴

P-1 (q+)

R 3 «1

L3,2 (1 )

L2,3(1)

FIGURE E4.5
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The goal of this problem is to study transport between these three
regions. Recall the motivational example discussed in Section 4.6B -

a particle moving in a single-well potential subject to periodic exci¬

tation and damping. This exercise could be viewed as the study of a
particle moving in a two-well (symmetric) potential subject to peri¬

odic excitation. The transport problem is concerned with the particle
jumping from well to well, escape from either well, or capture into
either well.

b) Show that P is invariant under the coordinate transformation

(:r，y) — ( x , ~ y )

plus time reversal.
c) Does the symmetry in part b) imply that there must exist two

pips on the x-axis?
d) Prove that the following conservation laws hold.

Conservation of Species

3

D O) 1)) = 0, 1, 2, 3,

Conservation of Area

⑷ - - 1) ) = 0, j = 1, 2, 3.

e) Show that 7i )3(n) = T3ji (n).
f ) Show that

73, i (n) = ^ ( n - m){ /i(^2, i ( l ) n Pm (L3,2 (l)))
m=l

一

"
(心⑴门广知⑴)）

+ ^(^1,2(1) n P m( L2^( ^ ) ) ) } -
g) Consider the damped, periodically forced Duffing oscillator

X = y ,
3 ^ , , 6 > 0.y — x — x — o y -h y c o s u;t ,

Construct two pseudoseparatrices that divide the plane into
three disjoint regions. Assume that 7 and 6 are sufficiently small
so that Melnikov theory can be applied. Are there pips on the
x-axis?
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h) Show that the conservation laws from part d) now become

3

[(�㈨ -o- 1)) = 0,
i=i

3 3

Ti j.(n) = 6 !Ti，y (n -1)，
i= l i= l

i) Is it still true that T1)3(n) = 7^(71)?
j) Derive T3}i (n).

S = l，2,3,

i = 1, 2,3.

4.41 In Exercises*4.39 and 4.40 the two branches of the stable and unstable
manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed point were used to divide the phase
space into three disjoint regions. However, the underlying phase space
was very different in the two exercises. In Exercise 4,39 it was a
cylinder and in Exercise 4.40 it was the plane. Discuss the similarities
and differences in the transport of phase space between the three
regions for these two different situations.

4.42 Recall Exercise 1.2.21. The equations for fluid particle motions in this
flow are given by

X i (工1，丨2)+ e ~

^̂
(X u X 2，t)，

±2 = -^~( X U X 2 ) - £~-{ x u X 2 ,t ) ,
(E4.12)

where

+ iJcosxi sina：2,
-v^i ( xux2 ,t ) = 2 cos(xi -1- uJit -1- 6 )

(1 + 兰) cos(a：i - - 0) j sin X2 -
For e = 0, i? > 1, the streamlines of (E4.12) appear as in Figure
E4.5. Note the two hyperbolic fixed points on the a：i-axis, denoted
p+ and p-, respectively. The fixed points are connected by a pair of
heteroclinic orbits denoted To and ru. This heteroclinic cycle forms
a region of trapped fluid that is shaded in Figure E4.6.

a) For e ^ 0 show that TQ persists and results in a barrier which
fluid cannot cross.
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0xi -a
P-「o P+

FIGURE E4 6

b) Show that for £ ^ 0, Tu breaks up giving rise to transverse
heteroclinic orbits. This provides a mechanism for fluid to mix
between the two regions in the time-dependent fluid flow.

c) Show that a horseshoe exists in the heteroclinic tangle for e ^ 0.
{ Hint: see Rom-Kedar et al. [1990].) Hence, chaotic fluid particle
trajectories exist.

d) The discussion of lobes, pips, and transport in Section 4.6 was
developed solely for homoclinic orbits. However，show that the
same definitions and transport mechanism apply for heteroclinic
orbits (see Rom-Kedar and Wiggins [1990]).

e) Use the results from Section 4.6 to study transport between the
two regions that were bounded by To U Tu U {p+ } U {p _ } for
e: = 0. In particular
1. Define pseudoseparatrices between the regions in the asso¬

ciated Poincare map.
2. Construct the turnstile.
3. Discuss flux between the two regions.
4. If the two regions arc defined as Ri and compute T} o(r? )

and compare it to Equation (4.6.14). Does it follow that
Ti ,2( n ) = T2 l ( n )7

4.43 Prove Theorem 4.7.1. ( Hints' the idea is to find a region in Uyo
such that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Section 4.3 hold for fnJtk 1) Let、= {(z，y) | — yo| 0 < x < vn ) where p < "〈士 . The idea is
to show that /n+ A，(Sn;0) intersects Sn in two pv-vertical strips Then
the pre-image of these two ^-vertical strips will be 糾-horizontal
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strips with proper boundary behavior and 0 < < 1. This can be
accomplished in several steps. First show that under /fc ( .; 0)，vertical
lines in Sn (i.e., lines with x = c = constant) map to parabolas
in UXo given by the graph of y = -^ ( x — x0 ) 2. 2) Show that
for n sufficiently large，the x-components of points in fn+k ( - ] ^i ) are
smaller than un. 3 ) Finally, show that for e = e(p) � (如入一V。1’2,
fn+k {Sn\ 0) cuts through the top and bottom horizontal boundaries

of Sn.From these three facts you should be able to find""-horizontal
and /^-vertical strips so that Assumption 1 is satisfied.
The proof that Assumption 3 holds is very similar to the same step
carried out in Theorem 4.4.2. Use the fact that.

26 X:U
and that, for \ y — y^ \ ~ (2/o》一7V办) a n d n sufficiently large, this
Jacobian is essentially

D P^^x^- Q ) - 2( y0SXn )1/2 ) '

(Drawing figures in each case should help.)

4.44 Recall the proof of Theorem 4.7.2. In showing that the sink created in
thesaddle-node bifurcation of fn+k subsequently underwent a period¬

doubling bifurcation at

M = -去 (W1 + A"11 )2 + ( y0 X ~n - 7，x0)，

we only showed that the map had an eigenvalue of — 1 at this pa¬

rameter value. Examine the nonlinear terms (possibly do a center
manifold reduction) to show that this period-doubling bifurcation is
indeed nondegenerate or “ generic.”

4.45 Recall the discussion in 4.8A and specifically the vector field (4.8.1).
Would there be any qualitative changes in the results of these sections
if the eigenvalues depended on the parameter "? How would this
situation best be handled?

4.46 Show that genencally for 入2 > 入1，the homoclinic orbit in (4.8.1) for
/i = 0 is tangent to the y axis in the x — y plane at the origin.
Construct a nongenenc example where this does not occur and ex¬

plain why your example is not generic. [ Hmt: find an appropriate
symmetry.)
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4.47

4.48

4.49

4.50

4.51

4.52

4.53

4.54

4.55

In Equation (4.8.9) we took

1 — AzlAll /A3
as z — ^ O.

Show that if instead we take

1 — AdW入3
1+左2丨入1丨/入3 +…

our results are not affected for z sufficiently small.

From Section 4.8A, consider the case 入2〈入i . Show that in this case
the homoclinic orbit of (4.8.1) is tangent to the丨-axis at the origin in
the x — y plane. Construct a Poincare map near the homoclinic orbit
following Section 4.8A and show that Theorem 4.8.1 still holds. In
describing the “ half-bowtie” shape of Po(IIo) in IIi , compare it with
the case A1 < A2.
From Section 4.8A, consider the case A2 = Ai . Describe the geome¬

try of the return of the homoclinic orbit to the origin. Construct a
Poincare map following Section 4.8A and show that Theorem 4.8.1
still holds. In describing the “ half-bowtie” shape of Po(IIo) in III ,
compare it with the cases Ai > A2 and A2 < Ai .
Argue that if (4.8.1) possesses only one homoclinic orbit , then the
Poincare map defined near the homoclinic orbit cannot possess an
invariant Cantor set on which it is topologically conjugate to a full
shift on N ( N > 2) symbols.

Recall the discussion in Section 4.8A, i). In Assumption 1’，discuss
the necessity and geometry behind the requirement d 0.
Work out all of the details in the proof of Theorem 4.8.2. ( Hint: mimic
the proof of Moser’s theorem in Section 4.4.)

Recall the discussion in Section 4.8A, i). Suppose we instead chose
configuration b) in Figure 4.8.11 with Assumption V and Assumption
2’ still holding. Is Theorem 4.8.2 still valid in this case? If so, what
modifications must be made in order to carry out the proof ?

Work out all of the details in the proof of Theorem 4.8.4. ( Hint: mimic
the proof of Moser’s theorem in Section 4.4.)
In Theorem 4.8.4 we proved the existence of an invariant Cantor set
Afc C Rk such that the Poincare map restricted to was topolog¬

ically conjugate to a full shift on two symbols. This was true for all
h sufficiently large. Show that Theorem 4.8.4 can be modified (in
particular, the choice of "^-horizontal and -vertical strips) so that
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ITo contains an invariant Cantor set on which the Poincare map is
topologically conjugate to a full shift on N symbols with N arbitrar¬

ily large. { Hint: use Lemma 4.8.3 and see Wiggins [1988] if you need
help.)
Is there a difference in the dynamics of this invariant set and the
dynamics in (J/c >A；o constructed in Theorem 4.8.4?

4.56 Recall the construction in Theorem 4.8.4. Suppose the Poincare map
P is perturbed (as might occur in a one-parameter family). Show
that, for sufficiently small perturbations, an infinite number of the
A*；are destroyed yet a finite number survive. Does this contradict
the fact that horseshoes are structurally stable? (See Exercise 4.4
and Wigging [1988].)

4.57 Recall the discussion in Section 4.8B. Suppose (4.8.25) is invariant
under the coordinate transformation

(x，y，z) — ( -x , -y , 一z)

with Assumptions 1 and 3 still holding.
a) Show that (4.8.25) must possess two orbits homoclinic to the ori¬

gin. Draw the two homoclinic orbits in the phase space. Denote
the homoclinic orbits by TQ and T\.

b) Construct a Poincare map in a neighborhood of ToUri U{(0,0,0)}
and show that the map has an invariant Cantor set on which the
dynamics are topologically conjugate to a full shift on two sym¬

bols.
c) If we denote the two symbols by 0 and 1, show that the motion

in phase space is such that a ‘0’ corresponds to a trajectory fol¬

lowing close to To and a ‘1’ corresponds to a trajectory following
close to rV Hence, give a geometrical description of the manifes-
tation of chaos in phase space. (See Wiggins [1988] if you need
help.)

4.58 Suppose we reverse the direction of time in (4.8.25)，i.e., we let

t — — t，
with Assumptions 1 and 2 still holding. Describe the dynamics near
the homoclinic orbit.

4.59 Consider the vector field (4.8.25). Suppose that Assumption 1 holds
but Assumption 2 is replaced by the following.
Assumption 2 r

• — p > 入 > 0.
Describe the dynamics near the homoclinic orbit. (See Holmes [1980]
for help.)
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4.60 Show that the function /(a) defined in (4.9.15) is monotone.

4,61 Show that the two-parameter family

x = y,
y = /ii + + bxy, 6 = ±1, (E4.13)

is a versal deformation of a fixed point of a planar vector field at
which the matrix associated with the linearization has the form

㈡ .

( Hint: the idea is to show that the neglected higher order terms in
the normal form do not introduce any qualitatively new dynamics in
the sense that the bifurcation diagram in Figure 4.9.3 is unchanged.
Begin by considering the fixed points and local bifurcations and show
that these are qualitatively unchanged. Next, consider the global be¬
havior, i.e., homoclinic orbits and “ large amplitude” periodic orbits.
The Melnikov theory can be used here.
Once all of these results are established, does it then follow that
(E4.13) is a versal deformation?)

4.62 Recall Exercise 3.32, the double-zero eigenvalue with the symmetry
(尤，y) — ( — 2：, ~ y ). The normal form was given by

企 = y ,
y = fiix + fi2 y + cx3- x2 y, c 二土1. (E4.14)

In this exercise we want to analyze possible global behavior that might
occur.

a) For c = +1，using the rescaling

x = eu, y = e2v, jn = 一e2, ji2 =
and t show that (E4.14) becomes

= -u + u3 + e{ t̂ 2V — u2v ). (E4.15)

b) Show that (E4.15) is Hamiltonian for e = 0 and draw the phase
portrait.

c) Use the Melnikov theory to show that (E4.15) has a heteroclinic
connection on

M2 = -竽 + . . . . (E4.16)
5

What is the form of the higher order terms in (E4.16) (i.e.，
where a is some number)? This is important for deter¬

mining the behavior of the bifurcation curves at the origin.
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d) Show that (E4.15) has a unique periodic orbit for"1 < 0 between
//2 = 0 and "2 = — f H .

e) Draw the complete bifurcation diagram for (E4.14) with c = +1.
Is (E4.14) a versal deformation for c = +1?

f ) For c = — 1, using the rescaling

x = eu, y = e2v, = e2 , /x2 = s2u2 ,

and t — > show that (E4.14) becomes

v = u - u3 + s( u2V - u2v ) . (E4.17)

g) Show that (E4.17) is Hamiltonian for e = 0 and draw the phase
portrait.

h) Using the Melnikov theory, show that (E4.17) undergoes a ho¬

moclinic bifurcation on

t̂ 2 = H ， （E4.18)

and a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits on

M2 = c/xi H , (E4.19)

with c ^ .752. Hence, for /xi > 0, between "2 = Mi and 112 —
鲁 Mi + … ，(E4.14) has three periodic orbits for c = — 1. What
are their stabilities? Between"2 = f Mi H and \i^ — c"i H
(E4.14) has two periodic orbits for c = — 1. What are their
stabilities? Below "2 = + . . . there are no periodic orbits
for c = -1.
In (E4.18) and(E4.19) what is the form of the higher order terms
(i.e., O(^) where a is some number).

1. Draw the complete bifurcation diagram for (E4.14) with c =
一1. Is (E4.14) a versal deformation for c = — 1?

( Hint: the Melnikov theory for autonomous systems is developed in
Exercise 4.22 and the Melnikov theory for heteroclinic orbits is de¬

veloped in Exercise 4.27. )

4.63 Show that all the cubic terms, except zs ) can be eliminated from
(4.9.17) so that it takes the form of (4.9.18). Hint：this result is due
to J. Guckenheimer.

Consider the following coordinate transformation
s = r{\+ gz ) ,

= 2 + hr2 + iz2 ,
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where g , j are unspecified constants，they will be chosen to make
the equations simpler. In these new coordinates (4.9.17) becomes

— = fi\S -f asw + (c + bg — ah)s3 + (d — 沒 一 ai + aj )sw2

+ Rs

子 = /x2 4- — w;2 + (e — 2bg 4- 2(a H- l )h -f 2bi -f bj )s2w

+ { f - j )w3 + RW { S , W，HUH 2 ) ,

where the remainder terms are 0(4) in s , w , /i] , 蛘2. We will ignore
Rs and Rw and choose g , h, z , j so as to make the cubic terms as
simple as possible. If we think of the cubic terms as being in a vector
space spanned by

00 , (f ) ，(Jl) ，(:3 ) ，

the problem of annihilating the cubic terms reduces to solving the
linear problem

Ax = ff ,
where

x i 5

~c
— d
— e
— f

A

e

b — a 0 0
— 1 0 — a a
-2b 2a 4- 2 2b b
0 0 0 -1

It is not hard to show that A has rank 3 and that we can eliminate
all cubic terms except ^. Thus, since our transformation did

not change our equation at 0{ 2 ) and below, we can write our normal
form in the r, 2：coordinates as

r = /iir -farz,
i ="2 +纤2 - 之

2 +"3

(where / can take on all values).

4.64 Once the cubic terms have been restored, study the Poincaxe-
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in Case IIa，b and Case III.

4.65 Verify that the homoclinic bifurcation shown in Figure 4.9.5 occurs
for a = 2, / < 0.
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4.66 Suppose that Wu( pi ) falls into Ws( pi ) as shown in Figure 4.9.8.
What are the conditions on the normal form in order that the hy¬

potheses of Theorem 4.8.4 hold.
Suppose Ws{p2 ) falls into Wu( p2 ) as shown in Figure 4.9.8. Can
horseshoes also occur in this case? ( Hint: see Exercise 4.68, b).) What
conditions must the normal form satisfy?

4.67 Consider a Cr (r as large as necessary) autonomous vector field in
R3. We denote coordinates in IR3 by x — y — z. Suppose the vector
field has two hyperbolic fixed points, pi and p2, respectively, in the
x — y plane.
Local Assumption: The vector field linearized at p\ has the form

i = 入 l丨，
y = 入2%
i 二入3之，

with Ai > 0, 入3 < 入2 < 0‘

The vector field linearized at p2 has the form

x= px -ury,
y = u；x -h py,
Z = 入2：，

with p < 0, A > 0, a; 0.
Global Assumption: p\ and P2 are connected by a heteroclinic orbit,
denoted that lies in the x ~ y plane.
P2 and pi are connected by a heteroclinic orbit, ^i , that lies outside
the plane; see Figure E4.7.

P2

r12 PI

FIGURE E4.7.

Thus, r*i2 ULi U{pi}U {仍} form a heteroclinic cycle. The goal is to
construct a Poincare map, P, in a neighborhood of the heteroclinic
cycle and prove the following theorem.
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P\2 -
«2

+V 2 C2

where X\ — y\ — z\ denote coordinates near pi, and X 2 — y2 — z2
denote coordinates near p2. These maps are approximations (see the
discussion at the beginning of Section 4.8); discuss their validity and
specify all steps in their derivation.

Then the Poincare map near the heteroclinic cycle is defined as

尸 三 尸 O _Poi 0 尸12 0 尸02: HO2 — rio2 *

The rest of the proof is very much the same as Theorem. 4.8.4. (See
Wiggins [1988] for additional help.)

Theorem E4.1. (Tresser [1984]) P possesses a countable number
of horseshoes provided

^ < 1AAi *

( Hint: P will be constructed from the composition of four maps. De¬

fine cross sections lloi , rin , TI12 , and rio2 appropriately; see Figure
E4.7. llo,i and rin should be sufficiently close to pi , and II12 and II02
should be chosen sufficiently close to p2 - If the coordinates on these
cross-sections are chosen appropriately, then we can derive maps as
follows

尸oi : noi — � IIi .

^1

zi £

Xl

入2 /入1

Aa/A

P02: 取2 — rii2 ,

cos flog £
Z2

X 2
P/A— ) sin y log —Z2 I A <=> Z2

a;2
y2
o

b2
rf2
<

oylqoblrfloalcl
n02,pll

I

ylQ
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4.68 Consider a Cr (r as large as necessary) autonomous vector field in
R3. We denote coordinates in 1R3 by x — y — z.Suppose the vector
field has two hyperbolic fixed points, denoted pi and p2 , respectively,
which lie in the x — y plane.
Local Assumption: The vector field linearized at p\ has the form

x = p\x -u；iy,
y =^i x + p i y ,
z = 入l:，

with
Ai > 0, pi < 0 and cui ^ 0.

The vector field linearized at p2 has the form

x = p2x -uj2 y，
y = u；2 x -\- p2 y ,
i = 入2:，

with 入2 < 0, p2 > 0, and LJ2 / 0.
Global Assumption: There exists a trajectory 1^2 in the x — y plane
connecting Pi to p2 -
There exists a trajectory connecting P2 to p\.
See Figure E4.8 for an illustration of the geometry.1^2 and I^i are
examples of heteroclinic orbits, i.e.? an orbit that is biasymptotic to
two different fixed points. ri2 U T2I U{pi} U {p2 } is said to form a
heteroclinic cycle.

a) Define a Poincare map in the neighborhood of the heteroclinic
cycle and determine if there are conditions on the eigenvalues
(i.e., p, p，入，and 入）such that the map possesses an invariant
Cantor set on which the dynamics are topologically conjugate
to a full shift on N ( N > 2) symbols.

b) Consider the case

\ P2 \ = |pi|,
丨入2丨=
卜2丨=|o；i|.

Can horseshoes exist in this case? What is the relevance of
this case to Case III of the truncated (hence symmetric) three-
dimensional normal form discussed in Section 4.9B?
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P12

0̂1
P02

\

X02

pn

FIGURE E4.8.

4.69 Recall the motivational example for deriving Poincare maps near ho¬

moclinic orbits described in Section 1.2A. We now describe the analog
of that example for heteroclinic orbits.

Consider a Cr (r as large as necessary) two-parameter family of vec¬

tor fields in the plane having a hyperbolic fixed points pi and P2 ,
respectively.

Local Assumption: The vector field linearized at 仍 is given by

t = Zl：A < 0』> 0，

and the vector field linearized at p2 is given by

X 2

V 2

«2^2,
卢22/2,

Ot2 > 0, /?2 < 0,
抑 一

where a2, i = 1, 2 are constants.

Global Assumption, pi and p2 are connected by a heteroclinic cycle.
We denote the heteroclinic orbit going from pi to P2 in positive time
by ri2 and the heteroclinic orbit going from 仍 topi in positive time
by r2i .

The heteroclinic cycle depends on the parameters as follows. For /x =
let be a neighborhood of zero in the /ii , /X2 plane; then

we assume the following.
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X^X |X=(m>0,0)

P2 Pi (0,0)

MH1<0,0)

\L=(0 ,\I 2<0 )

P2 Pi (0,0)

㈣0私2>0)

FIGURE E4.9.

1)『12 exists for all fi E {(^1,^2) |Mi = 0}门Y 三M.
2) r2i exists for all ^ | /12 = 0} f ) M = /^2 -

Furthermore, we assume that r】2 and『21 break “transversely”as
shown in Figure E4.9.
Construct a two-parameter family of Poincare maps near the hetero¬

clinic cycle and study the bifurcation and stability of periodic orbits.
{ Hint: apply the ideas from Section 1.2A, Case 3 and Exercise 4.66.)

4.70 Recall the discussion in Section 4.10. Show that

for any finite T .

X(x0,e) = X(x(T),e)
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4.71 Can a Cr map or flow depend on initial conditions in a Cr manner
and also exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions? Explain.

4.72 Recall Example 4.11.2. Do all or only some orbits in the open annuli
bounded by adjacent stable periodic orbits exhibit sensitive depen¬
dence on initial conditions?

4.73 Recall Example 4.11.3. Show that the flow generated by (4.11.6) is
topologically transitive on T2.

4.74 Show that for the dynamical system

the periodic orbits are dense in EN.
4.75 Let

x ^ g( x ) , x e IRn,
be a Cr (r > 1) map. Suppose M C IRn is a trapping region with
A C At a chaotic invariant set. Then defining

n>0

show that
A c A

4.76 Consider a planar, Hamiltonian vector field. Must all Liapunov ex¬

ponents of every orbit be zero?

4.77 Show that any trajectory of a vector field that remains bounded and
does not terminate on a fixed point must have at least one zero Lia¬

punov exponent, { Hint: consider the direction tangent to the orbit.)
4.78 Very often one hears the phrase,

A dynamical system is chaotic if it has one positive Lia¬

punov exponent.
Discuss what this phrase means in light of the discussion in Sections
4.10 and 4.11. Consider both dissipative and nondissipative systems.

4.79 In any realistic example, the Liapunov exponents of an orbit must be
calculated numerically. In this case, you can see that a problem may
arise. Namely, a Liapunov exponent is a number obtained in the limit
亡 — oo, and, in practice, one can only compute for a finite amount of
time.
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Recall Example 4.10.3. Consider an initial condition

(x，y) = (e, 0) ,

and the direction

Let
fe = ( l , 0) .

X t { x0 i e ) t
log At (x0, e) ,

and compute

for this example. It should follow from the discussion in the example
that for some T we have

Xi ((£ , 0) , fa) < 0, t e [T，oo) .

Let To(e) be the value of t such that

:

^
⑷作，0)々 )= 0.

a) Compute 2b⑷ and graph it as a function of e ,

b) What can you conclude from this example concerning the nu¬

merical computation of Liapunov exponents?

4.80 Recall the discussion of chaos in the phase space of the damped,
periodically forced Duffing oscillator at the end of Section 4.11. The
goal of this exercise is to make the heuristic arguments given in that
discussion rigorous.

a) Draw the homoclinic tangle correctly for the Poincare map on a
given cross-section (say E°). You may want to use a computer,

b) Find candidates for two 以/^-horizontal strips, denoted H0 and
i/i , which map over themselves in "幻-vertical strips under some
iterate of the Poincare map so that Assumptions 1 and 3 of Sec¬

tion 4.3 are satisfied. Choose the horizontal strips so that the
relationship between the motion in phase space and the dynam¬

ics on the invariant set is as described in Section 4.11.
c) Describe the relationship between the number of iterates needed

to form the chaotic invariant set and the parameters 7 — 5 — a;
(see Holmes and Marsden [1982] for help) .

4.81 The Attracting Set of the Damped, Periodically Forced Duffing Oscil¬

lator. Consider the damped, periodically forced Duffing oscillator
土：= y,
y = x — x3 + e( — dy + i cos u;t ) , (E4.20)
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with £ small and 6, 7, o;〉0, Choose

7 e RM ~2 {UJ )6 ) .
Recall from 1.2E, i) that this choice of parameters implies that the
outer resonance band of order M (odd) is excited but the further out
resonance bands of order M — 2 are not excited. Let P denote the
Poincare map associated with (E4.20) and let p denote the period
M saddle point on the order M resonance band. Then prove the
following result due to Holmes and Whitley [1984].
Theorem E4.2. (Holmes and Whitley) A = f ]n>0 Pn( D ) =
Wu{ p ) ) whtrt D is a trapping region containing the order M res¬

onance band.
( Hints: From 1.2E, ii) , we know that both components intersect the
boundary of D only once. This separates D into two disjoint regions,
S and T, as labeled in Figure E4.10 (obviously this picture is very
idealized, i.e., we are ignoring many things; however, it contains the
essence of what we want to describe). In the following we will make
our arguments with the M(M + 2) iterate of the Poincare-map, de-
noted 戶 三 thus, p and q will be fixed points for this map,
where q denotes the saddle on the M + 2 resonance band.
Now from Section 1.2E,ii) both components of Ws( q ) intersect Wl (p)
transversely. We will consider two specific points on these intersec¬

tions which we will label x , y with the ordering x^ y on Wu( p ) away
from p. Iterating these points under P一1 we obtain the points x’，y’
with the ordering p, x f , y’，x , y along Wu( p ) away from p as shown
in Figure E4.ll. The arcs xx of Ws( q ) and Wu( p ) bound a closed
region which we show shaded in Figure E4.ll.

FIGURE E4 10
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FIGURE E4.ll

Now that we have described the set-up, we give a brief outline of the
steps needed in order to complete the proof.

1) Show Wu( p) C A (easy).
2) Show A C Wu{ p).

This is demonstrated as follows.
a) Argue that all points on the Mth resonance level which are not

trapped on it pass through to the next lower level. (This has
already been established through Melnikov theory.)

b) Show that R = Dn>o pn ( R ) c Wu( p).
c) Argue that all points eventually fall into an R constructed on

some lower resonance level.

Discuss in detail why A C Wu( p ) follows from a), b), and c) . Also,
why is it sufficient to consider only one (fixed) saddle-sink pair on
the order M and order M + 2 resonance bands?

4.82 Often one hears the phrase,

For diffeomorphisms of dimension two and larger and for
vector fields of dimension three and larger, homockmc or¬

bits product chaos.

Is this statement generally true? Give a complete discussion with
examples.
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4.83 Show that Theorem 4.7.2 holds for area-preserving maps. ( Hint: use
the implicit function theorem proof given in Tedeschini-Lalli and
Yorke [1986].)

4.84 Does the result of Theorem 4.7.1 hold for area-preserving maps?
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averaging theorem, 111

Baire space, 100
base of the family, 306
Bendixson’s criterion, 26
bifurcation, 160

at 〆= 0, 259
codimension of a, 284
diagram, 256
global，420, 591
homoclinic, 329, 511, 540,592

codimension of, 552
local, 253

for maps, 387
for vector fields, 386

of fixed points,258
of maps, 357
of vector fields, 253

Naimark-Sacker,375,381, 404
period-doubling, 373, 419

for maps，387
pitchfork, 203, 257, 267, 282,

366

Poincare-Andronov-Hopf,224,
270, 276, 283, 301-302,
320, 326, 329, 395

point, 256, 285
saddle-connection, 592
saddle-node,256, 260, 279, 300,

358, 540
for maps, 386
for vector fields, 386

subhaxmonic, 511
theory, 199
transcritical, 257, 263，280,

362
value, 256

binary fluid mixture, 183

C° conjugate, 298
C°-equivalent, 297
C°-equivalent versal deformation,

298
Ck conjugate, 91, 230
Cfc equivalent, 230
Cfc topology, 99
Cantor set, 436, 442
Cantorus, 152
cascades of period-doubling, 540
center, 10
center manifold, 194, 254

at a saddle-node bifurcation
point for maps, 393

at a saddle-node bifurcation
point for vector fields, 390

depending onparameters,198
for maps, 204
for vector fields, 194
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center manifold (continued)
local, of fixed points, 21
properties of, 210
stable, of fixed points, 21
theory, 193, 254, 358
theorem, 287
unstable, of fixed points, 21

center subspaces, 16
centralizer of a matrix it, 309
chaos, 160, 420, 436
chaotic, 608
chaotic dynamics, 420
circle maps, 79, 81, 381
codimension of a bifurcation, 284
codimension of a fixed point, 295
codimension of a submanifold, 285
codimension of the homoclinic bi¬

furcation, 552
codimension of local bifurcations

of maps, 381
commensurate, 80
commute, 91
complex Duffing equation, 417
complex Ginzbury-Landau (CGL)

equation, 416
conjugacies and equivalences of vec¬

tor fields, 229
conjugacies of maps, 89
conjugate, 90
Conley-Moser conditions, 443
continuation of solutions, 37
contraction map, 446
convection, 182
coupled oscillators, 79
critical point, 6
cylinder, R1 x 51, 28
cylinders, 567

damped, forced Duffing oscillator,
153

decomplexification of a versal de¬

formation, 319
deformations, 286

of AQ , 306

degree theory, 36
dense orbit, 433
detuning, 192
detuning parameter, 109
difFeomorphism, 4, 60
difference equation, 1
differentiability with respect to pa¬

rameters, 38
dimensional reduction, 64
Dirichlet’s theorem, 55
domain or basin of attraction, 43
double-pulse homoclinic orbit, 588
double-zero eigenvalue, 303, 321

with symmetry, 399
driven Morse oscillator, 623
Duffing equation

complex, 417
Duffing oscillator, 5

damped, forced, 153
periodically forced, damped,

412, 614
unforced, 10, 23, 26, 29, 44,

50
dynamical systems, 1
dynamics in a tangle, 519

eigenvalue, double-zero, 303, 321
with symmetry, 399

eigenvalue of 1, 358
eigenvalue of — 1，371
eigenvalues, pure imaginary pair

of, 270, 331
eigenvalue, zero, 254, 331
energy function, 29
equilibrium solution, 6
equivalent, 306
existence, uniqueness differentia¬

bility with respect to ini¬

tial conditions, 37

family, 306
induced from A, 306

feedback control systems, 405
first integral, 29, 33
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first variational equation, 500
fixed point, 6

codimension of a, 295
nonhyperbolic, 590

flow, 40
interpolating a map by, 406
phase, 40

fluid transport, 182
forced van der Pol equation, 179
forced van der Pol oscillator, 412
full shift on N symbols, 442

general position, 102
genericity, 94, 98
germ, 289
global cross-section, 69
global stable manifolds, 488
global unstable manifolds, 488
global asymptotical stability, 12
gradient vector field, 56
graph transforms, 250

Hamiltonian, 103
Hamiltonian system, 31，33

integrable, 31
n-degree-of-freedom, 153

Hamiltonian vector field, 403
harmonic response, 74，180
Hartman-Grobman theorem, 234
Henon maps, 613
heteroclinic cycle, 354, 599, 601,

633, 643
heteroclinic orbit, 611, 641，643
homeomorphism, 434, 442
honioclinic coordinates, 487
homoclinic explosion, 572
homoclinic manifold, 486
homoclinic orbits, 30, 83, 458, 611

double-pulse, 588
subsidiary, 588
transverse, 483

homoclinic point, 470, 520
transverse, 471

homoclinic tangle, 520

Hopf bifurcation theorem, 278
hyperbolic fixed point, 9
hyperbolic invariant sets, 463

implicit function theorem, 15
incommensurate, 80
index of T, 35
index theory, 35
integrable Hamiltonian system, 31
integrable vector field, 29
integral curve, 2
interactions between resonance bands,

168
interpolating a map by a flow, 406
invariant, 14
invariant circle, 150, 184, 381
invariant manifolds, 14
invariant stable line bundles over

A, 464
invariant unstable line bundles over

A, 464

友-jet extension of /, 291
A;-jet of / at x , 290

v KAM theorem, 150, 152
Knot theory, 590

lambda lemma, 473
Liapunov functions, 10, 12, 44
Liapunov stability, 6
Liapunov’s theorem for maps, 56
librational motion, 181，623
linear approximation, 9
linearization, 7
linearly stable, 8
Lipschitz functions, 444
lobes, 521，523
local center manifolds of fixed points,

21
locally C k equivalent, 230
locally C k conjugate, 230
Lorenz attractors, 590
Lorenz equations, 56, 200, 613
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Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, 287

糾-horizontal curve, 444
vertical strip, 445
vertical curve, 444

/^-vertical strip, 445
maps, 1, 393

affine, 72
conjugacies of, 89
period-doubling bifurcation for,

387
pitchfork bifurcation for, 387
Poincare, 64, 103, 505
saddle-node bifurcation for,

386
shift , 442
transcritical bifurcation for,

387
transversal, 474
twist, 136

manifolds
global stable, 488
global unstable, 488
invariant , 14
negatively invariant, 14
positively invariant, 14
splitting, 488
stable and unstable, 60
local, stable, unstable, and cen¬

ter, 21
Mathieu equation, 97
McGehee transformation, 624
Melnikov’s method

for autonomous perturbations,
622

for homoclinic orbits, 483, 611
method of averaging, 106, 276, 395,

396, 626
method of reduction, 187, 624
metric, 430
miniversal, 307
mobius strip, 567
molecular diffusion, 182
Morse oscillator, 181

Index

Moser twist theorem, 150
Moser’s theorem, 475, 554, 571

n-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian
systems, 153

Navier-Stokes equations, 182
negatively invariant manifold, 14
negatively invariant set, 14
nonhyperbolic fixed points, 590
nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equa¬

tion, 416
nonresonance, 149
nonwandering, 42
nonwandering set, 43
normal basis, 604
normal forms, 193, 211

for the pitchfork bifurcation,
270

for saddle-node bifurcations,
262

theorem, 216
theory, 67
for the transcritical bifurca¬

tion, 266
for vector fields, 212

normal modes, 33

observability, 612
one-degree-of-freedom, 30
1:1 resonance, 180
1:3 resonance, 180
orbits through x0 ) 2
order of resonance, 236
ordinary differential equation, 1

passage through resonance, 191
Peixoto’s theorem, 287
perfect, 441
periodically forced, damped Duff¬

ing oscillator, 412, 614
periodically forced linear oscilla¬

tors, 70
periodic solutions, 25
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phase curve, 2
phase flow, 40
phase space, 1
photodissociafcion of molecules, 181
pips, 521
plane, E2 = 1R1 x R1，28
Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurca¬

tion, 224, 270, 276, 283,
301-302, 320, 326, 329,
395

Poincare-Bendixson theorem, 46,
49-50, 64, 276, 395

Poincare maps, 64, 103, 505
Poisson bracket, 190, 509
positive semiorbit, 47
positively invariant manifold, 14
positively invariant set, 14
power system dynamics, 405
primary intersection pip, 521
primary intersection point, 521
principal homoclinic orbit, 588
properties of center manifolds, 210
pure imaginary pair of eigenval¬

ues, 270, 331

quadratic homoclinic tangency, 542,
550

quasilinear partial differential equa¬

tion, 195
quasiperiodic orbits, 150, 152

reduced system, 190
reduction principle, 194
regular points, 49
residual set , 99
resonance, 73, 215, 235

band, 137, 143, 161
1:1，180
1:3, 180
passage through, 191
relation, 131，137, 143
strong, 383
terms, 216

rest point , 6

Reynolds number, 182
rotation number, 81

saddle，9
saddle-connection, 329
satellite, 623
second-order averaging, 177
sector bundles, 458
sensitive dependence on initial con¬

ditions, 436-437, 608
separatrix，30
shift map, 442
Silnikov’s phenomenon, 602
singularity, 6

theory, 288
sink, 10
Smale-Birkhoff homoclinic theo¬

rem, 482
Smale horseshoe, 420, 552, 567
small divisor, 179
source, 10
space of vector-valued monomials

of degree, 214
space of fe-jets, 290
splitting of the manifolds, 488
stability

asymptotic, 7, 8
global asymptotical, 12
Liapunov, 6
linear, 8

stable and unstable manifolds of
a hyperbolic fixed point,
60

stable center manifolds of fixed
points, 21

stable node, 10
stable subspaces, 16
stationary point, 6
steady state, 6
strange attractors, 572, 590, 612-

613
strong resonances, 383
structural stability, 94, 98, 99, 176,

284
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subharmonics, 73
of order m, 76
Melnikov function, 509-510
Melnikov theory, 117, 484
Melnikov vector, 131, 509
response of order m, 76

submanifold
codimension of a, 285

subspaces, stable, 16
subsidiary homoclinic orbits, 588
symbolic dynamics, 430, 438
symmetries, 553
symplectic matrices, 320

tangent space approximation, 198
Thom transversality theorem, 292
three-torus, 403
topologically conjugate, 90, 298,

434
topologically equivalent, 297
topologically transitive, 45, 608
trajectory, 2

for maps, 387
for vector fields, 386

transport, 538
transversal map, 474
transversality, 94，101
transverse homoclinic orbits, 483
transverse homoclinic point, 471
trapping region, 43
twist condition, 610
twist maps, 136
two-torus, 33

invariant, 354, 600
T 2 = Sl x S\ 28

ultraharmonics, 73
of order n, 77
response of order n, 76

ultrasubharmonics, 73

unfoldings, 286, 297
universal, 286

unforced Duffing oscillator, 10, 23,
26, 29, 44, 50

universal, 307, 545
unstable, 7
unstable center manifolds of fixed

points, 21
unstable node, 10
unstable subspaces, 16

van der Pol equation, 179
forced, 179

van der Pol oscillator, forced, 412
van der Pol transformation, 109,

191
vector fields, 1, 60, 390

autonomous, 5, 38
conjugacies and equivalences

of, 229
gradient, 56
Hamiltonian, 403
integrable, 29
nonautonomous, 5, 40
pitchfork bifurcation for, 386
saddle-node bifurcation for,

386
transcritical bifurcation for,

386
vector-valued polynomials of de¬

gree k , the space of,
214

versal deformations, 286’ 297
decomplexification of, 319
of families of matrices, 305

LJ limit point, 41
LJ limit set, 42

zero eigenvalue, 254, 331




